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CHAPTER 1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Weiler notes that 'an eruption of significant proportions' arose in 1992 with the expiry of the
deadline for the progressive realisation of the internal market under the Single European Act

of 1986: Whilst all eyes may have

been focussed upon whether 'an area without internal

frontiers in which the free movement of goods, persons, services and capital' had actually
been achieved,2 the issue of how Member States regulate gambling quietly emerged into the

Community arena.
1992 saw the first preliminary reference before the European Court

of Justice (ECJ) in

which the ECJ was called upon to adjudicate between the free movement principles which
underpin the internal market and the scope of the right enjoyed by Member States to regulate
gambling activities. Gambling was not only discussed by judges sitting in Luxembourg, but
also by heads of state at the Edinburgh Council meeting in December of that year, where the
European Commission announced that it was not intending to pursue any harmonisation

measures in this field on the grounds that under the principle

of subsidiarity

the competence

to regulate gambling should rest with the Member States.3

Yet as the 20

th

anniversary of this Council decision begins to creep onto the horizon

the debate amongst stakeholders throughout the European Union (EU) as to how gambling

should be regulated has certainly not remained dormant. On the contrary, it has been

smouldering away with the ECJ being the mouth of the volcano; delivering judgements with
which stakeholders in favour of state monopolies supplying national markets claim victory,
alongside private operators seeking to flood the internal market with their gambling services

doing likewise. These judgments have arisen from preliminary references from national courts
seeking guidance as to how the

free

movement

principles should be balanced with national

regulatory decisions. Concurrently, the European Commission in seeking to fulfil its role as

the 'guardian of the Treaties' seemed enthusiastic for sometime in its efforts to bring national

authorities into line with its view as to how far Member States

are permitted to restrict the

cross-border movement of gambling services.

Weiler, J., 'The Transformation of Europe', Yale Law Journal, \00 (1991), 2403-2484
p. 2455.
2
Single European Act, Article 18
3 European Council, Conclusions of the Presidency, Edinburgh 11 and 12 December 1992 (DOC/92/8,
13.12.1992). Annex 2 to Part A, Subsidiarity. Examples of the Review of Pending Proposals and Existing
1

lEgislation

1

Member States have regulated gambling activities prior to the entry into force of the

Treaty of Rome in 1957, or their accession to the European Union or any of its predecessors.

Different approaches have been taken to regulate what has traditionally been considered by
many as a morally questionable activity, and perhaps today the regulatory approach of some

Member States bears witness to such overtones. In broad terms, Member States either seek to

limit the volume of gambling supplied so as to avoid the negative consequences commonly
associated with gambling, or take a more free market approach within which the negative

consequences are to be limited to the greatest extent possible. Consequently, some regimes
seek to regulate gambling in a manner which is inherently

restrictive of the free movement

principles and thereby offend those who believe in a true and full internal market; including
such a market for gambling services.

In light of the supremacy of the free movement principles and the lack of
harmonisation in this field the ECJ noted in 1992 that Member States enjoy a large margin of

discretion in regulating gambling.4 Following this finding the debate has concentrated upon

the magnitude of this margin and the extent to which Member States can restrict the crossborder movement of gambling services and gambling service providers. Certain stakeholders

within the debate are quick to turn the principle of subsidiarity and claim that it provides a
basis for regulation to rest solely with the Member States. Depending on how an issue is

framed the outcome of having applied subsidiarity to the relevant arguments may result in
such a conclusion. Nevertheless this does not provide national governments with a carte

blanche to regulate gambling thereby restricting cross-border movements in a manner

contrary to Community law.

During the course of the last decade the debate has been further fuelled by the advent

of widely accessible means of distance communication, primarily the internet, which has
dramatically increased the ease with which operators of gambling services can reach across
national boundaries. No longer do operators have to rely upon postal services to offer crossborder gambling services, as in the very first case to come before the ECJ. This has upset the

traditionally introspective regulatory approach taken towards gambling by the vast majority of
Member States, and is suggestive of further restrictions to the cross-border movement of

gambling services.
Those parties reluctant to see greater cross-border movement in this sector have sought

to rely upon apparent differences between the objectives of national regulatory regimes and
4 Case C-215192, Her Majesty's Customs and Excise v. Gerhart Schindler and Jorg Schindler, f19941 ECR 11039.
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the degree to which they uphold their respective standards. Although there has not been any

systematic convergence between the Member States the vast majority do not appear to be

starting from wholly different positions. Most are concerned about consumer protection,

particularly with a view to preventing problem gambling, i.e. excessive gambling, but also
about the dangers of fraud and crime which are frequently associated with gambling, and the

capacity of gambling to generate revenues for good causes and the state's coffers.

Without any current agreement on the existence of

a

common problem shared by the

Member States, and some degree of political motivation, the question of whether the

Community should enjoy some degree of competence to intervene in gambling regulation is
in danger of putting the cart before the horse. At present it is necessary to uphold the
Suprennacy of the fundamental free movement provisions; thus requiring

a

greater

understanding of the nature of restrictions to the freedom to provide services and the freedom
of establishment

as

applicable to gambling services.

It is the object of this thesis to unravel and deconstruct both the debate and reality
surrounding the regulation of gambling in the internal market. This process will take occur on
two parallel levels; firstly the European level with regards to the requirements

of Community

law and secondly at the national level in terms of how three Member States seek to regulate
gambling. These two strands will then be combined in order to establish whether the way in

which Member States regulate this activity is compatible with the requirements of the free
movement provisions. In doing so it will then become possible to identify problems which

may arise from the interaction of national regulatory regimes in

a

multi-jurisdictional

environment, such as the internal market. Mechanisms by which such difficulties could be

overcome, that is to say ensure the fullest possible respect for the free movement provisions

whilst upholding national competences, will be suggested.
Findings from the analysis of national regulatory regimes will not only be set against
the requirements of Community law but these regimes will also be compared horizontally.

Doing so will reveal whether commonalities exist between the approaches that Member States
take towards gambling. Inherently it can be anticipated that commonalities can arise in terms

of regulatory objectives, however concrete proposals or suggestions for exercises in
harmonisation will not be put forward. Although the role of the principle of subsidiarity in
determining whether the locus of regulatory competence should favour decentralisation or

centralisation will be discussed, the mechanics by which subsidiarity operates will not be
extrapolated to specific areas of gambling regulation. Fundamentally therefore the objectives

of this thesis are to understand what EC law requires of national gambling regulatory regimes,
3

how (three) Member States regulate gambling and how to ensure the fullest respect for the
free movement principles. To this end harmonisation

of regulatory objectives and standards is

not proposed and consequently institutional housekeeping issues which would arise in
instances of harmonisation are not addressed.

To achieve the primary objective of the thesis five chapters will structure the debate.
Chapter 2 seeks to introduce factors which are principally non-legal in nature but drive the

discussion surrounding gambling in the context of the internal market. Three main threads are

identifiable; the structure of the market; the impact of technology on delivering gambling
services; and negative consequences which are commonly associated with gambling, and

moreover, excessive gambling.
These elements form an important background for Chapter 3 which provides an

analysis of how Member States regulate gambling. Given considerations of time and language
three Member States have been selected, and studied in depth, namely, France, the

Netherlands and the United Kingdom.5 Having introduced elements common to the regulation

of gambling, such as the regulation of supply and demand, a common structure is utilised to
provide a framework to analyse the three national regulatory approaches. The framework will
concentrate upon the legislative objectives, regulatory set-up and the regulatory architecture
behind gambling operators. This will have a dual role, firstly providing evidence of

potentially restrictive measures and secondly by highlighting commonalities between the
national regulatory objectives; both 'sets' of findings are required for Chapter 6. The

framework for this comparative assessment takes on the following format:

•

An historical introduction to gambling and the regulation thereof.

•

A description of the current regulatory objectives, per sector as applicable.

•

An overview of the relevant legislation in force, per sector as applicable.

• A discussion of the regulation of online gambling and whether this can be
distinguished from the regulation of offline gambling.

5 Although reference at this stage is made to the United Kingdom not all 'national' gambling regulations apply
across the constituent legal systems of England and Wales, Northern Ireland and Scotland. The principal piece of
legislation, the Gambling Act 2005, does not apply to Northern Ireland in accordance to section 361 of that Act.
In contrast, the National Lottery Act 1993 and subsequent legislation, includes Northern Ireland in its territorial
scope of application, according to section 63 of the 1993 Act. General references to the 'United Kingdom' refer
to England and Wales, Northern Ireland and Scotland. However, references may be made to the United Kingdom
in instances which do not specifically refer to the National Lottery. In as far as such references reflect the
regulation of gambling, including that under the Gambling Act 2005, from an international or Community law
perspective arise, 'United Kingdom' will be the term of art. Such an approach reflects the fact that it is the
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland which is a member of the European Union. Internal
divisions between Great Britain and Northern Ireland will only be referred to where appropriate when discussing
domestic legislation.
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• A description of

the regulatory machinery in place, concentrating upon the

attribution of licensing powers, and the distribution of supervision and
enforcement powers.

•

A brief insight into taxation policies and the distribution of revenues generated by
gambling.

•

Contemporary debates at the national level and the impact of the EU to date on
national gambling policies and regulation.

Chapter 4

will introduce the European debate as it has evolved at the time of writing.6 Having

paid attention to the principle

of subsidiarity

as addressed in 1992, an analysis of the

judgments of the case-law of the ECJ which seeks to balance the internal market with national

discretion will be undertaken. This will be furthered by

an analysis

of pending preliminary

references and the attempts of the European Commission to bring infringement proceedings
against a substantial number

of Member States. This Chapter will conclude by considering the

limited role which current secondary legislation has to play in the debate on gambling. Before
reaching Chapter 6, Chapter 5 will act as a bridge, placing the so-called 'gambling case-law'

in the context of more general and widely applicable free movement case-law whilst

including a discussion on the potential applicability of the Community approach to service
concessions and market access authorisations in the gambling sector. Subsequently, Chapter 6

on a sector-by-sector basis will review the regulation in France, the Netherlands, and the
United Kingdom regarding; casinos and slot machines; lotteries; betting; and remote
gambling. In doing so the restrictive nature of the regulatory approaches will form the focus

of this analysis. Where restrictions to the free movement of services and the freedom of
establishment surface due consideration will be given as to whether they can be justified
under the current state of Community law, in particular the 'gambling case-law'.

The final chapter, the General Conclusions, will not only highlight some of the
challenges facing the regulation of gambling in the internal market, but moreover suggest
means by which

full respect for the free movement principles can

be ensured but without

proposing any substantive harmonisation measures.

6

Materials published up until June 2009 are taken into account in this work. However, given their importance
E.CJ which were rendered in the autumn of 2009 have been included in the initial
description of the ECJ's case-law. These cases do not subsequently feature in any analysis.

two decisions of the
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CHAPTER 2

NON-LEGAL BACKGROUND TO THE REGULATION OF GAMBLING IN THE
EUROPEAN UNION

2.1.

Introduction

The regulation of gambling requires numerous non-legal issues to be taken into consideration
regardless

of whether regulations

are specifically

enacted for the purpose of regulating

gambling activities, or whether regulation arises from the application of general principles to

gambling activities. Non-legal issues become relevant when a legislature drafts and ultimately
enacts specific gambling legislation, and subsequently in the application and enforcement of

that legislation. Non-legal issues are also relevant for non-gambling specific legislation, or
when general principles of law in

a

legal system are applied in a gambling context. Such

issues have a role to play in the design of gambling specific legislation and also in the
application and enforcement of other legislation and legal principles.

Non-legal factors are also relevant at different regulatory levels. Gambling activities
are regulated either

with gambling specific legislation or other legislation at five regulatory

levels. These regulatory levels can be identified as being; local, regional, national, European
and international. However only at the first three do specific gambling regulations exist; in the

second two non-legal factors only arise when non-gambling specific regulations or general

principles of the relevant legal systems

are applied to situations concerning gambling.

Nevertheless non-gambling specific regulations and general legal principles will also apply to

gambling at the local, regional and national levels. This situation is summarised in Table 1.

7

Table

1:

Levels of Gambling Regulation

Level of Authority

Gambling regulations

Other

International

None

Yes

regulations
and general legal
principles

Most-FavouredNation Treatment, the
protection of public
the
and
morals
maintenance of public

World Trade Organisation

order, Articles Il and
XIV(a) respectively of
the

General

Agreement on Trade in
Services.

European
European Union

None

Yes

Freedom to provide
services, Article 49 EC

Treaty.

National

Yes

Yes

Member State Of the EU or Gambling Act 2005 (Great Loi n° 2007-297 du 5
mars 2007 relative a
any other national jurisdiction Britain)
la privention de la
ddlinquance (France):

Regional

Yes

Yes

National jurisdictions with a Niedersachsisches Gesetz Uber
federal system, e.g. Germany das Lotteries-und Wettwesen
and the USA

(Germany).4

Prohibition Of the use of
telephones for gaming purposes

contained in the criminal law of
Massachusetts, USA:

1 As discussed in United States - Measures Affecting the Cross-Border Supply of Gambling and Betting Services
(Complaint by Antigua and Barbuda) (2004), WTO Doc. WT/DS285/R. Available online at
http.//www.wto.orp/english/tratop e/dispu e/cases e/ds285 e.htm
2 As first discussed by the ECJ in Case C-275/92. Her Majesty's Customs and Excise v. Gerhart Schindler and
JOrg Schindler, I 19941 ECR I-1039.
3 Law 2007-297 of 5th March 2007 concerning the prevention of delinquency.
421.6.1997 (GVBI. S. 289). Lower Saxony Act on Lotteries and Bets.
5 Mass. Ann. Inws. ch. 271 § 17A.
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Yes
Local
County and city level control, Casinos regulation in France

Yes

primarily concerning licensing
powers

Such non-legal factors often motivate governments to

limit and otherwise regulate the supply

of gambling services which their residents may receive. In broad terms, some of these factors
are specific to gambling, while others are of a more general nature but have an impact upon

gambling. A non-legal factor specific to gambling would be the need to ensure the integrity of

gambling machinery, such as setting technical standards to ensure that slot machines do not

provide players with numerous 'near wins' but never allowing the jackpot to be struck. A
non-legal factor which is less connected with gambling would be the setting of tax rates in

different jurisdictions and the consequent tax competition which could occur in terms of
providers relocating to jurisdictions offering the most favourable tax rate6
Often however, the distinction between non-legal factors solely concerned with

gambling and those which are of a more general nature is not entirely clear. Excessive use of

online gambling services provides

a

prime example of such an issue; are those who are

addicted to gambling on the internet addicted to the internet as a medium and not to the

gambling activity, or does the internet provide

a means

by which they can fuel their gambling

addiction?7

Yet it is not the nature of these non-legal factors which is of most importance, but the
use which is made of them in regulating gambling. Frequently such factors provide the basis

for restrictions on the supply of gambling, which include: the amount of gambling supplied,
the forms permitted,8 who may participate, where the gambling facility may be located and

who may supply the gambling within the permitted boundaries. Restrictions on the supply of
gambling are one aspect of regulating gambling and shall be explored in depth in subsequent
Chapters, particularly in the context of the regulatory regimes

of France, the Netherlands and

6 In the case of online gambling this was recognised as early as 1999 by the UK government with regards to
British bookmakers directing customers to their offshore operations in which the bookmakers enjoyed lower

rates of tax. See Inland Revenue and HM Customs & Excise, Electronic Commerce: The UK's Taxation Agenda
(1999, paragraph 7.11). Available at http:Uwww.iwar.org.uk/e-commerce/resources/ecom.pdf.
Griffiths, M., Parke, A., Wood, R. & Parke, J., 'Internet Gambling: An Overview of Psychosocial Impacts',
UNLV Gaining Research and Review Journal, 10(1) (2006).
8 Jurisdictions may have differences in their definitions of certain forms of gambling which affects the gambling
on offer within that jurisdiction or the way it is offered. This will be considered in detail with regards to France,
the Netherlands and the United Kingdom in Chapter 2. However some forms of gambling are prohibited outright
in some jurisdictions such as the Cypriot prohibition on casinos. See Law on Betting Houses, Gambling Houses
and the Restriction of Gambling (Chapter 151 of the Statute Laws of Cyprus, as amended. See Swiss Institute for
Comparative Law, Study of Gambling Services in the Internal Market of the European Union, Final Report, June
2006, p. 80.
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the United Kingdom. From the perspective

of Community law restrictions are of great

importance as they may hinder the attainment of the internal market and thus the objectives of

the Community

as

given in Articles 2 and 3 of the Treaty Establishing the European

Community (hereinafter referred to as the 'EC Treaty').9 Perhaps of greater significance is the
question of whether restrictions are justifiable in the context
requires an understanding by all actors in this

field of

of Community law, and this

the scientific underpinnings of

gambling.

As a consequence of a number of preliminary reference rulings of the ECJ these nonlegal factors have acquired a considerable degree of importance when discussing the

regulation of gambling in a European context. These factors were recognised by the ECJ in

the first preliminary ruling dealing specifically with gambling in the case of Schindler
whereby it noted that in the context of gambling the following certain objectives '[..] concern

the protection of recipients of the service and, more generally, of consumers as well as the
maintenance of order in society.

,10

Perhaps through a lack

context the subsequent gambling case-law of the

ECJ 1

1

of familiarity with these issues and

provided the Member States with a

considerable margin of discretion in enacting and maintaining restrictions on the supply of

gambling services.

12

However, the case of Lindman saw the ECJ call for Member States to

show a causal link between the objectives of their restrictive legislation and the non-legal

factors which they seek to rely on. The weight of this burden upon national authorities
appears to be minimal given subsequent case-law, but the notion that a causal link must be

shown is at the very least indicative of the ECJ's willingness to require a connection between

restrictive measures with real dangers associated with gambling and not merely upon fictional
ideas

of governments.
Currently it would be inappropriate to consider that there exists a substantial body of

scientific knowledge and literature on these non-legal factors, especially

if literature specific

9

Consolidated Versions of the Treaty on European Union and the Treaty Establishing the European Community
(consolidated text), OJ C 321 E of 29 December 2006.
I0
Supra note 2 at para. 58. The ECJ was referring to the objectives of the UK national lottery legislation in
question which:
'pursued the following objectives: to prevent crime and to ensure that gamblers would be treated
honestly; to avoid stimulating demand in the gambling sector which has damaging social consequences
when taken to excess; and to ensure that lotteries could not be operated for personal and commercial
profits but solely for charitable, sporting or cultural purposes[.]' at para. 57.
' Case C-124197, Markku Juhani Liiara, Cotswold Microsystems Ltd and Oy Transatiantic Software Ltd v
Kihlakunnansyyttayli (Jyvilskylli) and Suomen valtio (Finnish State), \-\9991 ECR I-6061. Case C-67198,
Questore di Verona v Diego Zenatti, I 1999] ECR I-7289. Case C-6/01, Associaga Nacional de Operadores de
Mdquinas Recreativas (Anomar) and Others v. Estado portugu8s, [2003] ECR I-8621.
2
Straetmans, G- 'Case C-124/97, Laara and Case C-67/98, Zenatti', Common Market Inw Review, 37 (2000),
I

991-1005, p. 991.
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to gambling in 'Europe' is considered,

as

opposed to that existing in the USA. Furthermore,

the level of scientific knowledge diminishes when new developments in this field are
considered. One example of this is would be the impact of the internet on gambling

behaviour.13 This does nothing to diminish the need for

a

thorough and European focussed

consideration of such non-legal factors to close the gap between the assumptions on which
gambling regulations are based and scientific reality; a gap which has been noted by
numerous commentators, including the European Commission. I4

It is beyond the scope of this work to provide scientific output to diminish the lack of
knowledge relating to the non-legal factors which are relevant in the regulation of gambling.
Nonetheless this Chapter

will provide

an overview

of

these concerns as they currently exist.

For the purposes of this Chapter, non-legal factors have been divided into the following three,
broad and interrelated, categories; firstly the structure of the gambling market from a
European perspective, secondly the use of technology in this field and thirdly, the negative
consequences

of gambling. Nevertheless the status quo of gambling regulations will have a

direct impact upon the issues discussed below; to varying degrees they are inherently linked
to current regulations and practices.

2.2.

Structure of Gamblinll Markets

Four broad themes will be considered to portray the nature of gambling markets which

Member States seek to regulate. The themes considered will commence with the various
forms of gambling which are currently found in the European Union, however legal

definitions of various forms of gambling will be reserved for the consideration of the British,
Dutch and French regulatory regimes in subsequent Chapters. Having provided a broad

outline of the forms on offer, the size of the markets in those particular forms will be
discussed from a European angle. This will be followed with an overview of important
economic elements which play a role in gambling markets as well as some basic principles of

market design. The final section will consider general issues relating to the taxation of
gambling, such as the principle of additionality.
3

Supra note 7, at p. 27 Griffiths states:
'To date, knowledge and understanding of how the medium of the Internet affects gambling behaviour
is sparse. Globally speaking, proliferation of Internet access is still an emerging trend and it will take
some time before the effects on gambling behaviour surface'.
4
As noted by Jean Bergevin of Directorate-General Internal Market of the European Commission, during his Bergevin, J., 'Regulating Gambling - the European Policymaker's Perspective', at The Future of Gambling in
the Internal Market: The Demise of State Monopolies? (February 2007, Academy of European Law, Trier,
Germany).
l

I
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2.2.1. Forms of Gambling
Various forms of gambling exist with some forms proving more prevalent in certain
Member States than others, yet all these forms of gambling include elements of chance and a
stake being placed by the player. These basic notions have been encapsulated in a Royal

Commission paper, which reads:

'Almost everyone knows intuitively what gambling is
making money; taking

a

buying the chance of

calculated risk because of the potential reward; engaging in

an action or series of actions resulting in
outcome; and so on.

-

a

favourable, unfavourable or neutral

,15

Consequently, the player provides the gambling operator with consideration, most likely
money, which constitutes the stake. In return for the stake, the operator provides the chance

for the player to win

a

prize, be that a good or service of some form such as

a

holiday or car,

or a monetary prize. It is irrelevant whether the player wins any prize which may be on offer,
the player played the stake for chance to determine the return on the stake.

To provide the element of chance, the operator will provide a mechanism for an
outcome which cannot be predetermined by skill. One of the most simple forms being a

lottery where numbers are randomly generated whereby the player does not have an
opportunity to exert any influence over the outcome of the game being played. Henceforth,

many forms of gambling are referred to
Schindler.

16

skill, which

as 'games

of chance' as the ECJ has done in

Nevertheless many forms of gambling allow the player to exercise a degree of

if

applied successfully will increase the probability that the player wins. The

random drawing of numbers in a lottery does not provide for this possibility, but sports-

betting does. Invariably the more knowledge a player has regarding the sport and specific
sporting event being bet upon, the greater the chance of winning. For example, in the case of

horseracing, the more knowledge the player has of the recent performances of the horses

running a particular race, the abilities of the jockeys and whether the ground is soft or hard

will assist the player in deciding which horse to place a bet on. Various casino and card games
also include elements

of skill,

and frequently the argument is made that poker is not a game of

chance since the outcome of poker matches is predetermined by the skill of the players, and

not by chance. The balance of chance and skill in determining the outcome of a game is for
l

5

Final Report of the Royal Commission on Gambling (Chairman, Lord Rothschild, London, H.M.S.0., 1978,

Cmnd. 7200) at 1.2, as quoted in - Miers, D., Regulating Commercial Gambling: Past, Present and Future
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004), p. 2.
I6
Supra note 2, para. 27.
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each legal system to decide upon and many legal systems rely on the distinction between skill

and chance to distinguish between those activities which are to be regulated as gambling and
those which are not. While, a clear distinction between the role

of chance and skill is not

necessarily easily determined, the Supreme Court of California has provided a useful frame

for determining the nature of a particular game:
'the test is not whether the game contains an element of chance or an element of skill
,17
but which of them is the dominating factor in determining the result of the game.

With such

a

continuum existing between chance and skill, combined with the inherent

consequence that determining a game as being one

of skill will bring it within

the national

regulatory regime applicable to gambling, courts at the national level continue to be faced

with determining whether

a

particular game constitutes a game of chance: 8 Iii a relatively

recent example from the English legal system, poker was held to be a game

of chance. 19 Prior

to the entry into force of the Gambling Act 2005 the defendant in Kelly organised the playing

of poker at the club of which he was the proprietor, without

a

licence, and thus in

contravention of the then applicable Gaming Act 1968. The 1968 legislation prohibited the

organisation of games where a levy was charged on the winnings and where a fee was
charged for participation in games of chance. On appeal the defendant argued that the jury
had been misdirected as to the significance of chance in determining whether a game

constituted one of chance. Ultimately the appeal was rejected, with the Court of Appeal

finding that the definition of a game of chance as one which combines skill and chance
includes poker.20 Moreover the Court of Appeal held that a game of skill would only exist
where "the element of chance is such that it should on ordinary principles be ignored-that is to

17 in re Allen 59 Cal. 2d, 377P.2d 280(1961).
18
Considerable discussion concerning the boundaries between games of skill and games of chance prevails in
economics literature. See Dreef, M.R.M., Borm, P.E.M., & Genugten, B.B. van der, 'A New Relative Skill
Measure for Games with Chance Elements', CentER Discussion Paper, 200\- 106, December 2001; Dreef,
M.R.M., Borm, P.E.M., & Genugten, B.B. van der, 'On Strategy and Relative Skill in Poker, CentER Discussion
Paper, 2002-59, July 2002, Dreef, M.R.M., Borm, P.E.M., & Genugten, B.B. van der, 'Measuring Skill in
Games: Several Approaches Iliscussed', CentER Discussion Paper, 2003-09, January 2003; Heubeck, Steven,
"Measuring Skill in Games with Random Payoffs: Evaluating Legality," Review of Law & Economics, 4(1),
2008, p. 25-34: Larkey, P., Kadane, J.B., Austin, R. and Zamir, S., 'Skill in Games', Management Science, 43(5)
(1997),596-609.

Interestingly it has been suggested that the regulation of games should be determined upon whether social costs
arise from such activities as an alternative to the prevailing approach based upon the distinction between skill
and chance. See Fielder, I.C. and Rock, J.-P., 'Quantifying Skill in Games - Theory and Empirical Evidence for
Poker', Gaming Law Review and Economics, 13( 1), 2009,50-57.
19
R. v. Kelly, 12008] EWCA Crim 137.
20
Section 52(1) of the Gaming Act 1968 reads:
"66
game of chance" does not include any athletic game or sport, but, with that exception, and subject to
subsection (6) of this section, includes a game of chance and skill combined and a pretended game
of chance or of chance and skill combined".
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say where it is so insignificant as not to matter." In this regard an insiginficant element of
chance would be chance being used to determine which player commences play with all
subsequent events being determined by the

skill of

the players. Pointing towards the

definintion given in the 1968 Act the judges confirmed that in games which mix skill and
chance the element

of chance did not need

be significant to warrant a game being considered

as one of chance. Admittedly this is only reflects the case-law of one jurisdiction, but it
nevertheless indicates the relatively low threshold as to the degree

of chance which is required

to bring a game into the category of a game of chance, and thus within national gambling
legislation.
Precise definitions of the various forms of gambling which prevail will not be

discussed, particularly given the fact that not only do forms vary over time they will also vary

between legal systems. In 1976 Lord Wilberforce noted that "[i]t is impossible to frame
accurate definitions which can cover every such variety; attempts to do so may indeed be

counter-productive, since each added precision merely provides an incentive to devise a

variant which eludes it. „ 21
The outcome of certain forms of gambling may be determined soley by chance, and in
braod terms amount to lotteries, even if they are known as constituting a form of gambling in

their own right, such

as

roulette. Other forms of gambling involve an element of skill such as

betting and certain casino games. .

• Lotteries: the drawing of lots for the winning of

a prize.

Normally numbers are

selected by individual players when entering the draw, however some variations exist

such at the 'Postcode Lottery' in the Netherlands where draws are based on postal

code areas.22 Referening once again to English case-law, this time Readers Digest
Association Ltd v Williams, 23 in generic terms three elements can be understood as
indicating that a game constitutes a lottery, namely; that prizes have been distributed,
the prizes were distributed on the basis of chance, and that the participants make a

contribution to participate in the draw.
•

Bingo: numbers are randomly called out which players mark-off on their bingo tickets
so as to achieve the

winning combination.

2 ' Seay v Eastivood [197613 All ER 153, 9 155.
22
For an explanation of how this lottery works, see Kuhn, P., Kooreman, P., Soetevent, A.R. & Kapteyn, A.,
'The Own and Social Effects of an Unexpected Income Shock. Evidence from the Dutch Postcode Lottery',

RAND Working Paper WR-574, May 2008.
23 [1976] 1 WLR 1109 at 1 113, see Smith and Monkcom's The law of Betting, Gaming and Lotteries (London;
Butterworths, 2001), p. 573.
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• Lotto: the operator offers players the chance to be on the chance of winning one or
more numbers, or symbols, from a pre-selected group which is decided by way of a

public draw.
•

Betting: whereby players place a stake upon the outcome of a race or event, usually a
sports event. The Royal Commission on Lotteries and Betting 1933 in Great Britain

considered that a bet is 'a promise to give money or monies worth upon the
determination of an uncertain or unascertained event in
involve the exercise of skill or judgment.

•

a

particular way. It may

,24

Pari-mutuel betting: a system of betting where bets are pooled together and winnings
are determined by sharing the pool among all those who placed winning bets.

0

Spread betting: similar to betting but where the players bet against each other in a

forum provided by the operator; players in effect act as bookmakers.

•

Casino (games): games of chance in which players play against the bank (house) and

whereby the chances of winning do not apply favorably to all players. Examples of
such games are roulette, dice and baccarat

Since 199525 various forms of gambling have migrated to the internet, and subsequently

online gambling 26 has become
internet offers

a

a

feature of the gambling regulation discussions. However, the

medium for suppliers to supply pre-existing gambling formats to customers.

As a means of communication it does not alter the fundamental rules of the games which an

operator provides, although the appearance and some elements of the play may be altered to

suit the online environment. Gambling via the internet will be considered as

a separate

phenomenon though not as an additional form of gambling, merely a different means by

which gambling services are provided.
2.2.2. Size of European Gambling Markets

To gain

a degree

of perspective as to

the reality

of gambling in the European Union, some

facts as to the size of the gambling market and the relative importance of particular forms of
gambling should be considered. In 2006 the Swiss Institute of Comparative Law completed a

'Study of Gambling Services in the Internal Market of the European Union' on behalf of the
European Commission. This Study represents the first comprehensive overview of the then 25

Member States with regards to each form of gambling which was legally available in each
24 AS quoted in Monkcom, S.P., /bid., p. 4.
25
Clarke, R. and Dempsey, G., 'The Feasibility of Regulating Gambling on the Internet', Managerial and
Decision Economics, 22 (2001), 125-132.
26 AS per the Gambling 2005 Act applicable across Great Britain.
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Member State.27 Data relating to the size of the markets will be drawn from information
contained within this Study, however other secondary sources which concentrate upon a
28
particular form of gambling in a selected number of Member States also exist.

Unfortunately there is no uniform manner in which data is collected or at least
represented, which is part of a seemingly wider pattern

of incomparability between reports

and studies written or commissioned by various actors in this field. Such incomparability
serves to hinder studies

of cross-border gambling. Perhaps this lack of uniformity merely

reflects the relative infancy of this field of research in the European context. A prime example

of this is

a

study on the European lottery market which provides considerable detail on

numerous aspects such as the average gaming expenditure of the residents of each Member
State to the number of employees

of state lottery operators in

each Member State.

29

Since the

study focusing on the European lottery market does not use the same measurements as that

completed by the Swiss Institute of Comparative law it becomes difficult to accurately
combine the information contained within the different studies. Without a uniform manner of

data collection and representation, the degree of compatibility between Member States is

likely to be below that required for optimal decision-making. Divergences between individual
sector-specific studies are also likely to give rise to the same concerns when making
comparisons between different sectors. In light of these concerns, very general observations

will be made with regards to the general European market.

27

Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece,
Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Slovakia,
Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, and the United Kingdom
28
For example, London Economics, The case for State Intteries. A report for the European Lotteries and Toto
Association, Final Report (September 2006), provides a detailed breakdown of the European lottery market
including payouts to good causes and governments.
29
Ibid, 'Table 2: Gaming Expenditures', p. 10 and 'Table 6: Employment by State lotteries, 2004', p. 29.
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Table 3: Forms of gambling and market sizes in 25 Member States in 2004 30

Lottery

Bingo

Betting

Casino

Gaming

Total

Machines

Austria

€618m

da

€80.59m

€205m

0.00

€903.59m

€45.13m

€136.77m

€725.9Om

(2003)

Belgium

€534.67m

0.00

€9.33m

(2003)

(2003)

€34.06m

0.00

€38.52m

0.00

0.00

€72.58m

Czech Rep

€96.5m

€1.9m

€46.3m

€67.8m

€374.3m

€586.80m-11

Denrnark

€453.02m

€40.27m

€95.97m

€46.3lm

€252.37m

€887.94m

Estonia

€6.54m

,2 a

nla

€18.19m

n/a

€24.73m

€515m

€5.87m

€16lm

€25m

€581 m

€1287.87m

Cyprus
(2003)

(2003)

Finland

(2003)

France

€3554.8Om

n/a

€2186.90m

€2647m

0.00

€8388.7Om

€5114.22m

n/a

€135.93m

€956m

€2335m

€8541.15m

(2005)

Germany

(2003)

(2003)

Greece

Hungary

€659m

€242m

€505.48m

€88.72m

(2003)

(2003)

€25.7lm

€27.13m

€608.91 m

(2003)

(2003)

€110.99m

€974.98m

0.00

€5.6m

0.00

€1253.2Om

€39.44m

€273.55m

€586.3Om

0.00

€242.69m

€1143.63m

(2003)

Ireland

Italy (2003)

€264.9Om

€4502m

(2003)

€616.74m

n/a

€6204.7lm

30

All amounts are Gross Gaming Revenues which measure the total amount wagered minus the payment of any
prizes by the operator. All figures are for 2004 unless otherwise indicated. Reflecting the approach taken in the
Study of the Swiss Institute, where a form of gambling is not permitted in a Member State '0.00' is recorded.
Where there is a lack of information 'n/a' has been noted. However, since the figures for only the latest year
available are given in this table if figures were lacking for a particular form of gambling but were available for
the preceding year then they have been given (and indicated) with the total for the that Member State being
adjusted accordingly.
3l
Includes €53.7million raised by other forms of gambling (media gambling services).
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Latvia

€5.17m

€1.60m

€1.66m

€9.64m

€75.38m

€93.45m

Lithuania

€27.33m

Wa

€2.04m

€13.52m

€2.56m

€45.45m

(2003)

nla

da

€77.9lm

Wa

€96.59m

€23.88m

€0.85m

€65.92m

€23.27m

0.00

€113.92m

Netherlands

€819.7Om

Wa

€17.9Om

€681.7Om

€565m

€2084.3Om

Poland

€305.72m

€ 1.62m

€44.55m

€49.06m

€59.3Om

€460.25m

Portugal

€1003.26m

€110.89m

€10.49m

€299.47m

€200.67m

€1624.78m

Luxembourg €18.68m
(2003)

Malta
(2003)

(2003)

Slovakia

€71.00m

nia

€0.03m

€95.48m

€49.64m

€216.15m

Slovenia

€50.7lm

Wa

da

€206.47m

€61.43m

€318.6lm

Spain

€1126.4Om

€827.24m

€62.26m

€320.9lm

€255Om

€4886.8lm

Sweden

€645m

€66.9Om

€513.4Om

€137.2Om

€235.4Om

€1597.9Om

United

€3389m

€1248.22m

€3525.96m

€950.Olm

€1858.83m

€10972.02m

€24080.56

€2449.08

€9113.83

€7619.97

€9853.89

€52550.19

(2003)

(2003)

Kingdom
(2003)

European

Union (m)
Two broad observations can be drawn from this information; regarding forms of
gambling and particular Member States. Firstly, some forms of gambling are clearly more
popular than others, with lotteries, betting and gambling machines forming the largest markets
at the European level. However, there are some variations within this such as the relatively

high popularity of bingo in Spain and small betting market in the Netherlands. Secondly, the
size

of various national markets varies widely, the five largest being, in descending order, the
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United Kingdom, Germany, France, Italy and Spain32 and the smallest being, in ascending
order, Estonia, Lithuania, Cyprus, Latvia, and Luxembourg.

Numerous factors can influence the size of the market for a particular form of

gambling within a national jurisdiction, which relate to the regulation of that form as well as
other characteristics of the Member State. These factors will be explored throughout the

remainder of this Chapter and subsequent Chapters; including limitations on the supply of

gambling, such as a cap on the number and size of casinos; whether gambling is deeply
ingrained in

a

society;

33

or whether a particular form of gambling prevails in some cultures

more than others, such as horseracing in France and the United Kingdom. Furthermore,

observations can be made with regards to population size and the wealth of Member States.
The five largest national markets are those of the largest Member States population in terms

of population. 34 However, high levels of wealth alone do not suffice to generate

a

large

gambling market.
Luxembourg has the highest level of GDP per capita of 25 Member States, yet this does not
translate into high levels of expenditure on gambling. On the contrary high levels of per capita

gambling are found in Austria, Finland, and the United Kingdom which London Economics
, 35
explains by reference to 'different social and cultural attitudes,
possibly reflecting a northsouth divide within the EU. There would appear to be a cut-off point at which such attitudes

can overcome the impact

of wealth,

since those Member States with the lowest levels of GDP

are those with the smallest levels of gaming turnover per capita (e.g. Lithuania, Latvia and
Poland).

36

2.2.3. Gambling Economics & Market Design

Gambling has been described

as

involving 'sterile transfers of money or goods between

individuals, creating no new money or goods' and that it 'tends to promote in equality and

instability of incomes ,

37
.

Nevertheless, gambling has provided the field of economics with

considerable material. Between 1903 and 2003 9%

of citations

to academic literature on

32

This finding is also borne out by the London Economics report supra note 28, which states that the following
breakdown can be made of the European gambling market: United Kingdom 34%, France 12%, Germany 2%,
Spain 9%, Italy 8%, Others 25% (market share by turnover, 2004). Supra note 24, p. 9.
33
See Chapter I of Miers, D., Regulating Commercial Gambling : Past, Present and Future, supra note 15, and
also Chapter 2.
34
See European Commission, Eurostat Database http://epp.cut·cistat.ec.eur<,pa.eu. The respective populations are
(2004 figures): Germany 82.53m; Franee 62.25m. United Kingdom 59.69m; Italy 57.88m and Spain 42.34m.
1

35 Supra note 25, p. 12.
36

Ibid.

37 Samuelson, P.A., Economics (108 edition) as quoted in Kindt, J.W., 'Legalized Gambling Activities: The

Issues Involving Market Saturation, Northern Illinois University Law Review', 15 C 1994-1995), 271-306, p. 271.
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gambling referred to risk-taking and another 7% to decision-making, which after 'gambling'
38
and 'pathological gambling' were the two most frequently cited keywords.

While it is beyond the scope of this work to provide

an

overview of the entirety of

economic studies in gambling, it is intended that a few issues are considered which

will

assist

the understanding of gambling in the context of the internal market in subsequent Chapters.
Instead fundamental elements in the supply and demand for gambling products and the notion

of social costs will be considered, before progressing to the economics of gambling in

a

multi-

jurisdictional area where different forms of gambling are offered. Economic questions arising
from the design of gambling markets through the use of monopolies or limiting the number of

operators will be considered before moving onto various social costs which may arise,
particularly in the context of state monopolies, such as excessive advertising and lobbying.

2.2.3.a

Supply,

demand and

social costs

In many jurisdictions the supply of gambling is regulated so as to mitigate the impact of

market forces. Therefore this sector frequently bears witness to government intervention not

only in the manner in which supplies should

be

provided, but also in the quantity and

availability of that supply. One such example being the restriction on the number of casinos
which the state monopoly holder in the Netherlands can operate; Holland Casino is limited to
fourteen casinos. The basis for restrictions on the supply of gambling centre around the fear
, 39
that 'unregulated gambling would produce a number of effects on society, and although

regulation does not per se have to involve quantitative restrictions on supply these effects on

society have lead to such restrictions. These negative externalities concern the involuntary

reduction of an individual's welfare due to the action of another. In many cases, such effects
have been considered to amount to social costs, however Walker and Barnett contend that

'many, if not most, authors who have contributed to this literature are either unclear or
misguided in what they define as social costs.

,40

In the context of the EU, the legislative objectives of numerous Member States

appears to be to provide a supplier of

a

particular form of gambling through which the

unstimulated demand which exists within the resident population can be directed. The

Member State then aims to ensure that residents have a safe environment in which to gamble,
38 Shaffer, H.J., Stanton, M.V., & Nelson, S.E., 'Trends in Gambling Studies Research: Quantifying,
Categorizing, and Describing Citations', Journal of Gambling Studies,22 (2006), 427-442.
39
Kearney, M.S., 'The Economic Winners and Losers of Legalized Gambling', National Tax Journal, 58(2),
281.

40 Walker, D.M. & Barnett, A.H., 'The Social Costs of Gambling: An Economic Perspective', Journal of
Gambling Studies, 15(3) (1999), 181-212.
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reducing the negative externalities which could flow from the involvement of private
operators. Such an objective is often referred to as one of 'canalisation', which has been

referred to

as

being rather paternalistic.41 Furthermore, in the context of the EU, these

negative externalities have been relied upon to maintain the current structure of gambling
regulation within the internal market. Not only have they been recognised by the ECJ, the
European Parliament also sought to rely upon them to ensure that gambling was excluded

from the European Commission's Services Directive, 49 which in its original proposal would
-

have applied the country of origin principle to services supplied in cross-border situations,

including gambling.

43

The relationship between supply and demand is in part controlled by the fact that

maximising behaviour dictates that demand positively correlates with the expected return. The
greater the value of the expected return of a particular game, the higher the number

of sales,

which in this context partially rests upon the gambler's fallacy whereby gamblers make poor
investment choices.44 Yet for those who participate in gambling and see it as purely
entertainment without their gambling expenditure negatively impacting non-gambling
expenditures, gambling is likely to be welfare enhancing for that consumer. A rational

consumer will not fall foul of the gambler's fallacy and not believe that they will win with the
next play on a slot machine because they have been enjoying a run of near misses. 45 There are

however consumers for whom gambling cannot be described as welfare enhancing; these
being players who gamble beyond their means, diverting income from other needs to finance

their gambling habits as a reflection of their inability to make rational decisions. Once the
externalities of gambling exceed any value the consumer may be receiving, and increasingly
divert spending away from essential non-gambling expenditures, such as food, then gambling
cannot be considered as consumer welfare enhancing. To an extent this

will depend upon the

4i

Huls, N., 'Dutch Gambling Law and Policy: An Untenable Parochial Approach', in Littler, A. & Fijnaut
C.J.C.P. (eds), The Regulation of Gambling: European and National Perspectives, (Leiden; Martinus Nijhoff,
2007), p. 74.
42 European Commission, Proposal for a Directive on services in the internal market, COM(2004) 2 final, 13
January 2004.
43 Committee on the Internal Market and Consumer Protection, Evelyne Gebhardt, Draft Repon on the proposal
for a directive on services in the internal market, Amendments 152-426. (PE 355.744v04-00). The justification
for one of the Amendment 307 to removing gambling from the scope of the proposed Directive reads:

Les activitts de jeu soulivent par difinition des problimes d'ordre public et de protection des
consommateurs et se situent, par consdquent, hors du champ de compttence des institutions
communautaires et doivent rester un domaine que les Etats membres doivent pouvoir
rlglementer comme its l'entendent.
44Clotfelter, C.T. and Cook, P.J., 'Notes: The "Gambler's Fallacy" in Lottery Play,' Management Science, 39(12)
(1993), 1521-1525 Also in this regard see Handa, J.C., 'A Theory of Risk Preference in Gambling', The Journal
of
Political Economy, 79 (1971), 1073-1083
45
Perhaps more accurately described as 'near wins'.
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degree to which individuals overestimate the chances

of winning and do not accept the

scientific views of chance. 46 While it may be readily determinable if an individual is gambling
beyond their means research in the US does not point conclusively as to the effect on the
aggregate

of consumer welfare. 47

Nevertheless the fact that consumer welfare decreases due to excessive gambling does
not necessarily entail that there is a social cost. A social cost is defined by Walker and Barnett
as

'the welfare economics measure of the social cost of an action is the amount by which that

action reduces aggregate societal wealth. ,48 Whether gambling produces social costs thus
depends on whether gambling reduces overall wealth as opposed to merely transferring it

between different parties. If gambling merely redistributes wealth without reducing it,

gambling would be neutral in this regard. In this regard theft could be considered to be a
neutral transfer, the net value of society's resources remain constant although the value of the

good has been involuntary transferred from one person to another. Clearly however, moral
questions exist regarding theft, and theft as a means of redistributing wealth within society,

with such questions extending to gambling. This is where the interest of Member States stems
from; various approaches to regulating gambling supply determine how much wealth
gambling can transfer, by limiting opportunities to gamble, and the destination of the wealth

which is transferred, i.e. whether that is to private individuals or good causes.

However, it is the impact of externalities which may incur costs to society. Pecuniary
externalities relate to the distribution of wealth. Walker and Barnett

refer to the case of a

gambler who loses money which would otherwise be spent feeding his family. The wealth of

the family is reduced because the gambler has imposed

a negative

externality on them. Yet

there is still no social cost since other gamblers and the gambling industry which has received

the winnings of this individual's gambling loses. Nevertheless, there are costs associated with
the consequences of sustained loses such as 'crime-related apprehensions, adjudication, and

incarceration costs, as well

as

social service costs for themselves and their families'.49 The

costs associated with preventing these negative effects however are recognised as opportunity
costs. Considerable discussion exists as to the costs which can actually be attributed to

gambling and pathological gambling, with Walker and Barnett arguing that only the 'marginal

contribution that pathological gambling makes to destructive behaviour' should be considered
46 Cook, P.J. & Clotfelter, C.T., The Peculiar Scale of Economies of Lotto, American Economic Review,
(1993), 634-643.
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Kearney, supra note 39.
Supra note 40, p. 185.
49
Grinols, E.L., and Omorov, J.D., 'Development or dreamfield delusions? Assessing casino gambling's costs
and benefits', Journal of Law and Commerce, 16 (1996), 49-87, p. 52.
48
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in determining the social costs of pathological gambling. 50 Consequently only the costs
arising out of negative externalities specifically related to gambling and not related to any
other cause should be attributed to the notion of social costs arising out of gambling. Even if

the costs of treating problems gamblers are thought of in terms of wealth transfer
(programmes to prevent problem gambling provide employment), it is clear that governments

will play a role in attempting to ensure that wealth sits where it will be used optimally and
reduce opportunity costs. Taxation

of gambling is

an important issue in this regard, as is the

question of whether gambling simply amounts to a regressive form of taxation itself. These

issues will be considered below, in the context of revenue to good causes as a form of
redistribution.

2.2.3.b

Multi-jurisdictional Environments

Economic issues questions arise when gambling takes place in

a

multi-jurisdictional

environment and involve different forms of gambling which may compete with each other.

Regardless of the fact that at present there is not an 'internal market for gambling services'

within the EU, for as long

as there are no

technological barriers to cross-border gambling, it

will undoubtedly take place. In light of the internet as
perhaps these comments

will apply more

a

facilitator of cross-border gambling,

to internet gambling at present than forms of

gambling offered in very Member State centric manner.
When numerous jurisdictions allow different forms of gambling, two forms of

competition will arise. One form arises between the jurisdictions themselves, and alternatively
between the various forms of gambling. The later however, does not particularly need a multi-

jurisdictional environment but in this context the two factors together would have the
potential to challenge existing gambling patterns in the EU. By way of illustration, both the
Netherlands and the United Kingdom offer national lotteries, but due to the current legal

climate both markets are separate. Yet

if

there were to be no barriers to Dutch residents

participating in the United Kingdom national lottery and vice-versa Dutch residents may
transfer their demand to the United Kingdom national lottery. In an attempt to maintain

interest in the Dutch lottery the operator and government would have to increase the chances

of winning prizes by introducing new games perhaps so as to keep Dutch expenditure within
the Netherlands. Although overly simplistic this situation reflects the potential competition

between gambling offered by competing jurisdictions, as they would be competing for the

50

Supra note 40,9 195.
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same consumer base, namely the residents of the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. In the

USA states compete against each other, even when different forms of gambling are involved;
the casino interests in Nevada protested against the introduction of a lottery in California.

Even though lotteries are considered to be

a

softer form of gambling than casinos, the

Californian state lottery would diminish to some degree the demand coming from within

California which casinos in Nevada satisfy.51 Whether multi-jurisdictional competition would
lead to Member States competing for consumers and finding themselves in a 'race-to-the-

bottom' depends on the degree to which Member States' national markets are opened to
cross-border competition, and to which national differences with regards to taxation rates are
overcome. While Member States may already be in a relatively light form of competition with
regards to setting low tax rates for companies offering online gambling, such as a Malta, it is

unlikely to reach the degree of which it has occurred in the USA. There, one Iowan state
representative is quoted in Kindt's paper as saying '[w]e're all in a race to the bottom with
each state requiring the stakes to be raised and taxes lowered. We're all now competing for a

lower class of gambler, the ones who can't afford it.

,52

In the context of the internal market an

approach not based upon the country of origin principle without prior harmonisation measures

would avoid the race to the bottom

as described between the

states of the USA. In the

meantime, by retaining, even where justified, boundaries between the gambling markets of
the 27 Member States, national governments are limiting the cross-border transfer

of wealth

which gambling would entail.
The second aspect of this transfer is between different forms of gambling as opposed
to different gambling jurisdictions. Frequently 'cannibalisation' is referred to in the context of

gambling. This can occur within the gambling market and also in a wider context with regards
to other (entertainment) industry sectors. For example Eadington considers the fact that the

introduction of

a

casino in a certain location will have a negative impact on the revenues of

pre-existing business in the locality.53 However, this merely represents a transfer of wealth

from the pre-existing business to the casino, and does not represent
a

whole. Likewise, different forms of gambling compete for

a

a social cost to society as

share of the same demand; the

advent of the United Kingdom's only regional casino in Manchester would have caused

concern for both existing, and hence smaller, casinos in the immediate region as well

as

other

forms of gambling which are on offer. The aforementioned example of the Californian state
51

Kindt, supra note 37, as p. 286.
52 Ibid, p. 287.
53

Eadington, E.R., 'Economic development and the introduction of casinos: Myths and realities', Economic

Development Review, 13 (1996), 51-54.
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lottery illustrates how one form of gambling can substitute demand for another, in this case
casino gambling in Nevada. While the operator of the form

of gambling which experiences a

reduction in its consumer base will consider this process, often called 'cannibalisation', as a
cost, in effect it merely represents a transfer of wealth from the pre-existing form of gambling

to the newer one. Thus, this can take place within individual Member States for as long as

restrictions on the provision of cross-border gambling services remain. If and when such
restrictions are reduced, one form of gambling may cannibalise another form of gambling in
another Member State depending on the degree of freedom to supply cross-border services

and whether all forms of gambling are opened up, or whether cross-border movement only
occurs with regards to specific forms of gambling.

However, it must be noted that currently

a

'European' form of gambling does exist, in

the field of lotteries. The 'EuroMillions' lottery operates in

a

total of eight Member States

with tickets being sold via channels established by the incumbent national lottery operators. 54
By creating

a

population base amounting to the total population of the countries participating

in the EuroMillions scheme the participating operators rely upon the notion that

a

larger

population base translates into greater per capita sales which leads to a larger jackpot. Cook

and Clotfelter have shown that two externalities take place in lottery markets. Firstly the
positive externality that ticket which player B buys will increase the jackpot available to

player A. Yet, the negative externality exists in the fact that should A win; the chances are
greater that the jackpot will have to be shared with another player. Nevertheless the larger the

pool of players the greater the value of the bet, or the lottery ticket. Furthermore, since the

majority of people engage in 'subjective probability assessments', that is overestimating the

probability of a positive outcome and setting aside scientific views of chance, players become
sensitive to the size of the jackpot. Thus, Cook and Clotfelter conclude that player enthusiasm

for a lottery depends more on the size of the jackpot than the objective probability of winning
that jackpot.55 The EuroMillions scheme allows national lottery operators to benefit from
these network effects

particular to this form of gambling, while national boundaries

demarcating their 'home' market remain intact with regards to the other games which they

offer under their 'national' national lottery brand. This illustrates that gambling operators,
even those of

a

state-owned nature, are aware of the economics behind this sector but that

54

These being Austria, Belgium, France, Ireland, Luxembourg, Portugal, Spain, the United Kingdom, and
Switzerland.
EuroMillions
Your
essential
available at http:Uwww.nationalguide,
lottery.co. uk/player/information.do?info=euromfo (Accessed on 13th March 2007).
55

Supra note 44, p. 638.
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they also wish to

preserve existing sources of demand, perhaps rather falsely given the

economic theories upon which they operate.

Market Design

2.2.3.c

The above example of the EuroMillions lottery can be considered to be an attempt by state

monopolists, or governments, to overcome one fundamental limitation of a state-centric
approach to regulating markets: the fact that each operator can only supply the population

within the jurisdictional territory of

a

particular (Member) state. EuroMillions represents an

attempt to overcome the economic limitations provided by operators being restricted to a

particular population base. However, the motives behind monopolies in general are opposite
to the impression given by the economic foundation of such an inter-state and inter-

jurisdictional lottery. Numerous Member States have provided for
provision based upon a single provider, or

a

a system

of gambling

limited number of license holders who form an

oligopolistic market for that particular form of gambling. One such example would be the
Netherlands in which there are six lottery operators providing lottery services independently
on a national basis.

56

Some Member States may opt to supply gambling services through a monopoly

structure so as to overcome, or limit to the greatest extent possible, the negative externalities
associated with gambling. Yet, it would be inappropriate not to consider whether any costs

arise out of the reliance on state monopolies, and whether they do indeed represent the most
appropriate manner in which consumer welfare can be upheld or even enhanced in this sector.

Without delving deeply into the costs and benefits of

a

monopoly based mechanism

for the supply of gambling services the costs which can be associated with the monopolistic
supply of gambling will be considered. Two forms of loss to consumer welfare can be
detected in monopoly markets; deadweight loses and opportunity costs of obtaining monopoly
rents. Posner considers these two costs to amount to social costs, however, under Walker and

Barnett's understanding of social costs and transfers of wealth, the two types of losses to
consumer welfare could be considered as transfers of wealth.

57

For example, wealth would be

transferred to those parties involved in attempting to secure the monopoly position in the

context of opportunity costs. Uncertainty within the science of economics as what can be
counted as a social cost does not facilitate the legal understanding of such processes and
These being the Staatsloterij, De Lotto, Nationale Postcode Loterij, the Bank Giro Loterij, the Sponsor Bingo
Loterij and Krasloten.
56
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Posner, R.A., 'The Social Costs of Monopoly and Regulation', Journal of Political Economy, 83(4) (1975),
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therefore is indicative of the importance of agreement prevailing in one discipline before such
science can effectively contribute to another.

Deadweight loses are a feature of monopolies in general, and are thus not specific to
the gambling sector, but nevertheless reduce the benefit consumers receive (consumer

surplus) and favour the monopoly operator (producer surplus). These deadweight loses have
been the target

of privatisation initiatives, which require former monopoly holders to become

increasingly efficient through various mechanisms including price regulation so as to improve
consumer surplus.

58

Increasing consumer surplus can be achieved by lowering prices or

improving the quality of goods and services on offer. In the context of gambling, this could
equate to offering higher prizes or perhaps increasing the contribution

of gambling to good

causes. Monopoly operators in the EU are proud to extol the value of the money which they

raise for good causes, and frequently claim that private operators would not guarantee such
contributions.59 Leaving aside the fact that this could be dealt with by specific taxation
mechanisms, an interesting issue would be for research to investigate whether state

monopolies offer the most efficient means of generating money for good causes, or whether

private operators would operate with

a

lower deadweight loss and higher returns to 'good

causes'. It is arguable that higher charitable contributions would not be a direct benefit to the

individual player, but that they would amount to furthering social welfare.
Yet, the costs associated with advertising amount to an opportunity costs for private
operators; without having a guaranteed customer base numerous resources would have to be
spent on advertising which could reduce the revenue base upon which the necessary charitable

contribution would be determined. However, advertising costs are incurred by state monopoly
holders, and the degree to which they are permitted to advertise remains a contentious issue

within various Member States in light of the case-law of the ECJ. Regardless of the
implications of Community law for the advertising department of Holland Casino, the state
monopoly provider of casino games in the Netherlands, there is an optimum level of
advertising for state monopoly holders to engage in. By definition the monopoly holder is the

only legal provider of that gambling service and does not have to advertise to attract custom

away from one or more competitors. However monopoly providers have to be able to
58

See Beesley, M.E. & Littlechild, S.C., 'The regulation of privatized monopolies in the United Kingdom',
RAND Journal of Economics, 20(3) (1989), 454-472.
59
Veenstra, T., 'State Licenced Lotteries and Toto Companies in the Legal and Political Debate in the European
Union', in Littler, A. & Fijnaut C. (eds), The Regulation of Gambling: European and National Perspectives,
(Leiden; Martinus Nijhoff, 2007) p. 53-68. Yet London Economics show that the percentage of expenditure on
lotteries paid out to good causes varies considerably between Member States, from 12% in Estonia to 50% in

Poland. Supra note 28, p. 25.
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communicate the message to their (potential) customer base that a legal opportunity to engage

in a particular form of gambling exists so as to deprive illegal operators of demand. In reality
60
many monopoly providers have been criticised for excessive advertising. At a particular

point, increasing amounts of advertising becomes unnecessary because once that message has

been communicated it can serve no further purpose since the monopolist does not have a
competitor from which it will attempt to capture and maintain market share. Once the
advertising budget of

a

monopolist exceeds this optimum point, expenditure arguably

61 ,
over advertising'
amounts to a social cost. Unless subject to political and legal challenges

or perhaps gold-plating of the advertisement department represents

a

reduction in social

welfare by moving beyond mere opportunity costs. In this manner, monopolies do not
necessarily further social welfare to the maximum degree possible.

However, some monopolies (and oligopolies) operate subject to a licence. Camelot,
the current operator of the United Kingdom national lottery obtained the licence to run the

lottery under a competitive tendering procedure, pursuant to the National Lottery Act 1993.
Where monopolies are created in this manner, social costs arise out of the competition for the
market. In analysing the social costs of monopolies, Posner states that costs are involved in

obtaining a monopoly, and that these costs have no socially viable by-products.

62

Consequently where undertakings engage in rent-seeking behaviour to obtain the right to
operate a state monopoly social welfare will be reduced, and given the prestige likely to be
associated with obtaining monopoly status and monopoly rents, considerable resources are

likely to be used in order to obtain such status. In an attempt to obtain the licence for the next
operating period of the United Kingdom national lottery the current operator has reportedly
spent £20 million on a 6,000 page document. The extent of such rent-seeking behaviour is so

great it has the potential to remove competition from the competitive tendering procedure as
' [t]he main barrier to launching a bid for the United Kingdom licence' is the cost - you need
63
millions' according an international player on the lottery market. If the extent to which rent-

seeking behaviour is undertaken is so great, it becomes questionable whether allowing

monopoly rents, through operating a competition for the monopoly licence, ensures a better
6" For an example from the Netherlands, see De Volkskrant, 'Bingoloterij berispt voor massale reclameactie', 28
March 2008.
61
The requirement for a consistent and systematic gambling policy required by the ECJ in the Gambelli ruling
has led to some Member States requiring that their monopoly holders reduce their expenditure on gambling so as
not to be inconsistent with the legislative objective of not stimulating gambling demand, and therefore
maintaining restrictions on the cross-border provision of gambling services originating in other Member States.
Case C-243/01, Criminal Proceedings against Piergiorio Gambelli and Others, [2003] E.C.R. 1-13031
62
Supra note 57, p. 809.
63
The Sunday Times, lottery chief prepares for new bid battle', 21 January 2007.
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allocation of resources than the government establishing

a

monopoly.64 Such a monopoly

operator could then operate inefficiently but safe in the knowledge their legal basis will not be

reviewed within a specified period (i.e. the end of a licensing period) and not have to engage

in such rent-seeking behaviour.
However, there will always be indirect challenges the monopoly status of an operator,
even where licences do not exist. In an attempt to maintain monopoly rents, monopolists may

also engage in another form of rent-seeking behaviour, that of lobbying. To counter any

claims that the current regulatory status quo should be altered, existing monopoly players will
make the best possible use of the institutional environment in an attempt to

preserve their

position. Within the context of the gambling debate within the EU, such activities will take
place at the national level as well as within the European institutions, such as the European

Commission and European Parliament. As an example, state lottery operators will engage in
dialogue with national governments in an attempt to ensure that the regulatory status quo
remains. Simultaneously, the European Lotteries and Toto Association will act as a

representative body for the various single national interests, by representing the interests of

this part of the lottery industry within the institutional architecture of Brussels. Undoubtedly
such operations incur costs, and when these costs are excessive, lobbying

opportunity cost but

a

will cease to be an

social cost.

Arguably therefore, no market design is free of social costs, and all models would
seem to involve some degree

of lower-than-optimal social welfare. Yet at the same time

Member States attempt to manage the capacity of gambling to transfer wealth and the overall
amount transferred, which provides

a

useful background against which the issue of gambling

taxation can be considered.

2.2.4

General Issues of Taxation

The potential of gambling to raise revenues is immense and references are frequently made to
money raised for good causes. While considerable research exists on the regressive nature of

gambling, particularly lotteries whereby gambling is relatively more costly for those on low
incomes, this section aims to briefly consider the contribution of gambling generated revenues

to state budgets and charitable causes.
Revenue raised by gambling can be considered as being of two forms; firstly that

which is allocated to state budgets, and secondly that which is spent on good causes which
64 Krueger, A.0., 'The Political Economy of the Rent-Seeking Society'. American Economic Review,

64(3)

( 1974), 291-303.
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would not otherwise have received any funding. However, following the case-law of the ECJ,
Member States cannot restrict the cross-border supply of services so as to protect national
revenue streams; although the ECJ has recognised that this issue 'is not without relevance.

,65

66
Historically lotteries have been established so as to raise capital for a particular cause, but as

a means of increasing the political acceptability of state-sanctioned gambling a link has

frequently been made to raising money for good causes. In this respect the so called principle

of additionality is of considerable importance; the principle proscribes that the revenues raised

by gambling will only be spent upon causes which would not have otherwise received
funding. Additionality was central to the establishment of the UK's National Lottery in 1994,
as evident from the Prime Minister of the time who envisioned that the lottery would raise
4

funds 'free from the grasping hand of the Treasury - that could be used to improve the
enjoyment and, in some cases, the lifestyle of many millions of people.

,67

However, since the

inception of the National Lottery the mechanism for the distribution of good causes has come
under the ever greater control of government to the extent that funds are distributed 'under
,68
initiatives to be specified by the Government.
Lottery revenues are diverted from good
causes to make for shortfalls in Government income, with considerable debate existing in the

United Kingdom to the Olympic Games being entitled to draw from the funds generated by
the National Lottery to the detriment

of established good causes. 69 While the United Kingdom

may be witnessing a change in the use of lottery funding to causes which should be met from

Government funding, other jurisdictions are more explicit about this, with several states in the
70
USA establishing lotteries with the view to funding specific activities.

Yet, Member States also tax gambling operators on their operations, and so in some
instances receive two forms

of income from gambling operators. In the case of the United

Kingdom National Lottery, apart from money raised for good causes, the National Lottery
also generates a so-called 'Lottery Duty' taxed at 12% per ticket. It is therefore
understandable that Member States are keen to ensure that revenues raised by gambling
65

See Schindler, supra note 2, para. 60.
66 See Miers, Regulating Commercial Gambling: Past, Present and Future, supra note \5.
67
Preface by Sir John Major to, Lea, R. The ikirceny of the Luttery Fund, (Centre for Policy Studies, January
2006).
68 Memorandum by the New Opportunities Fund to the House of Commons Select Committee on Transport,
Local Government and Regions (Urban Affairs Sub-Committee), as quoted in Lea, ibid, p. 8.
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BBC News, 'Olympics risk good causes cash', 15 February 2007.
70
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changes to tile health of the general economy, see Dadayan, L. & Ward, R.B., For the First Time, a Smaller
Jackpot. Trends in Smte Revenues,»om Gambling (Rockfeller Institute of Government, 21 September 2009).
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remain within their jurisdiction; that the good causes

of neighbouring Member

States are not

funded to the detriment of their own, and that gambling generates some resources with which
they can combat the negative externalities arising from excessive gambling. This is all the

more important with regards to sustaining good causes

as

various studies have pointed that

direct charitable donations are negatively correlated with lottery participation.71 It is not the
case however that all forms of gambling fund charitable purposes and forms of taxation may
be used to sustain a particular activity, such as in the horseracing industry.

An increase in cross-border gambling will lead to a distortion of national systems
which seek to manage to the transfers of wealth which gambling taxes and requirements to

fund good causes seek to ensure. In the lotteries sector alone such revenues equate to

€15.9billion across the EU in 2004, 72 with national governments keen to ensure that they
retain their slice of the total generated. As residents of one Member State access the services

provided in another Member State, their national government and good causes will be denied
the revenues they would have otherwise received; such is the case whereby the regulation of

gambling and system welfare transfer system does not correlate to the patterns of gambling

which take place. Multi-jurisdictional gambling needs a responsive mechanism to ensure that
gambling revenues are distributed in accordance to where the player is located if a situation of

a few Member State benefiting from the gambling income staked by residents of other
Member States is to be avoided.73 Yet due to a lack

of fiscal cohesion in this

area, which the

European Parliament used to justify its decision to remove gambling from the proposed
Services Directive,74 gambling revenues will not correlate to societies where gamblers are

located. On one hand the decision of the European Parliament conflicts with the case-law of
75

the ECJ in Schindler

yet perhaps it reflects the political reality that exists surround taxation

in general whereby Member States are reluctant to relinquish further powers. In March 2007
the European Commissioner for Budget

noted that the EU is not ready to introduce a

7I

Apinunmahakul, A. and Devlin, R.A., 'Charitable Giving and Charitable Gambling: An Empirical
Investigation', National Tax Journa,1 57( 1) (2004), 67.
72
Excluding Italy and Malta. See London Economics, supra note 28, p. 24.
73 Although the EuroMillions lottery involves multiple national markets to create a large as possible jackpot
ticket sales are managed by the national operators in each Member State, and there is no cross-border
reallocation of revenues generated by tickets sold for EuroMillions draws.
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See Section 4.6.4.
A fact which has not gone unobserved in the context of the Services Directive, see Edwards who states that
'The significance of the Court's case law is not that it lays down legal rules that are open to the democratic
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European tax to allow Brussels to raise money directly, due in part to an insufficient degree of
integration.76 Given that the EU's 27 national gambling markets are far from integrated, it is

unlikely that Member States would be willing to move towards

a

common gambling taxation

policy which could provide for a more accurate redistribution of gambling revenues than
currently exists. Rather Member States would perhaps favour the total fragmentation of the
internal market along national boundaries as far

as

gambling services are concerned, however

uncomfortably this may sit with the gambling case-law. Unfortunately the extent to which this
blocks the debate at the European level and leads Member States to develop other arguments
to cover true intentions can only amount to speculation at present.

2.3

77

The Impact of Technoloizy on Gambling

In 1992 when the High Court

of England and Wales provided the ECJ with the first

preliminary reference concerned with the free movement of services and gambling the
technological landscape of the European Union was very different than the one which
currently exists. The case of Schindler arose due to the actions of two independent agents of a
German klassenlotterie who mailed residents of the United Kingdom with a letter inviting
them to participate in the particular lottery. Along with these letters mailed from the

Netherlands, they enclosed an application form and a pre-paid envelope.

78

Regardless of the

subsequent interception and confiscation by the Commissioners of Customs and Excise in the

United Kingdom, there was a clear attempt at establishing a cross-border communication for

the provision of

a

gambling product, the klassenlotterie. Had the two independent agents

attempted to the same more than a decade later then they would probably have made use of
the internet to access potential customers outside of the Member State in which the gambling

product is located. Yet the national authorities would have lacked a tangible element against

which enforcement measures could be taken to uphold national gambling regulations;

76

EUObserver, 'Too early for EU tax, says budget commissioner', 7th March 2007. (Accessed on 12* March

2007).

However, it is interesting to note that by joining the existing EuroMillions lottery Member States are already
facilitating transfers of wealth between their respective (player) populations. Research by Roger shows that
Portuguese and Spanish players in effect subsidise British and Irish players; the former two participating
Member States have the lowest levels of GDP (of the nine Member States participating in EuroMillions) but
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although Member States are increasingly enacting regulations covering online gambling the

availability of measures to ensure effective enforcement is questionable.
The regulation of online gambling can be deconstructed into discussions surrounding

the regulation of the internet on the one hand, and the regulation of online gambling on the
other.

79

Academic debate has considered whether the internet represents a challenge to

existing regulatory approaches to trans-border relations to such an extent than

a

wholly new

regulatory regime is required to regulate internet activity, or whether existing principles can

be applied to the challenges posed by the internet.80 Perhaps it could be considered that the
regulation of online gambling is simply an extension of this debate, transplanting issues to a

particular example of internet based economic activity, one which occurs on a wide scale,
thus challenging, and conflicting with, regulatory models adopted for the gambling sector in
many legal systems.

Although not the first paper to consider issues surrounding the regulation of the
internet, one of the most divisive to set the scene was written by Goldsmith which claimed
that:

"Cyberspace transactions are no different from "real-space" transnational transactions.

They involve people in real space in one jurisdiction communicating with people in
real space in other jurisdictions in a way that often does good but sometimes causes

harm. There is no general normative argument that supports the immunization of
cyberspace activities from territorial regulation.

„81

Having established the position that the internet is nothing unique in terms of

a

phenomenon

to be regulated, Goldsmith's position was countered from the opposite side of the spectrum,
that which considers the internet to be exceptional. Post, who is a self-confessed 'unrepentant

Exceptionalist' is of the opinion that questions raised by conduct in cyberspace 'are indeed

different, and more difficult, than the analogous questions realised [in] its realspace
, 82

counterpart .

79

For example, Massimo and Biloslavo note that "the following expressions that describe gambling over the
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81 Goldsmith, J.. 'Against Cyberanarchy', University of Chicago lizw Review, 65 ( 1998), 1199-1250, p. 1250.
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p. 1387.
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83 ·
While it is beyond the scope this work to consider what the internet is, it is necessary

at this conjecture to consider the possible

implications of the internet with regards to

gambling. Eadington notes that the internet 'raises many challenging policy issues'84 with

regards to the economic, political and legal dimensions of gambling. Undoubtedly online

gambling will pose immense challenges to national governments when they determine the
most appropriate manner in which it should be regulated. In the context of the US it has been

noted that the complexities of online gambling have limited the effectiveness of several
85
legislative initiatives which aimed to prohibit online gambling. Whether or not Member
States decide to prohibit online

gambling or not, it is pertinent to consider the particular

nature of the internet and its potential for overcoming jurisdictional divisions.

Between the 27 Member States exist national boundaries which when considered in

light of distance communication are not limited to physical boundaries. Remote
communication allows for the 27 legal systems to clash when legal rules and ideologies meet
in cyberspace. Such a process has always existed, perhaps its simplest form being a restriction
on the import of one good from one country into another country, even prior to the advent of a

particular free-trade agreement. In times of limited transportation such clashes would arise
between neighbouring jurisdictions, but as means of transport developed the legal regimes of
these neighbouring jurisdictions, and those further afield, would have appeared increasingly

restrictive. Postal communication,

as

featured in Schindler represents another means of

communications facilitating cross-border trade. Undoubtedly the telephone represents another
step in this continuum; this is reflected in the Interstate Wire Act (1961) enacted in the USA

which prohibits the use of telephones for betting purposes where the legal systems of more
than one state are involved. A further step in this process is represented by television
broadcasting when television is though of as a means

of communication, beyond considering

the programmes as products in their own right. In the context of the EU this has been

particularly relevant, and Drijber notes that ' [f]ew things have become so self-evident

A very simple explanation of the internet would be that the internet is a network of networks which involves
the linking of computers, with the internet providing a means for information on the various computers to be
transported. The 'World Wide Web' incorporates internet services at a global level, allowing the exchange of
information (in the form of files) between all those computers which are connected to the WWW. See - UC
Berkeley - Teaching Library Internet Workshops, 'What is the internet, the World Wide Web, and Netscape'. at
http.//www.lib.berkeley.edu/TeachingLib/Guides/Internet/WhatIs.html#Top (accessed on 12 March 2007).
84 Eadington, W.R., 'The Future of Online Gambling in the United States and Elsewhere', Journal of Public
Policy & Marketing, 23(2) (2004), 214-219p. 214.
85 Watson, S., Pearson, L., Moore, R.S., & Eshee, W., 'The Legalisation of Internet Gambling: A Consumer
Protection Perspective', Journal of Public Policy & Marketing, 23(2) (2004), 209-213p. 209.
Ultimately, in the US context, these difficulties were overcome with the enactment of the highly controversial
Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement Act (UIGEA) in October 2006.
83
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nowadays as the possibility of watching foreign television channels ,86 before noting how the

'Television Without Frontiers Directive' established the free flow of television programmes
between Member States.

87

It would be inaccurate to consider that such fragmentation only exists with regards to
online gambling. Until now the impression has perhaps been given that all gambling via the

internet is of the same nature, but to leave such an understanding of 'online gambling'
unchallenged would be misleading. Firstly, one often used term, 'internet gambling' relates
only to one part of regulatory puzzle since this term arguably only concerns gambling where
the event upon which the consumer places his or her stake takes place within the software of
the gambling operator, or 'internal' to the internet. This is in contrast to 'remote gambling'

where the gambling transaction is executed via the internet, but where the event being

gambled upon takes place offline, or 'external' to the internet. To offer further clarification;

placing a bet on

a

horserace, such as the Grand National, via the internet equates to 'remote

gambling'. The transaction is executed via the internet, with the internet as

a means of

distance communication facilitating the conclusion of the transaction. However, the event

which is being bet upon occurs external to the internet, and more precisely in the case of the
Grand National at the Aintree Racecourse. An example of internet gambling could include

playing an online casino game; both the contractual element of the transaction and the process
determining the outcome of the gamble take place online, or internal to the internet. 88
Whether the roulette wheel falls on the number chosen by the customer depends entirely upon

the software used by the operator. In instances where no specific reference is being made to
either remote or internet gambling then 'online gambling' will be used in

a

generic manner.

However, the internet as a means of distance communication has highlighted the
differences which exist between national gambling regimes, and this section aims to highlight
the issues surrounding the internet in its role as a catalyst of the European wide debate on

gambling. Firstly, gambling via the internet does not necessarily imply that new forms of
86

Drijber, B.J., 'The Revised Television Without Frontiers Directive: Is it Fit for the Next Century?', Common
Market Lnw Review, 36'C 1999), 87-122, at p. 87.
87
Directive 1989/552/EEC of 3 October 1989 on the coordination of certain provisions laid down by Law.
Regulation or Administrative Action in Member States concerning the pursuit of television broadcasting
activities, 11989] OJ L298/23. This directive sought to remove the fragmentation along Member State lines
which existed in the broadcasting of television programmes, a fragmentation which exists with regards to
internet gambling.
88
Although reference has been made to the 'contractual element' of the gambling transaction, contracts for
gambling services are not always legally enforceable. Such enforceability varies considerably across
jurisdictions. For further detail in this regard see Kelly, J., Caught in the Intersection between Public Policy and
Practicality: A Survey of the Lzgal Treatment of Gambling-Related Obligations in the United States, Chapman
Law Re iew, 5 (2002), 87 and Appendix: An International Survey of Gambling Debt Enforcement Law.
Chapman Law Review, 5 (2002), 123 by the same author.
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gambling have been created. On the contrary the internet has provided the opportunity for

gambling to have become 'virtualised ,89 and therefore able to benefit from

a

'cyber'

existence. Having migrated from a physical environment such as betting shops and casinos,

forms of gambling have moved into a virtual environment which is readily accessible in terms

of both space and time.90 It is

the spatial element which is

of importance here, the ability of

the internet to make gambling available to all residents of the EU as long as they have internet
access.

Secondly, gambling taking place in a cross-border context is not necessarily a new
phenomenon. However, it would have required a greater input of time and other resources by

the consumer, as the consumer would have to move across

a

border and into the regulatory

regime of another Member State or jurisdiction. A prime example of this is the location of
casinos in border regions to tap the market

of those Member

States where casino gambling is

prohibited or less developed due to regulatory restrictions. This is not merely theoretical,
evidence regarding the cross-border effects of different legal regimes where potential
consumers are free to travel between the jurisdictions are particularly well developed in the

USA in light of the federal government structure. For example the California Governor's
Office of Planning and Research noted that the state of California provided Nevada with an
'enormous subsidy' and that 'Nevada derives an enormous competitive advantage from its

monopoly on legal gambling.

'91

Inseparable from the above point, as a means of distance communication, the internet
has facilitated the ease and thus the frequency with which an increasing number of operators
can reach consumers in markets outside of the one in which they are established. The internet

allows the operator to move across national borders and target consumers in other

jurisdictions. Although consumers may seek out the services of online operators, and such
operators may advertise their services, ultimately the consumer can make use of the service in

his/her home jurisdiction. While the political, economical and social consequences of
situations similar to that of California and Nevada are not insignificant, the degree of such
issues is

likely to increase when the consumer does not have to travel but rather the gambling

product 'travels'. This description clearly omits considerations as to where in terms of law the
service is being provided in that questions relating to the location of the server of whether or
89 Clarke, R. and Dempsey, G., supra note 25.
w It is the 24/7 availability and low barriers to accessibility which cause concern regarding internet gambling;
see Section 2.4.2 Problem Gambling for further discussion of this point.
91
California Governor's Office of Planning and Research, California and Nevada: Subsidy, Monopoly, and
Competitive El»cts of Legalized Gambling ES-1 (December 1992) as quoted in Kindt, J.W., supra note 37, p.
273.
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the merits of a system based upon the location of the consumer are excluded. Nevertheless it
illustrates the basis for the idea that the internet has increased the prominence of the
differences between the Member States' approaches to the regulation of gambling.

Accessibility is the key; the internet provides consumers access to gambling services
and suppliers access to consumers. Yet there must also be access to the internet, and the

cheaper the access the greater the potential for gambling to take place. By reducing the costs

of accessing gambling

services, the internet makes gambling more accessible to a wider

audience and perhaps encourages those who would have already gambled to gamble more.

This effect is not internet-specific, but again shows how processes catalysed by internet usage

are a reflection of those which have occurred when similar phenomenons have emerged in
transport and earlier communication technologies. For example the development of landbased casinos near Minneapolis-St. Paul in the 1990s removed the costs associated with

accessing gambling for residents

in

that

area.

In

1989 7675 passengers

flew

from

Minneapolis-St. Paul to Atlantic City to make use of the casino gambling opportunities in

Atlantic City. However, the development of Indian casinos in the region of Minneapolis-St.
Paul saw the number of such passengers drop to 1556 in 1990 and to zero in 1991. Although

this illustrates how locally located casinos captured pre-existing demand in the MinneapolisSt. Paul area, it also illustrates the importance of affordable accessibility.

The impact of the internet on increasing the accessibility of gambling for EU residents
thus depends upon the cost of internet access. Subsequently, as penetration rates of internet
access increase, expenditure on gambling provided by the

internet will do likewise. Member

States with higher proportions

access are those which, subject to

of households with internet

any internet content blocking measures,

will offer

the greatest potential market for operators

of internet gambling sites. 92 The cross-border provision of gambling services may be
explicitly prohibited, and this may be done in one of two manners. Either via a general all
encompassing prohibition as enacted in Denmark, 93 or as the result of a legal proceedings and

therefore only applicable to specific parties, which is the case regarding the Netherlands.94 In

92

The five Member States with the highest percentages of internet access are Denmark, Germany, Luxembourg,
the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom. The five Member States with the lowest percentages are Bulgaria, the
Czech Republic, Greece, Latvia and Lithuania. See Eurostat, Eurostat, Europe in figures. Eurostat yearbook
2005, p. 220.
93

The Danish Act on Certain Games, Lotteries and Bets 2003 'renders it illegal for any service provider,
operating under a gambling licence of another Member State than Denmark, to advertise, facilitate participation
in or supply gaming services.' See European Commission, Rapid Press Release, Free movement of services:
Commission inquires into Danish restrictions on sports-betting, 30 March 2004, IP/04/01.
94 Rb. Arnhem 27 januari 2003, De Nationale Sporttotalisatorli dbrokes, UN AF3374in which the Dutch court
decided that the bookmaker licensed in the UK could not accept bets from Dutch gamblers via phone and
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such Member States the extent of wholly legal internet gambling supply will correlate to that

of the capacity of lawful forms to meet demand. Whilst there is no

state offered gambling via

the internet then any internet based gambling which takes places therein can only be illegal
according to national law. According to the Swiss

Institute of Comparative Law

approximately 487,000 Dutch citizens between the ages of 18 and 55 years have gambled
online, which is indicative of how national legal systems may fail to provide gambling
services which satisfy national demand.

95

Furthermore industry figures indicate that gross gaming revenues grew from

approximately €115 million in 2001, to €1.2 billion in to 2004 and are projected to reach €6

billion in 2009. These figures also point towards a rise in the proportion of revenues generated
by players accessing gambling services outside of their home Member State. Revenue from
other Member States been estimated as being in the range of 15% and 30% between 2000 and

2003, increasing to 45% in 2004 for which the Swiss Institute of Comparative Law points
towards the accession of Malta to the EU. However, such revenues are expected to drop to

between 20% and 30% in 2009.

Another form of distance communication which has developed during the same period
as the

internet is the mobile phone. Gambling via mobile phones allows consumers to access

services with the most convenience, except for when they have computer based access to the

internet. As per the internet the degree to which gambling takes place via mobile phone
networks depends upon the affordability of accessing the mobile phone network and the
degree of penetration which exists in each Member State. According to Eurostat for all

Member States other than Bulgaria and Romania, all Member States enjoy a penetration rate
96
of above 50% with six in excess of 90%. However, not all mobile phones include the

necessary technology required to support supporting gambling services, which disguises the

fact that not all the mobile phones in the European Union are capable of gambling-ready.
According to the Swiss Institute of Comparative Law in 2004 none of the Member States had

a penetration rate of at least 40% of mobile phones which could support Java, one of the
formats which allow more advanced internet based services. However, even relatively basic

mobile phones are capable of facilitating gambling, given the fact that such services can be
offered via SMS (Short Message Service) although it would seem that there is very little
internet. Thus an injunction was awarded against Ladbrokes requiring that it desists from allowing Dutch
residents to access its services.
95

Supra note 8, p. 1409.

96 These five being the Czech Republic. Finland, Italy, Sweden, the United Kingdom and Luxembourg with
more than 100%. Supra note 92, p. 222.
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market research into how these services are used. 97 The degree of penetration is not the only

important factor, but also that of price must be taken into consideration. Cross-border mobile
phone usage proved to be expensive in the European Union with charges varying

considerably between network operators for and the Member State of residence. This lead the
European Commission to introduce legislation to cap the costs which consumers are charged

for cross-border usage of mobile telephony services within the EU. 98 However, this only
relates to situations where consumers are abroad and use the network of the host operator. It

would appear however that the European Commission has approached the issue from
reducing the final costs consumers have to pay while using their mobile phones abroad.99 It
does not appear to address the issue of a consumer while in their home Member State using

their mobile phone to call or send a SMS abroad; which could well be the case for
participation in mobile phone based gambling services. Such costs are likely to hinder the
development

of cross-border gambling services, and thus this form of distance

communication is unlikely to have the same impact as the internet has had upon this sector
since the first gambling website was launched in 1995. 100

Negative externalities which are associated with internet gambling, in theory and
perhaps increasingly backed by scientific evidence, will be considered in the following

section. These include those which are specifically linked to gambling via the internet, and
those which arise from gambling in general.

2.4

Ne;zative

Consequences Arising from Gambling

From a historical perspective the regulation of gambling has been influenced by concerns of a

moral nature, with governments taking a paternalistic view as to what was best for society.

Generally speaking, gambling has not fared well in such assessments. In part these concerns
were based upon two broad types of negative externality which are commonly associated with

gambling; namely problem gambling and crime and fraud.
Throughout the subsequent analysis of national regulatory regimes regulation will be
seen in terms

of public interest regulation, thus the authorities of Member

States regulating

97

Supra note 8, p 1411-1412.
Regulation (EC) No 717/2007 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 June 2007 on roaming on
public mobile telephone networks within the Community and amending Directive 2002/21/EC, 12007] OJ
98

I.171/32.

99 The so-called 'European Home Market Approach' as explained in

recital 14 of the Preamble makes clear that
the Regulation to 'users of public mobile telephone networks when travelling with the Community'. Ibid, p. 15.
100
Clarke and Dempsey, supra note 78.
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suppliers of gambling services so as to reach particular regulatory objectives which each state

perceives as best serving the interests of its society. Such regulation attempts to correct

'inequitable market practices' which in the context of gambling are frequently understood to
be the negative externalities arising there from.

101

Far from equating to an in depth study of

what is understood by economists and political scientists by the term 'public interest', the

underlying notion which it encapsulates is surmised by Hantke-Domas as "in one hand the

community's best interests on wealth distribution and in the other hand the rejection of
'excessive gains' by traders.

9,

102

Consequently attempts will not be made to consider how

regulation may serve to benefit particular private interests, such

as

firms operating within, or

wishing to operate within, particular national markets. 'Regulation' itself takes many forms,

not only in terms of whether

a

particular service is prohibited or permitted, but also the

conditions under which it can be offered, and the design of regulatory machinery through

which states encourage (in this case) suppliers of gambling services to adhere to regulatory
requirements. Attention

will focus upon

the substantive requirements which Member States

apply in the field of gambling rather than taking

a theoretical

approach to the regulatory

techniques themselves.

Prior to moving onto such analysis some observations shall be made regarding moral
regulation and paternalism within the regulation of gambling, and the phenomena of problem
gambling and crime and fraud with a view to their respective impact on the regulation of
gambling.

2.4.1

Morals and Paternalism

of gambling, an aspect of the debate concerning the
regulation of gambling which warrants a brief exploration is that of 'moral regulation' and
paternalism. These elements, which form an integral part of the debate surrounding gambling
Although not

a negative consequence

in the EU, are liable to extend the time required for a Europe-wide consensus to be reached on

gambling regulation. This is all the more relevant given the fact that the ECJ has recognised
that moral aspects are important in gambling regulatory choices. While the ECJ recognises

that it is not in

101

a

position to question the moral assessments which national authorities have

Posner, R.A., 'The Social Costs of Monopoly and Regulation', Journal of Political Economy, 83(4) (1975),

807-827

Hantke-Domas, M., The Public Interest Theory of Regulation: Non-Existence or Misinterpretation?',
European Journal of Law and Economics, 15 (2003), 165-194, p. 170.
102
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taken, other actors within the

incidentally.

debate will take

a

stance,

whether purposefully or

103

In one sense, a strong sense of moral direction allows politicians and policy makers to

of scientific knowledge to their gain. In another dimension, moral views

use the relative lack

can lead to regulations which represent an attempt to by the ruling class to impose their moral

or paternalistic standpoint upon their residents. These two aspects shall be briefly explored in
the context of gambling regulation in the EU as an attempt to solicit

a

greater appreciation of

the foundations of the arguments which some parties make.

'What is morality in any given time or place? It is what the majority then and there
happen to like, and immorality is what they dislike. , 104

To a certain degree, varying over time and between various Member States, the approval
which the majority has accorded gambling has varied. Gambling within English society was a

highly popular activity for all levels of society with betting, cockfighting, horseracing and
gaming houses being extremely popular. Particular forms of gambling were open for those at
all levels

of society,

as

Plumb states:

'In every class there is the same taut neurotic quality - the fantastic gambling and
drinking, the riots, brutality ad violence, and everywhere a constant sense of death. , 105
However during the

19

th

Century various organisations became concerned about the excess

with which gambling was carried out, with the 1844 Select Committee on Gaming noting that
'betting, to which it is now carried, so far from being necessary to the maintenance of Racing
is greatly injurious to

it'. Ultimately the Gaming Act of 1845 was enacted, which according to

Munting was paternalist piece of legislation encapsulating different approaches towards the
rich and poor; it embodied the assumption that those at the lower end of the social spectrum

were victims of gambling. A moral crusade against gambling then took place which focussed

upon the fact that gambling eroded the foundation of the work ethic, i.e. that material gain
could be obtained for no effort. 106
In the contemporary regulation of this sector Member States differ considerably in

their moral stance to the regulation of gambling. Referring to the contemporary regulation of

non-lottery gambling in Great Britain the government aims to regulate gambling as any other
103

Schindler,supra note 2, para. 32
.64

Us" and "Them" and the Nature of Moral Regulation', Southern Californian Law
104 Whitebread, C.H.,
Review, 74 (2000-2001), 361.
105
Munting, R., An Economic and Social History of Gambling in Britain and the USA (Manchester: Manchester
University Press, 1996) quoting Plumb at p. 15. (Plumb, J.H. England in the eighteenth century

(Harmondsworth, Penguin, 1950, p.95).
106
Ibid, p. 23.
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'leisure' industry which suggests that in the United Kingdom questions surrounding the
morality of gambling have little influence. This contrasts with the approach of the Dutch

Minister of Justice who stated in 2006 that:

"Participation in any form of gambling may result in financial gain without
necessitating any proportionate effort in return. Partly as a result of this, gambling
entails the risk of addiction, fraud and deception."107

According to Whitebread gambling prohibition in the USA has a history of selective
enforcement

which remains today with the prohibition of 'numbers' which he notes is a

108

form of gambling most favoured by lower income groups in inner city areas. The recent
enactment of legislation prohibiting internet gambling in the USA was also presented as being
in such

109

ternns.

Interestingly the legislation excludes certain forms of gambling from its

scope and was heavily supported by land-based casinos. This could suggest that the
established gambling sectors were engaging in rent seeking behaviour to maintain their
110
market shares and to reduce the possibility of legal competition.
Although it is highly

unlikely that these actors took

a

moral stance on the issue, it does none the less serve to

illustrate that paternalistic arguments can be used by a variety of actors.
Debates

concerning

gambling however consist of multiple

actors;

national

governments and European institutions; existing gambling providers; those who want to
become gambling providers; consumers; associations dealing with the negative externalities

of gambling; and the recipients of good causes. In many Member States and in the EU this
would blur the distinction between the 'ruling powers and those whom are to be ruled'. This

represents the view that a state is not necessarily a unity, but that there are multiple and
overlapping actors which in turn detracts from the idea that there is
regulator.

111

a

single moral

Moral regulation can be understood to amount to the controls, checks and

balances, which society exercises over individuals who would otherwise not be able to control

themselves.

112

While considerable discussion has taken place as to the mechanisms of this

control in sociological literature, actors in the debate over gambling can be considered to have
a degree of political and legislative weight. The respective ministerial bodies responsible for
Minister of Justice, Piet Hein Donner, in a letter of 12 July 2006. Fijnaut, C., 'General Introduction', in
Spapens, A., Littler, A. & Fijnaut, C., Crime, Addiction and the Regulation of Gambling, (Martinus Nijhof,
107

Leiden, 2008) p. 4.
108

Supra 104, p. 365.
The Unlawful Internet Gambling Prohibition Enforcement Act (2006), H.R. 4411.
110
The Guardian, 'Religious right and sports get their way', 3 October 2006.
"' Dean as discussed in Ruonavaara, H., 'Moral Regulation: A Reformulation', Sociological Theory,
(1997), 277-293, p. 282.
109

112
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gambling policies will have perhaps the greatest degree of directing gambling policy, while
operators who are excluded from the market will have the least. However, such operators can
turn to national courts within their respective Member State to gain exposure, and furthermore
use can be made of trade associations in an attempt to gain political capital at the national, as

well

as European,

level. The regulatory scene in each Member State will thus reflect the

degree to which various gambling-related actors are able to exert control over the individual's

desire to gamble. Perhaps those actors who favour a strict limitation on the supply of

gambling believe that individuals are less able to control themselves compared to those
seeking an internal market in gambling services.
These various actors in the debate and ultimately the control

of national gambling

policy, and to a lesser extent the direction of the debate at the European level, will utilise the
relative lack of scientific understanding in this field to gain and maintain political capital. As
has been highlighted in the General Introduction the state of the current scientific knowledge

in the EU on many of the negative externalities associated with gambling lags far behind that
which exists within the USA. Different actors with various agenda are provided with an
opportunity to use the inconclusive scientific basis to their own advantage without having to

specifically counter evidence which contradicts their claims. Perhaps the status quo of the
debate at the EU level and with regards to the impact of the internet, as a relatively recent
development, reflects the embryonic nature of the debate.

2.4.2

Problem Gambling

To date the state of research on problem gambling, particularly from the perspective from
measures and means

of delivering gambling services so as to limit the dangers of gambling, is

insufficiently developed. Indeed, it is doubtful whether sufficient knowledge exists so as to
enable discussions concerning the application of the ECJ' s case-law to accurately reflect

reality.

113

Such an observation presupposes that the grounds upon which the ECJ allows

Member States to restrict the movement of gambling services and gambling service providers
is appropriate; however as

will subsequently be seen in Chapter 4 the case-law of the ECJ is

most likely to be sufficiently general in nature so as to encompass future scientific findings in
this field.

113

Collins, P., 'Problem Gambling in Europe: Challenges, Prevention, and Interventions', Journal of Gambling
Issues, 23 (June 2009), 177, p. 179. Available at: http://www.camh.net/egambling/issue23/pdfs/08collins.pdf
(last accessed 1 1 July 2009)
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A recent book on this topic attempts to bring together the state-of-the-art from within
the European context and in so doing reflects the disparate nature of the knowledge on

problem gambling in the context of the European Union. 114 Whilst not detracting from the

potential of Problem Gambling in Europe Challenges, Prevention and Interventions to make
a valuable

contribution to the debate on the regulation of gambling it is symptomatic of the

lack of comparable information on this topic for all of the Member States.

115

Whereas public

authorities in all Member States could, and arguably should in the light of the ECJ's case-law,
invest in problem gambling research it remains the case that there is no general agreement
upon what constitutes 'problem gambling'. This general term is often used to "indicate all of
the patterns

from

a

of disruptive or damaging gambling behaviour"116 with

such behaviour resulting

multitude of characteristics on the side of the gambler as well as the gambling

activities themselves. Given that the characteristics of the gambling service are more
117
appropriate for regulation than the character of gamblers, a few observations in this

regard

shall be made regarding the first two elements of the 'public health triad of host, environment
and agent.

,118

The notion of host and environment can be understood in terms of the

situational characteristics of the gambling opportunity and secondly the structural

characteristics of that supply.

119

Situational characteristics of gambling include factors such as

the location of the gambling opportunity and advertising. For example allowing slot machines
in schools would make gambling readily available to school children while locating such
machines on a deserted beach would put them out of reach of the vast majority of those who

would otherwise gamble on them.
However the structural characteristics of the gambling activity further encourage

participation relate to several dimensions which include; the multiplier effect, the way in

which gambles can be placed on one or

time before

114

.

a payout is

This book represents the

a series

of events; the pay out interval,

the amount of

received; and the skill which is objectively perceived

first

as

being

in-depth analysis of the current state of (problem) gambling across Europe." as

noted by Derevensky, J.L., 'Foreword', to Meyer, G., Hayer, T. & Griffiths, M., Problem Gambling in Europe
Challenges, Prevention and /nterventions, (New York; Springer, 2009) p. xvi.
115 Collins, P., who observes that "...different authors use different measures of the same phenomena and risk, as
well as various survey methodologies..." supra note 113,9 177.
1,6
Gri ffiths, M., Hayer, T. and Meyer, G., supra note 114.
117
One characteristic of a gambler which is readily regulated is the minimum age, and with increasing attention
being paid to responsible gambling mechanism those who are addicted to gambling are liable to be excluded
from consuming further gambling services or products. The state of problem gambling however presupposes a
regulatory failure to prevent addiction, but only if the prevention of problem gambling was a legislative objective
to begin with.
118 Meyer, G., Hayer, T. & Griffiths, M., supra note 113.
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120

The impact of such characteristics can have a greater impact when the
'suspension of judgment', which is the value system of a gambler, is disrupted. Griffiths

required.

refers to the examples of betting chips being used instead of real money in the case of
casinos,
a

121

and the impact of electronic cash in online gambling.

122

The degree of skill which

player perceives as being necessary may not be one which would be significant in

a

legal

definition, because a gambler's subjective view of the skill/luck distinction in a game will
have a reinforcing effect. Should a source of gambling provide a few small wins then this has
a

123
positive reinforcement effect which will encourage the gambler to continue gambling.

When a form of gambling operates in

a manner

which conditions habits by rewarding

behaviour, or nearly rewarding behaviour by providing 'near-wins', reinforcement arises

which results in repetitive play.

124

A rapid event frequency means that the player is more

likely to become disassociated from the financial implication of their activity

if there are no

checks and balances in place, such as a reminder of the amount played, on a slot machine for

example.

The migration of gambling services to the internet serves to magnify the potential for
people to engage in gambling. This may lead to more instances of excessive gambling 125 and
serves to illustrate that gambling behaviour is not homogenous but to a degree is determined
126
Various factors have been identified which magnify
by the form of gambling in question.

the dangers of gambling, these being: accessibility, affordability, anonymity, convenience, a

form of escape, dissociation, disinhibition, event frequency, interactivity and associability.

While it is beyond the scope of this work to consider the potential impacts of all these factors
relating to the use of the internet as

a means to

provide gambling services, it is interesting to

note that some research is emerging in this field. Regarding the fact that the internet allows

for anonymity

a

phenomenon known as the 'online disinhibition effect' is liable to occur. 127

This effect has two sides, benign disinhibition whereby people are more generous and open

than they would be in 'real' life and toxic disinhibtion whereby people engage in activities
which they would not otherwise do, such
120

as

viewing pornography, and perhaps gambling. The

Griffiths, M., 'Fruit Machine Gambling: The Importance of Structural Characteristics', Journal of Gambling

Studies, 9(2) (1993), 101-120, p. 102.
:21 Ibid, p. 103
122
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Chantal, Y. & Vallerand, R.J., 'Skill Versus Luck: A Motivational Analysis of Gambling Involvement',
Journal of Gambling Studies, 12(4) ( 1996), 407-418, p. 408.
124
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internet allows dissociative anonymity to occur and thus gambling can reach those who would

not desire to run the risk of social stigmatisation by entering a bookmakers office but have an
internet connection at home whereby their identity need not be revealed to their peers.

The penetration of the internet and the ability of the internet to allow people to gamble

with less social control and stigmatisation serves to magnify government concerns relating to
the addictive nature of gambling in general, regardless of processes which unscrupulous
operators may engage in. Apart from questions regarding the trustworthiness of unregulated

operators, Griffiths and Parke point towards various technological methods, such as

embedding of words in internet search engines to generate traffic to gambling sites and the
use

of online customer tracking. 128
Furthermore the relationship between gambling and other behaviours remains unclear,

and the impact of the internet is not yet

fully understood. Addiction, whether to gambling or

substances such as alcohol contain core components of salience, euphoria, tolerance,

withdrawal, conflict and relapse. Certain individuals become addicted solely to gambling with
gambling amounting to their sole form of addiction, while for others it reflects a subset of
addictive behaviours in which they engage. In
subset

of addictive behaviour,
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a

similar manner the internet amounts to a

whereby individuals become addicted to the technology and

not to the activity in which they engage upon via internet. Thus while there may be gambling
addicts, and internet addicts who are addicted to the internet itself, it does not per se follow

that all of these addictions would combine. In this sense the internet operates as a means by
which an addiction or activity is facilitated, and this allows a comparison to be drawn with

criminal activity in the field of gambling.

As Korn

has concluded

in relation to the Canadian context,

since the 1990s has witnessed an expansion

130

a

jurisdiction which

of state-provided gambling opportunities, "health,

social policy and political leads have a special responsibility to make informed and wise
· „131
Likewise from
choices about costs and benefits and to demonstrate public accountabihty.
·

a national perspective the

Member States are under a similar responsibility, arguably this

extends to situations where the state regulates private operators to

particularly if

the

state

serve their markets,

still benefits in terms of revenues generated. Given the

abovementioned factors which are associated with excessive gambling, national governments
128
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(2002), 3 12-320, p. 314.
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can be expected to attempt to mitigate this type

of negative externality; the manner in which

they do so may lead to measures which are restrictive of the free movement principles;
restrictions which may or may not be justifiable. However the field of problem gambling

prevention is very much in its infancy across the Member States, in terms of understanding
and implemented programmes; as such it may be

difficult to ascertain what is appropriate in

132
terms of cross-border trade in gambling services.
Ultimately the fundamental freedoms

underpinning the internal market will require that science delivers adequate material for a
proper and informed debate at the level of the European Union.

2.4.3 Crime and Fraud

As is the case for the degree of problem gambling across the European Union, there is no
dataset which allows for a comparison of the current involvement

of crime and fraud in the

provision of gambling services. Crime does not only have the potential to manifest itself in

the provision of a gambling service, but also can arise as a consequence of gambling.
According to Spapens there are five ways for gambling and crime to be related. 133

Firstly the gambling services themselves maybe offered illegally, 134 whilst the infiltration of
legal gambling supplies by criminal organisations represents a second avenue. Thirdly, legal

gambling opportunities may be used for criminal ends; such as money laundering, match

fixing

135

or with the possibility that players seek to cheat legitimate gambling operators

amounting to the fourth possible means. Finally, those who are addicted to gambling and do
not have adequate financial resources to support their habit may turn to crime acquire the
necessary funds.

Whereas the internet expands the opportunities for the legitimate supply

of gambling

services, it also increases the scope for gambling related crime and this appears to relate to

four principal activities. These have been identified as the non-payment of winnings, avoiding
taxation rates which apply to land based gambling, credit card fraud and the infection of a
user's computer with computer viruses and programmes which direct the user's computer to
132 Meyer, G., Hayer, T. & Griffiths, M., supra note 114, "As highlighted in this book, across Europe, the
prevention of problem gambling is still in its infancy.", at p. xxiv.
133
Spapens, T., 'Crime Problems Related to Gambling: An Overview', in Spapens, A., Littler, A. & Fijnaut, C.
(eds), Crime, Addiction and the Regulation of Gambling (Leiden; Martinus Nijhof, 2008) p. 19. Spapens, T.,
Joker. De aanpak van illegale casino's in Nederland (The Hague; Boom Juridische uitgevers, 2008) p. 5.
134
For example illegal betting may be offered in bars and caf6s, see - Kreling, T. & Verlaan, J., 'Illegaal gokken
op
voetbal
is strak georganiseerd', 21 June 2006, NRC Handelsblad.
135
For example, a Chinese businessman is believed to have fixed Belgian football matches in 2005. See
Spapens. T., 'Crime Problems Related to Gambling', supra note 133, p. 42 and numerous media reports, e.g. L)e
Standaard, 'la LouviLre in macht van gokmaffia', 1 February 2006 and Suray, O., 'Internationale
aanhoudingsbevelen voor Ye en Allatta', De Standaard, 16 March 2006.
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136
other gambling websites.
Needless to say however, these criminal activities are very similar

to those which could take place in the supply

failure of

a

of other services via

the internet, such as the

supplier to delivery a product after having received payment for it. In a manner

analogous to the concerns surrounding problem gambling via the internet, crime and online

gambling may not represent

a

wholly new or separate set of issues. Nevertheless gambling via

the internet may represent another avenue for criminal networks to exert their influence with
the internet merely acting as another means

of communication

and gambling as another

forum.

To eradicate the supply of illegal gambling within

a

particular jurisdiction there are

broadly speaking two approaches which can be taken. Firstly, the supply of legal gambling
can be introduced, and

if

already available, expanded both in terms of volume as well as

increasing the range of products available.137 This will aim to encourage consumers of illegal
services to substitute such gambling opportunities for the legal offer; however in light of the

fact that illegal operators do not have to abide by regulations which may limit the
attractiveness

of legal offers this approach will have its limitations. Consequently, there needs

to be a second approach whereby the full apparatus of the state is involved; thus police, tax
and local authorities may need to be involved to compliment the capacity

of market forces to

reduce demand for illegal services to such a level that they become unprofitable. For example,

the eradication of illegal casinos from the Netherlands was achieved on the basis of an
approach broader than mere reliance upon expanding the number

of venues operated by the

state-backed operator, Holland Casino. Use was made of criminal law, local licensing laws,
the tax authority, and the involvement

of local authorities. 138

In contrast to the field of problem gambling, crime and fraud does bear witness to a
piece of secondary Community legislation which covers gambling activities. A directive on

money laundering requires casinos to establish the identity of individuals who purchase or
exchange chips with a value of more than €2000

139

whilst placing financial institutions to

engage in due diligence checks at the behest of the European Commission.

140

Even though the

136
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risk of crime associated with the organisation of gambling has received the attention of the
ECJ in Placanica, Member States continue to enjoy a wide margin of discretion to regulate

gambling from the perspective of concerns surrounding crime. Such national approaches and

the delimitation of this margin of discretion will be established in the subsequent chapters, as

will

2.5

those regarding problem gambling.

Conclusion

The factors discussed under the broad headings of market structure, the impact of technology
and negative externalities associated with gambling, namely problem gambling and crime and

fraud, illustrate the diversity of issues which regulators are confronted with when seeking to
regulate this sector.

To a considerable extent the factors contained within each of these headings are
independent of one another, and therefore have the potential to ensure that the regulation of

gambling has to take into consideration

a heterogeneous range

of relevant factors. For

example, the situational and structural characteristics which determine whether a form of

gambling is likely to lead to problem gambling are independent of whether that form is

supplied by

a state-owned

monopolist or

a

multi-jurisdictional environment. Similarly,

moralistic views along the line that an individual should not achieve personal wealth through

winning

a

lottery are formed separately from the modus operandi of an organised crime group

in its infiltration of a legal slot machine market within
Such a cacophony

a

particular inner-city area.

of elements entails considerable difficulty in ascertaining the

interplay between these factors, particularly with regarding existence of causal links and the

strength of any such causality. For

a

regulator, especially where interest groups from civil

society, in addition to the government' s own interests, present these interests so as to reflect

their respective stakeholder-interests, the context in which regulations are proposed will
generally lack coherency. Furthermore, this chaotic lack of homogeneity is liable to be

magnified by the dynamic nature of the elements; at the moment technological developments
are a particularly pertinent example. Given that the dynamism of each element is largely self-

contained, the nature of the overall interplay and interaction between the different elements

will be far from static. The regulatory significance given to particular elements, or parts
thereof, will thus need to be reviewed periodically to prevent the regulatory machinery
becoming outmoded and thus ineffective.
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Against this constantly shifting backdrop a sense of homogeneity can be found to
exist. Regardless of whether gambling is legal or not, there is generally speaking a demand

for gambling services; either on

a

small, informal and perhaps social scale as well as in the

context of larger-scale operations. Whilst demand for particular forms of gambling in the

Member States may vary in all likelihood this is likely to reflect the long-standing availability

of particular forms of gambling. Although it is not clear as to what extent

a nation's gambling

habits are 'path-dependent', the emergence of new forms of gambling, or as in the case of the

internet, new means by which gambling may take place, shows that demand migrates or

grows for such services, even where illegal. Against the backdrop of a certain degree of latent
demand, the public policy concerns which Member States face are also largely homogenous;
each national authority has to grapple with very similar concerns. Perhaps the degree of

problem gambling varies between Member States when considering a particular form of

gambling, but the underlying issues; how to prevent excessive play and how to treat those
who have played beyond their financial means, prevail across all 27 Member States. Indeed,

this in part may depend upon the extent to which individual Member

States choose to

recognise, and possibly confront, these issues.

Should attention be focussed upon specific forms of gambling then the interplay of the
elements discussed within the three broad headings

will

become somewhat more specific and

possibly clearer. The relative weight attached to these elements, and the specificity of the
elements will become apparent. Returning to the example of online gambling the modus

operandi of organised crime groups is likely to vary compared to operating an illegal online
casino or running a number of illegally manufactured slot-machines in venues which are not

permitted to host any gambling equipment. Another example, in the field of the prevention
and treatment of problem gambling, would see different responsible gambling mechanisms

being used in an online environment compared to those suitable for a bricks-and-mortar
casino.

As shall be seen in Chapter 4 the significance of these elements, and implicitly the
manner in which they interact, has been recognised by the ECJ from the very first 'gambling

case', Schindler.

141

At a very basic but equally fundamental level of understanding such

concerns can provide the basis of measures restricting the free movement

of services and the

freedom of establishment within the internal market. Chapter 3 will provide a detailed insight
to how France, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom seek to balance these elements in
See reference to para. 58 of Schindler where the ECJ considers the objectives which are relevant in the
regulation of gambling activities, supra note 2.
141
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relation to particular forms of gambling. Moreover these non-legal elements arise in the

demarcation by the ECJ of the national margin of discretion to restrict free movement when
Member States attempt to uphold national decisions on how best to manage the risks
associated with gambling; this shall be the focus

of Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 3

NATIONAL GAMBLING POLICIES AND LAW

3.1.

Introduction

At present the Member States enjoy the competence to regulate the supply of gambling so to

as affect the non-legal issues surrounding the participation of their residents in gambling
activities. As illustrated throughout the preceding Chapter, the objective of national
governments is primarily to reduce the negative externalities commonly associated with

gambling, and thus the inherent costs which are imposed upon their society and economy.

During the discussion of the case-law of the European Court of Justice in the
subsequent Chapter, it will become evident that negative harmonisation following the

application of the fundamental freedoms contained within the EC Treaty does not impact
upon the ability of Member States to determine policy objectives and the standards to which
those objectives are to upheld. Nevertheless national gambling legislation frequently conflicts

with the functioning of the internal market,
law on gambling. To obtain

a

as

evidenced by the very existence the ECJ's case-

detailed understanding and full appreciation of how such

conflicts arise, the national gambling policies and legislation of three Member States shall be
analysed in detail.

Through considering the policies and legislation of France, the Netherlands and the

United Kingdom the way in which national governments value and attempt to regulate the
negative externalities associated with gambling shall become apparent. These examples will

illustrate how the non-legal issues discussed in Chapter 2 are found within regulatory
objectives and legislation, thus providing the necessary material for subsequent discussion on
balancing the national competence to regulate gambling with the supremacy of the free
movement principles.

Following an explanation of why France, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom
were chosen this Chapter is divided into two principal sections. The first of which will
explore elements common to the regulation of gambling in an abstract fashion. Subsequently
the second section will use a common framework to analyse the policies and legislation of

France, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom.

By providing an outline of the main issues in the regulation of gambling, without
making reference to the experiences of a particular jurisdiction, prevailing concepts and issues

will

be explored in the

first section of this Chapter. In doing so particular attention will be
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paid to regulating the supply of gambling services as well as the demand for such services,

with reference to the notions of social regulation and economic regulation. Questions of an

institutional or procedural nature will be left to the second section, with the emphasis being
given to substantive matters. However, once such a conceptual foundation has been
established, the concepts used therein will be integrated into the framework used in the
second section, constituting the analysis of the regulatory situation in the three selected

Member States.

3.1.1. Selected Member States

Analysing the policies and legislation of all of the Member States of the European Union

would provide the most complete picture of how gambling is regulated throughout the Union.

However, it is not the aim of this work to catalogue the legal provisions of each national
regime, and indeed such an attempt has been made on behalf of the European Commission in

the form of the Study of Gambling Services in the Internal Market of the European Union:
Instead the regulatory regimes of France, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom have been
selected to provide examples of how Member States seek to mitigate the negative externalities

which are associated with gambling. It is anticipated that these three national regulatory
systems, given their different natures,

will provide sufficient examples of how national and

Community law may clash, differences between national regulatory systems and also
commonalities between national regulatory objectives.

While France, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom will form the basis of the
remainder of this work, points of interest arising in other Member States will not be excluded.
The selection of these three Member States, apart from linguistic considerations, rests upon
the different approaches which they take to pitching the supremacy of the free movement

principles with national regulatory objectives.
France and the Netherlands have been selected because of their heavy reliance on

monopolies to provide gambling services whilst excluding operators from other Member
States from entering the market. Whilst both jurisdictions have come under the recent scrutiny

of the European Commission, the Netherlands has also borne witness to

a

number of domestic

legal proceedings which should provide valuable information and debate concerning the

objectives behind the regulatory choices selected. Towards the end of the research period
France introduced a bill to open the online gambling market to competition,
'

which will

Swiss Institute for Comparative Law, Study of Gambling in the Internal Market of the European Union, Final

Report, June 2006.
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require operators to gain a French licence. This is likely to offer an interesting study of how to
reach an equitable balance of free movement principles and national objectives, without

overly restricting or down playing one of these aspects.

Finally, the United Kingdom has been selected due to the popularity of gambling, in
both historical and contemporary perspectives, which perhaps translates into today's marketorientated approach. This approach sees qualitative conditions being favoured to pure

quantitative limitations being placed on the supply of gambling services. Furthermore, the

United Kingdom appears to be in favour of cross-border trade in the provision of gambling
services, both with regards to the tendering procedures for licences as well as for cross-border

supply via the internet. Consequently it should provide an interesting counterfactual to the
examples provided for by France and the Netherlands, and is likely to provide for some

internal market friendly methods of gambling regulation.

Common Elements

3.2

Gambliniz Remilation

3.2.1

Issues Surrounding Regulations in the Context of Gambling

-

According to Hancher and Moran the economies of 'advanced capitalist societies' show high
levels of state intervention and economic regulation is part of this state intervention.2

Although some voices may question whether gambling is truly an economic activity,3 it is
certainly treated as such by the ECJ,4 and is highly regulated and organised throughout the
Member States. While the detail of the legislation may vary between the members of the
European Union, all of the twenty seven gambling regulatory regimes represent attempts to
manage the risks associated with gambling.5

Indeed, regulations seek to manage risks, but as Miers identifies the (economic)

activity of gambling centres around the premise of taking risks; "[t]he players voluntarily put
at risk something

of value in

the expectation

of greater value."6 Miers then proceeds to note

that "[t]he gambling risk may be analysed in terms, first, of the odds against the predicted

2 Hancher, L. & Moran, M., 'Organizing Regulatory Space', in Baldwin, R., Scott, C. & Hood, C., A Reader on
Regulation (Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1998).
1 Veenstra, T., 'State Licenced Lotteries and Toto Companies in the Legal and Political Debate in the European
Union', in Littler, A. & Fijnaut C. (eds), The Regulation of Gambling: European and National Perspectives,
Martinus Nijhoff, 2007)„
Leiden.
Ever since Case C-275/92, Her Majesty's Customs and Excise v. Gerhart Schindler and Jorg Schindler, \ 1994]
ECR 1-1039.
5 MierS, D., Regulating Commercial Gambling: Past, Present and Future (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2004), p. 331.
6 Ibid.
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outcome occurring (the probabilities), and the value that the players thereby derive (the

judgement)." This risk is then defined and regulated by the contract governing the particular
gambling transaction or series of transactions where they occur in quick succession. Countless
regulations will seek to regulate the risks which can be encompassed by a legitimate gambling
contract or transaction. As an illustration from New Jersey, casino regulations require that

dice used in the state's casinos are transparent so as to reduce the risk of cheating.7

Regulating the risks inherent in gambling transactions forms part of wider attempts by

national authorities to regulate the risks which gambling poses to their societies. While the

element of risk within

a

gambling transaction is not itself dangerous, the risk of negative

externalities which are associated with repeated gambling transactions are a source of concern

for Member States.
In light of the experience which each Member State has historically had with the
negative externalities of gambling, current gambling regulations will provide the answer to
the question, as asked by Collins, "[w]hom do we want to benefit, and on whom do we want
„8
(or are we willing) to impose costs?

According to Miers a regulatory response to this

question will compose of social regulation and of economic regulation. Social regulation will
seek to

limit the harmful effects of gambling on society,

these being the negative externalities

associated with problem gambling. Economic regulation seeks to correct market failures of

industries which tend to have a monopolistic structure. Apart from lotteries,9 gambling does

not result in the formation of 'natural' monopolies, in contrast to public utilities.
Consequently, gambling regulatory regimes are largely concerned with social regulation,
seeking to minimise negative (social) externalities'o which would be next to impossible to

minimise if gambling was prohibited. Jurisdictions which permit gambling have therefore
come to the conclusion that the social costs of permitting gambling are less than those

associated with a total prohibition on gambling activities, where an illicit market would be
harder to control. According to Eadington this fact alone can be persuasive in a jurisdiction's

decision to permit gambling, or a certain form thereof.

11

Santaniello, M.A. 'Casino Gambling: The Elements of Effective Control: Seton Hall Legislative Journal, 6

(1982-1983),23-39,9 36.
Collins, P., Gambling and the Public interest (Westport; Praeger Publishers, 2003) p. 56.
9 Cook, P.J. & Clotfelter, C.T., The Peculiar Scale of Economies of Lotto, American Economic Review,

83(3)

(1993),634-643
I0

Atkinson, G., Nichols, M. & Oleson, T., 'The Menace of Competition and Gambling Deregulation', Journal of
Economic Issues, 34(3) (Sept. 2000), 621, p. 623.
"
Eadington, W.R., 'The LEgalization of Casinos: Policy Objectives, Regulatory Alternatives, and Cost/Benefit
Considerations, Journal of Travel Research, 1996; 34; 3-8, p. 7.
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Social regulation thus controls both the supply of, and demand for, gambling services.

The greater the degree of regulatory input from the government, arguably the less a free
market a national gambling market becomes. If the power of individuals, as both suppliers
and consumers, to determine who supplies what to whom and on what terms diminishes, the

freedom of the market is reduced. Regulation however does not necessarily have to entail an
eradication of economic freedom for suppliers and customers. The chosen degree of economic
freedom does not necessarily dictate the capacity

of national legal

systems to comply with the

requirements of the internal market. Organisations and institutions arise out of regulatory
frameworks, with state-owned monopolies representing one institutional form whereas
licensed and closely regulated private companies represent another. 12 rr"
i nis explains the fact

that the literature on models of gambling regulation do not point towards a single form of

organisation nor institution for the actual provision of gambling services. Forms used to

deliver gambling services may therefore reflect

a

greater range of factors, such as the cultural

background of a Member State.

As a precursor to the following descriptive discussion, while gambling will be
understood as encompassing all forms of gambling, in practice specific forms of gambling

will have their own regulations, and perhaps their own organisational and institutional
structures. Differences between forms

of gambling within the overall national gambling

regulatory regime will be highlighted and discussed as appropriate in the subsequent sections

covering France, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom

as

appropriate.

The remainder of this section will be subdivided into three; the first will consider
objectives which are frequently found in the regulation of gambling and which feed into the
subsequent two sections. Thus, the second subsection

will relate

to controlling the supply of

gambling services while the third, the control of demand for gambling services.

3.2.2

General Objectives of Gambling Regulations

At a very basic level the objectives of gambling regulations in the majority of jurisdictions
according to Collins relate to the services which may be offered "to whom, by whom, at what

price (at what odds), in what areas, in what venues, at what times, and how these products and
services may be marketed."13 These points are further elaborated by Collins who subsequently

I

2

t

3

Hancher and Moran, supra note 2.
Supra note 8, p. 1.
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writes that gambling is often regulated with the view to one or more of the following
objectives:

14

•

The prevention of minors from gambling

•

The prevention of criminals from owning or working in the gambling industry

• The prevention of increases in crimes such as prostitution, drug dealing, and loansharking as a consequence of having legalised gambling
•

The prevention of money laundering within the gambling industry

•

The prevention of gamblers being defrauded by the suppliers of gambling services

• The prevention of gamblers having false beliefs about the nature of (commercial)
gambling activities

•

Reducing the risk that people will become "problem gamblers" or gambling addicts

Nearly all of these objectives relate to the negative social externalities which may arise from
gambling and illustrates how crime can be associated with this sector. Crime may arise both

in the supply of gambling services and also as

a consequence

of excessive consumption on the

part of an individual. Allowing minors to participate in gambling however need not per se
lead to negative social externalities. However it is generally considered that they belong to a

'vulnerable' group, the members of which should be protected against the dangers associated

with gambling. Particularly with regards to children, who are far more impressionable than
15
'rational' adults, not prohibiting the supply of gambling could promote the notion that

gambling is an entirely acceptable activity. While the legalisation and regulation of gambling
often leads to an in increase public acceptance of gambling, the passing of that legislation will

reflect public opinion on the matter and will guard against appearing to make gambling too
acceptable if the public has traditionally been hostile or sceptical.
These general objectives

will

become operational through regulating the supply and

demand for gambling services. However, general objectives may be supplemented by other

objectives which reflect concerns particular to each individual regulating jurisdiction. For
example, casinos may be established within one jurisdiction because numerous residents play

in the casinos of a neighbouring state and this represents an outflow of cash which their home
state wishes to capture. Or a state may attempt to capture revenue from tourists by designing

the regulatory environment for casinos within their jurisdiction such that local residents are

not permitted to, or are strongly discouraged (perhaps due to relatively high prices) from,
14

Adapted from Collins, ibid, p. 55.
15 Indeed, a US journalist (Lindelof) is quoted as asking are we "making young people think that games of
chance rather than work - are a way to get through life"? See Atkinson, supra note 10, p. 622.
-
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playing in the 'local' casino. The enactment of objectives 'unique' to the regulatory regimes
of France, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom will be discussed as and where they arise.

3.2.3

Regulating the Supply of Gambling Services

Legislation regulating the supply of gambling services covers three broad areas; the gambling
product being supplied, the supplier and the overall gambling opportunities.
Regulations pertaining to the product or service being supplied aim to uphold the

integrity of the form of gambling, and the industry

as

whole while, providing

a

degree of

protection to the consumer. Taking the example of slot machines, regulations will determine
the pay-out ratios which operators have to ensure that the machines adhere to. Effective

supervisory and enforcement mechanisms will also be in place, through the relevant

institutional structure, to ensure that these regulations are upheld. Due to the informational
asymmetry which prevails in the gambling industry, the integrity of the industry is paramount,

especially if the industry is to lobby for deregulation or greater market freedoms in the future.
Indeed, the regulatory regime may list integrity of the industry and regulatory environment as

an objective in itself, as is the case in New Jersey. 16
The true chances of a customer winning a gamble are known to the supplier, and

frequently not by the customer. Even where the odds of a win are widely known, individuals
frequently overestimate their chances of success, as has been found to be the case regarding
lotteries.

17

Disregarding the tendency to overestimate, the supplier enjoys the upper hand in

understanding the odds, and can easily 'cheat' the customer without the customer having the

slightest inclination that he or she stands no chance of winning.

I

8

Consequently regulations

and the appropriate supervision and enforcement are necessary to ensure that this does not
occur.

One means of counteracting such a danger is the enactment of market entry controls

based upon the probity of the supplier. National gambling regulations

will establish

systems

whereby entrants to the market are controlled, so as to uphold the integrity of the specific

gambling opportunity for which the licence is being offered, thereby contributing to the
16

Cohen, B.R., 'The New Jersey Casino Control Act: Creation of a Regulatory System', Seton Hall Legislative
Journal, 6(1) (1982-1983), 1-20, p. 2.
7
Cook & Clotfelter, supra note 9.
8
Naturally, if and when such dishonesty on the part of the operator comes to light, the consequences are likely
to be considerable, both financially and reputationally. Although perhaps representing the outer boundaries of
what constitutes gambling, a television broadcaster in the UK received extensive negative media coverage
following the revelation that its phone-in competitions were fixed. Furthermore it was likely to receive a
substantial fine from the national telecommunications regulator (Sweney, M., 'GMTV faces record phone-in
fine', 12 September 2007, The Guardian).
I

I
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integrity of the overall industry. This has also been described as governments performing 'due
diligence' tests with those whom they will form a partnership for the provision of gambling
services.
as

19

While technology may be utilised to uphold certain regulatory requirements, such

payout ratios, it is naturally part of the regulators role to ensure compliance with the

regulatory requirements. However, the results of such technological mechanisms are only as
reliable as the information which is given, and thus the integrity of an operator depends upon

the honesty of not only those in senior positions, but also staff involved in the day-to-day

running of

a

gambling operation. Vetting features are thus

a

common element in the

regulation of gambling, even where these provide the gambling regulator with wide margins

of discretion, regarding the character of

the licence applicant. Questions

of integrity are not

only to be expected where private companies are involved, even where state monopolies
supply gambling, the integrity of that national industry depends upon the trustworthiness of
the monopoly's employees.

20

Checks upon probity are therefore to be expected in all well

regulated gambling regimes.

Regulating the supply of gambling frequently includes quantitative restrictions on

gambling opportunities. Quantitative restrictions arise in one of two forms; firstly a limit on
the overall number

of gambling outlets and secondly a limit on the volume of gambling which

each individual outlet can supply. Limitations to the overall number of gambling outlets may

be achieved by way of

a

strict numerous clausus or via the application of specific criteria.

Such criteria maybe relatively strict and the number of gambling outlets may remain

relatively stable over time. For example, a government may decide that casinos can only be
opened in tourist destinations of a certain size, measured by population or visitor numbers. So

long as the measurement of size is stable the market will be aware that a certain jurisdiction is
able to support a certain number of casinos. Limitations to the volume
enacted in numerous ways, with a limitation on the number

of gambling can be

of lottery draws which take place

every week being perhaps the most obvious. Volume can also be restricted by limiting
consumers' access to the gambling service, through restricting opening times but also by

imposing spatial restrictions. Casinos may have an upper limit on the amount of floor space

which can be dedicated to casino games, or the number of tables may be restricted. Other
forms of gambling may see a limitation on the number of slot machines

a

fast-food restaurant

may hold, while regulated internet gambling may use reminders to counteract the effect of

19

Collins, supra note 8, p. 167.
As evidenced by Wijnberg. R., 'Holland Casino: gokpaleis of uitgaansgelegenheid?', 30 January 2007,NRC
Handelsblad.
20
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disinhibition which results in players spending more time and money gambling than they are
aware of.

2I

Quantitative limitations on the supply of gambling are likely to have been enacted for
reasons which can be classed as 'social regulation', thus as attempts to minimise the negative

social externalities arising from gambling. However, national gambling regulatory regimes

frequently rely upon restricting the number of outlets for reasons of economic regulation,
namely to secure monopoly or oligopoly profits. Should a jurisdiction have a national lottery,

it is likely that that lottery will be the only large

scale lottery

permitted, so that the

government can ensure that it receives maximum monopoly profits. Likewise locations for

which casino licences are available may be distributed so as to ensure that each casino has a
local monopoly, thus ensuring that the operator need not advertise and stimulate demand to
generate revenue for the general state budget or earmarked good causes. Alternatively the

number of operators rather than the number of outlets may be restricted so as to ensure the
state receives all the profits arising from a particular form

of gambling.

Quantitative regulations thus have two purposes, to alter the overall quantity of

gambling which may legitimately take place in comparison to an unregulated market, and
secondly to design the overall market thus providing for monopolist or oligopolistic

structures, or even one based on competition. As a practical note, and one reflecting the fact
that the regulation of gambling does not exist in a political vacuum, is the observation that it

is easier to increase the number of gambling outlets rather than reduce them. 22 Given the
dynamic nature of gambling regulation over

a

lengthy period of time, national gambling

regulatory regimes shift in their permissiveness of gambling. Contracting the size of the
market, through removing the number of licences available, would place the gambling

authority and government on

a

collision course with the entrenched economic interests of

gambling suppliers.

Finally, gambling regulatory regimes will include provisions which regulate the
gambling service itself. While the detail of such provisions will depend upon the form of
gambling in question, and the general depth of gambling regulation in specific jurisdiction,

they will form

an element

of social regulation. Frequently gambling transactions

are regulated

as to the price and return to player, while seeking to prohibit practices which are to the

disadvantage of the consumer. Perhaps the significance of differences between the legislation

21

Griffiths, M.D. & Parke, J., 'The Social Impact of Internet Gambling', Social Science Computer Review, 20

(2002),312-320.
22

Collins, supra note 8, p. 77.
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of the Member States in this regard is minimal, particularly where licences are awarded for
the operation of bricks and mortar operations, where the freedom of establishment rather than
the free movement

of services is of greater significance. Nevertheless, should such regulations

migrate into attempts to regulate, or further regulate, internet based gambling then the

implications of such national differences are likely to be considerable.

3.2.4 Regulating the Demand for Gambling Services
Attempts to regulate the demand for gambling services fall into one of two categories; firstly
those dealing with the stimulation of the demand itself, principally through advertising, and

secondly natural persons who may legally demand, and be supplied, gambling services.

Regulatory regimes are likely to have taken

services is to

a stance on

whether demand for gambling

be stimulated or unstimulated. Naturally potential

consumers have to be

informed of the supply of legal gambling opportunities, otherwise they are more likely to
become or remain engaged with illegitimate suppliers. Initiatives to remove crime from the

supply of gambling services are otherwise likely to be compromised. While this is not the

opportunity to discuss the fine line between providing information about a gambling service
and advertising that service, it can be anticipated that regimes will determine to what extent
demand can be stimulated through advertising. The stance taken by a national jurisdiction

may not be of considerable significance if the jurisdiction is considered in isolation, however,

in a multi-jurisdictional environment where cross-border trade is encouraged, such as the
internal market, the question of gambling advertisements becomes one of significance. This is

not only true for the gambling industry itself, but also for operators involved in advertising.
Increasing reliance upon the internet further increases the significance of this issue, but it is
also

of interest for broadcasters. Questions which arise from this niche include the

applicability of the Audiovisual Media Services Directive. Regulations of the Member States
on the advertisement

of gambling services is thus of considerable relevance.

The second category encompasses conditions which regulate who can gamble by
seeking to exclude certain categories from being able to receive gambling services. One of the

simplest grounds of exclusion from the gambling market is age, with minimum age
requirements frequently being in place, although the threshold may vary between different

forms of gambling within

a

single jurisdiction. Certain jurisdictions may seek to exclude their

own residents from becoming customers of an industry which has been developed for tourists,
and thus may enact requirements to discourage participation; such as high prices or particular
dress codes. Naturally such exclusionary tactics may be used by private operators who have
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obtained licences and wish to target a particular segment of the market, and market their
services accordingly. The suitability of such tactics in jurisdictions where the state seeks to

channel all gambling demand through its own operations would appear to be minimal, and

could quite likely be counter-productive.
Nevertheless governments may wish to impact the amount which their residents spend
on gambling activities in an attempt to discourage the development excessive gambling and

other forms of problem gambling. Consequently there may be limits to, or a total prohibition
on, credit being granted by gambling suppliers, or promotional offers which are designed to

increase customer expenditure. Without being extremely paternalistic it is hard for
governments to prevent people spending beyond their financial means, particularly those on

low incomes or in receipt of social security benefits. Prohibiting the offering of credit by
gambling establishments is one mechanism, which may be supplemented by detailed

legislation relating to features of the games and gambling environment which aim to reduce
the extent to which customers become disinhibited while gambling.

3.2.5

Gambling Regulation: National Approaches

These broad objectives which feature in approaches to gambling regulation should now

become apparent in the analysis of the French, Dutch and British legislation. Of particular

interest however is the manner in which these three Member States seek to uphold these

objectives, as this is the area from which conflicts with the internal market are most likely to
emerge.

To facilitate this analysis the following framework has been developed and will be
applied to each of the three national regulatory systems. The framework takes the following

form (the use of italics denotes the heading for that sub-section), to which further subdivisions may be added as is appropriate when describing the particular regulatory regime of
each Member State:

1.

An historical introduction on gambling and the regulation thereof to the extent
necessary for a fuller understanding of the contemporary regulatory regime.

2. An overview of the contemporary situation, which will be sub-divided into the
following issues:
a. Legislative aims which are generally applicable to the regulation of gambling

within the particular Member State.

b. Regulatory set-up, including; relevant legislation per type of gambling; any
specific objectives applicable to that type of gambling/sector; and the
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identification of the relevant regulatory bodies. (For example this section has
three sub-divisions in the case

of France; 'lotteries'; 'horserace betting' and

'casinos and the cercles de jeux'.)

c.

Coverage of different forms of gambling, online versus offline, a discussion of
any differences between the regulation

of offline

and online

forms of

gambling.

d. Attribution of licensing powers to national and sub-national bodies, an
analysis of which bodies are responsible for authorising market access and the

constitutional nature of such bodies.
e. Attribution of supervision and enforcement powers, takes a similar approach to
the preceding sub-section but with a view to the supervision and enforcement

of the applicable regulations vis-A-vis the permitted gambling suppliers.
f. Taxation policies and revenue distribution, without delving into considerable
detail on prevailing rates of taxation for each gambling sector this section is

intended to give an impression of a Member State's approach to the taxation of

gambling services and the use to which revenues thereby raised are put.

3. Structure of national market; suppliers of gambling, provides a factual overview of
the market so as to give an impression as to the relative importance of the different
gambling sectors within the overall national market of each Member State.

4. National debates and the impact of the European Union on gambling policy and
regulation firstly highlights contemporary debates on the regulation of gambling

within each Member State and secondly seeks to illustrate the current impact of the
European Union upon national regulatory activities.

Having completed this exercise for the three Member States a number of concluding remarks

will be made to illustrate prevailing commonalities and differences between the three national
approaches. In essence this can be anticipated to illustrate public policy concerns with regards

to which the Member States have a number of commonalities yet shifting towards divergence

due to the differences in the regulatory responses taken to address these public policy
concerns.
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3.3

France

3.3.1

Historical Introduction

Historically France has treated gambling with considerable caution, 23 and perhaps even
04

distrust,- with prohibitions dating back as far as the 1254 absolute prohibition of Saint
Louis.

25

Subjecting prohibitions on gambling to numerous exceptions is a fitting description

of the current regulatory approach,

and would seem to be of a long standing pedigree. The

current legislative prohibition of 1836 could be considered as providing the backbone for

today' s prohibit-and-exempt-approach,

gambling circles.

26

as can be illustrated by the case

of casinos and

Furthermore French criminal law represents a second prong with which

gambling is prohibited, with particular reference to Article 410 of the 1810 Penal Code. 27
As early as 1806 legislation prohibited the establishment of gambling houses, and yet

provided an exception for those located in spa towns during the bathing season and in Paris.

This has led some commentators to note that this provision gave way to administrative
tolerance of gambling houses in Paris and spa towns which exists to this day. 28 However, as

23

Although the translation of the French terms 'jeux de hasard' and 'jeux d'argent' may literally he 'games of
chance' and 'games for money' the term gambling will be used when making general references to French law.
This will ensure a degree of cohesion with other parts of the text which refer to gambling in a wider context.
24
Trucy. F, 'The Role of Crime and Addiction in the Gambling Policy of France', in Fijnaut, C., Littler, A. &
Spapens, T. (eds), The Regulation of Gambling and the Role of Crime and Addiction (Leiden; Martinus Nijhoff,
2008), p. 128.
25
Dalloz, M.D., Ripertoire m thodique et alphabttique de ugistation, de doctrine et de jurisprudence en

mati8re de droit civil, commercial, criminel, administratif, de droit des gens et de droit public (Paris, 1854), p.
175.
26

La loi du 2 I mai 1836 portant prohibition des loteries and Article 136 de la loi du 31 mai 1933 ponant

fixation du budget ginkral de l'exercice 1933.
27
Wachsmann considers the notions of liberalism (that is to say the freedom of the individual) and public order
are fundamentally contradictory and cites Article 4 1 0 of the Code PEnal as representing publicly orientated
values:

"Les inttrtts fondamentaux de la nation s'entendent I... I de son inddpendance, de l'intdgritd de son
teri'itoire, de sa sdcuritd, de la forme republicaine de ses institutions, des moyens de sa ddfense et de sa
diplomatie, de la sauvegarde de sa population en France et h I'dtranger. de I'dquilibre de son milieu
naturel et de son environnement et des 61dments essentiel de son potentiel scientifique et economique et
de son patrimoine culturel.
Since gambling has a history of falling within the scope of this provision it may be readily concluded that the
freedom of the individual to gamble has the potential to harm the French nation. Although this perhaps appears
rather ideological in nature, the balance between the rights and freedoms of the individual and society as a whole
requires a balance to be struck by present day national authorities. Given the contemporary nature of gambling
and the development of the internal market perceiving the nation in isolation may result in a sub-optimal
balance. See Wachsmann, P., Libertes publiques (Dalloz 5e dd, 2005), p. 63.
28
Ddcret du 24 juin 1806 qui prohibe les maisons de jeu. Article 4 reads "Notre ministre de la police fera, pour
les lieux ou il existe des eaux mindrales, pendant la saison des eaux seulement, et pour la ville de Paris, des
reglements particuliers sur cette partie". See Borgel, A., Les Jeux d'Argent et le Droit, These pour le Doctoral de
Droit, Universitd de Droit, d'Economie et des Sciences d'Aix-Marseille III, Aix-en-Provence, le 30 janvier 2004,
P. 14.
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of 1838, such houses were prohibited in Paris, while so called cercles de jeux are still

permitted in Paris, casinos are excluded from within a 100 kilometre radius of the French
capital.

29

Moreover the attachment of the legislator to locating casinos in spa towns, or tourist

zones in more contemporary terminology, remains reflected in current legislation. 30

Although gambling may prevail throughout France, it will become evident during this
discourse on the regulatory approach to gambling that the French debate has not come to a

conclusive standpoint on whether gambling can be regarded 'comme un produit de meme

nature que les autres

,

31

.

However,

a

regulatory regime which has been described as a

'ponderous, pernickety and in part obsolete juggernaut' resulting from a 'very ad hoc gaming

policy',32 can be anticipated to appear hypocritical.33 While France has traditionally sought to

prohibit all forms of gambling, any exceptions have largely been reserved to operations run
by state-backed bodies. In all instances, including casinos and cercles de jeux where private
operators are permitted, substantial levels

by both local and national authorities

as

of taxation

ensure that economic rents are captured

agents of the State.

34

In contrast to other jurisdictions there are few changes in the evolution of gambling
regulation in France which are likely to be of interest; there has been no large scale reform of
the regulatory environment since the enactment of the legislation which prevails today.

Consequently, legislative developments, and pending proposals which are under discussion at

the time of writing, shall be discussed within the following section on the 'Contemporary
Situation'.

29

Article 10 of la loi de finances du 18 juillet 1836. Prohibitions have subsequently been introduced for betting
on horseracing (la loi du 2 juin 1891 qui interdit les paris sur les courses de chevaux et de [dvriers) and games
of chance and machinery involved in providing games of chance (la loi n°83-630 du 12 juillet 1983 relative aux
jeux de hasard).
30

The toi du 15 juin 1907 autorise les casino dans les stations thermates, baintaires et climatiques et exclut
Paris and the criterion for communes to satisfy for attaining the correct classification to be able to have a casino
located within their boundaries was last amended in 2006. See Article 7 of loi n° 2006-437 du 14 avril 2006
portant diverses dispositions relatives au tourisme.
31 6
[A]s a product of the same nature as others'. See Borgel, A., Les Jeux d'Argent et le Droit, These pour le
Doctorat de Droit, Universitd de Droit, d'Economie et des Sciences d'Aix-Marseille III, Aix-en-Provence, le 30
janvier 2004, p. 16.
32
Trucy, supra note 24, p. 128.
33 „,1'hypocrisie' de la loi frangaise est manifeste: le jeu est toujours interdit, sauf lorsqu'il est autoris6 par

l'Etat."

See Bourgel, supra note 31, p. 16.

34 Indeed, the financial interest of the State has been referred to as "1'Etat croupier, le Parlement croupion?",
Trucy, F., Les jeux de hasard et d'argent en France. Rapport d'information n°223 (2001-2002) du 13 f6vrier
2002, fait au nom de la commission des Finances, du contr6le budgttaire et des comptes dconomiques de la

Nation, p, 282.
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3.3.2

Contemporary Situation

3.3.2.1

Legislative Aims

The French regulatory regime does not appear to have a single set of explicit principles which

provide

a

foundation for the entire regulatory regime. As will become apparent French

gambling legislation has been enacted entirely in a piecemeal fashion with no visible attempt
being made to secure a degree of coherency between the regulation of the various forms of

gambling.

However the approach of initially prohibiting a form of gambling and subsequently

providing an exception which is tightly regulated and often supplied by

a State body permits

the State to remain very close to the gambling market. General concerns surrounding the
maintenance

of public order through avoiding the involvement of crime in the supply of

gambling and avoiding the negative social consequences which would arise from unregulated

markets seem to be threads running through the French regulatory approach.

A moral

opposition to gambling cannot be ignored when considering the French approach to regulating

this market as it would appear that gambling in France occurs under
principles dating back to the

19

m

century:

15

a

cloud of moral

The crux of the moral opposition to gambling was

that it would give rise to the hope of gaining something without having to work, which would

in turn lead to individuals becoming inactive.36
These elements will become apparent during the discussion on the Regulatory Set-up.

At present it would

appear that the clearest set of objectives

is

given in relation to those

services provided by Frangaise des Jeux, which provides lottery and sports-betting services.
These objectives are:
6,

- to assure the integrity, security and reliability

of gambling operations and

to ensure

their transparency,

- to canalise the demand for gambling into

circuit controlled by public authorities,
so as to prevent the risk of gambling being used for criminal or fraudulent
a

purposes and to fight against money laundering;

35

Trucy, F., Les jeux de hasard et d'argent en France,supra note 34, p. 245.
36 AS illustrated in the preamble to la loi du 18 avril 1924: "la loterie est dangereuse comme faisant naitre
l'espoir d'un gain important qui n'a pas sa source dans le travail; elle detourne de l'effet et engage B l'inaction"as referred to in Trucy, F., Les jeux de hasard et d'argent en France, supra note 34, p. 197.
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- to limit the consumption of gambling services with a view to preventing
dependence".37

Maintaining

a

close hand in the regulation of the gambling market also allows the State to

hold a tight grip on the revenues which are generated. The distribution of revenue arising

from the various gambling sectors shows the importance of gambling to the State, and in
many respects this may prove problematic in light of applicable case law of the ECJ. While

rulings of the ECJ may be relatively recent in the chronology of regulating gambling, the
direct and indirect benefits which the State realises make it inconceivable that generating
revenue has never been an objective of the legislation which is currently in force. Indeed, it
has been contested that the generation

of

the acceptance

of gambling in

of revenue for the public good has been

an integral part

France.38 Economic interests are inadmissible as objective

justifications for restrictions on the free movement principles contained within the EC Treaty,
and yet specific causes as well as both local and national government rely heavily upon

gambling generated revenue streams.
Responsible gambling has crept onto the regulatory agenda in France, due in part to
the smoke signals being sent from the ECJ and other European institutions in Brussels on one

hand, and the ability of the internet to spread gambling, and thus the risk

of problem gambling

39
which constitutes a future public health risk, on the other hand. Although responsible

gambling has become an increasingly important feature, a significant anomaly has been

introduced into the regulatory environment. Legislation introduced in 2007 prohibits the sale

of FDJ's products to minors, defined

as those under 16

years of age. This is in stark contrast

to the situation prevailing for casino operators, who cannot accept custom from those under

18 years of

age.

While it is laudable that

a

minimum age has been introduced, it is

questionable why the state backed operator which is supposedly pursuing
gambling programme can supply gambling services to those less than

a

responsible

18 years of age.

Article 1 of Ddcret n° 78-1067 du 9 novembre 1978 relatif 8 t'organisation et 8 ['exploitation des jeux de
loterie as amended by D6cret n° 2006-174 du 17 fdvrier 2006. Ddcret n° 2007-175 du 17 fdvrier 2006 relat(f a
l'organisation et 8 l'exploitation des jeux de pronostics sportifs makes an equivalent amdendment with regards
to sports-betting as provided for under article 42 de la toi de jinances pour 1985 and d€cret ri 85-390 du ler
avril 1985 relatif a l'organisation et au fonctionnement du loto sportif.
37

38 .

...

l'intdrEt financier de la collectivitd est dtroitement lid

au processus de moralisation du jeu que nous

pourrions ddfinir comme !'assainissement du jeu par le controle de son organisation et !'a*ectation d'une part
substantiele de ses bknifices 8 des oeuvres d'intir8t gtntral."Darracq, 1-B., L'Etat et le jeu, These prdsentte et
soutenue publiquement le 23 novembre 2005, Universitd Lumitre - Lyon 2, p. 211.
39 BleSSig, E., & Myard, J., Rapport d'Information ddpost par la Ddltgation de l'Assemblde Nationale pour
l'Union Europdenne sur le monopole des jeux au regard des rkgles communautaires (Assemblde Nationale, N'
693, le 6 fdvrier 2008), p. 20.
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Moreover this discriminates against private operators and the PMU since all other operators
40
have to obey a minimum age of 18 years.

The explicit reference to the prevention of gambling addiction as an objective in the

offering of lotteries and the sports-betting products of the FDJ occurred in two decrees of
2006.41 Interestingly this decree was passed on the day

following that on which the European

Parliament voted to remove gambling from the scope of the Services Directive,42 with such

timing not going unnoticed by those who are in favour of some degree of market
liberalisation. 43 As honourable as the intentions behind the amendment may have been, the

timing of the legislation casts

a

shadow upon the true motivations of the State; is it merely a

coincidence that France decided to give greater significance and priority to the prevention of

gambling addiction at the same time that gambling was removed from the scope of the
Services Directive, or was this an attempt to appease the European Commission in the event

of (possible) infringement

proceedings744 Another curious

point is that the position of the

European Parliament on 16 February 2006 refers to gambling 'including lotteries, casinos and

betting transactions', precisely the three gambling markets which exist in France. 45

Nevertheless, it is possible to regard the 2006 decree as

a

watershed in the

development of responsible gambling as an objective of French policy. Later in the same year

a consultative body, COJER, was established by the Ministry of Finance to provide a
responsible gambling framework. 46 The principal aim of COJER is to create a framework to

prevent gambling addiction. Currently the mandate of COJER only applies to the FDJ,

requiring COJER to give its opinion on the FDJ's annual commercial plans before they are
approved by the Ministry of Finance, as well as more general advice on the control and a
for further information Verbiest, T. & Heffermehl, E 'Le monopole de Jeux et paris en ligne de la
Fran aise des Jeux : contraire au droit europten ?', 27 March 2006, Droit des Nouvelles Technologies. However
the Chartre Ethique de la Franqaise des Jeux states that they do not accept customers under 18 years of age. See
http://www.francaisedesieux.com/generated/media/PARAGRAPHE/charte pdf 26039.pdf (accessed 19 May
2008).
40 See

4l

See Ddcret n° 2006-174 du 17 fdvrier 2006 relatif 8 ['organisation et & l'exploitation des jeux de loterie

autorises and Ddcret n° 2007-175 du 17 fdvrier 2006 retatif 21 l'organisation et 21 l'exploitation des jeux de
pronostics sportifs, supra note 15. French documentation refers to addiction rather than problem gambling, as
does that regarding the Netherlands. Consequently, in respect of national terms of art, addiction has not been
replaced with the term 'problem gambling'.
42
Position of the European Parliament adopted at first reading on 16 February 2006 with a view to the adoption
of Directive 2006/.../EC of the European Parliament and of the Council on services in the internal market.
43
Verbiest, T. & Heffermehl, E., 40.
44 Indeed, Verbiest & Heffermehl,Ibid., ask "Ce texte suffira-t-it cependant 8 premunir la France centre de

possibles actions de la Commission europienne, qui se rtunit dibut
avril afin de dtcider contre quel Etat
"

membre
elle pourrait ouvrir des procidures d'action en manquement?
45
Committee on Internal Market and Consumer Protection, European Parliament, Position of the European

Parliament adopted at jirst reading on 16 February 2006 with a view to the adoption of Directive 2006/.../EC of
the European Parliament and Council on services in the internal market, 16 February 2006, p. 42.
46

Le Comiti consultatif pour !'encadrement des jeux et de jeu responsable, frequently referred to as 'COJER'.
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framework for lottery games.47 As of yet the scope of COJER only relates to lottery games,

and not the operations of the state operator of horserace betting, the Pari Mutuel Urbain

(PMU) nor of

the

casinos,

although an expansion to such sectors is apparently

'indispensable ,. 48 In practice, the first opinion given by COJER shows that it has a 'double

preoccupation' indicating that it has taken an expansive approach in interpreting its official
mandate. Consequently, in practice COJER considers itself to be concerned with:

• reconciling

the prevention

of addiction and consumer protection with the

development of legitimate gambling activities; and

• promoting the consolidation of

a legal,

attractive and secure offer [of gambling

services] which allows for the retention of a great a number as possible of players
and dissuades players from otherwise using illegal services.

49

In addition to being subject to COJER's supervision, in December 2007 the FDJ signed an
agreement with the PMU and the Centre hospitalier universitaire (CHU) of Nantes to create
France's first reference centre for excessive gambling. While questions remain as to how
measures to prevent excessive gambling can be applied to online gambling the limitation of

COJER's mandate, and the manner in which the FDJ concluded an agreement with the other
State operator illustrates the piecemeal, yet somewhat organic, approach

of French gambling

regulations.

It is too soon for the implications of COJER's policies to shape gambling practices in
France and influence demand patterns, nevertheless it is important to note that this policy

objective is one which has rapidly gained ground since 2006. Consequently it can be
considered alongside the more 'traditional' concerns of eliminating crime and fraud, while
forming an important element in the maintenance of public order.

47

Ministare de l'Economie, des finances et de l'industrie, Jean-Fran ois COPE a installd le Comitt consultatif
pour la mise en euvre de la politique d'encadrement des jeux et du jeu responsable (COJER), Mardi 27 juin
2006.
48

Gisserot, H., 'Colloque pour une adaptation du modele frangais des jeux de hasard et d'argent', (October 2007,
organised by Frangois Trucy, Sdnateur du Var, Paris). See 'Actes du colloque tenu le 17 octobre et prdsidt par
Frangois Trucy', p. i l.
49
Ibid. Helene Gisserot:

"Dans les avis qu'it a rendus, mais qui ne sont pas publics, le COJER a tti inspird par une double
preoccupation:
• Concilier la privention de ['addiction et la protection des consommateurs avec le dtveloppement
Wgitime de t'activiti de l'Entreprise:
• Favoriser la consolidation d'une offre ttgate, attractive et sicurisie, qui permette du retenir le plus

grand nombre possible de joueurs et d'y faire revenir des joueurs qui on pu Ktre attirts par une
offre interdite."
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3.3.2.2

Regulatory Set-up

The French gambling market call be deconstructed into three distinct sectors, which are the

result of the Government's regulatory approach. Consequently distinct regulatory regimes
exist for lotteries, horseracing, and casinos and gaming circles. Private operators are only
permitted to operate within the latter sector with state-bodies supplying gambling services in

monopoly markets within the other two.
Generally speaking literature concerning the overall French market perceives the State

as holding two monopolies. An alternative to this could be to set-aside the three regulatory
regimes and claim that since private operators are present within the overall market the State
does not enjoy a monopoly over the national market. Player preferences may reveal that the

gambling services found within each of these three segments are substitutable and that players
have little regard for the public or private status of the supplier. Unfortunately data on the

nature of the demand for gambling services, i.e. the preferences of the French gambling
population is not available and henceforth conclusions as to degrees of substitutability cannot
be drawn. In all likelihood such a discussion could well prove rather abstract when the details

of

the three regulatory regimes within the overall sector are considered because from the

supply side the market is clearly segmented. This regime shall now be described in the

following order; lotteries, betting and thirdly casinos.

3.3.2.2.a

Lotteries

Organising lotteries has been prohibited since the rule of Napoleon in 18055 and was carried
over into the 1810 Penal Code. However the principal administrative law provision

prohibiting the organisation of lotteries, which forms the background to the exception
currently inplace is the toi du 21 mai 1836 portant prohibition des loteries. This however did
not prevent the 1933 budget providing for the creation of a Loterie nationale which has

developed into the current State operator of lottery games, the Frangaise des jeux (FDJ):' In
1978 a 'societe d'dconomie mixte,52 was created for the operation of the national lottery,
Lot053 which operated under the name 'Societe de la Loterie Nationale et du Loto National',

in which the State held 51% of the capital. Commencing in 1979 an agreement for 30 years
50

L. 9 venddmiaire an 6, art. 92. See Bourgel supra note 31, p. 144.
Article 136 de la loi du 31 mai 1933 portant fixation du budget gZntral de l'exercice 1933.
52 A 'socidtd d'dconomie mixte' is a body financed with both private and public capital established for the
provision of a public service in the general interest. See CNRS (Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique) Le
partenariat. Structures i personaliu morale at
http://www. sg.cnrs.fr/dai/partenariat/partenariat/structnersomorale/semI.htm#obiet (Accessed: 6 March 2008).
53
Ddcret n"78-1067 du 9 novembre 1978.
51
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established the objectives of the national lottery operator which include conceiving,

developing and commercialising lottery products and certain sports-betting products while
ensuring the reliability, security and transparency of these products. 54 Subsequently, during
the 1980s the range

of lottery products was

broadened55 and the mid-1990s witnessed the

authorisation of the operator to offer individual, disposable games. 56 Every new game
receives approval from the Ministry

of Finance upon

the occasion of the FDJ's annual plan

receiving approval.
In the intervening time between these two instances of expanding the products range

of the national lottery operator, the name France Loto 57 was amended to that of Frangaise des
Jeux in 1990 and the stake of the State rose from 51% to 72%.58 Subsequently in 2006 the
FDJ became an 'entreprise publique constiude sous forme de sociate anonyme' in effect
becoming full state-owned.59 In addition to lottery products the FDJ also provides sport
r 60

betting services, as permitted by the establishment of the Loto Sportil.

According to the

Conseil de la concurrence the sports-betting products of the FDJ constitute a distinct market
61
from the horserace betting products offered by the other state monopoly, the PMU.

3.3.2.2.b

Horserace Betting

Whereas the FDJ operates the process which determines the outcome upon which the general

public gambles upon, the same cannot be said for the horseracing sector. The body
responsible for facilitating betting on horseracing does not operate the actual horseraces.
Nevertheless the horseracing industry and the betting industry are extensively interconnected,
as

will become evident from

the regulatory environment and moreover from the manner in

which the sector is taxed and the revenue distributed.
1891 saw the explicit legalisation of horserace betting

62

based upon the principle of

mutualisation with the creation of the modern day pari mutuel urbain (PMU) being formed in
54
55

56
57

See Trucy, F., Les jeux de hasard et d'argent en France, supra note 34, p. 47.
Following Article 42 de la loi n° 84-1208 du 29 ddcembre 1984.
Following Article 48 de la loi n° 94-1163 du 29 ddcembre 1994.

Which itself had only replaced the lengthy title of 'Socidtd de la Loterie Nationale et du Loto National'in

1989.
58

Ddcret n° 97-783 du 31 juillet 1997 confirmed the FDJ as the operator of the national lottery as established by
article 136 de la loi du 3 I mai 1933.
59
Ddcret n°78-1067 du 9 novembre 1978, as amended by Ddcret n° 2006-174 du 17 fdvrier 2006. Ddcret n°
2007-175 du 17 f6vrier 2006 relatif a !'organisation et 21 l'exploitation des jeux de pronostics sportif.
60 Article 42 de la loi n° 84-1208 du 29 dtcembre 1984, modifide par la loi n° 93-1352 du 30 ddcembre 1993 et
la loi n° 97-1269 du 30 ddcembre 1997.
61
Conseit de la Concurrence, Ddcision n° 00-D-50 du 5 mars 2001 relative & des pratiques mises en (Euvre par

la socitti Fran aise des Jeux dans les secteurs de la maintenance informatique et du mobilier de comptoir.
62

Loi du 2 juin 1891 ayant pour object de riglementer !'autorisation et le fonctionnement des courses des

chevaux.
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1930 along with the pari mutuel hippodrome (PMH).63 While the PMH operates on-course

betting, the PMU operates all other forms and is by far the more significant of the two
operators within the French market.

Similar to the FDJ the PMU took the form of a

groupement d'intir2t tconomique in 1983 which strengthened the hand of the state in the
ownership of the organisation, a partnership which was reinforced by the decree of 1997

according to Borgel through the establishment of board of directors.64 Indeed, the Conseil

d'administration involves members of the Ministry of Agriculture, with seven positions out of
a total of thirteen being held by the Government.65 Concurrently, developments occurred in

the field of organising

horseraces

resulting in the creation of two 'Socittds Mbres'

representing the two forms of horseracing; namely la societe mere France Galop for flat and
steeplechase horse racing and la socittd mbre le Cheval Francais for harness racing.66 These

two societies exist within

a

wider framework headed by la Ftddration des Courses Frangaises

with each of them alternatively taking over the presidency of the Fddtration. Originally
established in 1901 the Fddtration, financially supported by the two 'Socittds Mtres', is
responsible for co-ordinating and managing horse races on a nation-wide basis, for example

organising the racing calendar and anti-doping campaigns.67 The two 'Socittds Mtres'
organise the actual horse races and related activities regarding their respective forms of

horseracing, which involves close co-operation with the Ministry

of Agriculture which is the

68
principal ministry for the regulation of this particular form of gambling.

The primary mission of the PMU is to organise, promote, market and process bets on

horseracing which in part includes registering individual bets placed, calculating the odds and

paying out winnings as necessary. On course betting is reserved to the PMH and the need for

the PMU to communicate with the public is therefore of considerable importance if the state
operator is to capture public demand for horserace betting. This may offer an explanation for

the manner in which the PMU has historically embraced technological developments in
communications technologies. Communications technology is important in two respects, on
the one hand new technologies are integrated into the sales network of the PMU; and on the

63 Loi du 16 avril 1930 portant fixationdu budget pour l'exercice 1930-1931
64
Supra note 31, p. 132.
65
Trucy, F., Les jeux de hasard et d'argent en France, supra note 34, p. 40. This comprises the members of the
Conseil d'administration and several positions supporting the work of the board.
66

Created followoing Ddcret n° 97-456 du 5 mai 1997 relatif aux socidtds de courses de chevaux et au pari
mutuel in the form as associations pursuant to Loi du ler juillet 1901 relative au contrat d'association.
67
Trucy, F., Les jeux de hasard et d'argent en France, Supra note 34 p. 23.
68
In addition to the two SociLth Mires there are ten Fud6rations Rugionates des courses (regional race course
federations) and 248 Sociates de courses de province and organise races at the local level.
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other hand technology has been employed to allow the PMU to communicate, and hence sell,

directly with its customers. Concentrating upon the second aspect it is interesting to realise
that as early as 1968 the PMU has offered its services via the telephone. In 1989 some
services were placed on

'Minitel',

a

network of home-based computer-like terminals

connected via the telephone network, was has perhaps had the effect of diminishing the

novelty value of gambling on the internet for the French public in general when it was
introduced in November 2003. Consequently, far earlier than any regulated provider in other

EU Member States the PMU was able to reach French residents via a network similar to the
internet and offer services fundamentally similar to those on offer online today. While the
graphics may have been far simpler than a customer familiar with the PMU's website of 2008

may expect, the notion that betting could take place in private home's with many of the

potential dangers which surround internet based gambling should not be ignored

as

having

been a reality in France since the end of the 1980s. Furthermore, betting has been offered

since 2000 via a dedicated interactive television channel 'Equida', and mobile telephony since
June 2006.69 Undoubtedly the 'communication' efforts are supported by a dedicated press,

which Borgel considers the state to rely upon.

3.3.2.2.c

Casinos and the cercles de jeux

Casinos and the so-called gaming circles constitute the only segment of the French gambling
sector in which private undertakings are allowed to supply gambling services. This section

will provide an overview of the situation pertaining to casinos and that of the gaming circles.
Casino operators in France are subject to an "excessively rigorous and closely

monitored authorisation system

„70

which undoubtedly arises from an "abundance" of casino

related legislation.71 In addition to the degree of detail to be found in the regulatory regime

there are a number of particular points of interest, namely the possible locations for casinos
and the manner in which casinos are required to contribute to the cultural life in the commune

where they receive their authorisation to operate. These aspects

will

serve to illustrate the

diversity of objectives which can be found throughout the regulatory regimes of the Member
States.

The Penal Code of 1810 prohibited the establishment of maisons de jeux to which the

public had access, and while there has been considerable discussion within the courts as to
See timeline 'Historique' at http://www.pmu.fr/pmu/html/fr/entreprise/pc historique.htm (last accessed 25
March 2008).
70 Trucy, F., Les jeux de hasard et d'argent en France, supra note 34, p. 2.
71
Trucy, F., Les jeux de hasard et d'argent en France, supra note 34, p. 105.
69
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what constitutes
private sphere,

72

a

'maison' and where to draw the dividing line between the public and

legislation introduced in 1907 provided a firm basis for establishing casinos,

73
as well as gaming circles. Consequently casinos were to be restricted to towns classified as

seaside resorts, spa resorts or 'climatic' resorts,

74

criterion enabling them to become casino locations.

and today 350 communes satisfy the
75

Furthermore from 1920 onwards no

casino would be permitted within a 100 kilometre radius of Paris,76 which would support the

notion that casino gambling was to be an activity primarily for tourists.
Consequently casino gambling would only be available in communes with a relatively

small residential population, and hence catchment area compared to large cities. Moreover

this is true especially if one considers that in the earlier parts of the twentieth century the

mobility of the vast majority of the population was fairly limited. Keeping casinos in tourist
destinations would serve the policy objective of preventing casino gambling from becoming
too readily accessible to those perceived as having the least amount
71

casino games. If the majority

of income to spend on

of holidaymakers were reliant upon rail travel

then locating

casinos in touristic resorts would place them outside the reach of the working masses in the

larger cities, where communes did not enjoy such

a

'tourist resort' status. With mass

mobilisation following an increase in car ownership wider sections of society were able to
take holidays, and travel further afield to enjoy them, and thus be more likely to visit
communes hosting casinos, and thus play in them. Interestingly however, the lack of casinos

in Paris means that French operators, and the French state through the substantial rates of
taxation placed upon this section, cannot benefit from the present day numbers of

international tourists in Paris. Therefore one could consider that an absence of casinos in Paris
means that the potential for the transfer of wealth from international tourists to French
interests is currently below what is possible because casinos are excluded from facilitating
such a transfer. By seeking to prevent the transfer

of wealth away from the Paris region

72

See Borgel, supra note 3 1,p.2 3 onwards.
73 Loi du 15 juin 1907 r3glementation les jeux dans les casinos des stations balnuaires thermales et climatiques.
74
Towns, or more accurately individual communes (the lowest level of administrative division in France), are
classified according to the Code ginZral des collectivitts territoriales (CGCT) which replaced the Code des
communes following the passage of loi n"96-142 du 21 fdvrier 1996 relative i la panie Ugislative du code

g3n iral des collectivit s territoriales and decret n°2000-318 du 7 avril 2000 relatif a la panie RSglementaire du

code gintral des collectivit s territoriales.
75
See Borgel, supra note 3 1,p. 70.
76
Loi du 31 juillet 1920 portant jixation du budget gkn6ral de l'exercice 1920, article 82.
77
This reflects part of the debate which took place regarding the ill-fated super-casino in the United Kingdom.
Some parties considered that it should be developed as a destination casino and thus in location which would
constitute a 'location' in its self, such as Blackpool, as opposed to an area of extensive urban development such
as Manchester. For example see the discussion between Members of Parliament and the Secretary of State for
Culture, Media and Sport (Tessa Jowell), House of Commons, Hansard, Vol. 456, Part. 36,30 January 2007.

75

casinos are unable to facilitate this transfer

of wealth from other sources, i.e. international

78

tourists.

However there has been some softening of this approach, with the so-called
'1' amendement-Chaban'

of 1988 which permits, subject to certain cultural conditions,

authorisations to be given for casinos in towns which have a population of at least 500,000. 79

This amendment extended the scope of the definition of cities classified as tourist resorts to

the principal city of agglomerations of more than 500,000 even if this includes numerous
local authorities co-operating to reach the threshold. Of particular interest is the requirement

that within that principal city

a national drama centre, or a

national orchestra or opera should

be located. Furthermore, whichever establishment is present should have at least twenty

shows during is regular season, however it is unclear what relationship there is with the casino

operator. The effect of this provision in practice would appear to be limited, with casinos in

large cities still proving very much the exception within the national casino landscape. Media
reports in 1999, a decade after the provision was introduced, talked

of projects in only a

handful of cities.80 By 2008 only three cities would have appeared to have benefited from the
Chaban amendment, these being; Lyon, Nice and Toulouse. Furthermore, the amendment

appears to have been repealed, without any provision explicitly maintaining the widened
scope of the 1907 law which the amendment represented.

The services which casinos are permitted to offer have been established in law,

regarding both gambling and non-gambling activities. A brief overview of these activities
shall now be given. With regards to gambling services legislation since 1959 legislation has

specified which forms of gambling may be offered within casinos. The original version of

Article 1 of the 1959 act permitted the following games: 81

•

La boule.

•

Roulette and 'le trente-et-quarante'.

•

Table gammes ('les jeux dis de cercle), specifically ;
o

Baccara chemin de fer,

78

This argument also applies to other cities which are unable to benefit from the Chaban amendment while not
being subject to any prohibition comparable to that to which Paris is subject.
79
Article 57 of the loi n° 88-13 du 5 janvier 1988 d'amilioration de la dlcentralisation. This repeal of this
provision became effective as of lst January 2005 under the Ordonnance n° 2004-1391 du 20 ddcembre 2004

relative 8 la partie ligistative du code du tourisme referring to L2231-6 du code gtntral des collectivitts
territoriales.
80
Ceaux, P., 'Les casinos tenent de conqutrir le centre des grandes villes'. 17 September 1999, Le Monde. The
article refers to projects in Bordeaux, Lille, Lyon, Nantes and Toulouse.
81

D€cret n° 59-1489 du 22 d€cembre 1959 portant rdglementation des jeux dans les casinos des stations

balndaires, thermales et climatiques.
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o Baccara h deux tableaux

A

o Baccara h deux tableaux

a banque

banque limitte et 1'6cartd,

ouverte.

The range of games casino operators are permitted to offer has been expanded considerably

over the past few decades, with the latest expansion being enacted at the end of 2006. 82
Currently casinos are permitted to offer eleven games in which customers play against the
casino83 and five where customers play against each other.84 Furthermore casinos are

permitted to offer electronic versions of the above games within the casino premises, as well
85
as offering slot machines without which many casinos would not be economically viable.

Slot machines have been prohibited in public places since 1937,86 and the manufacture
87
and importation of such equipment was explicitly prohibited in 1983. However, the 'loi

Pasqua' amended the 1983 legislation so as to provide an exception to this rule for casinos. 88

This amendment establishes the basis for

a

framework which tightly controls all aspects of

providing slot machine services so as to ensure that slot machines and ancillary activities do
not constitute a weak point in the tightly controlled casino environment. There are three
particular requirements in this regard; firstly, every type of slot machine must be approved by

the Ministry of Interior; secondly any undertaking or natural person who intends to
manufacture, import, sell or maintain slot machines must acquire permission from the

Ministry of the Interior; and thirdly the 'loi Pasqua' requires that all slot machines which a
casino operator no longer wishes to make use of must leave the French market, either through

being exported or destroyed. It is unclear to what extent undertakings established in other

Member States can participate on an equal basis

as

French based undertakings in facilitating

these three requirements. There is some evidence to suggest that so-called Sociitis de
82

D6cret n° 69-681 du 19 juin 1969 portant modification du ddcret n° 59-1489 du 22 dtcembre 1959
ruglementant les jeux dans les casinos des stations balndaires, ther,nates et climatiques f Ddcret n° 96-808 du 10
septembre 1996 modifiant le ddcret n° 59-1489 du 22 d6cembre 1959 ponant rig[ementation des jeux dans les
casinos des stations balndaires, thermales et climatiques I D€cret n° 2006-1595 du 13 d€cembre 2006 modifiant
le ddcret n° 59-1489 du 22 dicembre 1959 et relatif aux casinos.
83
These «contrepartie » games are ; la boule, la vingt-trois, 'French' roulette, 'American' roulette, 'English'
roulette, trente et quarante, black jack, craps, stud poker, punto banco and hold'em poker.
84
The « cercle » games are ; baccara chemin de fur, baccara B deux tableaux U banque limitte, baccara 8 deux
tableaux A banque ouverte, I 'dcartd, Texas hold'em poker.
85
Ddcret n° 87-684 du 20 aout 1987 modifiant le d6cret n' 59-1489 du 22 dicembre 1959 rZglementant les jeux
dans les casinos des stations baln6aires, thennales et climatiques. Trucy. F., L'kvolution des jeux de hasard et

d'argent. Rapport d'information n°58 (2006-2007) du 7 novembre 2006, fait au nom de la Commission des
Finances, du contr6le budg6taire et des comptes dconomiques de la Nation, p. 274, writes:
'Traditional games perform very poorly ... which loose a lot of money during one or two years. For a
large group this expense is more easily absorbed than for smaller groups or independent casinos. "
(Author's own translation.)
86

Ddcret loi du 31 aout 1937

87

Loi n° 83-628 du 12juillet 1983 relative aux jeux de hasard and loi n° 92-1336 du 16 ddcembre 1992 relative
a l'entrde en vigueur du nouveau code pdnal.
88 Loi n° 87-306 du 5 mai 1987 modifiant certaines dispositions relatives aux casinos autorists.
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Fourniture et Maintenance enjoy an exclusive position with regards to the delivery,
89
installation, maintenance and repair of slot machines. An obvious question is whether nonFrench undertakings can constitute such bodies, and if not whether such restrictions can be

objectively justified. Exporting used slot machines to jurisdictions outside of France includes

the possibility of trade flows within the internal market dependent upon the regulatory
requirements of other Member States.

Another, but extremely narrow exemption would also appear to apply to other forms

of machine-based gambling which takes place

of legislation given

a longstanding

at fairgrounds, which have survived in the face

toleration of such games based upon their 'traditional'

90

Accordingly the prohibition of 1937 cannot be considered as absolute, perhaps
these exceptions reflect the main concern of contemporary French gambling policy with

character.

regards to this field; namely to reduce to the greatest extent possible a source of income for

'mafia networks'. Organised crime networks still attempt to place slot machines in bars and
cafds, and resort to murder to control a lucrative market, particularly in what has been called a

'triangle of death' in the south of France.

91

Furthermore to date attempts to legalise small

stakes recreational machine gaming, des machines ricriatives a gains limitts, outside of
casinos has not met with any success.

92

Non-gambling activities relate to entertainment and restaurants;

of the overall authorisation process communes are able to

93

however in as part

squeeze further demands out of

casino operators during the authorisation process for a new casino. Senator Trucy notes that
94
the communes are the 'big beneficiaries' of casinos and are able to set taxation requirements

in addition to the tax on gross gaming revenues. However, since no standard 'cahier des
charges' exists, communes can attempt to secure further benefits out of casino operators, who

by law have to provide entertainment and catering. This situation leads Senator Trucy to note
that communes are increasingly demanding on casino operators as they seek to secure profit

for their cultural and sport related activities. This may considered to be

a consequence

of their

being no degree of central control on the communes in the execution of national regulatory
regime.

89

90

See Borgel, supra note 31, p. 66-7.
See

Borgel, supra note 31, p. 56.
Trucy, supra note 24, p. 136 and Trucy, F., Les jeux de hasard et d'argent en France, supra note 34, p. 166.
92
The Unions des Mdtiers et des Industries de l'H6telilerie (UMIH) as been particularly active on this front, see
Trucy, F., Izs jeux de hasard et d'argent en France, supra note 34, p. 169 on this point.
93
Arretd du 23 ddcembre 1959, in particular Article 3 A l: Conditions d'Etablissement et d'Instruction des
Demandes d'Authorisation des Jeux.
94
Trucy, F., Les jeux de hasard et d'argent en France, supra note 34, p. 132
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Existing alongside casinos, the French market and legislation encompasses so-called
gaming circles. Formed

as

, 95

'associations,

gaming circles are non-profit organisations

directing part of their turnover to social, sports, arts or literary causes. Gaming circles escaped
the 1920 prohibition on casinos in Paris and just a few years later in 1923 they were

officially

recognised in legislation and made subject to an authorisation procedure and taxation.96 The
97
current regulatory regime is found in regulations dating from 1947. Given the legal form of

gaming circles, gambling in such premises is strictly restricted to members only,98 and
membership takes a number of days to be processed in addition to which a member has to be

up-to-date with their annual membership contributions (cotisations). 99

Except for slot machines, gaming circles offer games of a nature similar to those found

in casinos but are run

as

non-profit organisations. Three categories of game can be

distinguished; those which are exclusively offered in casinos; 10() those which are available in

both casinos and gaming circles; 101 and those only offered in gaming circles. 102
questionable whether there is

a

degree

It is

of substitution between the different forms of gambling

offered and therefore whether gaming circles and casinos could be considered to be in

competition with one another; however such

a hypothesis

ignores the fact that gaming circles

are found where casinos are not, especially given that gaming circles are not excluded from

Paris.

103

Furthermore, given that gaming circles are considered to be economically

104
insignificant any degree of substitutability may be negligible, at least in practice. However

this conclusion may be called into question in light of two facts. Firstly, the above-mentioned
'amendement Chaban' allows casinos into cities and thus potentially into the geographic

market of the gaming circles. Secondly, given the current trend in favour of poker in France
95

96
97

Alegal form created by Loidu lerjuillet 190! relative au contrat d'association.
Loi du 30 juin 1923 budget gdntral de 1923.
DEcret n' 47-198 du 5 mai \947 modifit portant rtglementation de la police des jeux dans les cercles and

Arrttd du 15 juillet 1947 sur la rtglementation des jeux dans les cercles.
Art. 43 of ddcret no 47-798, ibid and Art. 33 of the Arrett.
w Only a limited number of Paris based gaming circles provide the amount of the annual cotisation on their
websites. In the two examples found it amounted to € 100. See Cercle Wagram (www.cerclewagram.com) and
L'Aviation Club de France (www.aviationclubdefrance.com).
Les jeux de contrepartie' where the casino wins if the player looses, such as craps, boule, 23, 'French',
'English', and 'American' roulette, and card games (black-jack, 30 and 40, and punto banco). See Trucy, F., Les
jeux de hasard et d'argent en France, supra note 34, p. 154.
toI
These are detailed within the termes de !'instruction du 15 juillet 1947, and according to Trucy, F., Les jeux
de hasard et d'argent en France, ibid, p. 154-5 include billiards (le billard multicolore) and baccara (namely
baccara che,nin defer and baccara banque).
102
These are so-called 'jeux de commerce' as described in Article 126 of Code gdntral des imp6ts, annexe 4.
According to Trucy, F., Les jeux de hasard et d'argent en France, ibid p. 154 this category includes bridge,
poker, tarot, rami (including 'le rami-doses' and 'le rami-relances').
103
No authorisation will be granted for a gaming circle in a commune where a casino is already present, unless it
the circle will satisfy demand arising from the local population. See Bourgel, supra note 31 p. 113.
lot
Swiss Institute of Comparative Law, supra note 1, p. 228.
98

100 6
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which casinos can only offer on a restricted basis, gaming circles may find that new demand
has been created.

3.3.2.3 Coverage of different forms of gambling, online versus offline

In light of the fact that the overall legislation pre-dates the development of the internet as a

means of mass communication, the legality of online gambling follows the market
segmentation prevailing in the offline world. This is to say that two broad approaches exist;
one applicable for the State backed operators in the lottery and betting market and another for
casino operators.

Research from 2006 estimates that France is home to between 500,000 and 600,000

online gamblers, with the majority favouring casino games and with sports-betting also being

largely popular.

105

Furthermore, market analysis suggests that between €30Om and €40Om is

staked on an annual basis with non-French suppliers.

106

This represents a significant loss of revenue for the French government in comparison

to a situation where demand was met by suppliers regulated by the French government, or at
least those over which the government could capture some degree

of fiscal revenue. A total of

1284 websites offer content in the French language and accept customers located in France,

while only the only the FDJ and PMU are the only legal suppliers from the perspective of
107
French law.
Furthermore, French players do not have a right to access the services of
suppliers located outside of French jurisdiction.

108

Clearly there is

a

difference between what

the legal supply is as currently permitted by the regulatory regime and characteristics of

French residents' demand.

Since 2001 both the FDJ and PMU have offered their respective services via the
internet and have subsequently expanded to offering services via mobile telephony. From a

historical perspective, these two state-bodies have traditionally migrated to new forms of
communication technologies to provide their services. During the 1960s the first telephone
betting services were offered, and both providers have used the Minitel network to reach
customers. Furthermore, in 1999 the PMU launched its own television channel Equidia.
Consequently, developing internet based services represents a natural progression and
indicates the readiness of the French government to permit the exploitation of new methods to

reach out to the customer base. The services currently offered by the FDJ and PMU can be
105

CERT-LEXSI, Cybercri,naliti des Jeux en Ligne : Livre Blanc du CERT-LEXSI, Juillet 2006, p. 3.

106 Ibid.
107 Ibid.
108

Trucy, F. L'6volution des jeux de hasard et d'argent, supra note 85, p. 178.
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understood as being 'remote gambling'. that is to say that the PMU allows customers to place

bets via the internet on horseraces taking place in France and other jurisdictions. Likewise the

online offerings of the FDJ include the opportunity to place bets on sports events as well as
entering various lottery draws, with the draws taking place offline, and thus external to the
internet.
To date the opportunity to move online has been denied to the casino sector which has

not been able to secure regulatory change to enable casino operators to offer their services
online. While this is likely to result in a competitive advantage for the state-backed operators,

it also represents a void in the supply of legitimate gambling services in France. Demand for
French online casino environments will be met instead by those outside of France, including
those outside of the internal market. A portion

of French residents who cannot play on

legitimate French casino websites will turn to the offerings of the PMU and FDJ while others
Will prefer to play overseas, rejecting the regulatory safeguards which the French government
seeks to uphold, and directing revenues away from the French treasury. However, this does

not mean that French casino operators do not possess internet gambling licences, on the

contrary some of them are 'exiled' in other jurisdictions which in theory should enable access
to the internal market. Nevertheless, they remain excluded from their 'home' market.

An integral part of the supply of online gambling services is the customer base, and
consequently it is interesting to note that the PMU serves only those who satisfy

a

number of

criteria designed to ensure that they are residents of France. Accounts enabling customers to
play online, or via mobile phone services, are restricted to those with

a

residential address and

bank account located within France. 1()9 This serves to reinforce the national focus of the

monopoly which the PMU represents. Should the PMU be able to take stakes from residents

in other Member States politically it would become rather difficult for France to argue that its
own monopolies should be protected while undermining those in other jurisdictions. However
the casino market does not embody the monopoly approach to the supply

Offering services to residents of other Member States would not per

se

of gambling.

undermine the current

French casino model of regulation and clearly it would be in the commercial interests of the

casino operators to do so. Being permitted to accept stakes from outside of France would then

give the casino operators an unfair competitive advantage regarding the monopolies of FDJ

109

Article 109 of R2glement du Pari Mutuel, available at http://www.pmu.fr/pmu/html/fr/informations-legalescourses-hippiques/replement-pmu.html (accessed 19 May 2008). The same conditions apply to those wishing to
access the interactive services of the FDJ, see Riglement General des Jeux de la Frangaise des Jeux Accessibles

par Internet et par Telephone Mobile, Paris, 5 April 2001 (last amended on 22 February 2008). Available at:
http://www. francaisedesieux.corn/files/reglementgeneral.pdf (accessed 19 May 2008).
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and PMU. This situation, which is not entirely hypothetical, illustrates tensions which the
internet causes in the regulation of gambling; traditional models and regulatory divisions
between forms of gambling are severely challenged by the new found ease of cross-border
mass communication which undermines the

ability of the French government (and others of

course) to maintain a moat around the markets it wishes to reserve for monopolies. Retaining

such moats does not appear to exclude France's monopolies from working in co-operation

with other operators in other Member States. For example, the FDJ is part of the EuroMillions
lottery which encompasses lottery operators from a total of nine EEA jurisdictions

110

with the

FDJ acting as an 'agent' for the French territory. In doing so France participates in a system

involving lottery operators who have been awarded their monopoly status through a
competitive tendering process, as opposed to simply being granted the position through
legislation as per the FDJ. Another example is the PMU's 'international activities' through

which it cooperates with operators in other jurisdictions, such
have access to the PMU's betting pool,

111

as

permitting such operators to

or by allowing French based customers to bet on

horse races taking place in other EEA jurisdictions.

112

Although the PMU states that it does

not operate foreign subsidiaries, that levies are kept by the local operators (and thus used as

directed by the relevant national government), and that it respects local legislation and gains

the permission of the local horseracing bodies, it is nonetheless clear that the market for
horserace betting is wider than France, and that cross-border elements are not incompatible

with the industry. What remains unanswered is the point at which such activities outside of
France become incompatible with the notion

of national monopolies.

Notwithstanding such regulatory perspectives, a body representing casino operators,
Syndicat des Casinos Modernes, had already complained to the European Commission that
the FDJ was in abusing its dominant position due to its (then, at least) increasingly expansive

offering of online

games. 1 13

It would appear that this complaint alleged that due its

status as a

public undertaking on the offline lottery and sports-betting market the FDJ was able to abuse
its position in the online gambling market. Syndicat des Casinos Modernes contested that this
online market encompassed all forms of gambling, including casino games not just lottery and
Austria, Belgium, France, Ireland, Luxembourg, Portugal, Spain, Switzerland and the United Kingdom. See
the EuroMillions website www.euromillions.be.
"' So-called 'common
pool partnerships' have included Austria, Germany, Spain (Basque country), Switzerland
and the United Kingdom with €126.6m of bets within the PMU's pool coming from outside of France in 2007.
112
During the racing calendar for 2008 these races took place in: Austria, Belgium, Finland, Germany, Ireland,
Italy, Spain, Sweden, United Kingdom, as well as Norway and Switzerland. See Foreign Races at
110

http://www.pmu. fr/pmu/html/eng/corporate/foreilrn-races-pari-mutuel-urbain.html (accessed 20 May 2008).
113
Verbiest, T., 'French casinos vs. Frangaise des Jeux : the war on online gambling is declared', 18 April 2006,
Droit des Nouvelles Technologies.
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betting services. Through permitting the FDJ to operate online, its monopoly was extended

from the offline world, thus discriminating against casino operators established within the
internal market and eliminating or weakening competition in the adjacent online gambling

market, it was alleged. However, to date, there has not been
Commission.

decision by the European

a

114

As will become apparent in the section the National Debates and the Impact of the EU

on Gambling Policy and Regulation debate is currently afoot regarding the manner in which
online sports-betting can be opened to cross-border competition from within the EU. Any
amendment to French legislation following this development is highly unlikely to have any

effect upon addressing the situation of land based casino operators in France. Amendments
regarding sports-betting will allow competition in the French market which is currently

supplied by only the FDJ and PMU, which will not have the effect of admitting casino
operating companies such as Partouche into the French online gambling market. True online
casino games

will remain excluded from

the French market,

regardless of the fact that

numerous casino operators already exist in France, subject to the objectives and requirements

of the regulatory regime and the accompanying high level of scrutiny. Although this may
appear rather paradoxical it is one of the consequences of the piecemeal nature of
infringement proceedings being used in an attempt to ensure compliance with the fundamental
freedoms enshrined within the Treaty. Since the European Commission's complaint was
targeted wholly at sports-betting, the French government remains entirely free to restrict the

impact of the infringement proceeding to the sports-betting segment of its overall gambling
regulatory model.

3.3.2.4 Attribution of licensing powers to national and sub-national bodies

This section shall consider the manner in which all gambling operators within the current
French market are authorised to operate. Following the public private split, the state-bodies,

namely the FDJ and PMU shall be considered before turning to the casino and gaming circle
operators.

3.3.2.4.a

Supply by State-bodies: Lotteries and Sports-betting

Both the FDJ and PMU are regulated by national government with no sub-national
authority providing any input in the regulation thereof. Consequentially, all revenues

1

14 Ibid.
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generated by these bodies are returned to the national government, there is no local interest in
the revenue generating capacities, in contrast to the casino sector as will be seen below.

Regulation of the PMU is split between three ministries, these being; the Ministry of the
Interior, the Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of Agriculture. While the activities of the
FDJ also require ministerial authorisation and are subject to supervision, in the case of both

state-bodies the exact nature of the regulatory control lacks transparency. It would appear that

the only part of the regulatory process about which information is publicly made available is

the compliance of the FDJ with responsible gaming principles, under the auspices of the

supervisory oversight granted to COJER, which is dealt within the Legislative aims subsection. Given that this is one of the objectives upon which the cross-border supply of
gambling services may be restricted within the context of the internal market, perhaps it is not

surprising that a degree of transparency has been given to this aspect of the regulatory
process.

3.3.2.4.b

Casinos and gaming circles

While the regulation of casinos rests primarily with the Ministries of the Interior and of
Finance under the law of 1959115 the Commission supdrieure des Jeux has been responsible
for the more direct regulation of casinos since 1934.

116

The CSJ gives its opinion on

applications made for new casino licences and on the renewal of existing authorisations.
However the actual authorisation is granted by the Ministry of the Interior.
Casino operators and gaming circles appear to harbour a degree of discontent as to the

manner in which the CSJ functions which feeds into wider criticism from this particular

gambling sector to the lack of research into gambling in France, the lack of a body to observe
gambling and the absence of an overall gambling policy.117 Two reasons are forthcoming as
explanations; firstly the use of a probationary period and secondly a lack of communication
and thus transparency.
Since

1987 slot machines

have been permitted in casinos, however there

is

a

probationary period of two years from the opening of a casino before the first machines can

be offered to the public. During this time the casino is restricted to offering 'traditional'
casino games while showing that it adheres to the regulatory regime. Such traditional games
are less profitable
115

for casino operators than slot machines and this can pose difficulties for

DEcret 459-1489 du 22 d€cembre \959 portant rtglementation des jeux dans les casinos des stations

balnkaires, thermates et climatiques.
116
Ddcret du 6 novembre 1934
117
Trucy, F., L'ivolution des jeux de hasard et d'argent, supra note 85, p. 273.
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potential casino operators while the costs can relatively easily be absorbed by larger casino
operators. Yet large casino operators with numerous venues will have established a

compliance record and such
exercise, the costs

a

probationary period then becomes little more than an regulatory

of which are to be factored into the opening of a new casino. Consequently,

there are calls for this period to be replaced by another mechanism to ensure the good

character of operators. li8

Secondly, the degree of communication between the CSJ and the undertakings which

it regulates appear to be sub-optimal which leads to a lack of transparency. When giving its
opinion as to whether a particular casino should be authorised, the CSJ directs itself to the

Ministry of the Interior which is the body granting the casino operator' s authorisation.
Nevertheless information which is valuable to casino operators is not provided to them as it

would appear that applicants are not informed of the reasoning behind decisions and that these
decisions are not publicised to those other than the party concerned. If the workings of the
CSJ lack transparency to this degree

necessary information to reach their

it becomes difficult for market operators to obtain the

full potential. Given that the CSJ is one part of the wide

mechanism of the Ministry of the Interior which in part regulates the state-owned gambling
operators then it is unsurprising that feelings of discontent and dissatisfaction arise.
Such a centralised mechanism provides for a degree

of casino developments within France

of consistency in the authorisation

and provides the opportunity for a nationally co-

ordinated policy. Local interests are far from ignored however as the applicant undertaking
must also gain the approval of the commune in which the casino is to be located. Information

on how this works in practice is limited other than there being no national standard for local
taxes which individual communes may impose upon casino operators. There are suggestions

that this gives the communes

of leverage over casino operators allowing communes
to use casinos as a source of funding for particular socio-cultural developments.
a

degree

Once a gaming circle has been established as an association it is required to obtain

authorisation from the Ministry of the Interior in the same manner

as

applies to casinos.

However, practice shows that the Ministry is not obliged to adhere to the opinion of the CSJ

which could raise questions as to the extent that this process is ring-fenced from political
interests.

119

Authorisations are valid for a period of five years assuming that there is no reason

for the Gambling Police to require closure during the authorisation period.

: 8 Ibid. p. 275.
According to media reports, following the closure of the Cercle Concorde in Paris due to money laundering
concerns an application was made to re-open the establishment in 2005. The opinion of the CSJ advised against
1

119
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33.2.5 Attribution of supervision and enforcement powers

Following the same division as in the previous section regarding the granting of authorisation

to operators, the same approach but in reverse order, shall apply to the supervision of
gambling regulations and the enforcement of those regulations by the appropriate bodies.
However, an additional section will discuss the efforts of France to combat illegal gambling
supplies.

3.3.2.5.a

Supply by Private Operators: Casinos and Gaming Circles

The day-to-day supervision of casinos, gaming circles and race courses rests with 'la sous-

direction des courses et des jeux de la direction centrale des renseignements gdntraux'.120

Under the authority the Ministry of the Interior the Renseignements G6ntraux form the
intelligence service of the French police. According to the SEnat the supervisory tasks of this

part of the Ministry are numerous, and include;

•

verifying whether administrative requirements concerning the regularity and honesty

of games offered are complied with;

•

conducting periodical financial and technical checks; and

• participating in enforcement measures.
These are forms

of gambling

are those in which private persons are involved in the operation

thereof. Private undertakings operate casinos, private individuals are a necessary component

of the 'associations' which constitute 'gaming circles'. Race courses are included herein
because the actual operation of horse races is beyond the scope of the PMU's mandate, which
relates to the offering of betting but not the management of those races and race courses upon

which the betting takes place. However, the following discussion is restricted to the situation
of casinos and gaming circles.

Numerous aspects of operating a casino are executed by the Renseignements Gintraux
121
At least once a week
which reports to the CSJ and ultimately the Minister of the Interior.

authorising the operation, apparently due to poor economic conditions, and the then Minister adhered to this
advice. Eight months later with a new Minister in place, Nicolas Sarkozy, authorisation was given for the Cercle
Concorde to open its doors. See, - Servenay. D., 'Que fait Sarkozy dans la gal8re du Cercle Concorde?', Rue89,
28 January 2008. Available at www.rue89.com/print/5411 (Accessed 9th April 2008).
120
Stnat, Izs Documents de Travail du Stnat, Sdrie Ikgislation Comparde Les instances de contr6le du secteur
des jeux ( n° LC 180 December 2007), p. 6. However, this publication states that this department has a staff of
seventy. The depth to which it can closely supervise every casino, gaming circle and racecourse is not entirely
clear.

The Renseignements Gtndraux constitute the intelligence service of the French police under the authority of
the Ministry of the Interior.
/21
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the Renseignements G ndratix inspects each casino either at a pre-determined timed or in an

impromptu manner. The degree of supervision which is executed is so immense that this
sector has been considered as the most controlled in France.

122

Such aspects of the casino

operation include monitoring both the casino staff and customers, checking the cards and
coins, ensuring that the video surveillance functions properly and that all transactions are
recorded to prevent fraud. The Renseignements Gunjratix reports to the CSJ and ultimately

the Ministry of the Interior which is competent to take enforcement measures. In an attempt to
eradicate money laundering from the casino market TRACFIN is responsible for maintaining

surveillance of this sector and is alerted to the identity of all those who win at least €1000 in a
single game.

In a similar fashion the Renseignements Guntraux mount surveillance operations
within gaming circles encompassing all elements of the gambling process including staff
behaviour. Sdnat sources consider that the presence of the 'gambling police' has a positive

effect upon the gaming circles since the law is respected, morals are upheld and gaming
circles do not become off limits to the general public. 123

During the last months of 2007 and early 2008 reports can be found in the French
media detailing how two gaming circles have closed following such police operations. These
two examples illustrate the varying degree of seriousness with which crime can become

entangled with the provision of gambling services.

In the case of the Cercle Haussmann, closure arose in February 2008 due to the

Ministry of the Interior refusing to renew the authorisation of the gaming circle. Evidence
gathered during a regular inspection revealed numerous regulatory breaches primarily relating

to employing staff without concluding an employment contract and back-dating or simply

failing to record cheques which is considered

as

illegally providing loans. Furthermore a

124
proportion of the members were not up-to-date with their subscription fees.

While the Haussniann case may appear to be indicative of poor compliance practices,
the closure of the Cercle Concorde in November 2007 provides a valuable illustration of how
organised crime can infiltrate the organisation of otherwise legal gambling operations. This

particular circle was closed due to concerns that it was being used to launder money on a
large-scale, an operation closely connected to organised crime groups in the Corsica-Marseille
122

Trucy. F., Les jetix de hasard et d'argent en France, supra note 34, p. 118.
123 Trucy, F., ibid.. states at p. 159:
"Cette prdsence, connue de tout un chacun, 8 l'inttrieur comme A l'extdrieur du Cercle, est trts
positive ; elle garantit aux joueurs (et a nous observateurs) que la loi est respect6e, que la morale est
124

sauve et que les dtablissements de jeux sont frdquentables ... "
Boutry, T- 'Poker: un cercle de jeux parisien fermd', 6 March 2008, Aujourd'hui.
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area.

125

Of further interest is the imprisonment and questioning of Paul Barril, a former deputy

of the Groupe d'Intervention de la Gendarmerie Nationale,the elite counter-terrorism of the

Gendarmerie Nationale on grounds of criminal conspiracy (association de malfaiteurs)
relating to

a

programme of extortion and organised crime, assassination and corruption.

126

Although according to the media the alleged activities occurred after Barril's public-service
career this case illustrates

how

criminal organisations, legitimate authorised operations and

the state can become intertwined in the supply

of gambling services.

Furthermore, it is debatable whether the enforcement of national gambling regulations
can be deemed a success when the result is the closure of a gambling venue. Nevertheless

such closures serve as a reminder that gambling is

in organised crime and that it is

a

of considerable interest to

those involved

constant effort for national authorities to keep such

influences out of the legal market. In light of the popularity of poker which has engaged
France in common with other markets in the EU, new opportunities for money laundering
have been found by organised criminal groups in France, to which the national authorities
127
have to adapt the existing regulatory and enforcement regime.

Both casinos and gaming circles are subject to the same system of fines and
imprisonment to encourage compliance with the regulatory regime, which are less severe than
removing the authorisation upon which the maison de jeux operates. Article 1 of the 1983 loi
establishes that the organisers of games in gambling houses to which the public are freely

admitted, even if they are required to first become members, is punishable with three years'

imprisonment and a fine of €45,000. Should an organised crime circuit be behind the
operation then the term of imprisonment is extended to seven years, and the fine to €100,000.

However, in cases of tax evasion by gaming circles the legislation of 1923 establishes

of fines. 128 Either the operator

a series

is fined a sum equal to four times the amount of the fraud or if

it is impossible to establish the exact amount defrauded the relevant court has discretion to fix
the level of the fine, with a minimum of €750.

Beaulieu, C., 'Cercle Concorde; Blanchiment d'argent : les salarits trinquent', 8 February 2008, Le Parisien,.
Hamel, I., 'Cercle Concorde : du poker et beaucoup de mauvais coups', 30 December 2007, Rue89.
126
Delahousse, M., 'Paul Barril emprisonnd pour association de malfaiteurs; L'ancien supergendarme est
soup onnd de liens avec le Cercle Concorde et avec le banditisme. Il a 616 incarctrd A Marseille', 25 December
125

2007. Le Figaro.

Leclerc, J-M., 'Alliot-Marie a les cercles de jeu dans le collimateur; La fermeture du cercle Haussmann
accentue la pression autour de certains families du tapis vert. La police s'inquiate des nouveaux appatits suscitas
par la ddferlante du poker en France', 6 March 2008, Le Figaro, and Mandraud, I., 'Pr8ts illtgaux, blanchiment :
le phdnomJne engendre une nouvelle criminalitd', 26 March 2008, Le Monde.
128
Articles 48 and 49 Loi du 30 juin 1923 budget gindral de 1923.
127
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Supervision of the casino market is not always to ensure that regulations particular to
the gambling market are adhered to, supervision also seeks to uphold competition on the

casino market. In light of the lack

of competition in the lotteries

and sports-betting sectors it

might appear surprising that competition law is applied to the casino sector. Nevertheless, two

decisions of the Eruopean Commission relate to competition within local casino and slot
machine markets.

129

individual casinos to

Both proposed mergers were approved subject to the divestiture of
ease concerns surrounding the

creation of

a

dominant position or

reinforcement thereof. However at this stage it is interesting to note that the examination of
the proposed mergers did not consider the French gambling market in isolation from other

jurisdictions. Although gambling regulation is focused solely upon activities within the
French market, this aspect of supervision encompasses cross-border elements. These

decisions show that the way in which different forms of gambling in neighbouring
jurisdictions are regulated have an impact upon competition within the French casino and slot
machine market. The European Commission's decision in the merger between Accor and

Barritre illustrates that cross-border travel within the catchment area of casinos could be of
significance to the internal market where the consequences are not overly restricted to the
local level.

3.3.2.5.b

Supply by State-bodies: Lotteries and Sports-betting

The supervision of the casino and gaming circle market contrasts sharply with the State
backed operators

of lotteries and

the providers

of sports-betting, where the closeness and

vigour of supervision and enforcement. According to the Stnat the work of the PMU is
approved by the Ministry of Agriculture and the Ministry of Finance, with representatives of
these two ministries sitting on the board

of directors of the PMU. Furthermore members of the

Government partake in meetings of the board of directors although they do not enjoy any

129

C2004- 117/ Lettre du ministre d'Etat, ministre de I'dconomie, des finances et de l'industrie, en date du 28
juillet 2004, aux conseils des soci3tus Accor et Colony et de la fainille Barri2re-Desseigne, relative & une
concentration dans le secteur des casinos. See further Ddcision de la Commission, COMP/M.3373Accor/Colony/Desseigne-Barriere/JV, Ddcision de la Commission du 04/06/2004. C2005-95/ Lettre du ministre

de 1'6conomie, des finances et de l'industrie du 28 septembre 2005, au Pr5sident du Directoire du Groupe
Partouche, relative a une concentration dans le secteur des casinos. The first decision, of 2004, relates to the
casino market along the C6te d'Azur and the 'basco-landaise' coast. In the opinion of the European Commission
the possible extent of competition between casinos in these two areas and casinos in San Remo (Italy) and San
Sebastian (Spain) was discussed at length. The Commission considered that the consequences of the merger
would only be felt locally and that these distinct markets within France did not constitute a substantial part of the
internal market. Furthermore it was considered that the local character of these markets represented only a
limited part of the European casino economy. The second decision, of 2005, relates to the casino market in the
border region surrounding Geneva, thus potentially encompassing Swiss regulations pertaining to casinos and
slot machines.
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voting rights.

130

Equally, the FDJ maintains similar close ties with the Government since the

president of the FDJ is appointed by the President of the French Republic following
nomination by the FDJ's board of directors. As is common with other public enterprises in
France it is subject to economic and financial scrutiny with periodical inspections by the Our
des comptes which is responsible for auditing the accounts of public bodies. However such

scrutiny reflects the remit of the Cour, namely the use of public finances by FDJ and thus
does not touch upon the substantive offering of lottery products.

However the 'sovereignty' of the ministers in supervising the two principal state
gambling operators is being encroached upon under the guise of responsible gambling. As

previously discussed COJER gives an opinion on the annual commercial plans of the FDJ
during the approval process of the Ministry of Finance with a view to furthering

a

responsible

offering of responsible lottery products. While the regulatory regime does not provide for any

form of real ex-post regulatory supervision from

a responsible

gambling perspective, the

current mandate of COJER introduces the opportunity for concerns to be addressed regarding

the nature of the games offered by FDJ. Albeit this is only an opinion in the context of a wider
authorisation process and to date it is not clear how much weight is given to this opinion.

Undoubtedly the supervision of the FDJ from perspective of responsible gambling would be

more effective if it were to

be empowered to continually supervise the FDJ's activities.

Expanding the mandate of COJER to encompass the activities of the PMU would further the

significance of this additional supervisory mechanism.

3.3.2.5.c

Unregulated Gambling: Illegal Offers and Supply

Activities of illegal operators are far more difficult for the authorities to detect than those of
legitimate operators who are openly subject to a supervision regime. In this regard the

Direction Gdndrale de la Consommation, de la Concurrence et de la Rdpression des Fraudes
(DGCCRF) aims to protect consumers against misleading advertisements regarding lotteries
and promotional games and prosecuting those who offer illegal games so as to have a
dissuasive effect upon those who may be tempted to offer such games. In doing so DGCCRF
seeks to uphold the 1836

prohibition on lotteries and in particular concentrates upon illegal

offers made via the internet. Undoubtedly this task seeks to uphold consumer protection ideals

and avoiding the involvement of crime in the supply of gambling, but in doing so the position
of the FDJ is protected. Since it can be safely assumed that national lotteries of other Member

130

Ibid.
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States only focus on supplying their domestic markets it is unlikely that the action would be

taken against such operators. Whether the supply of gambling from other forms of licensed

suppliers based elsewhere in the EU is monitored by the DGCCRF is unclear, and if it were to

take place it has the potential to raise numerous questions surrounding national competences

in the supply and control of gambling services.

3.3.2.6 Taxation policies and revenue distribution

The taxation of the provision of gambling services illustrates the interests which French
authorities, both national and local, have in gambling as

a source

of revenue. In discussing the

fiscal regimes applicable to the FDJ and PMU it will become apparent that considerable
revenues are generated for the 'general budget' with good causes playing a relatively small

role. Regarding casinos, a complex situation emerges which appears to allow local
government to reap significant benefits when authorising the establishment of

a

casino within

its territory.

At first instance it would appear that the lottery sector has the largest tax burden when
compared to the horserace betting and casino sectors; with the FDJ paying 69% of gross
global annual revenue to the central government. Profit generated by casino operators is taxed

at 57% and that of the PMU concerning the horse race betting sector is taxed at 51%. 131
However, all gambling suppliers in France are required to make additional contributions to
the social security system when compared to other industry sectors. Social security

contributions in France are shared between employers and employees in the form of the

'Contribution to the Reimbursement of the Social Debt' otherwise known as 'CRDS'
(,contribution au remboursement de la dette sociale) and the 'Generalized Social Security

Tax' 'CSG' (contribution sociale gindralisie). Not only do French gambling suppliers pay
these taxes upon the basis of the employer-employee relationships in common with other
employers, but both the CRDS and CSG are also levied on gambling revenues. 132

Further attention shall firstly be given to the taxation of the FDJ and the PMU before

turning to the casino and gaming circle operations, followed by some observations as to the
real beneficiary of the revenues generated by gambling in France.

131 Figures are

applicable for the year 2003/2004. See Swiss Institute for Comparative Law, supra note 1, p. 220

& 1073.
132

The taxation of gambling revenues as an additional basis upon which to levy the CRDS is not unique; sales of
metals, precious objects, precious stones and art also provide an additional basis upon which social security
contributions are levied. See Article 18 ordonnance n'96-50 du 24 janvier 1996 relative au remboursement de la
dette sociale as amended.
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3.3.2.6.a

Supply

by

State-bodies:

Taxation

of the

FDJ

and PMU

A total of 70% of the PMU's, and the PMH's takings are returned to the players, while 18% is
transferred to the State, and 12% is retained by the various racecourses. The majority of the
18% goes

directly to the State, including the two social security contributions, however a

small percentage is ring-fenced from the general budget. 133 From a fiscal viewpoint the
amount ring fenced is not insignificant, given that one of the original motivations behind the

creation of a sports-betting system in France was to improve the French stock of horses:

"Il est tgalement ddmontrd que l'institution
moyens d' amdliorer

la race chevaline,

des

courses est un des plus sOrs

et plus specialement le cheval de guerre

134
toujours en quantitd insuffisante pour les besoins de la ddfense nationale. »

While gambling on horses may no longer be perceived as a necessity to defend France in
times of war, nonetheless this particular form of gambling was once perceived as necessary
for the good of public order and security. This is quite a contrast to the public order stance put

forward by many Member States before the ECJ and moreover the contemporary state of this
particular industry would appear to require funding to support itself. 135 However, not all of
this ring fenced revenue is actually used for the sole benefit of the equestrian industry. A

proportion of this revenue is used to benefit sport in general through the Centre National de
Diveloppement du Sport (CNDS) which lists as some of its objectives developing the practice
136
Another proportion
of sport in France and the local development of sports through grants.

is used to ensure the supply

of drinking water in rural

areas by granting financial resources to

FNDAE, Fonds national de diveloppement des adductions d'eau widle anouier proportion is
directed towards the Fonds national pour la ddveloppement de la vie associative which
contributes to the development of community life. 137 Actual industry funding is managed by

the Haras nationaux which primarily seeks to develop the horse racing industry as an
economic sector and seeks tax reforms. This represents an expansion of its objectives since it
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According to Trucy, F., Les jeux de hasard et d'argent en France, supra note 34, p. 47,2% of the combined
revenue of the PMU and PMH benefited the horseracing industry, with a further 1.4% being used for other good
causes.
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JO. Documents-Chambres des daputes, session de 1891, as quoted in Darracq,. supra note 38.
In the 1890s it would thus appear that a particular use of gambling had a public order function; namely
providing a good stock of horses for times of war. In contrast contemporary politics typically perceives gambling
to be a cause of public order problems, rather than a solution.
136
Formerly known as the Fonds national de ddveloppement du sport (FNDS). See 'National Sports
Development Centre' on the website of the Ministare de la Sant6, de la Jeunesse, des Sports et de la vie
Associative, www.ieunesse-sports.gouv. fr (accessed May 15 2008).
137
See La Masion des Associations loi 1901, www.loi 1901.com (accessed May 15 2008). Created in accordance
with Loi de finances pour 1985 (loi n° 84-1208) du 29 ddcembre 1984, as amended by ddcret n° 2000-202 du 3
135

mars 2000 retatif au Fonds national pour le diveloppement de la vie associative et portant criation de son
conseil de gestion.
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has primarily been concerned with the health and quality of the French horse breeding
stock.

138

The amount distributed to the Haras nationaux and good causes was €566m.

139

While the funding received by the Haras nationaux may be used in part to promote the
economic development of the sector, this is in addition to the approximately 12% which the
race courses themselves receive from the pari-mutuel system.

The aggregate rate of taxation for the FDJ appears to fluctuate on an annual basis at
around 29% of total turnover, with the largest segment of this being siphoned into the general
state budget. Consequently the Treasury receives the most of all beneficiaries, amounting to

€2.505bn in 2005. Furthermore, the Centre National de Diveloppement du Sport is the

only

'good causes' body which receives funding from the FDJ, and this amounted to 2.8% of the

turnover of 2005 (€0.25bn). 140 There appears to be a lack of transparency as to how the
revenue which reaches the general budget is spent in practice, and consequently the extent to

which France relies upon lotteries, and the other similar products offered by the FDJ, to fund
good causes could be questioned. While sports and sports related activities which gain the

approval of the CNDS receive financial backing it is highly probable that the €2.5bn which is
received on an annual basis is not used to fund good causes. The extent in practice to which

the Minister of Finance is reliant upon lotteries is unclear, but regardless of how these
revenues are spent it is clear that such quantities are not those which Member States will not

easily surrender in light of the application of Articles 43 and 49 EC.

3.3.2.6.b

Supply by private operators: Taxation of Casino Operators and Gaming

Circles
Casino taxation in France has been described as complicated, derogatory and archaic,

seemingly resulting from an accumulation of legislative reforms of varying degrees of
141

coherency.

Gross gaming revenue, produit brut des jeux, forms the tax base of casinos, the

fruits of which are distributed both to central government and to the local commune. Practice
indicates that cumulatively approximately 80% of a casino' s gross gaming revenue will be
142
Four broad steps can be determined in the
taxed by both local and national government.

taxation of casino profits; firstly

a

basic rate of taxation applicable to profits realised by

traditional table games and slot machines; secondly taxation of the gross gaming revenues
138

Bourdin, M.J., Etablissement public "les Haras nationaux" - Les Haras nationaux doivent-its ddteler?,

Rapport d'information n° 64 (2006-2007) du 9 novembre 2006, fait au nom de la commission des finances.
139
TruCY, F.,L'ivolution des jeux de hasard et d'argent, supra note 85, p.304.
140

Trucy, P,L'tvolution des jeux de hasard et d'argent,

ibid., p. 53.
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Trucy,F., L'dvolution des jeux de hasard et d'argent, ibid.,p. 94.
142
Trucy, F, Les jeux de hasard et d'argent en France, supra note 34, p. 111.
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prior to the application of a progressive taxation of the gross revenues; thirdly, the progressive
taxation itself; and fourthly further benefits which local communes are able to extract from

individual casino venues.

143

Firstly, the fiscal regime distinguishes between traditional table games and slot
machines, with casinos paying 0.5% of the actual gross gaming revenues from traditional
table games to central government and 2% of the theoretical gross gaming revenue of slot

machines to the authorising local commune. Given that the economic viability of casino
operations rests increasingly upon the popularity of slot machines, communes have a clear

interest in casino operators being approved for the installation of slot machines following the

statutory probationary period.
Secondly, a slice of each casino's gross gaming revenue is taxed prior to the

application of a progressive tax on revenues, the pr612vement progressif sur le PBJ (PPPBJ).

Taxation at this phase constitutes the automatic requirement to pay 25% of gross gaming
revenues followed by a variable cumulative tax determined by the requirements of the so-

called cahier des charges agreed upon with each local commune, and may constitute up to

10% of the gross gaming revenues.

Thirdly, introduced initially in 1926 the progressive taxation of gross gaming revenues
causes the industry considerable discomfort in

light of the fact that the tax bands have not

been corrected in light of inflation since their last amendment in 1988.
receives

10%

of revenues

144

Each cornmune

generated by this particular tax, with the State enjoying the

remaining 90%.

Fourthly, each local commune may receive up to 15% of

a

particular venue's gross

gaming revenue as determined in the cahiers des charges agreed upon between the commune
and casino operator. Whether the maximum rate of 15% is levied depends upon the other

benefits a commune extracts from the casino with an ultimate ceiling of 5% of the casino's
annual receipts limiting this form of wealth transfer.

While there have been court based discussions as to whether the cahier des charges
constitutes public service concessions or contracts, what is clear, the lack of standardisation
between communes. Each cahier des charges is the result of negotiations between the casino

operator and every local commune which delivers benefits to the commune in addition the

local share of the taxes referred to the three preceding paragraphs. Economically, the

Other forms of taxation are applicable to casino operations, an overview of which can be found in Trucy, F.
Les jeux de hasard et d'argent en France, ibid., p. 1 12.
144
La loi des finances du 19 ddcembre 1926 jixant du budget gtntral de l'exercise 1927.
143
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establishment of a casino should not be underestimated given the potential for the creation of
employment opportunities in the local economy of the commune and that in practice revenues
generated by casinos for the budgets of the communes; in some instances a casino may

generate up to half of

a

commune's annual budget.
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This is frequently used to benefit the

cultural and sporting activities of the commune.

3.3.2.6.c

Supporting Good Causes or Supporting the Treasury?

As noted above, the gambling industry provides contributions to the social security system

which are additional to those levied upon employee's income. In common with the view that
these contributions amount to a form

of income tax, customers of the FDJ and PMU pay 0.5%

CRDS contributions on 58% of their winnings. However, as a piece of 'tax alchemy', 146 the

burden of the CRDS is not borne by winning customers of the casino operators nor gambling
circles, but rather the operators themselves and it is calculated upon the gross gaming profits

of the operators. Through taxing

the profits of the casino and gaming circle operators the

Government creates a far more substantial tax base, and thus revenue, than would otherwise
be the case had the application of the CRDS been limited to the winnings

of casino customers.

In a similar manner casino operators make CSG contributions on a different basis than both

the FDJ and PMU. The first part is

a

payment

of 9.5% on 68% of the

gross revenue of slot

147
This contrasts with the
machines, and secondly 12% on all winnings of €1500 or greater.

23% rate of taxation on bets staked with the FDJ and 14% of the amounts placed with the

PMU and PMH.148
Consequently the overall fiscal regime appears to offer different treatment to the
casino and gaming circle operators than that afforded to the FDJ and PMU. In 2006 the Sinat

concluded that in practice the casino sector is taxed for social causes, prd12vements sociaux, at
a rate

nearly double that applicable to the FDJ and PMU. A total of 9.2% of gross annual

income of the casino sector was taxed for such purposes compared to the 5.75% and 5.85%
borne by the PMU and FDJ respectively.
145
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147
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See the example of Divonne, Trucy, F., Lzs jeux de hasard et d'argent en France, supra note 34, p. 138.
Trucy, F., Les jeux de hasard et d'argent en France, ibid., p. 113.
Article Ll 36-7- I of the Code de la sicurit# sociale.
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Ibid.
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Trucy, F. supra note 85. In 2005 this resulted in the following quantities being generated for good causes in

France:

Operator

Contribution
Soci(lie

Gtntralisie
FDJ

PMU

€194.5m
€106.5m

Contribution

at:
Remboursement de
la Dette Sociale
€25.8m
€28m

Prilevement fixe

Total

0

€220.3m

0

€134.5m
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Momentarily disregarding the differential fiscal treatment of the three principal forms
of gambling, the fundamental question of the appropriateness of singling out of the gambling
industry to generate additional revenue for the national social security system needs to be
addressed. There is no evidence that revenues generated via gambling are ring-fenced to

counter the societal costs which are commonly believed to arise from gambling. Even if this
were to be the case, the question would then arise as to why other industries whose products

and services may result in costs for society are not treated in a similar manner; should
producers and suppliers of alcoholic products in France make similar contributions to the

social security system to counter the negative affects of excessive alcohol consumption and

addiction?

150

Furthermore, even if a monetary value could be placed upon the costs associated

with excessive gambling and gambling addiction, is the level of this taxation

a proportionate

response and is the revenue there from distributed in a fair manner?

3.3.3

National Debates and the Impact of the EU on Gamblin 11 Policy and Re2ulation

Contemporary debates on the regulation of gambling in France in part focus upon the

realisation that the scientific state of the art is under-developed whilst at the same time
legislation is pending which will see the de-monopolisation of the online gambling market.
These shall be dealt with in turn.

3.3.3.1

The poor state of the art

Over-shadowing the national debate on how best to regulate gambling in the advent of
widespread internet usage is the realisation that the state-of-art of gambling knowledge and
research is inadequate to respond to questions posed in the quest to effectively regulate the

market, particularly in an increasingly cross-border environment. In 2002 Senator Trucy

reported that research in this field was characterised by studies which were preliminary in
151
nature and concentrated upon a narrow segment of the gambling population.
Furthermore,

criticism was directed towards the fact that studies were not conducted on

a

pre-determined

methodical basis by the state, but upon ad hoc, private, initiatives. Consequently a call was
Casino operators

150

€185.3m

€68.7m

€43.2m

€297.2m

Similar arguments could be made with regards to the tobacco industry. A study of the tax and use-of-revenue
of these different industries across the Member States would be revealing.
Trucy, F., Les jeux de hasard et d'argent en France, supra note 34, p. 226-7.

practices
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made for the provision of adequate and co-ordinated funding for gambling research in
France.

des

152

This was furthered in 2006 with a proposal being made for a single 'Observatoire

jeux' which would cover all forms of gambling and include experts from all concerned

fields

as opposed to

concentrating merely upon the addiction angle. 153 While the lack of wide

spread debate is lamented as being a

, 154

'pity,

and is perhaps indicative of a failure of the

regulatory bodies to engage with one another and the different segments of civil society, a

colloquium organised by Senator Trucy late 2007 was well attended and produced lively
debate between the participants who represented all major players of the French market. 155

While it is claimed that there are too few in-depth studies providing input,
Parliamentary interest in the sector suggests that politicians are exposed to the importance of

this sector. In 2002 and 2006 two seminal reports were completed by the Stnat, and the
contribution they have made to the gambling debate in France has been furthered by two
shorter Parliamentary works concerning the regulation of gambling in a selection of Member
States and preventing gambling addiction. 156

Opening of the online market to competition

3.3.3.2

The impact of the free movement principles,

as

interpreted by the ECJ and enforced by the

European Commission through the instrument of Article 226 EC, can be considered to have

direct and indirect consequences upon French policy and regulation.

Direct consequences can be considered as the current discussion of within French
authorities, led in particular by the Minster for Finance, to open up the gambling market to
cross-border competition from operators licensed elsewhere in the EU. 2006 witnessed the
commencement of infringement proceedings against France concerning the compatibility of

restrictions imposed on remote sports-betting operators licensed and established in other

Member States. 157 By June 2007 the European Commission resorted to the second step of the

152 Ibid, p. 284.
153

Trucy, F., L' volution des jeux de hasard et d'argent,supra note 85 p. 318.
Jaquement, A., 'Monopole des jeux de hasard et ordre public', L'actualitZ juridique (2007), nr. 4,1282-1288,
p. 1288.
155
Colloque pour une adaptation du mod2[e fran ais des jeux de hasard et d'argent, hosted by Fran( s Trucy,
154

17 October 2007, Paris, France.
Sdnat, Les Documents de Travail du Sdnat, Sdrie Ldgislation Comparde L'Organisation des Jeux d'Argent (n'
LC 171, April 2007) and la Lutte Contre la D jpendance aux Jeux (n° \75, September 2007) respectively.
157 p
ruropean Commission, Free movement of services: Commission inquires into restrictions on the provision of
certain gambling services in Austria, France and Italy, 12 October 2006, IP/06/1362.
156
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infringement procedure, and issued France with

a

'reasoned opinion

, 158
.

The Commission's

concerns regarding restrictions placed upon such services by the French regulatory regime

had not been allayed, with the French authorities apparently having failed to show that the
restrictions

were

necessary,

proportionate

and

non-discriminatory.

Furthermore the

Commission had concerns regarding the nature of the FDJ and the PMU which it considered

did not constitute 'non-profit organisations' in light of the manner they were permitted to
operate. Additionally the threat and imposition

of criminal sanctions on executives of sports-

betting providers licensed elsewhere in the EU and questions surrounding sponsorship of
sports events fuelled the Commission's persistence.

159

Nevertheless, when preliminary

proposals emerged in April 2008 to open the French market in sports-betting services and

poker games, the Minister for Finance insisted that this was a wholly national initiative and
, 160

it would appear that the

French authorities had realised

the potential revenue gains from regulating certain forms

of online gambling, namely

not a response to 'Brussels

.

Rather,

horseracing betting and poker while explicitly excluding lotteries and slot machines. However
since preliminary signals indicate an intention to expose operators to the same tax regime as

the PMU, it is questionable how attractive France would be compared to other regimes within

the EU from the perspective of tax

rates and other costs associated with regulatory

compliance. A further point of interest is the intent to work with a group

of Member States to

reform certain aspects of gambling regulation, a group appears to exclude those whose
regulatory models most favour cross-border gambling services, namely Italy, Malta and the

United Kingdom.

161

On 5th March 2009 the Minister

of Finance, Eric Woerth, presented a bill which

seeks

to open up the market for online gaming and betting which was notified under the Information

Society Services Directive to the European Commission on the same day.

162 163

On 25th March

European Commission, Free movement of services: Commission acts to remove obstacles to the provision of
sports-betting services in France, Greece and Sweden, 27 June 2007, W1011909.
159
The CEO, Petter Nylander, of Unibet was arrested in Amsterdam Schiphol airport under a European arrest
warrant on behalf of the French authorities for having contravened the monopoly positions held by FDJ in
October 2007. Unibet is quoted on the Swedish stock market, and licensed in both Malta and the United
Kingdom. See Le Monde, 'La France fait art-Bter le patron de la socittd de paris en ligne Unibet', 23 October
158

2007.
160

Le Parisien, 'Il n'y aura pas de bookmakers en France', 8 April 2008.
According to Le Parisien,the list of 'partenaires europdens' also includes Finland, Germany, Belgium and the
Netherlands. See Le Parisien, 'Jeux et paris: l'arrivde de la concurrence se prdcise', 8 April 2008.
162
Projet de loi sur l'ouverture & la concurrence du marchd des jeux sur internet. Press release of the Ministtre
du Budget et des Comptes Publics et de la Fonction Publique, March 2009, can be accessed at:
de presse/090305marche ieux/som 090305marche ieux.php.
http://www.budret.gouv.fr/presse/dossiers
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Technical Regulations Information System, 2009/122/F of 5t March 2009. The end of the standstill period is,
exclusive of any extension which may be sought, 8 June 2009.
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2009 the bill was presented to the lower house of the French parliament, the Assembl e
Nationale:64
The explanatory statement to the bill notes how the regulation of gambling in France
seeks to maintain a double function; the protection of the public order and the protection of

the social order. As a means to this end it seeks to channel demand for gambling services to

regulated supplies thereof whilst limiting the overall volume of gambling supplied in France;

the notion of 'canalisation' being an instrument to meet these aims. Having recalled the
existing regulatory structure the explanatory statement notes how the internet, and in
particular operators which are not authorised by the 'state', presumably the French state,
165
threaten the regulation of gambling in France.
In order to respond to the growth of

operators serving French customers but not subject to French regulatory objectives and

standards, this bill proposes to capture consumer demand through opening up particular

sectors of the French online market to competition.

Significantly, and in contrast to the

of online gambling services permitted in other jurisdictions in the internal market, the
range of services which the bill permits is limited to those which call upon the knowledge of
breadth

players. The French government considers such forms of gambling to be those for which there
is most demand and the least danger of addiction. Consequently, separate licences will be

available for sports-betting including live sports-betting, pari-mutuel horse race betting and

online poker; 166 forms which call upon the knowledge, judgement and skill of players. Forms
of gambling which involve solely chance, without any element of skill, are excluded from the
scope

of opening the online market. By taking such

an approach the forms

of online gambling

which have the structural characteristics most commonly associated with increasing the
probability of gambling addiction are excluded from this liberalisation process. Games with
short-odds which can be played repeatedly will remain beyond the scope of liberalisation,

thus there will be no online slot machines but equally there will be no opening of competition
in the online lottery sector. Furthermore, these are all forms of online gambling which can be

164

Project de loi relatif a !'ouverture 8 la concurrence et a la regulation du secteur des jeux d'argent et de
hasard en ligne, no. 1549 du 25 mars 2009.
165
ibid., where it is stated that:
"Aujourd'hui, le fort ddveloppement du marchd des jeux sur Internet en provenance d'opdrateurs non
autorists par l'Etat fragilise l'organisation traditionnelle du secteur des jeux d'argent et de hasard et ce
d'autant
plus qu'il ignore les fronti8res nationales et sectorielles."
166
Article 6 of the bill provides a derogation from the law of 2 June 1891 regarding the prohibition on the
organisation of horserace betting upon condition of obtaining a licence pursuant to Article 16 of the bill.
Article 7 of the bill provides a derogation from the law of 21 May 1836 and 83-629 of 12 July 1983 regarding on
the organisation of sports-betting upon conditions of obtaining a licence pursuant to Article 16 of the bill.
Article 9 provides a derogation from the law 83-629 of 12 July 1983 so as to allow operators of table games to
offer their services online, once again conditional upon holding a licence issued pursuant to Article 16.
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described as remote gambling since the outcome is determined externally from the internet.

This is commensurate with the exclusion of internet gambling; illustrating a regulatory
preference for gambling opportunities which have longer-odds, such as betting on horseraces

which occur on real racecourses.
These changes

will entail that online monopoly of the PMU will cease as will that of

the FDJ in as far as the provision of sports-betting services is concerned.

167

However, the FDJ

will remain the sole online provider of lottery products in France but of greater interest is the

division between online and offline markets. Both the FDJ and the PMU will remain
monopolists in their respective offline realms, it is only the online operations which are being
opened to competition through this bill. Consequently the PMU

will retain

the offline

monopoly on the provision of horserace betting and the FDJ will continue as the sole provider

of offline sports-betting services. Whilst it may

be possible in regulation to draw a distinction

between online and offline gambling products markets it remains to be seen whether the

incumbent operators will be subject to a decline in customer numbers regarding their offline
operations. Once the online market is opened to competition, consumers may substitute some

of offline services for those found online. When doing so they may remain loyal to the FDJ
and PMU or depending upon the attractiveness of the services of new market entrants they
may substitute the services of the incumbents for those of the newcomers to the French online

gambling market. It will be of considerable interest to monitor the substitution of offline for
online gambling services once the market is opened for competition, and whether there is a

shift away from offline gambling. Although the government notes that the intention of the
legislation is to control the volume of gambling it is not apparent whether it expects the size

of the market to expand after permitting

a degree

of competition which would reflect

a

shift

away from the incumbent operators. Or, in the alternative, whether the government foresees a

controlled expansion of the market which may entail less of a reduction in the sales of
services supplied by the incumbents.

Nevertheless the overall market appears to be set for a degree of expansion, given that

for the first time in the history of the regulation of gambling in France the casino sector will
no longer be excluded from operating legally online, from within France. Under the proposed
regime existing casino operators in France will be able to offer online poker services,
See The FDJ's monopoly, on- and off-line in lottery products will remain unchanged, and there will be no
online offering of slot machines or casino games other than poker. Slide 5, Projet de toi sur l' ouverture 21 la
concurrence du secteur des jeux d'argent et de hasard en ligne, jeudi 5 mars 2009:
http://www.budget. gouv.fr/presse/dossiers de presse/090305marche ieux/presentation proiet loi.pdf.
Under the existing regulatory regime the FDJ supplies sports-betting services under the banner of 'Loto foot' and
'Cote et match'.
167
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reversing what they have perceived

as

long-standing unfairness within the current regime

which allows the state operators to supply services online to the exclusion of private
undertakings. However, the current casino operators will have to compete with other

undertakings from elsewhere within the internal market. Applicants for licences to operate

online poker do not need to have an establishment in France, in contrast with the proposed
approach in Belgium which requires operators of online casino games to operate a bricks and

mortar casino operation. 168 Consequently, existing French casino operators will not have a

period in which they are protected from competition from market entrants with experience
gained in other online gambling markets.

169

Article 1 defines the overall objective of the regulatory regime

as

limiting the offer

and consumption of gambling services, whilst controlling that which is offered so as to;
prevent addiction and protect minors; ensure the integrity, reliability and transparency of

online operations; preventing fraud, crime and money laundering through placing the supply

of gambling within

of exclusive rights granted by the state. 170 Further insight is
provided by the explanatory note which places emphasis on the development of an audit trial
a system

Cia tra abiliti des operations de jeux') to secure the protection of players and to guard
against crime and fraud. 171 To this end operators who apply for a licence under Article 16 (as

provided for in the bill) will have to locate

a server

within France which will record in real-

time all of the transactions which take place on the site of the operator. 172 The Government
considers that this will permit the permanent supervision of the activities of the operator and
through requiring that the record of the transactions are maintained within the territory of
France the authorities, in particular the new independent gambling regulatory 'ARJEL', 173

will not be faced with problems of cooperation with other national authorities in order to
exercise jurisdiction over operators within its territory. Given the lack of harmonisation
'68 See Preliminary Draft law Amending the Act of 7 May 1999 on Games of Chance. Gambling Establishments
and the Protection of Players. the Code of Taxes Comparable to income Tax, the Act of 26 June 1963 on

Promoting Physical Education, Sports and Outdoor Activities and the Control of Undertakings that Organise
Sports Betting Systems, and the Act of 19 April 2002 on the Rationalisation of the Operations and Management
of the National Lottery, notified by Belgium the European Commission on 27 March 2009, notification number
2009/172/B.
169

This is not to say that amongst the existing casino (venue) operators in France that there is no experience with
online gambling operations given that Partouche provides gambling services on the basis of a licence awarded by
the Maltese Lotteries and Gaming Authority.
170
Soon after the bill was released another bill was put before the S6nat proposing that gambling operators, both
online and offline, be obliged to make available to players measure for the prevention of gambling addiction and
help lines for players which according to the bill should be available 24 hours a day and seven days a week.
See Proposition de loi relative aux dispositifs d'assistance aux joueurs dans le cadre des jeux de hasard du 21
avril 2009, no. 362, session ordinaire 2009-2009 du S6nat.
171
Projet de loi du 25 mars 2009, supra note 164, page 5 of the explanatory notes.
172
Projet de loi du 25 mars 2009, supra note 164, article 22.
173
L' autoriu administrative indipendante de regulation des jeux en ligne (ARJEL)
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within this field, and the lack of

a

framework for gambling regulatory cooperation between

the national authorities of the Member States, the chances of such a requirement being

deemed incompatible with the free movement principles is diminished.

Of great importance is the lack of

a

requirement for licence holders to establish

themselves in France in order to obtain a licence as provided for by Article

16. Upon

revealing the bill the Minister for Finance stated that a decree by the Conseil d' Etat would

provide further details as to the conditions attached to the operating licences. 174 Article 16
details that all applicants for a licence have to be established within the European Union or

within the European Economic Area (hereinafter EEA) on condition that the particular EEA
state has concluded a treaty with France regarding administrative assistance in the

field of

combating money laundering and tax evasion. Through only permitting EEA established
undertakings access to the French market if the state in question has concluded a treaty with

France in the fields of money laundering and tax evasion, France indicates that is satisfied

with the level of protection provided by Community legislation in these fields, i.e. that the
directives provide a sufficient degree of protection to meet the gambling specific regulatory
objectives of France in this field. This is an encouraging signal; secondary Community law
that has not been developed specifically for the regulation of gambling, is perceived as being

sufficient for
grounds

a

Member State not to restrict the provision of gambling services upon the

of money-laundering and tax evasion, the former ground being used by other

Member States to restrict cross-border gambling.
However, there are some requirements which will either apply only to those
established outside of France or will represent a greater compliance burden compared with

undertakings established within France. Firstly, Article 39 of the current bill establishes

various amendments required to engage the necessary reforms of the taxation of gambling in
France. The final proposed amendment requires that operators licensed pursuant to Article 16

but not established within France will be obliged to contract with an approved tax
175
representative in France, in order to pay taxes due under the proposed regime.

Establishment outside of France does not entail that operators can avoid French levels of

taxation as France seeks to form a compromise on the free movement principles through

175

Projet de loi du 25 mars 2009, supra note 164,
"Art. 302 bis ZN. - Lorsqu'une personne non dtablie en France est redevable de l'un des pr618vements
mentionnes aux articles 302 bis ZG, 302 bis ZH et 302 bis ZI, elle est tenue de faire accrdditer auprts
du service de l'administration fiscale un reprdsentant dtabli en France, qui s'engage A remplir les
"
formalitds lui incombant et A acquitter les prtlavements A sa place.
Such representatives will be approved by the French tax authorities.
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minimising any reduction in revenue which online gambling may entail. An integral part of
the opening of the French online betting and gaming sector to competition is the attempt to
capture taxation revenues, or rather, by requiring all operators in France to have a licence

awarded by ARJEL tax revenues will not be lost to other jurisdictions. The effectiveness of

this approach

will depend upon

two factors, firstly the level

of taxation the proposed regime

will establish, and secondly the degree to which ARJEL can effectively excluded non-French
licensed operators from the domestic online French market. Setting the level of taxation too

high will discourage operators from applying for an Article 16 licence,

a scenario

which the

restriction on supply only French residents is likely to encourage. A relatively high level of
taxation will possibly be viewed as too great a cost to bear in order only to supply one
national market, in contrast to other Member States where the licensing conditions permit the

holder to supply other jurisdictions within the internal market. Unlicensed operators have the
potential to defeat the attempt of the French government to capture revenue from online

gambling should ARJEL

lack the necessary resources to ring-fence the French online market

in cyberspace.

Secondly, certain requirements are proposed which will see the segmentation of the

internal market from a virtual perspective, or at least hinder the creation of

a

single pan-

European gambling market. Fore mostly, Article 18 of the bill specifies that on the basis of

an Article 16 licence the regulated website must be dedicated to serving the French market

and that the address must terminate with ".fr". Consequently, operators will be unable to
provide services to France on the basis of a more generic ".com" address which may be
approved and regulated by another Member State.

176

Two provisions are contained within Article 19 will further this segmentation of a

virtual internal market; firstly that operators will not be permitted to offer their games of
chance at a loss and secondly that the accounts of operators will have to ring-fence all capital
and transactions associated with gambling operations directed towards France, and then sub-

divide such accounts on

a game-by-game basis.

refer to the prohibition of 'selling at a loss' as

Interestingly the explanatory note does not

a means

of consumer protection, indeed doing

so could encourage players to play with higher stakes than otherwise would be the case, but

moreover as a means to prevent anti-competitive practices. Operators based outside of France
176

The bill notes that further regulation in the future will specify more detailed requirements in this regard. The
of compatibility with Community law in Chapter 5 will thus be based upon the general notions put
forward in the bill. For example, it is unclear from the bill whether the regulatory requirements of the Member
State of establishment and licensing will be taken into consideration by ARJEL. 1< this were to be the case then
depending upon the case at hand, for some operators compliance may merely require a parallel website with an
address terminating with ".fr" as opposed to ".com" or even ".co.uk".
assessment
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will thus be prohibited from selling their gambling services in France at a loss whilst crosssubsidising the France-facing operations with revenues generated from more profitable

jurisdictions. To an extent it seems that the French authorities intend to shelter incumbent
domestic operators, who can only tap the French market and also have to maintain offline

gambling opportunities, from considerable competition reaching France via the internet.

177

Before considering the proposed regulatory architecture, it is of paramount importance

to note that on the basis of licences awarded pursuant to this regime, operators will only be
able to supply services to residents

of France. Article 12 of the bill

states that operators can

only supply residents of France. According to bill operators have to show how they will
implement systems to ensure that they only supply persons physically on French territory but

for this purpose no reference is made to the location of the bank account which
wishes to utilise. Permanent, and to an extent temporary residents

of France will

a

player

possess an

address and most likely a bank account located within France which will provide operators

with information to verify that

a

particular player is indeed a resident of France. Although it

appears that a French resident could use a non-French bank account for playing with an

Article

16 licence holder, the consequences of this

for revenue patterns in France is likely to

be limited due to the fact that the gambling supplier is used as the point of taxation rather than
the player.

In contrast to the regulation of online gambling in other Member States this system
does not appear to be intended for use as a basis upon which other national markets can be

served. Perhaps this is a reflection of the fact that the need for reform of the regulation of

online gambling in France arose during infringement proceedings by the European
Commission into the provision of betting services.
Ensuring that these objectives are met will be the responsibility of the independent

authority to be created in accordance with Article 25 et seq of the bill. The underlying
purpose of

ARJEL

will be to uphold the policy objectives of the regulatory regime as

applicable to internet gambling, including the mandate to advise the Government on the
content of secondary legislation to be introduced subsequent to the passage of the bill under

discussion. Discretionary power is granted to ARJEL in a number of fields which will have a
considerable impact upon the precise requirements of the French regulatory regime in terms

There does not appear to be any case law on the compatibility of prohibitions on selling at a loss with Article
49 EC (in contrast with the free movement of goods which was dealt with by the Keck and Mithouard.
177

Furthermore there does not appear to be anything which would prevent the incumbents from becoming
established in another jurisdiction, such as the United Kingdom, and serving the rest of the internal market from
outside of France.
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of its operationalization. Such examples

range from software requirements which licence

holders will have to comply with to the approval of each operator's rules of play on a game by
game basis. Supervision and enforcement of the regulatory regime vis-A-vis licence holders

will also form part duties to be performed and significantly in this regard ARJEL will be given
the mandate to conclude agreements with the authorities of other Member States with regards
to the regulation

to enforcement

of internet gambling. This

as

opposed to a European one. Instead of seeking a truly European approach

to the regulation and supervision
seeks to uphold the notion

States

will

suggests that France foresees a bilateral approach

of internet gambling the creation of bilateral relationships

of national sovereignty in this field; the authorities of Member

themselves decide upon the terms and conditions on which they

will cooperate,

including the material scope of such cooperation. Concurrently however, the need for
cooperation with other Member States inherently suggests the need for transnational

cooperation and in this respect reflects the recent findings of the European Parliament in its
Report on the Integrity of Online Gambling.

Further notable objectives of the bill include the creation of a consultative committee,

Comitt consultatif des jeux (CCJ), with the purpose of to secure the preventing gambling
addiction and gambling becoming accessible to minors. This committee will be entrusted with
the task of ensuring that

a

policy of responsible gambling online and offline is followed in

practice. Furthermore, the bill seeks to ensure the funding of sports and equine activities. Not

only does this include fiscal measures, but also protecting the intellectual property rights of
the organisers of sport events. Incorporated herein will be the power to conclude commercial

agreements for the (non-exclusive) use of footage of competitions by operators wishing to use

it in their provision of betting services. The equine sector will, instead of the direct income
from the PMU, be part financed by operators obtaining
percentage

of

a

licence which involves a limit on the

stakes which can be redistributed by players between sports-betting and

horserace betting (taxed on the returns to players) so as to avoid players turning to other

operators.

178

Sports in general

will continue to benefit from

the financing of the CNDS, in

addition to the authorisation of sponsorship deals. It is unclear whether sports teams could be
sponsored by gambling operators, and if so, whether teams would be limited to concluding

sponsorship agreements with French licence holders. A final objective worth noting is the

attempt of the French state to maintain current levels of revenue, to achieve this on and offline
178

Own translation of:
"
un plafonnement identique du pourcentage moyen des mises pouvant etre redistributes aux parieurs
entre les paris sportifs et les paris hippiques (taux de retour aux jouers), afin d'dviter la fuite de
"
clientele.
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gambling will be treated equally subject to the principle of tax neutrality, as will sports and
horserace betting.

Until further information and secondary implementing legislation is made public it is

difficult to come to firm conclusions as to the extent to which the proposed system will
comply with the requirements of Community law. At the very least, further details will be
required to justify the requirement for operators regulated in other Member States to be

doubly regulated should they wish to enter the French market. Under the case-law of the
Court of Justice, this cannot be based upon reasons of securing revenue flows, and therefore

the viability of any restrictiveness will depend upon the uniqueness of the French objectives,
and the standard to which they are upheld, compared to regulatory systems

of other Member

States.
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3.4

Netherlands

3.4.1

Historical Introduction

Contemporary Dutch Ministers for Justice may seek to restrict the quantity of gambling
supplied within the borders of the Netherlands, resisting pressure to allow any expansion of
the national market from both domestic and other suppliers. Simultaneously that government

to which that Minister belongs seeks to increase the tax receipts from the legal gambling
market. While certain sectors of the Dutch gambling market may lament restrictions and tax

increases, from

a

historical perspective they are far from alone, although perhaps little

comfort can be gained from the shifts in Dutch gambling policy which emerge on

a recurrent

basis. As this brief historical introduction to the regulation of gambling in the Netherlands

will illustrate the long established presence of gambling within Dutch society
within

a diverse range

of ideologies relating

to private profit and

has operated

moralism, with the

expansion and contraction of the market arising as a result. However, certain themes have
gained prominence within regulatory efforts, particularly the notions

of 'kanalisatie , 179 and a

distrust of private profit from gambling. Over time these themes have remained as
undercurrents during shifts in the orientation of Dutch gambling policy.

Historically speaking, attempts at regulating the playing of dice can be found
as 1250

with certain cities prohibiting such activities during the 1400s.

180

as

early

Yet regulating

gambling does not only entail the prohibition of particular activities by the relevant
authorities, but also the provision of particular gambling services. A regulated lottery was
organised by the authorities Sluis, near the present day Dutch-Belgian border, and in common

with modern lotteries the revenues generated therefrom were for the public good. However,
instead of investing in sports and culture, or the welfare of the state through revenues flowing

into the state coffers (the smatkist) revenues were used for building and reinforcing a town's

Kanalisatie' is a recurring concept in the Dutch regulation of gambling, and is most frequently referred to in
English as 'canalisation' or 'channelling'. The core element of this concept is the notion of satisfying the desire
to gamble by the provision of safe a regulated Supply to draw people away from illegal forms of gambling and
practices which are likely to cause harm to the individual by encourage excessive gambling.
180
van 't Veer, A., Moerland, H. & Fijnaut, C., Gokken in drievoud. Facetten van dee[name, aanbod en
regulering (Arnhem, Gouda Quint, 1993) referring to Hermesdorf, B.H.D., 'De spelende mens in het
gezichtsveld een kartuizer', Tijdschrift voor Strafrecht, 76 C 1967), 137-148, and de Vries, K., 'Het dobbelverbod
in de middeleeuwse stadsrechten', Tijdschrift voor Strafrecht, 64 (1955), 252-257, p. 109.
179 ,
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defences or build guild houses and asylums.

181

Even before the creation of the modern

Netherlands as is understood today, regulatory principles were established which resonate in

contemporary gambling politics, policy and regulations.

182

According to Kingma three phases can be found in the Dutch regulation of gambling,

firstly that of mercantile capitalism, secondly the presence of industrial capitalism and the
modern democratic state and thirdly a permissive gambling culture which arose with the

emergence of the welfare state.

183

Dunng the period of mercantile capitalism lotteries are

described as having a 'strong commercial function' with other forms of gambling being

regulated to uphold public order. It was during this period the current state lottery (the

Staatsloterij) was introduced, in 1726 as the Nederlandse Generaliteitsloteri/.
Strong moral opposition to gambling arose during Kingma's second phase in the

nineteenth century with considerable widespread opposition to gambling at which time the

notions of kanalisatie and charity accompanied with a distrust of private profit took further
hold. 'Channelling' society's desire to gamble was an integral element to the policies of the

Liberal governments which dominated Dutch political life from the foundation of
parliamentary democracy in 1848 up until the end of the nineteenth century. Kingma refers to
the introduction of the State Lottery Act of 1885 as one example, where lottery tickets were to

be sold at

a

fixed price. With the downfall of the Liberals came the Confessional led

governments which opposed gambling upon strictly moral grounds but appreciated that

gambling could not be completely prohibited due the natural desire to gamble. However

Kingma credits the Confessionals with 'standardising game norms', which included

prohibiting gambling houses, racecourse betting, prohibiting cash prizes for all gambling
apart from the state lottery and prohibiting private profit. Moreover it is important to realise
that directing revenue to charity and public welfare was a means to diminish interests in

potential financial gains from gambling, from the perspective of both operators and players.

An important element of the consumer protection orientation of regulatory regime was
established during this period at the turn of the twentieth century, in an explicit form unlike
the statute books

of France and

the United Kingdom. This can be found

within the

explanatory memorandum dating from 1903 for a bill which ultimately become the Lottery

Act, the Loterijwet, of 1905. Three objectives of the legislation included; protecting the
Fokker, G.A., Geschiedenis der totenjen in de Nederlanden (Amsterdam, Frederik Muller, 1862) as referred
to by van 't Veer, ibid, p. 110.
182
The creation of the Republic of the Seven United Netherlands in 1581.
183
Kingma, S., 'A Sign of the Times. The political culture of gaming in the Netherlands' in McMillen, J. (ed),
Gambling Cultures. Studies in history and interpretation, (London; Routledge, 1996).
181
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individual from fraudulent and misleading lotteries; protecting the individual from having
their desire to gamble misused by fraudulent or misleading lotteries; and reducing the desire
to gamble.

184

Although parliamentary discussion indicates that opinion was divided as to

whether it was the task of government to protect people from their own desire to gamble, the

simple fact that these objectives were given indicates that consumer protection objectives as
understood today have in fact enjoyed a relatively long standing within the Dutch regulatory

history. However, it was until the introduction of the foundation of the existing regulatory

regime with the introduction of the Gambling Act, Wet op de Kansspelen (WoK), of 1964 that
the concept of 'kanalisatie' was introduced in its currently recognisable form.

In addition to Kingma's three phases in Dutch gambling history, another important
element is the similarity with the French approach to regulating gambling. This has arisen

from the French origins of the Dutch Criminal Code (Wetboek van Strafrecht) in light of the
French occupation of the Netherlands from 1795 to 1813. Article 410 of the French Criminal
Code (Code Pdnab prohibited the organisation of games of chance and as such a prohibition

on games of chance was introduced into the Netherlands. Such an approach remained

following the proclamation in 1815 of Willem I who introduced

a

prohibition on foreign and

private lotteries in the Netherlands, punishment for breaching this prohibition being based
upon provisions inspired by the French Criminal Code. Willem I was motivated by the

objective of protecting the 'state' lottery from any form of competition, namely private
interests or those from outside of the Netherlands. 185 Although the socio-economic context
and issues

of national security may be far removed from those witnessed nearly two centuries

later the approach of a prohibition with an exception still remains. Moreover any exceptions
to the current prohibition are to the benefit of the state directly, or to indirectly through the

financing of good causes such

as

sport and cultural activities.

186

This is witnessed through the

limited possibilities for the generation of private profit on the Dutch gambling market, with
such possibilities being restricted to the slot machine sector. Furthermore, foreign operators
are currently excluded from the Dutch gambling market.

- hescherming van het individu tegen bedrog en misleiding bij loterijen ();
- bescherming van het individu tegen baatzuchtige, schoon niet met bedrog of misleiding gepaard
gaande exploitatie van zijn spellust;
- tempering van dien spellust zelf bij het individu, ook als gevolg van de vermindering en wegneming
van de daartoe geboden gelegenheid. "
Tweede Kamer, 1902-1903, 213, nr. 3 as quoted in van 't Veer, supra note 180, p. 116.
185
See van 't Veer, ibid., p. 112
186
Through generating revenue for good causes via games of chance, fewer activities can be considered as
competing for funding out of direct tax revenues accrued by the state.
184 6.
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Returning to Kingma's trichotomy, the third phase is that which currently embraces
the Netherlands, being one of a permissive gambling culture encapsulating the legislation,

liberalisation and differentiation of gambling. The Wet op de Kansspelen of 1964 represents
the political culture in the Netherlands at the time, constituting legislation that bridged 'the
, 187

gap between moral objections and pragmatic arguments .

In accordance with a culture of

permissiveness this legislation represented a shift away from a socio-ethical approach to a

socio-economic one, whereby earlier moral objectives gave way to ideas based upon the
economic freedom of the individual, although perhaps somewhat paradoxically private profit

from gambling remained impossible until the 1980s. Distrust of private profit from gambling
is perhaps an ideological partner to the so-called 'kanalisatie' approach; although players
should have a safe haven in which to play such desires to play should not be stimulated and
thus the modus operandi

of commercial operators, whom operate for profit, would be contrary

to this notion. Indeed, during the 1940s the then Minister

privatisation of the Staatsloterij on the basis that

a

of Finance was opposed to the

commercial operator would not be the

appropriate manner to channel the desire to gamble because the very nature of the system

would encourage play. 188
The Wet op de Kansspelen saw the lotteries being able to award cash prizes and the
establishment of a sports totalisator, but it was not until reforms in the 1970s that gambling

policy truly became permissive with lotto, bingo and casino games being legalised, followed
by slot machines in the 1980s. Legalisation of various forms of gambling replaced the earlier
, 189
repressive approacn.
The latest addition to the string of permitted forms

of gambling are the

so-called charity lotteries, goededoelenloterijen, which were introduced in the 1990s and rely

heavily upon the media in their operation, particularly the Nationale Postcode Loterij
(national postcode lottery).190 While legislation during the 1980s and 1990s generated further
opportunities to gamble the emphasis upon social welfare remained, with revenue being
directed to the general budget or charitable causes, with the door remaining closed on private

commercial interests in all areas except slot machine arcades.
Challenges to the current regulatory regime have come from both within and beyond

the borders of the Netherlands. Firstly, the policy of permissiveness is being tested to the full

187
188

Kingma, supra note 183, p. 203.
van 't Veer, supra note 180, p. 122.
"de speelzucht kan kanaliseren, doch waarbij de gedachte aan een exploitatie met sterk commercitle
inslag niet aanwezig is en welker systeem niet leidt tot stimulering van de neiging tot spelen".

,89 Ibid p. 251.
190

In total there are three charity lotteries in the Netherlands, the other two being: the Sponsor Bingo Loterij and
the BankGiro Loterij
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with existing domestic operators seeking to expand their product range while other domestic
operators may equally seek to gain certainty that further gambling opportunities will not be

permitted. However, given the development of the European Union's internal market during

Kingma' s third phase, the interaction of the free movement principles with national policy
could be instrumental in expanding the current gambling offer beyond that which would be
established according to a purely domestic interpretation of what permissiveness permits.
Operators based outside the Netherlands may drive case-law referrals to the European Court

of Justice and lead to European Commission infringement procedures which ultimately have
an impact at the domestic level.

191

Secondly, today the internet represents the latest challenge to the evolution of Dutch

gambling policy and regulation, and so far it would appear that the pragmatism that has thus

far defined the legislative process has failed to find

a

compromise which facilitates the

regulation internet gambling in the Netherlands. 192 Consequently those residents of the
Netherlands who wish to satisfy their demand to gamble via internet gambling services have

to do

so

beyond the law, and the protection that they could otherwise

be afforded.

Furthermore, those undertakings established elsewhere within the internal market have found

the internet to be a catalyst to test the permissiveness of Dutch policy as referred to in the first

point. This most recent stage of the somewhat stalling evolution of policy and regulation will
be discussed throughout the remainder of the analysis of the Dutch regulatory system.

3.4.2

Contemporary Situation

Having addressed the broad regulatory approaches to which gambling has been subject in the
Netherlands the contemporary regulatory situation shall now be reviewed. This review is
correct as of September 2008, at which time the Wet op de Kansspelen 1964 as amended
remains in force pending the passage of the draft Wet op de Kansspelen through the

parliamentary process. Analysis of the draft bill will be given per issue in accordance with the

division of topics, even though it was rejected by the Eerste Kamer in April 2008. 193
191

Preliminary references from the Netherland: C-203/08 The Sporting Exchange Ltd (Be(fair) v Minister for

Justice, Stichting de Nationale Sporttotalisator and Scientijic Games Racing made by the Raad van State on 16

May 2008 and C-258108 Ladbrokes Betting & Gaming Ltd and Lndbrokes International Ltd v Stichting de
Nationale Sporttotalisator, made by the Hoge Raad on 18 June 2008. For the European Commission's
infringement procedures see: European Commission, Commission in quires into restrictions on sports-betting
services in Denmark, Finland, Germany, Hungary, Italy, the Netherlands and Sweden, 4 April 2006, IP/061436
and European Commission, Commission acts to remove obstacle to provision of gambling services in Greece
and the Netherlands, 28 February 2008, IP/08/330.
192
Kingma, supra note 183.
193
NRC Handelsblad, 'Geen proef legale goksites', 1 April 2008, Eerste Kamer, 'Senaat tegen proef met gokken
over
het
wetsvoorstel
op internet, 1 April 2008, and (http:Uwww.eerstekamer.nl/) and
Stemming
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3.4.2.1

Legislative Aims

In contrast to other legal systems and regulatory mechanisms the overarching piece of
legislation controlling the Dutch gambling market does not explicitly provide a list of

founding principles or objectives upon which the provisions therein are based. However, in
2005 the Minister

of Justice reported to the lower house of the Dutch parliament, 194 the

Tweede Kamer that the principal objectives of the regulatory regime are:
66

the regulation and control of gambling, with particular attention for combating

gambling addiction, the protection of the consumer and combating illegality and

criminality."'95
These objectives have been reconfirmed in subsequent parliamentary debates, including a

letter of the Minister of Justice in January 2009 which indicates that there are two
fundamental strands to the national gambling policy, that are essentially in the same spirit as
those indicated four years earlier. Firstly there is the strand concerning social policy and

consumer protection, focussing upon addiction prevention and guarding against the excesses

of gambling. The second strand shifts attention to countering fraud and the protection of
public order, centring around eradicating criminality and money laundenng.

196

In an earlier

open letter to the Tweede Kamer the Minister noted that the current regulatory environment is

inconsistent with itself and inaccessible for those who offer gambling services, consumers and
the government.

197

In order to achieve these overarching aims the Minister drew attention to the need for
satisfying the demand for gambling services and the need to have an attractive legal offer to
be viable force against the illegal suppliers who target the Netherlands. Nevertheless, the

objectives of protecting the consumer and the combating gambling addiction must not be put

to one side in achieving these objectives. In contrast with the European Commission and
European Court of Justice, the Dutch government is explicit in its belief that the gambling

'Wijziging van de Wet op

tijdelijke bepalingen met betrekking tot kansspelen via
25-1040, 1 April 2008, with 35 votes in favour of the proposed bill and 37

de kansspelen houdende

internet (30362), Kamerstukken

1,

against.
194
Derde voortgangsrapportage kansspelbeleid, Kamerstukken 11, 2004/05,24 557 nr. 47.
195
Ibid., at p. 2 (Author's own translation):
"het reguleren en beheersen van kansspelen, met bijzondere aandacht voor het tegengaan van
kansspelverslaving, het beschermen van de consument en het tegengaan van illegaliteit en
"

196

criminaliteit.
Ministerie van

Justitie, Projectbureau Kansspelen, Zesde voortgangsrapportage kansspelen
(5583398/09/DSP), 27 January 2009.
197
Brief minister over enkele voorgenomen aanpassingen van het kansspelbeleid en de gevolgen daarvan voor
het wetsvoorstel, Kamerstukken II, 2008/09,24557, nr. 93
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sector cannot be considered as a 'normal economic market'.
associated with gambling, this sector

198

In light of the 'societal risks'

it would appear should not

be subject to the

full forces

of competition and the free movement principles behind the internal market. Apparently
gambling warrants a carve out from the open economy because of the risks of addiction, the
potential for consumers to be mislead, and the illegality and criminality which accompanies
gambling.

199

As honourable as these objectives are, and
sight to those of other Member States,

a

as

similar as they may appear to be at first

number of criticisms have surfaced with regards to

the practical application of the Wet op de Kansspelen. Apart from the debate that the Act

discriminates against operators based outside of the Netherlands, commentators within the
Netherlands have found a number of unsatisfactory points, independent of the questionable

compatibility of the Dutch system with Community law. Criticism

has

primarily arisen

surrounding the following issues; firstly reliance by the government upon the gambling sector
as a source of tax revenue; secondly that the number

of gambling concessions undermines the

'kanalisatie' approach upon which the regulatory regime is founded; and thirdly that this is
approach is overly paternalistic.

Turning to the question of taxation it is apparent that hanging over the gambling
market is the general prohibition on gambling as a source of private profit. Apart from the slot
machine industry which exists outside of the state operated casinos, private commercial

interests do not exist. On the contrary, money is generated for society as a whole either as a
source

of revenue for sports

and culture through De Lotto for example, or other charitable

causes via the goede doelen loterij, or directly flows into the general budget of the state from

the Staatsloterij and the venues of Holland Casino. Indeed, Huls writes that the 'profits are
channelled in the direction of the treasury and certain good causes ,.200

198

An approach which is not without opposition, see van der Vlies, I.C., 'Kansspelen en de markf, NJB

2003/29.
199

While gambling may be a service, the economy does not remain closed for alcohol and tobacco which are
arguably equally dangerous in their ability to pose a threat to consumers, and society as a whole, but are
nevertheless regulated and the subject of trade. However, MacCoun and Reteur reflect that
"... both [prostitution and gambling] share important attributes with illegal drugs; they bring pleasure to
large numbers, pose a moral issue for many people despite attracting a substantial share of the total
population (males only in the case of prostitution), and create massive illegal markets when they are
prohibited."
-MacCoun, R.J. & Reuter, P., Drug War Heresies. Learning from Other Vices, Times and Places (Cambridge;
Cambridge University Press, 2005), p. 128. Perhaps in contrast to the rest of the EU the Dutch legal system is
more tolerant of drugs and prostitution compared to other Member States, and yet appears far less avant-garde in
terms of gambling regulation.
200 Huls, N. 'God dobbelt niet'. Realieiten en mythen van kansspelen, (The Hague; Boom Juridische Uitgevers,
2004), p. 16.
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It is thus debatable to what extent the term 'kanalisatie' can also be used to
use

of gambling as

an additional generator

refer to the

of revenue for the government. Such comments do

not only arise out of the prevailing gambling environment, but also in reflection of the years

immediately after the passage of the Wet when fewer forms of gambling were available. In

light amendments necessary to permit the creation of

a

football toto (the Stichting de

Nationale Sporttotalisator) in 1968, and moves to make domestic lotteries more attractive
than their foreign counterparts, van 't Veer questions whether the government of the time

allowed an expansion of gambling for truly altruistic reasons or because it afforded an
201
opportunity to improve revenue flows in the form of taxes and licensing fees.

Furthermore questions have arose that challenge whether the relationship between

gambling and charitable causes has been reversed. Initially directing gambling generated

profits to charitable causes ensured that

a

benefit was derived from the otherwise

unproductive practice of gambling, and thus appeasing those who found gambling

a

morally

and ideologically apprehensible activity. Charitable causes thus aided the introduction of

gambling services. In more recent times charitable causes are used as

a means

in themselves

to justify an expanded gambling market, 202 particularly in light of the danger that charitable
beneficiaries become dependent upon the lottery with which they are connected. While it may

be argued by some that a decrease in the turnover of that particular charity lottery may harm
203
the public interest that the lottery upholds,
it is also questionable whether overall societal

welfare is best served by a charitable lotteries sector which is captured by the very charities it
seeks to support.

As discussed above one of the main principles is the 'kanalisatie' concept which is
used to provide a legitimate gambling offer to direct demand away from illegal operators.

Players are directed to either state monopolies or licensed operators, or in the case of slot

machines to tightly regulated arcades. To what extent should concessions be granted to obtain

this objective? To implement this approach all forms of gambling are prohibited in the
Netherlands under Article 1 of the Wet, unless a licence has been awarded for the provision of

a particular form of gambling. Licences

are either awarded to state

bodies such as the

Staatsloterij and Holland Casino on a permanent basis, or temporary licences of five years are
granted in other sectors such as sports-betting and the charitable lottery sector. A strict
201

van 't Veer, supra note 180, p. 130.
Kingma, S., 'De liberalisering van kansspelen en de these van de risicosamenleving', Sociologische Gids,
51(2) (2004), 151-177.
203
Baarsma, B., Gerritsen, M. & Lzenheer, J. 'Better chances for charity lotteries. Study on the regulation of
European lottery markets', SEO Economisch Onderzoek (Report Commissioned by the Dutch National Postcode
Lottery, December 2007), p. 59.
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licensing regime is in place for the manufacture and installation of slot machines outside of

Holland Casino venues which represents the single large-scale sector in which the open
economy is given the opportunity to operate. Having constructed a regulatory environment
upon the basis of a 'prohibited, unless' approach

a

suitable vehicle has been used to direct

players into safe gambling havens with the 'kanalisatie' approach.

In comparison with the original version of the Act in 1964 numerous forms of
gambling have since been permitted, the scale of which could be considered

as

being at odds

with the notion of not encouraging demand especially in light of the manner in which the
gambling opportunities are promoted. Have so many forms of gambling been permitted under
the guise of the 1964 legislation that an 'abundant market' has been created, even though the

Act only provides for

a

limited supply of gambling services72(}4 Has this occurred to such an

extent that the foundations of the Act and thus the entire regulatory regime are suffering from

a crisis of legitimacy? 205 Ultimately from

a

Community law perspective, has practice

undermined the existing regulatory foundations to such an extent that the Dutch gambling
regime cannot be considered to be consistent and systematic as required by the European

Court of Justice because of such fundamental failings, and not merely because of limitations
to the free movement of services in individual cases? 206

Furthermore there are private operators who oppose the manner in which the operators
are selected which prevents in practice operators established outside of the Netherlands from

gaining access to the Dutch domestic market. Consequently this generates attention from the
European Commission and others who believe that the internal market should apply to

gambling. Nevertheless, given that the so-called temporary licences do not change hands on a

regular basis it is questionable as to how market-orientated these licences are for undertakings

which are already present on the Dutch market. While the costs and benefits of monopoly
providers in the gambling market is an issue to be dealt with elsewhere, the simple granting of

a monopoly to

a

public undertaking does not permit competition for the market. Foreclosing

competition on the market may be necessary to achieve the objectives of the Dutch
government, but this need not imply that competition for the market should also be denied.

204

Kingma, 'De liberalisering van kansspelen en de these van de risicosamenleving', supra note 202, p. 163.
Ibid., p. 169.
206
While the ECJ in Gambelli was referring to a particular restriction within the Italian regulatory regime
regarding internet gambling services, it is yet to be clarified how encompassing the 'consistent and systematic'
requirement is. Should it only apply to the specific sector from which the case arose, i.e. only internet gambling,
or should consideration be given to the approach towards all gambling sectors within a national gambling
market? Regardless of which approach is favoured, no line has yet been drawn as to how penetrating such a
review o f the 'consistent and systematic' nature should be. This will be further discussed in Chapter 4.
205
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While these developments will be traced per gambling concession permitted in the
subsequent section it is pertinent to ask whether each expansion of the legal gambling offer
represents a shift away from the ideological foundations underpinning the current legal

regime. Or perhaps each expansion represents an attempt by the government of the day to
respond to challenges facing the gambling market and thus to provide residents of the

Netherlands with a safe supply of gambling services to discourage participation in illegal
offers.

Finally, criticism has also arisen as to whether such

a paternalistic approach embraced

by the 1964 legislation is appropriate in a society "that now accepts gambling as

form of leisure activity.

„207

a

normal

While the ideological basis upon which the Dutch authorities wish

to base their national policy remains entirely within their discretion, it is nevertheless possible
that the paternalistic underpinning of Dutch gambling policy has been eroded in a similar
manner to the kanalisatie objective.

Nevertheless, the kanalisatie objective is carried over into the new draft legislation, the
208
With the proposed, and thus far rejected draft, the
so-called Wet op de Kansspelen 200X

government has attempted to bring the 1964 legislation up to date in a number of aspects, but

overwhelmingly to respond to technological developments which have taken place since the
1960s, developments which undoubtedly pose a threat to the regulatory regime. An expansion

of the number of national gambling licence holders is not on the cards, and holders of existing
licences will be able to expand their product ranges under specific terms and conditions. At
the same time, these licence holders are intended to constitute an attractive alternative to

illegal offers, and thus the effectiveness of the kanalisatie approach will depend upon the
regulators ability to permit gambling products which effectively compete with those offered

illegally. Failure to secure the passage of this legislation through the Dutch parliamentary
process does not herald a good beginning for a more responsive gambling environment.

Demand will still be channelled through monopolies; there is no room for competition

to be introduced on any of the markets where it did not exist under the 1964 regime. In
contrast to some other jurisdictions the Dutch government has taken the position that

monopolies, state or otherwise, are the most appropriate for countering the risks associated

with gambling and regulating the supply of gambling. A subtle preference would appear to
exist for state monopolies because, in addition to the law, regulations and supervision which
Huls, N., 'Dutch Gambling Law and Policy: An Untenable Parochial Approach', in Littler, A. & Fijnaut
C.J.C.P. teds), The Regulation of Gambling: European and National Perspectives (Leiden; Martinus Nijhoff,
2007), p. 74 and Huls, 'God dobbelt nief, supra note 200.
208
Memorie van toelichting, Wet op de kansspelen 20OX.
207
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govern suppliers' behaviour, influence can be exercised through the ownership of the

undertaking which the government enjoys with public monopolies. 209 This would suggest that

very little faith exists within the government in effective supervision of the gambling market

which could in part be due to the relatively weak gambling control board which was
established in 1996, although this will be replaced with a more fully fledged supervisory
board should the proposed amendments enter into force. Even if the current control board is
not the 'toothless dog' as it has been described,

210

the fact of the matter remains that the

powers of this board can only be effective as the powers which are vested therein by central
government.

While the broad strokes of the regime remain relatively untouched, more than ten
specific objectives are given; the most important being those to offer internet gambling for a

limited time as
legislating for

a

a

trial, improving the supervision and control of the gambling market,

slight expansion of the charitable lotteries market and addressing concerns

211
regarding the advertising of gambling activities.
Overwhelmingly the remainder are

orientated towards a number of house-keeping duties, which include an attempt at
haI'monising the terms and conditions by which licence holders are bound and concentrating

the regulation of gambling within a single ministry. 212 Such issues will be dealt with as
appropriate in the forthcoming sections.

3.4.2.2

Regulatory Set-up

Three main forms of regulation are used within the Netherlands to ensure the regulated supply

of gambling services; the award of licences to state bodies,

the award

of licences on a

temporary basis and the licensing system which is unique to the slot machine market. Each of
these approaches will be dealt with in turn, thus: lotteries with permanent licences and the

casino market; secondly sports-betting services and charitable lotteries; and thirdly the slot
machine market. There is also a residual group of small-scale gambling activities such as

bingo and promotional gambling which will then be analysed. Meanwhile changes proposed
by the most recent draft of the new Wet op de kansspeten will be included as appropriate.
209

Ibid, p. 5
... in het geval van staatsmonopolies heeft de overheid door de eigenaarsrol naast wet- en regelgeving
en toezicht hierop diverse mogelijkheden tot beTnvloeding.
210
Huls, 'Dutch Gambling Law and Policy: An Untenable Parochial Approach', supra note 207, p. 72.
211
The advertising activities of both state monopolies and holders of non-permanent licences has gained the
attention of the Dutch media, as well as constituting a point of debate as to the consistency of the application of
the Wet op de kansspelen before national courts. See Dijkstra, A., 'Staatsloterij weft illegaal', 4 February 2008,
Algemeen Dagblad and De Volkskrant,'Bingoloterij berispt voor massale reclameactie', 28 March 2008.
212
Memorie van toelichting, supra note 208, p. 4.
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It is important to recall that all the following concessions represent exceptions to the
general prohibition on gambling found in Article 1 of the Act which prohibits the offering of

opportunities for the public to participate in games in which they cannot exercise any
influence upon the outcome of the game. Offering games of chance without

a

licence is thus

in contravention of the Act, while games in which participants can exercise

a

degree of

influence thus fall out with. Unsurprisingly this has lead to the courts having to deal with a
number of cases whereby operators alleged that games offered were not wholly dependent
upon chance.

213

Furthermore, individuals are prohibited from taking part in games of chance

which they know are being operated in contravention of this prohibition; interestingly no
distinction is made between those games offered illegally within the Netherlands and those
offered by suppliers located in other Member States who are fully licensed and regulated by
the appropriate authority.
across the

Directive.

214

Finally Article la prohibits pyramid games,

as should be the case

entirety of the internal market inline with the Unfair Commercial Practices

215

However, Article 2 exempts gambling that does not take place in the public domain,

but in a closed group,
a closed

a

besloten kring. Gambling organised in the private sphere must be for

circle of people, and seemingly not on a large scale given that 114000 subscribers to

two newspapers did not constitute a closed group.

216

Furthermore, this does not provide an

opportunity for the gain of real private profit since the exemption excludes commercial
operations. Poker organised between friends in private residence would appear to be safe from
the grasp of Article 1 while a caft owner would not be able to organise a series of poker
games from which he sought to make a profit, however small.

Regarding such fundamental provisions, the proposed

bill contains greater detail and a

number of definitions, in contrast to the 1964 version which it seeks to replace. Article 1.1
defines a range

of terms, including forms of gambling

and terminology somewhat specific to

213

In the so-called 'Saturn' case HR 21 December 1965, NJ 1966,364 it was claimed that since the more players
practiced the more they could exercise skill in determining the outcome of the roulette based game, this was not
a pure game of chance. Since the majority of players would not have an influence on the outcome, the court
considered it to fall within the prohibition. During the 1980s much debate centred around the Golden Ten game,
which constituted one of the major illegal competitors to the Dutch casino monopoly, and following scientific
research it was concluded that players could not exercise any influence over the outcome of the game, and thus
the court concluded that unlicensed Golden Venues fell foul of Article 1 Wet op de kansspelen in HR 25 June
1991, NJ 1991,808. See van 't Veer, supra note 180, p. 167-8.
214 This is carried over into to the draft bill in Article 1.2.4.
215
Directive 2005/29/EC of 11 May 2005 concerning unfair business-to-consumer commercial practices in the
internal market and amending Council Directive 84/450/EEC, Directives 97 n IRC, 98/27/EC and 2002/65/EC of
the European Parliament and of the Council and Regulation (EC) No 2006/2004 of the European Parliament and
of the Council, 120051 OJ L149/22.
216 HR 20 October 1953, NL 51.
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gambling, such as 'jackpot'. Exemptions remain to the "prohibited, unless approach" with

those from 1964 being carried over with two additions; firstly Article 1.1.2.d exempting
general knowledge quizzes for which there is no cost to participate and participation is
dependent upon knowledge as opposed to chance; and secondly promotional gambling in

Article 1.1.2.e. Promotional gambling falls beyond the scope of the proposed Act in light of

the inclusion of this form in

the E-Commerce Directive. 217 Consequently it

falls to be

regulated by the country of origin, but only where it is conducted as a form of e-commerce.
Greater detail is also given to those activities which are prohibited; and these have

been expanded to include promoting games of chance which are organised outside of the
Netherlands (Article 1.2.3); participating in gambling when under the age of 18 years (Article

1.2.5). Within

a

catalogue of general conditions a number of points warrant particular

reference. As part of the effort to harmonise licensing conditions, Article 1.4 provides
conditions which will be applicable to all licence holders and govern factors such as the
number of draws, the maximum stake per draw and the manner in which prizes are paid out.
Such elements overwhelmingly concentrate upon the structural characteristics of gambling as

discussed in Chapter

. 218

1,

which exert considerable impact upon the extent to which

individuals gamble. Unlike other Member States, no distinction is made between different
forms of gambling regarding minimum ages; all participants must be of

3.4.2.2.a

18 years

(Article

1.8).

Markets supplied by permanently licensed state-bodies

One of the longest threads running through the course of the history of Dutch gambling
regulation is the Staatsloterij which has operated since 1726, and is currently regulated by

Title II of the Wet op de kansspelen. 219 Article 8.2 proscribes that

a

lottery constitutes

numbers being drawn from the participating lots and that at least 60% of the stakes paid are

returned as prize money to the successful participants. Article 9.1 vests the power to award a

licence of unlimited duration for the operation of the Staatsloterij to the Ministry of Finance

with the agreement of the Ministry of Justice. Furthermore Article 9.2 states that all turnover

of the Staatsloterij which remains after prizes and operating costs have
the state, and unlike other forms

of gambling such turnover has not

for any particular good cause such

as

been deducted is for

been (loosely) earmarked

sport or culture. Since 1992 this task has been entrusted

217

Directive 2000/31/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 8 June 2000 on certain legal aspects
the Internal Market, 12000] 01 L178/1.
As well as bearing considerable resemblance to Article 10.2 0 f the 1964 Wet regarding the principal
conditions contained within the licence for the operator of the Saats loterij.

of information society services, in particular electronic commerce, in
218
219

Articles 8 to 14.
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220
to the Stichting Exploitatie Nederlandse Staatsloterij (SENS).
Consequently the SENS

enjoys a licence which is not set to expire and the state enjoys the profits thereby generated,
and there appears to be no intention to allow competition for the market.

Articles 2.24 to 2.27 of the draft bill maintain the monopoly for the operation of the
Staatsloterij, and explicitly state that the licence is for an unlimited duration,

maintaining the possibility that an extra game may be organised.

222

221

while

Interestingly the Dutch

government seeks to justify maintaining the status quo by reference to other jurisdictions;
66

„223 v
[a]lso in other EU Member States government managed lottery organisers exist. 111

contrast to other Member States the Dutch government does forecloses competition for the

market through perpetually allowing the operation of the lottery to remain in the hands of
SENS, without any open transparent procurement procedure.

An identical situation exists with regards to the casino market, whereby Article 27g
provides the basis upon which the Dutch casino industry is built. Empowerment to grant the
single casino operating licence is vested in the Ministries of Justice and Economic Affairs
under Article 27h, which also secures the state all of the profits once prizes and operating
costs are deducted from the operator's turnover.

224

Since casinos require a physical venue

within which casino services are provided, this is one of the few forms of gambling in which
sub-national government is involved in the regulatory process with the local authority,
gemeente, where the casino is to be located having to give its approval to the project. Casino

games were introduced into the 1964 legislation following draft legislation which sought to

allow for their development to act as
Netherlands,

importance.

225

226

a

catalyst for tourism and recreation in the

although it would appear that this objective has now declined in

Casinos in the Netherlands have always been operated since the opening of the

220

Wet van 14 mei 1992, houdende regeling met betrekking tot de oprichting van de Stichting Exploitatie
Nederlandse Staatsloterij en wijziging van titel II van de Wet op de kansspelen.
221
Article 2.24 (second part).
222 Article 2.24 (third part).
223
Memorie van Toelichting, supra note 208, p. 55: "Ook in andere EU-lidstaten bestaan overheidsgestuurde
"

loterijorganisaties.
Holland Casino has been described in the media as the 'golden monopoly', with the Minister of Justice
playing the role of merchant and parson. See Bueters, P. & Hendriks, P., 'Donner als casino-king', FEM
Business, 20 November 2004.
225
van 't Veer, supra note 180, p. 209.
226
Early casinos were opened in what could be truly considered as tourist centres in the Netherlands, namely
Zandvoort, Scheveningen and Valkenburg. However it was apparent in the early 1980s that these casinos
functioned only as regional tourist attractions, and while they did not serve to attract high numbers of
international visitors they did seem to bolster the tourist resort function of already established locations. See
Nederlands Research Instituut voor Recreatie en Toerisme, De Economische en Toeristische Betekenis van de
Casino's in Nederland. in opdracht van de Raad voor de Casinospelen ( November 1981).
224
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first in 1974 in Zandvoort by

a

public body, operating under the name of Holland Casino's. 227

228
Current secondary legislation provides for

a

cities, however since Holland Casino's enjoys

total of fourteen casinos in fourteen different
a

national monopoly it is unlikely that the

overall turnover of Holland Casino's would suffer with the introduction of multiple Holland
. 229

Casino's venues in one city (gemeente ).

Although slot machines are permitted with Holland Casino's venues, only specified
table games can be offered in accordance with secondary legislation, these being; French

roulette, American roulette, blackjack, baccarat / chemin de fer, punto banco, sic bo, money

wheel, red dog, keno and poker.

following

a

230

However it is possible for new games to be introduced

trial period of one year and regulatory approval which allows the state to respond

to (illegal) market pressures. 231 Rather uniquely the range of individual stakes per round of

play are provided for (€5 to €10.000) while at least one of the table games must allow players

to play for stakes of less than €5. 232 Ensuring that some games are played with low stakes

provides for

a

seemingly democratic casino gaming environment in which those on low

incomes can participate in casino gaming. On the other hand it may introduce the most

vulnerable to an addictive form of entertainment which results in excessive expenditure on
gambling services. Likewise, the maximum stake in Holland Casino slot machine is €50, and

if chance is on the side of the player, 80% of the amount staked has to be returned
233

money.

as

prize

However, if debates with the Tweede Kamer are accurate it would appear that the

manner in which poker is offered by Holland Casino does not capture all demand. For

example, it has been considered that young people, though not necessarily those below the

minimum age for entry into Holland Casino venues, prefer smaller scale local venues as
opposed to one of the fourteen official casinos.234 Therefore, demand which is not met by the
state supplier is met through illegal offerings, as a reflection of the inaccessibility of the poker

221

Nationale Stichting tot Exploitatie van Casinospeten in Nederland.
Beschikking Casinospelen 1996
229
In accordance with Article 2.1.a. of the Beschikking Casinospelen 1996 the approved gemeenten are
Zandvoort, Valkenburg, 's-Gravenhage (Scheveningen), Breda, Groningen, Nijmegen, Rotterdam, Amsterdam,
Eindhoven, Utrecht, Enschede, Haarlemmermeer (Amsterdam Airport Schiphol). Venlo and Leeuwarden. Subsection c does provide the possibility for a second casino to open within gemeente Amsterdam but this is
conditional upon the closure of the Haarlemmermeer venue: while it may appear unfair to expect one gemeente
to give up its casino in favour of a neighbouring geemente, from the aspect of public perception they could both
appear to be in Amsterdam since that of Haarlemmermeer being located within Amsterdam Airport Schiphol.
230
Article 4.1.a-f, Beschikking Casinospelen 1996.
231
Article 4.2 and 4.3.
232
Article 5. I and 5.2.
233
Article 8 e and g.
234
Verslag algemeen overleg op 19 maart 2009, Kamerstukken 11, 2008/09,24557, nr. 97, p. 14 & 15.
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in Holland Casino. 235 To what extent can the Dutch government therefore be considered as

neglecting part of its self-appointed duty; i.e. that of eliminating crime from the supply of
gambling? If considerable demand for a particular form of gambling is known to exist at a

particular point the state needs to respond to maintain the integrity of its legislative objectives.
Rather curiously for a protected national monopoly, Holland Casino can undertake

activities outside of the Netherlands, upon condition that it has gained approval from either of
the two ministers. Activities outside of the Netherlands are not per se restricted to activities

within the internal market, but it would appear to be extremely contradictory for the
government to want to maintain a monopoly position for Holland Casino within the

Netherlands and yet, in principle at least, be willing to accept that Holland Casino maybe
236

active in the casino markets of other Member States. -

Few changes appear to be in store for Holland Casino should the current bill reach the
statute books, however licensing terms

will include

measures to maintain a difference

between Holland Casino venues and amusement arcades operated by the slot machine

industry.

237

However, subsequent to the introduction of the bill which was rejected by the

Eerste Kamer the Minister for Justice in the context of the powers of the proposed gambling

authority, has hinted that there will be a system to monitor and limit the number visits which
certain individuals can make, not only to the Holland Casino venues, but also to the numerous

slot machine arcades. 2009 saw this suggestion arise, where for 'practical reasons' the
proposed authority would administer the 'bezoekbeperkingen' and that these limitations

would be coupled between the casinos and slot machines. This would then prevent any

individual who was subject to an exclusion, due to excessive gambling patterns, from shifting
away from Holland Casino to any of the slot machine arcades thus closing tightening the

safety net for individuals who gamble beyond their financial means. Thus, the consistency of
the kanalisatie approach will be improved; the protection which an individual receives against

excessive gambling will be maintained across the major avenues through which slot machines

are available and he or she will not be able, consciously or otherwise, to switch to another
mode of supply and thus be void of the protection the system aims to ensure. Contestably, this

would not require the market for the supply of slot machines and casino games to remain
235

TK 24 557, nr. 97, /bid., p. 16, where it is stated that:
"... for many reasons the company is not accessible enough. The threshold is too high, whereby a group
[of peoplel above eighteen years go to illegal poker tournaments and all other undesirable practices."
(Author's own translation.)
236
Holland Casino was part of a consortium to obtain the licence ultimately awarded to Casinos Austria for the
operation of the single casino venue in Brussels.
237
Article 6.1, Beschikking Casinospelen 1996.
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closed from operators established elsewhere within the internal market who are willing to be
subject to Dutch regulation. A coupling regime, between different operators, is unlikely to
succeed in restricting cross-border movements in the supply

of gambling services from the

perspective of the gambling service provider establishing itself within another Member State
and abiding by the local licensing regime which is in place.
In recent years the slot machine industry has improved the quality of the environment

on offer in their arcades and Holland Casino has increased its floor coverage dedicated to this
form of gambling. Given that Holland Casino's turnover is earmarked by the state,

competition from a more professional amusement arcade may be feared. Yet if the
government feels that Holland Casino venues offer the safest gambling environment then
amending the regulatory regime for the slot machine industry would be an alternative
approach. There is a subtle suggestion that more venues may be on the cards, to fill gaps in
the regional distribution

illegality and criminality.

of Holland Casino
238

venues to better counter the threat posed by

Possibly in reaction to the heightened interest in gambling in the

internal market Holland Casino will no longer be able to reach outside of the Dutch borders.

It is entirely comprehensible that even without the draft bill being passed no Minister would
sanction such actions knowing that the European Commission and other operators would be

quick to sound their disapproval. Nevertheless provisions are proposed to restrict Holland
Casino's activities to the provision of casino gambling services in the Netherlands, preventing

it from becoming involved in other activities which may lead to claims under competition law
from those who offer similar goods or services and that Holland Casino cannot engage in
other gambling activities within and beyond the Netherlands. 239 Upon the coming into force

of this legislation Holland Casino would thus

3.4.2.2.b

be restricted to the Dutch casino market.

Markets supplied by temporary licence holders

The vast majority

of operators on the Dutch market hold licences which fall into this

category; each form of gambling supplied pursuant to such licences is supplied by a
monopolist, with the exception of the charitable lottery market. Thus the national market is
supplied by a web of monopolies. Each licence is renewable every five years, however the
renewal process is rather opaque and in practice new entrants into a particular market are

extremely rare. The vast majority of such activity appears to be in the horserace betting sector

which is the least developed of all forms of gambling in the Netherlands. Given the opaque
238
239

Article 6.2 Beschikking Casinospelen 1996.
Article 8 Beschikking Casinospelen 1996.
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nature of the system cross-border movement from elsewhere within the internal market is
non-existent, an accurate assessment of the Act with Community law becomes particularly
cumbersome. The table below indicates the sectors and licence holders, in the order which

they are analysed in the subsequent text.

Table

Sectors supplied on the basis of semi-permanent licences with relevant operator (in

1:

2009)
Sector

Operator

Sports-betting (except horserace betting)

De Lotto

Lotto

De Lotto

Instant lottery

De Lotto

3

Holding Nationale Goede Doelen Loterij

charitable lotteries

•

Nationale Poscode Loterij

•

Sponsor Bingo Loterij

•

BankGiro Loterij

N.V.

Scientific Games Racing B.V.

Horserace betting

De Lotto
240
Attention will firstly be given to three different gambling forms; the instant lottery, sports-

betting (except horserace betting),

241

and the lotto

242

since all three licences are held by a

single operator, De Lotto,243 which enjoys this position up until December 2009.244 Once
again amendments contained within the pending bill will be discussed as appropriate, in

particular regarding the lotteries a series of general comments will be given once all the

lotteries have been discussed. Amendments proposed for specific lottery forms will be
discussed when dealing with that particular lottery.
240
241

242

Marketed under the name Krastoten.
Marketed under the name Toto.
Marketed simply as Lotto.

243

Stichting de Nationale Sporttotatisator.
The website of De Lotto provides an overview of the three gambling services it is authorised to provide, which is
perhaps appropriate on a website of an undertaking where it aims to inform the public of its activities. However
the websites dedicated to the three forms of licences which it operates all include links to the other two forms of
gambling. Arguably if these three licences were not held by a single undertaking these links would not exist.
Links to other forms of gambling regulated in the Netherlands are not included. Is this a question of unfair
leverage and is suggestive of substitution of different forms of gambling and more to the point, that the semipermanent monopolies are not necessarily separate markets.
244
Beschikking van de Minister van Justitie en de Staatssecretaris van Volksgezondheid, Welzijn en Sport van
10 december 2004, nr. L.O. 640/0073/0452482, houdende veriening van een vergunning tot het organiseren van
sportprijsvragen, de lotto en cijferspel.
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De Lotto - instant lottery
Article 14 of the Wet op de kansspelen 1964 provides that an instant lottery can be organised,
an amendment which was introduced in 1994. Regulatory competence is split between two

ministries in common with other forms of gambling, this time between the Ministry of Justice
and the Ministry for Health, Welfare and Sport. 245 The organiser of the instant lottery has to

pay out 47.5%

of turnover in

prizes,246

with revenues supporting sports and culture.247 A lack

of governmental interference in this process is not guaranteed however, given that there is
concern that the instant lottery has the potential to compete with the Staatsloterij and diminish
the revenues flowing into the state budget. Consequently the government reserves the power

to enable part of the profits from the instant lottery to be directed to the government in the
event of such a decrease in staastloterij generated revenue.248 Unlike other lottery formats, the

instant lottery will not be permitted to offer its services

as

e-commerce under the proposed

bill because of the short-odds nature of the instant lottery, which is in effect

a

scratch card

based game. 249 This measure is well suited to preventing gambling addiction since short odds
games are those with the higher potential for gambling addiction, however it also prevents the

instant lottery from competing in the e-commerce environment with the Staatsloterij.

De Lotto - sports-betting

Title III of the Wet op de kansspelen provides for sports-betting services on sports other than
horseracing and greyhound racing, under Article

15

thereof. Furthermore, a numbers game

can also be organised by the sports-betting operator. Once again competence to award the
single licence for such services rests with the Ministries of Justice and of Health, Welfare and
250

Sport,

251
with 47.5% of turnover being returned to players as prize money.

A

total of 370

245

Article 14b 1, Beschikking houdende verlening van een vergunning tot het organiseren van sportprijsvragen,
de lotto en cijferspel, ibid.
246
Article 14b 2 and 14b 3 of Beschikking houdende vertening van een vergunning tot het organiseren van
sportprijsvragen, de lotto en cijferspet, ibid.
247 35% of revenues are directed to culture, social welfare, and public health with 65% being specifically directed
towards work in the fields of sport and physical development, in accordance with Article 18.2 of Beschikking
houdende voorschriften inzake het organiseren van de instantloterij.
248
Article 14b 4, Beschikking houdende vertening van een vergunning tot het organiseren van sportprijsvragen,
de lotto en ciferspel, ibid. How the government would establish a causal link between an increase in instant
lottery generated revenues and a decline in their own revenues from the Staatsloterij is not unclear. Another
point lacking clarity is the requisite degree of certainty that a decline in Staatsloterij revenues due to players
exiting that market does not involve the same players as those who increase the revenues of the instant lottery.
249
Memorie van toelicting, supra note 208, p. 56.
250
Article 16.1, Beschikking houdende verlening van een vergunning tot het organiseren van sportprijsvragen,
de lotto en cijferspel, supra note 244.
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sportsvragen canbe organised on an annual basis, and the operator is responsible for ensuring
that individual players do not lose more than €22,69 per day if they play online. €22,69 is also
the maximum value which can be staked on a single game.

252

Similarly, 70 number games

can be organised annually with a maximum stake of €1,13 however there is no maximum

daily loss limit given the relatively few draws which take place over the space of a year. Bets
can be placed upon competitions which do not involve Dutch competitors however coverage

is limited to football, which arguably leads to a gap in the market regarding demand for
253
betting on other sporting events.

De Lotto - Lotto

Thirdly, Title IVa of the Acy establishes the Lotto which enjoys particularly interesting
reasons for its introduction. Not only was it seen as a means to attract potential guilders away

from lotto games organised in Germany, which indicates that the government appreciates the
need to satisfy domestic demand with domestic suppliers

if cross-border flows of capital are

to be discouraged, but also to enable the sports-betting operator to remain viable. At the time

of the introduction of the lotto, in 1971, De Lotto only provided sports-betting services and
this new form of gambling was perceived

as

assisting the operators viability

, 254
.

In common

with sports-betting and the instant lottery, regulatory competence rests with the Ministers of
255

Justice and Health, Welfare and Sport,

with only one operator being permitted to supply the

market for lotto gambling services. Once again 47.5% of turnover has to be paid out in prizes
256
and the net profits of the operation are to be used for a wide range of good causes;
sports,

physical development, culture, social welfare and public health.

257

Similarities continue with

regards to sports-betting services, with a maximum of 370 draws per year with a

limit of

251

Article 16.3, Beschikking houdende verlening van een vergunning tot het organiseren van sportprijsvragen,
de lotto en cijferspel. ibid.
252
Article 7.4, of Beschikking houdende verlening van een vergunning tot het organiseren van sportprijsvragen,
de lotto en cijferspel, ibid.
253
See www.toto.nl
254
van 't Veer, supra note 180 p. 205.
255
Article 27b of Beschikking houdende verlening van een vergunning tot het organiseren van sponprijsvragen,
de lotto en cijferspel, Supra note 244.
256
Article 27b 3 of Beschikking houdende verlening van een vergunning tot het organiseren van
sportprijsvragen, de lotto en cijferspel, ibid.
257
Article 27b 1 of Beschikking houdende verlening van een vergunning tot het organiseren van
sportprijsvragen, de lotto en cijferspel, ibid. In accordance with Article 12.2 of the Beschikking 2004, note
XXX, 26.5% of the turnover for good causes will be donated to the Stichting Algemene Loterij Nederland and
73.5% of to the Vereniging Nederlands Olympsich Comitt*Nederlands Sport Federatie. This division applies for
sports-betting, the Lotto and the so-called cijfspel. Stichting Algemene Loterij Nederland distributes its share to
18 good causes in the Netherlands such as KWF Kankerbestrijding. The lion's share which is received by the
NOC*NSF is used to support amateur and professional sport in the Netherlands, although rather strangely it also
receives funding from the Stichting Algemene Loterij Nederland.
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€22,69 stake per game with the same value representing the maximum loss per participant
who plays electronically.258 It would appear that the draft bill bring no changes which are
unique to the Lotto, however it does stress that the Lotto is characterised by the fact that draws
259
are made of symbols (as opposed to numbers).
This could be interpreted as an attempt to

distinguish it from other forms of gambling and to ensure that the spectre of competition with
other forms of gambling does not arise, particularly the Staatsloterij.

Novomedia - charitable lottery licences
Reflecting the three monopolies which De Lotto enjoys,

a

single undertaking holds the three

licences for the three charitable lotteries which are permitted in the Netherlands. These
lotteries are all characterised by the legal requirement to direct 50% of their turnover to good

causes. Although there is no specific reference to the charity lotteries in the Wet op de
kansspelen, there existence is founded upon Article 3.1 which provides the Minister of Justice

with the power to authorise gambling where the combined value of stakes and prizes is
greater than €4500.260 Each

of these licences is held by the Holding Nationale Goede Doelen

Loterijen N.V., behind which is the internationally orientated Dutch media interest

'Novomedia'. In common with the other temporary licences, these three are valid for

a

period

of five years in relation to the following lotteries; Nationale Postcode Loterij,

261

Sponsorloterij, 262 and the BankGiro Loterij. 263

Draws for the Nationale Postcode Loterij are made using the postcode of participants,
where a cash prize of €12,500 is awarded to each participant within the winning postcode area

with one participant winning a car in the most popular format of the game.264 In contrast to
other lotteries, the format relies in part upon the pressure to buy participate out of an
258

Article 7 of Beschikking houdende verlening van een vergunning tot het organiseren van sportprijsvragen, de
lotto en ciiferspel, supra note 244.
259
Article 2.33 and Memorie van toelichting, supra note 208, p. 56.
260
Subject to further terms and conditions as contained within the licence authorising the operation of each
lottery.
261
Beschikking van de Minister van Justitie van 21 december 2007, nr. 5523483/07/DSP, houdende verlenging
van een vergunning tot het organiseren van een postcodeloterij: which grants the licence to the Holding
Nationale Goede Doelen Loterijen N.V., for a 5 year period expiring on 31 December 2012.
262 Beschikking van de Minister van Justitie van 23 december 2005, nr. L.O. 730/0002/5393381, tot afgifte van
de Beschikking Sponsorloterij; which grants the licence to the Holding Nationale Goede Doelen Loterijen N.V.,
for a 5 year period expiring on 31 st December 2010.
263
Beschikking van de Minister van Justitie van 4 april 2008, nr. 5539317/08/DSP, houdende ver[ening van een
vergunning tot het organiseren van een BankGiro Loterij, which grants the licence to the Holding Nationale
Goede Doelen Loterijen N.V., for a 5 year period expiring on 30th April 2013.
264
This is the 'Postcode Street Prize' (Postcode Straatprijs), although there are other daily, weekly, monthly,
and annual prizes with the annual draws commanding the highest prizes. The car on offer is currently a Volvo
V70 (September 2008) with a retail value of between €40,175 and €72,700 depending upon specification
according to AutoWeek (www.autoweek.nl). Searched on 17 September 2008.
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individual's concern that they will be 'left out' should
postcode area win.

265

a number

of neighbours in their

A total of thirteen draws are permitted, spread over the course of a

single year, and indeed the website of the Nationale Postcode Loterij refers to a monthly
draw, with one additional draw taking place in May, the SuperPostcodePrijs which was worth
€1 m in 2007. However it is clear that smaller draws take place on a more regular basis,

including the weekly 'Straatprils' which is widely televised. Secondary legislation provides

for the maximum amount

a single

gambling, it has been set at €22,69.

ticket can be, and in common with other forms of

266

Furthermore a number of good causes are able to rest

assured that they will continue, for the duration of this licence, to receive money from the

Nationale Postcode LoterU since they receive specific treatment. Other organisations,

working in the same sphere

off or repeated

as those

with secured donations can also receive revenue on a one

basis. Revenues from the Nationale Postcode Loterij are directed towards

development aid/co-operation and human rights, nature and the environment, humanitarian

assistance, social and cultural work, in addition to public health.267 The Sponsor Bingo Loterij

is a lottery which allows participants to specify which good causes will receive 50% of their
268

stake,

and is also permitted to organise twelve draws over the course of

a

calendar year,

with each draw constituting five weekly bingo games. Additionally it can organise thirteen

monthly draws over the course of

a

year, in the format of one per month with an extra draw

during the course of the calendar year.

269

Although described in different terminology the

beneficiaries of the lottery are in a similar field to those of the Nationale Postcode Loterij,
namely culture,

social

well-being, public health, sport and physical development,

humanitarian aid and nature conservation.

270

However unlike the Nationale Postcode Loterij

there is no duty for revenues from the Sponsor Bingo Loterij to be donated to particular
charities, in light of the element of consumer choice.

Thirdly, the BankGiro Laterill is

a

lottery whereby draws are made from the bank

account numbers of participants, on a monthly basis with a total of thirteen draws over the
265

For research into the effects of this competition design, Kuhn, P.,

Kooreman,

P.,

Soetevent, A.R.

&

Kapteyn,

A., 'The Own and Social Effects of an Unexpected Income Shock. Evidence from the Dutch Postcode Lottery',
RAND Working Paper WR-574,May 2008. One legal proceeding was initiated by a resident of winning postcocle
who had not purchased a ticket claiming emotional damage, Holtzer, D., 'Zaak Postcodeloterij 'tamelijk
kansloos',9 January 2007, Algemeen Dagblad and de Volkskrant, 'Postcode Loterij doet emotionele chantage', 7
May 2007. This related to the 2006 annual draw of the Postcode Loterij, which was a 'street prize' worth €13,9

million.
Article 7.2 of Beschikking postcodeloterij, supra note 261.

266
267

Article 12 ibid.
There are 2200 clubs and societies associated with the Sponsor Bingo Luterij.
(http://www.sponsorloterii.nl/web/show/id=44960/sc=c42a01 on 17th September 2008).
269
Article 7 of Beschikking sponsorloterij, supra note 262.
268

270

Article 13 ibid.
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period of

a calendar year.

271

Beneficiaries from this lottery are narrowly defined in

comparison with the other charitable lotteries, concentrating upon culture, nature conservation

and social well-being. As per the Nationale Postcode Loterij specific beneficiaries are also
272

provided for, including four national museums.

Both the BankGiro Loterij and the Sponsor

Bingo Loterij BIe subject to the nationwide maximum stake per participation of €22,69.
The most significant potential change for this sector in the draft bill is the proposed

certification procedure for good causes. While this will not necessarily change the way that
the games themselves are operated Article 2.18 proposes that revenues can only be directed

towards beneficiaries which satisfy certain minimum standards. Such standards will be based

upon those used by the national organisation which represents charitable organisations in the
Netherlands, the Centraal Bureau Fondsenwerving. Subsequent explanations of the Minister

of Justice show that the main concern is to increase the transparency with which revenues
generated by licence holders is distributed, with regards to both which organisations benefit

from the revenue and the selection criteria used to determine eligible organisations.
Furthermore, the draft bill proposed that the charitable lotteries would be obliged to direct
some

of their revenues towards the financing of sport, culture

and education. Given that this

reduces their freedom to determine which causes they support, especially since a particular

lottery would be linked to

a

particular social cause, the charitable lotteries section has

opposed this amendment. No clear solution is as yet forthcoming, although subsequent

discussion indicates that the Minister remains intent on continuing discussions as to how
273
Such
particular lotteries should be linked with particular causes.

a debate is

concurrent to

Suggestions that all lotteries with national coverage should operate on a so-called 'level
playing field'. Thus the pertinent question is whether the Staatsloterij and the Nationale

Postcode Loterij, the BankGiro Loterij and the SponsorBingo Loterij, should be subject to the
same licensing regimes, which is currently not the case. Discussion is needed to ascertain

whether it is desirable and consistent to apply the same requirements to all the national
lotteries according to the Minister of Justice. 274 Nevertheless, the Minister retains the notion
that the creation of such a 'level playing field'

will

increase the compatibility of law with

271

Article 7.1 of Beschikking BankGiro Loterij, supra note, 263.
Article 12 ibid.
273
Brief minister over enkele voorgenomen aanpassingen van het kansspelbeleid en de gevolgen daarvan voor
het wetsvoorstel, Kamerstukken 11, 2008/09, 24557, nr. 93, p.8. Although the Minister of Justice remains
resolved to introduce this requirement, although it has been questioned within parliament, see Verslag algemeen
overleg op 19 maart 2009, supra note 234, p. 3 and 25.
274
Ibid, p. 7.
272
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Community law, although it is not entirely clear as to why this would be the case.275 The

application of the free movement principles is overwhelmingly concerned with ensuring that
operators in one Member State can access the market of another Member State, thus it is

difficult to comprehend how consistency between different lottery models within the
Netherlands could have a bearing upon the overall compatibility of the legislation with

Articles 43 and 49 EC. This point shall be returned to in Chapter 6. The notion of
'consistency' is not defined, but to a considerable extent this must depend upon whether or
not the products offered by the four lotteries are substitutable or not. A low degree of

substitutability would suggest that lottery products which they offer are not comparable, and
thus not equivalent. Would it thus then be appropriate to subject a single set or rules and

regulations, or should a more flexible approach be favoured? It is unclear at what price

uniformity in the regulatory conditions is sought.
Another amendment is the introduction of

a

fourth charity lottery on the domestic

market, which will represent a consolidation of five charitable organisations which currently

apply for on an individual annual basis, and receive, permission to run a annual lottery on per
organisation basis. The aim of this measure is to reduce the administrative workload of the

Ministry of Justice while giving these organisations are more stable funding basis. However,
it would seem that this will not represent an expansion of the gambling offer, merely a
consolidation of ongoing practice.

276

Nevertheless, in legal proceedings initiated by a lottery

ticket sales agent based in Germany following the rejection of a licence to establish an

independent lottery within the Netherlands, the Raad van State upheld the decision of the

Minister of Justice. Whilst codifying the situation of the five charitable organisations into a
fourth charity lottery is deemed compatible with the national restrictive gambling policy,

permitting access to the national market for an entirely new operator would be in conflict with
such a policy. This case will be considered in further depth in Chapter 6 regarding restrictions

to the cross-border provision

of gambling in the good causes lottery sector. 277

Scientific Games Racing - horserace-betting

The final form of gambling to be dealt with in this section is the totalisator on the basis of
licence issued pursuant to Article 23 of the Wet op de kansspelen. Competence for issuing the
single licence is granted to the Minster of Justice along with the Minster for Agriculture and

275 Ibid., p. 27.
276 Memorie van toelichting, supra note 208, p. 56.
277 Rvs 1 8 juli 2007, X/Minister van Justitie, LJN BA9831.
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178

279
The totalisator is permitted to
Fisheries,- and this was most recently done in June 2008.

organise betting services for horseracing organised by the Vereniging Nederlandse Draf- en
280
Rensport as well as races taking place outside of the Netherlands.
Betting services may be

offered both on-course and in off-course betting offices, betting cafts, sales points, 281 casinos
and slot machine arcades where the approval of the local authority has been granted, as well

as via the internet.282 However, there is numerous clausus setting a combined total for betting

office sand cafts at 100, however no alcohol can be made available should the betting office
exist in the same premise as

a bar,283

and furthermore no one below the age of 18 years is

permitted to enter. 284 Consequently the sales points remain relatively closed environments and

separate from the general catering trade, which is important from an anti-addiction
perspective but could serve to detract from the kanalisatie concept.

Regarding the distribution of revenues, the operator retains 2.5% of all the stakes

placed upon the games offered. The amount levied in this manner is then divided into two
parts; 8% is donated to the Koninklijke Fondsen285with the remaining 92% of the initial 2.5%
being directed to the Dutch horseracing industry. 286

Of considerable significance is the fact that this is the only sector within the
Netherlands where a non-Dutch undertaking has been awarded an operating licence, having

been allocated to 'Scientific Games Corporation Inc' of the USA, with the option that the
licence is exercised by a fully owned subsidiary. Indeed, this is the case as Scientific Games

Racing B.V. is established in The Hague. While it does indicate that the Dutch market is open
to non-Dutch established undertakings, since the operator is in effect established within the

Netherlands this gives the supervisory and enforcement mechanisms an undertaking within

their domestic jurisdiction. Issues which would have arisen had this licence been awarded to
an undertaking established elsewhere

within the internal market do not emerge. Furthermore,

the government, or society at large, does not receive any of the revenues which are generated
278 Article 24 Wet op de Kansspelen.
279

Beschikking van de Minister van Justitie van 19 juni 2008, nr. 5551529/08/DSP, houdende verlening van een
vergunning tot het organiseren van een totalisator.
280
Article 3 Beschikking 2008. The most prominent non-Dutch races being covered are those in Finland, France,
Germany, South Africa, Sweden and the United Kingdom (see: http://www.weddenoppaarden.nl/landon.html.
Accessed on 17th September 2008).
281
According to the operator's website, there are two sorts of sales points, some offering a full range of games
and televised coverage of foreign races ('Champions Light') and others which do not offer televised coverage
('Champions Verkkoppunt'). See http://www.weddenoppaarden.nl/locaties.html (accessed on 17th September
2008).
282
Article 4 of Beschikking Totalisator, supra note 279.
283
Article 13 ibid.
284
Article 14 ibid.
285
'Royal Funds'.
286
Article 6 of Beschikking Totalisator, supra note 279.
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through Scientific Games Racing's operations since 92% of the 2.5% levy is ploughed back

into the horseracing industry. With a lack of revenue generating capacity comparable Holland
Casino or the De Lotto, it cannot be described

as

illustrating the government's willingness to

embrace a more free market approach.

3.4.2.2.c

The slot machine market

For some elements in Dutch society the introduction of slot machines into the Wet op de
kansspelen in 1986 represents the liberal nature of the national gambling policy, and nothing
287
While pushing at the boundaries of the kanalisatie
more than (addiction based) misery.

foundations of the Wet and the general taboo against private profit from gambling, the slot
machine industry is well developed within the Netherlands.

All slot machines or speelautomaten which rely upon chance to determine the outcome

of the game, cannot be operated without the consent of the mayor of the relevant local
authority when it is placed in

a

288
public place which is accessible for the public at large.

Locating a slot machine requires a 'availability licence', aawezigheidsvergunning, with three
289
location types being recognised.
Firstly easily accessible catering establishments,

laagdrempelige inrichtingen, such

as

snack bars, are no longer eligible for 'availability

licences'. Slot machines are limited to less accessible venues of two types,; either caf6s and
restaurants where no further activities are offered and amusement arcades which can only

admit those over 18 years of age.

290

However catering establishments cannot host more than

two slot machines within their venue. The award of such licences allows for variations in

national policy, enabling it to reflect local policy preferences within the given framework. The

framework established by Article 30 ensures some degree of consistency throughout the
Netherlands, requiring that slot machines can only be placed in venues which have a licence
to operate as a catering establishment or amusement arcade, while providing the grounds upon

which discretion can be exercised to rescind the availability licence. Arguably a wide degree
of interpretation can be attributed to the grounds of 'danger to public order, safety and public
, 291

morals .
287
288

van 't Veer, supra note 180, p. 227.

Article 3Ob, WoK.
Article 30c. WoK.
290
Article 30, WoK. According to the Zesde voortgangsrapportage kansspelen, thirteen gemeenten impose a
minimum age for
minimum age of 21 years of age. The Minister has rejected a motion calling for 21 to be the
reflects current
years
18
the
current
noting
that
entrance to all slot machine arcades and Holland Casino venues,
289

European practice. Furthermore, those between the ages of 18 and 21 may then form a source of demand for
illegal suppliers, particularly regarding poker and internet based services. Supra note 112 p. 12-14.

291

Article 306 WoK.
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Central government has not relinquished all control however, with the Minister of

Economic Affairs being responsible for granting licences for the exploitation of slot
machines. Article 3Oh provides the government with a basis to exercise control over those

who exploit slot machines, whom are frequently the owners of amusement arcades. Any
person who exploits slot machines in a commercial manner and has a legal interest in the

ownership of these machines must hold

a

licence; such an inclusive approach is clearly

designed not to provide any loopholes through which unscrupulous operators can slip. Of

particular interest is the time limit which attached to such licences, Article
those which are not actively used within a year

provides

a

disincentive for

a

301

provides that

of being granted are no longer valid. This

holder to construct a bank of licences in various locations to

prevent the development of amusement arcades by other undertakings, thus keeping the

market open for new entrants at

a

local level.

A third layer to the regulatory regime is exercised by the Minister of Economic
Affairs, whose Ministry is responsible for authorising particular models of slot machine to
enter the Dutch market under Article 3Om. Underlying this authorisation requirement is the
desire to uphold the structural integrity of the slot machines on offer within the Dutch market.

Consequently authorisation is only granted should a particular model of machine meet
requirements regarding pay-out ratios, visible information regarding player protection, the

mechanics of the game, the changes of wins and loses over a certain period of time, as well as

the lighting and sound effects used in the machine. 292 In order to seal the Dutch market from
slot machine models which do not comply with the approved structural characteristics upheld
by this aspect of the licensing regime, trade in unauthorised models is prohibited.293 While is
reasonable to expect that the government would want to ensure that the slot machine models

being operated within its jurisdiction comply with standards which uphold the objectives of
the national regulatory regime, the current regime does not appear to lend itself to interaction

with model-type approval schemes in other Member States. If a particular model is permitted
in another Member State is it necessary and proportionate to subject it to a full test in the
Netherlands? Practically it may not be feasible to design a series of tests which differentiate

according to the approval tests which exist in the twenty-six jurisdictions of the internal
292

According to the website of Verispect, which the Dutch government has appointed with responsibility for
ensuring the compliance of gambling machines with licensing requirements, for every slot machine model
introduced to the national market, that model must be authorised. The testing process is undertaken regardless of
whether the model is manufactured in the Netherlands or imported. Authorisation takes place per model of
machine and not per actual machine. See 'Modeltoelating' at:
http://www.verispect.nl/index.php?pageId=22&n=4 (accessed 9th May 2009).
Article 3Ot, WoK.

293
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market. It may be that subjecting all machines to

a standard test

regardless of any earlier

model testing in another internal market jurisdiction is more efficient, but this blanket
approach could raise questions regarding the free movement

of goods.

Even in light of these concerns, the Dutch market does not remain foreclosed to

manufacturers of slot machines based in other jurisdictions. A number of approved machines
approved in August 2008 are manufactured by undertakings established outside of the
Netherlands.

294

Slot machines are also in important element of the gambling offer made by

Holland Casino and there are some important observations to be made in this regarding the
relationship between the amusement arcade industry and Holland Casino. Firstly however, a
number of machines approved for use within Holland Casino venues are also manufactured

outside of the Netherlands which indicates that although Holland Casino is

a

nationally

orientated monopolist, it can still have effects on markets which supply the market for the

provision of gambling services.
As stated above one of the objectives contained within the draft bill is to distinguish
the services offered by Holland Casino from those offered in the form of amusement arcades.

Over a decade ago, van 't Veer questioned whether the competition between Holland Casino
and the private slot machine market was on an equal basis in light of the fact that machines

permitted in state casinos were not permitted in venues operated by the private sector.295 Are
those machines authorised for use in Holland Casino venues more attractive to players than

those found in small-scale downtown arcades? Do the types located in Holland Casino

encourage players to part more readily with their income, and can this be justified in light of

Holland Casino's addiction prevention measures? The state is also able to compete with the
private sector in terms of taxation, with proposals for increases in taxation rates on gains
made from slot machines resulting in private sector investments being delayed. Even if such
delays do not result in a large number of disgruntled would be customers becoming Holland
Casino customers, it nevertheless illustrates the manner in which the private sector has to
second guess the government's moves.

296

The government is certainly concerned with what could be considered as the
professionalization of the slot machine sector. References are made to the fact that arcades are

294

Toegelaten speelautomaten, 8 augustus 2008, Smatscourant 2008,152, p.23.
Moerland, H. & van 't Veer, A., 'Gokken op speelautomaten', in Moerland, H., Folders, B. & van 't Veer, A.
(eds), Monografieen Kansspelen, Deel 2: Gokken op speelautomaten (Arnhem; Gouda Quint, 1995).
296
A new amusement arcade under the name of 'Jack's Casino' was due to be opened in the city centre of
Tilburg in December 2007, but in light of talk of increasing the tax on slot machines to over 40% this investment
has been delayed and as of September 2008 the development remains closed. See Brabants Dagblad. 'Casino
pas eind 2008 open', 16 May 2008.
295
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expanding in size, with more pleasant interiors, more agreeable locations, stronger entry
controls and are more frequently combined with other entertainment, catering or sports
facilities. Simultaneously, the government has realised that Holland Casino venues have come
to resemble slot machine arcades with greater amounts of space being dedicated to such forms

of gambling instead of table

based casino games. Even though Holland Casino is a public

body, which according to the government is easier to supervise and regulate, the government
notes that these two shifts in the execution of the law amount to unwarranted developments,

and that both forms of gambling should appear separate, to reflect their roles within the
regulated gambling market. This appears to suggest the Dutch government is intent upon

ignoring market realities and maintain divisions on the supply side of the market which do not
correspond with demand. Consequently greater effort will be given should the draft bill come

to fruition to specify the ratio of gambling tables to slot machines and to prevent the name
'casino' being used to describe slot machine arcades.

297

A chain of amusement arcades (Jack's Casino) has managed to open an arcade within

the premises of
According to

a

nationwide hotel chain's establishment in the south of the Netherlands.

a search on the website

of Holland Casino, none of Holland Casino's fourteen

venues are within the same building complex as hotel accommodation. Only four of the

venues gave any reference to hotel accommodation, and one of these was limited to
conference facilities (Zandvoort). Such references were limited to cooperation with hotels

located in the same city as the Holland Casino venue (these being Groningen, Leeuwarden
and Venlo)

although it was not possible to arrange

a package

inclusive of hotel

accommodation and casino entrance. However guests of Van der Valk's Gilze-Rijen hotel can

book a so called 'Casino Arrangement' and make use of free entry to the casino. Even though

the use of the word casino may not be wholly accurate given that all the games on offer will
take place with electronic machines and slot machines it nevertheless points towards a degree

of integration lacking in the public

sector.

298

The chain 'Jack's Casino' is an initiative of the

largest slot machine producer (JVH Gaming) in the Netherlands, and while it would seem

unlikely given the range of other suppliers listed on the Toelaten Speelautomaten referred to
above, for there to be any problems in the field

of competition law, it

is nonetheless

interesting to note the degree of vertical integration in the private sector. Recently, the
Government has realised that the implications of the Court of Justice's case-law prevent
297

Memorie van Toelichting, supra note 208, p. 18.
See Hotel Gilze-Rijen 'Spanning en Ontspanning, Casino Arrangement' on
www.valk.com/pages/?ID=5464&propertyCode=GIL8&i=20#3160 and Stadsnieuws 'Las Vegas in GilzeRijen', 3 September 2008.
298
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Holland Casino from venturing into non-gambling services. Early 2009 saw the new chairman

of Holland Casino indicate that he felt that to overcome the fall in visitor numbers reflecting
the general economic downturn Holland Casino should seek to broaden its appeal. To do so it

was proposed that Holland Casino should evolve into more of an entertainment venue, with
more catering facilities, clubs and theatre.

299

Naturally, such comments do not go unnoticed,

and formed the content of two similar sets of parliamentary questions. The response of the

Minister of Justice indicated that it would be inappropriate for Holland Casino to move away
from its core objective and role of providing gambling services.300 Whilst including restaurant
services was considered to be an acceptable secondary activity to that

of serving cards at

tables, any further developments fell beyond this scope. Ultimately, the Minister stressed that

Holland Casino should only seek to profitably exploit the venues which it has within the

boundaries of the boundaries of national gambling policies, extending outwards to other
activities fell beyond such boundaries. Furthermore, and perhaps looking over his shoulder
towards Brussels, the Minister argued that attracting more people to the existing venues

would reduce the compatibility of Holland Casino's monopoly with the requirements of
Community law.301 This debate illustrates how Holland Casino is restricted as to what it can
do by the very regulatory system which requires its existence, yet this does not negate the fact
that private operators have greater flexibility within the market place, the importance

of which

depends upon the degree of substitution between the slot machines offered in Holland Casino
and those offered in the slot machine arcades.

Given that there are only fourteen Holland Casino venues the part of the Dutch
population which does not live within an half an hour drive of such a venue may find the local
slot machine arcade to be
government believes.

302

a

viable substitute, especially if they are attractive as the

Whether

a

significant proportion of such customers genuinely believe

that they are going to a casino is beyond the scope of this research, but it is conceivable that a

Financieele Dagblad, 'Holland Casino wordt geen Las Vegas, dat is veel te megalomaan voor Nederland' and
'Holland Casino gaat flink op de schop', 2 February 2009.
300
See Ministerie van Justitie, Kamervragen van het lid De Wit (SP) over pokerwebsite Holland Casino (nr.
2080911480), 2 March 2009.
Ministerie van Justitie, Kamervragen van het lid De Wit (SP) over de plannen van Holland Casino (nr
2080911920) and Kamervragen van het lid Bouwmeester (PvDA) over de toekomst van Holland Casino (nr.
299

2080911940), 24 February 2009.
301
Question from Bouwmeester. ibid, at p. 3. The Minister was dismissive of whether this would also result in
problems under competition law, being of the opinion that it is more important that the state monopolist adhere
to the objectives of the legal regime which it was established to serve.
Following the decision in Gambelli national measures which seek to uphold restrictions to the free movement of

gambling services must do so in a consistent and systematic manner. This is a requirement of the Gambelli
decision of the Court of Justice which shall be discussed in Chapter 3.
302
Market analysis concluded that most people are only prepared to drive 30 minutes to a Holland Casino venue.
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network of arcades which is denser than that of official state casinos could be diverting
custom, and ultimately tax revenues. As long as there are operators who satisfy the licensing

conditions and can gain the approval of local authorities, there is little to prevent the spread of

attractive amusement arcades without there being a national or at least collection of regional

policies. In any event it would not appear that the government is unduly concerned about the

quantity of slot machine arcades, given that the government did not find that there was a 'wild

growth' of such venues in the Netherlands and actually rejected calls for
regulate the location of supply.

3.4.2.3 Coverage

a regional

policy to

303

of different forms

of gambling,

online versus

Currently no regulatory regime exists to provide

a basis

offline

for undertakings established within

the Netherlands to offer online gambling opportunities. No licence has been awarded under
the Wet op de kansspelen, and thus any offer of internet based gambling in the Netherlands is
considered as illegal. Online gambling is deemed to take place within the Netherlands when
the website offers the player the option to select the Netherlands as their place

of residence,

which normally implies that the services are offered in Dutch.304As will become apparent, the
Dutch government considers that those who have been awarded

a

licence to operate internet

gambling services by the relevant authorities in other Member States act illegally when they
serve the Dutch market.

Within

a

regulatory environment that seeks to satisfy demand by providing a safe,

regulated environment, the lack of a legal supply of internet gambling services represents a

major gap within the domestic policy. While specific court proceedings may require that
operators established in other Member States do not provide access to those based in the

Netherlands this is not an effective mechanism to maintain boundaries around the Netherlands

in cyberspace. Given that such injunctions are only applicable to the undertaking to whom
they are addressed, requiring only a handful of operators to block their sites for Dutch
residents does little to stem the flow of online gambling into the Netherlands. No distinction is
made between those regulated elsewhere in the internal market and those in third

jurisdictions, and it is those in other Member States against whom such injunctions are likely
to be most effective. Commencing legal proceedings against a UK regulated supplier is likely

to be far more effective than attempting to do so against a site located within

a

jurisdiction

where there is little oversight and regulation. Furthermore, such action assumes that a legal
303
304

Memorie van Toelichting, supra note 208, p. 16.
EK 18 februari 2005, Ladbrokes/De Nationate Sporttotalisator,UN AR4841
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person can be identified, and in many instances this is highly unlikely for those sites based in

exotic offshore locations.
Not only does it appear that players are missing out on the online gambling revolution,
but so are charitable organisations within the Netherlands. Describing itself as the first 'real'

Dutch online casino Oranje Casino, which is fully regulated by the Lotteries & Gaming

Authority of Malta, targets the Netherlands with its offer of internet based casino games.
Rather uniquely perhaps, this operator donates revenue to the Dutch Emergency Rescue

Society, which raises the interesting issue of whether this good cause had failed to secure

funding one of the charity lotteries licensed in the Netherlands. If so, is it possible to talk of a
market whereby good causes have to position themselves to capture revenues from the

gambling sector, with those who have been unsuccessful teaming up with operators licensed
outside of their home jurisdiction?

305

Ultimately the true scale of Dutch residents engaging with the offers of illegal online
providers remains unclear given that there are is no recent general data.

306

Information which

does exist relates only to a narrow sub-group of the gambling population, nevertheless it

indicates that for those who are interested in poker the legal state offer of poker in Holland
307

Casino fails to satisfy demand.

The vast majority of poker players in the Netherlands play

on sites hosted outside of Dutch jurisdiction, however such play is not exclusive of utilising

the services of Holland Casino. Failure to catch demand suggests that through having failed to
organise an online offer of gambling, the regulatory regime is not effectively implementing
the kanalisatie approach.

Importantly this has been recognised by the government which included a proposal to

allow for

a temporary

online gambling licence to be granted, within the proposed bill. The

Minister for Justice recognises that

a

'legal and trustworthy alternative' should be established,

Koninklijke Nederlandse Redding Maatschappij, with another good cause in the Netherlands Antilles
(Dierenbescherming Curafo) being the second beneficiary. Interestingly the site accepts payments from Belgian
customers (specific reference is made to a Belgian internet banking payment system), presumably Belgian
consumers would have less of an affinity with these two good causes than residents of the Netherlands. This
could indicate a lack of EU regulated Dutch language internet casino supplies.
305

306

Wilkinson, C., Vunderink, L. & van der Heijden, P.G.M., Een slimme gok? Onderzoek naar de

mogelijkheden om de aard en de omvang van illegale kansspeten in Nederiand vast te stellen ONODC, 1008),
p.33.

Franssen, 1., Koning, E-1. & Kolar, C., Het Gezicht van Poker. Onderzoek naar poker in Nedertand (8&A
Consulting, 25 June 2007). This research is based on the activities of members of the PokerBond (the Dutch
poker players association). Given that the only legal commercially organised poker can be found within Holland
Casino it is not surprising that a high percentage, 92%, of the association's members engage with overseas
online operators.
307
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and initially this would be performed over

a

308

trial period. The main elements of this trial

period were proposed as being:

• The licence would be granted solely to Holland Casino;
•

Only Holland Casino would be permitted to provide internet games on its internet site,
without any references to the names or links provided, of other online gambling
opportunities;

•

309

The internet offer would be restricted to internet versions of currently permitted casino
games and slot machines;

•

310

Revenues generated from this limited internet offer would be for the benefit of the
311

state;

•

Third parties could be able to contribute to the necessary software. 312

While seeking to establish

an

online offer, the state can be interpreted

as

expanding its

monopoly in casino games to the online environment; thereby ignoring the expertise which
have been fostered by the regulatory environments of other Member States whom have

experience in designing and regulating internet gambling. Furthermore, the government
deemed it seemingly unnecessary to draw upon the experience

of regulated operators. On the

door the Dutch government closed the door to such experience, which could have channelled

demand away from sites located in exotic offshore locations. Awareness of the possible

conflicts with the internal market did not escape the attention of the government following
debate in the Tweede Kamer, since the Minister notes that within the licence granted to

308 Brief minister met een voortgangsrapportage over het kansspelbeleid, Kamerstukken

11,

2006/07,24 557, nr.

76
309 Other than multi-player poker where an internet site 'hosts' a game amongst real players linked together via
the internet, other casino games are played against the house and in the online environment software replaces the
house. Such online gambling amounts to 'internet gambling' according to the description in section 2.3. This
could also be the case with some instances of online poker; however, it depends on the characteristics of the
online service as to whether online poker would amount to 'remote gambling' or 'internet gambling'.
310
Only those slot machine models permitted in Holland Casino venues, to the exclusion of those models the
sector is permitted to utilise.

ivate
As is the case with all of Holland Casino's profit.
"2 Regardless of the fact that Holland Casino ultimately was not authorised to provide internet gambling
services, it nevertheless sought to procure the services of a Canadian based undertaking to assist in the operation
of any internet gambling services it could subsequently be permitted to offer. An agreement was reached with
this undertaking and another contractor regarding not only software, but also a Dutch language helpdesk service
and fraud detection software. Under the agreement the private undertakings would have received a percentage of
the profits of what would have been profits arising from the state run internet gambling operation. Given the
rejection by the Eerste Kamer of the bill this agreement was terminated. It is highly indicative of the lack of
relevant experience to offer a form of gambling within a jurisdiction when the provision of that form has been
prohibited, and secondly of the fact that state monopolies do not exist in a vacuum; the enter into agreements
with private bodies for the supply of goods, services and knowhow required to meet their mandated task.
See Ministerie van Justitie, Kamervragen van het lid De Wit (SP) over pokerwebsite Holland Casino, supra note
300.
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Holland Casino space will be created for the charity lotteries and the slot machine operators to
313
participate in this trial period.

Unfortunately for the Minister of Justice the upper house of the Dutch parliament
rejected the proposed draft, as already discussed. The proposed temporary licence

of three

years met a broad range of objections. Opposition arose to extending the monopoly position

of Holland Casino to the internet and preventing free trade within this sector. Other members
of the Eerste Kamer felt that this proposal improper to encourage gambling and that the
government should do more to prevent gambling addiction. Additionally it was suggested that

Holland Casino could face competition law problems if the internet gambling was to be
314
During the vote,
extended beyond the trial period and it was to lose its monopoly position.

resistance was sounded to the notion that the legal offer would only meet the demand of the

400,000 estimated illegal internet gamblers in the Netherlands, and therefore would fail to

satisfy its objectives regarding other potential gamblers. Ideological opposition to statebacked internet gambling remained prominent, particularly in light of the dangers of internet

crime and gambling addiction. Arguably however this licence would have offered

a safer

haven for gamblers than no domestic internet gambling market at all, even if it were to be

government backed.

315

Until legislative reforms have been enacted to allow for the provision of internet
gambling, the government is pursuing its policy of countering online internet gambling
,

Caanpak bestrijding van kansspelen via internet ).

316

In 2009 the Minister of Justice was able

to report that a number of unlicensed, and thus illegal, operators and intermediaries based in

the Netherlands were warned that their activities contravened the Wet op de Kansspelen.
Accordingly

a

substantial portion has made their sites inaccessible from within the

Netherlands 'so that there is de facto no gambling offer to talk of'.

317

Such wording appears to

suggest that these operators are still in existence but are merely no longer supplying the Dutch

market, does this mean that they supply other jurisdictions, including other Member States,
free from regulatory oversight?

In order to counter the supply of illegal gambling the

Minister refers to reliance upon criminal law directed at intermediaries including banks and
credit card companies. This includes the development of a black list of organisations which
313

TK 24 557, nr. 76, supra note 308
314

Eerste Kamer, Gokken via internet verdeelt senaat, supra note 193.

Eerste Kamer, Wijziging van de Wet op de kansspelen houdende tijdelijke bepalingen met betrekking tot
kansspeten via internet. supra note 193.
316
Brief minister over de aanpak van de bestrijding van kansspelen via internet, Kamerstukken II, 2004/05, 24
315

557, nr. 59.
317

Zesde voortgangsrapponage kansspelen, supra note 112, p. 10.
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provide internet gambling services outside the scope of the Wet op de Kansspelen, created on
the basis of publicly available information. To date however, the contents of this blacklist and

the criteria used to identify undertakings has not reached the public domain. Nevertheless the

Minister intends to rely upon threatening banks that by providing accounts to illegal operators

is in breach of the Wet op de Kansspelen and to commence criminal proceedings against
318
illegal internet based operators.

For as long as there is no solution to this impasse, the only alternative to participating

in illegal games of chance is for Dutch residents to purchase the products of existing licence
holders online.

319

The government seeks to stress that this is not a form of online gambling

comparable to what is offered in other Member States. Instead, it is a form of e-commerce
through which existing licence holders can communicate with their customer base and offer

their offline services for sale. Under this approach, the following operators can offer online
sales: Tom,320 Lotto,321 Tote,322 and the three charitable lotteries Nationale Postcodeloterij,

the Sponsorbingoloterij and the BankGiroloterij as well as the Staatsloterij. Only the slot
machine sector and Holland Casino do not offer any form of sales under the 'e-commerce
heading whereas although the scratch card sector supplied by De Lotto does not sell cards

online it has

a

website promoting the different products on offer and directing potential

customers to other points of sale.

323

Where online sales are permitted then such services can

324
be equated to remote gambling.

The presence of the operators requires further explanation to accurately represent the
current state

of affairs, and

the websites on offer can be split into three categories. Firstly

those which can be considered as informing the public about different gambling services on

offer; secondly those which allow online sales for offline draws; and thirdly those which are

virtually indistinguishable from online gambling sites which the Dutch government seeks to
prevent from entering the Netherlands. Arguably only those falling into the second category
can be considered as truly being 'e-commerce' venues whilst those in the third category are
118 These operators and the jurisdiction(s) from which they operate are as yet unknown.
ng By December 2008 no advances had been made regarding the reforms required to secure a legal supply of
gambling. See Brief minister over enkele voorgenomen aanpassingen van het kansspelbeleid en de gevolgen
daarvan voor het wetsvoorstel, supra note 234.
320 Article 6.2 of Beschikking houdende verlening van een vergunning tot het organiseren van sponprijsvragen,
de lotto en cijferspet, supra note 244.
32' Article 7.2 ibid.
322 Article 4.2 of Beschikking Totalisator, supra note 279.
323
See www.krasloten.nl. However, under the heading 'Legal Information' the scratch-card based website states
that "Play by internet also includes a built-in limitation on stakes of €22,69 per day." ("Ook bij het spleen via
internet is er een inlegbeperking ingebouwd van Euro 22,69 per dag."). Nevertheless it is unclear as to what the
internet based scratch card offerings are.
324
As discussed in section 2.3.
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suggestive of online gambling sites. Websites of the various operators will be categorised so

as to rebut the notion that there is no legal provision of online gambling within the
Netherlands.

Commencing with those sites perform the function of informing the general public as

to particular gambling services on offer, only those of the scratch card sector, Krasloten, and

Holland Casino fall wholly and uniquely into this category. Both websites provide

information about the rules of the games on offer, special events at particular casino venues,
such as poker tournaments, or particular varieties

of scratch card,

and importantly where the

gambling services may be accessed. In effect the websites of the other operators perform the
same function, with added sales functionalities. An online presence, which does not permit
sales or online participation, is

unlikely to

be inappropriate

gambling policy. Given the prominence of the internet as

a

within

a

restrictive national

medium of communication

websites such as those of the Krasloten and Holland Casino have the capacity to reach a wide

proportion of the Dutch resident population. It would seem disproportionate to consider that
under restrictive market access conditions monopoly operators should be prevented from

informing the public of their gambling services, all the more since such public information
activities are passive in nature. In other words potential consumers find their way to these
websites rather than being actively targeted by the operators and encouraged to purchase the
services offline.

Moving to the second category all of the lottery operators, as well as the Intto, allow
customers to buy lots for the respective lotteries online, whilst the draws do not take place

online. For example the Nationale Postcodeloterij allows Dutch residents to subscribe to
fourteen draws per year with the price of a ticket being debited from the player' s bank
account. The Staatsloterij also provides for a subscription based means

of participation in

addition to allowing customers to purchase tickets on a one-off basis. Through allowing
customers to place their stakes online for offline draws which take place at a subsequent point

in time such online sales maintain the long-odds nature of lottery games, without incurring the
structural characteristics associated with online gambling stakes where depending upon the

regulatory regime in place, unlimited stakes can be placed on a continuous basis. Moreover
once a customer has subscribed to the services of the individual lottery there is little else

which requires their expenditure on the particular website of the operator. It is not beyond the
bounds of possibility that an individual

will subscribe to all the services of each of the

lotteries on offer and spend beyond their means. Even if this were to be the case it is unlikely
that it would amount to addiction. Selling tickets and subscriptions online for offline
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gambling events thus does appear to merely a form of sales and thus not inherently at odds

with the notion of 'e-commerce'.
The third and final category of so-called 'e-commerce' is

a clearer step towards the

notion of online gambling, and certainly does not sit comfortably with being described as 'ecommerce'. At this juncture it is interesting to consider the definition accorded to the term

'remote gambling' in the Gambling Act 2005 applicable within the United Kingdom, and the

pending bill with which France will open up
·

·

competition.

325

a

segment of its gambling market to

It should be noted that to date there has not been a positive definition of online

gambling given by the Dutch government. From a letter of July 2007 it can be abstracted that

the Minister of Justice considers those forms of gambling which have been categorised in the
second category are not to be considered as 'interactive gambling', which appeared to be the

content of the proposed temporary three year licence for Holland Casino.326 Such a
conclusion was given having defined the activities encompassed within the scope of 'ecommerce' as being the use of the internet as an alternative sales and communication channel

for existing gambling products. Apart from the fact that 'alternative' should perhaps be read
as

'additional', there is little to comment upon so as to come to

a

conclusion as to how

internet gambling services are defined by the Dutch government.
Reference to section 4( i) of the Gambling Act shows that across Great Britain internet

gambling is part of a wider concept, namely that of 'remote gambling. Accordingly "'remote
gambling means gambling in which persons participate by the use of remote communication",

from which

a

non-exhaustive list of means of remote communication are provided for.

Although still pending the scrutiny of the legislative process, the current projet de toi for
permitting competition within France' s online gambling market assumes a narrower approach

to the United Kingdom in defining online gambling. Article 5(1) of the projet de loi refers to
betting and gambling activities which are conducted exclusively on via the Internet, which is
subsequently explained as encompassing the use of a computer, mobile telephone connect to

the internet or services provided via an ADSL modem thus including telephony and television
based services.

325

Projet de loi relatif A l'ouverture 8 la concurrence et A la rtgulation du secteur des jeux d'argent et de hasard
en ligne, supra note 164. The 'expose des motifs' explain with regards to Article 5:
"Le I ddfinit les notions de jeu et de pari en ligne, correspondant au pdrimbtre des jeux ouverts h la
concurrence. Seuls sont concernds ceux dont la prise passe par l'intermddiaire du rdseau informatique

326

Internet, quel que soit le moyen de communication dlectronique utilisd. Ces moyens sont actuellement
les suivants : micro ordinateur, ttlaphone portable connectd sur Internet ou encore modem ADSL
(Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line) permettant d'offrir des services de tdldphonie et de ttldvision
(communtment appeld « box »)."
TK 24 557, nr. 76, supra note 308, p.7.
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Both the British and French definitions appear to suggest that when a gambling

activity is offered via the internet, or other means of remote communication, then this
constitutes remote gambling. Against this understanding of online gambling, the provision of

the services of the Tom for sports-betting the Totalisator for horserace betting appear

more in

line with remote gambling than merely constituting an online sales point for offline gambling

opportunities. The terms and conditions by which players of the Toto 327 and Totalisator328
agree to refer to playing

'directly via electronic means (e-commerce)'. Article 4 of the terms

and conditions applicable to online customers of the Toto, and thus De Lotto, describes the

procedure for the opening of an account to facilitate online purchasing of sports-betting
services. Article 4.1 specifies that a Dutch bank account is required to participate, whilst

Article 4.2 states that 'De Lotto has the right to control the accuracy of the details submitted
by the participant' and should it be found that the applicant player has not reached the age of
18 years the account shall be closed.

329

Furthermore the terms and conditions of the Totalisator includes a section termed

'Betting via Internet' which details how bets placed will be registered within the computer

system of the operator, Scientific Games Racing, with all bets laid being visible to the
individual player in their 'transaction history ,

330
.

In contrast to the system of the Toto the

Totalisator allows for the player to set a weekly limit on the amounts which can be staked,
which is capped at €1000 per week and €100 for those between 18 and 23 years of age. 331
Furthermore a player can block their account of a minimum period of six months.332 In a

similar vein customers of the Toto are subject to a daily limit of €22.69 on the amount which
can be lost on the betting opportunities provided.

333

It would appear that services offered 'directly via electronic means' are in fact online
(remote) gambling services.

334

The sporting and horseracing events upon which the bets are

327

Deelnemersreglement Stichting de Nationate Sporttotalisator, approved by the Minister of Justice on 5th April
2009, available at http://www.lotto.nl/static/images/Deelnemersregl Lottos en Sportpriisvragen.pdf (accessed
on lst May 2009). See Article 1(4) and Article 4.
328
See Totalisatorreglement 2006 Version 2.0, available at
https://www.weddenoppaarden.nl/pdf/totalisator reglement.pdf (accessed on 1st May 2009).
329
Article 4.3 provides considerable details as to the procedure for registering to play via SMS on a pre-paid
telephone which includes the need to submit a paper form at a De Lotto sales point with identification. Such
control does not appear to be in place for those who wish to access the services via the internet as opposed to a
pre-paid mobile telephone.
330
Ibid., '7.4 Wedden via Internet' (Gambling via the Internet). See Article 7.
33'
Ibid., Article 7.3(I).
332

Ibid., Article 7.3(Il).
333

Deelnemersreglement Stichting de Nationale Sporttotalisator, supra note 327, at Article 4.8.
334
Criticism of the use by the Dutch government of the 'e-commerce' route can readily be found by those on the
involved with the domestic gambling market. For example Duynstee and Groenwegen note:
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placed take place offline, and in this respect it could be considered that the online services

offered by the Toto and Totalisator are online sales channels much in the same way as exists

for the lotteries. Yet, this is

a rather

artificial view of

the provision

of (remote) online

gambling services; in other Member States online betting, such as that which the Dutch
government wishes to exclude from the Netherlands, is based upon offline events such as
sports events and horse races. Admittedly, there may be some types of online betting which

would fall under the heading of 'internet gambling' but the Dutch government seeks to

exclude from the domestic market. Possible examples include spread betting and placing
online bets on virtual horse races. However, the activities of the Toto and Totalisator do not
concern such activities, but rather represent the migration of offline sports and horserace

betting to the online environment. Through allowing Dutch residents to place bets directly via
the internet, a means of electronic communication, upon sporting events which take place on a

continuous basis, and allowing the winnings to be paid out to the customers' bank account,

appears to be in all but name (remote) online gambling. Whilst operators in other Member
States may offer other forms of gambling via their online gambling platforms and may allow

customers to place bets on a wider range

of events thus allowing customers to bet more

frequently, in essence the activity is the same. It would appear that (remote) online gambling,

albeit on a small scale has already arrived within the Netherlands, regardless of the rejection
by the Eerste Kamer of the attempt by the government to permit Holland Casino to offer

online gambling services over a three year trial period.

3.4.2.4 Attribution of licensing powers to national and sub-national bodies

Except for the role of local authorities in granting permission for casino and slot machine
arcades to be developed within their area, regulatory activities are heavily concentrated within

central government. This does not however guarantee a degree of unity within overall

gambling policy given the number of different ministries which play

a

regulatory role; each

of which receive financial benefits from the gambling market which endangers the efficacy of
gambling regulation. Huls points to such compartmentalisation

as

causing 'inward looking

"We are of the opinion that the red line which is given by the Government between e-gaming and ecommerce is quite thin. We feel that the argument used for e-commerce, i.e. the sales channel, is rather
"
a political instrument than a fiscal instrument.
See Duynstee, F. and Groenwegen, 1., 'The Dutch internet gambling tax: a game of bluff?', 7th May 2009,

gamblinglaw.eu, p. 2.
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ministries which are in competition with each other and prefer to align themselves with the
sectors they are most familiar with.

,335

While the Ministry for Justice is responsible for the granting of licences, its regulatory
competence is shared with a range of other Ministries dependent upon the form of gambling
in question. Regulatory competence for the Staatsloterij is shared with the Ministry of
Finance336 which naturally has an interest in revenues generated by the state lottery operator,
as well as those produced by Holland Casino. However, regulatory competence for the casino
sector is shared between Justice and the Ministry for Economic Affairs, even though Finance

is in the position of spending the profits thereby generated. The instant lottery, perhaps one of
the most potentially addictive forms

of gambling on the Dutch market is regulated by both

Justice and the Ministry for Welfare, Public Health and Culture; given that the instant lottery

is to raise revenue for welfare, health and culturally related projects surely there is talk of a

conflict of interest in light of addiction dangers?

337

Strong ministerial interests create the

danger of conflicts of interest in the regulation of specific gambling forms, requiring the

perception at least that the aims of the Wet op de kansspelen are not sacrificed for purposes of
revenue generation. This is

of particular importance in

a

sector, such as gambling, where the

government controls market entry and secures for itself a high proportion of the revenue
generated by the market.

Attempting to resolve this situation, the draft bill proposes to concentrate all
regulatory activities within the Ministry of Justice, with the financial aspects relating to the
two state monopolies, Staatsloterij and Holland Casino being taken care of by the Minister of
Finance.

338

While this aims to address the issue of fragmentation and compartmentalisation,

the proposed establishment of an independent regulatory authority will represent a separation

of powers which should ensure

a greater degree

of coherency as well

as

reducing the

degree

to which the government polices and participates in the market.

The rejection of the draft bill serves to delay the introduction of a gambling authority
which, as proposed, would lead to considerable changes in the regulation. Licensing of
gambling operations is one of the tasks which this new body would enjoy for all forms of

gambling, as well

as

providing an information-giving role with society at large. Total

independence from government policies is not foreseen however, with the Minister of Justice

Huls, 'Dutch Gambling Law and Policy: An Untenable Parochial Approach', supra note 207, p. 72.
Article 9.1, WoK.
337
This applies to the also to the Toto, Article 16.1 and Lotto, Article 27b 1, WoK. The same Ministry is also
responsible for regulating the charitable lotteries.
338
4.2 Memorie van Toelichting, supra note 208.
335

336
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remaining

competent for the direction of national gambling policy. Independent

implementation of the government's policies represents an improvement compared to the
current situation as the regulation of the market would be executed at arm' s length and thus

reduces the room for government actions to be the consequences of its internal conflict of
interests.

3.4.2.5 Attribution of supervision and enforcement powers

In addition the ministerial division of regulatory power

as

described in the previous section, in

1996 a supervisory and advisory body was established, the College van toezicht op de
. 339

kansspelen (hereinafter referred to as the 'College').

The tasks of the College are twofold;

firstly to provide advice to the government relating to the gambling market. This relates to the
licensing of national gambling activities and the terms and conditions with which licence
holders have to comply with; 340 secondly the College is responsible for supervising existing
licence holders regarding their compliance with the licensing conditions.341 Given that the
College does not possess any decision-making powers and only performs an advisory function

for the fragmentised regulatory process within the government, it has been criticised for its
lack of effectiveness. 342

Within the proposals for the gambling authority, the current competence of the
College for supervising licence holders would be carried over to the new authority. However

in contrast with the existing College, enforcement competences are provided in the form of
the issuance of penalty payments is proposed as well as administrative fines for breach of the

Wet op de kansspelen and the power to engage with the public prosecutor to initiate criminal
343

proceedings.

Attention should also be given to the role of local authorities, the police, the tax
authorities and the public prosecutor in countering illegal gambling in the Netherlands.
Experience within the Netherlands has shown that merely expanding the legal offer to divert

custom away from the illegal market is insufficient to bring the illegal market to

a

close. A

concerted effort has to be made to eradicate the illegal supply of gambling, but given the

difficulties of satisfying the requisite burden of proof harvesting sufficient and appropriate
evidence is extremely intensive. Given the immense difficulty of eradicating illegal gambling

339
340
341

342
343

Besluit van 6 december 1995, houdende vaststelling van het Besluit College van toezicht op de kansspelen.
Articles 2 and 3, ibid.

Article 4,1995 ibid.
Huls, 'Dutch Gambling Law and Policy: An Untenable Parochial Approach', supra note 207, p. 72.
Articles 12 and 13, Memorie van toelichting, Wet op de kansspelen 20OX, supra ntoe 208.
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through the courts, it is perhaps unsurprising that generally speaking this activity receives is

of low priority to most police forces and local authorities. 344 Experience within the
Netherlands has shown that most illegal casinos were based in premises which held a licence

from the local authority for the use of a particular premise,345 and that the most effective way

of truly eradicating illegal gambling

venues relied not just on police manpower, but active

local authorities. To prevent one illegal venue being replaced by another in the same venue,

police raids have been followed by the removal of the premise licence, to undermine the
infrastructure necessary for illegal casinos. Combining both criminal and administrative law
346
Given that
in the Netherlands has been effective in eliminating the illegal casino market.

the illegal market is one of the reasons to

justify the presence of a

state casino operator, and

has been used to justify the expansion of its operations in the past, the eradication of the legal

market could therefore stall the further expansion of Holland Casino venues. It is thus
questionable whether expanding the legal casino offer is consistent with the national policy of

eradicating illegal gambling, if that illegal market has been more or less eradicated. Even

though it can be argued that Member States should not expand legal supplies indefinitely, on

the basis that an extremely small illegal casino market exists, this particular instance
illustrates the interaction between enforcement measures and the European Court of Justice' s
case-law. National policies which are not directly connected with the internal market can thus

feel the influence of the European institutions.

3.4.2.6 Taxation policies and revenue distribution

Prior to amendments, which entered into force in July 2008, the Act on Gaming Taxes of
1961,347

levied a tax of 40.85% on gross gaming revenues generated by casino gaming,

excluding slot machines. Other games of chance, such

as

lotteries were taxed at a rate 29%

348
with the tax being withheld at source whilst the winner receives the full value of the prize.

Slot machines were excluded from the Gaming Taxes Act, but operators thereof were subject
to a tax on the gross gaming revenues at 19%, this being applicable to both Holland Casino
and the private slot machine operators. As of July 2008 the rate of 40.85% was reduced to

20% but extended to gross gaming revenues on all slot machines, bringing the private

344

Spapens,T.,- Spapens, T., Joker. De aanpak van illegale casino's in Neder[and (The Hague; Boom
Juridische uitgevers, 2008).
345
The Algemene Plaatselijke Verordening, see Spapens, ibid, p. 78.
346
Spapens, supra note 344, p. 85.
347
Wet op de kansspelbelasting.
348
See Swiss Institute for Comparative Law, supra note 1, p. 566.
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operators within the scope of the Gaming Taxes Act.349 The reformed act also applies the rate

of 29% to winnings by Dutch residents of internet gambling offered by operators abroad, even
350
though internet gambling is prohibited within the Netherlands itself.

351

The relevant values

are found in Table l below.

349

See Article 1.1.a, and is applicable to all prizes of €454 or greater, see Article 4.1.a.
Supra note 508, Article 1.1.e.
351
For more information see Duynstee, F. and Groenwegen, I., supra note XXX, and Schaafsma, J., 'Fiscus doet
greep naar pokerwinsten', De Telegraaf. 16 January 2009.
350
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Table

1:

Revenue generated per type

of gambling licence 352
2006

2007

2008

€38.8m
(€95.4m)
14.2%

€36,lm

13.8%

€37.4m
(€88,4m)
15.9%

16.890

€44,5m
(€104,1 m)
18.4%

Holland Casino

€144.3m
(€123.7m)
70.3%

€144,4m
(€112,2m)
61.5%

€174.8m
(€85.3m)
63.9%

€121,8m
(€85.9m)
56.8%

€142,7m
(€16, lm)
58.9%

Nationale Goede
Doelen Loterijen

€20.5m
10%

€30.5m

€36.2m
16.8%

€35,4m

13%

€38.4m
14.1%

€11.6m

€21.7m

€20.7m

€18.9m

5.6%

9.2%

7.6%

€19.8m
9.2%

€0.5m
0.2%

€0.7m
0.3%

€0.7m
0.3%

€0,6m
0.3%

€0,6m
0.3%

€205.2m
(€262.4m)

€234.7m
(€200.6m)

€273.4m
(€180.7m)

€214.5m
(€198.9m)

€242.lm

2005

2004

Staatsloterij*

€28.3m

(€138.7m)**

(€112,4m)

14.6%

(Nationale Postcode
Loterij, Sponsor Bingo

Loterij & BankGiro
Loterij)
De Lotto (Stichting de
Nationale
Sporttotalisator)

7.8%

Operates:

Krasloten (instant
lottery), Toto (sportsbetting) and Louo
(lotto).
Scientific Games
Totalisator

Total raised by
kansspelbelasting

(€120.2m)

* The columns for the Staatsloterij and Holland Casino contain two values. Firstly the
amount of revenue generated by taxation through the application of the gambling tax whilst
the value between brackets represents the net revenues generated by these two operators. This

is the so-called 'afdracht aan het ministerie van FinanciZn' and goes directly to the Ministry
of Finance.
** The percentage values illustrate the proportion of the national total of gambling tax

revenue generated by that particular operator.

The values have been taken from the respective annual reports of the College van Toezicht op de Kansspelen,
Jaarverslag 2004, Jaarverslag 2005, Jaarverstag 2006, Jaarverslag 2007 and Jaarverslag 2008. These are
available at: www.toe/ichtkansspelen.nl.
352
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Table 1 illustrates the amounts of revenue generated for the state on the basis of the
application of the gambling tax on prizes, which is paid by all operators, whether permanent
or semi-permanent licence holders. Following the deduction of this tax, and other overheads,
the revenues generated by the semi-permanent licence holders are given to good causes, a

breakdown of which can be found in Table 2. In contrast, the revenues generated by the two
permanent licence holders, the Staatsloterij and Holland Casino, go directly to the Ministry of
353
Finance, in addition to the benefit which the state receives via the gambling tax.

The table shows that Holland Casino generates the most gambling tax revenue for the
government, in addition to which the Minister

of

Finance receives all of the profits.

Nevertheless, and perhaps somewhat contradictory in appearence is a comment by the

Minister on how the profit derived from Holland Casino has declined in recent years, a
downturn which is attributed to the increase in gambling tax and the economic recession. 354

Yet, what the Ministry of Finance does not receive directly, in the form of Holland Casino's

profit, it receives via the taxing at source of prizes. Furthermore it is interesting to note that
the greatest generators

of gambling tax revenue,

and overall finacial benefit for the state, are

the two state monopoly operators, namely Holland Casino and the Staatsloterij.

353

This is the 'afdracht aan het ministerie van Financien'
Wijziging van de begrotingsstaten van het Ministerie van Financien (IXB) voor het jaar 2009 (wijziging
samenhangende met de Voorjaarsnota), Kamerstukken 11, 2008-2009, 31965 V, nr. 2Hp. 11 where it is stated:
"De winst van Holland Casino wordt lager geraamd vanwege de verhoging van de kansspelbelasting en
354

de economische recessie.
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Table 2: Breakdown of revenue generation per good cause, for the semi-permanent licence
holders

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

613.9m

(301.2m

€305.3m

8 19.4m

650.2m

€126.4m

€119.9m

€123.7m

€91.8m

€97.6m

Nature & Environment

€93.5m

€81.lm

€66.5m

€85.4m

€89.3m

Well-being
Culture

€44.8m

€47.2m

€53.7m

€64.lm

€8Om

€29m

€29.6m

€42.8m

€44.2m

€51.8m

Public health

€15.lm

€18m

€18.6m

€29.2m

€24m

Sport

€5.lm

€5.4m

€Om

€4.7m

€7.5m

De Lotto Total

€61.6m

f]63.4m

€Alm

64m

€*Sm

Sport

€44.3m

€46.1

€44.3m

€39m

€47m

Well-being
Public health

€6.6m

€6.4m

€6.1 m

€5.5m

€6.6m

€5.4m

€5.5m

€5.4m

€4.8m

€5.8m

Culture

€5.3m

€5.4m

€5.2m

€4.7m

€5.6m

Scientijic Games Total

€3.3rn

6m

Om

€3.2m

€2.9m

Koninklijke

€0.8m

€0.8m

€0.8m

€0.9m

€0.8m

€2.5m

€2.2m

€2.2m

€2.3m

€2.lm

Nationale Goede Doelen

Loterij Total
Development/humanitarian
causes

m

Fondsen/Paardensector
NDR355

With regards to the semi-permanent licence holders revenues are distributed to particular
categories of good causes. These beneficiaries, or categories thereof in the case of the
charitable lotteries sector, were described in Section 3.4.2.2.b Market supplied by temporary
licence holders. The distribution of revenues generated by De Lotto's three licences are set by
the licence authorising De Lotto to operate, with approximately 75% of its revenue being used
356
to support sport, with the other causes receiving the remaining 25%.
Nearly all of the

355

Nederlands Draf- en Rensport.
See Beschikking houdende vertening van een vergunning tot het organiseren van sportprijsvragen, de lotto
en cijferspet, supra note 244, p. 139.
356
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revenue, i.e. 92%, generated by horse-race betting is ploughed back into the horserace

industry via the Nederlandse Draf- en Rensport. It is interesting to note that the vast majority

of the

sales

of Scientific Games in the Netherlands are on the back of horseraces taking place

outside of the Netherlands, which illustrates the existence and importance of cross-border
access to race data. For example in 2008 sales amounted to €31.8, with a total of €2lm being
staked on races taking place in England, Germany, France, Sweden and South Africa.357 Thus,

whilst the Dutch government seeks to seal off the Dutch market from gambling services based
in other jurisdictions the domestic horseracing industry receives a direct benefit from bets
being staked on races taking place outside of the Netherlands.

3.4.4

National Debates and the Impact of the EU on Gambling Policy and Reaulation

Arguably, the most pressing debate within the Dutch gambling policy and regulatory
environment is the lack of a true internet gambling service. Given that this has been analysed

in the treatment of the online and offline gambling environment, attention here will be paid to
expenditure on advertising and media coverage by the existing licence holders as well as
attempts to address problem gambling issues. Furthermore, the infringement procedure of the

European Commission will be outlined, before being fully discussed in Chapter 5.

3.4.4.1 Advertising

Advertising expenditure falls within the debate sparked by the consistent and systematic
requirement of the Gambelli case, which places a pressure upon national authorities to ensure
that national operators, where the freedom to provide (gambling) services is restricted,

comply in practice with the objectives of the regulatory regime. With

a

gambling regime

based primarily on monopolies of a permanent or semi-permanent nature, it is perhaps to be

expected that the Dutch government is keen to ensure that policy objectives contained with
the Wet op de kansspelen are followed in practice. Otherwise, excluding the Dutch gambling

market from the forces of the internal market will become increasingly difficult.

As a more general example of this, in 2003 Holland Casino declared the need to
ensure continued growth in gross profits was stressed for the forthcoming years.358 One year

357

College van Toezicht op de Kansspelen, Jaarverslag 2008, p. 37. Sales for 2008 were broken down as: Dutch
race meetings €7.5m; English race meetings €7.3m; German race meetings €1.4m; French race meetings €0.8m;
Swedish race meetings €5.5m; South African race meetings €6m: short-tracks €0.8m; other-tracks €0.7m; and
V75/V65 €1.8m.
358 Holland Casino, Financieel verslag, 2003, p. 14;
"[i]t is expected that gross profits and net company results will further increase in 2004. To guarantee
an increase in profits during an economic recession, Holland Casino must continue to reduce its costs. "
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later, the state casino operator declared that it had shifted away from a profit maximisation
strategy.

In 2006 a code for advertising gambling services was introduced,

initiative of the association representing the slot machine market.

360

359

partly on the

This code seeks to

establish a number of good practices to which the industry is to adhere, such as prohibiting

misleading claims; not presenting gambling as

a

solution to financial and social problems and

a prohibition on televised advertising before 19:00. The significance of this move in relation
to the internal market was noted by the Minister for Justice in a letter to the national

parliament, where it was recognised as an important element in the wider debate surrounding

Article 49 EC. 361 Quality assurance is supplemented by quantity reduction, and in 2006 the
Minister of Justice noted the industry's commitment to continuing the reduction in advertising
expenditure.
expenditure.

362

A year later, the Minister was able to report

363

Supporting figures indicate a reduction of more than €10million on advertising

a

continuing reduction in such

(televising, radio, direct mailing and sponsoring activities) over the period 2002-2006.

364

Regulating advertising continues in the rejected draft bill, referring to advertisement
365
campaigns which fail to fit in with the restrictive offer of gambling within the Netherlands.

An example from early 2008 which the government intends to prevent from reoccurring is the

mass mailing of four million addresses in the Netherlands by the SponsorBingo Loterij
suggested that recipients would receive a television and one in four were guaranteed to win

€7500. Apart from the scale, the advertisement appears misleading, as how can one person

out of a group of four be guaranteed to win the cash prize?

366

3.4.4.2 Prevention of Gambling Addiction

In a similar manner, gambling addiction prevention policies are an important factor in the
weaponry against the march of the internal market; if the government can show that the

The 2004 Annual Report reflects a change in approach: "Holland Casino does not pursue a profit maximalisation
strategy." (Holland Casino, Jaarverstag 2004, p. 21). For further discussion, see Littler, A., 'The Regulation of
Gambling at European Level: The Balance to Be Found', ERA Forum, (2007), Vol. 8, pm 357-371
359

Reclamecode voor Kansspelen die worden aangeboden door vergunninghouders ingevolge de Wet op de

kansspelen (RvK).
360
VAN Speelautomaten Branche-organisatie (trade association for those in the private slot machine industry).
361
Brief minister ter aanbieding van de gedrags- en reclamecode kansspelen, Kamerstukken 11, TK 24 557, nr.
68.

362 Ibid.
363

Ministerie

van

Justitie, Projectbureau Kansspelen, Vijfde voortgangsrapportage
(5486854/07/DSP), 13 July 2007.
364
Rapportage reclame-uitgaven kansspelaanbieders 2002-2006, see supra note 361.
365
Memorie van Toelichting, supra note 208, p. 9.
366
De Volkskrant, 'Bingoloterij berispt voor massale reclameactie', 28 March 2008.
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restrictive policy results in relatively few gambling addicts then credibility is lent to the
notion that the addiction prevention aspect of the national policy is successful. Strength is lent
to the notion that its policy is successfully implemented, and thus coherent and systematic.

Media reports however indicate that not all visitors to Holland Casino venues are prevented

from excessive gambling, with floor staff expressing doubts as to effectiveness and
167
operability of the preventative measures of Holland Casino.- Within

a legal and

regulatory

system which is attempting to isolate itself from the internal market, numerous elements of
the debate thus appear, to some degree, to illustrate a reaction to the wider European context.

3.4.4.3 Infringement Procedure

Attention has been given by the European Commission into the provision of sports-betting
services within the Netherlands as part of a seemingly wider move to examine the

compatibility of sports-betting regulation in

a

number of Member States.

368

In April 2006 the European Commission addressed a letter of formal notice, the first
stage of the infringement procedure to the Dutch government, having taken the position that
the organisation the Netherlands was in breach of Article 49 EC because of; firstly the manner

in which licences were awarded pursuant to the Wet op de kansspelen; secondly that the Wet
does not allow provide any room for suppliers licensed elsewhere within the internal market

to enter the Dutch market, and; thirdly, the Commission considered that the Dutch authorities
encourage participation in gambling activities, thus undermining any potential claims

regarding consumer protection and the prevention of gambling addiction. A response was

forthcoming from the Dutch authorities in July 2006 whereby they recognised that the free
movement of services was restricted, but that such a restriction was justifiable. Furthermore
the Dutch authorities claimed that it remained within their margin

of discretion to not accord

any recognition to licences operators have received in other Member States. Reference is
made to a decision of the Supreme Court of February 2005 which found the Dutch regime to

be compatible with the ECJ's case-law requirements. Having failed to specifically address the
sports-betting market in its first letter of formal notice, the Commission sent a second in

March 2007 concerning this particular market in which the Dutch government' s response to
367

Dekker, N., 'Casino blind voor verslaving', 4 September 2008, Algemeen Dagb[ad, 'Casino blind voor
verslaving',4 September 2008 and the related story in the same paper of the same date 'Het casino heeft mijn
leven verwoest', concerning one customer who claims to have lost €2million in a single Holland Casino venue.
Nevertheless, various national courts have rejected three claims that the prevention policy of Holland Casino
failed in its duty of care. Ytsma, A., 'Three Dutch Court decisions re Holland Casino's prevention policy on
gambling addiction'. at 7th European Conference on Gambling Studies and Policy Issues: Putting all the Pieces
-

Together, (July 2008, European Association for the Study of Gambling, Nova Gorica, Slovenia).
368

European Commission Rapid Press Releases IP/06/436 and IP/08/330, supra note 203.
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the first letter

of formal notice

was ultimately rejected by the European Commission. A

reaction was sent from The Hague to Brussels in July 2007 in which the Dutch government
defended the 'kanalisatie' approach and its reliance upon monopolies to supply the market.

Ultimately this Commission remained unconvinced thus sent
government in February 2008, the content
as part of the analysis of the compatibility

a reasoned

opinion to the Dutch

of which will dealt with in Chapter 6, in

the latter

of Dutch law with the internal market.

Nevertheless it will suffice to highlight the fact that in the Memorie van Toelichting

for the now rejected bill, the government is keen to stress that it considers that the existing
369
Furthermore, reliance
regulatory approach satisfies the requirements of the ECJ's case-law.

is placed upon the fact that two national court cases found the regulatory regime under the
1964 Act to be compliant with the case-law.

370

Furthermore, debate concerning the possible impact of the internal market has arisen
before the national courts. Two cases found in favour of prevailing Dutch regulatory policy,

with the Hoge Raad requiring that Ladbrokes, established and regulated in the United
371
and secondly with the Raad van
Kingdom, block access to its site from the Netherlands

Staat's rejection of a challenge from a French casino operator of Holland Casino's monopoly
·

·

372

position.

Since these cases however, a number of cracks have emerged in the certainty of

the courts regarding the compatibility of the Wet op de kansspelen and associated practices

with two preliminary references being made to the ECJ. Questions specific to the kanalisatie
concept have been referred by the Hoge Raad,

373

with the Raad van State referring questions

concerning the mutual recognition of licences and the transparency of the licence allocation
process.

374

While the government may remain convinced that its policies are internal-market

proof, the national courts on the other hand are not as convinced and given the specific nature

of these questions it will be hard for any Minister of Justice to argue that the prevailing
domestic situation can be distinguished from the facts which gave raise to the preliminary
reference.

For the time being Dutch gambling policy may have been able to avoid internal market
induced change, but given the infringement proceedings and the doubt expressed by the two
Subsequently the Minister for Justice has suggested that the lack of transparency in the award of the semipermanent licences is perhaps questionable in light of the requirements of Community law; see TK 24 557, nr.
369

97, supra note 234, p. 32.
Memorie van Toelichting, supra note 208 p. 32-34.
371
Lndbrokes/De Nationale Sporttotalisator, supra note 304.
372
RvS 14 maart 2007, Minister van Justite en Holland Casino/Compagnie Financikre Rigionale B.V., UN
BA0670.
373
HR 13 juni 2008, Ladbrokes/De Nationate Sporttotatlisator, UN BC8970.
370

374

RvS 14 mai 2008, The Sporting Exchange Ltd (Betfair)/Minister van Justitie,UN BD 1483.
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courts the true impact of the internal market has yet to play out within the borders of the

Netherlands. Much will depend upon how the courts receive their respective preliminary
references and the reaction of the current government.

157

3.5

United Kinizdom

3.5.1

Historical Introduction

Although it may be impossible to pinpoint the time at which the regulation of gambling
375
the manner in which this sector has been regulated in the United Kingdom
commenced,
prior to the introduction of the current regulatory regime will be considered. Relatively early
in the process of legislative reform which gave birth to the contemporary situation, which will
be described in the following section, it was noted that:

"The legislation is also extremely inflexible and has not enable regulation to keep pace

with either technological advances, or customer expectations and the ability and desire

of the gambling industry to meet them.
statutes as a mess...

...

Parliament itself has described the current

„ 376

Before providing a brief outline, it is worthy to highlight the fact that many of the issues

challenging the regulatory authorities today are not necessarily new. While the format in

which they appear changes as

a

reflection of wider changes in society, the underlying

problems are likely to have remained remarkably constant. As an example, the 1774 Gaming
Act explicitly recognised the potential for gambling to result in financial hardship for those
377
Moreover the development of economic and social
unable to gamble within their means.

regulation is not restricted to recent times. In 1664 Charles II introduced legislation which
378
with Munting noting
declared that all securities over £100 for gambling debts were void

that such legislation was 'not aimed at gambling itself but at the excessive loses resulting

there from and the serious consequences on the distribution of wealth that may have
followed.' 379
Although the architecture of the legislation preceding the Gambling Act 2005 was
renovated as relatively recently, it was appearing increasingly outdated. Tile three acts

375 Munting, R., An Economic and Social History Of Gambling in Britain and the USA (Manchester: Manchester
University Press, 1996), p. 6.
376
Department for Culture, Media and Sport (DCMS), A Safe Bet for Sucess - Modernising Britain's gambling

laws, March 2002 (Cm 5397)paras 2.1 & 2.2.
Preamble of the Gaming Act 1744:
... young and unwary persons and others are drawn in to lose the greatest part and sometimes all their
substance; and it frequently happens that they are thereby reduced to the utmost necessities and betake
themselves to the most wicked courses, which end in their ruin...".
As noted in Miers, D., Regulating Commercial Gambling: Past, Present and Future (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2004), supra note 6, p. 31.
378 Section 2 of 16 Charles II c.7 in Miers, ibid., p. 27.
377 See the
66

379

Munting, supra note 375, p. 12.
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underpinning the regulatory system were the Betting, Gaming and Lotteries Act 1963, the
Gaming Act 1968 and the Lotteries and Amusement Act 1976. When launching the review

into the Great Britains's gambling legislation in 1999, which essentially began the process

from which the majority of the existing legislation is derived from, the then Home Secretary,
Jack Straw, noted:

"Much of the law on gambling is more than 30 years old. Social attitudes have
changed markedly in these three decades and the law is fast being overtaken by

technological developments. „380
The principal elements of the regulatory system prior to the Gaming Act 2005 shall be briefly

outlined.

381

This discussion will be divided into the three broad categories used in the Budd

Report, namely betting, gaming and lotteries. However it is important to note that perhaps the
seminal development in the British regulation

of gambling introduced by

the Gaming Act

2005 was the creation of a regime for regulating so called 'remote' gambling, that conducted

principally via the internet and interactive-TV. Prior to the 2005 legislation there was no
reference to this medium of gambling in primary legislation. 382
Prior to the introduction of the Betting, Gaming and Lotteries Act 1963, betting

activities were only permitted at race tracks, with legislation such as the Street Betting Act
1906 seeking to ensure that betting did not occur outside of such venues. Furthermore, under
the Betting Houses Act 1853 it was unlawful to maintain premises for the purposes

of making

bets, which in effect prohibited the establishment of off-course bookmakers, who from 1906

could no longer operate without premises. Off-track betting was legalised by the Gaming Act
1960 which established a licence procedure and subsequently allowed for the development of

bookmaker's offices. However the 1960 Act 'inadvertently' legalised casinos-383 since it
-

permitted 'unequal chance gaming', primarily those games found in casinos, where the game
'was so conducted' for the chances to be equally favourable for all those concerned, both the

bank and the players. Consequently, Miers notes that casino managers devised ways to

comply with the legislation

384

and refers to Lord Denning M.R. in R

v

Commissioner of

380

House of Commons, Hansard Written Answers, Wednesday 8th December 1999, c534W.
Since there was no national lottery prior to 1994, and that the National Lottery as distinct from small scale
lotteries is unaffected by the Gambling Act 2005 it will be discussed separately.
382
However since 2003 the National Lottery Commission has been empowered to grant Section 6 type licences
(as established by the National Lottery Act 1993) to classes of games for a certain period of time, rather than for
just individual games. This paved the way for the first licence for interactive games, these being scratch cards on
the internet. See para. 2.6 of 1)epartment for Culture, Media & Sport (DCMS), Gambling and National Lottery
Licensing Division, National Lottery Licensing and Regulation. Decision Document, July 2003. Effective as of 1
the national lottery operator, Camelot plc was granted an 'Interacti ve Instant Win Games Licence'.
Afril
2005
8
Miers, supra note 377, p. 83.
381

384

Ibid, p. 85.
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Police for the Metropolis, ex parte Blackburn commenting upon attempts to side-step the law:
66

the casino companies do not seem to be unduly worried. They have not stopped their

gaming. They have put on their thinking-caps and brought out another device. No
doubt they hope that the same will happen with this device [the latest attempt to side-

step the law] as with the others. It will have to be tested in the courts. Meanwhile they
expect to carry on with their gaming. If this is then held to unlawful, they will try to
„
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think of another device. And so on ad infinitum... . -

The regulation of casinos was subsequently reformed by the Gaming Act 1968 and saw the

introduction of

a specific

regulatory body, the Gaming Board of Great Britain. Concurrently

the 1963 Act established a licensing system which involved the magistrate courts in England

and Wales granting licences for bookmakers, with the test

of whether

the applicant was a fit

and proper person being the essential element of the test, according to the Budd Report.

386

Furthermore, a bookmaker wishing to operate from premises was required to obtain a licence
387
for the individual premise.

Gaming was regulated primarily by the Gaming Act 1968, within which casinos were
required to operate as members' clubs operating a twenty-four hour cooling-off period for
persons becoming a member and being able to play. This Act also established the Gaming

Board for Great Britain, from which those wishing to establish a casino would have to obtain

a certificate of consent. Such certificates were awarded to those deemed 'capable and diligent'

for the purpose of operating

a casino.

A further hurdle existed regarding the location of

casino premises. Firstly, casinos were restricted to certain geographical locations or areas and
the Government sought to prevent the emergence of unregulated supply in areas due to a lack

of regulated supply. Henceforth, the Gaming Clubs (Permitted Areas) Regulations 1971
388
restricted casinos to London and other areas with a population of at least 125,000 people.
Secondly, in light of the regulatory objective of permitting sufficient demand 'to satisfy an

385

R v Commissioner of Police for the Metropolis, ex parte Blackburn \196812 Q.B. 1 \8, 131.
386 Department for Culture, Media and Sport, Gambling Review Report, 200\ (Cm 5206) (commonly referred to,
and hereinafter referred to, as the 'Budd Report' following the name of its Chairman, Sir. A. Budd), para. 4.20.
387
Regarding horserace betting, the Horserace Totalisator Board is responsible for on-course pool betting, and
was originally established as the Racecourse Betting Control Board by the Racecourse Betting Act 1928, and is
commonly referred to as the 'tote'. The Betting Levy Act 1961 established a levy bets on horseraces for the
benefit of the horseracing industry, with the levy being distributed by the Horserace Betting IEvy Board. The
board has been replaced by the British Horseracing Board, while plans to privatise the 'tote' are currently on
going and are stalled by government concerns that a 'cheap' sell-off will see the European Commission

investigating claims of state-aid. Townsend, A., The Independent, 'Government runs into Brussels hurdle over
Tote privatisation', 26 h March 2006. The other form of on-course racing, greyhound racing was also covered by
the 1963 Act and those who promote pools competitions, mainly football pools, were to be registered with the
relevant local authority under the 1963 Act and subject to close financial scrutiny.
388
Section 3(a), SI 1971/1538, Gaming Clubs (Permitted Areas) Regulations.
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unstimulated demand for gaming that might otherwise seek an illegal outlet', the grant of
licence required a test for demand, within the permitted areas, to be satisfied. The Gaming Act

required that the local licensing authority, i.e. in a permitted area, was satisfied that 'a
substantial demand already exists on the part of the prospective players for gambling facilities

of the kind proposed to be provided on the relevant premises. ,389
Other forms of gaming, such as bingo and gaming machines were also regulated by

the Gaming Act 1968, with commercial bingo operations requiring licensing and were
required to operate as members' clubs, similar to casinos. However, non-profit generating
bingo, such as that played in social clubs was permitted in an unlicensed format, on the basis
that all stakes were returned as prizes, save for recovering the costs of hosting the gaming

operation.

Finally, turning to lotteries, the Budd Report noted that lotteries are unlawful unless
expressly authorised by statute, a principle established by an Act of 1698. In 1993 the

National Lottery Act established

a

nationwide National Lottery, and during the intervening

period from 1698 until 1976 various pieces of legislation were introduced to permit smallscale lotteries, frequently with a charitable orientation.3" 1976 saw the introduction of the

Lotteries and Amusement Act which established a prohibition on all lotteries, include foreign

operations attempting to reach UK residents, such as that in the Schindler case. The overall
objective of the 1976 Act however was to create a system whereby lotteries were operated to

contribute to charitable purposes rather than functioning

as

commercial operations.

Nevertheless, this was not organised on a nationwide scale until the 1993 Act entered into
force.

Prior to the functioning of the Gambling Act 2005 the enforcement of the then existing

gambling regulations lacked

a

single regulatory body. The Gaming Act 1968 led to the

creation of the Gaming Board for Great Britain whose primary objectives were to keep
commercial gambling crime free and fair. However in England and Wales local magistrates
were empowered to grant a variety of licences, such as bookmakers' permits, bingo licences
and casino licences. This was distinct from the powers

of local authorities-391 to

issues licences

for greyhound tracks, register pools promoters, register societies promoting small society
lotteries and issuing permits for the placing of 'amusement without prizes' machines in

389

Gaming Act 1968, Schedule 2, para. 19.
For example, the Small Lotteries and Gaming Act 1956 developed the concept of 'society lotteries' whereby
societies could conduct small-scale lotteries for charitable or sporting purposes. See DCMS, A safe bet for
success
- modernising Britain's gambling laws", supra note 376, para. 4.7.
391
In England and Wales this concept refers lo District Councils or London boroughs.
190
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premises other than those with a licence for selling alcohol. Furthermore, a particular form of

betting, spread betting is regulated by the Financial Services Authority following the

Financial Services Act 1996 and the National Lottery Commission is the responsible authority

for the National Lottery. 392
3.5.2

Contemporarv Situation

Against the background of the regulatory treatment historically accorded to gambling, the
contemporary situation will be reviewed in accordance with the structure given in Section 1.2.
Even thought Gambling Act 2005 was enacted in April of that year, it has only been fully

operational since September 2007 and consequently problems arising from its implementation

and operation may not have been fully realised at the time of writing.

In contrast the

legislation relating to the National Lottery has been in operation since 1993 and thus it can be
393
Secondly the manner
expected that there will be a greater emphasis on operational aspects.
-

in which the Gambling Act 2005 treats the various forms of gambling shall be analysed, in
particular where distinctions are drawn between online and offline forms of gambling. Thirdly
the attribution of licensing and supervisory powers to national and sub-national authorities, to

be followed by the final fourth section dealing with taxation policies and the distribution of
revenues.

3.5.2.1 Legislative aims

During the legislative debates surrounding the passage of the Draft Gambling Bill, it was
noted upon the release of the Joint Committee's report on the Draft Gambling Bil1394 that:

"There has been a great deal of negative publicity about betting in particular in recent
weeks, which demonstrates the need for a strong regulator within a proper legislative

framework.

„395

While the 'strong regulator' will be addressed subsequently, the objectives of the 'proper
legislative framework' are threefold and are understood within this framework to amount to

'licensing objectives'. Indeed, the Act provides a legislative framework within which
delegated legislation will be developed by the Gambling Commission, in a manner which

As will subsequently be evident, the Financial Services Authority and the National Lottery Commission are
the only two regulatory bodies to exist in addition to the Gambling Commission.
393
This will be of particular importance when licencing procedure is considered in detail in Chapter 6 when the
award of licensed gambling is discussed.
394
Joint Committee on the Draft Gambling Bill, Report, HL 63/HC 139, 7 April 2004.
395 Chairman of the Joint Committee, John Greenway MP, Publication of Report, Session 2003-04 at
http://www.parliament.uk/parliamentary committees/icdgb/icdgb Dress notice 10.cfm.
392
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flexible, countering the criticisms of the previous regime. Section 1 describes these objectives
as:

"(a) preventing gambling from being

a

source of crime or disorder, being associated

with crime or being used to support crime,
(b) ensuring that gambling is conducted in a fair and open way, and
(c) protecting children and other vulnerable persons from being harmed or exploited

by gambling."
Using such terminology the legislation casts a wide remit in for socially orientated regulation.

The scope of the objective to ensure that gambling in the Great Britain is free from crime
encompasses the elimination

maintaining

a

of crime from the supply of gambling services as well as

crime-free supply. However, it arguably seeks to ensure that gambling does not

become a source

of crime

through the use of the phrase 'being associated with'. Increases in

crime rates due to individuals developing gambling habits which beyond levels of expenditure
sustainable by the individuals concerned who then turn to crime to support their addiction

would surely be an example of gambling being associated with crime. Secondly the protection

of children and other vulnerable persons should lead to detailed measures which are targeted
at removing children and other vulnerable people, such as those who are existing gambling

addicts, from the reach of commercial gambling. Protection which can be expected to apply to

children extends beyond mere minimum ages in terms of participation in gambing and
396

employment within the industry.-

Nevertheless, these three objectives may well be

necessary during the deregulation of the gambling market; while operators are given greater

commercial freedom in relation to the market conditions which the Gambling Act 2005

replaces, they have to take greater responsibility for the social costs of gambling. Instead of
leaving this entirely to the market, which in all likelihood would have been politically
unpalatable a framework for social protection has been incorporated into wider market

orientated framework of this Act.

397

The extent to which it will be effective remains to be

396

However, the detail into which the Act enters on this point has been described as constituting a 'minicode',
see Miers, D., 'Gambling in Great Britain: Implementing a Social Responsibility Agenda', Gaming Inw Review
and Economics, 12(6) (2008), 583-598, p. 590. Measures designed to protect children will not be discussed in
great depth, for the purposes of the thesis it suffices to understand that such objectives exist rather than the exact
requirements enacted to this end. Furthermore the protection of children could itsel f form a basis for study across
the various jurisdictions within the internal market, as a horizontal policy feeding through the regulation of a
variety of goods and services, such as alcohol. In terms of protecting children against the dangers of online
gambling, the broader context of protecting children against dangers on the internet, even those which at first
appear less innocuous such as social networking sites would be an interesting context in which to place the
regulation of children's access to online gambling services.
397
Indeed, Tessa Jowell MP stated:
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seen, and Parliamentary debates have not ignored the risks which the legislation entails. The

Joint Committee on the Draft Gambling Bill notes the Parliamentary Under-Secretary of
State, Department

for Culture, Media and Sport, Lord Mcintosh of Haringey

as stating:

"Basically we acknowledge there is a risk, that the greater availability of gambling,
which will certainly be [...] one of the effects of the Bill, involves a risk that the
amount of gambling and therefore the amount of problem gambling

will increase."

This statement is immediately countered by the Secretary of State, then Tessa Jowell MP,
who stated:

"I do not accept that the Bill will lead to

an increase in problem

gambling [...] If this

legislation gave rise to an increase in problem gambling then it would have failed and

it would be bad legislation and it would have defeated the intention and the purposes
that we have.

„398

One of the means by which Tessa Jowell's successors will be able to judge whether the Act
has been

successful will be the regular gambling prevalence studies, which are to be

conducted at intervals of two to three years. To act as a baseline for the operation of the recent

legislative changes, such

a

study was conducted in 2007

data and comparative materials for future Secretaries

399

and will therefore provide valuable

of State.

Another objective of the Gambling Act 2005 relates to the regulation of online
gambling about which the Government's intentions were clear prior to the enactment of the

Act:

"... the Government favours a much more free market approach. This is the preferred

option as it is the one that most closely matches the Government's vision of

a

global

market where a well regulated British based industry is able to establish itself as a

world leader. „400
This approach is one closer to economic regulation than social regulation since operators
located outside of the Great Britain, which are possibly subject to less stringent regulations of
a social

nature, will be able to supply British residents. In

a

similar vein, the Gambling Act

has removed the requirement of the Gaining Act 1968 that there be an unmet demand for

gambling services as a condition for awarding a licence. Section 72 of the 2005 Act removes
premises will
"[F]or the first time, anybody who is licensed to run gambling
responsibility as a condition of their operating licence.
HC Debates, vol. 426, col.30,1" November 2004.
398

399

be obliged to pursue social

Supra note 65, at paras 216-7.
Supra note 26.

400 Department for Culture. Media & Sport, (DCMS), The Future Regulation of Remote Gambling: A DCMS
Position Paper, Aph\ 2003.
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this criterion and actually prohibits the Gambling Commission from this into consideration.
Through removing the need for there to be unmet demand the British gambling market
becomes more readily subject to market forces as this aspect

of economic regulation has been

wholly removed.
The Gambling Act 2005 leaves the regulatory system for the National Lottery wholly
untouched.

401

The National

Lottery

Act

1993 established the National

Lottery

and

the

National Lottery Commission to oversee the operation of the lottery and the competitive
tendering procedures for the award of the licence to operate the National Lottery. The

National Lottery was established to provide funding to so-called 'good causes', these initially
being sports, the arts, heritage, charities, and projects to mark the start of the third

millennium. Such funding was to be in addition to that which the Government would
normally provide, and revenues raised by the National Lottery were not to be consumed by
the general state budget. Consequently the regulatory system in 1993 sought to uphold the

principle of additionality. An interesting objective of the regulatory body however, and
perhaps one which contrasts with that of the Gambling Commission is found in Section 4 of
the 1993

Act which requires the Commission to protect the interests of every National Lottery

participant while ensuring that the net proceeds of the National Lottery are

as

great as

possible.

3.5.2.2 Coverage of different forms of gambling

The Gambling Act 2005 creates

a single

regulatory framework for all forms of gambling,

except for the National Lottery and spread betting. In light of the fact that the licensing
procedure by which various forms of gambling are to be regulated is of greatest interest to this

work,

a

detailed analysis of the regulation of the various forms of gambling will not be

entered into. On the contrary, the manner in which the various forms of gambling are defined

will

be outlined, before discussing the regulatory system over which the Gambling

Commission presides since it regulates all forms of gambling except for the National Lottery
and spread betting. Finally, the regulation of remote gambling will be given special attention
in view of the British government' s attempt to create a regulatory environment to designed

encourage operators to favour a well regulated and highly reputed regulatory regime as

opposed to a lesser developed one with lower compliance costs.

40' Section 15 (1) reads: "Participating in a lottery which

furms part of the National Lottery is not gambling for

the purposes of this Act"
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Defining the various forms of gambling is important in

a

multi-jurisdictional

environment because should the substance of the definitions used by the Member States vary
considerably then any divergence will be problematic in the event that Member States agree
to some degree

of cross-border recognition of national regulations. At this juncture it is

important to understand the substance accorded under British legislation to terminology
commonly used to define different forms of gambling.

3.5.2.2.a

Gaming

Section 6 establishes that 'gaming' constitutes playing a game of chance for a prize, and
proceeds to define 'game
"(i)

(ii)

of chance' widely to include:

a game

that involves both

a game that involves

an element of chance and an element of skill,

an element

of chance that can

be eliminated by

superlative skill, and
(iii)

(b)

a game that

is

presented as involving an element of chance, but

does not include sport."

Allowing 'superlative skill' to eliminate chance within the definition of game of chance may
appear paradoxical, but in effect protects those who are unable to exercise the skill required to

overcome the chance. A game of poker for experienced professional players may constitute an
instance whereby skill can override the element

of chance in the game. However, for a novice,

the outcome of the game will be influenced to

a greater extent

by chance.402 Of particular

interest is the notion that a person plays a 'game of chance for a prize' even 'whether or not
he risks losing anything at the game'.

403

This would appear to include games whereby the

player does not place anything of economic value as a stake to participate in the game.

3.5.2.2.b

404

Casinos

Arguably casinos received the most attention of any form of gambling from the media,
described in general by Miers as 'noise',405 during the passage of the Gambling Act 2005 and
406
the subsequent decision to award the single 'regional' casino to Manchester. This was then

402

Fielder, I.C. and Rock, J.-P., 'Quantifying Skill in Games Theory and Empirical Evidence for Poker',
Gaming law Review and Economics, 13(1), 2009,50-57 and section 2.2.1.
403 Section 6(4)(b), Gambling Act 2005.
401
This is of interest regarding the definition used of gambling as an economic activity by the ECJ in Schindler.
405Miers, D., 'Another U-Turn: Great Britain's Casino Questions and Other Gambling Issues', Gaming Law
See

-

Review, 1(6) (2007), 699-713, p.710.
406 Casino Advisory Panel, Recommendations to the Secretary of State for Culture Media and Sport on locations
for one regional, eight large and eight small casinos allowed under section 175 of the Gambling Act 2005, Final
1

Report, 30January 2007.
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followed by the House of Lords subsequent rejection of the Casino Advisory Panel's
recommendation.

407

Indeed, some commentators have noted that in this respect the reform of

408
the British gambling legislation was unsuccessful.
Leaving these events aside Section 7

states that a casino is "an arrangement whereby people are given an opportunity to participate

in one or more casino games". "Casino game" is then defined as a game which is not one of
equal chance, and those which 'involve playing or staking against a bank' and where the
, 4()9
Although
chances are not 'equally favourable to all participants
.

a

non-exhaustive

definition has been introduced in primary legislation, the Gambling Commission has since
published rules of casino games to be played within British casinos. 410 Non-remote casinos,

i.e. bricks and mortar venues can offer up to ten different games, including roulette, Texas

hold'em poker and punto banco.

411

Generally speaking these rules establish the rules, table

layouts, odds and side bet rules for each game. The flexible and responsive nature of the
regulatory regime is maintained however due to provisions on trialling new games with the

prior permission of the Gambling Commission this list need not remain unchanged.
Importantly, any changes do not require legislative procedures to be adhered to. Whilst the
rules applicable to table games are extended to fully or partly automated casino gaming
412
machines they do not extend to those who operate casino games via a remote licence.
Some

degree

of product differentiation may well occur between the types of casino games offered

by British licence holders on premises and online, as well as the rules of play.

3.5.2.2.c

Betting

407

The House of Lords rejected Draft Statutory Instrument The Gambling (Geographical Distribution of Casino
Premises Licences) Order 2007 on the basis of the location of the single regional casino. The unease of the
House of Lords can be found in the summing-up of the debate upon this Statutory Instrument by Lord ClementJones who stated:
Can we stand by and simply let the order go through without the kind of proper scrutiny that the CAP's
recommendations deserve? We need carefully to re-examine the basis and the principles on which we
want a decision on the location of the one super-casino to be founded. We need to return to the concept
of minimisation of harm, not treat the issue like some glorified laboratory experiment on social impact.
The fact is that we have all, step by step, been taken on a path which leads to entirely the wrong
"
conclusion.
House of Lords, Daily Hansard, Vol. 690, Part No. 67, Wednesday 28 March 2007.
408 Eadington, W.R., 'Gambling Policy in the European Union: Monopolies, Market Access, Economic Rents,
and Competitive Pressures among Gaming Sectors in the Member States', in Coryn, T., Fijnaut. C., & Littler, A.
(eds), Economic Aspects of Gambling Regulation: EU and US Perspectives (Leiden; Martinus Nijhoff, 2008), p.
66

82.

Gambling Act 2005 defines 'equal chance gaming'.
410 Gambling Commission, Rules of casino games in Great Britain, July 2008.
411
The other games are blackjack, three card poker, casino stud poker, dice/craps. sic bo, big six (wheel of
fortune), Let it Ride and pai gow poker.
409 Section 8,

412

In addition to complying with the Gambling Commission's Bingo and Casino Equipment Technical

Requirements.
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In a similar vein betting in general is defined in an all encompassing manner. Section 9 reads
as:

(1) In this Act "betting" means making or accepting a bet on(a) the outcome of a race, competition or other event or process,

(b) the likelihood of anything occurring or not occurring, or
(c) whether anything is or is not true."

Interestingly the notion of betting is extremely wide, not being limited to sporting events and
competitions. It would appear that the annual bet on whether it snows in the United Kingdom

on Christmas Day is an event which can be legally bet upon.

413

This could be in contrast to

other Member States whose juridical definition of betting may not be so wide as to encompass
bets placed upon non-sporting events and competitions.

3.5.2.2.d

414

Lotteries

Lotteries are divided into two categories; simple lotteries,415 and complex lotteries.416 Both
forms of lotteries require that participants pay in order to play and that the allocation of prizes
depends upon a process which relies wholly upon chance. A complex lottery is distinguished

from

a

simple one by the prizes being allocated 'by

a series

of processes',

as

opposed to a

single draw being made. 417 For both types of lottery chance cannot be mitigated by an element

of skill, no matter how small the potential impact of the skill element may

be. Alongside the

nationwide scale of the National Lottery the Gambling Act regulations the provision of other

relatively large-scale lottery operators, namely non-commercial society lotteries and local
authority lotteries.

418

Attention shall briefly be paid to these non-commercial society lotteries, given that
this category provides a basis for competition to the lotteries operated under the umbrella of

Some events however are seemingly inappropriate for bets to be placed. For example Sweney, M., 'Next
airline to go bust?' Paddy Power betting ad', 10 December 2008, The Guardian, refers to an advertisement
campaing which offered bets to be placed on which airline was likely to be declared bankrupt next but this was
banned because it 'denigrated' the airlines. Interestingly the ban was not imposed by the Gambling Commission
but the Advertising Standards Authority.
414
Further detailed definitions are provided for prize competitions (Section 11), pool betting (Section 12) and

413

spread bets are excluded from the scope o f the Act by Section 10(1).
Section 14(2) Gambling Act 2005.
416 Section 14(3) Gambling Act 2005.
417
Section 15 provides the exemption for the National Lottery from the scope of the Gambling Act 2005.
418 There are more forms that lotteries can take in the United Kingdom, which shall not be discussed here. These
include smaller-scale non-commercial lotteries which are controlled by local authorities and 'exempted lotteries',
as defined by Schedule 11. Such lotteries are; 'incidental non-commercial lotteries', 'private lotteries', 'customer
lotteries', and 'small society lotteries'.
415
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the National Lottery. Lotteries of this category can only be operated by societies which are

established and conducted -

"(a) for charitable purposes,

(b) for the purpose of enabling participation in, or of supporting, sport, athletics or a
cultural activity, or

(c) for any other non-commercial purpose other than that of private gain."419

Eligible societies then have to adhere to strict limitations on the size of the lottery operations

as part of the conditions of the lottery operating licence obtained from the Gambling
Commission. Three conditions then apply to limit the scale of their operations; firstly that at

least 20% of the proceeds have to go to 'purpose for which the promoting society is
conducted

, 420

;

secondly that the proceeds of

overalllimit for a calendar year amounting to
on the basis of a single ticket

the proceeds of the lottery.

a

422

a

single lottery may not exceed £2m with an

an aggregated total

of £1 Om;421 and thirdly that

purchaser cannot win more than £25,000 or more than 10% of

Upon the basis of this provision 2006 saw the introduction of

the 'Monday Lottery' which constituted 'direct competition ,423 by constituting an alternative

to the National Lottery while responding to "[w]idespread concern that obscure groups are

being favoured over better-known causes" and was backed by 70 well known charities.424

Whilst the Monday Lottery returned 30% of the proceeds to charity it failed to sufficiently
engage the imagination of the public and folded soon thereafter. Recently however, a new

market entrant has emerged in Great Britain relying upon the brand of the PostcodeLoterij
operating in the Netherlands. With two variants for Scotland and England the 'People' s
Postcode Lottery' returns 45% of its proceeds to the nominated supported charities for each of
the two operations.

425

419

Section 19( 1) Gambling Act 2005.
Section 99(2) Gambling Act 2005.
421
Section 99(3) Gambling Act 2005.
422
Section 99(4) Gambling Act 2005.
423 Miers, D., 'Latest Developments in the United Kingdom's National Lottery', Gaming inw Review, 10 (2006),
542, p. 550. Public disdain of certain lottery jackpot winners, never mind the recipients of lottery revenues, can
also be subject to public disdain, as discussed in Binde, P., 'The Good, the Bad and the Unhappy: The Cultural
Meanings of Newspaper Reporting on Jackpot Winners', International Gambling Studies, 7(2) (2007), 213-242.
An example from the United Kingdom would be Alleyne, R., 'Clarke to investigate taxpayers' funding of Lotto
rapist', 1 October 2005, Daily Telegraph.
420

424

Frean, A., Charter, D. & McVeigh, K. 'Charities back new rival to Lottery', 20 April 2006, The Tinies

425

People's
See
'The
Lottery
Postcode
Terms & Conditions', which via the address of
www.postcodelottery.com indicate the supported charities of the Scottish operation and the address of
www.postcodeloterry.co.uk does likewise for the English operation.
As member lotteries of the Association of Charity Lotteries in the European Union (ACLEU) these two lotteries
return a minimum of 30-40% of their revenues to the charitable bodies which they support. See also ACLEU,
Position Paper Charity
lotteries:
chance
into
June
2009
at:
turning
change,
(available
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Pursuant to section 15 participation in the National Lottery does not constitute

gambling for the purpose of the Act. Furthermore, section 264 excludes the National Lottery
from Part 11 of the Act, that which deals with lotteries.

426

regulate the National Lottery, it does prohibit holders

Although this Act does not seek to

of British betting licences from

allowing customers to place bets on the outcome of a lottery which forms part of the National
Lottery.427 However, this does not prevent Gambling Commission regulated bookmakers from

offering bets on the outcomes of the national lotteries of other Member States. Discussion of

the regulation of the National Lottery can be found in section 3.3.2.2.a.

3.5.2.2.e

Online Gambling

Section 4 of the Act introduces for the first time into British legislation the notion of 'remote

gambling' which covers "gambling where the participants are not face to face on the same
premises.

„428

The Government's decision to regulate this relatively new industry was

welcomed by Parliament:

"We congratulate the Government on its decision to regulate the remote gambling
industry within the United Kingdom and to enable the Gambling Commission to issue
remote gambling licences.... [I]t also recognises the fact that, even if it were desirable,

it would be impossible to prohibit the use of remote gambling services by UK citizens
effectively.

„429

Participating in gambling via means of 'remote communication' constitutes 'remote

gambling', with forms of 'remote communication' being specified as the internet, telephone,
television, radio and 'any other kind of electronic or other technology for facilitating
communication

, 430
.

Internet based gambling is clearly encompassed within the concept of

remote gambling, but importantly so will any new form of communication which cannot

currently be envisaged today. It should be noted that the definition of 'remote gambling'
established in the Gambling Act 2005 is wider than that used throughout this thesis. The

http://www.acleu.eu/upload/80181 668 1244815433480-Position paper June 2009 def.pdf Last accessed on
27 June 2009).
426
See Miers, D., 'Latest Developments in the United Kingdom's National Lottery', supra note 423.
427
Section 95. This reflects section 18 'Control of betting on the National Lottery' of the National Lottery Act
1993 which, prior to the enactment of the Gambling Act 2005 established that under the Betting, Gaming and
Lotteries Act 1963 an application for grant or renewal of a bookmaker's or betting agencies permit must be
refused if "the applicant or an employee of his has, since the permit was granted, received or negotiated a bet on
the outcome of any lottery forming part of the National Lottery', see section 18(3). Acceptance of such bets also
formed the basis of cancelling such a permit, section 18(4).
428
Explanatory Notes to Gambling Act 2005 (c. 19), paragraph 36.
429
Joint Committee on the Draft Gambling Bill, supra note 394, para. 559.
430
Section 4(2)(e) Gambling Act 2005.
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definition in the Act is based purely upon the use of distance communication technology and
not upon the nature of the gambling activity being provided. Consequently this includes

'internet gambling' services. Use will only be made of 'remote gambling' when the form of
online gambling in question can be specifically distinguished from 'internet gambling'.
Online gambling is not a new form of gambling, but rather a means of communication
by which existing forms of gambling can take place. Although there may be some discussion

in the literature on problem gambling as to whether internet based gambling is a new form of
gambling or merely

a means

by which individuals can participate in existing forms of

gambling, the British legislature has clearly taken the view that internet gambling is not a new

form of gambling itself, but should be seen as

a

specific means of delivering gambling

products and services to customers. The design of the licensing regime established by the
2005 Act illustrates that online gambling, and gambling by means of remote communication

other than the internet, amounts to a new means of executing an existing service.

3.5.2.2.f

Gaming (slot) machines

Attention shall now be focussed upon the regulation of gaming machines to subsequently

allow for

a

comparison with the regulation of slot machines in France and the Netherlands.

Section 172 of the Gambling Act establishes the maximum number

of gaming machines

which can be provided for within the following categories of venue. The venues are, and can
be defined as:

•

Adult gaming centres

•

Family entertainment centres

•

Regional casinos

•

Large casinos

•

Small casinos

•

Bingo premises

•

Betting premises

Under section 236 of the Act the Secretary of State is empowered to define regulations

applicable to four classes of gaming machine, known

as

Categories A, B, C and D, and for

which The Categories of Gaming Machine Regulations 2007 provides for the applicable stake
and prize combinations.

431

431

See Appendix I Regulation of Gaming Machines in Great Britain for the details of the categories of machine
type and the per venue type quotas for each category of machine.
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A mass of technical standards apply to each class of gaming machine, and whilst it is

necessary to gain an impression of the nature of the regulatory requirements, specific details

of each classification will not

be considered. General characteristics which

of machines belonging to each category are to be found in

delimit the nature

The Gaming Machine

(Circumstances of Use) Regulations 2007 (hereinafter 'Circumstances of Use Regulations). 432

Around the framework provided by these requirements technical standards requirements have

subsequently been issued by the Gambling Commission, such

as

Machine Standards

Category A & Bl provide detailed requirements per category of gaming machine.

433

Requirements contained within the Circumstances of Use Regulations define the

characteristics applicable to the different categories of machines. Distinctions are based
around requirements pertaining to the display of information,

excluding the use of
monetary),

436

a

debit or credit card,

payment limits,

437

435

434

methods of payment

the nature of prizes (monetary or non-

and the delivery of prizes.

438

Further details as set out in

technical standards documentation provide for requirements which machines must satisfy
before entering the market. These requirements refer to "game features, display notices and
general machine operation including metering" which "have been developed to help ensure
the Commission's three licensing objectives are met." Other than this reference to the overall

objectives of the regulatory regime

as

established by the Gambling Act 2005, no objectives

are enumerated which are specific to the regulation

of machine gaming. The application of

these standards is subject to a disclaimer which in effect does not seek to uphold United

Kingdom specific technologies but to permit the use of 'equivalent international standards'.
Furthermore, the standards do not regulate game content nor the use of new technological
developments 'provided that the objectives of the standard are met'. This would suggest that

minimal control is exercised over the content and structure of the games at hand so long as the
stake

:

prize ratios,

as

specified in secondary legislation are adhered to. Possibly in contrast to

the regulatory regimes in other Member States the regulatory approach in Great Britain places

432 S.I. 200712319, The Gaming Machine (Circumstances of Use) Regulations 2007, the entirety of which was in
force by 1 March 2008.

433

434

Gambling Commission, Machine Standards Category A &Bl, June 2007.

Supra note 10, s.3.
435 Supra note 423, s.4(1).
436
Ibid., s. 6(1) provides that machines falling into categories A, B and C can only provide monetary prizes.
437

Ibid., s.7.
438

Ibid., s. 13 and 14.
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its regulatory centre of gravity upon the technical integrity of gaming machines rather than the
design of specific games offered on the technological platforms. 439

The Machine Standards Category A

& Bl establishes requirements relating to

hardware, software, critical memory, machine credit and payment requirements, specific
game requirements, specific error conditions and alert requirements, meter requirements and

artwork and game display requirements. Section 5 dealing with 'specific game requirements'
contain requirements as to the structural characteristics applicable to all games offered via

gaming machines. All machine gaming must determine the outcome of a game on a random
basis and the customer must be notified of this with a display stating 'THIS MACHINE IS

RANDOM'. One of the elements of slot machines play which has been found to encourage
excessive play is the duration of a game, and thus all gaming machines in Category A and B 1

must have

a

'gaming cycle' of

a least 2.5 seconds.

Likewise a losing game cannot be

presented as a 'near miss', thus not encouraging further play on the basis of a mistaken belief

that next time the player will be luckier. Players must also not be mislead as to the odds of
winning, thus should a machine offer a game which is based upon

a

table game such as

blackjack or roulette, and is described as such, any difference in the odds of winning between
the machine and the table version of the game should be made clear to the player 'either via

the artwork or help menus'.

The level of detail and transparency of the technical standards will allow machine
manufacturers and importers to determine the requirements which they have to meet.

However given the proscriptive nature of some requirements the exact requirements of the

Gambling Commission will not be realised until a history of practice and implementation has
been accumulated. Indeed, the requirement that artwork depicts a different set of odds for a

machine offering roulette is somewhat subjective.

The responsibility of testing compliance of gaming machines with the myriad of
technical requirements is contracted out to so-called 'test houses' which are responsible not

only for

the testing

of gaming machines but also remote technical standards and the

requirements of bingo and casino equipment. Testing houses based in Great Britain do not
have a monopoly on the testing

of British

based machines with the list

of approved testing

houses issued by the Gambling Commission listing undertakings located within and beyond

439

In contrast to the approach in the Netherlands which is centred around the nature of game a particular model

of machine offers.
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the internal market.

440

Undertakings involved in the manufacture, supply, installation,

adaption, maintenance or repair of gaming machines or parts thereof must be licensed for this
441

purpose,

that is to say hold either a 'gaming machine technical: full (non-remote) licence' a

gaming machine technical licence which applies only to one element of the trade in
machines.

442

Under Section 251 of the Gambling Act the territorial application the Act, and all
ensuing regulations and codes, applies to "anything done in relation to a gaming machine

which (or any part of which) is situated in Great Britain" and "to anything done in Great
Britain in relation to

a gaming machine (irrespective

of where it is situated)". This

encompasses measures undertaken on slot machines via means

of remote communication,

thus extending the geographical application of the Act to persons undertaking changes to
gaming machinery located in Great Britain even where the person in question is located
elsewhere. However, it does not extend the application of the Act to situations where a

machine is manufactured and marketed in another Member State before being situated within
the Great Britain.

3.5.2.2.g

Forms

of Gambling

Excluded from the

Gambling

Act

2005

Furthermore, the Act excludes three forms of gambling from this its scope. Firstly, spread
bets and similar forms

of betting, under section 22 of the Financial Services and Markets Act

2000, are excluded from the scope of the 2005 Act.

443

Consequently, the form of gambling in

the Great Britain which witnesses the highest prevalence rate of problem gambling is

excluded from the remit of the Gambling Commission and the protective measures the
Government aims to afford with the Gambling Act.444
Secondly, section 11 of the Act distinguishes prize competitions from general betting

by referring to the need for participants to "guess" the outcome of a matter specified in
section 9, and that the winning of the prize, or being entered into a class into which one more
prizes are distributed is dependent on the guess of the participant being accurate, or the most

440 Gambling Commission, Approval of Test Houses, 9* April 2009. This lists a variety of undertakings,
including NMi established in Dordrecht, the Netherlands ,the Slovenian Institute of Quality and Metrology
established in Ljubljana, Slovenia
441

Gambling Act 2005, s. 243(1)
Such as a 'gaming machine technical: supplier (non-remote)' licence or a 'gaming machine technical:
software (non-remote)' licence, or a 'gambling software' licence.
443
See Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Regulated Activities) Order 2001 (S.I. 2001/544) with spread
betting falling within the scope of Article 85 which includes 'contracts for differences' and other contracts the
purpose of which is to secure a profit or avoid a loss by reference to fluctuations in price or another given value.
444 Wardle, H. et al, British Gambling Prevalence Survey 2007, National Centre for Social Research (2007, p. 10.
442
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accurate. Such guess work is not considered by the legislation to be merely a matter of luck or

chance, but the 'reference to guessing includes a reference to predicting using skill or
judgment.

,445

The aim of the legislation being to permit those competitions which genuinely

rely on skill, judgement, or knowledge to operate free from regulatory control. 446

Thirdly, and finally, pool betting is distinguished from general betting practices, by
reference to the manner in which all or part of the winnings are determined. Regardless of
whether the winnings are monetary or otherwise, if "(a) they shall be determined by reference
to the aggregate

of stakes paid or agreed to be paid by the persons betting, (b) shall

be divided

among the winners", the bet shall be considered as pool betting.

Furthermore, and importantly from the perspective of gambling constituting an
economic activity under the case-law of the ECJ 'free draws' do not fall under the scope of
the Act. While the winner of such draws may be determined wholly by chance, the absence of

any form of payment to enter distinguishes them from lotteries. Schedule 2 distinguishes
between to situations; one where the

free entry route is the only route to enter the competition;

and secondly where a

offered alongside a route which requires participants to

free route

is

pay. Free entry may include the cost

opportunity to enter

a

, 447

lottery,

thus excluding an additional payment over and above the

normal costs associated with using

still be considered to be

a free

of communication at 'a rate which does not reflect the

a

particular means of communication. A competition will

draw where a free entry route is offered alongside one which

requires payment, however potential participants are informed of the existence of the

free

entry route and that the allocation of prizes does not distinguish between those who entered
via the paid route and those who entered via the

3.5.2.2.g.i

free route.

The National Lottery

The operation of the National Lottery is based upon a licence awarded to a 'body corporate'
as established by section 5 of the National Lottery Act 1993. Only "one body may be licensed

... at any one time" may be granted

a

licence, thus ensuring a monopoly position for the

448
however as will be detailed subsequently this does not
operator of the National Lottery,

necessarily entail that there is only one lottery under the 'National Lottery' heading. Only
445

Section 11 (2). Section 14(5) further distinguishes competitions involving skill or judgment from lottery
games. The requirement for such skill or judgment should either prevent a significant proportion of people who
wish to participate from doing so (section 14(5)(b)) or prevent a significant proportion of people who participate
from receiving a prize (section 14(5)(c)). See also Gambling Commission Gambling Commission, PriZe

competitions
and free draws. The requirements of the Gambling Act 2005, November 2007. p. 3
446
Ibid, Gambling Commission.
447 Paragraph 5(2)(a), Schedule 2, Gambling Act 2005.
448
Section 5(2), National Lottery Act 1993.
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applicants deemed to be "'fit and proper' to run the National Lottery"

will ultimately be

appointed to do so, 449 with the task of appointing the appropriate 'body corporate' resting

with the National Lottery Commission.

450

The National Lottery Commission has three core

objectives when regulating the National Lottery operator. Achieving that of securing the
451
is conditional upon ensuring that all
greatest possible net proceeds for the National Lottery

lotteries constituting the National Lottery are operated and promoted 'with all due propriety',

and secondly that the interests of 'every participant' of such lotteries are protected.452 The

length of the period over for which the body corporate could benefit from its awarded
monopoly position was not determined in primary legislation until the enactment of the
National Lottery Act 2006, which states that the duration of the licence may be for a period of
'up to 15 years

, 453
.

This extension is in response to arguments observed by Miers that the

seven year duration of the first and second licensing periods discouraged applicants from

future competitions given the danger that it was too short a period to enable a fair return on
the necessary investments to be made.

454

In addition to the bi-weekly National Lottery draws based upon 6/49 lotto, with
consumers being able to buy tickets online, the National Lottery offers scratch cards and

interactive instant win games.455 Furthermore, in the light of London hosting the Olympics in
2012 the Horserace Betting and Olympic Lottery Act 2004 amended the 1993 Act so as to

offer another 'national Lottery';456

as

highlighted by Miers a nationwide Lottery but distinct

457
The funding controversies generated by this particular
from the National Lottery.

development, especially the provision permitting the siphoning-off of revenues generated by

449
450

Section 5(4), National Lottery Act 1993.
Section 4, ibid.

451

Section 4(2), ibid.
Section (4)(1) ibid.
453
Section 7(1) of the National Lottery Act 2006 amending section 7( 1) of the National Lottery Act 1993 which
previously in its original form merely stated that the licence granted "shall be in writing and shall specify the
period for which (subject to being revoked or suspended) it is to have effect."
454
Miers, D., 'Latest Developments in the United Kingdom's National Lottery', supra note 423, p. 544.
455
Miers, D., 'Gambling in Great Britain: Implementing a Social Responsibility Agenda', supra note 396, p. 586.
Of 39 'instant win games' most involved stakes of either £2 or £1 apart from one game with a stake of £0.25.
Maximum prizes were in the ranged from £6000 on a £1 stake in 'Noughts and Crosses' to £100.000 on a £1
stake in 'Orange' (with the lowest maximum prize being £500 in 'Pluck a Duck' on the £0.25 stake). See
www.national-lottery.co.uk (correct as of June 2009).
456
Section 21(1) of the 2004 Act reads:
"A licence under section 6 of the National Lottery etc Act 1993 (c.39) (licence authorising a body to
promote lotteries as part of the National Lottery) may designate a lottery to which the licence relates as
an Olympic Lottery."
Such a licence was conditional upon the subsequent election by the International Olympic Committee of London
to host the 2012 Games (section 22(2)).
457
Miers, 'Latest Developments in the United Kingdom's National Lottery', supra note 423, p. 544.
452
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the National Lottery to the Olympic Lottery, shall be discussed in the forthcoming section on

the use

of taxation revenues.
Even though the Gambling Commission is wholly independent from the National

Lottery Commission, the two gambling regulators are legally obliged not to function in
isolation from each other. The Gambling Act amendments the 1993 Act so as to oblige the

National Lottery Commission to consult the Gambling Commission should be become "aware

of a matter" about which the latter is "like to have an opinion. „458 Where different regulatory
bodies are competent to regulate sectors of the market which are closely related the duties of
those bodies to communicate with one another are

of vital importance

to prevent regulatory

issues from falling into a regulatory vacuum at the national level. Such practices reflect those

which would be highly beneficial in any internal market for gambling services, even arguably
an

'incomplete' internal market.

3.5.2.2.g.ii

Challenges to the New Regulatory Regime

Although the Gambling Act may have been drafted with technological changes in mind, prior

to the full implementation and operation of the Act in September 2007 questions arose
surrounding the application of the new regulatory regime to an activity which had not been

considered at the time of its drafting. This development being 'Call TV quiz' programmes

which can be differentiated from traditional quiz shows with an element of viewer
participation. The traditional format allowed viewers to call using a premium rate service to
answer a question with the winner being selected at random from a pool of participants who

have answered the question correctly. Call TV quizzes can be distinguished by the fact that
the random selection is made before a participant is given the chance to answer the

question.

459

Digital television has been one of the drivers behind the spread of this activity

given the increased capacity for new channels which has seen new and existing broadcasters
develop new revenue models.

However, numerous cases were reported in the media of

viewers being deceived by the practices of a variety of broadcasters, 460 with a House of
Commons Select Committee complaining of a lack of fairness and transparency in the method

in which the competitions operated. 461

458

Schedule 3, section 2 of the Gambling Act 2005 amending section 4 of the National Lottery Act 1993.
House of Commons, Culture, Media and Sport Committee, Call TV quiz shows, Third Report of Session
2006-07, HC 72,25 January 2007, p. 6.
460
See for example, Gallagher, I., 'Richard and Judy quiz scam. You Say, You Pay...but you've got no chance',
Mail on Sunday, 18 February 2007.
461
Supra note 459, p. 3.
459
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Prior to the coming into force of the Gambling Act there was no single body
responsible for the regulation of the sector, with two bodies enjoying jurisdiction over such
matters; Ofcom which regulates the broadcast content of television programmes and the

Independent Committee for the Supervision of Standards

of Telephone Information Services

(ICSTIS) which regulates the use of premium rate telephone services. However, following a
consultation period which took place prior to the coming into force of the Act, the Gambling

Commission applied the definitions given of lotteries, prize competitions and free draws to
this phenomenon in November 2007.

462

Call TV quizzes which require a degree of skill, judgment or knowledge can be
distinguished from lotteries as prize competitions and those which do not require a stake to be
placed or offer a free entry route as an alternative to the premium rate telephone line could

constitute free draws. Ultimately the Commission had to consider how, in practice, prize

competitions and free draws can be distinguished from lotteries. In doing so it noted that

showing that the competition meets the requirements of section 14(5) regarding the requisite
degree

of skill 'may not always be easy to establish empirically' whether the type of quiz

frequently involved actually requires

a degree

of skill, judgment or knowledge, and whether

the free entry routes (normally via the internet) amount to a viable alternative to the paid route

(the premium rate telephone service). Consequently, Call TV quizzes will not be considered
as

lotteries where sufficient plausible answers are offered to multiple choice questions, where

the question is relevant to the programming content in which the competition is offered,
where the correct answer is not obvious from the question and that 'joke' answers are

avoided. Thus the answers cannot be overly obscure nor so widely known that there is no
degree of skill, judgement or knowledge in reaching the correct answer, because the selection

of the winner would be akin to

a lottery. Free entry routes via the internet as an alternative to

premium rate lines will allow a quiz to qualify as a free draw so long as potential participants
who do not have a home internet connection are given a time frame of three working days to
obtain access elsewhere, that the internet route is available at all times while the competition
463
is being promoted and that the free internet route is widely publicised.

462

Gambling Commission, Prize competitions and free draws: The requirements of the Gambling Act 2005,

supra note 445.
The Gambling Commission notes however that the authoritative interpretation of the definitions of lotteries,
prize competitions and free draws will be given by the courts and thus may not be that offered by its Guidance.
463

Ibid, p. 3.
However sections 258(4)(b) and 259(4)(b) offer operators who are found to offer illegal lotteries the defence that
'he reasonably believed that... the arrangement lo which the charge relates was not a lottery'. It can be expected
that the Commission's Guidance would give rise to such a reasonable expectation.
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In the event that the conditions of constituting a prize competition or free draw are not
met in the case of specific Call TV quizzes they will be considered

as

constituting

a

lottery,

for which the operator will require the relevant lottery operating licences. Those which are not

lotteries will fall outside the scope of the Gambling Act, and the regulation for which will rest

wholly with Ofcom and ICSTIS.

3.5.2.2.g.iii

Poker: an example of non-commercial gaming

Similarly to many other jurisdictions, including France and the Netherlands, poker is
considered as a game

of skill under British law. 464 Under the rules applicable to casino games,

rules of the game are provided for four forms of poker, which is reflective of the fact that
commercial poker operations can only take place in casinos.

Any potential operator wishing to offer non-remote poker in Great Britain thus has to
obtain

a

casino operating licence. This can be done by either of two routes and represents a

situation which applies equally to any would be operator, whether or not they are interested in

fuller range of casino games. Either a new casino licence has to be
obtained or an existing casino business has to be acquired followed by an application for the
offering poker only or

a

required premises licence. However, the number of so-called 'new' casinos, introduced

pursuant to the 2005 Act are limited in number and geographical spread

as

determined by the

Gambling (Geographical Distribution of Large and Small Casino Premises Licences) Order
20()8. The viability of purchasing an existing casino from the 1968 regime depends upon the

economic viability of the operation, and could, in certain areas, count against a new market
entrant who solely wishes to concentrate upon offering poker games.
Poker played at home or in a domestic setting is exempt from the licensing

requirements established by the Gambling Act and this illustrates the flexibility of the regime

imposed by the 2005 Act. Section 296 provides that no offence shall be committed where a
person provides facilities for private gaming and private betting. This exemption for non-

commercial gaming and betting covers gaming, such as poker, where no part of the proceeds

of the event are used for private gain even if the proceeds can be used to cover 'costs
reasonably incurred in organising the event , 465 Poker played on a non-profit basis but
.

involving money amongst friends at home thus falls outside the scope of the regulatory
regime established by the Gambling Act 2005.

464
465

See R. v. Kelly, 12008] EWCA Crim 137, section 2.2.1.
Section 297 Gambling Act 2005.
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The 'gap' between poker played in a non-commercial setting and that offered in a
casino appears quite large, and therefore to prevent an over zealous and possibly

disproportionate application of the gambling regulations poker offered below a certain
threshold in premises serving alcohol or in clubs is also exempt from the requirements of the

Gambling Act. So-called limited stakes poker is permitted without the requirement that an
operating licence is held so long as one of the two applicable regulations is complied with in

addition to the Code of Practice for gaming in clubs and premises with an alcohol licence.

466

Under The Gambling Act 2005 (Exempt Gaming in Alcohol-Licensed Premises) Regulations
200'f67 poker may be offered in pubs however where individual players cannot stake more
than £5 per day. Further, no more than £100 (aggregated) may be staked on games of poker in
one 24 hour period
game

468

whilst the 'maximum amount or value of a prize that may be won in any

of poker is £100'.469 Concurrently, poker can be offered in

clubs, such as members'

clubs and miners' welfare institutes under The Gambling Act 2005 (Exempt Gaming in Clubs)

Regulations 2007470. In relation to poker, the exemption requires that the maximum stake per

player in a single game is £10, whilst the 'aggregate of the amounts that may be staked on
games

of poker in any one day must not exceed £250', with an upper limit of £1000 per seven

days. 471 These aggregate limits apply per venue, and thus ensure that the scale of the poker

played is kept at a small-scale, which is understandable if gambling is to take place outside of

the Gambling Act. This is furthered by the maximum prize, or value thereof, for a winner of a
poker game is £250.

472

However, the application of the Code of Practice seeks to ensure that even on a smallscale below the threshold at which the Gambling Act

will formally apply,

such poker games

do not escape the reach of the underlying regulatory objectives. This Code seeks to ensure

that persons who are underage for gambling premises licensed under the Act cannot access
such non-commercial offerings; all payments must be in cash with no credit allowed; and

equipment used for playing the game must be property of the premise owner. Specific rules

for poker are also given, showing a preference for the use of chips instead of cash, and further

include recording duties to be undertaken by the 'gaming supervisor

, 473
.

A record must be

466 The role of 'codes of practice' within the British regulatory regime is explained in section 3.5.2.4.
461 Sl. 2007/1940, The Gambling Act 2005 (Exempt Gaming in Alcohol-Licensed Premises) Regulations 2007.
468
469

470
471

Ibid.,Regulation 2(3).
Ibid., Regulation 3( 1 ).
S.I. 2007/1944, The Gambling Act 2005 (Exempt Gaming in Clubs) Regulations 2007.
Ibid., Regulation 2 thereof.

472

Ibid., Regulation 3.
In premises where alcohol is served this person is understood to be the designated premises supervisor as
defined in the Licensing Act 2003.

473
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kept of the number of games played, the number of players and the amount staked 'to ensure
that the individual, daily and weekly stake and prize limits are not exceeded. ,474

It is

questionable how practical these requirements are especially if the responsibility falls to a
person involved with other premise-related responsibilities combined with the fact that the

premise owner cannot generate any private profit from the activity in question, apart from

increased food and beverage sales. Furthermore, where the amounts staked are recorded
accurately it could be difficult to manage to ensure that the limited supply of poker permitted
is not utilised at the beginning of the week, or by one large party. Furthermore, what should

the supervisor do if the stake limit is reached part way through a game?
These requirements show an attempt to permit very small scale gambling to take place

outside of the Act, whilst not endangering the objectives of the Act itself. The question
however arises as to whether the requirements of the supporting Code are practical and of any

interest to

a

landlord or members' club given the relatively intensive supervision required

whilst no profit can be directly made from hosting poker. From an internal market
perspective, any service provider wishing to make use of these regulations would clearly

already have to be established within Great Britain, and hence the United Kingdom, but
perhaps more importantly the impact of this exemption should be borne in mind when

discussions occur regarding the equivalence of national objectives and standards. Given the

fact that the exemption

and connected rules

apply only to gambling in UK

based

establishments they cannot be used to demonstrate that in a cross-border context another

Member State authority should

regard these rules as reflecting an overall gambling regulatory

regime which upholds lower standards. On the contrary, at a more generic level they suggest
that the regulatory system seeks to respond to demand patterns and therefore offer an

exemption, or perhaps partial exemption is a more accurate description, for non-commercial

poker in social settings and thereby has a greater impact in upholding the regulatory

objectives than a complete ban on all poker gambling outside of full casinos which would
otherwise encourage illegal operations. This line of reasoning depends upon the level of the

thresholds set; too low and illegal poker gambling will occur; and if too high the amount of
monies staked

will result in non-compliance with

the regulatory objectives of the Gambling

Act.

3.5.2.3 Coverage of different forms of gambling, online versus offline

474 Rule 2.4 of the Code of Practice for gaming in clubs and premises with an alcohol licence of July 2007.
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Gambling via means of remote communications is subject to the same objectives

conducted in a face to face manner and online gambling can be considered

largely in the same manner

as

as

as

gambling

being treated

offline gambling. Perhaps the most significant difference is

territorial application of the Gambling Act to operators. Section 33 makes it unlawful to
provide gambling facilities without authorisation by way of a licence or subject to

a

specific

exemption. However, section 36 permits overseas remote gambling operators to supply UK
residents with gambling services without the need to possess any licence, whilst not

committing an offence under section 33(1).

To do so remote gambling suppliers must ensure that they do not have any piece of
equipment within Great Britain. Consequently, providers located within a Member State of
the European Union, or any other jurisdiction will not be amenable to British jurisdiction if

UK residents make use of their services. Interestingly this applies equally to passive and
active supply. A provider located in Malta, Gibraltar or the Curacao would not fall under

British jurisdiction if it were the case that a few British residents made use of their services
which were directed at residents of other jurisdictions, and not the UK. This would amount to
an instance of passive supply. However, the same providers are not amenable to British

jurisdiction even if they were to actively target and supply British residents by way of
advertising, offering bets on British sporting and other events. Should
piece

a

provider locate one

of equipment within Great Britain then they will fall under the scope of the Gambling

Act.
Such a situation gives rise to some interesting comparisons with 'face to face'

gambling. It is readily understandable that a gambling provider located within Great Britain is
amenable to British jurisdiction and often this

will involve the use of more than

one piece of

equipment. It is also understandable that the British Government does not seek to regulate the

provision of face to face gambling services in other jurisdictions when the operator does not
have a presence within Great Britain. Attempting to regulate the provision of casino gambling

in Slovenia or Macau would not be a politically feasible nor desirable exercise, regardless of
the

difficulties associated with establishing jurisdiction under principles of public

international law. Nevertheless, there is no reason to believe that British residents do not
respond to offers

of gambling providers while they

are

outside of the territory of Great

Britain. In this sense, the UK government does not attempt to exert any regulatory jurisdiction
over a Slovenian casino operator which provides gambling services to British holidaymakers

and neither to Maltese-based internet gambling operators which supply services to British
residents in their homes.
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Although the Gambling Act establishes

a

regulatory framework for advertising,

foreign gambling cannot be advertised to British residents without an offence being
committed under section 331(1).475 ,Foreign gambling' is defined as that taking place in a

non-EEA jurisdiction in the case of face to face gambling or where the arrangements for
remote gambling do not take place within the jurisdiction of an EEA state. For both nonremote and remote gambling 'foreign' is equated with originating beyond the EEA, and only

advertising for gambling services which is based outside of the EEA is deemed foreign unless

placed upon

a

white list pursuant to section 331(4). This allows the Government to permit

providers established in non-EEA jurisdictions to advertise to British residents should the
Government be satisfied with the regulatory environment in those jurisdictions. Currently

only the Isle of Man and Alderney are placed upon this white list. Providers located outside of

the EEA, the Isle of Man

British residents, and this

and Alderney cannot advertise to

prohibition encompasses both print based advertising and that conducted via remote means. It
is interesting to realise

a

point which is perhaps overlooked; the ability or inability to

advertise applies equally to remote and face to face gambling. While remote gambling

receives the most attention, casinos and other forms of face to face, 'bricks and mortar'

operations in EEA jurisdictions, the Isle of Man and Alderney can advertise to British
residents. However a casino in Las Vegas would be unable to, and for all intents and purposes

is placed in the same position as an internet casino operator located in the Curacao.

Given the nature of forms of remote communication, as exemplified by the internet,
the casino operator in Slovenia is unable to provide gambling services to British residents in a

manner comparable to the operator of the Maltese website who is able to actively target

British residents at relatively little cost.
Taking
treated in

a

a

theoretical approach, both online and offline forms of gambling are being

comparable, non-discriminatory manner. Operators with equipment within Great

Britain are amenable to British jurisdiction and the scope of the Gambling Act, while those
without any equipment within Great Britain fall outside the scope of the Act. Nevertheless the
latter operators are still able to provide gambling services to British residents. In effect
however, a critical distinction is drawn between online and offline forms of gambling as the

former is far more likely to face competition from providers who are not located within Great

Britain, and perhaps operate in

a

regulatory environment suited to pure profit maximisation.

However, to the extent that substitution exists between online gambling services and offline

475

66

A person commits an offence if he advertises foreign gambling other than

a

lottery.

"
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gambling services,

476

the entire national market is subject to competition from overseas

operators remaining beyond the Act.

Furthermore, the Government had envisaged that the regulatory environment

established by the Act with the credibility that it would lend would encourage various
operators to return to British shores.

477

However contrary to the expectation that "the most

modern and the toughest regulatory regime for gambling anywhere in the world" would flock
to the United Kingdom the opposite scenario is emerging.

478

Various British bookmakers

have remained offshore, with some relocating to jurisdictions from which they can advertise
to British residents, or as in the case of the yet to be privatised Tote some operators have left

the UK for offshore jurisdictions. 479 Indeed, many 'u-turn' constructions can be expected,
where operators establish themselves in other Member States to avoid regulatory burdens yet

continue to

serve their original

'home market'. Furthermore, the

relatively high rates

of

taxation combined with the fact that operators established throughout the EEA can readily
supply British residents will encourage an emigration of online operators.

480

Such 'u-turn' constructions only become incompatible with Community law if they

amount to abuse of the freedoms granted by the free movement principles, and in this case

particularly that of establishment. Very summarily, in the case of Centros the ECJ recognised

inherent in the freedom of establishment is the right of persons to establish themselves in
481
However, Centros has to be balanced
jurisdictions where conditions are least restrictive.

against an earlier case which arose in the context of the Television without Frontiers

It is also conceivable that consumer preferences will indicate that a distinction can be made between online
gambling services of operators located within Great Britain and those located overseas. There may be a higher
degree of substitution between British located offline gambling and British online gambling services compared
to British located offline gambling and overseas online gambling. Perhaps the overseas category would further
distinguish between suppliers located within the internal market and those located in other jurisdictions. To the
author's knowledge research on such consumer preferences does not (currently) exist.
477
The then Secretary of State announced that it was the Government's intention to offer an environment where
offshore operators could "operate in a proper regulatory framework that protects the interests of individual
players and ensures that children cannot play on the internet." T. Jowell MP, 426 Parliamentary Debates, House
of Common, Hansard cols. 31 and 39,1 November 2004.
478
Ibid, col. 42.
479
The Tote is the Government owned bookmaker which is to be privatised but already has an internet operation
under the name of Totesport Casino. In response to Alderney being included within the Government's
advertising whitelist Totesport Casino relocated from Curacao to Alderney to take advantage of the unrestricted
advertising opportunities which include the ability to sponsor horseracing events. Consequently Totesport
Casino seeks to reach the UK market while avoiding the regulatory regime established by the Gambling Act and
476

as an 'embarrassment' for the Government.
The
Guardian, 21 December 2007.
See Bowers, S., 'Tote's online casino finds tax haven',
480
Apart from the regulatory burden combined with the open border aspect of the regime one of the principal
reasons behind such migration is the rate of taxation. At 15% of gross gaming revenues is far higher than
alternative jurisdictions and what the industry was anticipating For example see Blitz, R., 'William Hill closer to

the 15% remote gaming duty.

This has been described

moving online trade offshore', Financial Times, 26 June 2009.
Case C-212/97, Centros Ltd v. Erhvervs- og Selskabsstyrelsen, [1999] ECR I-1459, para. 27.

481
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Directive, namely that of TV/0.

482

In this case the ECJ concluded that

a

Dutch broadcaster

which established itself in Luxembourg with the objective of targeting the Netherlands
exercised the freedom of establishment with the sole aim of avoiding Dutch legislation, and

consequently the Dutch authorities were able to treat the broadcaster as if it were a domestic
one.

483

Although debate as what constitutes an abuse of the freedom of establishment rumbles

on sight should not be lost of the fact that the freedom is the 'general rule' and that "the

evasion doctrine is simply an exception which has to be restrictively applied."484 Returning to

the situation at hand, u-turn cases where services are directed towards the United Kingdom

are unlikely to amount to abuses of Community law since the Gambling Act 2005 expressly
provides that operators established in other Member States can supply the British market

without any restrictions. Consequently, for many operators the United Kingdom government
has probably priced itself out of the market.

Attribution of licensing powers to natic,nat and sub-national bodies

3.5.2.4

Integral to, and fundamental for, the achievement of national policy objectives
(particularly those of a social nature) is the framework of
has been

a

complex licensing system which

established by the Act, which is furthered by the issuance of highly specific

secondary legislation. Given that the National Lottery is not governed by the Gambling Act,

the licence to operate the Lottery is awarded by the National Lottery Commission. In broad
terms both systems will be outlined, saving detailed descriptions for subsequent Chapters

where specific issues will be discussed. Licences can be awarded for all forms of gambling

falling under the scope of the Act by both the Gambling Commission and licensing authorities
which ensures that there is a degree of local decision making in the application of national
gambling objectives.

485

Section 21 of the Gambling Act sees that the Gaming Board for Great Britain is
replaced with the Gambling Commission in response to the call in the Budd Report for a

'unified regulator'. The remainder of Part 2 of the Act details the nature of the Commission
which has the duty to promote the licensing objectives and to "permit gambling, in so far as
482

Case C-23/93, TVIO SA v Com,nissariaat voor de Media, \\ 9941 ECR 1-4795. The impact of the decision in
TVIO may have been reduced by a later case: namely C-56/96, VT4 Ltd v VIaamse Gemeenschap, I 19971 ECR I3143.

/bid, at para. 21. For further discussion see Littler, A., 'Regulatory Perspectives on the Future of interactive
Gambling in the Internal Market', European Law Review, 33(2) (2008), 211-229 p. 227.
484
Buendia Sierra, J.L., Exclusive Rights and State Monopolies Under EC Law. Article 86 (Formerly Article 90)
of the EC Treaty (Oxford; Oxford University Press, 1999), p. 242.
485
Section 2 defines 'licensing authorities' by reference to the various forms of local government which are
found within England and Wales, and Scotland.
483
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„486
[it] thinks it reasonably consistent with pursuit of the licensing objectives.
The principal

duties of the Gambling Commission are to issue codes of practice about the manner in which
gambling facilities are provided, with

a

particular emphasis upon ensuring that gambling is

conducted in a fair and open way; the protection of children and other vulnerable persons
from being harmed or exploited by gambling; and making assistance available to those who
are or may be affected by problem gambling. Furthermore the Commission is under a duty to
issue guidance to local authorities as to their functions under the Act' 87 as well as advising the

Secretary of State on various aspects pertaining to the regulation of gambling.

488

To uphold

the legislative objectives and the effectiveness of the licensing regime the Commission is

responsible for compliance with the regulatory framework stemming from the Act,

is reinforced by the express provision of power to investigate whether

a

489

which

criminal offence has

been committed under the Act and to institute criminal proceedings with regards to this type

of offence. 490 While the Commission's remit does not include the National Lottery the
Commission cannot function without due regard for the National Lottery Commission which
it is under a duty to consult.

491

Although the Gambling Commission may represent the notion that there is a single
regulator, the fact that anyone of the local authorities in Great Britain could be called upon by

an applicant to play a role in the licensing of a gambling operation considerably increases the
potential overall mass of regulators and the scope for divergences emerging. This section will

now provide an overview of these licences.
Three broad categories of licence are available for supplying gambling services based

within Great Britain, namely operating licences, personal licences and for non-remote
gambling a premise licence is also required. Each of these categories will be discussed, with
an emphasis on the conditions under which they are granted and the accompanying conditions
to which licence holders are bound to adhere to.

3.5.2.4.a

Operating licences

486

Section 22 Gambling Act 2005
487 Section 25 (1) ibid.:

'The Commission shall from time to time issue guidance as to(a)the manner in which local authorities are to exercise their functions under this Act, and
(b) in particular, the principles to be applied by local authorities in exercising their functions under this
Act."
488 Section 26 ibid.
489

490
491

Section 27 ibid.
Section 28 ibid.
Section 31 ibid. This duty also applies to the Commissioners of Customs and Excise under Section 32.
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Part 5 of the Act provides for the award of operating licences by the Gambling Commission
which authorises the licensee to operate a particular form of gambling. Where applicable,
dependant upon the nature of the activity being licensed, three types of operating licence may

be awarded; a non-remote licence, an ancillary remote licence and a remote licence. Nonremote licences regulate the supply of gambling within bricks-and-mortar venues, such as
casinos and bingo halls whilst remote operating licences cover the provision of remote

gambling services where

a

particular form of gambling is offered by means of remote

communication. In the event that the operations are to be carried out in respect of remote

gambling or by means of remote communication then an operating licence will constitute a
remote gambling licence.

492

To be eligible for the award of

a remote

gambling licence the

applicant must have remote gambling equipment which is to be used in connection with the
licensed activities located in Great Britain.

493

offer venue based gambling in order to acquire

of non-remote licencees can obtain

A remote operator is under no obligation to
a remote

gambling licence, although, holders

an ancillary remote licence which allows them to offer a

limited supply of remote gambling services. Attention shall

be focused on either remote or

non-remote operating licences.

All applicants for

an operating licence, whether non-remote or remote complete an

identical application furm,

494

with further details being requested from remote operating

licence applicants in an additional form. 495 As an integral element of the British regulatory

environment, representing

a

gateway to the regime presided over by the Gambling

Commission it is important to understand how the requirements of this application procedure,
as represented by the application form and accompanying guidance may hinder applicants
based outside of the United Kingdom.

492

Section 67 ibid. However certain combinations of types of gambling are possible within a single operating
licence under section 68.
493
Section 89(2) ibid.
494
Forrn
al:
Licence
available
Operating
Application

http://www.gamblingcommission.gov.uk/UploadDocs/publications/DocumenU423044 OL Apr)Form 2.0 web.
with
Licence
at:
Forms
Guidance
Notes
available
Operating
Application
http://www.gamblingcommission.gov.uk/UploadDocs/publications/Document/423044 GN AppForm 2.0 web.

Rsif

Pdf.
495

Operating Licence Application Form: Annex R Remote Operators Only, available at:
http://www.gamblingcommission.gov.uk/UploadDocs/publications/Document/423044 OL AnnexR 2.0 web.pdf. Guidance is found in Annex R Remote Operators Only, available at :
http://www.gamblingcommission.gov.uk/UploadDocs/publications/Document/423044 GN Appform 2.0 web.
adf.
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An initial requirement is the all applicants provide
the United Kingdom,

496

a

correspondence address within

however the accompanying Guidance specifically notes that this

could be a third party's address such as a solicitor. Consequently it appears that an

undertaking need not have an establishment as such within the United Kingdom if it wishes to

obtain

a

(remote) operating licence from the Gambling Commission. However,

ascertained a piece

as

already

of equipment involved in the offering of remote gambling will need to be

located within the United Kingdom. Equipment need not correlate to establishment, a point

which shall be returned to in Chapter

5

regarding the freedom to provide services and the

freedom of establishment. As a preliminary observation it would appear that any hindrance or

inconvenience that the requirement to have a United Kingdom correspondence address is

mitigated by the possible use of the address of

a

third party. Potential operators who are

unfamiliar with the British regulatory system may well seek legal advice before applying for a
licence, remote or non-remote, and therefore such a requirement is unlikely to represent a

burden of any significant magnitude. Applicants already located within the United Kingdom

will naturally find it easier to comply with this requirement but the extent to which any nonUnited Kingdom based applicants are placed in a disadvantageous position should be
considered in light of the fact that many 'domestic' applications may well also seek advice of

solicitors in making their applications, particularly since no existing domestic operator with
experience of the pre-Gambling Act environment, will be familiar with the requirements of
the new regime. For a period of time domestic and non-domestic applicants will be equally

unfamiliar, which may of course become unequal over time. This gives a temporal aspect to
any discrimination between national and non-national applicants which may be found to exist,

since non-national applicants

will always need to find a third party address to use.

An important element of this 'open' regulatory regime is the fact that any undertaking
applying must provide details of its registered status, regardless of whether it is registered in
the United Kingdom or elsewhere.

Moreover, if it is not

a registered company, then the

address of the headquarters must be provided. Operators of remote and non-remote gambling

thus do not need to have their seat or headquarters within the United Kingdom to fall within
497
the scope of the regulatory regime.

Any criminal convictions relating to the corporate entity applying for an operating
licence, and individuals associated with that conviction, must also be declared to the

Question 3, Operating Licence Application Form. thus seemingly including applicants based in Northern
Ireland.

496

497

Questions 5&6 ibid.
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Gambling Commission regardless of where conviction occurred. According the application

form such convictions do not necessarily lead to the rejection of a licence but non-disclosure
498
Similar disclosure
may result in suspension or revocation of any licence awarded.

requirements are made with regards to whether the 'the applicant is subject to any current,
pending or previous investigations by any statutory, regulatory or governing bodies in respect

of any gambling licences, certificates or permits' both within and outside of Great Britain. 499
Furthermore, copies of any existing overseas licences held by the operator should be enclosed

with the application; which illustrates that the United Kingdom system does not take a
British-centric regulatory approach and is willing to give due consideration to licences
granted by other jurisdictions, in addition to the outcome of foreign criminal proceedings.

Additional details are requested from applicants for

a

remote licence which obliges

them to detail key equipment which will be used in the provision of gambling services. Key

equipment covers equipment such as a random number generator and as that used to keep a
record of gambling transactions. The applicant has to state where the equipment is located,

and since UK jurisdiction is triggered by the presence of a single piece of such software

within Great Britain the Gambling Commission deems it necessary that it is provided with a
full picture of the where the other components in the provision of internet gambling service
are located.

Potential issues arising from the use of non-domestic information by a national

regulator in a field where there is no degree of harmonisation between national requirements,
let alone whether equivalent instruments exist within other jurisdictions (EU or otherwise) are
discussed in relation to the requirements of the personal licences below.

Personal Licence

3.5.2.4.b

To offer gambling services within the regulatory environment provided for by the Gambling

Act 2005 individuals working inside the industry are required to hold

a personal

licence

pursuant to section 80 of the Act. These licences are awarded to individuals rather than the

employing operator and may be used in relation to more than one operating licence. Section
127 provides that such licences will be granted to those who perform a specified management

office or

a

specified operational function with regard to the provision of gambling facilities,

or persons who provide gambling facilities. An exemption from this requirement is found in
section 129 for "small-scale operators" for each operating licence there has to be at least one
498

499

Section 4 'Criminality and Investigations', and Question 16 specifically, ibid
Questions 17 & 18, ibid.
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individual occupying
thenn to do so.

a specified management

office who holds

a personal licence

permitting

500

Two forms of licence are available under this heading, and whilst an individual may

only hold one personal licence at any given time, the Gambling Commission is authorised to
permit individual holders to perform more than one function on the basis of a single
501

These two forms are:

•

Personal Management Licence (PML). Examples include Chief Executive Officer,

licence.

Compliance director and Trustee responsible for lotteries.

•

502

Personal Functional Licence (PFL). Examples include casino dealer/croupier,

casino cashier and casino security positions.

503

PML licences are required for those who occupy management positions in the provision of
gambling services under operating licences, and are responsible for management function
such as overall strategy and marketing and commercial development. Concurrently PFL

licences are required for those who hold any function which enables them to influence the

outcome of gambling, or relates to the receiving or paying of money in connection with

gambling. Subject to certain exceptions, under section 128 of the Act provisions applicable to
operating licences are also applicable to both forms of personal licences.

504

It is the responsibility of the Gambling Commission to grant these licences, and
applications are made on the basis of the Personal Licence Application form which covers the

two forms of personal licence.

505

This form, in common with the operating licence application

scn Sl. 200613266 The Gambling Act 2005 (Dejinition of Small-scale Operator) Regulations 2006 defines
'small-scale' operators for the purposes of section 129 of the Gambling Act 2005 as a holder of an operating
licence where in relation to the licensed activities there are no more than three qualified positions which are
occupied by a qualified person. 'Qualifying position' relates to management functions such as the management
of the licensed activity or the marketing thereof (Regulation 2(2)), whilst 'quali fied person' primarily relates to
the holder of the operating licence (Regulation 2(3)(a)).
501

Section 133, Gambling Act 2005.
at:
Commission
the
website
of
the
on
As
Gambling
given
http://www.gamblingcommission.gov.uk/Client/detail.asp?ContentId=124 (accessed on 21 March 2009).
503
at:
Commission
the
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of
on
the
As
Gambling
given
http://www.gamblingcommission.gov.uk/Client/detail.asp?Contentld=125 (accessed on 22 March 2009).
501
Provisions of Part 5 'Operating Licences' of the Gambling Act 2005 which have been deemed inapplicable to
personal licences or modified, are to be found in The Gambling (Personal Licences) (Moddication of Part 5 of
the Gambling Act 2005) Regulations 2006 which entered into force on 1 January 2007. These will not be
discussed here, other than i f and where appropriate.
505
available
at
Licence
Personal
Forill,
Commission,
Application
Gambling
502

http://www.gamblingcommission.gov.uk/UploadDocs/publications/Document/Personal%20licence%20applicati
Notes
at
Guidance
with
on%20-%20v2.0.pdf
along
http://www.gamblingcommission.gov.uk/UploadDocs/publications/Document/Personal%20licence%20applicati
on%20-%20v2.0.pdf (accessed 22 March 2009).
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form requires the applicant to provide a correspondence address within Great Britain.506 A
number of other provisions could be of particular interest with a view to applicants based
outside Great Britain. Personal information such as nationality, place and country of birth and

number of years of continuous residence in Great Britain are required can readily be
understood as ascertaining the identity of the applicant. However

of greater interest are the

requirements relating to the disclosure of particular information. The Gambling Commission
requires that applicants disclose the following information:

•

Criminal convictions including

a

formal police reprimand, warning or caution in Great

Britain or aboard (including being charged with an offence and awaiting trial or under
. 507

investigation).

• Whether any civil proceedings were taken against the applicant, within Great Britain
only.

•

508

Whether they are subject to

a current

or pending, or have previously been subject to an

'investigation by any statutory, regulatory or governing body in Great Britain or
abroad... in respect of any licence, certificate or permit held[] ,509

• Whether any gambling related licences, certificates or permits have been held in Great
Britain or abroad, and whether there has been any disciplinary action taken in relation
to such licences in five years

previous to the application.

510

• Whether the applicant has been declared bankrupt or entered into an agreement with
creditors in Great Britain or aboard. 511
In assessing the probity of the applicant, with a view to securing and maintaining the

objectives of the regulatory regime the Gambling Commission clearly does not limit the
information which it requires to the jurisdiction from which the licence will be offered.
Through requiring information to be given relating to criminal convictions and bankruptcy

which have occurred outside of the British legal system the Gambling Commission takes a

truly global approach, which could be considered to reflect the global approach of the overall
regulatory system; remote gambling licences offer a platform the provision of gambling
services beyond the strict territorial jurisdiction of the Gambling Commission.

506

One of the boxes under Question l 'Applicant Identity' requests the applicant to give the 'country', only in
the Guidance document is the requirement that 'country' refers to one of the constituent countries of Great

Britain, ibid.
Question 7 ibid.
508
Question 9 ibid.
507

509
510
511

Question 10 ibid.
Question 11 ibid.
Questions 1 5& 1 6 ibid.
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It is unclear however, how well equipped the Gambling Commission is to assess the
equivalence of evidence from other jurisdictions, relating to criminal proceedings for example

or the equivalence of a gambling licence issued by particular jurisdictions. Presumably all
gambling licences are not treated equally; regard must be had to the requirements for gaining
such licences, the regulatory objectives of the issuing regime, and the supervision and
enforcement mechanisms to which the holder is subject. Furthermore, applicants who have

built

a

career in the gambling industry of a particular jurisdiction which does not offer

personal gambling licences (or an equivalent thereof) may be at a disadvantage; if a state

provides only that

a

monopoly may offer gambling services and does not licence individual

employees such an employee, even if in a managerial function would not be able to state that

a licence has been held. Would a high ranking official from within Holland Casino be at a

disadvantage if he or she subsequently applied for
Commission and had not held

a

a personal

licence from the Gambling

licence of one type or another simply because the Dutch

system does not operate on the basis of this concept? Arguably their experience should be

evident from other areas of their application form, but the British system appears to rely in
part on other jurisdictions employing similar licensing regimes. Some concepts such as

criminal records and bankruptcy are common to all legal systems thus providing the
Gambling Commission with approximate equivalents upon which decisions can be based.

Gambling licences thereof may or may not be part of this arsenal of information.
This does not deny the fact that a considerable part of the entrance requirements to the

British regulatory regime rests upon the Gambling Commissions' understanding of foreign
legal systems, a challenge not only in relation to the other twenty-six Member States but one

of far more immense proportions when taken the global level. Moreover, the impact of this is

likely to be far greater for those who do not have
regulatory system;

if

a record

within the British legal and

applicant A falls entirely within the British regulatory system then

applicant A's application will be far easier to assess than applicant B's which is based entirely

in another domestic or domestic regulatory environments. B's situation would be exacerbated

if there were no licences issued by the regulatory system in which experience had been
gained, thus not contributing any positive attribution to the applicant's probity. In essence this

is a symptom of the lack of harmonisation between national systems within the EU; within a

of national requirements and processes uncovering equivalent information is
problematic; this should be thought of in terms of problems arising from a lack of

disparate range

likely to be

harmonisation of procedural requirements rather than one of substantive conditions. Full

harmonisation of the latter type would almost certainly eliminate such difficulties but in itself

192

is not necessary to comply with the free movement principles. Ultimately the position of an

operator such as B in this example would depend upon whether the examination carried out
by the Gambling Commission is proportionate to the United Kingdom's policy objectives.
The most significant difference in treatment between British based and non-British
based applicants is the requirement for a policy report to be enclosed with the application.

512

Such a report is only required from those applicants who are not British nationals and who

have not lived within Great Britain for more than two

of other European Union Member

States this

years.

From the perspective of residents

requirement, as well as that to have a

correspondence address in Great Britain, will be discussed in Chapter 6.

Premises Licences

3.5.2.4.c

Non-remote gambling requires

a

physical venue in which the operator can provide gambling

services, and to this end a premises licence is required. In contrast to operating and personal
licences premise licences are not awarded by the Gambling Commission but by the relevant

local authority. Those forms of gambling for which a licence by

a

(local) licencing authority

are principally casino premises, bingo premises, betting premises included tracks and

premises used by betting intermediaries, adult gaming centres (for certain categories of

gaming machines) and family entertainment centres (for the least harmful forms of gaming
1 513

machines).

-

There is

a degree

of coordination of the application process for premise

licences, which seeks to provide some uniformity regardless
a casino or bingo hall.

of whether the application is for

514

A clear advantage of the involvement of local government is that local preferences

will

be

reflected in the decision whether

a

particular licence should be awarded. From a

national perspective variations between the approaches of individual licensing authorities may

lead to the impression that the award of licences lacks a degree of consistency. While local
512

Section 11 'Enclosures' of the Personal Licence Application Form.
There are other means by which authorisation for the use of premises for gambling purposes may be obtained.
Paragraph 403 of the Explanatory Notes accompanying the Act indicates that these are:

513

66

•

•
•

Occasional use notices or football pools authorisations under Part 3 of the Act;
Temporary use notices under Part 9 of the Act;
Permits for family entertainment centres (Category D machines only) under Part 10 of the

Act;

• Authorisations for alcohol licensed premises; clubs and miners' welfare institutes and
•

•

travelling fairs, all under Part 12 of the Act;
Permissions for prize gaming under Part 13 of the Act; and
Authorisations for private and non-commercial gaming and betting under Part 14 of the

Act."
5'4 S 1.2001 1459, The Gambling Act 2005 (Premises Licences and Provisional Statements) Regulations 2007.
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preferences should be respected it is understandable that there should be a degree of
coherence in upholding the objectives of the Act and henceforth the Gambling Commission
has been empowered to issue guidance to local authorities,

515

to which they are to 'have

regard'.516

Operators who seek to operate new gambling venues in a variety
to obtain premise licences from the relevant local authorities.

517

of locations will have

Consequently an operator

based in another jurisdiction would not only have to obtain an operating licence and personal

licence from the Gambling Commission, but also satisfy the somewhat more specific
concerns of local authorities. While this would occur under the umbrella of the 2005 Act, it

could provide for a greater regulatory compliance burden for operators wishing to establish

casinos in

a number

of locations than if the award of the licence was to rest with the

518
Gambling Commission.

3.5.2.4.d

Conditions and Codes of Practice

Operators of all forms of gambling falling within the scope of the Gambling Act 2005 have to

comply with the various licence conditions and codes of practice as

a requirement

of their

licence award. The power of the Gambling Commission to determine licence conditions is
granted by section 75 in relation to both operating licences and personal licences. However, it

is through the codes that the Gambling Commission discharges its duty to permit gambling as
519
Section 24 of the Act
far as it thinks is reasonably consistent with the objectives of the Act.

simultaneously obliges and empowers the Gambling Commission to enact such codes. Read
together, the first two parts

of section

24 require the Gambling Commission to issue 'one or

more codes of practice about the manner in which facilities for gambling are provided' with
regard to upholding the three objectives of the Gambling Act. Section 24(4) then empowers
the Gambling Commission to establish a code

of practice concerning advertising or describing

gambling facilities. Complacency from a compliance perspective should not be derived from

the use of the term 'code of practice', but these codes should be considered as part of the
conditions which are attached to licences granted by the Gambling Commission. Generally
speaking, a breach of the terms of such

codes will not give rise to civil or criminal

515 Ibid
516

Section 25(2) and Section 153(1) Gambling Act 2005, with regard to premises licences.
Premises licences are issued for casinos, bingo operations, adult gaming centres, family entertainment centres
and betting premises. See Section 150(1 ) Gambling Act 2005.
518
In his article o f 2007
519
Miers, 'Gambling in Great Britain: Implementing a Social Responsibility Agenda', supra note 396, (p. 588).
517
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proceedings, but this does not imply that this form of soft law is toothless. 520 Reflecting the
status

of

these codes as

being part of the conditions which operators are bound by the

Gambling Commission is empowered to revoke licences or impose financial penalties on
operators found in breach of the conditions therein.

521

However, as Miers explains, criminal

proceedings can be initiated for breaches of the social responsibility code since this code
seeks to uphold the licensing objecitves which are fundamental to the regulatory regime. 522

Section 82 of the Act requires that operators adhere to any code of practice which the
Gambling Commission issues persuant to section 24(2) whilst section 33 establishes the
conditions under which criminal penalties may arise; one of which is failing to carry out the

gambling activity in accordance with the licensing terms and conditions. 523

As Appendix II illustrates there is

a range

of conditions and codes of practice which

are applicable; all operators must abide by the Licence Conditions and Codes of Practice524 ·in

addition to the code specific to the type of operating licence which they have been granted.
For example, the holder of a non-remote casino operating licence will have to adhere to the

Conditions and Codes of Practice applicable to Non-remote Casino Licences of December
2008,525 whilst a remote casino operator has to comply with the Conditions and Codes of

Practice applicable to Remote Casino Licences and Remote Casino Ancillary Licences. 526
Furthermore, conditions are attached to personal licences, which as will be seen reflect some

of the more generic concerns which the generally applicable Licence Conditions and Codes of

Practice seeks to address. 527

520

Section 24(8) Gambling Act 2005.
Sections 119-121 Gambling Act 2005. Section 120(1)(b) clearly states that breaching a condition of the
licence is grounds for revocation. However (a) suggests that the Gambling Commission enjoys some discretion
in that revocation may follow from "a licensed activity" which has been "carried on in a manner which is
inconsistent with the licensing objectives." Although the codes of practice enumerate the licensing objectives,
this provision appears to suggest that revocation could still anse from an operator neglecting to respect the
objectives but without the Commission having to establish that a specific licence condition was breached.
522
Miers, supra note 396.
523
Section 33(3)(b) Gambling Act 2005.
524
Version of October 2008, available at: http://www.i:aniblintlci,inniivion.gc,v.uk/pdf/I«C'CP'i<20521

9 2( )(}ctck 2( 12()()8. pdf

(accessed on 22 October 2009).
Version
of
December
available
at:
2008,
http://www.gamblingcc,mmis,ion.gov.uk/pdf/Licencecl.20condilions(k 24)and'3·2(kc,des'); 2(li,1'%2(}practiceS·202
009%,20casino9f·20-%201)ecember%202008.pdf (accessed 22 October 2009).
526
Available
at:
http://www.ganibli ngcommission.gov.uk/pdf/Licence'i; 20conditionsck 2{)andch 20code#%2()of%2()practiceg 2()2
()09%20renic,te'3.20casinock,20-%2()1)eceinber'i .202()08.pdf (accessed 22 October 2009).
525

527

See Conditions and Codes of Practice applicable to: Personal Management Licences and Personal

Functional

December
2008.
Available
at
Licences,
http://www.ganiblingcommission.eciv.uk/pdf/licence%2()conditions';4 20andok.2(}cl,des'k 2(k,15 20practice'* 2020
09%20personal%2()licencesch,20-%2(}december'k·202(}08.pdf (accessed on 22 October 2009).
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Whilst it would be beyond the realms of this manuscript to consider all conditions and
codes

of practice for every licence type the substantive content of the generally applicable

Licence Conditions and Codes of Practice shall be reviewed with a double aim. Firstly to gain

an understanding of any measures which may differentiate between providers or recipients of

gambling services outside of the Untied Kingdom compared to those within, and secondly to
appreciate the overall standard the regulatory regime seeks to uphold the objectives thereof.

Observations founded upon these general standards do not exclude the subsequent

consideration of more specific conditions and codes of practice, if and where appropriate.

This is of particular relevance given the analysis which will form the basis of Chapter

6 in which the compatibility of the national regulatory regimes with the free movement
principles is considered. Briefly, it could be argued that any operator wishing to avail itself to
the regulatory regime of a Member State, so as to acquire a licence from there, should accept

that all conditions attached to that licence should be complied with. Particular conditions are

applicable to both remote or non-remote gambling licences, and the attachment of conditions

to either is likely to be easily justified in the context of a regulatory system which is relatively
open to undertakings established in other Member States. As has been discussed above, a

remote gambling operating licence may be obtained upon the basis of only one piece of

equipment being located within Great Britain. It is highly contestable that if a licence were to

be awarded to an undertaking on the basis of a single piece of 'key equipment' within the
temtorial application of the Gambling Act, that this would amount to establishment.

Establishment, it will subsequently be argued, provides
scope than situations falling under the freedom

a

Member State greater regulatory

of services. Nevertheless, the regime created

by the Gambling Act, does not distinguish between the provision of gambling services falling
under Article 43 EC or Article 49 EC. Therefore, particular requirements placed upon those

undertakings which are otherwise eligible to be granted market access may be appear

disproportionate under the services heading, whilst this may not be the case under
establishment. This distinction however rests upon the notion that firstly the single piece of

key equipment does not represent establishment, and secondly it should be remembered that
operators licensed elsewhere within the European Economic Area can serve the British

market, and advertise too. The practical significance of this point may therefore be more
academic than real.
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3.5.2.4.d.i

Section 75 - Duty Bound to Report Suspicion of Offences

One particular condition, pursuant to section 75, relates to the obligation attached to all

operating licences to report any suspicion of an offence under the Gambling Act.528 This
broad reporting duty requires all non-betting related licensees to provide the Commission with

information which the licensees knows relates to, or suspects relates to the commission of an
offence under the Act, including a licence condition or a code provision having the effect of a
licence provision. Of interest, is the application of this duty to those holding betting licences,
remote and non-remote alike. Licensees 'who accept bets, or facilitate the making or

acceptance of bets between others' on the result of horseracing or a sports event for which the

governing body is listed in

a

schedule to the Act

are under an obligation to provide

information to the relevant body if the licensee suspects that the information at their disposal
may:
" lead the Commission to consider making an order to void a bet

Relate to a breach of a rule on betting applied by that sporting body."

Consequently, all non-remote licensees must have a full understanding of the rules upheld by
529
a total of 15 sports governing bodies.
Whilst this provision is likely to constitute a valuable

provision to encourage bookmakers and others to come forward with information which will
assist governing bodies to uphold the integrity

of their respective sport, it requires

considerable knowledge and understanding on part of the operator as to the content of those
rules. Furthermore, an assessment has to be made as to whether any particular information

indeed raises any suspicions. It can be readily anticipated that a bookmaker with a

longstanding history of supplying the domestic market will be familiar with these rules and
528

All operating licences except those for betting, betting intermediary, ancillary remote betting and remote
betting intermediary (trading rooms only). See 15.1 of Licence Conditions and Codes of Practice, supra note

524.
529

These bodies are provided for in Part 3

of Schedule 6 to the Gambling Act, which lists the following

as

'Sport

Governing Bodies':
The England and Wales Cricket Board Limited
The Football Association Limited
The Football Association of Wales Limited
The Horseracing Regulatory Authority
The Lawn Tennis Association
The Irish Football Association Limited
The Jockey Club
The National Greyhound Racing Club Limited
The Professional Golfers' Association Limited
The Rugby Football League
The Rugby Football Union
The Scottish Rugby Union
The Scottish Football Association Limited
UK Athletics Limited
The Welsh Rugby Union Limited
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when to be suspicious, but it is doubtful whether the same can be said of an operator based in
another jurisdiction who has a single piece of key equipment located somewhere within Great

Britain. This can only be complicated by the fact that rules of sports governing bodies will
vary between Member States, increasing the regulatory diversity which could apply if other
Member States were to impose a similar system (at least with regards to flagging up
suspicious activity) and secondly the notion of 'suspect' is rather vague at best and is neither

likely to
respect

be easily

justiciable nor justifiable. Furthermore, no reporting duty is maintained in

of sports taking place according to non-British rules outside of the jurisdiction of the

Gambling Commission by holders of British licences. This represents a gap in the system of
measures which seek to uphold the integrity

of sports-betting. Additionally, if no similar

requirements exist in other EEA jurisdictions which are free to access the British market, even

in relation to sports events covered by the said fifteen sports governing bodies, then this only
serves to illustrate the weakness of separate, disconnected regulatory regimes.

3.5.2.4.d.ii

530

Section 25 - Social Responsibility Code & Ordinary Code Provisions

i. Funding research and prevention
The requirements of these provisions defer according to the category into which they fall, and

also to the range of gambling operations to which they apply. One of the most striking
however is a social responsibility code provision applicable to all licence holders in the field

of combating problem gamblers. Section 2.1 of the Licence Conditions and Codes Of
Practice

531

provides, as a minimum requirement, that all operators must have policies and

procedures which indicate:
46

- a commitment to and how they will contribute to research into the prevention of and

treatment of problem gambling

- a commitment to and how they will contribute to public education on the risks Of
gambling and how to gamble safely

- a commitment to and how they will contribute to the identification and treatment Of
problem gamblers."

530

This is similar to the ordinary code provision requiring holders of remote and non-remote betting licences in
their procedures for compliance with the Proceeds of Crime Act 2002 and the Terrorism Act 2000, with a view
to the prevention and detection of money laundering, should adopt, or at least have procedures which reflect that
guidelines of the Association of British Bookmakers. See section "1. Financial requirements", p. 22-3 of the
Licence Conditions and Codes OfPractice, supra note 524. However, as of 22nd March 2009 the said guidelines
were not publically available on the website of the Association of British Bookmakers. www.abb.uk.com
53' Ibid, p. 23.
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With this requirement, which has the status of

a licence

condition, all operators have to

indicate how they intend to contribute to the mitigation of the negative externalities of their
permitted activity. Until now the government has been reluctant to replace the voluntary levy

with

a

compulsory levy to generate revenue for the research and treatment of problems arising

from excessive gambling leading to claims that those who contribute do so on behalf of freeriders. Such a debate aside, it is unclear to what extent licensees are expected to contribute
and in particularly whether a formula exists to ensure that the contribution an undertaking is

expected to make is proportionate to their exposure to the market. Arguably this should vary

according to the form of gambling which a particular licensee, or category thereof offer, since

some forms of gambling are more addicted than others. Moreover, this requirement
potentially results in the single key piece of equipment requiring

a

commitment to ultimately

fund initiatives to combat the negative externalities of gambling. Should this single piece of
equipment impose

a

burden upon an operator with limited exposure to the British market to

similar burden, even in relative terms, to one established on every British high street? What if
an undertaking which is not considered to be established within the United Kingdom yet holds

a licence but contributes to measures to combat problem gambling in the Member State where

it has its primary establishment? Is it reasonable to expect it to pay twice therefore increasing
the finances available to fund valuable research or should cries that this amounts to some

form of double financial be burden be listened to, since after all academic science is not
divided in Europe to the extent that national gambling markets are.
These particular considerations relating the voluntary levy reflect the position that the

United Kingdom government has taken with regard to the distinction between the freedom of
establishment and the freedom to provide services. Through extending jurisdiction upon the

basis of a single piece of equipment operators have to either become fully established within
the United Kingdom, or remain outside of the United Kingdom whilst supplying this market

on the basis of Article 49 EC. Operators in the latter category are foreclosed from the
supposed benefits associated with the regulatory regime heralded by the Gambling Act 2005,

which may be valuable to some operators whose business plans are commensurate with the
regulatory objectives, for example worldwide supply on the basis of one of the stricter
regulatory environments. Consequently the United Kingdom has eliminated the grey zone
between either the application

of Article 43 EC and Article 49 EC. Thus the area in which

local presence is insufficient to trigger the application of Article 43 EC and within which
services can be supplied with a local flavour from another Member State on the basis of

Article 49 EC is eliminated. Whether this is compatible with EC law depends upon whether
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the restrictions associated with the single piece

of equipment

are

proportionate with the

objectives of the regime under the Gambling Act 2005.

ii. Age verification measures - potential differences between UK and non-UK based
customers

Under the section "2.2 Access to gambling by children and young persons" the social

responsibility code provisions applicable to remote licensees require such operators to have
policies and procedures to prevent underage gambling. 532 These provisions require remote
gambling operators to warn that underage gambling is an offence, to require customers to

affirm that they are of legal age, to review age verification systems and implement 'all
reasonable improvements' and to ensure that relevant members

of staff are adequately trained.

Such requirements apply in equal measure to customers residing within and outside of the

United Kingdom.

A differentiation is made based upon the place of residence concerning age
verification procedures of customers, or arguably potential customers, who deposit money

with an operator using payment methods other than

a

credit card. Taking the UK resident

consumer as the starting point for the comparison, the code provisions require; additional

verification information to be ascertained through searching databases which list names and
addresses

of those

over 18 years of, carrying out secondary age verification checks should the

operator suspect the applicant customer to be underage, not permitting any winnings won

during this period to be withdrawn by the customer, and should there be no positive

verification within 72 hours the account should be frozen, all gambling activities suspended

until

a successful

result is achieved and if it is found that the applicant-customer is underage

then all monies paid by the individual should be repaid, but this does not include any

winnings. Arguably this seeks to establish a robust system to prevent underage gambling
where credit cards are not in use, however it is only as good as the information which these
databases contain, and indeed whether licensed operators can readily access the information

contained within such databases.

It is envisaged by the regulatory regime that age verification by a United Kingdom
based operator on a United Kingdom based resident will be easier than equivalent checks on

non-United Kingdom based applicant-customers. Instead of leaving a lacuna open whereby
licensees could exploit the fact that the applicant-customer resides in a different jurisdiction

532

To be found pages 29-30 of Licence Conditions and Codes of Practice, supra note 524.
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the Gambling Commission requires the remote gambling operators to take

"all reasonable

steps to make use of information available for age verification purposes from whichever
country the potential customer is resident in." Once again the licensee is given 72 hours in

which to verify the age of the applicant customer, which again includes databases listing
names and addresses

of individuals over the age of

18. Where such information is not present,

then as in the scenario of the United Kingdom based-applicant the application will be
rejected, the account frozen and if no further information is found, then any monies paid have

to be returned, with no winnings being paid out.
In this respect, the British regulatory regime seeks to extend the same level of

protection to non-United Kingdom residents as it affords to domestic consumers. However, it
is arguable that the phrase 'all reasonable steps' indicates that a lower standard of proof could
be acceptable regarding applications from non-residents compared to non-residents. This is

understandable in practical terms, since if the operator is licensed in the United Kingdom and

only established within the United Kingdom then access to relevant databases maybe difficult,

if not impossible to attain.

Consequently some underage customers may be granted access to

the gambling services, whilst others who are of at least 18 years of age may be denied access.

Furthermore, this relies upon the assumption that the age at which individuals may gamble

online is uniformly set at 18. It is not beyond the realms of possibility that

a

jurisdiction

imposes a higher minimum age which does not correlate to that at which credit cards are

commonly issued. Therefore, such applicants would be granted access on the basis of British

law, but this would be

a

problem not specifically related to the British regime but all

regulatory approaches outside of that jurisdiction.
On the other side of the coin, an undertaking with the one key piece

within Great Britain but without

an

establishment of some kind (such as

a

of equipment
subsidiary or

agency) in Great Britain could use databases held in its Member State of establishment.

Customers falling within this Member State would then receive the United Kingdom's level

of protection, regardless of the level of protection sought by their own national government.
Of course, this could work in reverse, whereby that operator established outside the United

Kingdom does not have access to the relevant databases on the basis of the single piece of key
equipment located within Great Britain. In common with the earlier examples, this issue turns

on whether the single piece of equipment and the factual circumstances surrounding the
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location of the equipment within the United Kingdom falls under the freedom of
establishment of the free movement of services.

533

The three examples arising from the Licence Conditions and Codes of Practice, the

first relating to the provisions established pursuant to section 75 and the latter two to section
25 of the Gambling Act show how provisions which apply equally to all operators holding a
British licence may not be equal in their results. Differentiation may arise in relation to the
burden placed upon the operator or with regard to the level of protection received by the

consumer residing in another Member State.

3.5.2.5

Attribution of supervision and enforcement

powers

Various sections of the Gambling Act attribute supervision and enforcement powers to the

Gambling Commission, or compliance and enforcement powers in the terminology of the
Commission. Two documents produced by the Gambling Commission layout the manner in

which it intends to execute its compliance and enforcement powers, namely a Statement of

Principles for Licensing and Regulation and the Compliance and Enforcement Policy
Statement.

534

Given the lack of practice to date, the broad structure of the Compliance and
Enforcement Policy Statement will be followed to give a brief outline of the powers the
Gambling Commission wields. As a preface to this outline the Commission views
"enforcement as following on from compliance
66

as

required", and proceeds to state that:

Enforcement is the regulatory or criminal investigation process which may

in either the imposition of a regulatory sanction or the laying of criminal charges.
From the outset the Commission intends to "regulate in
„536

consistent, transparent and targeted manner

a

result

„535

proportionate, accountable,

while sanctions will:

aim to change the behaviour of the offender;

66

•

aim to eliminate any financial gain or benefit from non-compliance;

During the 'Responsible Gaming Day', organised by the European Gaming & Betting Association, hosted at
the European Parliament on 17 April 2008, Leon Thomas of PartyGaming noted that this United Kingdom based
operator was unable to access the relevant databases (with information from which PartyGaming would be able
to perform age veri fication checks) from the Swedish authorities whilst this was a requirement under Swedish
533

law.

Gambling Commission, Statement of Principles for Licensing and Regulation, December 2006 and
Compliance and Enforcement Policy Statement, June 2007.
534

535

Ibid., p. 2.

536 Ibid.
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• be responsive and consider what is appropriate fro the particular offender and
regulatory issue, which can include punishment and the public stigma that
should be associated with a criminal conviction;

•

be proportionate to the nature of the offence and the harm caused;

• aim

to restore the harm caused by regulatory non-compliance, where

appropriate; and

•

aim to deter future non-compliance.

„537

A crucial element of the targeted approach is that the Commission will take a risk based
approach to tackling perceived breaches of the Gambling Act and threats to the objectives

thereof. While noting that risk will be assessed in terms

of impact

and probability the

Commission concedes that "[r]isk cannot be entirely eradicated and the realistic goal will be
to minimise it.

„538

Section 33 of the Act deems it

a

criminal offence to offer gambling without

a licence

('illegal gambling') or to not comply with licence conditions. Those failing to comply with
licence conditions will be dealt primarily with through the system of regulatory sanctions

established by the Act. However those operating without

a

licence "should expect to be

„539
All of the criminal offences
subject to the criminal investigation and prosecution process.

created by the Act are open to investigation by the Commission pursuant to section 28 as are
those pertaining to lotteries and gaming machines which fall outside the scope

of section 33.

For example the Commission "will not hesitate to take immediate enforcement action „540
541
against persons inviting children to gamble
or inviting children to enter gambling

premises.

542

The Act contains two innovative provisions to assist in keeping gambling crime-free

and while they may have economic consequences they will be undoubtedly of value from a
social regulatory perspective. Firstly it creates an offence of cheating at gambling 543 for which
licensed operators are expected to have procedures in place to prevent cheating and it is

anticipated that sporting regulators will initiate disciplinary proceedings against persons in

their relevant sporting field. Secondly the Commission has the power to void, or undo,
'substantially unfair' bets which have been placed with

a

licensed betting operator, a betting

537 Ibid., p. 3
538

539
540
541

542
543

Ibid., p. 8.
Ibid., p. 10.
Ibid., p. 11.
Section 46 Gambling Act 2005.
Section 47 ibid.
Section 42 ibid.
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exchange, or a pool betting operator. This power is entirely discretionary and the Commission

anticipates that it will lack the resources to carry out investigations into whether

a

particular

bet was sufficiently unfair to warrant voiding.

Of considerable importance is the status of the Commission as a prosecution agency in
England and Wales with regards to this field which entails that the Commission

will adhere to

the Code for Crown Prosecutors requiring that investigations are fair, independent and
objective.
Regulatory review offers the Commission an alternative tool to criminal proceedings

in its bid to uphold the aims of the regulatory regime. Section 116 empowers the Commission
to undertake regulatory review where it suspects that a licence condition may have been
breached, a licence holder has been convicted of a relevant offence in Great Britain or abroad,

or that there is reason to believe that the licence holder is no longer suitable to execute the
licensed activities. Naturally the range of regulatory sanctions will vary according the severity

of

the breach, and include sending a formal warning to the licence holder to revoking the

licence entirely. Should the Commission believe that the licence holder is no longer suitable,
in accordance with section 120, to execute the licensed activities than the licence will be
suspended or revoked.

544

Alternatively, in situations

where a licence condition has been

breached the Commission is permitted to impose a financial penalty under section 121 of the

Gambling Act.

3.5.2.6 Taxation policies and revenue distribution

In light of the fact that revenue streams cannot justify restrictions to the cross-border supply
of gambling services, and yet play an important role in Member States, with the United
Kingdom being no exception, this section will concentrate upon the manner in which the
National Lottery generates revenues for good causes. Although it is beyond the scope of this
thesis to consider in detail the rates

of gambling taxation and the manner in which they are

levied, and indeed attention will be paid to the National Lottery, the applicable rates and
revenues generated are indicated below to gain an impression of the importance of this sector

to the government of the United Kingdom. Table 1 illustrates the rates
to various forms

of taxation applicable

of gambling. However, other charges may apply to gambling activities and

operators, such as value added tax and more generally applicable taxes such as corporation
tax. Such other forms

of gambling taxation may be to the benefit of the treasury or

a

specific

544

Section 118(2) Gambling Act 2005 provides for the immediate suspension of a licence if the Commission
deems the situation sufficiently urgent.
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sector, such as the statutory levy paid by bookmakers to the Horseracing Betting Levy Board

at a rate 10% of gross profits on British horseracing. For the year 2008-2009 this yielded

£91.6m for the Board. 545 Table 2 gives an impression of the amounts of gambling revenues
generated by the different sectors.

545 Horserace Betting Levy

Board, 2008/09 Annual Report, July 2009, p. 14. Available at:
http://www.hblb.org.uk/document.php?id=56 (accessed 16th July 2009). For comparison previous years have
generated the following yields: 2007-2008 £115.3m; 2006-2007 £99.2m; 2005-2006 £99.3m; 2004-2005
£105.6m; 2003-2004 £110.7m; 2002-2003 £79.9m; and 2001-2002 £72.9m.
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Table 1: UK Gambling Duties

Sector/Duty Type

Rate

Notice546

Amusement Machine

Category A - £5625

Notice 454 Amusement

Licence Duty

Category B l - £2815

Machine Licence Duty and

Category B2 - £2215

'Amusement Machine

Category B3 - £2215

Licence Application L222',

Category B4 - £2010

October 2007

Category C £830547
-

VAT at 17.5% is payable
on 'taxable 'takings', i.e.

amounts staked minus

winnings

Bingo Duty

Gaming Duty

15% of bingo promoter' s

Notice 457 Bingo Duty,

profits

July 2004

15-50% of the gross

Notice 453 Customs:

gaming yield for premises

Gaming Duty,

where gaming takes

September 2008

place.

General Betting Duty

548

15% for fixed-odds bets

Notice 451 General Betting

and totalisator bets

Duty, April 2007

10% for all other spread
bets

3% for financial spread bets
Based on net stake receipts,

i.e. gross profits.

Lottery Duty

12% of the price paid or

Notice 458 Lottery Duty,

Applicable to the National

payable on the taking of a

March 2003

Lottery, most other lotteries

ticket or chance in a lottery

being exempt.
HM Revenue & Customs via www.hmrc.gov.uk.

546

All notices can

547

These categories correlated with those defined in the Gambling Act 2005 and figures are for a

be found on the website of

12

month

period.
548
Gross gaming yield is defined as the total value of the stakes, minus players' winnings, on games in which the
house is the banker and any charges, exclusive of VAT that are made in relation to dutiable gaming. See 2.1 of
Notice 453. It is chargeable on a range of games which are included in a non-exhaustive list and include
Baccarat, Casino hold'em Poker and French Roulette, see 2.2 of Notice 453.
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Pool betting

15% of net pool betting

Notice 147 Pool betting

receipts (i.e. gross profits)

duty, April 2005

Table 2: UK Gross Gambling Revenues per sector

549

Gambling Sector

2003

Casinos

£723m (€1048m)

National Lottery

£2336m (€3387m)

Society lotteries

£101 m (€146m)

Total Lotteries

£2437m (43533m)

Gaming Machines in Pubs

£694m (€1006m)

Gaming Machines in amusement arcades

£448m (€649m)

Gaming machines in clubs

£167m (€242m)

Total gaming machines

£1309m (€1897m)

Bingo

£879m (€1274m)

Off-course betting

£2169m (€3145m)

On-course betting

£178m (€258m)

On-course Totes

£48m (€69m)

Football pools

£88m (€127m)

Total betting

£2483m (660lm)

Off-shore internet GGR

£115m (€166m)

Total GGR

£7946m (€11522m)

From this above table the largest sectors in terms of revenue are betting and the National

Lottery, with gaming machines in third place. However the General Betting Duty is a
particular bone of contention amongst UK-based operators offering internet based services.

Given the fact that the regime established by the Gambling Act 2005 does not seek to restrict
the access of UK residents to services offered by operators based in other jurisdictions, the
15% duty places UK-based operators at a distinct disadvantage. Such an open market places

operators under competitive pressure from operators in Ireland where the equivalent tax is

549

Adapted from Swiss Institute for Comparative Law, supra note 1, p. 1377.
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550
and Malta where there is a cap of €465,000 per annum per
charged at a mere 1.5%,

licence.

551

Furthermore, the UK government is in competition with other internal market

jurisdictions because UK-based internet gambling operators can exercise the freedom of
establishment to relocate to a licensing regime which imposes a lower rate of taxation.

Relying upon the freedom to provide services such operators can then continue to

serve their

former domestic market. Consequently, far from encouraging operators to rely upon the
internal market freedoms to relocate to the United Kingdom's regulatory regime the rate of
taxation could well have the opposite effect and see domestic operators moving in the
opposite direction. This would then reduce the amount of revenue which the government

would receive from operators; clearly illustrating that an internal market in gambling services
would have the potential to lead to tax competition between national governments.

National Lottery

3.5.2.6.a

The National Lottery Act of 1993 established the National Lottery and was founded upon the

principle of additionality, namely that funds generated by the lottery should be an addition to
those generated by taxpayers. Lottery revenues were not to be a substitute for general taxation

and the bodies which were appointed to distribute funds to good causes where to be free of

political interference.
This section shall briefly trace the changes to the distribution of funds to good causes
which have been made in the intervening period. Before doing so the manner in which the £1
stake is divided can be described as:

•

50 pence in prizes;

•

28 pence to good causes;

•

12 pence in Lottery duty;

•

1 pence in corporation tax;

•

5 pence as retailer commission;

•

3 pence for the operating company's operating costs; and

•

1 pence for the operating company's profits.

Consequently,

the 12 pence

of ticket purchased

goes directly

to the Chancellor

of the

Exchequer while 28 pence goes to the good causes. Under the 1993 Act five good causes

were specified; arts; sports; national heritage; charities; and projects connected to the
550
551

for example, Blitz,.R., supra note 480.
Remote Gaming Regulations 2004, Legal Notice 176 of 2004 of the Lotteries and other Games Act (Act

See,

XXIV of 2001).
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celebration of the Millennium. 552 A fund was established for each good cause, with every
fund receiving 20% of the 28 pence of each ticket purchased. The National Lottery

Distribution Fund holds each of these funds until
make a payment to a particular recipient.

a

particular distribution body decides to

553

In 1998 a sixth good cause with 13.3% of the good causes revenue being used for

"innovated projects in health, education and environment. „554 While the Millennium projects
retained 20% of the 28 pence dedicated to good causes, sports, the arts, heritage and charities
saw their share decrease to 16.6%. Consequently the 1998 Act

broke "from the cardinal

principle of additionality enshrined in the original setting of the Lottery. And this break is in

addition to the cynical and, arguably, covert siphoning off of funds from the original Funds

for Government projects that should have been met out of taxation. „555 Indeed this sixth
"good cause" was administered by the New Opportunities Fund which was established to
make grants "... under initiatives to be specified by the Government."556

Following the National Lottery Act 2006 the New Opportunities Fund has been
merged with the National Lottery Charities Board into the Big Lottery Fund,557 receiving 50%

of the 28 pence going to good causes. On the other hand the distributing bodies for the arts,
sports and heritage

will continue

have been dissolved.

to receive 16.6% although the Millennium Commission will

558

Arguably constituting

a

further breach of the principle of additionality and causing an

outcry from long standing good causes has been the passage of the Horserace Betting and
Olympic Lottery Act 2004. Section 21 of the Act permits the National Lottery Commission to
award a licence under the 1993 Act to operate an 'Olympic Lottery', since the 1993

552

Section 23 National Lottery Act 1993.
553 Section 23 created five distribution bodies; the Arts Council, the Sports Council, the National Heritage
Memorial Fund, the National Lottery Charities Board (NLCB) and the Millennium Commission.

554

Section 6(2)(f) National Lottery Act 1998.
Lea, R. The Larceny of the Lottery Fund (Centre for Policy Studies, January 2006), p. 7.
556
Memorandum by New Opportunities Fund (PPG 25), to the Urban Affairs Sub-Committee Hearing of the
Select Committee on Transport, Local Government and the Regions. See Appendices to the Minutes of Evidence
to Minutes of Evidence and Appendices taken before the Urban Affairs Sub-Committee. HC 238-III, 18 February
2002. This is part of the Select Committee' s Third Report Public Spaces: The Role of PPG 17 in the Urban
Renaissance, HC 238-I, 20 February 2002.
557
Section 14 National Lottery Act 2006.
558
For an overview of recent criticism in the allocation of Lottery revenues by the so-called "loony left" which
the 2006 Act seeks to allay see Miers, 'Latest Developments in the United Kingdom's National Lottery', supra
note 423, at p. 546.
As an example of a 'good cause' which could be considered to be imaginative at best, is the example £265,000
awarded to the 'Chiltern Woodlands Project'. According to media reports the money was awarded and failed "to
solve the riddle of dozens of pairs of shoes left hanging from a 40ft ash tree beside the A40, a ritual that has been
going on since the 1970s." See The Times, 'National Lottery project fails to solve shoe tree mystery', 8 January
555

2009.
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legislation offers the possibility of there being more than one National Lottery.559 While such

lottery would constitute competition to the National Lottery held under Section 5 of the

a

1993 Act this was not the cause of resistance. 560 Instead it was the fact that the Secretary of
State is empowered under the 2004 Act to direct funds away from the National Lottery

Distribution Fund to the Olympic Lottery Distribution Fund. Thus in addition to the
establishment of a new national Lottery the Horserace Betting and Olympic Lottery Act
allows revenue which would have otherwise been used for the beneficiaries of the National

Lottery Distribution Fund to be siphoned off into the Olympic Lottery Distribution Fund for
funding the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games.
Such governmental interference with the principle

of additionality,

has provided

grounds for society lotteries to operate under the Gambling Act 2005. With reference to the

arrival of the Monday Lottery, Miers notes that this reflects three developments. Firstly that
allocation decisions of the distributing bodies have met with resistance amongst the wide

public, secondly that the "intrusiveness" of the government in allocation decisions
66

increasingly compromise the principle that the Lottery should be free from short-term

political pressure", and thirdly that the government seeks to assert control over the
distribution bodies so as to satisfy "political priorities".561 Indeed, this is reflected by a
spokesman for the Conservative Party who astutely noted that:

"A lot of people get depressed when they read that mountain rescue teams are
turned down for National Lottery bids because they do no rescue enough ethnic

minorities. The Government will also be a big loser because they have

money off from the National Lottery.

siphoned so much

„562

Although the Monday Lottery failed to sufficiently engage the public, the emergence of the
People's Postcode Lottery, as documented above, illustrates that there is nevertheless room in

the market for a lottery offering smaller prizes than the large jackpots offered by the National

Lottery in response to public misconceptions of the distribution of lottery funding.
This is issue, namely the principle of additionality and the causes to which national
gambling revenues are distributed, is undoubtedly linked to the context of the Member State

in which the lottery operates. Whilst at present, and most likely for the foreseeable future,
such debates will be of a predominantly national nature thereby illustrating the strong national
559

Section 1 ( 1) of the National Lottery Act 1993 reads "In this Act "the National Lottery" means all lotteries that
form part of the National Lottery, taken as a whole."
560 Culf, A. and Higgins, C., 'Raid on lottery costs good causes £2.2bn', and 'Arts leaders turn on Jowell over
Olympics', The Guardian, 23 April 2007.
561
Miers, Latest Developments in the United Kingdom's National Lottery', supra note 423, p. 550.
562

See Frean et al in The Times, supra note 423.
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characteristics which can arise in certain aspects of the gambling sector. It would be naive to
assume that such considerations can be easily cast aside in any debate concerning an internal

market for such services.

3.5.3

National Debates and the Impact of the EU on Gambling Policv and Refrulation

Substantial perennial debate centre around the funding of education and research on the

prevention of problem gambling and the treatment of problem gambling. In contrast to France
and the Netherlands there does not appear to be a great deal

of concern regarding

compatibility of the domestic legislation with the internal market; nevertheless a few
observations shall be made regarding the relationship between the Gambling Act and the

internal market environment.

3.5.3.1

Funding measures

Under section 123 of the Act the Government is able to introduce a levy on the British

gambling sector the revenues from which the Gambling Commission would be responsible for

utilising to fund projects relating to:

• addiction to gambling,

•

other forms of harm or exploitation associated with gambling, or

•

any of the licensing objectives.

The inclusion of such

a

563

provision follows on from the recommendations of the Budd Report

of 2001, which also recommended the establishment of a organisation to organise

and oversee

such research and treatment with a funding level of at least £3 million per annum.
564
Subsequently the Responsibility in Gambling Trust (RIGT) was established.

RIGT's charitable objectives focus upon the provision of treatment for gambling
addiction and research into forms of addiction, causes of gambling, the effectiveness of

treatment and the publication of such research. Funding is derived through voluntary
donations from the gambling industry with donors including those located outside of Great

Britain but offering services to the market.

565

All operators are required to construct policies

563 Section 123(5) of the Gambling Act refers to 'addiction' rather than 'problem gambling'
564
Initially known as the Gambling Industry Charitable Trust (GICT).
565
The list of donors is publicised on the RIGT's website; it would be an interesting exercise to research how
many are based outside of the UK, and how many of those are located outside of the EEA/white listed area for
the purpose of advertising.
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and procedures to promote socially responsible gambling as a condition of their licence. 566

According to the Gambling Commission the RIGT advises potential donors that contributing
a

voluntary amount to the trust will satisfy this requirement.
Nevertheless there is an undercurrent of concern as to whether the Trust

will receive

sufficient contributions to fund the education, research and treatment programmes which it,
and the bodies it distributes funds to, require.567 The business plan of the RIGT as illustrated

in the Gambling Commission's consultation documents indicate that as the gambling sector
expands as the Gambling Act takes effect it expects to see an increase in the voluntary
donations which it receives.
generates a lower degree

568

Yet a voluntary contribution remains voluntary which

of income security than

a

statutory levy and permits free riding by

those operators who chose not to make such a contribution.

While the recipients of the RIGT' s funding may prefer

a

higher level of funding and

greater security of future income, the Trust's chairman currently believes in the value of the

voluntary scheme. Chairman John Greenway MP believes that the voluntary nature of the
scheme will restore the credibility of the gambling industry in the eyes of the public through
demonstrating

that it takes social responsibility 'decisively'. The mandatory nature of a

statutory levy would not enable the industry to claim that it is acting in

a

socially responsible

manner to the extent that a 'voluntary' contribution scheme permits, even

if paradoxically the

mandatory nature of a statutory level would guarantee perhaps greater funding, but at least
securer funding for those activities at the heart of social responsibility.

3.5.3.2 The Gambling Act 2005 in the Environment of the Internal Market

The format of the regulatory framework adopted by the Gambling Act 2005 is based upon a
system of licences for which a potential operator has to have an address in Great Britain to

obtain. Initially there would not appear to be any conditions which would restrict the ability of
an operator established in another Member State to rely upon the freedom

of establishment.

Furthermore, and perhaps more significantly in light of the impact of the internet and other

forms of distance communication, operators established within other EEA jurisdictions are
free to supply and advertise to UK residents in a manner which does not infringe upon the

freedom to provide services.
566

Section 2.1 of the Licence Conditions and Codes of Practice (2007).
In 2007 the Trust reached an industry wide agreement for funding of £4 million but by November of that year
had only secure £1.7 million. See Coinslot interview, Greenway says levy is still in the industry's hands, 8
November 2007. Available at http://www.rigt.org.uk/news and information/108.asp.
568 Gambling Commission, Review of Research, Education and Treatment, First Consultation Paper, November
2007, para. 1.23.
567
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The regulatory regimes of the other EEA jurisdictions are relied upon to provide
safeguards to protect the interests of UK residents. However since there is no vetting

procedure for remote gambling suppliers prior to serving the UK market there is no

opportunity for the Gambling Commission to compare the regulations, and the standard to
which such regulations are upheld, in such other jurisdictions. While this does not impose any
double regulatory burden upon providers it would appear to leave a gap in the protection of

UK consumers and the overall maintenance of the broad objectives of the Gambling Act.
Currently, no other EEA state has such an open policy as that of the UK and in the absence of

such reciprocity it is questionable whether the regulators of other gambling providers in other

jurisdictions will have any regard to the fact that providers they regulate supply UK residents
who are not protected by the regulator in their own Member State, i.e. the Gambling
Commission. Inherent in this approach is the desirability for

a degree

of cooperation between

the different EEA gambling regulators or some degree of legislative initiative on the party of
the European institutions. However a critical mass

of Member States would have to engage in

such an approach before sufficient support could be gained.

3.6

Conclusion

The purpose of this Chapter was to analyse the manner in which France, the Netherlands and
the United Kingdom regulate gambling within their respective jurisdictions, particularly with
a

view towards the organisation of the supply of these services and the manner in which

national authorities seek to manage the negative externalities associated with gambling.

Attention has focused upon the legislative objectives, the regulatory set-up employed within
each Member State, whether a difference exists in the respective national approaches between

offline and online gambling and the regulatory architecture surrounding each gambling sector.
Furthermore, the treatment of the gambling sector in terms of taxation was briefly reviewed
before paying attention to current debates on gambling regulation, including the impact of the

internal market upon national regulation.

Having realised this analytical exercise,

a

number of observations deserve to be made

regarding the areas in which the Member States display a degree of commonality and those
where divergence prevails.

When summarising these observations it is worthy to consider

gambling activities from a non-national specific viewpoint, from which it can be realised that
they are largely homogenous in nature. National regulation, amounts to an exogenous factor,

which creates divergence within gambling when compared between the three Member States.
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The homogeneity of gambling is reflected in the degree of commonality exhibited by the
public policy concerns in this field, which arise in each regulatory system. Divergence arises
when the Member States, on an individual basis, seek to respond to these public policy
concerns. These points

of convergence and divergence, commonalities and differences, will

now be highlighted to form some concluding remarks regarding the regulation of gambling in
the three Member States.

Legislative Objectives
The policy objectives of the three Member States are broadly similar to one another. In
general terms they show a degree of convergence and whilst the regulation of particular
sectors within a Member State may demonstrate a high degree

of specificity this in itself does

not necessarily equate to divergence. This is not to exclude however that Member States may
have some unique objectives, unique both in comparison with their other domestic gambling

sectors and in comparison to other Member States.

France and the Netherlands are similar in respect of the fact that primary legislation
does not establish a single set

of guiding objectives applicable to the regulation of gambling.

This is in contrast to the approach of the United Kingdom where the majority of the forms of
gambling permitted are regulated pursuant to the Gambling Act 2005 and this legislation
contains a clear statement

of objectives. Leaving this

issues aside, and in general terms,

France seeks to remove crime from gambling whilst limiting the negative consequences

which arise from gambling. In relation to the FDJ however, the regime is more specific,

referring to the multifaceted aim of upholding the integrity, security and reliability of its
lottery and sports-betting services, whilst canalising demand and limiting the consumption of
services so as to avoid dependence.

569

Similarly, the Netherlands seeks to prevent gambling

addiction, protect the consumer, and combat illegality and criminality in gambling, including
money laundering.

570

Whereas the FDJ in France seeks to canalise demand, apart from the

provision of slot machine gambling outside of casinos, the entire Dutch regulatory regime is
based upon this notion; the channelling of demand per type of gambling to the relevant

monopoly provider. Although not favouring the provision of gambling services by monopoly
holders, apart from the case of the National Lottery, the United Kingdom has similar

objectives. Recalling the Gambling Act 2005 the regulation of gambling across Great Britain

is guided by the objectives of; preventing gambling from being a source of crime or disorder;
569
570

See Section 3.3.2.1.
See Section 3.4.2.1.
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ensuring that gambling is conducted in a fair and open way, whilst ensuring that children and

other vulnerable persons are neither harmed nor exploited by gambling. 571
There are, as has been alluded to, some divergence between the regulatory objectives

of

the Member States but it can be considered that these relate to attempts of the national

authorities to achieve something positive from gambling activities. Such objectives are in
contrast with objectives seeking to mitigate the negative externalities which can arise from

gambling and this latter perspective is the underlying feature of the diverging objectives
which have been identified. Two examples of divergence in the regulatory objectives include

that of the French PMU to improve the quality of the stock of horses within France572 and that
which places the duty upon the National Lottery Commission of the United Kingdom to
generate the greatest possible net proceeds without endangering the other regulatory

objectives.

573

In contrast to the convergence in terms of responding to the negative externalities of
gambling, considerable divergence arises in the degree to which the Member States allow
market forces to operate within national gambling markets. Reflecting these differences in
terms

of favoured modes of supply, divergence also arises in the regulatory architecture in

each of the Member States. These considerations shall become evidence in the subsequent
comments on the regulatory set-up within each Member State.

Regulatory Set-up

The extent to which market forces are allowed to prevail in the supply of gambling differs

both within each Member State and between the Member States. Arguably the Netherlands
can be considered as having the most closed market; all forms

of gambling, apart from slot

machines outside of casinos, are supplied by a monopolist. In two markets these monopolists,

Holland Casino and the Staatsloterij enjoy an indefinite monopoly position, whereas in all
other markets 'semi-permanent' licences prevail. One of the key aspects of the Dutch
'kanalisatie' approach is to prevent competition between the suppliers of a form of gambling

from stimulating demand by competiting with one another; given the multitude of
monopolists on the national market it is far from clear whether each monopolist really does

provide gambling services in isolation from the other operators. In other words substitution on

571

See Section 3.5.2.1.

572

See Section 3.3.2.6.a.
See Section 3.5.2.2.g.i.

573
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the demand-side may mean that the divisions made by the Wet op de Kansspelen amount to a
mere legal fiction.

The conditions applicable to some of the so-called semi-permanent licences permit the

holders to offer their gambling services via the above identified 'e-commerce' route, and

consequently the Netherlands lacks a regulatory mechanism to effectively capture demand for

internet gambling services.
out

of

574

Without effective measures to enforce the prohibition vis-a-vis

state providers the Netherlands fails to uphold its more general regulatory principles;

and in this

regard diverges most considerably from France and the United Kingdom.

In contrast to the Netherlands the United Kingdom takes a more market orientated
approach; not seeking to impose any limitation upon the total number

of suppliers for a

particular market. Indeed, the Gambling Act 2005 repealed earlier requirements to show that
latent demand existed in order to acquire an operator' s licence for sports-betting. Given the

political debate surrounding the number of casinos, there is in effect a de facto numerous
clausus in operation and similarly for the National Lottery there is a single operator.

However, recalling the economics behind lottery operations, to permit numerous 'national

lotteries' would perhaps appear to run counter to the economic theory behind the success of
575
Theory suggests that the larger the mass of players the greater
large-scale lotteries.
spending on lottery services will be. The existence of multiple national lotteries could be

anticipated

as

working against this, but if the services of each operator are sufficiently

distinguishable so as not to be substitutable, for example in terms of the recipient good
causes, then suitably high sales may nevertheless be maintained. In contrast to other gambling

markets served by monopoly providers competition is relied up to determine which operator
may access the market. Perhaps the United Kingdom's approach to remote gambling is the

most 'open' sector in terms of scope for the importation of gambling services; whilst the

regulatory regime imposes a range of conditions upon those regulated by the Gambling
Commission, operators licensed elsewhere with the internal market are free to supply remote

See the discussion in Section 3.4.2.3 on gambling 'directly via electronic means'. Quite possibly, the
elements of paternalism which in part led to the rejection of the proposal for the provision of online gambling
services by Holland Casino have lead to the sub-optimal regulation of this activity in the Netherlands. In the total
absence of a legitimate supply of gambling services, for which consumer preferences and habits indicate that
there is a clear demand for, players engage in the services of operators outside of the Netherlands. Whilst some
operators maybe regulated in jurisdictions with high standards and effective enforcement, other operations
maybe entirely illegal. Through totally prohibiting services for demand exists within the Netherlands in order to
protect the population against the negative consequences associated with this activity, some residents become
exposed to increased levels of risk in the form of unregulated or under regulated offshore suppliers.
Consequently the level of risk to which some players are exposed to is greater than it would be if domestic
regulation engaged in standard setting and enforcement rather than a blanket prohibition.
575
Reference to work of Cook and Clotfelter in section 3.2.1.
574
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gambling services to British residents; without any quantitative limitations in terms of the

number of such operators or the volume of services provided on a per-operator-basis.

Taking a more middle of the road approach in comparison with the Netherlands and
the United Kingdom is that of France, an example which becomes all the more interesting

when considering the proposed controlled opening of the market for online gambling services.

For offline lottery, sports and horserace betting-services France seeks to secure its public

policy objectives in

a manner

reflecting that of the Netherlands; through the use of

monopolies without any competition being provided for market access. However, private
operators are permitted to operate on the casino market; this being the only offline market not

foreclosed to the benefit of the state-operators. Although the regulatory machinery can be

contrasted to that of the United Kingdom in terms of transparency, the number of
opportunities for market entry is also subject to

a

numerous clausus but of a more implicit

kind, i.e. largely determined by the classification of communes

as resorts.

Interestingly slot

machines are only permitted in France within casinos. This forms a stark contrast to the

approach of the Netherlands which, for all the talk of kanalisatie and the need to protect the
consumer, allows the private sector to operate one of the most potentially addictive offline

forms of gambling available. Whereas France is perhaps similar to the United Kingdom in
terms

of casinos,

and similar to the Netherlands in offline monopolies, the proposed regime

for the regulation of internet gambling marks

a measured

approach to this more recent of

phenomenon. For this proposal will neither prohibit internet gambling services and neither

will

French residents be subject to the regulatory efforts, without any form

of control by the

proposed regulatory authority, of the gambling services supplied pursuant to other regulatory
regimes. The measured response of the French government does not seek to uphold public

policy objectives at the expense of free movement and neither does it seek to achieve the
reverse.

Another integral element of the regulatory set-up is the institutional framework
established within each Member State. Currently, regulation, both in terms of content as well

as supervisory and enforcement activities, either takes place via

a

fragmented patchwork of

ministerial competences or independent regulatory bodies. The latter regulatory mode is
reflected by a necessary move towards increased transparency, congruent with increased
openness of the market. In these terms the current Dutch and French regulatory systems rely
upon regulatory competences shared between different ministries whilst in Great Britain

competence is vested within the a single regulatory body for all forms

of gambling covered by

the Gambling Act 2005, i.e. the Gambling Commission. The few forms which are not are
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either regulated by the National Lottery Commission, which regulates on a United Kingdom-

wide basis in the case of the National Lottery, or the Financial Services Authority for other
forms of gambling excluded from the scope of 2005 Act. These three bodies are independent

of ministerial interests. However, France has proposed

an independent

regulatory body to

administer the proposed regime for internet gambling and the Netherlands has also proposed a
more powerful gambling regulatory to replace the supervisory body currently in place. It
seems that Member States transparency and independent regulatory bodies prevail where the

market is open and thus not supplied by state-backed interests; it seems that France and the

Netherlands will move towards the position taken by the United Kingdom in this respect even

if their markets are less open.
It readily becomes apparent that the Member States diverge in their responses to how
best to respond to similar public policy concerns and objectives; with divergence being most

prominent in terms of opportunities for market entry and the regulatory architecture behind

If concerns regarding taxation and interests of beneficiaries thereof
were to be added to the debate, the extent to which interests diversify would be increased

each national market.

further still. Nevertheless, these concluding remarks, and moreover the Chapter itself, serve to

illustrate that fundamental differences prevail between the three Member States has how best
to tackle common public policy concerns. In the context of twenty-seven Member States such

complexity can only be expected to increase and thus further the complexity of debates at the

level of the Community institutions, particularly where non-state stakeholders are given an
opportunity to voice their opinions. The Community law context within which the Member
States are expected to balance their regulatory objectives with the

supremacy of the

fundannental free movement principles is open-textured in nature; this shall be explored in the

two subsequent Chapters after which these national approaches are analysed in the context of
the internal market.
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CHAPTER 4

GAMBLING AND COMMUNITY LAW: THE STATUS QUO
4.1

An Introduction to the European Gambline Debate

At first glance the debate within the European Community on the regulation of gambling may
appear to be similar to

a

roulette wheel; that is to say that it could be thought of as being

composed of two opposing camps which are

as

distinct as red and black. Whilst there may

very well be one camp favouring publicly-owned monopoly providers and another inhabited
by private operators seeking to reach every corner of the internal market, reality consists of
various shades of grey. Apart from the two extreme positions, a variety of ideas can be found

which represent the position of a range of actors hailing from civil society to those of national
and European institutions.

Ultimately it is the aim of this Chapter to introduce these shades of grey which exist
within the context of the European Community thereby providing
the subsequent Chapters

will proffer

a

foundation upon which

an approach to ensure that no scent of a stalemate settles

upon the current discourse. With this aim in mind, the involvement of the European Court of

Justice will be given special consideration due to its role adjudicating the different positions
which have been put forward regarding the degree to which national gambling markets should

be subject to the forces of free trade and competition within the internal market.
Overwhelmingly, the vast majority of current case-law has arisen out of private gambling
operators clashing with measures restricting the freedom of establishment and the freedom to

provide services. Such private operators have encountered the wrath of those national
governments which are intent on protecting national markets, as well as the respective state

monopoly operators themselves, before national courts: Although the importance of the
ECJ's case-law in this field should not be underestimated, consideration should be given to
the interests

of various parties, parties which lack legal standing within legal proceedings. The

interests of

'civil society' must

be taken into account when discussing the extent to which

gambling should be exposed to the internal market and the manner in which this exercise is
undertaken. For

as

along as the ECJ is called upon to adjudicate in this field those interests

which are not directly aligned with those of the interests party to particular proceedings have
absolutely no guarantee of being adequately taken on board. After all, the preliminary

I

See the legal proceedings initiated in the Netherlands against UK licensed operators by De Lotto; the public
monopoly operator sought inj unctions against Betfair and Ladbrokes so as to protect its national market. The
authorities of the Dutch state themselves did not undertake such legal action.
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reference procedure is not designed to offer the opportunity for inclusive democratic
discourse, rather such discourse requires the full and proper involvement of the European

Commission, the European Parliament as well as the Council, whilst engaging with wider

civil society. Consequently truly inclusive democratic progress
be made when all institutions are involved in

a

(as democratic as can be) will

coherent manner; even if a directive on

gambling were to be slowly strangled by a tumultuous ride through the Community legislative
process the debate would be offered a structure and the cacophony

of voices

a moment to be

heard. At present the debate is unstructured, and the remainder of this Chapter aims to

organise these shades of grey.

This debate could be captured by

a

particular polarising ideology; perhaps as

'Brussels' waging war against national capitals by seeking the transfer of competences to the

corridors of the European Commission; or as

a picture

of private operators seeking to increase

shareholders' profits at the expense of addicted gamblers and the public purse in far away

Member States; or the Member States themselves seeking to hold onto long established
revenue streams which have flowed into the treasury since time immemorial. Whilst in some

circumstances there may be an ounce of truth in each of these ideologies, none of them will be

followed. On the contrary it will be viewed through the lens of the question 'how can the
objectives of the internal market be met whilst upholding the public policy concerns of the
national governments?' This can be understood to equate to the balancing of the free
movement principles which underpin the internal market with the public policy concerns of

Member States that have led national governments to regulate gambling in the manner which

they currently do. Regardless of the point at which the scales of the balancing act come to rest
the fundamental principles

of Community law must nevertheless

be respected and these

principles themselves may lead some to argue that the final result must be tweaked according
to their agenda.

This Chapter will firstly consider the discussion of gambling regulation which took
place in the early 1990s and the principle of subsidiarity. The second section will provide an

overview of the current and pending case-law of the ECJ so as to establish an understanding

of how the Court provides

a

framework for the balancing of national public policy

considerations with the free movement principles. Ultimately it is for national courts to
determine whether national law is compatible with the internal market in the context of the

preliminary reference procedures. It is not for the ECJ to set any policies but merely to
provide guidance to ensure that the execution of national gambling policies is in conformity

with the internal market. Thirdly, the role of the European Commission will be considered
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primarily regarding the use of the infringement procedure but also with a view to secondary
Community legislation.

Simultaneously it will become apparent that another commentary can be used to
describe the process which is at play. It has been noted in the context of the regulation of

alcohol, which is of particular importance to the Scandinavian Member States, that the
balancing of public policy interests with those of the internal market only becomes 'juridified'

once exceptions to

a

national prohibition are permitted.2 National gambling policies may

remain off the screen of the European Commission's 'internal market compliance radar' for as
long as they are absolute. As soon

as

exceptions are permitted national policies and practices

become vulnerable to being assessed for their internal market compatibility. This observation

ties in with the observation of Murphy that "[a]s formal barriers to international commerce
fall, what were once domestic policy matters become issues of international concern."3 This is
furthered by Drezner who states that "[a]n implicit assumption of most policy analysts and
some academics is that globalization leads to a convergence of traditionally national policies

governing

...

consumer health and safety, ... and the ability to tax capital."4

Viewing the internal market as an inter-jurisdictional environment within which the
freedom of establishment and the free movement of services seek to break down barriers to

transnational trade between the constituent Member States, national gambling policies and

regulations become one of the many areas to receive attention as to the compatibility of
measures restricting such transnational, or cross-border, trade. The question

of whether

national gambling policies will converge is an interesting point and deserves considerable

attention as

a

matter in its own right. Chapter 2

has already illustrated that there are

considerable similarities between nationally orientated gambling policies and regulations

without pressure from internal market objectives being applied. Within the context of national
regulatory models becoming increasingly subject to review regarding their compatibility with
the internal market, it could be anticipated that regulatory authorities become aware of an

inherent degree of similarity between their respective (national) regulatory objectives. Whilst

this might not per se lead to any conscious or explicit convergence of regulatory objectives,
should similar objectives prevail in gambling sectors where cross-border trade, legal or

otherwise is rife, and negative externalities are felt within a number of Member States, then it

2 Baumberg, B. & Anderson, P., 'Health, alcohol and EU law: understanding the impact of European single
market law on alcohol policies', European Journal of Public Health, 18(4) (2008), 392-398
3 Murphy, D. 'Interjurisdictional Competition and Regulatory Advantage', Journal of International Economics,
8(4) (2005), 891-920, p. 891.
Drezner, D.W., 'Globalization and Policy Convergence', International Studies Review, 3 (2001), 53-78 p. 53.
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could be anticipated that it will be in these areas that future action at the Community level

will occur.5 Furthermore it will

be suggested that should there be a greater degree

of rnarket

openness in the 'European' gambling market that this will not per se lead to competition-in-

laxity, thus avoiding

a reduction

of gambling regulations to the standard of the lowest

common denominator.6 It can be anticipated that there will be a degree of cooperation
between the Member States in the context of the European Community which will avoid pure

regulatory competition which would be

a

pre-requisite for competition-in-laxity, particularly

if mutual recognition of equivalent regulatory objectives and standards is relied upon.7
4.2

The Beginnings of a European Debate and Questions of Subsidiarity

1991 saw the European Commission show interest in how Member States regulate gambling
and whether there may be any barriers to trade within the internal market.8 During the

Edinburgh European Council meeting of December 1992 it was decided that the European

Community would not pursue any harmonisation measures in the field of gambling, a
decision taken upon the basis of the principle of subsidiarity.

9

However, by the time that the

European Council had taken this decision, the European Court of Justice had received the first

of what would prove to be a long line of preliminary references regarding the compatibility of
national restrictive measures with the free movement principles.

I0

The preliminary questions

referred to Luxembourg by the United Kingdom' s High Court mark a watershed in the debate
as to the relationship between gambling and the internal market, a debate which continues to

flow long since the 1992 decision taken in Edinburgh. Indeed, upon reflection it may be time
to review that decision.

5 Larouche, P. & Chirico, F., "Conceptual Divergence, Functionalism and the Economics of Convergence
Contribution for Binding Unity/Diverging", TILEC Discussion Paper, No. 2005-027(2005)
6 Littler, A., 'Regulatory Perspectives on the Future of Interactive Gambling in the Internal Market', European
Ikiw Review, 33(2) (2008), 211-229.
Geradin, D. & McCahery, J.A., 'Regulatory Co-opetition: Transcending the Regulatory Competition Debate',
No.
available at
& Economics Working
Center for inw
Amsterdam
2005-06,
Paper
http:Ussrn.com/paper=821087
8 European Commission, Gambling in the Single Market - A Study of the Current Legal and Market Situation,
1991.
9

European Council, Conclusions Of the Presidency, Edinburgh 11 and 12 December 1992 (DOC/92/8,
13.12.1992). Annex 2 to Part A, Subsidiarity. Examples of the Review of Pending Proposals and Existing
Legislation states that:
"Finally, the Commission can say that, following consultations with interested parties, it intends to
abandon certain initiatives. It will not, for instance, be going ahead with proposals on the
harmonization of vehicle number plates or the regulation of gambling.
i

0

Case C-275/92, Her Majesty's Customs and Excise v. Gerhart Schindler and Jorg Schindler, \19941 ECR I-

1039
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Whilst the nature of contemporary gambling has been introduced through Chapter 1,
and national regulatory approaches in Chapter 2, it must be clarified as to what is understood

by the 'internal market', and why nearly two decades ago, under the principle of subsidiarity

it was deemed inappropriate for there to be any Community involvement in the regulation of
gambling. This will provide a firm grounding for the subsequent reasoning as to why, at least

with regards to some forms of gambling, this decision can no longer be considered as
watertight.

According to Article 2 EC, the task of the European Community is to establish a
common market and "to promote throughout the Community

a

harmonious, balanced and

sustainable development of economic activities, a high level of employment and of social

protection, ...a high degree of competitiveness and convergence of economic performance, ...

the raising of the standard of living and quality of life, economic and social cohesion and
solidarity among Member States."
Lenaerts and Van Nuffel consider that"[t]he establishment of a common market
continues to be the Community's most important task",

1I

of which the 'internal market' is an

extremely important constituent. Pursuant to Article 3(1)(c) EC the establishment of the
internal market is one of the purposes of the European Community, with Article 14(2) of the
EC Treaty defining this concept as:
66

an area

without internal frontiers in which the free movement of goods, persons,

services and capital is ensured in accordance with the provisions of this Treaty."

Within this internal market "market participants should be able to deploy his or her labour and
capital, sell or buy goods and perform or receive services across the Community's "internal"
frontiers without being impeded by national rules maintaining or reintroducing frontiers by
means

of trade restrictions."12 Consequently the EC Treaty establishes the free movement of
13

goods, - the free movement of persons

14

incorporating the freedom of establishment, 1 -5 the

free movement of capital 16 and the residual category of the free movement of services.17 The

applicability of these freedoms of the gambling sector, and indeed whether bodies offering

" Bray, R. (ed), Lenaerts, K. & Van Nuffel, P., Constitutional Law of the European Union. (London; Thomson

Sweet & Maxwell, 2005) p. 139.
12 Ibid., p. 140.
I

3

l

4

15

I6

Articles 28 and 29 EC.
Article 39 EC.
Article 43 EC.
Article 56 EC.

' Article 49 EC, whereas Article 50 EC

of this Treaty where they

states "Services shall be considered to be 'services' within the meaning
are normally provided for remuneration, in so far as they are not governed by the

provisions relating to the freedom of movement for goods, capital and persons. "
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gambling opportunities are indeed 'market participants' shall become apparent from the case-

law of the ECJ. Moreover, the freedoms upon which the internal market is founded are
furthered by the principle of non-discrimination on the grounds of nationality: 8
Consequently, within the scope of the application of the EC Treaty Member States must treat
nationals of other Member States in the same manner as they treat their own nationals, and
this relates to natural and legal persons. However, the principle

of non-discrimination includes

"[d]iscrimination in substance" which consists of "[t]reating either similar situations
differently or different situations identically"." Any such differences in treatment have to be
justified, either by reference to the EC Treaty regarding measures which are directly
discriminatory or upon the basis of case-law developed by the ECJ in the case of indirect
discrimination. Cases of indirect discrimination arise where restrictive provisions of national

law do not restrict market participants on the basis of their nationality, or place of
establishment in the case of legal persons, but nevertheless leads to the same result

as

overt

discrimination on the basis of nationality.
To date the ECJ has been called upon to offer guidance to national courts so that they

of national law which restricts the movement of gambling
the 'internal' borders of the Community can be upheld in light of the free movement

can determine whether a provision
across

provisions. Such guidance does not go unnoticed by national authorities of other Member
States however, nor by other private operators and parties with an interest in the European

gambling regulatory debate.

Proponents of the view that gambling policy and regulation should rest wholly with
national governments can be expected to point to Article 5 EC which establishes the principle

of subsidiarity. 20 The function of this principle is to act as

a

"filter between Community

„ 21

competence and the possibility of exercising that competence,

and comes to life in areas

where the Community does not possess exclusive competence but rather where competence is

shared with the Member States. Accordingly, action can only be taken at the Community level
to the extent that the objectives of the proposed action cannot be 'sufficiently achieved by the

Member States and can therefore, by reason of the scale or effects of the proposed action, be
better achieved by the Community." The Protocol on the application of the principles of
18

Article 12 EC.
Case 13/63, Italy v. Commission, I 1963] ECR English Special Edition 165, para. 4(a)
20 Article 5(2)EC:
"In areas which do not fall within its exclusive competence, the Community shall take accordance with
the principle of subsidiarity, only if and in so far as the objectives of the proposed action cannot be
sufficiently achieved by the Member States and can therefore, by reason of the scale or effectiveness of
"
the proposed action, be better achieved by the Community.
21
Lenaerts, K. and Van Nuffel, P., supra note 11, p. 101.
I

9
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subisidiarity and proportionality makes clear that the requirements of subsidiarity are

cumulative; not only must it be the case that the proposed objectives cannot be sufficiently
achieved by the Member States but that they will be better met through Community action. 22

Guidelines are offered in the Protocol to establish whether these two conditions are satisfied:

"- the issue under consideration

has transnational aspects which cannot be satisfactorily

regulated by action by Member States;

-

actions by Member States alone or lack of Community action would conflict with the

requirements of the Treaty (such as the need to correct distortion of competition or
avoid disguised restrictions on trade or strengthen economic and social cohesion) or

would otherwise significantly damage Member States' interests;

- action at Community level would produce clear benefits by reason of its scale or
effects compared with action at the level of the Member States."
Ultimately the assessment of whether objectives can be better met through action at the
Member State or Community level depend upon how the particular issue at hand is framed,

and thus how the objectives are formulated. Subsidiarity has been described as a "two-way

principle" implying that although it is often perceived

as

implying bias towards

decentralisation, the proper application of the principle can also result in the case being made
23
for centralisation, i.e. regulatory competence shifting to the Community level.

Whether particular aspects of gambling regulation can be better achieved at the

Community level or not, will depend in part upon what the objectives of any such regulation
would be and the type of gambling activities which would fall into the material scope of any

Community level action. Indeed, this conundrum has been framed as:

"If an objective can really

be attained better at

Community level, why then does

everyone not agree about it? The fact that there is no agreement proves that one's

conception that a task can be attained better at a higher level of authority is subjective
and not shared by everyone.

„ 24

This particular point will be returned to in both the concluding remarks of this Chapter as well
as the

final overall Conclusions and it can be anticipated that there will be no single clear-cut

answer as to whether gambling should be regulated at the Community or Member State level.

The added value of Community action over Member State action may prove to be a subjective

22

Protocol (30) on the application of the principles of subsidiarity and proportionality (1997), OJ, 10.1 1.1997,
C340/105.
23

Pelkman, J., 'Testing for Subsidiarity', Bruges European Economic Policy briefings, 13/2006, p.6
Emiliou, N., 'Subsidiarity: An Effective Barrier Against The Enterprises of Ambition?', European lilw
Review, 17(5) (1992), 383-407.
24
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assessment.

25

Perhaps certain objectives which Member States share can be better met at the

Community level whilst ensuring greater respect for the internal market while other objectives
can be satisfactorily met through national action.

26

Furthermore, the need for Community

level action may not apply to all forms of gambling which are offered legally within the

Community, but to particular sectors or means of delivery which have greater transnational
aspects.

It should not be ignored that determining the level at which action should take place
includes a "crucial political and institutional choice between a federalism of a centralising
nature and federalism of a decentralising nature

„ 27
.

Therefore preferences will not only be

exercised on the basis of the topic itself, and gambling is a politically sensitive topic given the
revenues and capital flows which it involves, but also to the question of where power should
be vested

within the Community.

However, an important aspect which should be fully appreciated is that through
meeting its mandate as 'guardian of the Treaties', the European Commission does not seek

any transfer of competence or that any decision is taken as to at which level gambling should
be regulated as is inherent in the principle of subsidiarity. Through ensuring that the internal

market is respected, and initiating infringement proceedings as a tool to this end, the
European Commission is undertaking its obligations under the EC Treaty, the outcome of

which is not dependent upon an assessment under the principle of subsidiarity. Member States
must respect the free movement principles and to date the implication of this has formed the

vast majority of the debate on gambling in the European Community. This is entirely
independent of questions surrounding subsidiarity which should only be catalysed if there

were to be secondary Community legislation regulating all or part of this sector.

Nevertheless, this does not prevent institutions other than the European Commission
and European Court

of Justice from having

an interest in the gambling sector, with recent

activity within the Council and European Parliament.

During the December 2008

The notion of 'better' has been referred to as 'value added' in terms of the Community's contribution to the
regulation of the activity in question. See - Estella, A., The EU Principle of Subsidiarity and Its Critique
(Oxford; Oxford University Press, 2005), p. 93.
26
Furthermore, at Emiliou, supra note 24, notes that:
"As European integration advances, spill-over effects are likely to increase in importance and
"
therefore more powers will need to be transferred to the Community level.
This can be interpreted as suggesting that the pressure for some form of Community level action with regards to
the gambling sector will only increase as integration occurs at a more general level, or perhaps moreover with
regard to other sectors. Thus not only may there be forces internal to the gambling debate itself pushing for
Community level action, but there may also be pressure 'external' to the gambling debate from elsewhere within
the Community.
25

27

Ibid.
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'Competitiveness' Council meeting

28

the Council "held an exchange

of views on the legal

framework and the policies adopted in EU Member States on gambling and betting" based

"on a Presidency report on the work done in the second half of 2008." This work is described
as

merely "exploratory" and represents the "first time that Council bodies have addressed this

subject in such a detailed manner." Whilst the "Presidency's report

...

proposes taking joint

discussions further", no concluding points or remarks were made publicly available following
to this meeting. Any conclusions would have been wholly unexpected but the fact that

discussion has begun to take place at the

level of

the Council indicates that national

governments are becoming increasingly aware of the importance of this issue on the European
stage.

Taking

a

somewhat narrower perspective the European Parliament has shown recent

activity in this field regarding the integrity of online gambling. 29 The Draft Report on the
Integrity of Online Gambling draws upon three broad policy areas; namely the need for '[a]
transparent market that safeguards the public and consumer interests'; the importance of

'[t]ackling fraud and other criminal behaviour'; and the '[p]revention of consumer detriment'.
The Report notes that "in accordance with the principle of subsidiarity, Member States have a

legitimate interest in monitoring and regulating their gambling markets" which is consistent

with the 1992 position of the European Council. Subsequently the Parliament "[c]alls on the
Commission to clarify the competences of the Member States and the EU in the field of

online gambling; is of the opinion that the Court of Justice should not define the European
"30
Since reference is made to "online gambling" regarding the action which
gambling market.

the Parliament considers the Commission should undertake and merely to "their gambling

markets" regarding the Member States, does this indicate that the Parliament perceives that a

different approach under the principle of subsidiarity should be taken for online gambling, as
distinct from gambling in general? Presumably the clarification of competences between the
Member States and the EU should depend upon the principle of subsidiarity, but which
factors should be taken into account when applying subsidarity to gambling in the internal
market? It appears that the Commission is left with considerable discretion in this respect
28

Council of the European Union, 2910th meeting of the Council Competitiveness (internal market, industry and
research), Brussels I and 2 December 2008, Press Release 16577/08

2'European Parliament Resolution of IO March on the integrity of online gambling, 2008122150Nl). This
follows the Committee on the Internal Market and Consumer Protection's (IMCO), Report on the integrity of
online gambling (2008/2215(INI), 17 February 2009, Rapporteur: Christel Schaldemose). This Report draws
upon a study completed for the - Europe Economics, Online Gambling. Focusing on Integrity and a Code of
Conduct for Gambling, (IP/A/IMCO/ST/2008- 13, November 2008).
30
Committee on the Internal Market and Consumer Protection's (IMCO), Draft Report on the integrity of online
gambling (2008/2215(INI), 17 October 2998, Rapporteur: Christel Schaldemose) points 1 & 2.
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which is perhaps remarkable given than the Commission acts as the guardian of the Treaties
and so has an interest in seeing them being fully adhered to. As such the Commission is
responsible for ensuring full compliance with the internal market although it is often

debatable what this actually entails. Whilst the ECJ is not the sole body defining the so-called
'European gambling market', recognition that solely relying upon the preliminary reference

procedure is not the most appropriate means to regulate this market is an important step
towards greater institutional involvement.

3I

Furthermore the European Parliament deems it necessary that Member States
"cooperate closely in order to solve the problems arising from cross-border online gambling"

whilst stressing "the need for

a common European

position on online gambling with

mandatory minimum requirements for protecting consumers and preventing fraud.

„32

With an

emphasis on cooperation between Member States is it unnecessary, in the Parliament's view,

for such close cooperation to involve the Community's institutions? More importantly, does
the Parliament deem this to be a separate process to that of a 'common European position'?
Indeed, if the need for

a

common position involving mandatory requirements is evident to the

Parliament before the European Commission has been given the opportunity to respond to the

call to define the competences of the Member States and the EU, what are the consequences

for any subsequent debate on subsidiarity?
33
The Parliament also calls upon the Commission to collect information about fraud

and to undertake "an impact assessment of the effects

of national regulation of the provision

of cross-border gambling services in relation to integrity, social responsibility, consumer
„ 34
protection and matters relating to taxation . Thus the Parliament is aware of the fact that

differences between the regulatory regimes of the Member States will have consequences on
the many issues which are closely connected to online gambling.

However, it is arguable that the Parliament's framing of the issue is under inclusive,

primarily for two reasons. Firstly it refers to national regulations which concern the provision

of cross-border gambling services, whereas very few Member States have regulatory regimes
which are explicitly designed to regulate the cross-border provision of online gambling
(assuming that this is the focus of the Parliament at this juncture). The regulation of crossAlthough the European Parliament questions the role of the Court of Justice in establishing some degree of
European regulatory environment for (online) gambling it must not be forgotten that it was the European
Parliament which removed gambling from the scope of the Services Directive. As will be discussed subsequently
in this Chapter, the European Commission initially proposed that gambling would be covered by the Services
Directive, pursuant to a transitional period, further studies and a measure of harmonisation.
31

32

33
34

IMCO Draft Report, supra note 30, point 3.
Ibid, point 19.
Ibid, point 20.
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border gambling in some Member States may rely in a very uncertain manner upon

regulations designed for the regulation of gambling within a purely domestic setting, and
perhaps offline gambling, or national law may prohibit cross-border gambling entirely. In the

case that an absolute prohibition is in place, then any negative consequences derivable from

cross-border gambling from that particular Member State will not be internalised in the

regulatory or supervisory process. Secondly, the Parliament does not pay regard to the
freedoms underpinning the internal market and the role that these have to play in any debate

surrounding the regulation of gambling in at the European level, many of which relate to the

provision of all forms of gambling and not merely online gambling. Arguably questions as to
the impact of the internal market upon gambling are not unique to the sphere of online
gambling. The approach undertaken is wholly based upon what are generally perceived to be
the negative consequences of (online) gambling with a disregard for expectations which

parties may derive from the freedom of establishment and the freedom to provide services.
Perhaps the Parliament feels that these elements have received attention in the course of the

hearings before the Court of Justice, but nevertheless any debate as to respective
competences, inter-governmental cooperation and common European positions must have

regard to economic considerations and not merely those of a more social nature. 35

As valuable as the discussions within the European Council and European Parliament

could prove to be in the longer term, at present the European Court of Justice has been
responsible for forging a Community approach to gambling law. It can be hoped that with the

involvement of the other institutions, are more rounded regulatory debate could be embarked
upon.

4.3

Ever

Case-law of the ECJ

since the

first preliminary

reference

in

1992

from

the

High Court in the United

Kingdom, which gave rise to the Schindler case, the European Court of Justice has witnessed
a

considerable number of preliminary references arising from this sector. In December 2008 a

total of thirteen preliminary references were pending before the Court of Justice, with some

Member States having referred multiple questions arising from different legal proceedings.

35

Although reference is made to these two freedoms no indication is given as to their importance. See for
example point 9: "Is of the opinion that online gambling is likely to give rise to risks to consumers and that
Member States may therefore legitimately restrict the freedom to provide online gambling services in order to
protect consumers.
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This section will firstly deal with the cases which the Court of Justice has already offered
guidance to national courts 36 before turning attention to the pending preliminary references.37

Nearly all of the existing decisions of the Court of Justice within this field can be
divided into two groups. Firstly those where the national court sought clarification on the
complete prohibition of cross-border movement or out-of-state involvement within the

particular national gambling market. This includes an absolute prohibition on large scale

nationwide lotteries in the United Kingdom in Schindler, and the reservation of the operation

of slot machines to public bodies in the cases of Iliarti and Anomar. Secondly, three cases
have arisen out of Italian legislation relating to the award of licences for participating in the

sports-betting market in Zenatti, Gambelli and Placanica. Of a an entirely different nature,
and due to the directly discriminatory nature of differential tax treatment in Finnish law, is the
case

of Lindman which suggests that Member States must bear an evidentiary burden when

seeking to justify restrictive measures.

In contrast to the rather broadly defined early preliminary references which gave the
Court of Justice the opportunity to give equally broad and general decisions, the batch of
pending references are far more detailed in nature. In essence the national courts are calling

for guidance on how the general statements of the earlier decisions should be applied to
specific national situations. Arguably this forces the Court of Justice into an uncomfortable
corner in which the judges are left with a decreasingly small margin in which they can give
guidance which is of a general nature and thus become reluctant policy makers in this field.
36

Schindler supra note 10: Case C-124/97, Markku Juhani Uitira, Cotswold Microsystems Ltd and Oy

Transattantic Software Ltd v. Kihtakunnansyyttayii (Jyvaskylli) and Suomen valtio (Finnish State) \19991 ECR.
I-6067; Case C-67/98, Questore di Verona v. Diego Zenatti [1999] E.C.R. I-7289; [2000] 1 C.M.L.R. 201; Case
C-6/01, Associa ao Nacional de Operadores de Mdquinas Recreativas (Anomar) and Others v. Estado
portugues, [2003] ECR I-8621; Case C-42/02, Diana Elisabeth Lindman v. Skatterlittelsentimnde [2003] E.C.R.
I-13519; Case C-243/01, Criminal Proceedings against Piergiorio Gan:belli and Others [2003] ECR I-13031;
Cases C-338/04, C-359104 and C-360/04 Criminal proceedings against Placanica, Palazzese and Sorricchio,
[2007] ECR I-1891
37

C-397/05, Criminal Proceedings against Maria Grazia Di Maggio and Salvatore Buccuota (Tribunale di

Palermo, Italy); C-409/06, Winner Wetten GmbH v. Mayor ofBergheim (Verwaltungsericht KBIn, Germany); C525/06, De Nationale Loterij v BVBA Customer Service Agency (Rechtbank van Koophandel, Hasselt, Belgium):

C-42101, Liga Portuguesa de Futebol Profissional (CA/LPFP) and Baw International Led v Departamento de
Jogos da Santa Casa da Misericdrdia de Lisboa (Tribunal de Pequena Instancia Criminal do Porto, Portugal) C316/07, Markus StoB v. Wetteraukreis (Verwaltungsgericht Giessen, Germany) joined with five further cases; C-

46108, Carmen Media Group Ltd v. land Schleswig-Hoistein and Minister for the Interior of the Land
Schleswig-Holstein (Schleswig-Hoslteinisches Verwaltungsgericht, Germany); C-55/08, Sanm Casa de

Misericcirdia de Lisboa v. Liga Portuguesa de Fuetbol Professional (CA/LPFP), Baw International Ltd under
Betandwin.com Interactive Entertainment (Tribunal Judicial da Comarca do Porto, Portugal); C-64/08 Criminal
proceedings against Ernst Enge[mann (Landesgericht Linz, Austria)·, C-145108 Club Hotel Loutraki AE and
Others v. Ethniko Symvoutio Radiotileroasis, Ypourgos Epikrateias (Symvoulio tis Epitratefas, Greece); C149108, AKTOR A.T.E. v. Ethniko Symvoutio Radiotileroasis; C-203108, The Sporting Exchange (Betfair) v.
Minister for Justice, Stichting de Nationate Sporttotalisator and Scientijic Racing Games (Raad van Swe, the
Netherlands); C-212/08, Socitti Zeturf Limited v. Premiere ministre et at (Conseil d'Etat, France); C-258/08,
Ladbrokes Betting & Gaming and Indbrokes International Ologe Raad, Netherlands).
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By the time some of these preliminary references are due to be answered the Court as an

institution will have had considerable experience with the gambling field but that does not
imply that it is suited to the role of setting

a

policy framework.38 Whilst the role of the Court

of Justice may be to ensure "that in the interpretation and application of the Treaties the law is
observed",
„,39 there exists a fine line between guiding national courts in the context of the

preliminary reference procedure to enable them to correctly apply Community law and
actually developing

a

Community policy. Given the dynamic nature of the debate and

inherent uncertainty as to what Community law requires it is of little surprise that national
courts are courting the judges in Luxembourg so enthusiastically through the avenue created

by Article 234 EC.
National courts, and the Court of Justice alike, do not operate in a political vacuum
and as interest in this field increases more and more parties at the national level

will believe

that their view on domestic gambling regulation can be supported by Community law. Each
decision to date has arisen out of various factual situations, and even though the case-law is of
an erga omnes nature, the highly specific nature of the facts which gave rise to Schindler,

Lddrli and subsequent

cases gives national courts room to

justify further references. Indeed,

since courts do not operate in isolation from the rest of society some courts may chose to
expose national governments directly to Community law by referring a question to the Court

of Justice.40 Ultimately this has the effect of reducing the scope of a government to claim that
their particular restrictive measures are justifiable in the light of Community law through
distinguishing the prevailing factual situation from that which gave rise to the Court of
Justice's prevision decisions.

It will become clear that the so-called margin of discretion which the Court of Justice
demarcated for national gambling policy and regulatory activities is perhaps shrinking in

terms of the modus operandi of national gambling regulatory models. Member States
to remain wholly competent to determine the regulatory set-up

appear

of national gambling markets,

but the manner in which this process operates receives close scrutiny by the Court of Justice.

Although some cases may been perceived

as

providing the Court of Justice with an

38

Indeed, the European Parliament has noted this in its Draft Report, supra note 30.
Lenaerts and van Nuffel, supra note I l,p. 443.
40 obermaier has developed the notion of the preliminary reference procedure as being double-edged sword
which can be used to expose reluctant national governments to Community law through the active use of the
procedure by national courts. Equally national courts can shelter national governments by using their discretion
not to refer questions to Luxembourg. See Obermaier, A.J., 'The National Judiciary Sword of the European
39

-

Court of Justice Rulings: The Example of the Koht[/Decker Jurisprudence', European Law Journal,

14(6)

(2008), 735-752.
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opportunity to bring clarity to the discourse, 41 in light of the preliminary references it seems

more likely that Court has encouraged more specific preliminary references. The reduction in
the Member States margin of discretion is reflected in a simultaneous reduction in the ability

of the Court of Justice to avoid the need to give detailed guidance to national courts.

4.3.1

Schindler

The first occasion that the ECJ had to wrestle with the interaction between the gambling
sector and the internal market arose in the context of the United Kingdom's total prohibition
on large scale lotteries. It is important to realise that the internet was not a widespread means

of communication at this time with no business to consumer transactions, in sharp contrast to
today. The posting of forms enabling the participation of UK residents in a German lottery
perhaps seems somewhat antiquated in light of contemporary discussions regarding online

gambling, but nevertheless the case represents the beginning of the Court of Justice's

gambling case-law.

42

The High Court

of Justice called upon their colleagues in Luxembourg to determine

'whether national legislation prohibiting the holding of certain lotteries in a Member State

was compatible' with the free movement of goods and free movement of services.43 Two
brothers were found by the Commissioners

of Customs

and Excise to have sent via the mail to

British residents advertisements and applications forms for a lottery organised in Germany,
and the said mailings were intercepted and confiscated upon arrival in the United Kingdom.
The two brothers, who acted as agents for the German lottery in question, claimed that the

prohibitions contained within the Revenue Act 1898 and Lotteries and Amusements Act 1976
were incompatible with the free movement of goods, or in the alternative, the free movement
of services. In essence the High Court of Justice sought to ascertain whether the lottery tickets
amounted to goods or services, and whether the restriction upon their movement was

justifiable. In particular the High Court specifically requested guidance as to whether 'social
policy reasons and to prevent fraud constitute legitimate public policy and public morality
considerations to justify the restrictions,44 which perhaps has given rise to the subsequent

distinction made by the Court of Justice between firstly social policy concerns, namely
41

Straetmans, G., 'Case C-6/01, Anomar v. Estado portugues, Case C-243/01, Piergiorgio Gambelli; and C42/02 Diana Elisabeth Lindman', Common Market LAw Review, 41 (2004), 1409-1428, p. 1422
42
Schindler represents the first occasion upon which the Court of Justice had to offer guidance on the
compatibility of restrictive measures in national gambling policy with the internal market. The first occasion on
which gambling came before the Court of Justice was involved the application of value-added tax to slot
machines, in Case 252/86, Gabriel Bergandi v Directeur gindral des impost, I 19881 ECR - 1343.
43
Schindler. supra note 10, para. 1.
44 Ibid.,para. 12.
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avoiding stimulating demand for gambling services and preventing gambling addiction, and
secondly combating crime and fraud.

45

Significantly the ECJ determines that lotteries are an economic activity, and thus fall
under the scope of the EC Treaty,

46

rejecting the claims of some Member States that lotteries

47
are devoid of economic purpose since they are determined by chance. Having determined

that the importation and distribution of the lottery tickets is to enable United Kingdom
residents to participate in the Germany-based lottery, the tickets did not qualify as goods, but

rather the lottery activities amounted to

a

service, it was noted that:

"The services at issue are those provided by the operator of the lottery to enable
purchasers

of tickets

to participate in a game

of chance with the hope of winning, by

arranging for that purpose for the stakes to collected, the draws to be organized and the
prizes or winnings to be ascertained and paid out. „48

This organisational role of the gambling supplier is provided in return for remuneration in the

form of the price of the lottery ticket, 49 and the economic nature of this process is not negated
50
by the inherent element of chance in the overall process, neither the recreational or
5I

entertainment value, nor the manner in which profits generated by the activity are
subsequently allocated.

52

Intriguingly the Court of Justice noted that lotteries, whether

operated by public or private bodies, were profit-making organisations given that "not all the
„53
money staked by the participants is redistributed as prizes or winnings.
Many publicly-

45

There appears to be slight disagreement as to the practical significance of this distinction which has continued
in subsequent case-law. See Cuyvers, A., 'Joined Cases C-338/04, C-359/04 and C-360/04, Massimiliano
Placanica, Christian Palazzese and Angelo Sorricchio (Placanica), Judgment of the Grand Chamber of 6 March
2007, ECR [2007] 1-1891', Common Market litw Review 45 (2008), 515-536 and Hoekx, N., 'Placanica:
Combating Criminality vs. Reducing Gambling Opportunities as Grounds for Justification in the ECJ's

Jurisprudence', in Spapens, T., Littler, A. & Fijnaut, C., Crime, Addiction and the Regulation of Gambling
(Leiden; Martinus Nijhoff, 2008), p. 70-90 and 'Kansspelen in Europa/Placanica, Tijdschrift voor
Consumentenrecht en handelspraktijken, 2007-5,148-155 by the same author.
46
It is interesting to note that those Member States which argued for or against lotteries amounting lo an
"economic activity" do not necessarily reflect their contemporary position with regards to the degree to which
national markets should be open to cross-border trade. Those Governments arguing against were Belgium,
Germany, Ireland, Luxembourg and Portugal while those in favour were France, Spain and the United Kingdom.
Given the 'closed' nature of the French gambling market this is somewhat surprising and 2008 proposals will
only permit some opening of the sports-betting market, whilst Belgium has a history of non-national operators
within its domestic casino market. However, casinos and lotteries are separate gambling operations and thus
were these particular governments aware of such a distinction and ready to differentiate between forms of
gambling and their degree of exposure to the internal market? Or did the French government believe that the
nature of the Frangaise des Jeux would never be questioned upon the basis of internal market freedoms?
47
Schindler, supra note 10, paras. 16-27
48
Ibid., para. 27.
49
Ibid.,Para. 28
50
Ibid.,Para. 33

', Ibid.,Para. 34
52 Ibid.,Para. 35.
53

Ibid., para. 34.
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owned lottery operators, and indeed those offering other forms of gambling, do not
necessarily consider themselves to be profit-making organisations and ultimately any 'profit'

is to the benefit of the state in question. 54 Nevertheless, in light of subsequent case-law such
bodies have become less explicit about their desire for 'profit', as part of the overall

coherency of national gambling policy.
Large-scale lotteries were prohibited at the material time of the case in the United

Kingdom, and national law constituted an obstacle to the free movement of services. 55
However, given that large-scale lotteries were permitted in other Member States although
subject to strict regulation, lotteries could not be aligned with other activities "whose harmful
nature causes them to prohibited in all Member States and whose position under Community

law may be likened to that of activities involving illegal products".56 In line with case-law on
abortion, the Court of Justice declined to pass judgment on the moral questions surrounding
lotteries and has maintained this non-judgmental stance ever since.
57
Having determined that the restriction was applicable without distinction, even

though other forms of gambling were permitted and regulated in the United Kingdom,58 the

ECJ proceeded to consider possible grounds of justification for the restriction. By
appreciating that other forms of gambling were permitted in the United Kingdom at this time,
such as football pools and bingo, the ECJ distinguished them from large-scale lotteries by

reference to "their object, rules and methods of organization." Crucially the Court of Justice

recognised that not all forms of gambling are alike, and that Member States may make the
necessary regulatory distinctions between the different forms. Arguments advanced by the

United Kingdom to justify the restriction centred upon the prevention of crime, the need to
avoid the stimulation of demand for gambling and to ensure that lotteries were not operated

for private profit but only for charitable, sporting or cultural objectives. In light of what the
Court considered to be the 'peculiar nature' of lotteries, taken together, these concerns could

justify an obstacle to the free movement of services, even to the extent of an absolute
prohibition.

59

54

Likewise the extent to which such public bodies can make 'loses', depends equally on the degree to which the
state places them at arms length from the state administration. This notion is not entirely theoretical however,
see, Brabants Dagblad, 'Holland Casino belandt in 2009 in rode cijfers' ('Holland Casino lands in the red in
2009'), 2 December 2008.
55
Schindler, supra note 10, para. 45.
56
Ibid., para. 32.

57 Ibid., para. 52
58
Including small-scale lotteries see ibid., para. 51.
59

Ibid., paras. 57 - 58.
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Four grounds were enumerated which the ECJ considered give national authorities 'a

sufficient degree of

1.

latitude

,60

to

determine national policy, with these grounds being:

The moral, religious and cultural aspects of lotteries and other forms of
gambling:

2.

High risk of crime and fraud involved in lotteries due to large amounts which
can be staked and the high prizes:

3.

Lotteries

are incitement to spend which can have damaging consequences for

both the individual and society: and

4.

Lotteries may make a significant contribution to financing benevolent or public
·

· 61

interest activities.

Although the ECJ refers specifically to lotteries in all elements, and 'only to other types of

gambling' in the first characteristic given, these elements have been applied in subsequent
case-law to other forms of gambling. The considerable margin of discretion which Member
States have allow them to decide the extent to which gambling activities should be restricted,

and possibly prohibited, so long as this is done in a non-discriminatory manner. Ultimately

the ECJ found that the free movement of services does not preclude total prohibitions on a

particular form of gambling, such as that which existed in the United Kingdom in light of
social policy concerns and the prevention of fraud. In essence it could be considered that this
remains the Court' s underlying point of view, with the margin of discretion enjoyed my

Member States being reduced in the sense that the Court clarifies the circumstances upon

which restrictions are justifiable. 62

4.3.2 Laara
October 1999 saw the stakes raise slightly be the ECJ with two preliminary references being
43
given regarding the relationship between gambling and the internal market, in LUUra and

Zenatti64 These cases were noted as having "clarified" the "often criticized outcome of

Schindler", but during the intervening time since 2000 it has become apparent that the debate
is anything other than clear.

65

60 Ibid., para. 61
6i

Ibid., para. 60.
See generally on this point Littler, A.D., 'Has the ECJ's Jurisprudence in the Field of Gambling Become More
Restrictive when Applying the Proportionality Principle?'. in Littler, A. & Fijnaut, C. (eds), The Regulation of
Gambling: European and National Perspectives, (Leiden; Martinus Nijhoff, 2007).
63
62

64

Laara, supra note 36.

Zenatti, supra note 36.
65
Straetmans, G., 'Case C-124/97, Lilira and Case C-67/98, Zenatti', Common Market Law Review, 37 (2000),
991-1005, p. 991.
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ai£ira arose from a preliminary reference referred by the Vaasan hovioikeus regarding
the public monopoly on the operation of slot machines within Finland, in accordance with the
Arpajaislaki of 1965.66 This monopoly was granted to the Raha-automaattiyhdistys
(Association for the Management of Slot Machines, hereinafter referred to as 'RAY') for the

operation of slot machines, in return for remuneration "with a view to the collection of funds
for various public interest initiatives". Not only did this licence provider the license-holder the

right to operate the slot machines, it also enabled them to manufacture and sell such
An undertaking incorporated in Finland, owned by Mr Liiarii, imported a certain
type of slot machine from the United Kingdom in contravention of the monopoly position

machines.

67

enjoyed by. Ultimately Mr Laarb was prosecuted for operating such machines without a
license, and argued that Finnish legislation was contrary to the free movement of goods and
services. The appeals court, the Vaasan Hovioikeus, referred a number

of questions to the

ECJ in light of the Schindler ruling.

In broad terms the ECJ followed the path which it established in Schindler having
assimilated slot machines with lotteries, after all 'comparable forms of gambling' were being
considered.

68

Drawing attention to the transaction involved between consumer and machine,

the Court noted that the machines offer, in return for payment 'the prospect of winning a sum
on money', in a similar process to lotteries. Once again discussion turned to the distinction

between goods and services, and although it was noted that slot machines themselves

constitute goods, an apparent lack of information prevented the Court from ruling upon this

particular aspect and restricted its analysis to the free movement of services.

69

Having

66 Law No 491 of 1 September 1965 on gaming.
67
L.Zid rd, supra note 36, paras. 4-5.
68
Ibid. para. 15-19. All the Member States which made representations to the ECJ, as well as the European
Commission, agreed on slot machines being a form of gambling comparable to lotteries. Moreover they also
considered that the EC Treaty did not preclude legislation such as that in question which granted a monopoly for
the provision of a particular form of gambling, because they considered the inherent restrictions to be justifiable
on the same lines as Schindler. This group of Member States included those which today demonstrate
contrasting ideas on how national gambling markets should be organised (Austria, Belgium, Finland, Germany,
Ireland, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden and the United Kingdom). Nevertheless, they
are all united by the fact that they at least one gambling sector supplied by a monopolist, and in some cases there
will be competition for the market (e.g. the United Kingdom National Lottery) and for others there is a complete
absence of competition (e.g. the casino market in the Netherlands).
69
Ibid. para. 26. However, in the Opinion of Advocate General Alber in the Gambelli case it is clear that he
considers that the free movement of goods would have been 'appropriate' in Laard since the facts also included
the import of slot machines, not merely the service for which they would eventually be used.
Additionally, Allen points to an inherent inconsistency in the Court's approach to goods and services in
this case. Upon what basis was the evidence provided by the Finnish court sufficient to allow the Court of Justice
to feel sufficiently well informed to rule on the case under Article 49 EC, but not under Article 28 EC? As
suggested by Allen , following Dassonville there would only have to a potential restriction on the free movement
of slot machines to fall foul of Article 28 EC, which is arguably a lower standard than that applicable under the
free movement of services heading. Perhaps however the Court was more concerned with providing itself with a
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established that the restriction of the operation of slot machines to a single operator amounted

in this case to an indistinctly applicable restriction,7' the Court largely reiterated the Schindler

approach as to overriding public interests which could serve to justify the measure.

Importantly for the regulatory autonomy of Member States in this sector, the Court held that

the fact that Member States opt for different systems of protection 'cannot affect the
,71
assessment of the need for, and proportionality of, the provisions enacted so to achieve the

objectives of

a

particular Member State's policies. In practice this means that in assessing

whether the restrictions placed on the free movement of gambling services by Member State

A are justifiable, reference cannot be made to the regulatory models developed and upheld by

Member State B, but purely by references to the objectives of Member State A's regulatory
regime.

It is unclear how this relates to the requirement developed in Webb which prohibits the

authorities of the Member State where the service is received from placing a double
regulatory burden upon the provider of the service where the provider is regulated in its home
Member State. 72 This could prevent challenges to restrictive measures in certain

circumstances. It appears from Iliara that where a Member State maintains a restrictive
measure in order to attain the objectives which it has set for its national gambling market,

which it is entitled to do, regulatory practices in other Member States cannot be pointed to as
potential ammunition to challenge the restriction in question. If

a

Member State has decided

that a particular gambling market should be provided for by a monopolist, then indeed this

decision cannot be challenged upon the basis that other Member States secure supply for their

equivalent national market with a multiplicity of suppliers. However, if it had been the case

that instead of there existing

a

monopoly player on the Finnish slot machine market, but a

licensing regime which discriminated in an indirect manner against those outside of Finland,
then it would appear to be contrary for that discriminatory measure to prevent would be

suppliers located in other Member States from accessing the Finnish market. Arguably the

Finnish authorities would have to then take into consideration the regulatory burden placed
upon the would be supplier in their home Member State. This however, relates to the
foundation to offer national authorities the largest margin of discretion possible; pursuing the case under the free
movement of goods would have been counter-intuitive to his approach. See Allen, B., 'Ladies & Gentlemen, No
More Bets Please', Legal Issues of Economic Integration, 27(2) (2000), 201-206, p. 202-3.
70
Laara, supra note 36, para. 29.

n Ibid., para. 36.
72
See Case 279/80, Criminal Proceedings against A(fred John Webb, [19811 E.C.R. 3305, para. 17:
:..are imposed on all persons or undertakings operating in the said State in so far as that
interest is not safeguarded by the provisions to which the provider of the service is subject in the
Member State of his establishment.'
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operation of

a

restrictive measure and model itself. Subsequent preliminary references will

show that even if

a

monopoly is the chosen as the means to supply a market, questions of

compatibility will arise regarding the granting of monopoly rights. Member States are thus
free to determine market structure, at least as far as whether there should be a monopolist or

not, and Laara should be read from this perspective.

Ultimately however the ECJ considered the fact that Finland had chosen not to totally
prohibit slot machines did not undermine the objectives which the restriction sought to
achieve,

73

which provides some degree of certainty for Member States which have developed

regulatory regimes based upon

a

single operator serving a specific gambling sector, with the

operator embodying an exemption to a general prohibition.

Although the ECJ considered that the Finnish regulatory model was not
74
disproportionate to its objectives, the Advocate General had disagreed in his Opinion. There

proved to be numerous divergences between the Advocate General's Opinion and the Court,

with Advocate General Pergola considering the free movement of services to be inapplicable
upon the basis that the relationship between Laard and the United Kingdom-based

manufacturer to be distinct from the services which those machines would have provided
customers. In light of the fact that Finnish monopoly holder designed and manufactured slot

machines, and only used its own machines to supply the market although it did not hold
exclusive production rights for this, the Advocate General appreciated that there would be
upstream foreclosure. Since the public body held a monopoly over the supply of slot machine
services to customers, and manufactured its own machines, it was under no duty to use

machines of other manufacturers, and consequently there was the possibility, of the restriction

having a discriminatory effect.75 Although the possible importance of the prohibition of
abusing a dominant position and that within Article 86(1) EC Treaty was recognised the

Advocate General did not develop this any further; given the interrelationship between
services and the goods used to provide gambling services this could have been somewhat of a

missed opportunity in light of the later case of Anomar.76 The Opinion also notes that Finnish

legislation at the time did not restrict the number of slot machines, of the type in question, per
73
74
75

Lliara, supra note 36, para. 37.
Opinion of Mr Advocate General La Pergola delivered on 4 March 1999.

Ibid., para. 22.
Article 82 EC Treaty. Discussion on the application and thus implication of Articles 81 and 82 EC on
'The
Korah,
V.,
gambling operations is virtually non-existent. The only example I have found being
Ladbroke Saga', European Competition Law Review, 19(3) (1998), 169-176, Case T-504/93, Tierct Ladbroke v.
Commission, ECR [ 1997] II-923. This case concerned the issue of whether Articles 81 and 82 EC were infringed
by the refusal to grant licences fur the use of film of French horse races in Belgian and German betting shops
operated by Ladbrokes.
76
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outlet, and since the private owners of the retail outlets in question could in theory receive

more trade if they attract customers with numerous slot machines, the extent to which the
Finnish monopoly actually limited demand was questionable. Furthermore, this example
illustrates the inter-face between gambling and other economic activities, a boundary which
can at best be described as blurred.

77

4.3.3 Anomar
The case of Anomar does not further delineate the margin

of discretion enjoyed by national

authorities, but it is significant with regard to the application of Article 31 EC.78 Portuguese
legislation relating to the operation and playing of games of chance or gambling under
Decreto-Lei No 422/89 of 2 December 1989 restricted the operation of slot machines to those
who have are duly registered and licensed, and limited their operation to designated gambling
areas.

A national association of slot machine operators, the Associa 80 Nacional de

Operadores de Mdquinas Recreativas (hereinafter Anomar) along with eight Portuguese
undertakings involved in the marketing and operation of slot machines challenged the validity

of the Portuguese legislation. Including the

state held monopoly on casino operations, which

led the Tribunal Civel da Comarca de Lisboa to refer several questions to the ECJ.

Once again the interaction between goods and services was considered, and the
manufacture, importation, and distribution of slot machines were deemed to be a matter

falling under the scope of the free movement of goods. 79 However, due to the fact that the
manufacture and distribution of the machines cannot be separated from their intended use, the

Court ultimately adhered to the idea that the movement of slot machines fell under the free
movement

of services heading. Does this mean that the movement of goods which are

ultimately used to provide a service to the end consumer are to be treated

as cases

falling

under services, even where slot machines are traded between intermediaries? The importance

of this question is realised in relation to the Treaty prohibition on discrimination arising from
State monopolies of a commercial nature, in Article 31 EC. As noted by the Court, this
prohibition relates only to the free movement of goods, and not to services, and since the
Court views the movement of slot machines as a service question, Article 31 EC offers no
hope to private operators.80 Had the Court considered otherwise, then perhaps some state

monopolies could be challenged, not on the basis of the final service which they offer to
77
78

Supra note 74, para. 38.

Anomar, Supra note 36.
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Ibid., para. 53.
80
Anomar, supra note 36, paras. 57-61.
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private consumers, but on the trade in goods for the provision of that service between state
monopolies and private suppliers.

81

Ultimately, an avenue for challenging national gambling

regimes where maintain national monopolies has been closed upon the basis of what could be

considered to be a rather artificial distinction between goods and services in this instance.

4.3.4 Zenatti
Zenatti marks the first in a line of cases to arise out of the Italian sports-betting sector. At the

time of the material facts, Italian legislation provided that bets may only be placed on sporting
events taking place under the supervision of the National Olympic Committee ('CONI') or on

horseracing organised through the National Union for the Betterment of Horse Breeds

('UNIRE').82

Arrangements for the taking of bets are reserved to CONI and UNIRE,

however these two bodies may entrust this process to other bodies following tendering
procedures and upon the payment of particular fees. Offering sports-betting while lacking the
necessary authorisation from CONI or UNIRE infringed both Italian criminal law as well as

the prohibition on the participation in the organisation of games of chance or betting which
has been reserved to the Italian State or those holding a State concession.

83

Zenatti, based in Italy, had been acting as an intermediary for

a

London based

bookmaker, by operating a so-called data transmission centre, which allowed customers in

Italy to place bets with

a

British based bookmaker. Customers filled in their forms on the

premises of Zenatti who then either via the internet of fax, sent this information including

bank transfer forms to the British based bookmaker, and duly gave any correspondence from

the bookmaker to the customers Zenatti received an order to stop acting as an intermediary on

the grounds that he lacked a state concession to do so, and in the proceedings for review of

that decision the Consiglio di Stato sought guidance from Court of Justice as to the

compatibility of Italy' s gambling legislation in this respect.
In this decision the ECJ recognises that different forms of gambling may involve

differing combinations of skill and chance, and while betting on sports events may not
involve 'pure chance' as in the case of lotteries, sports-betting nevertheless is comparable to
One possible example of this is the slot machine market in the Netherlands. Although Holland Casino enjoys a
monopoly position for the provision of casinos services, slot machines are also permitted in amusement arcades
which are run by licensed private operators. Not only are Holland Casino and the amusement arcades in
competition with each other for those residents of the Netherlands who play on slot machines, but the interaction
between Holland Casino and the private operators could have an impact on those who supply the slot machine
industry. However, since Holland Casino does not produce slot machines in house the situation is somewhat
81

distinguishable from that in Laara.
82
83

Comitato Olimpico Nazionale Italiano and Unione Nazionale Incremento Razze Equine respectively.
Article 718 of the Italian Penal Code and Article 4 of the Law No 401 of 13 December 1989.
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lotteries since there consists an expectation to win cash in return for a stake, as well as risks of

crime, fraud and negative consequences for the player and society.84 With relative ease the

Court established that the measure restricted the free movement of services, and in exploring
possible justifications for the indistinctly applicable measure, noted that a partial prohibition
on particular gambling activity is in accordance with the margin of appreciation which

national authorities enjoy,

as

established in Schindler.85 Limiting the free movement of

services so as to ensure bodies enjoying exclusive rights of supply provide a controlled
channel in which gambling takes place, in order to achieve public order objectives, is only

justifiable if the measures reflect

a genuine

diminution of gambling on offer, and that

revenues generated for good causes are merely incidental to national policy.86 Interestingly

while noting that the assignation of exclusive or special rights has the affect of channelling
the desire to gamble into a controlled environment, the Court of Justice related this only to the

objectives of 'preventing the risk of fraud or crime in the context of such exploitation, and of
using the resulting profits for public-interest purposes ,. 87 By omitting any reference to

avoiding excessive gambling and addiction as an objective which could justify a restrictive
measure, the Court

of Justice

appears to suggest that this particular objective will not support

a policy of channelling which by its very nature will restrict cross-border movements in the
gambling industry.

Consequently, it is the responsibility of national courts to ensure that 'national
legislation is genuinely directed to realising the objectives which are capable of justifying it
and whether the restrictions which it imposes do not appear disproportionate in light of those

objectives'. Whilst this may appear innovative in the sense of the Court of Justice's gambling
specific case-law, it is in fact an application of Advocate General van Gerven's view of the

proportionality principle which he considers requires there be

a "causal connection between

the measure adopted and the aim pursued".88 Arguably, if a causal connection between a

measure and its objective is lacking then it can hardly be considered as being 'genuinely

84

Zenatti, supra note 36, paras. 18-19. The validity of public policy conerns as advanced by Italy in relation to
different forms of gambling was summarized by Advocate General Fennelly as applying "with greater or less
force, depending on the type of gambling to which they are applied. Thus, for example, the disproportion
between the stake and the potential winnings is much greater in the case of lotteries than betting." See Opinion
of Advocate General Fennelly, para. 23.
85
Zenatti, supra note 36, para. 33.
86 Ibid., 36-37.
Ibid., para. 35.
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Case C-169/89, Opinion of Advocate General van Gerven, Criminal proceedings against Gourmetterie van
den Burg, [1990] ECR I-2143, para. 8.
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directed' to realising that objective, and would in any case therefore fail the proportionality
test.

Reverting to the particularities of the gambling case-law this element of the Zenatti
ruling, Member States remain free to determine whether

a

total prohibition on gambling

applies or whether supply should be limited without negating public policy objectives,

national regulations must actually be designed for the aim which they are supposed to
achieve. Thought of in this way, the Court

of Justice precludes Member

States from using

public policy notions as a veil to protect national markets. Nevertheless, the burden of
assessing the national measure in question clearly remains at the door

of national courts, both

those which have referred preliminary questions to the ECJ and those which are the arena for

other national proceedings. Thus, the margin of discretion which Member States are accorded

allows them the freedom to design their national gambling markets as they see fit but any
measures which restrict Community freedoms must be fit for purpose, in that they should

genuinely lead to the desired objective being attained.

While the ECJ's contribution to this field was rather minimal in the case of Zenatti,
Advocate General Fennally made the pertinent observation that there had been no
89
consideration of the equivalence of national safeguards in Schindler. Although Advocate

General Fennally notes that that the Advocate General in Schindler considered German
protections adequate for safeguarding British concerns, the ECJ did not address this, perhaps
as

Advocate General Fennally alludes, this is because no supervisory mechanism is as

effective as a total prohibition. Although this could be challenged regarding dangers arising

from offers made outside the boundaries of the law because there is no opportunity to offer a

service in

a legal manner.

However, Advocate General Fennally proceeds note that for a

comparison of regulatory supervision and enforcement, in the Zenatti situation, the Italian
authorities should assess the British supervision

of the London bookmaker' s overseas

activities.90 If this approach is to be taken further, in the future, possibly by the ECJ, mutual
recognition of regulatory supervision will be directed to the supervision exercised over
operators' activities in non-domestic markets. It is indeed an interesting proposition,

particularly from

a

practical viewpoint, that the Italian authorities would need to assess the

supervision of the United Kingdom's authority over

a

British licensed entity's 'overseas',

presumably primarily Italian, activities.

89

Opinion of Advocate General Fennally, delivered on 20 May 1999.

90 Ibid., para. 29.
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4.3.5

Lindman

All of the cases considered thus far involve national restrictions which did not discriminate on
the basis

of nationality, in contrast to the situation which arose in Lindman. This case involves

discriminatory Finnish tax legislation; under Finnish legislation the organiser of games of
chance bears the tax burden, and winnings from games organised in Finland are exempt from

Finnish income tax. Lindman,

a

Finnish resident, won a prize in a Swedish lottery and the

Finnish tax authorities sought to tax these winnings as income. Whilst the ECJ recognised that
Member States are competent in matters of direct taxation, they must do so in

a

manner

compatible with EC law, 91 and treated participation in foreign lotteries was treated in a
disadvantageous manner compared to participating in Finnish lotteries under national law.
Indeed the Finnish government perceived this as a means to discourage cross-border lottery

participation. 92 While it remained the case that Finnish lotteries were taxed, they were taxed at
a much

lower rate than income tax rules dictated, and thus the tax treatment was

93
discriminatory in nature, and infringed Article 49 EC. Although it is interesting to realise
that taxation of gambling can fall foul of the free movement of services, the ECJ asserted the

existence of a duty on the part of Member States to ascertain evidence to substantiate their
claims regarding restrictive provisions.
Instead of showing an unquestioning acceptance of the public order concerns as
advanced by Finland, the ECJ noted that no evidence had been provided to show a causal

relationship between the gravity of the risks Finland complained of and the participation of its
residents in gambling organised outside of Finland, in Sweden in this particular case. 94
Subsequent cases do indicate that Member States adhere to the rather opaque plea for

evidence of a causal relationship between the supposed danger and restrictive measure to be
given. This approach of the ECJ is not unique to the case of Lindman, but reflects a line of
reasoning which has been developed firstly in the sphere of Article 28 EC and subsequently

with regards to Article 49 EC, of which Lindman is one of the earliest cases. In the early
1980s the ECJ in Van Bennekom, a case dealing with restrictions to the free movement of
medicinal products, held that it was the responsibility of the national authorities to
66

demonstrate in each case that their rules are necessary to give effective protection to the

91

Lindman, supra note 36, para. 18.
Ibid., para. 21.
93 Ibid., para. 22- 27.
92

94

Ibid., para. 26.
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„ 95

interests referred to.

Subsequently in Leichtle, a case decided approximately eight months

before Lindman, concerning restrictions to Article 49 EC arising from national rules on the

reimbursement for medical expenses, once again paid attention to the need for information.
The Member State in question was criticised for two failings. Firstly for having failed to

include an "analysis of the appropriateness and proportionality of the restrictive measure
adopted", and secondly for having failed to provide the Court with "clear material

substantiating the argument that [provision of national law in question] is necessary in order
to maintain treatment capacity or medical competence essential for the protection

of public

health:"6 This approach was maintained in Lindman seemingly regardless of the
discriminatory nature of the restriction in question, and has been applied since. For example,

in two decisions concerning Swedish restrictive measures concerning the free movement of
workers and sickness insurance, both were decided in line with Lindman, and in which the

ECJ lamented the fact that Sweden had merely alluded to the need for the restrictive measure

in question "without providing any precise elements to substantiate its arguments."97
However, the applicability of this burden of proof has also been questioned in relation
to non-discriminatory restrictive measures; in the context of an infringement procedure

regarding sports-betting services the Dutch government considered that it was not under a
burden

of proof to furnish evidence as to the necessity of the restrictive measure in question

since that measure was indistinctly applicable unlike the discriminatory measure at the heart

of Lindman. 98 Nevertheless, in the Placanica ruling of March 2007 the Italian government put
forward evidence in an attempt to illustrate the need for the restrictive measure in question.
Upon this occasion and the ECJ withheld from referring to the duty to provide an analysis of

the proportionality of the measure and put forward supporting evidence.

99

95

Case 227/82, Criminal proceedings against Leenden van Bennekom, [1983] ECR I-3883, at para. 40. This
approach has been confirmed in subsequent cases, including the recent more recent decision of the ECJ in Case
C-254/05, Commission v. Belgium, [2007] ECR I-4269, paras. 35-37, in particular 35 where it held that:
"the fact remains that an exception to the principle of the free movement of goods may be
justified under that article only if the national authorities show that it is necessary in order to attain one
or more objectives mentioned in that article and that it is in confurmity with the principle of
"

proportionality.
96 Case C-8/02, Ludwig Leichtle v. Bundesanstalt fiir Arbeit. [2004] ECR I-2641, paras. 45-46. Which in itself is
a clear enunciation of the notion that information or evidence should be provided than the earlier decision of C385/99 Muller-Fauri and Van Riet, [2003] ECR I-4509 to which the Court refers.
97
Case C-137/04, Amy Rockler v. FUrslikringskassan, [2006] ECR I-1441, para. 26 and Case C-185/04, Ulf
Oberg v. Fdrsdkringskassan, Mnskontoret Stockholm, [2006] ECR I-1453, para. 23.
98
Reference shall hereby be made to the reasoned opinion of the European Commission of 28th February 2008
and the response of the Dutch Government of 25th September 2008, as made public by the Minister of Justice:
Ministerie van Justitie, Openbaarmaking met redenen omkleed advies en reactie daarop van de Nederlandse
14 April 2009.
gering.
From para. 56 in Placanica, supra note 36, it would appear that the Italian authorities met both the analytical
and evidential burdens:
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Subsequent to both the arguments put forward by the Netherlands and the decision in

Placanica, the ECJ considered the evidentiary burden in the 'Italian Motorcycle Trailers'
case. In the context of an absolute prohibition on the use of trailers attached to motorcycles

the ECJ held that this burden is not "so extensive as to require the Member State to prove,

positively, that no other conceivable measure could enable that objective to be attained under
the same conditions

„ 100
.

Consequently it would appear that national authorities are not under

an obligation to hypothesise as to what other measures could exist, and whether such
measures would attain the objective in question with a lesser restriction of the free movement

of goods.

Given the development of the case-law on this point subsequent to the ECJ's decision

in Lindman it is unlikely that Member States can maintain restrictive measures, and moreover
argue the proportionality thereof, whilst merely alluding to the negative externalities related

to certain gambling opportunities or modes

of supply which they seek to limit or eradicate.

Further refinement of the duty of Member States seeking to uphold

a

restrictive measure to

analyse its appropriateness and proportionality, as well as provide support evidence of the

need for the restriction, is required. Once a measure is in place, such as a prohibition on cross-

border gambling which applies to operators located elsewhere in the internal market, are the

national authorities the Member State obliged to show in each case where such an operator
indicates its intent to serve the market of that state why the restrictive measure is appropriate,

and proportional, with the necessary evidence? If Member State A wishes to maintain a such a

prohibition is it under a duty to analyse the necessity of that measure, with evidence that
makes a distinction between the perceived dangers of a would-be supplier located in Member

State B and with evidence specific to the situation of a would-be supplier in Member State C?
In other words, if the analytical exercise and evidentiary burden do not take place in a generic

fashion, i.e. a blanket approach to all operators based outside its own jurisdiction, then the
level of review equates to that which would arise under an assessment of equivalence between
national regimes when the principle of mutual recognition is being applied.

4.3.6 Gambelli

too

"The Italian Government also referred to a number of factual elements, including, notably, an
investigation into the betting and gaming sector, carried out by the Sixth Permanent Committee
(Finance and the Treasury) of the Italian Senate. ... It was through that, by extending the betting and
gaming activities permitted by law, it might be possible to recover from those illegal activities a
proportion of that turnover figure at least equivalent in value to the amount generated by the activities
permitted by law."

Case C-\ 10105, European Commission v. Italian Republic, n.y.r., para. 67.
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The second case to arise out of the Italian sports-betting market is that of Gambelli involving

similar facts to that which gave rise to Zenatti. Criminal proceedings were initiated against
Mr. Ganibelli and 137 others who ran data transmission centres in addition to illegally

organising betting activities. Italian legislation dating from 2000 to organise betting activities

is restricted to those holding a concession, and can relate to sporting events organised by the

two public bodies, CONI and UNIRE. Gambelli and others acted on behalf of

a

bookmaker

established and licensed under the Betting, Gaming and Lotteries Act by the City of

Liverpool, in the United Kingdom, entailing that it was 'subject to rigorous controls in
relation the legality of its activities:"1 The presence of the bookmaker on the Italian market
was secured by commercial agreements with the operators of data transmission centres which

made use of electronic means of communication to act as intermediaries between Italian
residents and the British bookmaker. Legal proceedings were initiated for the sequestration of
those accused

of illegal betting activities in Italy, which was subject

to review before the

Tribunale di Ascoli Piceno.

In light of amendments to national legislation since the Zenatti ruling the national
court in question referred preliminary questions to the ECJ, because of two reasons. Firstly

parliamentary papers relating to the amendments illustrated an alleged need to protect a

certain form of private undertaking, Totoricevitori, to which the national court could not
attribute a public policy perspective. Indeed, Advocate General Alber notes that there was no
evidence of any public policy concerns which could justify a restriction of Community law.

102

Secondly, the law being amended had left a lacuna in which it appeared that forwarding and

collecting bets on foreign sporting events was indeed legal, upon which a network of centres

developed, for whom their legitimacy was suddenly called into question in addition to the
threat

of criminal penalties. In addition

the national court noted the a discrepancy between

national legislation restricting the provision of betting activities on events taking place

elsewhere in the EC and 'the considerable expansion of betting and gaming which the Italian
State is pursuing at national level for the purpose of collection taxation revenues.

,103

Consequently the national court sought guidance as to the compatibility of the restrictive

provisions of national legislation with the freedom of establishment and the free movement of
services.

101

102
103

Gambelli, supra note 36, para. 12.
Opinion of Advocate General Alber, delivered on 13 March 2003.
Gambelli, supra note 36, para. 22.
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Regarding the freedom of establishment, the ECJ noted that restrictions on the

activities of intermediaries such

as

Gambelli constitute a restriction, and the fact that Italian

rules regulating invitations to tender for licences to operate sports-betting excluded in practice
companies quoted on stock markets in other Member States due to shareholder transparency

requirements.

104

Restrictions to the free movement of services arose because Italian law

sought to restrict the ability of the British bookmaker to reach Italian residents via the

internet, which harmed the right of those residing in Italy to avail themselves of these
services.

105

Prohibiting intermediaries from acting

on behalf of the bookmaker, even given

that those intermediaries were based in Italy, thus the same Member State as the final
·

consumers, further this restnction.

106

In seeking possible grounds for justification, the ECJ referred to the notion in Zenatti

that restrictions must seek to achieve

a genuine

diminution in gambling opportunities. 107

Interesting, the Court then refers 'on the other hand' to its earlier case-law and points to a
number of factors influencing the need for restrictions; the moral, religious and cultural
factors; the morally and financially harmful consequences for the individual and society
associated with gaming and betting, which justify national authorities possessing a margin of

discretion to regulate this activity. 108
Before giving guidance to the national court, the track taken then jumps to the ECJ

placing the duty on the national court to decide if the national measures in question are
justifiable, proportionate and non-discriminatory. The Court states that restrictions based on
imperative requirements developed in Schindler, Latirti and Zenatti must be 'suitable for
achieving those objectives, inasmuch as they must serve to limit betting activities in a
consistent and systematic way.

, 109

These previous cases saw national regulatory attempts to

curb gambling opportunities, or better said, not allow market forces to define the number of

gambling outlets. Yet as the national court in Gambelli illustrated, the Italian state had to
some degree encouraged participation in gambling amongst its populace. According to the

Court, that removed Italy's ability to rely on the objective of reducing gambling opportunities

to uphold the restrictions complained of by Gambelli and fellow intermediaries. This can be
considered as a hypocrisy test, requiring that national gambling policy, and the execution

thereof, is done in
104

a

consistent and systematic manner. Advocate General Alber is explicit in

Ibid., paras. 48-9.

105

Ibid., paras. 54-5.
106
107
108

109

Ibid., para. 58.
Ibid., para. 62.
Ibid., para. 63.
Ibid., para. 67.
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this when he states that "the objectives stated but not in reality pursued (any more) are not
therefore capable of justifying the restriction on the freedom to provide services enjoyed by
service providers established and duly authorised in other Member States. „110 While Member
States remain free to establish their objectives, they are no longer at liberty to contradict

national policy objectives through measures designed to exclude non-national operators from
their markets. In essence following Gambelli Member States cannot maintain any measures of

protectionism over the domestic market, and thereby domestic providers, from operators
based in other Member States while allowing those domestic operators to expand their supply

of gambling. If Member States decided to keep non-national operators out of their markets
under the pretext of avoiding the stimulation of demand for gambling services, and with a

view to reducing the propensity of residents to gamble, then this does not grant national
operators a carte blanche to expand their offering in a sheltered economy.

Furthermore, the ECJ directed the national court to consider whether the restrictions
and accompanying penalties were disproportionate or not with a view to combating fraud,

given that the bookmaker at the centre of the operations was 'subject in his Member States of
establishment to a regulation entailing controls and penalties'.

111

This can be considered as a

clarification of the potential confusion arising from Lddrli in which it was suggested that in an
assessment

of national measures it was irrelevant what other models of regulation had been

adopted elsewhere. Perhaps whilst it remains irrelevant in the sense that merely because one

Member State adopts a more market-orientated approach in the regulation of a particular

gambling sector regulatory models which are inherently less market friendly and thus more

restrictive to cross-border movements are not immediately rendered illegal. Concurrently

however, in the assessment of those restrictions attention must be paid to the supervision
exercised over the activities of undertaking established in other Member States. Interestingly

though the ECJ does not refer to the fact that it would be more coherent to examine the
supervision exercised over the overseas activities of the bookmaker, indeed it could be readily
assumed from the decision that an assessment of the regulation of the bookmaker's domestic
112

activities would offer the correct companson.

In this regard, the Advocate General the fact

that the bookmaker satisfied the relevant authorities of the United Kingdom, then the Italian

authorities should have accepted this as a sufficient guarantee of the bookmaker' s integrity.

Whilst this favours an approach based upon mutual recognition, the integrity of the

110

"
112

Opinion of Advocate General Alber, supra note 102, para. 123.
Gambelli, supra note 36, para. 73.
See the Opinion of Advocate General Fennally, supra ntoe 89, para. 29.
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bookmaker in light of United Kingdom legislation may have been confirmed, is this then

sufficient in practice to ensure full compliance with requirements of Italian legislation, even if
"

113
the grounds given for such regulation are largely the same" as between Member States?

Broadly speaking the Court of Justice followed the approach taken by Advocate
General Alber.

114

that the use of

a

However, unlike the Court of Justice, the Advocate General explicitly noted

system

of concessions to regulate access to

a

national gambling market was

not objectionable per se, but that the system for the allocation of concessions must not
discriminate against those undertakings which are not established in the Member State which

is granting the concession.

115

In the situation arising in Gambelli, possessing an Italian

business premise was a requirement for being awarded a concession, a criterion which

naturally favours Italian operators.

116

This is

a

fundamental point, especially with regards to

the subsequentcase of Placanica, but also more generally with regards to the manner in

which Member States distribute special rights to provide gambling services to particular

undertakings. This will be further developed under within Chapter 4 when considering the use

of public concessions as

a means

of regulating market access.

In contrast with the Court the Advocate General also tackles the issue of the distortion

of not inconsiderable revenue streams which are generated by gambling activities, noting
"that what the Member States fear most is the economic consequences of changes within the
117
gambling sector".
Changes in revenue flows are not

a basis

for restricting the free

movement of gambling services, as noted by the Court of Justice as early as the Schindler

case, however it as thus far only been the Advocate General who has been sufficiently
outspoken to note that "other suitable measures would,

to counter" shifts in revenue flows.

118

if necessary, have to be taken in order

As out spoken as this point is, unfortunately it has not

featured in any subsequent discussion within the Court of Justice.

119

4.3.7 Placanica
113

Opinion of Advocate General Alber, supra note 110, para. 118.

114 Ibid.

1,5 Ibid, para. 91.
116
,

Ibid, para. 95.

c i Ibid., para. 127.
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Ibid., para. 128.
The strength of Advocate General Alber's conviction that the Member States should fully adhere to the
principles contained within the EC Treaty was clearly apparent during his presentation 'Key Principles to be
Remembered', at The Future of Gambling in the Internal Market: The Demise of State Monopolies? (February
2007, Academy of European Law, Trier, Germany). See also Littler, A., 'Regulatory Perspectives on the Future
of Interactive Gambling in the Internal Market', European Law Review, 33(2) (2008), 211-229, p. 229.
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The final installment of cases arising from Italy's sports-betting legislation is the case of

Placanica. Although Placanica contributes to the further defining the Member States' margin

of discretion in designing gambling policies it is pertinent to realize that it relates more to how
they execute this freedom rather than the actual substance. Ultimately national authorities
120
remain free to determine their policy objectives and the degree to which they are upheld.

Although Advocate General Ruiz-Jarabo Colomer begins his Opinion with "'Rien ne va plus'.

The Court of Justice can no longer avoid carrying out an in-depth examination of the
consequences of the fundamental freedoms of the EC Treaty for the betting and gaming
sector

„ 121
,

it is unlikely that this

judgment

will satisfy the thirst of national courts for

clarification in this field, particularly in light of the highly specific factual circumstances.
Naturally, the material facts giving rise to this case are not dissimilar to those found in
Zenatti and Gambelli. However, as of 2002 CONI and UNIRE were no longer competent to

organize bets on sports events organized or conducted under their supervision. The
organization of concessions for this sector was transferred to an independent state authority,
the Amministrazione Autonoma Monopoli del Stato (AAMS), and concurrently share

ownership requirements, which in Gambelli was found to form a restrictive measure was no
longer included as

a

condition for participation in the license tendering procedures. Although

the award of concessions had been reformed in 2002, the consequences of the previous
regime were still to be felt due to the continuing validity of the licenses awarded under the

previous legislation. The validity of licenses awarded in 1999 had been extended until 2011

without a new intermediate tender procedure being organised.

122

Following the ECJ's ruling in Gambelli the Corte Suprema di cassazione (Supreme
Court of Cassation) was called to rule upon the compatibility of the Italian legislation with

Community law, in GesuaWi. In its ruling of 26th April 2004 the Corte Suprema di cassazione
found that Italy had had a policy of expanding of expanding the gambling and betting sector

with a view to increasing revenue, no justification could

be found to restrictions on

Community freedoms in the guise of consumer protection or limiting the propensity of
consumers to gamble. However that court considered that the restrictions could nevertheless

be justified upon the basis of preventing gambling being exploited by criminal purposes. In
summary, the notion of combating criminal activities was sufficient to uphold Italy's

restrictive legislation. Furthermore, the Corte Suprema di Cassazione considered that the

120
121

122

Littler, ibid.
Opinion of Advocate General Ruiz-Jarabo Colomer, delivered on 16 May 2006.
Placanica, supra note 36, para. 60.
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share ownership transparency requirements were not discriminatory since they applied

equally to Italian and non-Italian firms. Requirements regarding share ownership had been

reformed by the Financial Law of 2003, which removed the indistinctly applicable
shareholder requirements which had affected the previous licensing procedure. Even though

this reform came into force on 1 January 2004 those previously excluded remained so to due
to earlier licenses remaining in place until 2011.

123

Moreover, the Corte Suprema di

Cassazione contemplated that the Italian model was based upon licenses and authorisations,

and noted that whilst the licensing requirement was justifiable the police authorisations reflect
ex ante controls and continuous supervision of the gambling provider. 124

A United Kingdom established and regulated bookmaker applied had hoped to bid for
100 of the licenses but was excluded from doing so due to the then applicable requirements
relating to share ownership transparency.

Consequently, the bookmaker relied upon data

transmission centres as it had done in the factual circumstances which gave rise to Gambelli,

with the operators of these centres being subject to criminal proceedings for not holding the
requisite police authorization (although their applications for such authorizations were
ignored). Two national courts referred preliminary questions to the ECJ in an attempt to

receive guidance as to how they should assess the Italian legislation in light of the Gesualdi

ruling.
The ECJ found the need to obtain a license and police authorisation to amount to a

restriction on the freedom to provide services, whilst those applying to the intermediaries
operating the data transmission centres restricted the freedom of establishment.

125

It was also

recalled from the case of Gambelli that those in the position of Placanica were being denied
126
their right to receive services. Having established that these two freedoms were restricted,

the Court of Justice considered possible justifications for this, with regards to the requirement
to obtain

a

license and subsequently the operation of the tender procedure.

While the ECJ recognized the national authorities remain free within their margin of
discretion to determine measures required to ensure consumer protection and the preservation

of public order, 127 the principle of proportionality must nevertheless be respected. 128 In paying
attention to the requirement to obtain a license, the Court of Justice considered that the limit
of 1000 of licenses could not in itself justify restrictions to the freedom of establishment and
123
124
125

126

·

Opinion of Advocate General Ruiz-Jarabo Colomer, supra note 121, para. 44
Ibid., para. 40.
Placanica, supra note 36, paras. 42-43.
Ibid., para. 44.

127 Ibid., para. 47.
128

Ibid., paras. 48-49.
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the free movement

of services.129 At this juncture

the Advocate General criticizes the manner

in which the Italian authorities disregard the investigations and guarantees provided in the
bookmaker's home Member State "with the excuse, used by the Corte suprema di cassazione,
that the authorisation is

its basic tenets".

130

of territorial nature, slow down European integration

and undermines

The Advocate General is sending out a strong signal in favour of the

mutual recognition of checks and guarantees on the integrity of gambling providers.
The ECJ then divides objectives which can uphold restrictions between the objective

of reducing gambling opportunities and the objective of combating criminality by controlling
operators and channeling gambling activities into the regulated environment.131 Any

restrictions which seek to reduce opportunities must result in

activities in the particular sector in

a

a

genuine diminution, and limit

consistent and systematic manner.

132

At this point the

ECJ then diverges from previous case-law and notes that where the objective is to channel

demand into a safe environment to tackle crime, then such an objective need not be
accompanied by a reduction in the quantity of gambling opportunities. 133 Reducing gambling

opportunities was not an objective of the Italian government, as the Gesualdi ruling had
already made starkly clear. On the contrary 'a policy of controlled expansion maybe entirely

consistent' in drawing players from clandestine activities to those which are properly
regulated. In ensuring an effective channeling policy it may be necessary to 'offer an

extensive range of games, advertising on a certain scale and the use of new distribution

techniques'. Furthermore, in contrast to Gambelli judgment no reference is made to
6,

consumer protection and the prevention of fraud and incitement to squander on gaming .
„

134

It appears that Member States can expand the legal, controlled offer in order to prevent

crime and fraud, thus avoiding the need to reduce the quantity of gambling on offer. Does this
entail that should Member States wish to combat excessive gambling and gambling addiction
that they can only pursue this objective through a regulatory system which seeks to reduce the

amount of gambling available? It is entirely conceivable that in order to combat gambling

addiction

a

Member State may deem it appropriate to improve the quality of gambling on

offer which may not necessarily entail

a

reduction in the quantity supplied. Or would

imposing responsible gambling obligations on licensed providers have to be coupled with a
129

Ibid., para. 51. The extent to which this casts doubt upon national limits to the total number of operators is

unclear.
130
131

132

133
134

Opinion of Advocate General Ruiz-Jarabo Colomer, supra note, 121, para. 128.
Placanica, Supra note 36, para. 52.
Ibid., para. 53.
Ibid., para. 55.
Gambelli, supra note 36, para. 67.
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drive to remove illegal operators from the market because such operators would avoid

including responsible gambling mechanisms because they are likely to reduce the overall

profit which can be gained from individual players, in order for such

a

policy to be effective?

The situation then becomes somewhat unclear; and with the status quo the case-law seems to
suggest that

if

there are objectives other than those

gambling, then there must be

a

of reducing crime in the supply of

reduction in gambling opportunities, which severely restricts

the margin of discretion of Member States in this regard. However, it is not clear that the only
means to reduce crime in gambling is to increase the supply

of legal gambling; thus the

reduction of illegal markets could be met without a policy of expansion and thus enabling
consumer protection measures to be incorporated. 135

At least with a view to combating crime the ECJ recognizes that restrictions to the free
movement principles are not per se unjustifiable if the Member State seeks to encourage

demand for the legal, controlled offer. This is understandable to

a degree, but arguably

requires other measures to ensure that efforts to combat crime in the supply of gambling are

effective, such as

a

coordinated enforcement policy actively undertaken by police, local

136
authorities and tax administrations.
Furthermore, an increase in the offer of legal gambling

could well have damaging consequence for individuals and society at large, as the ECJ has
noted in earlier cases. Rather surprisingly the ECJ makes no connection to the notion that an
increase in supply

of legal gambling could result in

an increase in

crime on the side of

consumers or gamble beyond their financial means and engage in crime to support their

habits. While it is possible that responsible gambling mechanisms could reduce the likelihood

and extent of this development, 137 the fact that the ECJ appears ignorant of the danger of
expanding the offer to combat one form of crime only to open the possibility of an increase in

another form, or type of offender. This lends further support to the notion that other forms of
action should be taken by the Member State in order to combat illegal gambling supplies, and
not mere reliance upon expansion of the legal offer.

135

The tangle which the Court of Justice appears to have got itself caught up in has been addressed in Cuyvers,
supra note 46.
136
See Spapens, T., 'Regulating Illegal Gambling Markets: The Case of Illegal Casinos in the Netherlands'. in
Spapens, A., Littler, A. & Fijnaut, C. (eds), Crime, Addiction and the Regulation of Gambling ( iden; Martinus
Nijhoff, 2008) and Spapens, T., Joker. De aanpak van illegale casino's in Nederland (The Hague; Boom
Juridische uitgevers, 2008). Also presentation of Littler, A., 'Criminality and Gambling: Some Thoughts on the
Placanica Ruling of the European Court of Justice', at 7th European Conference on Gambling Studies and
Policy Issues 'Putting att the Pieces Together'. (July 2008, European Association for the Study of Gambling,
Nova Gorica, Slovenia).
137
See Jawad, C., & Griffiths, S., 'Preventing Problem Gambling on the Internet Through the Use of Social
Responsibility Mechanisms', in Spapens, T., Littler, A. & Fijnaut, C., Crime, Addiction and the Regulation of

Gambling (Leiden; Martinus Nijhoff, 2008).
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Although the Court of Justice is limited by the questions referred to it, and the factual

information which is supplied, gambling should not be seen in isolation from other policies
which Member States may have. For example, many Member States have introduced smoking
138
Apart from the reduction this may entail to the profits of the
bans in enclosed public spaces.

legal operators which rely upon gambling taking place in enclosed spaces, such as casinos,

this can also have consequences upon the achievement of gambling regulatory objectives.
Perhaps some customers who smoke will give up smoking, some may decide not to smoke

while in the casino and others may stop visiting the legal casinos. Yet there will be those who
do not want to stop either one or both of these practices and be willing to substitute the legal

offer of casino gambling for the illegal offer where they can smoke. It is unclear how these
two public policies should be balanced, but if a smoking ban in one Member State contributed

to an increase in demand for illegal gambling would that Member State then be justified in

further increasing the legal supply whilst maintaining restrictive provisions? If a causal
relationship between the introduction of the smoking ban in the Netherlands and an increase
in business done at illegal casinos could be proved, could this justify the opening of an extra

Holland Casino venue, for example? 139
When considering justifications for the tendering procedure the Court of Justice rejects
the

'blanket exclusion' of operators established in other Member States

disproportionate.

140

as

being

The Grand Chamber refers to the Advocate General who considered, in

line with Advocate General Albers in Gambelli, that the transparency restrictions where
disproportionate:41 Consequently, the Court of Justice suggests that should Italy not decide to
revoke and redistribute the old licenses or "award an adequate number of new licenses", then
those operators who are active without any form

of license should not

be subject to any

142
sanctions upon this particular ground.
Whilst this case suggests that Member States may

138

Including France, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom.
This is not merely a hypothetical case, evidence from the State of Delaware has shown that the introduction of
a smoking ban in that state led to a reduction in demand for slot machines. The evidence showed that Delaware
gambling venues lost out to neighbouring states where no smoking ban was in place. See, Pakko, M.R., 'No
Smoking at the Slot Machines: The Effect of a Smoke-Free Law on Delaware Gaming Revenues', Federal
Available at
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2005.
2005-054C,
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Working
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placanica. supra note 36, para. 62.
141 Opinion of Advocate General Colomer, supra note 121, para. 125.
142
Placanica, supra note 36, para. 63. However, having noted in this paragraph that '... the lack of a licence
cannot be a ground for the application of sanctions to such operators', no indication was given as to whether the
Italian state could nevertheless require operators who were 'unlawfully barred from any possibilitiy of obtaining
a licence under the last tender procedure' to desist from providing gambling services (in any event until they
could apply for a licence pursuant to a public tender procedure in line with Community law, presumably).
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increase supply in order to combat crime in reality the consequences for Member States'

regulatory margin of discretion is not at all certain once other factors come into play

4.3.8

Santa Casa de Misericdrdia

To date the most recent contribution the line of cases from the ECJ is the Opinion of
Advocate General Bot in the case of Sanm Casa de Misericordia.

143

This case illustrates the

importance of the internet in challenging state monopolies as well as the possible legal pitfalls

which internet gambling operators established in one Member State may have when entering

into a sponsorship deal with the organisers of a major sporting event.
The facts show that the organisation of lotteries and off-course betting has been vested

exclusively in

a

'centuries-old non-profit-making organisation which has the object of

financing causes in the public interest', i.e. Santa Casa de Misericordia. 144 In light of the

development of the internet the Portuguese government extended Santa Casa de
Misericdrdia' s exclusive rights to betting activities organised on the internet, thus making use

of new means of distance communication as the ECJ understood could be
an effective

a

pre-requisite for

policy in channeling consumer demand into legal channels to wipe out crime in

the organisation of gambling activities. However, an undertaking established and fully
licensed in Gibraltar (Baw International Ltd, otherwise referred to as 'Bwin') provided

internet betting services to residents of Portugal as well

as

having concluded a sponsorship

deal with the Liga Portuguesa de Futebol Profissional. Both of these parties were fined for
having provided off-course internet betting and advertising the availability of this service,

which conflicted with the monopoly rights granted to Santa Casa de Misericdrdia, and
challenged the validity of the extension of the monopoly rights to the online world.
The Advocate General's Opinion warrants comments in two main respects; firstly with
regards the applicability of the Information Society Directive;145 and secondly his firm belief

that 'the aim of the freedoms of movement is not to open up the market in games of chance
and gambling' but that Member States should only expose this sector to the 'open market' if
they 'treat gambling and games of chance as true economic activities which yield maximum

profits'.

146

143

Case C-42/07, Liga Portuguesa de Futebo[ Profissional (CA/LPFP), Baw International Ltd v. Departamento
de Jogos da Santa Casa da Misericdrdia de Lisboa, n.y.r.- Opinion of Advocate General Bot, delivered on 14
October 2008.
144
Opinion of Advocate General Bot, para. 3.
145
As I had already suggested in Littler, 'Regulatory perspectives on the future of interactive gambling in the
internal market', supra note 119. This will be dealt with in the following sub-section.
146
Opinion of Advocate General Bot, supra note 143, para. 8.
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Advocate General Bot considers that the extension of the monopoly holders' offline

monopoly to the online market amounted to a 'technical regulation' within the meaning of
Directive 1998/34 which establishes a notification procedure for technical regulations which
147
The no fication
Member States intend to implement unilaterally with regards to goods.

procedure which this Directive establishes has been extended to so-called information society
148
services that are provided by electronic means at the request of the customer.

Consequently, measures which prohibit an operator established outside of Portugal are

prohibited from offering lotteries and off-course betting in Portugal due to the regulation

which extended the existing offline monopoly, were considered to be 'technical regulations'.

This is in light of the fact that online gambling services have already deemed to be services

for the purposes of the EC Treaty and that 'technical regulations 'include provisions which
149
fully prohibit a particular activity. This is of particular significance since it explicitly brings
the codification of national gambling policies into the fold of the notification procedure of the

Information Society Directive, that is should the Court follow the Advocate General's lead.
Subsequently, the Advocate General draws the necessary conclusions from previous case-law

and considers that the failure of the Portuguese government to notify these regulations to the

Commission in accordance with the notification procedure established within the Directive
should entail that the provisions are not be applied against Bwin and Liga.

150

Attention is subsequently given to the compatibility of the Portuguese measure

prohibiting advertising for online games organised an operated in breach of Santa Casa de
Miseric6rdia' s exclusive right with Article 49 EC. Rather unfortunately from an academic

viewpoint the Advocate General does not foresee the necessity of analysing whether bodies
such as Santa Casa de Misericordia could be considered as providing services of general

economic interest, and thus be afforded protection under Article 86(2)EC. Instead, the

Advocate General considers that discussions under the free movement headings will
151

suffice.

In light of the fact that this case is

still

pending before the ECJ it

is

worthy to note

that the Advocate General clarifies the point that 'Community law does not aim to subject

147
Directive 1998/34/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 22 June 1998 laying down a
procedure for the provision of information in the field of technical standards and regulations, [1998]OJ L204/37.
148
Directive 1998/48/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 20 July 1998 amending Directive
98/34/EC laying down a procedure for the provision of information in the field of technical standards and
regulations, [1998] OJ L217/18.
149
Article 1(11) of Directive 98/34.
150
Opinion of Advocate General Bot, supra note 143, paras. 189-190. This is in keeping with Case C-194/94,
CIA Security International, [1996] ECR 1-2201, which held that a failure to notify amounts to a 'substantial
procedural defect' rendering the regulation in question inapplicable.
15l
Opinion of Advocate General Bot, ibid. paras. 219-222.
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of chance and gambling to the laws of the market ,. 152 Indeed, such a decision arguably
remains within the margin of discretion afforded to national authorities, but then the Advocate
games

General strongly suggests that the benefits of competition, such as 'products and services of

better quality at a better price' are absent in the field of gambling. On the contrary the

Advocate General believes that market based competition will simply lead to consumers

losing more than they win, 'increasing the share of household budgets spent on gaming' with
the 'inevitable consequence, for most of them,

of reducing their resources ,

153
.

Consequently

the Advocate General considers that restrictions on national regulatory competence 'does not

have the aim of establishing a common market and the liberalisation' of gambling. 154

While it is understandable that true liberalisation of the sector would entail secondary
legislation, this is an indication from the Advocate General the free movement principles
should only be loosely applied to the gambling sector? A weak application of the free
movement principles is further suggested by the Advocate General when he refers to the

suitability and proportionality tests

as

being means to ensure that a Member State has not

'manifestly exceeded its margin of discretion' in maintaining

Although manifestly remains

a

restrictive measure. 155

an undefined quantity, does this mean that the

application of the

ECJ's case-law to date should only be applied to the most hypocritical restrictions which
Member States attempt to maintain? Would relatively less restrictive restrictions then become
untouchable, and de facto compatible, because of the subsequent ease Member States would
have in justifying them? It is not to be doubted that gambling has particular characteristics

which are perhaps unique compared to other sectors of economic activity, but while most
sectors have particular elements or characteristics unique to them, this does not entail that the

free movement principles are applied with a light touch. Furthermore diversity between

Member States in their approach to gambling regulation, and moreover the perception of

diversity, should not lead to a lighter, more supple, application of the free movement
provisions because this would endanger the process of market integration. However, whilst

from such a perspective the rigourous application of internal market law is ideal, the fact that
the ECJ hesitates in areas touching upon culture and morality is not a new observation. 156

152 Ibid., para. 245.
153

Ibid., para. 248.
Ibid., para. 249. Unfortunately there has not been a wider debate within this sector as to what liberalisation, in
terms of greater cross-border movement in terms of gambling services and gambling service suppliers, would
entail. Perhaps the ECJ will allude to some ideas, however the question deserves much wider discussion.
154

155

Ibid., para. 258.
156

Littler, A., 'Has the ECJ's Jurisprudence in the Field
the Proportionality Principle?', supra note 62, p. 25.
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Indeed, it has been noted that the ECJ will be "more cautious in its analysis and seems to
„157
allow that the range ofjustificatory national interests may be wider and more flexible.

At first sight the ruling of the ECJ appears to maintain the considerable margin of
discretion enjoyed by national authorities, and perhaps it could be argued, that it pushes back
the incremental changes which cases have wrought upon the broad margin

of discretion

elaborated on in Schindler. 158 However, it will be argued that given the facts of this case its

implications for 'the regulation of gambling in the internal market' are faily limited.
Nevertheless some perhaps rather frivolous observations on the part of the Grand Chamber

shall not be ignored.

To begin with, it is worthy to note that in contrast to Advocate General Bot the ECJ
paid no regard to the failure of Portugal to notify the provisions in accordance with the

Information Society Services directive. Recalling the Opinion of Advocate General Bot one
could have anticipated that the ECJ would have come to the conclusion that the non-notified

provisions would not be applied against Bwin and Liga, and therefore that the fines waived.

Admittedly, the Tribunal de Pequena Isntftncia Criminal do Porto did not refer to the
Information Society Services directive in the preliminary reference and the failure to notify.
Such lapses in other cases have not deterred earlier chambers
consequences

of non-notification, particularly in light of

from

addressing

the

the objective of the preliminary

ruling procedure. Advocate General Bot recalls the case-law in this field noting that the
Article 234 EC procedure is to "ensure the effective application of Community law" and that
"contrary to the submissions of the Portuguese Government, the Court cannot be bound by the
national court's assessment with regard to the Community provisions applicable to the facts

of the main proceedings. „159 Indeed, the ECJ is not unfamiliar with the application of the

notification requirements to provisions of gambling legislation since this topic arose in an
infringement procedure against Greece.

160

Kelly, G.M., 'Public Policy and general interest exceptions in the jurisprudence of the European Court of
Justice: Towards a 'European' conception of values and rights?', European Review of Private Law, 4 (1996), 17157

40, p. 25.

158
This judgment was delivered on 8 September 2009 following the submission of this thesis. Although an
analysis of the judgment is given here it is not subsequently fed into neither the analysis of the ECJ's approach
measures restricting gambling and nor to the analysis of provisions of British, Dutch and French law. Arguably,
given the facts of the case, for the majority of the discussion herein it would have relatively little impact on the
outcome and moreover the conclusions.
159
Opinion of Advocate General Bot, supra note 143, para. 208.
160

Case

C-65/05,

European

Commission

v

Greece,

[2006]

ECR

I-10341.

This procedure concerned the non-notification of provisions prohibiting the installation and operation of
electrical, electronic and computer games from all public or private premises, apart from casinos, on pain of
criminal and administrative penalties. The failure of the Greek authorities to notify the measure were discussed
and the the ECJ found that Articles 43 EC and 49 EC were restricted.
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Leaving aside the issue of non-notification the ECJ determined that the case only fell

within the scope of Article 49 EC. Given that Bwin offered its services in Portugal solely via
the internet and without making use of any intermediaries or subsidiaries, and without any
161
intention to become established in Portugal, Article 43 EC was left aside.
The restrictive

nature of the exclusive rights enjoyed by the Santa Casa di Miseric6rdia were relatively easily
found to amount to a restriction to the free movement of services given that this prohibited
providers established in other Member States from supplying Portuguese residents with
162
Whilst such
gambling services.

a

finding is uncontroversial the manner in which the

restrictive measure is justifiable deserves attention, in particular given the limited extent of
the ECJ's reasoning in this case..

Given that the extension of the monopoly rights to internet based gambling services
was indistinctly applicable attention was directed to objective justifications for reliance upon
a

monopoly provider. Initially the ECJ went through the motions recalling that there are

'significant moral, religious and cultural differences between Member States' and that in
fields where there is no Community harmonization it is for Member States to determine, with
reference to the values prevailing with that state, what is required to protect the interests in
question. 163 In line with earlier cases the ECJ also affirmed the competence

of Member States

to determine how gambling services within their jurisdiction are provided and that the

proportionality of measures adopted to such ends cannot be influenced by the existence of
other approaches to gambling regulation in other Member States. 164 Rather, attention is

focused on the execution of such policy choices, and the principle of proportionality is

explicitly referred to as part of the weaponry in such

a

165

review of c. Thus far, and in

particular in light of the explicit reference to the notion of consistent and systematic, the
ground appears to be laid for

a

stringent review of the Portuguese system. Regardless of the

outcome of the case, the lack of depth in the ECJ's reasoning is lamentable from paragraph 62
onwards.

161

Supra note 143, paras. 45-48. The referring court also raised the applicablility of the free movement of
capital, but the ECJ determined that any restrictions to Article 56 EC would be consequential to those restricting
the free movement of services.
162
Ibid., para. 52.
163
Ibid., para. 57, drawing upon Schindler para. 32 and Placanica para. 47 but also Case 34/79, Regina v

Maurice Donald Henn and John Frederick Ernest Darby, I 1979] ER 3795 concerning a prohibition on the
importation of pornographical materials and Case C-268/99, Aldona Malgorzata Jany and Others v
Staatssecretaris van Justitie, [2001] ECR I-8615 dealing with the question of whether prostitution amounted to
an 'economic activity'.
164
Ibid., para. 58, recalling Lliarli at para. 36 and Zenatti para. 34.
165
Ibid., para. 60 referring to Placanica, para. 49.
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Somewhat in contrast to the earlier cases, the only justification put forward by the
Portuguese government to justify the restriction was that
.,

of combating crime

and fraud

specfically the protection of consumers of games of chance against fraud on the part of the

operators.

„166

Measures designed to protect consumers from the excesses

of gambling, which

is arguably something other than protecting consumers against criminal organizations,

appears not to be a concern. Whilst this is perfectly acceptable in light of the competence of

national authorities to determine their national policy objectives, the side-lining of consumer

protection and the resulting single issues basis for an objective justification does not draw any
comment from the ECJ. The conclusion that exclusive rights for the operation of games of
chance is a suitable means of delivering such services is readily reached. Having recalled the

benefits of 'controlled channels' which gave rise to preliminary questions in Laara and

Zenatti, the ECJ readily believes that granting exclusive rights Santa Casa di Misericdrdia is
an appropriate means to reach the legislative objectives. This is founded on two premises; that

because this body has been providing gambling services 'more than five centuries' evidence
is provided 'of that body' s reliability'.

167

The facts detailed in the report show that this body

commenced its lottery operations in 1783; longevity does not necessarily imply reliability.

Moreover whilst internet based services are a relatively recent development the ECJ readily
accepts the secure gambling services hereby are provided. Secondly, the ECJ buys without

any substantial analysis the claim that the legal framework governing Santa Casa which is
based on 'legislation and Santa Casa's statutes' combined

with government involvement in

the appointment of members to the body's administrative organs, means that 'fairness' will be
ensured in the games offered by Santa Casa. In essence the Court appears content to assume
that because the state is involved in the organization

of games of chance that these games are

'fair' and regulatory objectives will be achieved. No evidence is drawn as to actual regulatory
practice. Moreover, the ECJ considers this to be supported by the fact that Santa Casa has
been granted administrative powers to "open, institute and prosecute proceedings involving

offence of illegal operation of games of chance in relation to which Santa Casa has the

exclusive rights".168 Essentially, the state reserves the right to provide gambling services to

itself, in the form of a public body, which it then grants rights to prosecute other undertakings.
Having established the suitability of the monopoly model of supply for securing the
legislative objectives the ECJ proceeds to analyse the necessity of this approach on the basis

166 Ibid., para. 63.
167

168

Ibid., para. 65.
Ibid., para. 66.
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of the shortcomings of nationally orientated regimes in

a

multi-jurisdictional environment. To

begin with the ECJ recalls how the authorities of the Member State which receives an internet
based gambling service do not have the same means

of control over the provider as do

authorities in the Member State where the provider is established. This reflects the
fragmentation of gambling regulation and the inherent supervision and enforcement

mechanisms. If the Member State where such operators are established were to supervise the

activities of their licencees in Portugal, the absolute nature of the monopoly apart, could this
alleviate the restrictions to the

free

movement of

services? Without any coordination between

national authorities and a lack of awareness as to regulatory standards prevailing in other

Member States such an approach seems rather far off. Consequently, it is of no surprise that
the ECJ sees that there is no role of the principle of mutual recognition to play. Indeed, the
ECJ states that:

"A Member State is therefore entitled to take the view that the mere fact that an
operator
Sate, in

....

lawfully offers services in that sector via the internet in another Member

which it is established and where it is in principle already subject to statutory

conditions and controls on the part of the competent authorities in that State, cannot be
regarded as amount to sufficient assurance that national consumers will be protected
against the risks

of fraud and cnme... „169

In the absence of cooperation and coordination between regulatory bodies, which would

require an assessment of equivalence between regulatory objectives and standards but no

harmonisation thereof, the Member State where the service is received can ignore the

objectives and standards upheld by the regulatory regime where the operator is established.

The ECJ then went on to explain the difficulties arising in the assessment of the
"professional qualities and integrity of the operators", a difficulty which, given the lack of any
cooperation between national authorities, would be faced by the Member State where the
service is received. Given such difficulties restrictive measures could reasonably be deemed

to be proportionate. However, the ECJ stated that the Member State of establishment will be

liable to encounter difficulties in establishing the qualities and integrity of operators ! This

would appear to suggest that regulatory regimes of Member States which licence private
operators to provide (internet-based) gambling services are inherently unreliable. Upon which

basis the ECJ reaches such a conclusion is unclear and could serve to damage cross-border

169

Ibid., para. 69.
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recognition of equivalence in regulatory regimes where non-monopoly models of supply are
inplace.

These observations regarding mutual recognition in terms of regulatory equivalence

are questionable on two grounds. Firstly, if the monopoly enjoyed by Santa Casa di
Miseric6rdia was suitable to achieve the regulatory objectives then the regulatory efforts of
other Member States are arguably irrelevant. Through suggesting that another regulatory

model would be less effective than a monopoly, the ECJ arguably breached one tangent of its
own case-law. In Laara it was enumerated that the assessment of compatibility with EC law of
a national

restrictive measure cannot be influenced by different systems of protection

170
prevailing elsewhere.
Secondly, surely it would be for a national court or perhaps even a

regulatory body, to determine that the regulatory machinery in another Member State was not

fit for the purpose of ensuring the integrity and quality of licencees, within the facts of a
particular case. For as long as there is no harmonsiation of the conditions upon which licences
are granted then perhaps the farthest the Court should go is offering guidance to national legal
systems as to objective criteria which with which licences granted by other Member States

could legitimately be not recognised. At the most it would merely amount to guidance, and in
a case where the facts and legal issues

warranted it, as opposed to an observation which goes

beyond the guidance the national court requested.

Two further observations are warranted with regards to the approach of the Court.

Firstly, in contrast to the evidentiary burden suggested in Lindman, which appeared to be
adhered to in Placanica, no concrete evidence was put forward to show that there was a real
danger of consumers being the victim of online gambling related crime and fraud. No

evidence was put forward to illustrate the dangers which the Santa Casa di Misericdr(lia was

protecting Portuguese residents from nor instances of other Member States being unable to
ensure the quality and integrity

of those whom they licence. Secondly, the ECJ made further

observations which, given the facts prevailing in the case, appear unwarranted particularly in

light of the fact that no explicit linkage is made with suitability or necessity of the Portuguese

monopoly. In this regard it noted that because of "the lack of direct contact" between player
and consumer in internet based gambling there are "different and more substantial risks of

fraud by operators against consumers compared with the traditional markets for such
170

Recalling Laura, supra note 36, para. 36, which reads as follows:
"In those circumstances, the mere fact that a Member State has opted for a system of protection which
differs from that adopted by another Member State cannot affect the assessment of the need for, and
proportionality of, the provisions enacted to that end. Those provisions must be assessed solely by
reference to the objectives pursued by the national authorities of the Member State concerned and the
"
level of protection which they are intended to provide.
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" 171

games.

This structural characteristic of online gambling prevails regardless of the provider

and the ECJ does not actually pass judgment on whether

a

monopoly operator is any more

suited at overcoming this characteristic than a private operator subject to regulatory

requirements. Additionally, the ECJ then turned its attention to the sponsorship of sporting

competitions by (online) gambling providers; claiming that:

"the possibility cannot be ruled out that an operator which sponsors some of the
sporting competitions on which it accepts bets and some of the teams taking part in
those competitions may be in a position to influence their outcome directly or
„172
indirectly, and thus increase its profits.

Indeed, Bwin had entered into a sponsorship deal with the first division of Portuguese football
and offered various forms

of live-betting

on matches taking place within the context of the

league. No evidence was put forward to suggest that Bwin had influence the outcome of

football matches and moreover the ECJ appears to suggest that sponsorship of teams by
gambling operators can also lead to foul play. It would be of interest to know whether the ECJ
considers that only private operators pose such a danger in light of the fact that elsewhere in
the internal market state monopolies are involved in sports sponsorship. One example is the

FDJ which sponsors the 'Frangaise des Jeux' cycling team. 173 Would regulated suppliers of

online gambling services have an interest in fixing the outcome of sporting competitions on

which they offer bets as well

as sponsoring the

competition and or

a

participating team?

Whist the integrity of all sponsorship deals by all gambling service providers is undoubtedly
an important issue

reference to the fact that they may be tempted to fix the outcome of

competitions to increase profits was not put forward as a danger by the Portuguese
government. The motivation of the ECJ to provide possible reasons to invoke objective

justifications, after having found the restrictive measure in question to be compatible with
Community law is unclear.
In essence this judgment shows that where monopolies are in place mutual

recognition, or the recognition of any equivalence in the regulatory objectives and standards

prevailing in 'home' Member State, is irrelevant. However, this can hardly be considered as
groundbreaking; if the monopoly is objectively justifiable and proportionate such recognition

has no role to play to begin with. Therefore the door has not

171

been closed on mutual

Supra note 143, para. 70.
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Ibid., para. 71.
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recognition, or the recognition of equivalence where a licensing regime prevails in the
destination Member State.

43.9. Commission v Spain

Following the very light application of the requirements of the internal market against the
monopoly rights of the Santa Casa da Misericdrdia, the ECJ was called upon to examine
provisions of Spanish tax legislation in the context of an infringement procedure. 174 The
provisions in question discriminated against public bodies and entities pursuing social or
charitable non-profit-making activities established outside of Spain by not granting

exemptions from the imposition of tax on the winnings of gambling services they provided.
Whereas bodies with the same objectives but were established in Spain received the

exemption. Therefore operators established outside of Spain were treated less favourably than

of those established within, and although direct taxation is a national competence it
175
The freedom to
should be exercised in line with the requirements of Community law.
some

provide services was thus restricted in the case of organisers of lotteries and betting which
were 'objectively comparable' to those qualifying for the exemption in Spain.

176

Given that the measure discriminated upon the basis of nationality, the justification for
such differential treatment was restricted to the grounds enunciated in Article 46(1) EC, i.e.;

public policy, public security, and public health. Part of the justification assessment includes
ensuring conformity with the principle of proportionality as is the case concerning mandatory
requirements. Although this case can be distinguished from all of the preceding cases but for

Lindman, which also concerned a discriminatory measure of taxation, it is interesting to
observe the degree to which the ECJ sought critically analyse the justifications advanced by
Spain.

Spain attempted to justify only granting the exemption to bodes established in its

territory on the basis of four arguments; firstly to prevent money laundering and combat tax

Case C-153/08, Commission v. Spain, 6 October 2009, n.y.r.. Since this case was only decided in October
2009 it receives no further attention, but this does not devalue the fact that the ECJ can engage in critical
assessment regarding national gambling (related) laws. As the gambling case-law illustrates how Member States
cannot restrict gambling with a view to containing flows of revenues to charitable causes EC law has set its eyes
on the compatibility of the national application of tax exemptions granted bodies with a charitable status and the
inherent restriction to the free movement principles when these are not extended to bodies in other Member
States. Perhaps some issues could be explored in tandem with the flow of gambling related revenues. See Case
C-318/07, Hein Persche v Finanzamt Ludenschei, delivered on 27 January 2009, n.y.r. and Hemels, S.J.C.„
'Are We in Need of a European Charity? How to Remove Fiscal Barriers to Cross-Border Charitable Giving in
Europe', /NTERTAX, 8/9 (2009), 424-435.
175
Commission v. Spain, ibid., para. 28.
174

176

Ibid., paras. 32-34.
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evasion; secondly to combat addiction to gambling; thirdly that the income of such bodies
was used to finance socially-useful infrastructure and projects; and fourthly for the 'protection

of social order and of consumers'.

177

Traditionally the level of scrutiny in the case of

discriminatory measures leaves the Member States with an extremely limited margin within

which measures can be justified. Although this contrasts with the margin enjoyed in the case

of indistinctly applicable measures, the ECJ is far more scathing of the arguments put
forward. Essentially the subject matter is the same, regardless of whether the measures in
question are distinctly or indistinctly applicable, and so the response of the ECJ to the
arguments put forward by Spain should not be ignored.

When responding to the assertion that the measure is designed to prevent money
laundering and combat tax evasion, the ECJ refused to consider whether this objective could

fall within the notion of public policy. In no uncertain terms the ECJ continued:

"... it is not justifiable for the authorities of

a Member State to assume, in a general

way and without distinction, that bodies and entities established in another Member
State are engaging in criminal activity.

„178

Consequently the general exclusion was disproportionate and went beyond what was
necessary to combat crime.

Whilst the ECJ did not exclude that combating gambling

addiction could fall within the protection of public health this claim was rejected on the basis
that:

"Spain has adduced no evidence capable of establishing that, in Spain, such an
addiction has reached the point amongst the population at which it could be considered
179
to constitute a danger to public health".

Furthermore, the ECJ followed in the footsteps of the Advocate General and criticised the
coherency of claiming that a measure exempting winnings from taxation served to protect

consumers from the dangers of gambling addiction. In addition it noted that since the measure

did not differentiate between different forms of gambling it did not channel people's desire to
gamble towards less addictive forms. 180 Being consistent with earlier case-law the ECJ
considered that revenue was raised for the financing of benevolent of public-interest causes

could not justify a restriction of Article 49 EC. Although this has been discussed in the
context of indistinctly applicable measures it is similarly not

a

grounds of justification of

177

Ibid., paras. 39-46.
Ibid. para. 39. Although this is somewhat reminiscent of the Court's own approach towards the end of the
Santa Casa decision. Can the distinction between the distinctly and indistinctly applicable measures justify such
a different approach from the Court?
179
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180
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discriminatory measures, falling outside the scope of Article 46

EC.181

Following on from the

discriminatory nature of the restriction the ECJ noted that the notion of public interest in

Article 46 EC does not encompass the protection of social order or that of consumers.
Nevertheless, this did not prevent the ECJ from noting that the exemption was not suitable to

protect social order since "it encourages participation in lotteries and gambling rather than
discouraging it". Neither was it appropriate as a means of consumer protection given that
there was "no direct link between the exemption and the administrative measures intended to
„ 182

protect the interests of consumers .

Such insightfulness on the part of the ECJ could only

be welcomed in cases

concerning indistinctly applicable measures where the burden of proof which Member States
have to satisfy is virtually non-existent and justifications are not always (closely) scrutinised.

Whilst the mandatory requirements approach provides Member States with much more scope
to justify restrictive measures it seems somewhat inconsistent with the objective of securing
the effectiveness of EC law for the ECJ only to enter a critical mode of assessment in the case

of discriminatory measures. Regardless of whether a measure is discriminatory or indistinctly
applicable it is still a provision reflecting the execution of national gambling policy, and
whilst the distinction between Article 46 and the mandatory requirements approach should not
become blurred, scope must surely exist for less deference by the ECJ to the claims of

national authorities in the majority of gambling related cases.

4.4

Pendina Preliminary References

Current pending preliminary references can be categorised into three groups; those which will
have a direct impact upon the organisation of any possible internal market in gambling

services which primarily relate to questions of market access; secondly those which seek

further guidance on the notion of 'consistent and systematic'; and thirdly those which
represent an attempt by particular national courts to extract guidance on highly specific

situations.

183

181 Ibid., para. 43.
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Ibid., paras. 45-6.
Issues of a private law nature, in addition to those of market organisation, also arise at the European level. A
recent example is the preliminary reference from the Cour d'appel de Litge in Belgium concerning the
applicability of Council Regulation (EC) No 44/2001 of 22 December 2000 on jurisdiction and the recognition
and enforcement ofjudgments in civil and commercial matters, [2001] OJ L12/lto harm allegedly arising from
internet gambling. In this case, none of the operators had its seat in Belgium, none of the websites were hosted in
Belgium and none of the claimants were domiciled in Belgium. Furthermore, the sites in question did not
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4.4.1

Design of afuture internal market in gambling services and market access

Preliminary questions arising in this group seek to establish the validity of licences issued in
one Member State across the Community, vis-A-vis other Member States. Whilst the

free

movement of services would suggest that a licence granted in one Member State permits the

licence holder to supply customers in all other Members States, questions have arisen as to the
extent that this can be considered applicable.

If a jurisdiction wishes to offer its regulatory environment as

a

springboard for

undertakings it licences to provide gambling services across the Community, can that

jurisdiction prohibit the licence holders from supplying their services within their 'home'

jurisdiction? In

the

Carmen Media Group case,

184

the Schleswig-Hoslteinisches

Verwaltungsgericht seeks guidance as to whether Article 49 EC requires Germany to allow a

holder of a Gibraltarian licence to offer its services in Germany whilst the likening conditions
preclude it from offering its services within Gibraltar itself. Although this involves questions

of the recognition of licences within the internal market, it is of fundamental importance with
a view to the future
themselves

as

a

of jurisdictions which fall within the internal market but wish to establish

type

of 'offshore regulatory jurisdiction'. It is appreciable that from

Germany's perspective that the Gibraltarian regulations are rather hypocritical, in that

Gibraltar exports the social costs of gambling and yet gains the benefits in terms of revenues
based upon the licence holders and the more indirect benefits arising from having private

gambling operations based within its small territorial area. If the Court of Justice were to rule
against regulatory constructions that do not allow the provision of a service within the

jurisdiction which regulates the gambling activities in question this will encourage

a

higher

overall degree of consistency within the internal market, and perhaps encourage hesitant
Member States to be more open to cross-border trade in gambling services. However,

ultimately it could sound the death-knell for jurisdictions which seek to profit from internet
based gambling services. Additionally, since jurisdictions with regulatory models similar to

Gibraltar's are also know for their low rates of taxation and low regulatory cost burdens, the

subject of betting, and bets placed by the Belgian public made an 'entirely marginal' contribution to the overall
number of bets placed on the operators' websites. Nevertheless the Cour d'appel wished to ascertain whether the
Belgian legal system could claim jurisdiction in relation to the harms which occurred, or could occur, in

Belgium.
See Case C-584108, Real Madrid Football Club et at v. Sporting Exchange Ltd et at,supra note 31.
184

C-46/08, Carmen Media Group Ltd v. Land Schleswig-Holstein and Minister for the Interior of the Land

Schieswig-Holstein, supra note 37..
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Court of Justice may reduce the scope for, and thus prevalence of, regulatory environments

which are likely to encourage the abusive exercise of the Community freedoms.
Three further preliminary references raise questions regarding market access in light

of the licensing arrangements for casinos in Austria 185 and the applicability of public
procurement legislation to casinos in Greece,

186

and thirdly the relationship between the

Dutch 'closed-licensing system' for sports-betting and the

free

movement of

services.

187

Arising from Landesgericht Linz, the Austrian Engelmann case considers whether the
requirement that casino operators can only be publicly limited companies restricts the
freedom of establishment. This appears to arise from a monopoly which is held in the casino

market which does not adhere to

a

consistent and systematic policy in practice, and therefore

the national court questions its compatibility with the freedom

movement

of services. Of particular interest is the issue of

view to questions of market foreclosure; the licence is for

of establishment

and free

the length of the licence with a
a

length of 115 years and thus

guidance from the Court of Justice as to whether this is disproportionate would be of great
significance to other Member States. In a similar vein the Symvoulio tis Epitratefas seeks to
establish the applicability of the public procurement Directives to the award of casino licences
in the case of Club Hotel Loutraki. Should the award of licences for gambling venues fall

under these directives, then this will have profound consequences right across the internal

market, particularly in light of the case-law to date viewing gambling licences as concessions

which are not subject to the detailed and complex requirements of secondary legislation but to
the opaque requirements

transparency.

188

of general principles of Community law and the notion of

Finally, in the Case of

Be*lir the Dutch Raad van State

has referred

questions to the Court of Justice regarding the compatibility with Community law of a
whether a 'closed licensing system' which limits the number of market entrants on the Dutch

gambling market. The Netherlands has opted for restricting the number of suppliers however,

if the free movement of services is found to entail that holders of licences elsewhere in the
Community can serve the Dutch market then this will have seismic consequences for all those
Member States which seek to limit the number of suppliers.
185 C-64/08, Criminal proceedings against Ernst Engelmann supra note 37.
186 C-145/08, Club Hotel Loutraki Ali and Others v. Ethniko Symvoulio Radiotileroasis, Ypourgos Epikrateias
supra note 37. Joined by Joined by C-149/08, AKTOR A.T.E v. Ethniko Symvoutio Radiotileorasis.
187
The Sporting Exchange (Betfair) v. Minister for Justice, Stichting de Nationale Sporttotalisator and Scientific
Racing Games supra note 37.
188 Case C-260/04, Commission v. Italy, [2007] ECR I-7083, considered that the Italian sports-betting licensing
arrangements which have been discussed in Zenani, Gambelli and Placanica should have been treated as public
concessions and tendered in accordance with Community requirements on concessions. This will be dealt with in
Chapter 5 dealing with freedom of establishment.
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A second referral from the Netherlands could have far reaching implications for the
internal market, following the preliminary reference from the Hoge Raad in Ladbrokes. 189
Earlier case-law involving Ladbrokes required the UK based and licensed operator to use
software to block the access of residents of the Netherlands from their internet sites so as to

uphold the monopoly enjoyed by the relevant Dutch licensed operators. If this approach of
attempting to ensure compliance with the requirement to hold a Dutch licence to access the

Dutch market is deemed to be proportionate, then this would serve to fragment the internal
market even further. Interestingly the requirement referred to in this case arose out of legal
proceedings and the blocking obligation is not contained within Dutch legislation but is the
response of the lower courts to maintain the requirement that operators within the Netherlands
should have a Dutch licence. If this measure is to be upheld as proportionate, many questions

will arise, in particular if the licensing procedure is not open and transparent thereby denying
operators in other Member States the opportunity to apply fur a licence or if the process is

absolute in its inability to consider regulatory commitments which operators comply with in
other Member States. Furthermore, could this be rolled out to all internet based operations at
the Community level or be restricted to a case-by-case approach before national courts of the

Member States which have a closed licensing system which does not provide access to non-

nationals? Will

a

distinction be made between active and passive offers of gambling to

residents of various Member States?

4.4.2 When is national policy, and the execution of national policy, 'consistent and
systematic' ?

A number of national courts are seeking guidance as to the requirement that national
regulations, and their execution, should be 'consistent and systematic', as the Court of Justice
Suggested in Gambelli. These questions either relate to the overall national gambling policy,

involving all sectors, or are targeted at particular sectors. Such preliminary references should
not be seen as national courts calling upon the ECJ to establish some sort

of European policy

on gambling. Rather they represent attempts of national courts to obtain clarification on how
to interpret earlier decisions of the ECJ, and thus correctly apply EC law at the national level.

Crucially the ECJ should not be perceived

as

setting any gambling policy, this remains a

national competence. Attention is focussed upon the execution of national policy choices in

189

Ladbrokes Betting & Gaming and Ladbrokes International, supra note 37.
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light of the restrictions which may be imposed on the free movement principles and how to
subsequently assess such compatibility; this is the essence of these questions concerning the
notion of 'consistent and systematic'.
The entire German approach to regulating gambling is questioned in this manner in the
case

of Markus Stojl and the five further preliminary references which have been joined to the

question from the Verwaltungsgericht Giessen.

190

This reference targets the heart of the

German approach through by questioning the validity of the monopoly provision of gambling

services in an environment which is deemed by the referring court as being neither systematic

nor coherent. Depending on how this question is dealt with by the Court of Justice, it could
have profound consequences for the regulatory integrity of monopoly based gambling

markets. The French Conseil d'Bat in a more targeted manner seeks to ascertain the degree to

which

a

national regulatory regime which precludes competition can have a 'dynamic

3191
In this situation, which arises following the targeting of the
commercial policy', in Zetug·

French sports-betting market from a Malta-based undertaking, the Conseil d' Etat questions

whether a monopoly for off-course betting which whilst fit for reducing crime does not reduce

gambling opportunities in a manner which appears at first sight to be in line with the
reasoning of Placanica is in fact compatible with the free movement of services because it is

coupled with a 'dynamic commercial policy'. This amounts to a direct response to the Court

of Justice's approach to allowing gambling to be expanded so as to divert demand from illegal
to legal gambling venues, but indeed, to what extent does this approach cover a public

monopolist operating in a commercial manner. In other words, how commercially orientated

will Community law permit public undertakings to be in achieving public policy goals while
private operators in other Member States are prevented from entering the particular national
market?

Questions have also arisen regarding advertising by licence holders, and this is the
192 .
focus of five preliminary questions to have been referred by the Svea hovratt of Sweden. 111

two identical cases the Swedish Court

of Appeal referred questions in the course of criminal

proceedings against the chief editors of two Swedish newspapers.

193

Both newspapers, the

190

C.316/07, Markus StoB v. Wetteraukreis. Joined by five further preliminary references: C-358/07, Kulpa
Automatenservice Asperg GmbH v. land Baden-Wurttembergi C-359/07, SOBO Sport & Entertainment GmbH v
Land Baden-Wurttemberg. C-360107, Andreas Kunert v Land Baden-Wurrtemberg: 0409107, Avalon ServiceOnline-Dienste GmbH v Wetteraukreis; and C-410107, Olaf Amadeus Wilhelm Happe[ v Wetteraukreis supra
note 37.

Societe Zeturf Limited v. Premiere ministre et al Supra note 37.
See Case C-447 108. Otto Sjdberg v. Aklagaren and Case C-448/08. Anders Gerdin v. Aklagaren.
193
For further information see Arendts, M., 'Advertisements: Court of Appeal refers questions to ECJ',
WorWonlinegamblinglawrepon, Featured Article 10/08, October 2008.

191

192
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Expressen and Aftonbladet had carried advertisements for remote gambling operators licensed

in other Member States but not in Sweden where an exclusive rights system is in operation.
The Svea hovratt begins with questions as to whether discrimination on the grounds of

nationality is acceptable within gambling and lottery markets on the basis of overriding
reasons in the general interest. Question one seeks to elucidate answers from the Court of

Justice on the financing of social activities and thereby the link with gambling is made. The
second question seeks to establish the conditions under which the financing

of social activities

is incidental to other objectives, and if it is deemed to be one of the primary objectives of the
legislation, can the restrictive policy still be upheld? The third question sees the Svea hovriitt
connecting revenues with advertising by calling upon the Court of Justice to give guidance on

the validity of marketing activities by public monopolies where that marketing is done with a
view to generating revenues for the financing of social activities. In essence the issue is
whether marketing by state-run gambling monopolies is permissible if social activities happen

to benefit from such marketing which excludes as

matter of fact licence holders in other

a

Member States. Advertising of gambling services constitutes a market sector in its own right,
and the fourth and

fifth questions

question examines the validity of

a

are

likely to be of paramount importance. The fourth

total prohibition on the advertising of gambling activities

by operators which are licensed in a Member State other than that which regulates the

advertising activities within the domestic market in contrast to the Swedish monopolists

which are not subject to any advertising restrictions. Finally, the fifth question seeks to
ascertain whether those operators whom are licensed a supervised in another Member State

are permitted to advertise in other Member States even if they do not have a licence entitling
them to operate in the particular Member State, such as Sweden.
These questions are

of great importance given that

the gambling industry is 'serviced'

by an array of economic activities constituting market sectors within their own right. It will be

interesting to

see

whether the Court of Justice differentiates between gambling and the

advertising of gambling activities. Should it take

a

position which is favourable to cross-

border (gambling) advertisements then this will weaken the restricted market for gambling

itself. Whilst advertising would be free to cross national borders the service being advertised

would not be free, leading to

an incoherent situation.

Logically however, it is questionable

why the Court of Justice would sanction the advertising of a gambling if it could be restricted
to the extent which prohibits the cross-border provision thereof. Nevertheless, these questions

place the Court

of Justice in

a

position whereby it is faced with addressing the role which
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financing has to play in influencing the gambling policies of Member States and the
relationship between gambling and other economic activities.
The diverse role of advertising in this sector becomes apparent from a number of other

preliminary references. Firstly in Ladbrokes case, the Hoge Raad seeks to find the outboundaries of the extent to which licence holders can advertise to inform customers of the

availability of regulated gambling offers so as to ensure that the national channelling policy is
effective. Of course, if potential customers remain unaware of the availability of a particular
legal, safe offer then the extent to which players are drawn away from illegal offers of

gambling is likely to be reduced. However, there is the possibility that such advertising may
stimulate demand for gambling services while the regulatory model excludes other operators

duly licensed in other member States or willing to be subject to Dutch licensing requirements.

This is

a clear example

institution to establish

a

of national courts attempting to use the Court of Justice as an
framework for national gambling policies since the Court is being

asked to draw inferences on how far advertising should go in order to effect a national policy

which does not have as its objectives the aim of increasing demand for gambling services.
Secondly and in a similar vein, the second Sanm Casa de Misericdrdia case seeks to establish

the compatibility with the Community law of the absence of advertising restrictions for the
public monopoly.
4.4.3

194

Questions Arising from Very Specific National Situations

This third group includes a continuation of the Italian sports-betting saga with the Tribunale

di Palermo seeking whether the requirement to have an Italian licence amounts to a restriction
of the free movement of services in the case of Di Maggio and Buccuola.

195

Furthermore, the

referring court wishes to ascertain whether the requirement to have a licence can be justified
by the requirement to obtain

a

police authorisation. Another long running dispute has been

taking place in Germany regarding the "inter-state treaty" between the lander which has been
an attempt by these authorities to maintain the public nature of their lotteries and has been

subject to substantial discussion before the Constitutional Court. However, in Winner Wetten

the Verwaltungsgericht KOln seeks to establish the validity of transitional measures of
German gambling law which although extended the effect

Community freedoms.

of regulations which infringed

196

194

C-55108, Santa Casa de Miseric6rdia de Lisboa v. Liga Portuguesa de Fuetbol Professional (CWLPFP), Baw
International Ltd under Betandwin.com Interactive Entertainment supra note 37.
195
C-397/05, Criminal Proceedings against Maria Grazia Di Maggio and Salvatore Buccuola supra note 37.
196
C.409/06, Winner Wetten GmbH v. Mayor of Bergheim supra note 37.
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4.5

The Role of the European Commission

As discussed the introduction to this Chapter, the European Commission is perceived by
many
issues

as

seeking the transfer of competences from Member States to itself, and that this raises

of subsidiarity. However,

assessed in

the attitude and approach of the Commission should be

light of the tasks accorded to it by the EC Treaty, from which it will become

apparent that the Commission seeks to ensure the full respect for the internal market.
Consequently, this places the Commission in a position in which it appears that it opposes the

public policy objectives of the Member States in favour for the interests of private
undertakings.

One of the primary tasks of the Commission under the EC Treaty is that of ensuring
'the proper functioning and development of the common market'. 1 97 In fulfilling its role as the
'guardian of the Treaties', the Commission supervises the activities of other European

institutions, Member States and natural and legal persons to ensure that they comply with
198
Consequently the infringement proceedings initiated by the Commission
Community law.

against various Member States will be viewed to ascertain an understanding of the

Commission's view of the implications of the internal market on gambling. 199 Given the lack

of secondary legislation,

these proceedings amount to an interpretation of the case-law of the

ECJ, which itself is in a state of flux. This particular aspect of the Commission's activities are

not consistent with the view that it seeks to devour national competence to regulate gambling
contrary to the principle of subsidiarity, but rather that the internal market is fully respected.

Ongoing infringement proceedings will be briefly discussed, whereas the subsequent section

will review certain pieces of secondary legislation in terms of their potential contribution to
the regulation of gambling in the internal market context.

4.5.1 Infringement Procedures

Currently a total of ten Member States are subject to procedures under Article 226 EC
regarding national measures which may restrict the freedom to provide services. Given the

confidentiality of communications between the European Commission and the corresponding

197
198

199

Article 211 EC
Bray, R. (ed), Lenaerts, K. and Van Nuffel, P., supra note I l,p. 427.
Article 226 EC.
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national authorities within the Member States it is extremely difficult to establish detailed

information regarding the alleged restrictions which the Commission establishes in the first

legal act the procedure, the letter of formal notice, which is sent to the Member States.

Similarly the response of national authorities are not publicised and only if the Commission
remains unsatisfied with the outcome of the second legal act of the infringement procedure,
the so-called 'reasoned opinion', will the case be referred to the Court of Justice. If and when

this occurs the arguments of both parties will become somewhat more transparent.

Given this lack of transparency and thus detailed information, combined with the
political sensitivity of this debate,

will

a

brief overview of the European Commission's concerns

be provided. One exception to this relates to the infringement proceedings against the

Netherlands et al concerning sports-betting and so this particular procedure will be discussed

in greater depth following a general discussion

as

applicable to the other Member States

subject to the attention of the European Commission.

In April 2006 the Commission opened infringement proceedings against Denmark,
Finland, Germany, Hungary, Italy, the Netherlands and Sweden relating to alleged restrictions

in the field of sports-betting.20(1 A year later the Commission expressed its dissatisfaction with
the responses

it received to its letter of formal notices from Denmark, Finland and Hungary.

In essence it can be gathered that the Commission considered the restrictions to the free
movement of betting services were not compatible with the status quo of Community law, and
the Member States in question failed to show that the measures were necessary, proportionate
and non-discriminatory. However, the Commission challenges the notion that the public

operators were true 'non-profit operations' given their revenue targets and reliance on

commercial outlets for ticket sales.

201

At present the status of the proceedings against

Denmark, Finland and Hungary is unclear.

2006 also saw the Commission send letters of formal notice to Austria, France and

Italy and in general terms the Commission was keen to highlight that it was not calling
monopolies into question, nor force upon Member States a process of liberalisation. Austrian

restrictions on the promotion or advertising of casinos licensed and established in other
Member States was challenged; while France's 'range of restrictions' on remote sportsbetting operators licensed and established elsewhere were questioned. In particular concerns
were raised regarding the proportionality of the measures given that the domestic French sport
200

European Commission, Commission in quires into restrictions on sports-betting services in Denmark,

Finland, Germany. Hungary, Italy. the Netherlands and Sweden, 4 April 2006, W/06/436.
201
'European Commission. Free movement of services: Commission acts to remove obstacles to provision of
sports-betting services in Denmark, Finland and Hungary, 21 March 2007, IP/07/360.
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betting market was expanding with more choice available for consumers. Similar

proportionality concerns were aired regarding Italy' s remote sports-betting legislation, which
has blocked the websites of legitimate European operators.

202

Returning to the infringement procedures opened against Greece and the Netherlands
in 2006 the Commission sent reasoned opinions to these Member States in February 2008.

203

Although the information made publicly available is brief with regards to Greece the
Commission considered that the restrictions prevented providers lawfully established in other
Member States from offering sports-betting and other games of chance in Greece, as well as

the advertising of those games. The Commission was also interested in whether Greek
nationals can participate in games, although it should arguably be only Greek residents about

whom the Commission is concerned. Greek nationals residing in the United Kingdom do not

fall under the Athens authorities' allegedly restrictive measures. As for the Netherlands, the
reasoned opinion sent by the European Commission and the reaction of the Dutch authorities

thereto became available in April 2009. At this stage it shall briefly be discussed in further

detail before entering into greater depth in Chapter 5 upon the assessment of restrictions to the

provision of cross-border gambling services.

204

In April 2006 the European Commission sent

a letter

of formal notice to the Dutch

government marking the commencement of an infringement proceeding against the
Netherlands regarding the compatibility of the Dutch regulatory regime for the provision of

sports-betting services with Article 49 EC. The main allegation of the Commission's case

relates to the fact that under the WoK the Dutch authorities are only permitted to grant one
licence to

a

legal body which is owned by or under full control of the Dutch government and

205
In the opinion of the Commission the Dutch
that this is incompatible with Article 49 EC.

regulatory regime was unlikely to be compatible with the free movement of services for two
reasons;

firstly that given encouragement by the national authorities for nationals to

participate in this form of gambling, the restriction to Article 49 EC could not be justified on
the basis

of consumer protection and

the prevention

of gambling addiction;

and secondly that

202

European Commission, Free movement Of services: Commission inquires into restrictions on the provision of
certain gambling services in Austria, France and italy, 11 October 2006, W10611362.
203,
European Commission, Commission acts to remove obstacle to provision of gambling services in Greece and
the Netherlands, 28 February 2008, IP/08/330.
204
Reference shall hereby be made to the reasoned opinion of the European Commission of 28th February 2008
and the response of the Dutch Government of 25th September 2008, as made public by the Minister of Justice:

Ministerie van Justitie, Openbaarmaking met redenen omkleed advies en reactie daarop van de Neder[andse
regering, 14 April 2009. The analysis however shall be restricted to the more advanced stage of the infringement
procedure, namely the reasoned opinion.
205
Letter of the European Commission of 28th February 2008, para. 2.
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arguments upon the basis of crime and money laundering did not constitute a suitable

justification given that supervision of gambling operators occurred in the Member State where
the operators were established and that Community secondary legislation exists to counter
money laundering activities. Furthermore, the Commission claimed that this led to a further

restriction to the free movement of services in the form of

a

barrier to the provision of

advertising space to operators established in other Member States. 206

The arguments of the European Commission were based solely on the basis of the
freedom to provide services, excluding any consideration as to whether the relevant

provisions of the WoK were also liable to be incompatible with the freedom of establishment.
To an extent this reflects the scope of the complaint received by the European Commission by
the aggrieved operators established in other Member States, but nevertheless remains in

contrast to the scope of the preliminary references received the Court of Justice. Recalling the

case-law overview earlier in this Chapter the questions referred by to the Court concerned

both Article 43 EC as well

as

Article 49 EC. Indeed this approach of the Commission was not

missed by the Dutch government which concluded that the Commission was solely concerned

with 'direct cross-border offers'

as

opposed to the possibility or otherwise of an operator

serving the Dutch market after having become established within the Netherlands.

207

Overall the response of the Dutch government is unsurprising in its attempts to refute

the claims of the European Commission and seek to show that the restrictive measure is
indeed based upon justifiable grounds, and that the compatibility of the restriction is not

negated by the amount of advertising undertaken by De Lotto. Of particular interest at this
stage however is the manner in which the Dutch government seeks to undermine the

validity

of the Commission's arguments; firstly in relation to the Commission's reference to

sectors

other than sports-betting; and secondly the manner in which the Commission seeks to
ascertain the incompatibility of the Dutch government's arguments on the basis that there is a

lack of evidence being put forward. These two lines of argument shall be briefly outlined.

Having understood "restrictive measures imposed by the national legislation should

therefore be examined in turn" in Placanica to mean that the compatibility of restrictive
measures should be reviewed on a sector by sector basis, the Dutch government contests the

Commission casting its net wide in an attempt to show that Dutch policy fails to be consistent

206

2m

Letter of the European Commission of 28 February 2008, supra note 174, para. 2.
Letter of the Dutch Government of 25 September 2008, p.3:
de Commissie uitsluitend het oog heeft op kansspelen die direct
die een
grensoverschrijdend worden aangeboden (in de praktijk: via internet), niet op kansspelen
"
'vergunninghoudende aanbieder' vanuit een vestiging in Nederland zou willen aanbieden.

"Dit bevestigt dat
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and systematic.

208

Consequently, the Dutch government refers to the Commission referring to

other gambling sectors such as the casino sector, lotteries and the totalisator. Given that

different regulatory regimes are established to cover the various gambling sectors it would
appear that by referring to a range of sectors the Commission is inconsistent with the case-law

in its attempt to show the incompatibility of the regulation of the sports-betting market with

Community law.

209

Secondly, on

a number

of occasions the Commission complains that the Dutch

authorities have failed to submit evidence to support claims made. For example, the

Commission refers to evidence put forward by the Italian authorities before the Court of
Justice in Placanica to which illustrated that there was a substantial illegal betting market in

Italy which warranted the restrictive measures at issue in that case. Consequently the
Commission notes that no evidence or factual information has been put forward to show the
existence of illegal sports-betting offers in the Netherlands, nor crime related to providers

established within other Member States.

210

Furthermore the Commission complains that no

information was forthcoming to show the impact on demand between legal and illegal offers

of sports-betting services in

order

compliant Article 49 EC.21'

In confronting the Commission with its approach, the Dutch

to

show

that the expansion

of De Lotto' s supply

is

government notes that the Commission itself has failed to produce any evidence to support the
allegations made against the Dutch regulatory regime, instead relying upon information

provided by the undertaking(s) whose complaints led to the commencement of the
infringement proceedings.

212

Moreover, and in response to the lack of information regarding

the substitution effect of De Lotto's legal supply

of sports-betting services, the Dutch

government notes that in the context of an infringement procedure a Member State cannot be

called upon to produce evidence to show that no other measure would be
achieving the objectives in question.

213

A considerable burden of proof would

as

effective in

be placed upon

Member States if they were required to ascertain evidence which showed that no other
measure would be more effective in obtaining the objectives of the restrictive measure, whilst

being less restrictive effect. It is also suggested that this conflicts with the regulatory margin
208

Placanica, supra note 36, para. 49, and Lztter of the Dutch Government, /bid, at p. 21.
Further support for this position has been provided by the EFTA Court in E-1/06, EFTA Surveillance
Authority v. Nonvay, in which para. 45 reads:
"In this situation, the marketing and development of other games is not relevant when assessing the
"
consistency of the contested legislation.
210
Letter of the European Commission of 28'h February 2008, in para. 54.
211
Ibid, para. 67.
212
Letter of the Dutch Government of 25'h September 2008, p.7.
213
Ibid, p. 8.
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of discretion recognised by the Court of Justice in the context of the preliminary references
which it

has entertained in the gambling field.

that it the burden of proof within

214

In addition, the Dutch government argues

an infringement procedure

should not be anymore

burdensome on the Member State than that required by the review of national measures

resulting from the gambling related preliminary references. 215 Ultimately the Commission has
exceeded such a marginal review in the eyes of the Dutch government by questioning national

policy choices and the regulatory instruments used to achieve them; indeed such an approach
certainly appears to encroach upon the margin of discretion granted to Member States in the
earlier gambling case-law, such as Laara.

Whilst such an exchange of views regarding the evidentiary burden undoubtedly
reflects the specificities of the infringement proceeding against the Netherlands, it is also a

reflection of the more general lack of scientific information surrounding gambling and the
regulation thereof which distracts from such discussions. Furthermore the defensiveness of
the Dutch government serves as a reminder of the political sensitivity associated with the

regulation of gambling activities.

Two further infringement proceedings have been opened in 2008, in relation to
Germany and Sweden. With regards to Germany the Commission seeks to establish the

legality of restrictions under legislation which entered into force on

1St

January 2008. This

legislation enacted a total prohibition on internet gambling, which the Commission notes was

subject to

a

'detailed opinion' regarding sports-betting in March 2007, restrictions on

advertising gambling activities via certain media and a prohibition on financial institutions to
execute payments connected to unauthorised games

of chance. The legality of internet

based

horse race betting and the expansion of slot machines was noted, but no detailed references to
216
the particular concerns of the Commission were given.
Given that the legislation came into

force at the beginning of January 2008 and an official request for information was made
before the end of the same month, this sector is clearly of considerable importance to for the
European Commission.

Finally, in a new procedure against Sweden, the Commission sent

a

request for

information regarding national measures surrounding poker games and tournaments with a
view to compatibility with the free movement of services. It is noted by the Commission that
poker is offered in Swedish casinos, and that from 2006 the same state-owned operator offers
214 Ibid.
215
216

Ibid.

European Commission. Free movement of services: Commission inquires into restrictions on gambling

services in Germany, 31 January 2008, IP/08/119.
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poker services 'online on a large scale'. Concurrently national legislation prohibits operators

of online poker games licensed and established in other Member States from accessing the
Swedish market. Restrictions also extend to the promotion of such online poker services as

well

as

217
poker organised in licensed premises in other Member States.

Apart from in the case of the publicised infringement proceedings against the
Netherlands the exact status of the remaining, and presumably ongoing, infringement
proceedings is unclear. Nevertheless they do form another arm of in the overall debate
between the Community level and the various national levels. Indeed, it is not entirely

transparent as how these discussions take place within the various governments. However,
these proceedings may encourage Member States to alter their gambling policies to avoid

referral by the European Commission to the ECJ. One such example is the French proposal to

open up its online sports-betting market by privatising the current state operator Fran aise
des Jeux: this is exactly the market which the Commission targeted in the infringement

proceedings. While no public notification has been given by the Commission as to the

termination of these proceedings regarding France, it is probable that this privatisation is the
response of the French government to the pressure of the European Commission. 218 Unless

developments are of this nature, it is not immediately apparent what the direct consequences

of the infringement proceedings are, failing referral by the Commission to the ECJ.

4.6

Secondary LeiKislation &

its

Limitations

Secondary legislation specifically targeting the gambling sector has not been mooted at the

Community level since the decision was taken at the Edinburg European Council meeting of
1992 to shelve the notion

of seeking harmonisation of the gambling sector given

the diversity

in national regulations. Notwithstanding the issue of the appropriateness of harmonisation of
the entire gambling sector of 27 Member States, a considerably more diverse picture than that

which existed in the early

199Os, secondary

legislation developed in relation to other fields or

objectives may offer, perhaps indirectly, valuable contributions to this debate.

217,

uropean Commission, Free movement of services: Commission inquires into restrictions on the provision of
certain gambling services in Sweden, 3 January 2008, IP/08/118.
218
As announced by a member of the Ministre du Budget, at the conference organised by Sdnateur Frangoise
Trucy Les Conditions d'Ouverture du Marchi des Jeux de Hasard et d'Argent en France, Paris, 23'd October
2008. The French market should be opened by early 2010 at the latest according to reports in November 2008, a
tight legislative schedule. Pollard. J. 'Eric Woerth says France will open by "end of 2009, early 2010', 3
November 2008, eGamingReview.
1
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The following directives will be briefly reviewed in term

of their possible contribution

to the relationship between gambling and the internal market; the Distance Selling

Directive,

219

the

Information Society Directive,

220

the E-Commerce

Directive,221

the

Television Without Frontiers Directive with the Audiovisual Media Services Directive,222 and

finally the highly political Services Directive

which serves as an example of the

Commission's attempt to uphold the internal market as it applies to gambling through
secondary legislation.

223

4.6.1 Information Society Directive

While this Directive does not enact provisions which provide undertakings with

a

positive

right to offer cross-border gambling services, the Information Society Directive extends the

notification procedure for technical standards and regulations applicable to goods, established
by Directive 98/34, to so-called 'information society services'. Consequently, should a
Member State wish to introduce a standard or technical regulation affecting services supplied

electronically, there is an obligation to notify the European Commission of this draft measure.

Combining the defining elements of a gambling service

as

enumerated by the ECJ in

Schindler, with the definition given in the Directive it can be contested that online gambling

services constitute one example of an information society service. Recalling Schindler the
form of gambling in question, namely a lottery, incorporated the operator providing those
who had purchased tickets the hope of winning via a process which included the collection of
stakes, the organisation

of draws which led to

a

particular result following which prizes or

winnings were paid out, a process 'normally' provided for in return for remuneration. Indeed,
this definition can be applied to all forms of gambling where participation requires a stake to

be placed, with the process by which the winning result is determined varying according to
the form of gambling in question. Where such a process is completed online it will meet the
requirements of Article

remuneration, at

1 (2) (a); since online gambling services

a distance

are provided

for

via electronic means and at the individual request of the

Directive 1997/7 on the protection of consumers in respect of distance contracts, [1998] OJ L144/19.
Directive 1998/48 amending Directive 98/34/EC laying down a procedure of information in the field of
technical standards and regulations, [1998] OJ L217/18.
221
Directive 2000/31 on certain legal aspects of information society services, in particular electronic commerce,
in the Internal Market ('Directive on electronic commerce'), [200010J L178/1.
222
Directive 1989/552 on the coordination of certain provisions laid down by Law, Regulation or Administrative
Action in Member States concerning the pursuit of television broadcasting activities, 11989] O.J. L298/23 and
Directive 2007/65 amending Council Directive 89/552/EEC on the coordination of certain provisions laid down
by law, regulation or administrative action in Member States concerning the pursuit of television broadcasting
activities, [2007] OJ L332/27.
223
Directive 2006/123 on services in the internal market, [2006] OJ L376/ 36.
219
220
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·

recipient.

224

However two important points should be noted; firstly the ECJ noted in Schindler

that gambling services are normally offered in return for remuneration whilst the Directive

only applies to those services which are supplied in return remuneration. Secondly the
references to 'electronic means' and the subsequent definition create a technological scope

which is broader than merely gambling services provided via the internet, but encompass
other forms of distance communication such as (mobile) telephone and interactive
television.

225

In terms of regulatory activity, the Directive applies to 'technical regulations' which
are defined in an extremely wide manner.

226

Importantly for the gambling sector a prohibition

on the provision or use of a service are to be understood as a 'technical regulation' thereby

incorporating into the fold of this Directive the type of measures which prevail in many
Member States with regards to online gambling, i.e. not those which are merely of a technical
nature. Such an understanding of the scope of application of the Directive is supported by the

Opinion of Advocate General Bot in Santa Casa de Misericdrdia who held the view in this
case that a national measure extending the exclusive right to organise and operate lotteries and

off-course betting to 'all means of electronic communication' constitutes a 'technical

regulation'.

227

The consideration provided by Advocate General Bot provides a thoughtful

reminder as to the function and value of this Directive; having recalled the purpose of this

Directive

as

being the avoidance of barriers to the free movement of services Bot pertinently

recalls that "[t]he application of the mandatory notification system provided for by Directive

224

""

Article 1 (2)(a) reads:

service", any Information Society service, that is to say, any service normally provided for remuneration, at a

distance, by electronic means and at the individual request of a recipient of services.
For the purposes of this definition:
- "at a distance" means that the service is provided without the parties being simultaneously present,
- "by electronic means" means that the service is sent initially and received at its destination by means of
electronic equipment for the processing (including digital compression) and storage of data, and entirely
transmitted, conveyed and received by wire, by radio, by optical means or by other electromagnetic
means,
- "at the individual request of a recipient of services" means that the service is provided through the
transmission o f data on individual request."
225
This reflects the technologically neutral approach taken within the United Kingdom in section 4 of the
Gambling Act 2005 which states that:
"( 1) In this Act "remote gambling" means gambling in which persons participate by the use of remote
communication.

(2) In this Act "remote communication" means communication using (a) the internet, (b) telephone, (c) television, (d) radio, or
(e) any other kind of electronic or other technology for facilitating communication. "
In contrast, France in the projet de loi of 25 mars 2009 specifically limits the use of distance communication
technologies to the internet for the purposes of opening up the national online gambling market to cross-border
provision.
226
227

Article 1 (2)(e)
Opinion of Advocate General Bot, supra note 143.
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98/34 to such regulations does not mean that they are contrary to Community law".228 On the
contrary the Directive provides

a

mechanism by which the European Commission and other

Member States are given the opportunity to review the draft regulation with an eye to the
creation of barriers to the internal market. Should obstacles be found then the proposing

Member State is obliged to review and amend the measure in question. Therefore the

Directive provides system to flag-up potentially restrictive measures, a system of 'preventive

control' in the words of the Advocate General. 229 Therefore in
any measure

a sector

which is not subject to

of harmonization the system provided for "reconciles the sovereign power of the

Member States to adopt technical regulations.... with the obligation they have undertaken to
each other in the Treaty to establish a common market...".230

Given that there are no substantive provision in this Directive which relate to

gambling, nor any other service sector, the process of reconciliation between proposed
national regulations and the internal market is based upon the prevailing interpretation of the
free movement principles, and thus in the case

of online gambling,

as

understood in light of

the line of case-law from Schindler to Placanica. However, at the very least discussions on

the compatibility of proposed measures will be ex ante in nature and can therefore reduce

uncertainty in the market. 231 Furthermore, it must not be forgotten however that the
underlying Directive 98/34 will apply in the same manner to standards and technical
regulations relating to goods, and therefore to goods which are traded between undertakings

in different Member States. National standards relating to technical requirements of slot
machines for example could thus fall under the scope of the notification procedure. 232

4.6.2 Distance Selling Directive

Although the single explicit exclusion applicable to gambling in this Directive is from the
consumers' right to withdraw from a contract, 233 gambling otherwise implicitly remains

within the scope of this fundamentally procedurally orientated Directive. Overall the Dismnce

228

229

230

Ibid., at para. 169.
Ibid., at para. 170.
Ibid., at para. 182.

As of August 2007, 59 records in the Technical Regulations Information System (TRIS) Notifications
database related to 'games of chance'. Four of these related to internet based gambling.
232
For example, the standards and regulations against which national authorities grant approval for certain forms
of slot machine to be permitted within their jurisdiction, and possibly into which type of venue. For example the
231

Toegelaten speelautomaten, 8 augustus 2008. Staatscourant 2008, 152, p.23, authorises the types of slot
machines which are allowed to be used in the Netherlands while drawing a distinction between those which can
be exploited in by the state-owned casino industry and those which the privately operated amusement arcades
may install.
233
Article 6(3).
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Selling Directive aims to establish

a degree

of minimum harmonisation of conditions

applicable to business to consumer contracts which are concluded via

a means

of distance

communication for the supply of goods and services. While 'means of distance
communication' is defined
supplier and consumer

,234

exist which could provide

as

being 'without the simultaneous physical presence of the

into which the internet undoubtedly falls, no substantive provisions
a basis

upon which claims for increased free movement of internet

gambling services, or otherwise, can be argued.

4.6.3 E-Commerce Directive

This Directive seeks, subject to
, 235

'coordinated fields,

a

limited degree of harmonisation of the so-called

to apply the country of origin principle to information society services

in situations where the service provider is established within the internal market. In practice
this should mean that for services provided via means of distance communication, such as the
internet, the regulations of the Member State where the supplier is located will apply to
business-to-consumer transactions where the consumer is located in another Member State.

However, gambling services have been excluded from the scope of the Directive and

in contrast with the Services Directive it was never the intention of the European Commission
that online gambling services should be incorporated within this particular regulatory

framework. 236 Upon reviewing the scope of the substantive harmonisation it is of little
surprise that gambling has been excluded, given that the coordinated fields do not seek to

approximate measures which are of significance to Member States in the field of gambling

regulation. On the contrary, these fields pertain to general issues liable to affect all
information society service providers. Examples include; information which is to be provided
to recipients, such as the name and address of the provider;237 requirements on commercial
communications

238

and the approximation

concluded by electronic means.

of national provisions covering contracts

239

234 Article 2(4).
235
According to Article 1(2) approximation is limited 'to the extent necessary' for the achievement of 'the
proper function of the internal market' in information society services.
236
Article 1(5) (d). It is entirely plausible that at the time the E-Commerce Directive was proposed the European
Commission was unaware of the potential importance of the online gambling market in the internal market.
Additionally, it should be appreciated that the Services Directive applies to all forms of gambling, including
those which fall beyond the concept of an 'information society service', thus encompassing bricks-and-mortar
venues.
237
238

239

Article 5.
Article 2.
Article 3.
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Whilst gambling activities are excluded 'promotional competitions or games' are
included with the scope of the Directive, and this category is likely to refer to instances
whereby

a

240

non-gambling product or service is promoted. Yet it remains unclear whether

such games must involve a degree of skill and secondly whether the games must be of a

promotional nature as well as the competitions to which the Directive will apply. If the games

do not need to be of

a

promotional nature then in the event that some Member States

determine that particular activities, such as poker, are games of skill rather than games of
chance, could it be that the scope of the Directive expands in terms of the range

to which it applies? Arguably, such

a

of activities

material expansion would be restricted to the legal and

or regulatory systems which view poker, or another activity for which the balance of skill and
chance is debatable, as a game of skill. Another category subject to similar uncertainty is that

of free play games

as

offered by online gambling operators; arguably they are promotional in

nature, promoting the paid services of the operator. However, it would appear rather arbitrary

to include 'free' to play gambling services within a Community regime upholding the country

of origin principle while excluding the paid services which the free play versions aim to
promote consumption of. As such, it provides an illustration of the difficulties that seeking to

rely upon 'generic' secondary legislation imposes in the context of the gambling sector.
An integral part of a system based upon the country of origin principle is

a

prohibition

on the Member State in which the service is received from imposing a system of prior

authorisation.

241

Implicit in such an approach is

a substantial degree

of mutual acceptance

between the Member States as to not only the regulatory objectives, but also the effectiveness

of supervision and enforcement mechanisms applicable to undertakings supplying services
information society services. As the previous Chapter has borne witness to, the Member

States vary not only in the regulatory objectives and standards which they seek to uphold,
although there is perhaps a greater degree of convergence than some stakeholders may chose

to appreciate, but also with regards to the forms of online gambling which the (proposed)
respective regulatory permit. The application of the country of origin principle would not only

remove the possibility for Member States to assess the equivalence of the regulatory

objectives and standards of another Member State but also, it could be argued, override the
competence of each Member State to ensure that its choice as to which forms of gambling can
be legally supplied within its territory is respected. Part of the margin

of discretion enjoyed by

Member States, according to the ECJ, is to determine whether or not a form of gambling
240 Article 6(d).
241

Article 4(1) of the E-Commerce Directive imposes such

a

condition upon the Member States.
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should be prohibited within that Member State; giving effect to this competence would be

undermined if the recipient Member State had no means to regulate the forms of cross-border
gambling services being supplied to residents.

242

Although the country of origin principle does not apply to online gambling services,
the potential which private operators see in this principle, as means to facilitate cross-border

gambling trade, is most likely to be quite considerable. In 2003 the European Commission

noted that the compliants it received about restrictive measures affecting trade in sectors
243
It must not be
excluded from the E-Commerce Directive related solely to online gambling.

forgotten however that the Directive empowers Member States to restrict the free movement
of services from other Member States, on a case by case basis for particular defined reasons
under the heading of 'public policy' which includes the protection of minors and the heading

of 'consumer protection ,. 244 Even if it were to be considered for a moment that gambling were
to be included within the scope of the Directive, such a derogation would have the potential to

introduce the case-law from the Schindler to Placanica line of cases into the realm of the
Directive.

4.6.4 Services Directive
In 2004 the European Commission proposed a directive which had as its primary objective the

liberalisation of the services market within the European Union, creating in theory a true
internal market for services and service providers.

245

As originally proposed the country of

origin principle, as enumerated in the E-Commerce Directive for example, would have been
extended to a wide range of services in an attempt to fully realise the free movement of
services and its closely related cousin, the freedom

of establishment. Ultimately however the

country of origin principle was removed by the European Parliament and instead the Directive
"establishes general provisions facilitating the exercise of the freedom

of establishment

for

service providers and the free movement of services, while maintaining a high quality of

242

Coordination in this field at the Community level could require the regulator in the Member State where the
operator is established and licensed to ensure that the operator respects the regulatory choices made by all other
Member States in this regard. Such a system presupposes that there are aspects of the regulation of gambling
which would be better achieved at the Community level as opposed to each Member State acting in an individual
capacity.
243 *
European Commission, First Report on the application of Directive 2000/3 I on certain legal aspects of

information society services in particular electronic commerce, in the Internal Market (Directive on electronic
commerce), COM(2003) 702 finalp. 19.
244
Article 3(4)(a)(i).
245 European Commission, Proposal for a Directive on services in the internal market, 13 January 2004,
COM(2004) 2 final.
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services.

„246

Whether or not these general provision amount to a codification of the ECJ's

case-law that is weaker in effect than the original cases themselves is beyond the scope of this
thesis,

247

it nevertheless is valuable to consider the nature of this Directive as well as the

manner in which gambling was included within the Commission's proposals of 2004.

Turning firstly to the Directive in its current format, the recitals enumerate numerous
principles which are of considerable relevance when placed into the context of gambling in
the internal market. A few

of these recitals shall

be referred to, commencing with Recital 2.

This recital recalls that consumers would be benefit from a free market in which restrictions
on the cross-border movement

of services would be eliminated in addition to increased

transparency and information; with consumer welfare being improved on the basis of a wider

choice and better services at lower prices. Whereas Advocate General Bot has expressed

doubts as to the benefits for consumers from increased competition, and the prevalence of
cross-border competition in gambling services, it would be a less readily defendable position

to consider that increased information and transparency would not work in the favour of the

final consumer. One of the principal grounds for tightly regulating this sector are the
information asymmetries which arise between the operator and consumer; if part of creating
an internal market lead to a reduction in this imbalance than surely that would be in the favour

of consumers.

Recitals 3 and 6 are particularly relevant for the gambling sector and the debate
surrounding its regulation within the internal market context. Recital

3

recalls that barriers

which hinder the completion of the internal market for services arise from administrative
burdens, legal uncertainty associated with cross-border activity and a lack of mutual trust

between Member States. Given the state-centric approach that the vast majority of Member

States take when regulating this sector little attention, if any, is paid to regulatory burdens

which operators have to comply with in other Member States, thereby duplicating the
administrative burden which operators have to comply. Furthermore, given the state of the
current case-law all stakeholders claim that restrictions to cross-border movement are
Article 1(1). In Nicolai, K. & Schmidt, S.K., 'Mutual recognition 'on trial': the long road to services
liberalization', Journal of European Public Policy. 14 (2007), 717-734, describe this process as:
"the EP had to formally sacrifice mutual recognition at the altar of crude criticism which failed to
understand that such recognition could be managed to address the extraterritorial tensions inherent in

246

trade in services."

Edwards, D., 'Guest Editorial: Will There be Honey Still for Tea?', Common Market Law Review, 43 (2006),
623-627. Indeed, Rasmussen is highly critical of the Services Directive and notes that "[b]ecause its drafting was
hugely compromise-ridden, many of its provisions are ambiguous, sometimes nebulous, occasionally selfcontradictory and regularly involve loopholes." Rasmussen, H., 'Present and Future European Judicial Problems
After Enlargement and the Post-2005 Ideological Revolt', Common Market Lnw Review, 44 (2007), 1661-1687,
247

p. 1683.
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compatible or incompatible with the free movement principles. The legality of cross-border
operations remains uncertain in an environment which is defined by case-law which is open to
numerous interpretations, although admittedly the Services Directive would do little to change
the substantive nature of the gambling debate. Finally, a substantial degree

of mistrust

between the Member States could be anticipated to exist in this sector, particularly given the

export orientation of particular regulatory regimes, coupled in some instances with extremely

low rates of taxation.

248

With Member States benefiting, directly or indirectly, from the

revenue generating capacities of gambling it would not be surprising for mistrust of the

regulatory objectives and capacities of other jurisdictions to hinder the formation of an
internal market in gambling services.
As has already been noted earlier in this Chapter the European Commission has put
the infringement procedure to considerable use in an attempt to ensure that the

free

movement

principles are complied within the gambling sector. However, Recital 6 reminds us that
barriers to an internal market cannot be removed solely by reliance upon Article 226 EC but
rather that prior coordination of national regulatory schemes is required before barriers to an

internal market can be achieved. In the case of the infringement proceedings initiated by the

Commission in relation to particular obstacles contained within national regulations, political
dynamics appear to have stifled the progress of the European Commission. Even if the

application and interpretation of Community law were to be free of political dimensions the

infringement proceedings which are pending at the time of writing would themselves reflect
the contemporary understanding of the case-law and would only lead to results in the Member
States towards which they are directed. If the Commission were successful in half of the

gambling related proceedings which it launched, this would not achieve an internal market in

gambling services, since the other Member States would seek to distinguish themselves from
the prevailing circumstances in the proceedings where the Commission was successful.

Similar concerns can be voiced in relation to the preliminary reference procedure, thereby
pointing towards the need for a coordinated effort to remove obstacles to the cross-border
movement

of gambling services, which the 2004 proposal of the European Commission

would have provided for.
Returning to the original proposal of the European Commission it must be appreciated
that the Services Directive as originally proposed did not guarantee the application of the

country of origin principle to this sector.

249

Gambling was subject to

a

so-called transitional

248

Such as the Maltese regime for regulating online gambling.
249 Article 18(1)(b).
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derogation, thus derogation from the full application of the Directive which was made
250
Whilst the
dependent upon a degree of harmonisation, a report and wide consultation.

European Commission ensured that a study was completed by the Swiss Institute for

Comparative Law, further consultation never occurred given the amendments which were
made to accommodate the stance of the European Parliament.

251

Given the diversity of the

Member States' gambling legislation, and issues surrounding consumer protection and public
order the European Parliament removed gambling from the scope of the Directive. 252

253 11-le

European Parliament appears to have been primarily motivated by concerns relating to

consumer protection and public order as well as disparities between national regulatory
regimes, with concerns being reflected in the preamble of the existing text.

254

Perhaps the

approach of the European Parliament reflects a wide fear that the proposed text asserted a
deregulatory 'neo-liberal' agenda in contrast to earlier "phases of building the single market

had demonstrated that liberalization most often went with re-regulation.

„255

Even if the

temporary derogation accorded to gambling had been preserved, given the final form of the

Services Directive it is highly doubtful whether the Directive would have made a meaningful

contribution to the relationship between gambling and the internal market. Nevertheless the
transitional derogation would have provided

a

framework to structure the debate on how

gambling should be regulated in the internal market, a debate which would have been shaped

by the provisions of the Directive. This would have had the advantage of providing greater
coherency than arguably is the case where institutional debate is occurs through a series of

infringement procedures, preliminary references and to an extent, legal proceedings at the
national level. The outcome of which would also have had the benefit of greater democratic

legitimacy through the involvement of numerous stakeholders; far more parties and interests

would be represented than is otherwise the case where rules of standing exclude interests from
being heard in legal proceedings.

250 Article 40( 1)(b)
251

Swiss Institute for Comparative Law, Study of Gambling Services in the Internal Market of the European
Union, Final Report, June 2006.
252
European Parliament, Committee on the Internal Market and Consumer Protection, Draft Report, Evelyn
Gebhardt on the proposal for a directive on services in the internal market. Amendments 152426. (PE
355.744v04-00).
253
Article 2(2)(h) excludes 'gambling activities which involve wagering a stake with pecuniary value in games
of chance, including lotteries, gambling in casinos and betting transactions'.
254
Recital 25 of the Services Directive reads:
"Gambling activities, including lottery and betting transactions, should be excluded from the scope of
this Directive in view of the specific nature of these activities, which entail implementation by Member
"
States of policies relating to public policy and consumer protection.
255
Nicolai, K. & Schmidt, S.K., 'Mutual recognition 'on trial': the long road to services liberalization', Journal
of European Public Policy, 14 (2007), 717-734, p. 726.
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With such considerations in mind some of the substantive elements of the Directive
need to be considered, to delimit the impact that the Directive could have had on this sector,

had gambling not been excluded. This will be done in two ways, firstly through defining the
manner in which the Directive does not impact the discretion

of Member

States to organise

their markets and secondly with a view to authorisation procedures for market access and
cooperation between national authorities.

The manner in which Member States have structured the supply of services within

their national territories is not endangered by the enacted Services Directive, given that the
Directive does not require the liberalisation of services of general economic interest or the
256
privatisation public entities providing services.
Furthermore the Directive does not seek to

abolish monopolies. 257 Consequently, even

if gambling were to

be included

within the scope

of the Directive the provision of gambling services by state-owned entities would not have
been subject to a programme of liberalisation or privatisation, including markets where supply
has been entrusted to a

public monopoly, such as the Dutch casino sector. Any threat to the

existence of such monopolies would have arisen from the discussion of this sector in the

framework of the transitional derogation and the application of codification of the case-law of
the ECJ, to the extent that the codification offers any added value to the case-law itself.
Secondly, the 'general provisions facilitating' the free movement of services and the

establishment of service providers would place restrictions on the cross-border movement of

gambling services and service providers in a coherent framework within which such
restrictions could be coherently assessed. In some respects, as detailed below, the scope of
these provisions of the Directive include areas which the gambling related case-law of the

ECJ has not (yet) dealt with. Perhaps paradoxically the ultimate effect of these provisions, if

they were to be applied to gambling, would depend on the reliance of the current 'gambling

case-law', i.e. the line of case-law commencing with Schindler, to the framework established
herein. A brief consideration of these provisions is necessary, beginning with those applicable
to the freedom

of establishment and then services, before noting the main characteristics of

the provisions on administrative cooperation.

Chapter III of the Directive provides for the 'freedom of establishment for providers'
central to which are a set of provisions relating to authorisation schemes regulating access to,
and exercise of, service activities. Such schemes cannot amount to a form of discrimination,
must be

justified by

an overriding reason

relating to the public interest and uphold an

256 Article 1 (2).
Article 1 (3).

257
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objective which cannot be upheld by a less restrictive measure or inspection following the
258
establishment of the operator o the market in question. Although the reference to overriding

reason in the public interest would refer the debate in the gambling context back to the caselaw of Schindler et al, the conditions upon which authorisation can be granted offer some

hope for greater internal market compliance. This is because they prohibit the relevant

national authorities from exercising their power of assessment in an arbitrary manner.
Therefore, the criteria upon which the decision to authorise a new market entrant is made
must be, amongst others, 'clear and unambiguous, 'made public in advance' and 'transparent
and accessible

, 259 A
.

As became

apparent during the discussion of the regulatory regimes of the

three Member States, and with particular reference to France and the Netherlands, there is a

considerable degree of ambiguity and opacity which suggests that the imposition of such
requirements as contained within Articles 9 and 10 of the Directive would be great assistance

in ensuring the compatibility of national obstacles in the field of gambling regulation with

Community law. Arguably Member States would not be able to maintain the current veil of
opacity. Furthermore such conditions must not duplicate 'requirements and controls which are

equivalent or essentially comparable
subject in another Member State',

as regards

260

their purpose to which the provider is already

would bring this sector into line with the case-law on

double regulatory burdens. Regardless of the precise form of authorisations for gambling

services, they are frequently limited in number, thereby implicitly limiting the number of
market entrants. In such situations the granting of authorisation must provide full guarantees

of 'impartiality and transparency, including, in particular, adequate publicity about the launch,
conduct and completion of the procedure

, 261
.

It will become evident in this thesis that the

application of public procurement law regarding the awarding of concessions is debatable in
the field

of gambling, but this aspect of Article 12 of the Directive

encapsulates the key

elements of these requirements. Moreover, the Services Directive prohibits the 'automatic

renewal' of authorisation in regulatory environments which restrict the overall number of
authorisations permitted.

262

If this were to be applied to the gambling sector, the potential

consequences would be immense within jurisdictions where licences are renewed without any

form of competition. Furthermore the granting of market access authorisation cannot be made
dependant upon a test of economic need or market demand which in the gambling context

258

Article 9(1) (a) - (c).

259

Article 10(2) (d), (f) and (g).

260 Article 10(3).
26' Article 12( 1).
262 Article 12(2).
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would infer that the market determines the number of suppliers present, insofar as the number

of possible authorisations is not restricted on the basis of other objectives. 263
Turning to the cross-border movement of services, Article 16 seeks to uphold the

principle that 'Member States shall respect the right of providers to provide services in a
Member State other than that in which they are established. ,264 The exercise of this right can

only be restricted by the Member State where the service is provided in accordance with a
number of principles, which closely follow the contours of the case-law of the ECJ, i.e. with
regards to 'non-discrimination', 'necessity and 'proportionality'. Member States are not

precluded from 'imposing requirements with regard to the provision of

a

service activity' on

the grounds of public policy, public security, public health or the protection of the
environment. Apart from the inclusion of environmental protection, this approach closely

reflects that of the general case-law of the ECJ. If this Directive were to apply to gambling
this provision would call into question the application the current understanding of these
grounds to justify

of restrictions on the cross-border movement of gambling services; thereby

reducing the capacity of the Directive to avoid the quagmire that is the status quo of the

gambling case-law.

The provisions of the Directive from which the Member States could learn most with a

view to the regulation of gambling are those requirements contained within Chapter VI on
'Administrative Cooperation ,

265
.

Article 28 places national authorities under

a

general duty to

provide their peers with mutual assistance on the basis of measures for 'effective cooperation

with one another, in order to ensure the supervision of providers and the services which they
provide.
1.

,266

Three categories of general obligations are then detailed:

General obligations for the Member State where the provider is established.

267

2. Supervision by the Member State of establishment in the event of the temporary
movement of a provider to another Member State. 268

3. Supervision by the Member State where the service is provided in the event of the
temporary movement of the provider.

269

In summary the obligations contained within these three articles seek to ensure that the
relevant national authorities exchange information on the activities of service providers so as

263
264
265

266
267
268

269

Article 14(5).
Article 16(1).
Articles 28 to 36.

Article 28(1).
Article 29.
Article 30.
Article 31.
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to prevent effective supervision being eroded upon the basis of the exercise of the free

movement principles. For example, as one of the general obligations contained within Article
29, the Member State where the provider is established must provide information on a

particular undertaking to the authorities of other Member States, upon request.

270

Moreover, if

followed in good faith these obligations will coordinate the supervision of an undertaking's
cross-border activities through tying together national supervisory competences so as to leave
no gaps in a multi-jurisdictional setting. Consequently, a national authority should 'not refrain

from taking supervisory or enforcement measures in its territory on the grounds that the
service has been provided or did not cause damage in another Member State.'

this should mean that

a service

271

In practice

provider established in Germany should not escape the

imposition of enforcement measures on the basis that harm arose from the supply of its
services in Greece. However, given that what may constitute a breach of Greek regulations
may not constitute a breach under German law it remains to be seen how effective such

provision would be in practice. Nevertheless such provisions offer an illustration of a
mechanism which would be useful in the field of gambling to ensure that operators are

effectively supervised wherever they supply their services. Ultimately, the free movement of
services and service providers should be reflected by a system of assistance and coordination
between Member States which allows for the supervision and enforcement competences to

follow licensed operators around the internal market.
Returning to earlier observations made in connection with the Services Directive, in
the current format it would appear to offer limited grounds to overcome restrictions which

gambling services and service providers are subject given the extent to which the case-law

would be relied upon. However there would be some value in applying it to gambling, with
such value arising from the

ability of the Directive to

shape the nature

of discussions on

whether restrictive measures are justifiable in particular in light of the mutual assistance
mechanism, particularly if this were to offer a means by which national choices on which

forms of gambling are allowed could be respected.

4.6.5 Television Without Frontiers and the Audiovisual Media Services Directives

This section will provide a brief overview of how both of these two Directives have the
potential to contribute to the debate concerning internet gambling services. Although the

Audiovisual Media Services Directive (hereinafter referred to as 'AVMS') enters into force in
270 Article 29(1)
27' Article 30(2).
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December 2009, its predecessor the Television Without Frontiers Directive (hereinafter
referred to as

'TWF') established the applicability of the principle of home country control to

broadcasting activities so as to establish an internal market in this field. Given that Member
States are frequently concerned about a 'race to the bottom' occurring when undertakings are

free to move between Member States, and thus regulatory environments, the TWF Directive
foresaw the possibility of this undesirable development and guards against so-called

preferential export regimes. Article 2(1) of the TWF Directive dissuades Member States from
being lax on broadcasters established in their jurisdiction but primarily or exclusively
targeting an audience in another Member State. If such

a

provision was to be included in

secondary legislation pertaining to gambling services, regulatory regimes which seek to
272
export gambling services would be in a questionable situation.

In an attempt to bring the TWF Directive into line with technological developments
the AVMS Directive takes the approach of the TWF Directive extending it to digital

audiovisual services.

273

Internet gambling services appear to be excluded from the scope of

the AVMS Directive according to Recital 18 thereof. The recital considers that audiovisual

media services should be defined to 'cover mass media in their function to inform, entertain
and educate the general public' but that this definition 'should exclude all services whose

principal purpose is not the provision of programmes, i.e. where any audiovisual content is
merely incidental to the service and not its main purpose.' It then proceeds to refer to types of
websites where audiovisual elements are used in an ancillary manner, such as 'short

advertising spots', before moving to refer to gambling activities. 'For these reasons', it states

of chance involving a stake representing a sum of money, including lotteries, betting
and other forms of gambling services, as well as on-line games and search engines, but not
'games

broadcasts devoted to gambling or games

of chance, should also

be excluded from the scope

of the Directive.' Consequently coverage of gambling activities where this
content of

a broadcast

forms part of the

falls within the scope of the AVMS Directive, but the use of

272

In my article in the European Law Review, supra note 119, I argue that the fact that Maltese licensing
requirements dictate that internet gambling operators can only serve non-Maltese residents accords higher
protection to Maltese residents from the dangers of internet gambling compared to other Member States. Maltese
residents would be protected by way of a total prohibition, whereas residents of other Member States would be
exposed to some negative risks. L.N. 168 of 2008, Amendment of Lotteries and Other Games Act 2008 seeks to

rectify.
273

European Commission, Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council Amending
Council Directive 89/552/EEC On the coordination of certain provisions laid down by law, regulation or
administrative action in Member States concerning the pursuit of television broadcasting activities, 13 January
2005, COM(2005) 646 final.
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audiovisual media elements on websites providing gambling services appear to fall outside of
the scope.

Whilst the purpose of

a

gambling website is primarily to provide gambling services,

rather than broadcast images of horse races or casino tables, the effect of this attempt to
exclude gambling from the scope of the Directive is contestable in two ways. Firstly, recital
18

only states that gambling 'should' be excluded from the scope of the Directive and is

indicative of the intention of the legislator. This guiding role attributed to the preamble of a
directive has been recognised by Advocate General Mischo in Nilsson who stated that "[t]he

recitals in the preamble state the reasons for the contents of the rule and can sometimes help

with its interpretation. „274 In Nilsson the ECJ then held that "the preamble to a Community act
has no binding legal force and cannot be relied upon as a ground for derogating from the
actual provisions of the act in question.

„275

The legal force of recitals is the second point upon

which the attempt to exclude gambling from the scope of the AVMS Directive can be
challenged; only provisions contained within the articles of a directive will have legal force.

Attempts, such as those in Nilsson, to rely upon recitals to contradict the substantive

provisions of a directive have not met any success. However, there is
recital which contradicts the body of a directive and

a

a

difference between a

recital which contains a concept or

notion which does not subsequently appear in the substantive provisions, and thereby for
which there is no apparent contradiction or confirmation. This has been considered by
Advocate General LEger in the cases of Mem Fackler and Commission v. Imly. In the former
case he opined that:

"... if a concept stated in

a

recital is not given concrete expression in the body of the

directive, or even conflicts with it, it is the content of the directive in my view, which
must predominate.

„276

In Mem Fackler 277 the Court of Justice simply reiterated the position taken in Nilsson that the
preamble cannot be used to derogate from the actual provisions of the directive in question,

214 Case C-162197, Criminal proceedings against Gunnar Nilsson, Per Olov Hagelgren and Solweigh Arrborn.
Opinion of Mr Advocate General Mischo delivered on 5 May 1998, [19981 ECR I-7477, para. 54.
275

Case C-162191, Criminal proceedings against Gunnar Nilsson, Per Olov Hage[gren and Solweigh Arrborn,

[19981 ECR I-7477, para. 54. As confirmed in Case C-308/97, Giuseppe Manfredi v. Regione Puglia, I 1998]
ECR I-7685, para. 30.
276
Opinion of Mr Advocate General Ldger delivered on 27 January 2005, Case C-444/03 Mem Fackler KG v
Bundesrepublik Deutsch!(ind, [2005] ECR I-3913, para. 70. In his Opinion delivered on 5 October 2006 in Case
C-110/05, Commission v. Italy, n.y.r., para. 65 where Mr Advocate General Ldger wrote that:
"the fact remains that, where a concept set out in a recital is not given concrete expression in the actual
body of the directive, it is the terms of the latter that must predominate."
277
Meta Fackler, ibid, para. 25.
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whist not referring to the legal value of the preamble in Commission v. Italy. However, in
Deutsches Mitch-Kontor the Court of Justice amended its wording to:

"[I]t is sufficient to recall that the preamble to

a

Community act has no binding legal

force and cannot be relied on either as a ground for derogating from the actual

provisions of the act in question or for interpreting those provisions in a manner
clearly contrary to their wording." [Emphasis added]. 278
Although it is questionable to what extent

a

distinction can be made between derogating from

a provision and reaching an interpretation clearly contrary to its wording, since no reference is
made to gambling within the legally enforceable body of the AVMS Directive, the approach

of Advocate General Ldger should

be considered.

no concrete expression of the idea that the use

Within the body of the Directive there is

of audiovisual media elements on gambling

websites is excluded from the scope of the Directive, therefore this notion as contained within
the preamble could be found to be of no legal effect.

However, should Recital 18 be found to be compatible with the spirit of the body of

the Directive then operators of gambling websites in which audiovisual elements are merely

ancillary in nature will not be able to rely upon the Directive in an attempt to secure the crossborder reception of their services. Even so, it would be over-inclusive to consider that all

forms of interactive gambling are excluded from the Directive, given that there may be some
sites or interactive television based services where the audiovisual content is not merely

incidental but, on the contrary forms

the programming element of the service. Future

developments in this direction may also depend to large extent upon how ostensibly gambling

activities are categorised by both national and Community institutions. 279

Ultimately the inclusion of interactive gambling services within the Directive would
not leave national authorities lacking the means to prevent the provision of 'gambling

audiovisual media services' within their jurisdiction. The freedom of reception which
underpins this Directive, by preventing Member States from restricting retransmissions of
such services from other Member States, is not absolute in as far as it applies to on-demand

audiovisual media services. 280

Such services are defined

as those

of which the time of

viewing is determined by the consumer in contrast to television broadcasting where the media
service provider provides for the 'simultaneous viewing of programmes on the basis of a
278

Case C-136/04, Deutsches Mitch-Kontor GmbH v. Hauptzo[[amt Hamburg-Jonas [2005] ECR I-10095, para.

32.
279

In Case C-195/06, Kommunikationsbehorde Austria (KommAustria) v. Osterreichischer Rundfunk (ORF).
[2007] ECR 1-8817, the E.CJ considered that dependent upon the format of the broadcast, call-in television
quizzes amount to teleshopping under the TWF Directive.
280
Article 4.
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, 28]

programme schedule .

To uphold national notions of public policy and the protection of

consumers, Member States may block the reception

of on-demand audiovisual services. 282

Such derogations must comply with the principle of proportionality and before doing so the

Member State must request the Member State which has jurisdiction over the operator to take
283

appropriate action.

Only in the case that this fails, can the recipient Member State actually

take the necessary measures to derogate from the prohibition on restricting retransmissions.

Given that audiovisual media services are services for the purposes of Articles 49 and 50

EC284 then it can be anticipated that the grounds for objective justifications developed in

Schindler and further refined in Gambelli and Placanica will have to be squared with the
grounds given in this Directive. In any event, given the limited scope of the minimum

harmonisation exercise inherent in this Directive, excluding gambling services from its scope
appears reasonable in much the same manner as the E-Commerce Directive. Once again

harmonisation occurs within co-ordinated fields which are limited to areas which are not of
considerable significance in the regulation of gambling services provided by remote

communication, such as rules relating to product placement and teleshopping.

285

Thus, apart from the questionable legal effect of including an exclusion in the
preamble of a Community act' this Directive does not appear to provide a springboard for
internet gambling operators to flood the markets of other Member States on the basis that they
their offer of internet gambling services incorporates some footage which is at most ancillary
to the primary purpose of the website; i.e. gambling. Nevertheless, interactive television

which broadcasts sports events and also allows live bets to be placed upon the events being
shown could well fall within the scope of the Directive. Furthermore it is conceivable that
there could be other forms of interactive television within which audiences may be able to

participate in games of chance that are secondary in nature to the editorial content of the
broadcast; although it may require market orientated developments to bring this question to

the attention of regulators given recent attention to call-in television quizzes in a number of

Member States.

286

In summary, those Directives which could provide a basis for an internal market for
(internet-based) gambling services exclude gambling from their scope of application, whilst

28' Article 1 (2) (e) & (g).
282

Article 4(4)(a),

283 Article 4(4)(b).
284 Article 1 (2)(a) AVMS Directive.
285
Articles 2(7) and 2(12) respectively.
286
Such as the Netherlands and the United Kingdom.
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the Information Society Directive is of a procedural rather than substantive nature. This

reflects the assumption of Advocate General Alber in the Gambelli case, where he noted that:

"The assumption must therefore be that no specific Community legislation is
applicable, and that the field at issue is governed by primary law, in the light of which,
„287
moreover, secondary law too must be interpreted.

Therefore, for the most part the subsequent debate will rest upon the interpretation of primary

law in relation to obstacles to the cross-border movement of gambling services. This is of

particular importance given the competence of Member States to determine which forms of
gambling may be provided within their jurisdiction; perhaps the country of origin principle is
not an appropriate mechanism in a field which is so diverse. Alternatively, the country of
origin principle as given effect to in the aforementioned Directives may not be sufficiently
responsive to the decisions of the individual Member States. A more nuanced approach may
be required whereby the country

of origin principle applies only to those types of gambling

service which are permitted by more than one Member State, but then the question remains as

to how to assess the equivalence of national regulatory objectives and standards. Indeed, the
question would then arise as to what is the 'same' in terms of gambling services; would the

fact that the United Kingdom permits holders of British licences to offer live sports-betting
services mean that this form of sports-betting could be supplied in France, once the market
has been opened

for competition? Or would the French authorities, given that the proposed

legislation does not explicitly refer to live sports-betting, be able to require UK based
operators not to offer this form of sports-betting in France without having to enter a debate as

to whether such

a

restriction is objectively justified? From the perspective of regulatory

expediency it would be preferable to view such a prohibition as the exercise of the discretion
enjoyed by Member States, as recognised in Schindler and Llitird to determine whether a form

of gambling should

be prohibited or otherwise

restricted. If a form of gambling, such as live

sports-betting is totally prohibited then there is nothing to which the test of 'consistent and

systematic' as developed in Gambelli can apply to, other than overall national gambling

policy, to which the test does not apply. Finally, such an approach would likely lead to a
heated discussion as to the level

of detail to which it is appropriate to distinguish forms of

gambling; should live sports-betting be distinguished from other forms of online sportsbetting or are all forms of online sports-betting sufficiently similar to be treated equal to one
another?

287

Opinion of Advocate General Alber, supra note 110, para. 133.
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4.7

Conclusion

In summary the case-law of the European Court of Justice has shown that Member States
remain free to choose a model for the supply of gambling services to their national market,
and in practice they rely upon either; a total prohibition (thus implying no supply) or, a single

monopoly licence or multiple licences possibly awarded in accordance with a competitive
procedure. This coincides with Member States remaining competent to determine the public

policy objectives which they seek to uphold, and in turn the 'gambling supply model' is a

reflection of how individual Member States perceive that such objectives can be best met.
However, whilst they enjoy an unfettered margin of discretion in this regard, the Court

of Justice has placed some restrictions on how national authorities execute these policies and
models into action. First and foremost there must be a connection between the restrictive
measure in question and the objective it is supposed to attain, thus removing the ability to

Member States to maintain measures which are manifestly protectionist. Secondly, as the

Italian experience shows, Member States do not enjoy

a carte

blanche when awarding licences

for operating within their national market and must comply with the principle of nondiscrimination in order to ensure

a greater degree

of compliance with the freedom of

establishment and the free movement of services. An award process, however political it may
be, only comes into being once the Member State decides not to have a complete prohibition

on all forms of gambling and this applies to situations where there is a single derogation from

what is otherwise considered to be an absolute prohibition. This award process then exposes
the public policy objectives of that Member State to the forces of the internal market, and thus

juridifies such objectives to

a degree.

Whilst internal market compatibility may only be assessed on the basis of the modus
operandi of national regulatory models it is impossible to dissect this from the underlying

public policy concerns, and in this manner public policy concerns become an integral element

of the debate surrounding the regulation of gambling within the internal market. As the
'Guardian of the Treaty', it is the role of the European Commission to ensure that such

objectives are not used so as to hinder the establishment and operation of the internal market

whilst not taking over these public policy objectives itself.

To this end the European Commission

seeks to

ensure that the free movement

principles upon which the internal market is founded are complied with to the fullest extent
possible. Such is the current situation of gambling regulation within the internal market,

without the issue of whether Community secondary legislation is required being considered.
298

Until this is the issue at hand the principle of subsidiarity remains irrelevant to the gambling
debate, and ensuring the compliance of national gambling regulations with the supremacy of

the EC Treaty

will occur in

a piecemeal fashion.

Nevertheless, as the internal market

continues to penetrate more deeply into national markets and

as

national markets become

increasingly integrated it will become ever more apparent that Member States are not in a
position to seal off their domestic markets.

Two different avenues can then be taken, either the continuation of the current
situation or regulatory action 'at the Community level'.

Under the first avenue the

Commission seeks to ensure that the principles behind the internal market are respected to the
greatest extent possible. Consequently a considerable level

of heterogeneity will exist

between the Member States regarding the regulatory models which they pursue. However, if

the Commission is successful in performing the role bequeathed to it by the EC Treaty there

will

be considerable cross-border movement

of gambling services although operators will

face a significant regulatory burden. Some Member States may then engage themselves in a
degree of regulatory competition which may see some convergence between the modus

operandi of their regulatory models, and possibly regulatory objectives. However, some

Member States may be weary of competition between regulatory environments with pressure
upon this process being driven by those operators whom are mobile. Consequently, also being

aware of the mainly homogeneous nature of their regulatory objectives Member States may
become favourable to a degree

of cooperation between each other to achieve more effectively

particular common objectives. Regarding specific objectives and gambling sectors this could
see the

subsidiarity principle being satisfied and secondary legislation in this field. National

authorities may also realise that value could be obtained from having particularly regulatory
procedures which are comparable in their mode

of operation and thus

chose to harmonise

particular aspects of gambling regulation process, such as the granting of licences. This would

then facilitate the mutual recognition of certain aspects of regulatory procedures in a
supplier' s home Member State, or perhaps lead to the mutual recognition of licences per se.

Furthermore, the greater the degree of harmonisation between national regimes, the less room
there is for competition between jurisdictions, in what has been referred to as regulatory co-

opetition.

288

288

See Esty, D.C. & Geradin, D., 'Regulatory co-opetition', Journal of International Economic Law, 3 (2000),
235-255 and
Geradin, D. & McCahery, J.A., 'Regulatory Co-opetition: Transcending the Regulatory
Competition Debate', Amsterdam Center for Law & Economics Working Paper No. 2005-06,2005, available at
http://ssm.com/paper=821087.
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The subsequent two Chapters aim to grasp whether the application of the free
movement principles to gambling markets

will result in twenty-seven diverse but united

gambling regulatory regimes, or whether given certain commonalities Member States may be
tempted to obtain of cooperation between each other via secondary legislation. The regulatory
approaches of France, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom will be reviewed in light of
the case-law discussion contained within this Chapter in the contexts of the freedom of

establishment and the free movement of services. Chapter 6 does not have the sole aim of

determining where infringements of the free movement principles are likely to be found, but
moreover to discover regulatory approaches which satisfy the current understanding of these

principles whilst upholding national objectives. Ultimately, the conclusions of Chapter 6
should illustrate areas in which the strongest commonalities exist and circumstances in which
those objectives could be better achieved by Community level action. Equally, those

regulatory objectives or processes, as well

as

forms of gambling, which can adequately be

achieved through reliance solely on individual Member State action will also be uncovered.

However, with the latter category, compatibility with the internal market will remain a key
issue.
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CHAPTER 5 - Pigeon-holing Gambling: Which Freedom Provides the Appropriate
Framework?
5.1 Introduction

Similar to the various shades of grey which typify the seemingly otherwise polarised debate
as to how gambling should be regulated within the internal market is the boundary between
the free movement

of services and the freedom of establishment within Community law.

Much academic discussion has been dedicated to delineating the boundary between these two
freedoms, and with relative certainty, it can be stated that they are not as distinct as the red
and black pockets of a roulette wheel.' Indeed, this greyness reflects the "unusual distinction

''

made between the two freedoms which is "rare in international practice",2 perhaps only
complimented by suggestions of convergence between the approach of the Court of Justice to
the freedom of establishment, the free movement of services as well as goods.3

The Court of Justice has considered cases arising from the regulation of a variety of
gambling sectors, namely; lotteries,4 slot machines5 and sports-betting including that
conducted via the internet.6 Although the question of the compatibility of national measures
Andenas, M. & Roth, W-H. (e(Is), Services and Free Movement in EU Law (Oxford; Oxford University Press,
2004); Hatzopoulos, V. & Uyen Do, T., 'The Case Law of the ECJ Concerning the free Provision of Services:
2000-2005', Common Market Law Review, 43 (2006), 923-991; Kaldellis, E.I., 'Freedom of Establishment

versus Freedom to Provide Services: An Evaluation of Case-law Developments in the Area of Indistinctly
Applicable Rules', Legal Issues of Economic Integration, 28(1) (2001), 23-55; Snell, J. & Andenas, M., 'How
Far? The Internal Market and Restrictions on the Free Movement of Goods and Services: Part 1', International
and Comparative Corporate Law Journal, 2(2) (2000), 239-275: Oliver, P. & Roth, W-H., 'The Internal Market
and the Four Freedoms', Common Market Law Review, 41 (2004), 407-441.
2 Maestripieri, C., 'Freedom of Establishment and Freedom to Supply Services', Common Market Law Review,
10(1973), 150-173 p. 150.
'
Maduro notes that whilst there has been a 'generalized perception' that 'di fferent approaches to the different
free movement rules' have been undertaken that since the early 1990s following Joined Cases C-267/91 and C268/91, Criminal proceedings against Keck and Mithouard, I 19931 ECR I-6097, there has been a 'reversal of
fortune ... with the free movement of persons and the freedom to provide services now benefiting from a more
'aggressive' interpretation in comparison with the free movement of goods.' See Maduro, M.P., 'Harmony and
Dissonance in Free Movement', in Andenas, M. & Roth, W-H. (eds), Services and Free Movement in EU Law
Oxford University Press, 2004),p. 41.
fOxford;
Case C-215192, Her Majesty's Customs and Excise v. Gerhart Schindler and Jiirg Schindler, \\9941 RCR 11039.

' Case C- 124/97, Markku Juhani Uiara, Cotswold Microsyste,ns Ltd and Oy Transatlantic Software Ltd v
Kihlakunnansyyttliyti (Jyvliskylii) and Suomen valtio (Finnish State), I 19991 ECR I-6067; and Case C-6/01,
Associagao National de Operadores de Mdquinas Recreativas (Anomar) and Others v. Estado portugu2s,
20031 E.C.R. I-8621.
Case C-67/98, Questore di Verona

Diego Zenatti, 11999] ECR 1-7289; Case C-243/01, Criminal Proceedings
against Piergiorio Gambelli and Others, 12003] ECR I-13031; Cases C-338/04, C-359/04 and C-360/04
v

Criminal proceedings against Placanica, Palazzese and Sorricchio. [20071 ECR I- 1891; and most recently the
Opinion of Advocate General Bot in Case C-42/07, Liga Portuguesa de Futebol Profissional (CA/LPFP), Baw
International Ltd v. Departamento de Jogos da Santa Casa da Misericdrdia de Lisboa. delivered on 14 October
2008.
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with Article 28 EC has been put forward by a number of national courts,7 the responses of the
Court of Justice have been relatively dismissive of relevance of the free movement of goods

for the purposes of the gambling sector. Attention has been focussed upon the freedom of
establishment and the free movement of services, with perhaps an emphasis towards the latter.

However, the regulatory structures of France, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom are

not limited to regulating only lotteries, slot machines and sports-betting. On the contrary
national gambling markets are constituted by a wider range of legal gambling forms some of
which are common to these three Member States and a few of which are unique to individual
legal systems. The number of gambling markets which are regulated can be further increased

in number when the inclusion of internet versions is included. The table below illustrates the
sectors which are explicitly regulated within the three Member State case studies, and whether

the provision of that form of gambling by

a means

of distance communication is explicitly

provided for in regulation.

Table 1: Regulated Forms of Gambling in the Three Member States8

FRANCE

NETHERLANDS

UNITED
KINGDOM

'Nationwide'
Yes

Yes

Yes

'E-commerce'

Yes

Yes

Yes

Lottery
Remotely

Other Lotteries

No

?

Remotely

?

Casino

Yes

Yes

Yes

Remotely

No

No

Yes

Sports-betting

Yes

Yes

Yes

Remotely

Yes

No

Yes

Horserace Betting

Yes

Yes

Yes

Remotely

Yes

No

Yes

Non-sports-

No

No

Yes

Schindler supra note 4, Laard and Anomar supra note 5.
This table provides an illustration of the forms of gambling which each of the three Member States regulate,
and whether specific regulation exists for the remote provision of each form (mostly likely via the internet). It
does not show however whether there are actually providers for each form of gambling specified and whether
provision thereof is via public or private undertakings holding monopoly positions or otherwise.
7 See
8
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betting

No

Remotely

No

Yes

Bingo

Yes

Remotely

Yes

Slot machines (in

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

?

Yes

?

No

Yes

casinos only)
Slot

machines

(outside casinos)

Call TV quizzes
Promotional

Gambling

Other forms

Fixed

odds

Cercles de jeux

terminal betting

It is immediately apparent that the scope of 'gambling' is wider than that addressed thus far
by the Court of Justice, and even upon an analysis restricted to a binary view of whether a

particular form of gambling is permitted or not considerable variety between the Member
States is evident. Particularities of each national system, both in

terms of 'what' may be

provided under each heading and 'how' it may be provided increase this diversity, as

illustrated by Chapter 2. Discussing diversity of the national regulatory approaches is not the
objective here however, but rather the establishment of a framework with which these

regulatory approaches can be analysed for their compatibility and commonalities.
Such a framework will not be restricted to the approach taken by the Court

of Justice

in the handful of gambling cases discussed in Chapter 3, but rather place these cases into the

wider context of the free movement case-law. The first stage in constructing this framework

will be to consider the scope of application of the free movement of goods, services and the
freedom of establishment with the aim of fully comprehending which of these is the most
appropriate to regulate the forms of gambling covered by the regulatory systems of France,

the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. Secondly, attention will be given to the question of

into which freedom can the various forms of gambling be placed, and indeed, whether the
regulation of each form of gambling can be slotted neatly into

a

single freedom. Attention will

not focus solely upon business-to-consumer transactions, but also to transactions between

'businesses' in the gambling industry to reflect the factual realities of this market. In dealing
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with each of these freedoms the Court of Justice has developed the notion of indistinctly
applicable measures to uphold restrictions to the free movement provisions as well as

different principles in an attempt to ensure that the objectives of the internal market are
upheld; that is to say principles to ensure that products, services and undertakings from one
Member State can have a presence on the market, within the legal systems, of other Member

States. This will form the substance of the third part of this Chapter which will place the
legitimisation of gambling restrictions into the wider context and the related principles and
approaches which are used to achieve this aim.

With a view to the different types of

gambling operations, this Chapter will culminate in defining the exact scope that Member
States have to regulate the different forms of gambling and the extent to which each legal
system should take into account the regulatory regimes of their fellow internal market

jurisdictions. A firm foundation will therefore be laid upon which the compatibility of the
current regimes of France, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom can be established in
Chapter 5.

5.2

The Material Scope of the Freedoms

Recalling Article 14(2) of the EC Treaty, the internal market constitutes an area 'without
internal frontiers' within which goods, persons, services and capital can move freely. Through

prohibiting restrictions on the movement of these four factors which between them encompass

all forms of economic activity within the Member States, the Community "attempts to limit
the influence of national governments on production and consumption activities" through a
process

of negative integration.' In so far

as

national measures which restrict these freedoms

do so in a manner which does not discriminate on the basis of nationality, the Court of Justice
has developed substantial case-law which provides for the

justification of restrictive national

measures.

Historically speaking the approach taken towards restrictions hindering the free
movement of goods has been treated in a different manner than those relating to services and
establishment. The approach taken by the Court of Justice can be differentiated in two ways;

firstly in defining what constitutes

a

restrictive measure, and secondly the grounds upon

measure can be justified, thus 'saving' the measure and ensuring its
compatibility with Community law. Whilst the objective here is not to engage in an in-depth

which such

a

' Wils, W.P,J., 'The Search for the Rule in Article 30 EEC: Much Ado About Nothing?', European Law Review,
18 (1993), 475.
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discussion of the development of the case-law under each freedom and how this may be

converging, it is necessary to review particular aspects of the jurisprudence to establish a
wider framework in which to

assess the

compatibility of gambling regulations with

Community law without the trappings of the seven judgments which specifically deal with
gambling. Such an exercise is not without its significance considering the role of the Court in

moulding Community law through these freedoms. Especially when one considers that the

Court plays "the role of arbiter between the demands of the internal market on the one hand
and the effectiveness of a decentralized decision-making process on the level of the Member

States on the

other."" In the particular context of gambling, the considerable vested interests

that the Member States have in their national markets requires well-reasoned and delivered

judgments from Luxembourg to strike the appropriate balance between national and European
interests.

To be able to determine whether national measures do restrict the cross-border
movement of particular forms of gambling it must first be determined which free movement

principle applies to particular forms of gambling. With this objective the case-law of the
Court which defines the material scope of these freedoms will be analysed, so that the
constituent sectors of an entire national gambling market can be slotted into the most
appropriate freedom in Section 5.3.

5.2.1

Treaty Provisions in Question

Prior to defining the material scope of the freedoms, it is necessary to consider the

architecture of the Treaty regarding the freedoms forming the foundations of the internal
market.

Firstly Articles 28 and 29 EC prohibit quantitative restrictions and measures having
equivalent effect on the import and export of goods between Member States, with the vast

majority of case-law concerning restrictions on the import of goods. For current purposes
attention will be paid to the understanding of the term 'good'.
Secondly, Article 43 EC formulates the right

of establishment for both natural and

legal persons in both a negative and positive sense. From the perspective of negative

integration

Member

States

cannot

impose

restrictions

on

primary

and

secondary

establishment; that is to say that natural and legal persons of one Member State are free to
establish themselves within the jurisdiction
10

of another Member State as well

as

establishing

Oliver, P. & Roth, W-H., supra note 1, p. 413.
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secondary establishments, namely "agencies, branches, or subsidiaries". In a positive sense

those who seek to rely upon this freedom and establish in another Member State can expect to
be treated "under the

conditions laid down for its own nationals by the law of the country

where such establishment is effect."

Thirdly, and closely related to this freedom of establishment is that of the free
movement of services enumerated in Article 49 EC. This permits a person with a fixed base in
one Member State to provide a service to a customer located in a different Member State

without encountering any restrictions. Similarly to the right of establishment the provision of
the service in the 'other' Member State is to be allowed 'under the same conditions as are

imposed by that State on its own nationals' according to Article 50 EC. However, this
'services' heading is

a

residual freedom, and only comes into play when neither the free

movement of goods nor the freedom of establishment are applicable.
Goods and services can be differentiated upon the very nature of the object of a

particular transaction, whilst the dividing line between services and establishment primarily
centres around the temporal nature of the provision of the service in question.

11

Henceforth

the scope of the latter two freedoms will be considered in tandem.

5.2.1.a Free Movement of Goods

In common with many of the terms used in the Treaty, no definition is accorded to that of
'goods', and consequently the question arose in early case-law as to what constitutes a 'good'.

Arising from a

case

falling under the prohibition on customs duties the Court held in

Commission v. Italy that goods can be understood as being:

"products which can be valued in money and which are capable, as such, of
„12
forming the subject of commercial transactions.

Indeed, Article 28 EC has been held to encompass waste because the waste in question was an

'object' which was "shipped across
Walloon Waste.

13

a

frontier for the purposes of a commercial transaction" in

Founding an approach based upon whether the 'object' in question is

transported across the border from one Member State to another in the context of a

commercial transaction does not relate to intrinsic nature of the 'object' as such. So long as an
ii Article 5OEC:

"Without prejudice to the provisions of the Chapter relating to the right of establishment, the person providing
the service may, in order to do so, temporarily pursue his activity in the State where the service is to be provided,
"

under the same conditions as are imposed by that State on its own nationals.
12
Case 7/69, Commission v. italy, [1970] ECR 111, p. 423.
13
Case C-2/90, Commission v Belgium, \. 1992] ECR I-4431, para. 26. In a further example, electricity has been
found to be a good, even where the supply of which was restricted to a state monopoly in the case of C-393/92,
Municipality of Alme[o and others v NV Energiebedrijd Ijsselmij, I 1994] ECR I-1477.
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object forms the basis of

a

commercial transaction, and that transaction includes

a cross-

border movement then this functional Community orientated definition forecloses national
governments from extending their notion of what constitutes a good or not to the particular

object in question.

5.2.1.b Freedom of Establishment

and Free Movement Of Services

The freedom of establishment permits undertakings to establish a presence in the market and
legal system of another Member State whilst the free movement of services provides for the
unhindered movement of services between Member States. Whilst the former entails

establishment of an undertaking, or subsidiary thereof, in another Member State, the latter
involves one of three forms of cross-border movement, specifically:
1. The cross-border movement of the service;

2. The cross-border movement of the service provider; or
3.

The cross-border movement of the service recipient.

I4

To fall within the scope of Article 49 EC the service in question has to be of an economic

nature, in that it forms the basis of

a

transaction for which there is some remuneration

reflecting the approach of the Court in the cross-border movement of goods. As noted in
Humbel "[t]he essential characteristic of remuneration lays in the fact that it constitutes

consideration for the service in question, and is normally agreed upon between the provider
and the recipient of the service

„ 15
.

However, in contrast to goods Article 49 EC relates to

restrictions on intangible activities which do not include a physical item as the object of the
transaction or contract at hand. In this regard, the case-law of the Court has dealt with a

variety of activities under Article 49 EC such

as sport, education,

health16 and of course

gambling.

The freedom of establishment is closely related to the second mode of service
provision; the movement of a supplier to another Member State. In this respect the
differentiation between establishment and services is a fine line and one which is deciphered

14

A fourth mode has been identified by Snell and Andenas as one in which both the provider and recipient move
a transport service". Since the provision of gambling does not
necessitate the simultaneous movement of both the provider and customer, this mode has been excluded. See
Snell, J. & Andenas, M., supra note 1, p. 242.
15
Case 263/86, Belgium v. Humbel, [1988] ECR 5365, para. 17.
I6
See cases C-51 196 & C-191191, Deli2ge v. Ligue Francophone de Judi et Disciplines Assocides ASBL U0001
ECR I-2549, C-109/92, Wirth v. Landeshauptstadt Hannover, I 1993]ECR I-6447 and C-158/96 Kohil v. Union
des Caisses de Maladie, [1998] ECR I-1931 respectively.

"for example in the course of providing
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according to temporal factors. Gebhard 17 is taken as the basis for the Court's attempt to

clarify this 'most tenuous distinction of all,, 18 with two related factors having to be
considered. In first place the 'temporary nature' of the activities in question is followed by an
assessment of the infrastructure the service provider establishes in the host Member State. To

determine the 'temporary nature' consideration should be given "not only to the duration of

the provision of the service, but also its regularity, periodicity or continuity." Seemingly, the
longer the period of time for which the provider is present in the host Member State the more

likely they are to
establishment is

a

be

found to be an establishment. The distinction with the freedom of

sliding scale and thus everything "is a matter of degree" since where can

the line be drawn between the temporary and permanent? 19
The second element considered by the Court is the extent to which a service provider
develops an infrastructure a within the host Member State; as per the temporal considerations

this also represents a sliding scale. At a particular point infrastructure will no longer be
deemed to be merely necessary for the performance of the service but

will

represent actual

establishment within the host Member State. According to Gebhard whilst the provider may

"equip himself with some form of infrastructure in the host Member State" this is only in as

far as it is "necessary for the purposes of performing the services in question." Should a
provider of services go as far as appear to hold itself "out from an established professional
base to, amongst others,

nationals" of the host Member State then this will be deemed to

constitute a case falling under Article 43 EC.20 Bruno Schnitzer saw the Court provide further

indication as to the lack of a hard-and-fast rule as to the amount of infrastructure which can be
developed whilst remaining within the scope of Article 49 EC.21 Questions arose concerning

the compatibility of German law which required

a Portuguese undertaking

which fulfilled the

necessary conditions in Portugal to carry out its activities in that Member State to then

register on a German skilled trades register in order to be able to execute work over a longer

period of time. Crucially the Court appreciated that:

"No provision of the Treaty affords
manner, the duration
17

a means

of determining, in

of frequency beyond which the supply of

a

an abstract

service or of a

Case C-55/94, Reinhard Gebhard v Consiglio dell'Ordine delgi Avvocati e Procuratori di Mitano, [1995] ER

I-4165.
18

Hatzopoulos, V., 'Recent Developments of the Case Law of the ECJ in the Field of Services', Common
Market law Review, 37 (2000), 43-82 p. 45.
19
Snell, J & Andenas, M., 'Exploring the Outer Limits: Restrictions on the Free Movement of Goods and
Services', in Andenas, M. & Roth, W-H. (eds), Services and Free Movement in EU Lkiw (Oxford; Oxford
University Press, 2004), p. 80
20
21

Gebhard, supra note 17, paras. 27-28.
Case C-215/01, Bruno Schnitzer, [2003] ECR I-14847.
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certain type of service in another Member State can no longer be regarded as the
„22
provision of services within the meaning of the Treaty.

Nevertheless should the service be provided on a "greater or lesser degree of frequency or

regularity" without an infrastructure being in place for firstly the service to be performed on a
"stable and continuous basis" and secondly the infrastructure does not allow the provider "to

hold itself out to, amongst others, nationals of the second Member State" then the case falls
under Article 49 EC.

23

Even allowing for some degree of convergence in the manner that the Court deals with
restrictions to the free movement principles, the allocation of a particular activity to a specific
freedom is of paramount importance when deciphering whether establishment and services is
applicable. Undertakings established within one Member State should only be required to

comply with the law of their home Member State whilst performing services in another
Member State because to require otherwise would "render the notion of

a

single market

unattainable in the field of services. „24 Care should be taken in this exercise because the

implications are more far reaching than merely the subsequent assessment of the particular
national restrictive measure at issue. If utilisation

of the Court' s criteria slides towards

favouring the application of Article 43 EC then this will reduce the freedom of service
providers to select the regulatory forum which is most commensurate with their preferences.

Favouring an approach based on establishment would entail that providers are less able to
supply services from jurisdictions which they consider preferable. Furthermore providers

would then become caught within a web of different regulatory systems, which given any lack

of harmonisation would result in increased regulatory compliance costs and perhaps would
dissuade market entry in some markets.

25

Member States are likely to take the contrary

position and not favour a services based approach because this would imply that they cannot
extend their regulatory reach to service providers established in other Member States.

However the regulatory competence of Member States is severely restricted only where the
country of origin principle is applicable, but this would be mitigated by a degree of

harmonisation. In all other cases the Member State where the service is received remains
competent to restrict the incoming service, either totally or subject to requirements so long as
they are non-discriminatory and proportionate. In light of the permanent nature of
22 Ibid, para. 31
23

Ibid, para. 32. The requirement for the Portuguese undertaking to register in the German trades register
constituted a restriction under Article 49 EC.
24
Opinion of Advocate General Jacobs delivered on 21 February 1991, Case C-76/90 Manfred Sager v
Dennemeyer & Co. Ltd, I 1991] ECR I-4221, para. 23.
25
Where entrance is not foreclosed due to the presence of a legal monopoly.
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establishment, it is arguably only 'natural' that national laws are applied provided that they
are not discriminatory according to Snell and Andenas, who further observe that whilst the

"application of every rule cannot be easily justified in the case of temporary provision
of services ... the Member States can justifiably impose stricter rules and the court can

afford to be more lenient over establishment than over services.

„26

Should the justification of national gambling regulations is somewhat more readily attainable
than those restricting the movement of services, then it is conceivable that private operators

will seek to ensure the widest possible application of Article 49 EC and a minimal application
of Article 43 EC.

At this juncture, an analogy can be made with Weatherill's observation in the context

of using common rules to establish minimum

standards within the Community. Weatherill

considers shows that "integration and uniformity are inapt as paramount guiding values in
realms remote from the orthodox core of the market-building imperative and that space
„27

should be reserved for diverse local preference and for regulatory experimentation.

T

m

sectors in which there are highly specific local preferences then arguably sliding the scale

towards Article 43 EC is a more appropriate foundation to regulate the internal market since

operators will be captured by the regulatory regime of the Member State in which they
perform their service activities.

5.3

Which Form of Gambling Corresponds with which Freedom?

Having briefly analysed the material scope of 'goods', 'persons' and 'services', the task now

is to slot the various forms of gambling into this structure. With this objective in mind a two
step process will be undertaken; firstly the existing case-law as it relates to lotteries, slot
machines and sports-betting will be reviewed with a view to the free movement principle
under which the restrictive measure in question was analysed. Secondly, perhaps in somewhat

of an abstract manner, it will be determined which forms of gambling should be accorded

with the particular freedoms on the basis of the analysis in Section 4.2.. This will permit a
discussion in the subsequent section on the possible justifications for restrictive measures
under each freedom, how the Court

of Justice

has interpreted these in gambling case-law

compared to its more general jurisprudence with the objective of establishing the freedom

26

See Snell, J. & Andenas, M., supra note 1, p. 250.
27 Weatherill, S., 'Supply of and demand for internal market regulation: strategies, preferences and
interpretation', in Shuibhne, N.N., Regulating the Internal Market (Cheltenham; Edward Elgar, 2006), p. 40.
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which Member States have and the degree to which they are arguably obliged to consider the
regulatory regimes in place in other Member States.

5.3.1

The Approach of the Court so far

The decision of the Court of Justice in Schindler has been described as one which "could have
been recorded in the jurisprudential history book of the Court as a hard case whose reasoning

could be restricted to the particular circumstances surrounding the case„ 28
. On the contrary
however, the impact of Schindler has prevailed in its influence over the Court's approach to
the subsequent preliminary references arising out

of restrictions on gambling. Regardless of

the facts of the case which could have been distinguished in subsequent proceedings, the
Court has not resigned Schindler to the jurisprudential history book, but continues to refer to

the ruling in its more recent case-law.

Part of the Court's approach in Schindler saw it define lotteries as services, henceforth
analysing the United Kingdom's restriction under Article 49 EC. The Court noted that the

lottery tickets seized by the British custom authorities did not amount to goods because they
were merely one part of the machinery of organising a lottery, and thus could not "under the
Treaty, be considered independently of the lottery to which they relate." This was deemed to

be the case because "[t]heir sole purpose [was] to enable residents of the Member States
where those objects are imported and distributed to participate in the lottery. „29 Taking the

view that the tickets would be have no value

if there was

no lottery taking place, such a

distinction cannot conceivably apply to every transaction involving items required to provide
gambling services. Schindler involved the mailing of the tickets directly to final consumers,
the unsuspecting British public. However, had the tickets

formed part of

a

commercial

transaction with an intermediary within the United Kingdom who would have then sent the
tickets out to the British public, then arguably the tickets would not have been imported to the

United Kingdom with the 'sole purpose' of encouraging participation. On the contrary, they
would have formed the object of a commercial relationship between the Schindler brothers in
Germany and the fictitious party based in the United Kingdom. In light of the Court of

Justice's reasoning in this part of Schindler the tickets would not be merely the means to an
end, the organisation of a lottery, but a good in their own right.

28 0'Leary, S. & Ferntindez-Martin, J.M., 'Judicially-Created Exceptions to the Free Provision of Services, in
Andenas, M. & Roth, W-H. (eds), Services and Free Movement in EU Law (Oxford; Oxford University Press,
2004), p. 178.
29
Schindler, supra note 4, para. 22.
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Where it appears that potentially two freedoms apply to a specific set of circumstances

then either of two routes apply. Firstly, under the maxim of accessorium sequitur principale
the relevant freedom used to assess the compatibility of a measure will be that which reflects

the primary function of the activity in question. An example of this would be the factual

situation that gave rise to the preliminary reference in Schindler whereby lottery tickets were

exported for the purpose of permitting customers to play in a lottery. The primary function of
the lottery tickets was found to be that they acted as a means with which, in return for

remuneration customers could participate in the lottery, and that the tickets had no intrinsic
value of their own distinct from the lottery with which they were associated. The tickets

themselves did not form the object of any commercial transaction, and therefore their function

as a 'good' was secondary or accessory to their function of facilitating the provision of a
service.

The free movement of services can prevail in factual situations whereby tangible

objects are moved across borders to the extent that the service provision is the primary

objective of the transaction or movement in question. In this sense the free movement of
services is not subsidiary to the other freedoms in an absolutist manner; factual circumstances

may prevail. Indeed, one example of this can be found within the Court's reasoning in Omega

in which the local authorities in the city of Bonn opposed the operation of a "laserdome".
Within this commercial venue participants played at killing each other with laser guns, for
which new equipment was purchased from a company established in the United Kingdom,

with whom the operators of the Bonn venue later entered into

a

franchising contract. Both the

Advocate General and the Court were of the opinion that the contested measure restricted the

free movement of goods "only in so far as they facilitate participation in the game in
question.

„30

Consequently it was held that since it was clear from the circumstances of the

case that "one of those freedoms is entirely secondary in relation to the other and may be
attached to it.

„31

Services were thus held, due to the factual circumstances to prevail over

goods.

In subsequent cases therefore, it could be anticipated that where transactions are
hindered by provisions of national law which do not de facto relate to the provision of

gambling services to the final consumer, but to trade in the requisite goods, the Court would

30

Opinion of Advocate General Stix-Hackl delivered on 18 March 2004, Case C-36/02 Omega Spielhallen- und
Automatenaufstellungs-GmbH v Oberburgermeisterin der Bundesstadt Bonn D.0041 ECRI-9609, para 32
31
Omega, ibid., para. 26. See also Ackermann Ackermann, T., 'Case C-36/02, Omega', Common Market Law
Review, 42 (2005), 1107-1120.
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take a different approach. However, as evidenced by the cases of Ilitirti 32 and Anomar this is
not the case.

Ultimately in Laard the Court considered that the Finnish restriction on slot machines
was to be analyzed under Article 49 EC, even though the machines in question constituted

goods which was in 'contrast' to the lottery tickets at stake in Schindler:3 The Opinion of
Advocate General La Pergola supported an approach inclusive of the free movement of
goods, and the Court's failure to deal with the case under Article 28 EC subsequently received

criticism from Advocate General Alber in the Gambelli proceedings. The justification of the
Court to rely solely on Article 49 EC was that the referring court had not provided adequate
information "concerning the practical effect which the legislation in issue has on the

importation of slot machines" and henceforth, the Court felt itself "unable" to consider the
case under the free movement of goods.34 Does this entail that the Court requires less detailed

information to offer guidance to national courts when dealing with the freedom movement of
services as opposed to the free movement

of goods? 35

This pertinent question aside, the goods versus services paradox did not advance any

further in the case of Anomar. As noted by Straetmans the Court did not assess the

importation of slot machines into Portugal in light of the "maxim accessorium sequitur
principale in order to categorize the importation of gaming machines and the activity of
operating them.

„36

Rather the Court put aside the view expressed by Advocate General

Tizzano that slot machines are "assets which can be valued in money and are capable of

forming the subject of

a

commercial transaction „37 and "the fact that an imported item is

intended for the supply of a service does not in itself mean that it falls outside the rules
„38
regarding the freedom of movement of goods.

Rather unfortunately Laara is repeated within the Opinion since the Advocate General felt

that there was a lack of information to allow him to proceed to consider
whether Portuguese legislation was compatible or otherwise with Article 28 EC. 39

32

Admittedly in Liiara E.CJ did recognise that the Finnish legislation in question may have hindered the free
of goods but declined to reflect on this due to a lack of information. This point has been critised in
Chapter 3 (footnote 68).
33
laura, supra note 5, para. 19
movement

34 Ibid., para. 26.
35

For criticism on this point see Allen, B., 'Ladies & Gentlemen, No More Bets Please', Legal Issues (,f
Economic Integration, 27(2) (2000), 201-206, p. 202-3.
36
Straetmans, G., 'Case C-6/01, Anomar v. Estado portugues, Case C-243/01, Piergiorgio Gamhelli; and C42/02 Diana Elisabeth Lindman', Common Market Law Review, 41 (2004), 1409-1428, p. 1411.
37
Opinion of Advocate General Tizzano in Anomar, para 45.
38
Ibid., para. 47.
39
Ibid., paras. 51-53.
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Seemingly, such information deficiencies were not apparent to the Court which

adopted a 'straightforward' view of the prevailing facts in Anomar:0 Essentially whilst the
importation of slot machines may fall under the free movement of goods and the operation
under the freedom to provide services, the activity

of operating them regardless of whether or

not such operation can be severed from activities surrounding the manufacture, importation

and distribution of the machines, means that the free movement of goods remains inapplicable
according to the Court.

41

Subsequent preliminary references answered by the Court

of Justice have related to the

provision of gambling services using means of distance communication and the issuing of
licences for betting shops in Italy. This has resulted in what has been described as the

paralipsis of the Court's rejection of the accessorium sequitur principale maxim,42 and
perhaps unfortunately entails that there has not been a decision actually based upon the free

movement of goods. Preliminary references dictate the content of the Court' s docket to a
considerable extent and these subsequent cases have arisen out of an 'Italian trilogy', namely

Zenatti, Gambelli and Placanica.

43

These have been dealt with using the

free

movement of

services and the freedom of establishment which it could be argued offer surer footing for

analysing the compatibility of the Italian measures in question than was the case regarding the
measures

in Lalirli and

Anomar. Moreover, the approach of the Court to the division of

gambling amongst these two freedoms has not attracted the degree of criticism similar to that

following the avoidance of Article 28 EC. Instead it fits into the 'simultaneous' application of
these two freedoms when 'the contested national measure prohibits or renders more

difficult

the pursuance of an economic activity both on a temporary and on a permanent basis.'44

Arguably the failure of the Court to discuss the goods versus services distinction in
any more depth on this occasion only lends weight to the need to review the application of the
free movement principles to various forms

of gambling. This includes those already touched

by the Court' s rulings as well as those subject to pending preliminary reference procedures,
and any other

forms yet to be scrutinized by the Court of

Justice.45

A number of the

40

Straetmens, supra note 36, p. 1412.
Anomar, supra note 5, paras. 55-56.
42
Straetmens, supra note 36, p. 1419.
43
Case C-397/05, Criminal Proceedings against Maria Grazia Di Maggio and Salvatore Buccuola should
legal community with a fourth instalment.
ovide
the
Hatzopoulos,
V. & Uyen Do, T., supra note 1, p. 952.
45
As discussed in Chapter 3, the only 'new' sector to be subject to a (pending) preliminary ruling is the casino
sector with cases from Austria and Greece; C-64/08 Criminal proceedings against Ernst Engelmann and C41

145/08 Club Hotel Loutraki AE and Others v. Ethniko Symvoutio Radiotileroasis, Ypourgos Epikratefas (Joined

by C-149/08, AKTOR A.T.E v. Ethniko Symvoutio Radiotileorasis) respectively.
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preliminary references do touch upon regulatory matters which are arguably essential to the
provision of gambling services whilst not amounting to provision thereof per
these questions primarily concern advertising.

se.

Currently

46

Zenatti was the first occasion on which the distinction between services and
establishment had to be considered,

as

opposed to that between goods and services. The

significance of this distinction was not lost on Advocate General Fenelly, who noted that
although the criteria used to identify and possibly justify an restrictive measures is essentially

the same for the two freedoms a difference arises in that should the case fall under Article 49

EC then the "service provider may only be subjected to national restrictions, imposed in the
general interest, in so far as that interest is not safeguarded by rules applied in his State of

establishment." 7 The Advocate General in light of the conditions laid down in Gebhard
recalls previous case-law and contrasts the relationship between the data transmission centres

and the UK based bookmaker to conclude that the operators of the centres were not agents,
and henceforth there was not a sufficient degree
Scope

of Article 43

EC.48

of permanency to bring the

case under the

Ultimately the Court of Justice avoided the issue on the basis that

the referring Italian court had only referred to the free movement of services an approach of

the Court which repeats its earlier avoidance of the free movement of goods.

49

nature of the review between the headings of services and establishment is not

However, the

as

dissimilar as

that between Articles 28 EC and 49 EC. In sharp contrast to the earlier cases, by relying on

Article 49 EC the Court of Justice is placing greater emphasis on the regulatory environment
developed by the Member State where the service provider is established, and not that where
the service is received.

This approach however was "instantly switched" to one based on the freedom of
establishment in Gambelli.

50

Not only was this a mirror image of the Zenatti decision but also

of the approach taken by Advocate General Alber who

had considered that even though the

data transmission centres themselves were likely to be permanent establishments, that the data

transmission centres were not secondary establishments of the UK based bookmaker. As

Advocate General Alber explained "an undertaking whose activity as an intermediary for the

Anders Gerdin v. Aklagaren and C-55/08, Santa
Casa de Misericdrdia de Lisboa v. Liga Portuguesa de Fuetbol Professional (CA/LPFP), Baw international Ltd
under Betandwin.coin Interactive Entertainment
47
Opinion of Advocate General Fennelly in Zenatii, Supra note 6, para. 21.
46 Case C-447/08 Otto Sjoberg v. Ak[agaren, Case C-448/08

48 Ibid, para. 22.
49

Zenatti, supra note 6, para. 24.

5050

Straetmans, supra note 36, p. 1413.
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managing undertaking is just one of many activities5' it pursues can hardly be regarded as

having been charged with the task of acting on behalf of the undertaking on a permanent basis

in the manner of an agency." Therefore, in his view the Italian restrictions were to be
considered under Article 49 EC, and the requirement that (potential) licence holders had to

maintain premises in Italy, subject to automatic disqualification from the tender procedure,
amounted to discrimination.

52

Although described as not being in an agency like relationship

with the UK based bookmaker by Advocate General Alber, the Court felt that the relationship

was sufficient to bring the case into the fold of Article 43 EC, since "any restrictions on the
activities of those agencies constitute obstacles to the freedom of establishment. „53 Although
not discriminating against the intermediaries located in Italy, the indistinctly applicable

requirement of share capital to be held in Italy in order to participate in the tender for
concessions amounted to a restriction on the freedom

of establishment.

54

The Court of Justice then construed the situation as falling under Article 49 EC, but on
a

different basis. The Italian legislation in question prohibited individuals from using his or

her credit card to pay for betting via the internet, with an operator based in another Member
State. Correctly, this was seen as a restriction on the right to receive services offered in
55
another Member State. Alpine Investments was seen to cover the use of the internet to

provide betting services, with the service rather than the provider or consumer moving

jurisdiction and subsequently the Italian penalties against the data transmission centres
constituted a "restriction on the right of the bookmaker freely to provide services, even if the
intermediaries are established in the same Member State as the service recipients.

„56

This dual approach was maintained in Placanica, thus confirming that restrictions on
intermediaries (data transmission centres) constitute restrictions on the freedom of
establishment where bookmakers are established in another Member State, and that

restrictions on the participation of undertakings established outside of Italy participating in
tender procedures for a concession amount to restrictions on the free movement of services.

57

5.3.1 A Critique

5I

52
53

Opinion of Advocate General Alber, 6, para. 86.
Ibid, para. 95. See following discussion on Case C-260/04.
Gambelli, supra note 6, para. 46

54 Ibid., para. 48.
Ibid. para. 55 and Joined Cases C-286/82 and 26/83 Luisi and Carbone \ 19841 ECR 377.
56
Gambelli, supra note 6, para. 58.
55

57

Placanica, supra note 6, paras. 43-44.
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This section will take

a market orientated approach,

moving away from the architecture

developed by the Court to one which reflects sectoral dynamics with the aim of illustrating
how various commercial transactions in the gambling sector can invoke the free movement of
goods and services, and the freedom of establishment.

transactions as well

as business-to-business

Both business-to-consumer

transactions will be encompassed by this debate.

Furthermore, enrichment will come from actual examples from market activities in France,

the Netherlands and the United Kingdom so as to ultimately illustrate that gambling sectors

are multi-faceted with regards to the freedoms which they have the potential to invoke.

To structure this debate, national gambling markets will b/e considered along broad
lines to avoid repetition between sectors in which there are quite likely to be similar in the
types

of movements. Considerations of free movement

equipment used is placed in

a

issues are likely to be similar whether

casino or betting shops. Henceforth, consideration of various

gambling sectors will be merged along the following lines:

•

Casino gambling, incorporating slot machines

• Lotteries

• Sports-betting
• Remote gambling
For each of these categories main focus of the analysis will be the nature of the provision of

that form to the final consumer. Common industry practice dictates however that the provider

directly serving the final consumer has engaged in numerous commercial transactions to be in
a position to offer the gambling activity in question. This has been evidenced above, and is

particularly well illustrated by the cases of Schindler and Liiara.

5.3.2a Casino gambling

The notion of a casino, as a 'gaming house' whereby games of chance are offered to either the

public at large or 'members only' represent one of the most well established forms of
gambling currently available within the internal market. Leaving aside the transition of

particular table games or casino games to the internet, casino operations require the
movement of numerous factors some of which will meet the final consumer will see, whilst
other elements of the operation will go largely unnoticed by the man who has come in from
the street.
Is the approach taken in Laard one which should be applied to all casino related

transactions because ultimately the objective of a casino operator, be it state-owned or an
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58
international private undertaking, is to provide casino games to paying customers? Should

the cross-border movement of tangible items be viewed solely as arising under Articles 28

and 29EC? In an attempt to provide an answer to this question the numerous factors which as
a

whole constitute

a

casino shall be briefly considered.

A casino without any equipment would not be

a success;

items are required to ensure

that gaming opportunities are offered to consumers. Those specific to the offering of casino

games will be considered here, notwithstanding the fact that casinos also require the provision

of generic items, such

as table, chairs and

lighting. Providing an inventory of every item used

by a casino operator is not the objective of this section, let alone whether particular Member
States choose to regulate down to such fine detail. Gambling equipment can be considered to
be the devices used to offer games to be played, including simple die, cards and roulette

wheels to counting and shuffling mechanisms. History shows that such items can be readily
the modus operandi

of fraudulent activity and henceforth the subject of regulation. At this

juncture, slot machines can also be considered given that they are another medium by which
gambling is offered through the use of tangible equipment.

It is highly unlikely that each and every casino operator has the expertise and capacity
to manufacture their own according to the national regulatory requirements of the

jurisdictions in which they operate, or even their sole jurisdiction. Casino operators can
therefore be expected to purchase or loan such equipment from suppliers who themselves may

be subject to regulation in the place of manufacture. The sale of casino gambling equipment

from manufacturer or supplier to a casino is purely to enable the provision of a gambling

service to the end consumer, and falls within the diara

approach of the Court of Justice.

However, the slot machines that were the subject of litigation in Finland represented the

interface of the operator to the public. Should tangible items provided in situations whereby
the end user is a business be considered in the same manner?

In common with a wide variety of items it can easily be imagined that maintenance
needs to be performed on casino gambling equipment; the provision of this expertise if not inhouse can be viewed as a service. Yet, can the same be said of the parts used to provide this

service? In other words, how far up the supply chain can the accessorium sequitur principale

maxim remain applicable?
Casinos also require the movement

of persons; both on the supply and demand side.

Excluding casino games offered via the internet, either the supplier or consumer have to be
58 Indeed, the notion of paying customer is to be returned to in the section on remote gambling; what happens if
there is no remuneration for participation in a game of chance as frequently occurs with 'free-play' offers?
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able to move. Most likely it is the consumer who moves to the casino given that the physical
casino infrastructure is developed within a particular location. At this stage the right to

receive services is of paramount importance, some casino operations may rely upon cross-

border movement of people in order to attain economically viable levels of custom. Given the

location of some casinos the majority of customers will be residents of the Member State in

which it is located, otherwise will perhaps draw in tourists to destinations in which the casino
is unlikely to be the factor drawing in visitors. Nevertheless, numerous casinos are developed
as

'destinations' within their own right and seek to draw in visitors from outside their

immediate vicinity. Proximity to an international border is most likely to indicate a

willingness to capture rents from residents of the neighboring state. Within the European

Union this is unlikely to be
movement

a

point of discussion since rights accrued under the

of persons to all residents of

a

free

European Union Member State provide the basis

upon which casino patrons can move from one Member State to another. Slovenia has

developed numerous casinos near to the Italian border, Italy being one of the few Member
59
States in which casino gambling is prohibited.
Given the lack

of controls at the Italian-

Slovene border Italians are not prevented from visiting Slovenia to try their luck. Italians

travelling to the United Kingdom, which falls outside of the Schengen Area are subject to
border controls, however there is nothing to stop them from availing themselves to British

casinos once they are out of reach of Italian jurisdiction. Clearly, gamblers are unrestricted in

their right to receive services where they themselves move to the service provider, assuming
that they meet the host Member State's regulations on whom may gamble.
Casino operators may wish to offer their brand of casino gaming to consumers in

Member States other than the Member State in which they have their principal establishment.
Regardless

of whether

a Member State

provides for

a

numerus clausus in the number of

casinos permitted within its territory, or a precise criterion for defining locations where

casinos may be developed, it is argued that the cross-border movement of operators is likely
to fall within under Article 43 EC. Whilst recognizing that the case-law permits a service

provider to equip themselves with the requisite infrastructure to provide their particular

service, it is difficult to envisage how

a casino

would not be considered

as

being too

permanent to be a service. Focusing primarily on the nature of the service, the offer

of casino

59

ZagorRek, H., 'Integrated Resort Casino Development and its Impact on Tourism in Slovenia', at 7th
European Conference on Gambling Studies and Policy Issues ' Putting at[ the Pieces Together'. Cluly 1008,
European Association for the Study of Gambling, Nova Gorica, Slovenia).
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60
services will be highly frequent and or regular. To be profitable

extensively

as

possible, thus a venue will be open

under law. Even if
this

a

as

a

casino has to be open as

frequently and regularly

as

permitted

casino where only to open on a seasonal basis to benefit from tourism

will arguably be on

a

games will be continuous.

regular basis and for the duration of the season the offering of the

61

Apart from casinos being offered on boats travelling through various Member States it

is difficult to envisage how

a casino operation

could fall under the free movement of services

from the supply side. National regulations pertaining to casinos are to be assessed under the
freedom of establishment, whilst any restrictions on the movement of tangible items are likely
to fall under the free movement of services, as is the movement of service recipients.

53.2.b Lotteries
Lotteries are often considered to be highly national affairs particularly with regards to the

provision of

a

nationwide lottery and lottery products by a single undertaking, be that a

commercial operation subject to a licence or a state-owned body constituting a longestablished incumbent. A considerable infrastructure needs to be developed to enable the

provision of lottery services, and even if this analysis is limited to the provision of the
national weekly or monthly lottery draw it will soon become apparent than a number of

commercial relationships need to be formed. This particular form of gambling will exemplify
the fact that even state-owned operators are not self-sufficient in the provision of the requisite

infrastructure and will thus engage in commercial relationships to ensure that their mandate is

fulfilled. Considered in this

sense, no state can insulate

itself from the private sector in the

supply of gambling services to the wider public apart from nationalising the entire gambling
and gambling related industries.

Providing a lottery in its most simple form; providing the opportunity to place a stake
on the random drawing
stakes

of numbers in return for the opportunity to win a prize drawn from the

of other players requires not only

that there is

a

a process

for drawing the numbers but also ensuring

nationwide network of sales points. Without detailing the different techniques

which can be used to draw numbers randomly equipment must be procured to enable this to

take place in a fair and consistent manner. Moreover,

an extensive and reliable

network of

sales terminals must be established to allow retailers to sell tickets to customers throughout

the geographical spread of the jurisdiction in question. This particular

aspect of the

6' Schnitzer, supra note 21.
61
Gebhard, supra note 17.
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infrastructure needs to enable customers to select their numbers, provide a ticket and relay the

information to the organiser. Few operators are likely to have this expertise themselves and
thus need to procure the services of commercial organisations to provide the physical
infrastructure and necessary expertise.62 Furthermore, should (national lottery) operators offer
other lottery-based products, such as a scratch cards these have to not only be designed but

also produced and distributed. The lottery operator may be able to distribute via their
established retail network, but again, the design and production of new scratch cards is likely

to be outsourced. Whilst the appearance of the card may reflect the 'corporate' identity of the

particular lottery or lottery operator, the underlying concept and production thereof represents
another area of commercial transactions which are not necessarily apparent when a business-

to-consumer viewpoint is taken.

A number of multinational undertakings exist to supply such services to lottery
operators, and thus the manner in which these operators determine who
the required services is

of considerable importance for

an

will supply them with

'internal market in the supply of

wholesale gambling services'. Dependent upon the size of the contract for such services, EC

law on the award of concessions could come into play and ensure that national operators do
not favour national providers as and where they exist. However, if the contracting body is not

public, for example it is a private undertaking itself having won, or in the process of

competing for, the national operating licence then this could have the consequence of
excluding the application of EC public procurement law to this field. Whilst

a

state-owned

body arguably has to comply with the directives, or should the thresholds not be met, then

with the general underlying principles,
to whichever supplier

a

private national lottery could be free to sub-contract

it chooses, with that decision having to taken in accordance with the

relevant secondary legislation. State-owned operators, acting as contracting authorities, would
then be potentially confined by the processes required by the public procurement directives,

whilst private operators are would be freer to engage in commercial activities. Yet the state-

62 One such example being GTECH and Lottomatica which "together create a fully integrated lottery operator
and gaming technology solutions provider - a combined company with worldwide scale, considerable financial
"
strength, and industry-leading customer solutions." Thus combining GTECH's expertise in so-called gaming
technology and services" with Lottomatica's experience in lottery operations. See 'About GTECH' on the

company's homepage, at
http://www.etech.com/about sztech/default.asp?persist=83952766353847729FBF305137DOOE28 (accessed on
10 February 2009). GTECH is headquartered on Rhode Island. USA with regional offices in Poland and Belgium
(of the European Union Member States) with Lottomatica headquartered in Rome and traded on the Milan stock
exchange. See http://www.gruppolottomatica.it/eng/investor/company/ (accessed 10 February 2009).
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owned operators do not operate in a non-market vacuum, and have to compete with private
63
operators to offer commercially attractive projects to the suppliers of lottery products.

However, such observations need to be qualified since private operators do not enjoy

immunity from the effect of free movement provisions. As far back as the 1970s in the case of
Walrave and Koch the ECJ established the horizontally applicable nature of the prohibition of

discrimination on grounds of nationality to acts not only of public bodies but also to private
ones.64 Subsequently the ECJ has developed case-law concerning the
65
free movement principles, except that
·

of goods,

horizontal direct effect

and recently such developments have

concerned the application of both Articles 43 and 49 EC to industrial action taken by trade
66

unions in the cases of Viking and Laval.

In light of the

Laval judgment the threshold for the

application of Article 49 EC against private bodies appears to be such that it could catch many

private bodies which otherwise could have laboured under the impression that their actions

would not be treated in

a

manner comparable to actions of the state. Indeed, the ECJ has

stated that Article 49 EC extends to "rules which are not public in nature but which are

designed to regulate, collectively, the provision of services" and recalled that "[t]he abolition,
as

between Member States, of obstacles to the freedom to provide services, would be

compromised if the abolition of State barriers could be neutralised by obstacles resulting from
the exercise of their legal autonomy by associations not goverened by public law. „67 In the

context of Laval, the finding of an obstacle capable of restricting the free movement of
services was readily attained, with collective action by trade unions being "liable to make it

less attractive, or more difficult" for undertakings established outside of the Member State

The Court of Justice is not unfamiliar with these factual constructions as witnessed by the reasoning of the
Court in Case C-272/91, Commission v Italy, I 1994] ECR I-1409 regarding the award of a concession for the
computerisation of the Italian lottery system. At paragraph 24 the Court stated:
"... the introduction of the computerized system in question does not involve any transfer of
responsibilities to the concessionaire in respect of the various operations inherent in the lottery.
64
Case 36/74, Walrave and Koch, [ 19741 ECR I-1405, in which having recalled the prohibition on
discrimination on the basis of nationality, the ECJ stated in paragraph 17 that:
"Prohibition of such discrimination does not only apply to the action of public authorities but extends
likewise to rules of any other nature aimed at regulating in a collective manner gainful employment and the
63

"

provision of services.
For example, Case C-415/93 , Union royale belge des socidtds de football association ASBL v Jean-Marc
Bos,nan, Royal club lidgeois SA v Jean-Marc Bosman and others and Union des associations europiennes de
football (UEFA) v Jean-Marc Bosman, ECR I 1996] I-4921, Case C-281/98, Roman Angonese v Cassa di
Risparmio di Bolzano SpA, [2000] ECR I-4139 and Case C-309/99, Wouters v Algemene Raad van de
Nederlandse Orde van Advocaten, \20021ECRI-1577.
66 Case C-438/05, International Transport Workers' Federation and Finnish Seamen's Union v. Viking Line ABP
and Ou Viking Line Eesti, ECR 12007] 1-10779 and Case C-341/05, Laval un Panneri Ltd v Svenska
Byggnadsarbetareforbundet, Svenska Byggnadsarbetaref8rbundets avdeining 1, Byggettan and Svenska
Elektrikeddrbundet, [2007] ECR I-11767.
67
Laval, ibid, para. 98.
65
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concerned to provide services therein.68 Indeed, the readiness with which EC law could

consider measures to be restrictive in nature is heightened by the shift towards market access
as assessing

whether national rules are contrary to the free movement principles. 69 Although

somewhat hesitant in their assessment of the horizontal direct effect of the free movement

principles Prechal and De Vries conclude, after having reviewed the decisions of the ECJ in

Viking and Laval, that "non-public law organisations are not allowed, in the context of their
legal autonomy, to neutralise the prohibition on obstacles by restricting free movement

instead of the government. „70

Without entering a full debate as to the applicability of the free movement principles
to private undertakings awarding contracts for the supply of business-to-business gambling

services, with the ultimate aim of providing such services to end-users (i.e. consumers), it

would be rather presumptious to consider that private undertakings acting as contracting
bodies can restrict the

free

movement of gambling

services and gambling service providers

with impunity from Community law. However, it would also be rather ambitious to consider
that private and state-owned operators currently face the same legal obligations when acting
on the market.

5.3.2.c Sports-betting

To a considerable extent, sports-betting can be equated to casinos with regards to the notion

of the establishment of bricks and mortar betting shops within

a

particular jurisdiction. An

important difference however arises from the fact that unlike casinos, and inherent in the

activity of 'betting' there needs to be

an event on which bets are placed. Member States may

vary according to whether betting can take place only on sports, horse races or other events.

Whilst it remains within the competence of national authorities to determine upon which
events bets may be placed; these events can themselves provide the basis of cross-border
trade.

Evidence of this has arisen in a number of cases, firstly relating to whether the fixture
lists of professional football leagues fell within the scope of protection afforded by the
Database Directive

7I

and secondly regarding the licensing

of broadcasting rights surrounding

68 Ibid., para. 99.
69

Prechal, S. & De Vries, S., 'Seamless Web of Judicial Protection in the Internal Market?', European Lkiw
Review, 31(1) (2009), 5-24
70
Ibid., at p. 14.
71
Case C-338/02, Fixtures Marketing Ltd v Svenska Spel AB, [2004] ECR I-10497 concerning the application of
Directive 96/9/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 11 March 1996 on the legal protection of
databases, OJ L 77/20 of 27 March 1996. On the same day as delivering its ruling regarding Fixtures
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72
French horseracing.
A brief overview of the two categories indicates the nature of

transactions which take place in order to secure materials on which the opportunity to place
bets occurs.

Firstly, regarding the fixtures lists of professional football; A company, Football

Fixtures Ltd was retained by the organisers of English and Scottish professional football to
represent the intellectual property rights of those who draw up the fixtures lists of the 2700
73
matches which take place per year. Information contained within these lists are used by

undertakings offering betting services and Fixtures Marketing Ltd had unsuccessfully offered
Svenska Spel a licence to use the data contained therein in return for payment. This was in

light of Svenska Spel's reproduction of such data for its pool games based, in part, on the
results of English and Scottish football matches for Swedish residents. In the course of

Fixture Marketing's attempt to claim compensation from Svenska Spel before Swedish courts,
the company maintained that the fixture lists benefited from the scope of the Database

Directive. Ultimately the Court of Justice found that neither the obtaining, nor verifying nor
presenting the information contained within the fixture lists deserved

7 of the Directive. Not only does this

case illustrate that markets

protection under Article

exist for the attainment of

information on which to offer betting services, moreover it illustrates that state-owned
operators are involved in relationships with commercial undertakings in other Member
States.

74

Secondly, the so-called 'Ladbroke Saga' suggests that television coverage of horse

racing, and thus arguably other forms of sports-betting, is not essential for the provision of
such services. Whilst operators may be able to provide betting services without television

coverage of the sports events being bet upon arguably this particular example of commercial
relationships depends to a considerable extent on the competitiveness of the market in

Marketing's relationship with Svenska Spel the Grand Chamber of the Court of Justice delivered an identical
ruling regarding the Fixtures Marketing's legal proceedings against the Finnish monopolist in Case C-46/02,
Fixtures Marketing Ltd v Oy Veikkaus Ab, [2004] ECR I-10365.
72 Korah, V., 'The Ladbroke Saga', European Competition Law Review, 19(3) (1998), 169-176, which analyses
the decision of the Court of First Instance in Case T-504/93, Tierck Ladbroke v. Commission
73
According to the facts of the case approximately 2000 matches take place per year under the auspices of the
Football Association Premier League Ltd and the Football League Ltd, and a further 700 under the Scottish
Football League.
74
Elsewhere it has been noted that the revenue generated by the fixtures lists amounted to an important source of
income for the football leagues concerned. The fact that Svenska Spel was unwilling to pay for this input to their
gambling services contrasts with the supposed importance which the operator attached to funding sports for
children and youth, "[t]here is a close connection between Svenska Spel's operations and sports and it is
therefore natural that the main beneficiary of our profit is sports for children and youth." Seemingly this
mandates the generation of revenue for Swedish sport without compensation for sporting activities in other
Member States, without which part of this 'profit' could not be generated. See Littler, A., 'The Regulation of
Gambling at European Level: The Balance to Be Found', ERA Forum, (2007), Vol. 8, pp. 357-371, p. 369.
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question. This particular case of Tiercd Ladbroke v. Commission arose from Ladbroke' s
complaint that the refusal to grant a licence for the use of film of French horse racing in
betting shops in Belgium and Germany amounted to an infringement of Articles 81 and 82EC.

A collective licencing regime was established by the French associations which organise
horseraces, granting performing rights in the

films to the PMU, which then permitted a

subsidiary to exclusive licences to use the films to undertakings in other Member States. Such
undertakings were bound to ensure that there was no retransmission of the races. Ladbroke

claimed that PMU and its subsidiary were collectively dominant in the supply of films of
French horseraces and were in breach of EC competition law due to their refusal to licence in
accordance with Magill.

75

Leaving aside the reasoning of both the Commission and Court of

First Instance which lead them to conclude that the refusal to supply did not breach Article
81 EC nor that there was a duty to licence, questions

of market definition

are undoubtedly of

interest. The Court of First Instance re-affirmed the Commission's view that the market for

television pictures and news of horse-racing was ancillary to that of betting on those events,
treating the transmission market as being wholly national. Korah criticises this as being too

narrowly defined:
66

The licence and the betting services were complementary in that bettors wanted both,

but the market for the films sent by satellite was not limited geographically by
legislation nor by the betters' lack of mobility."76
Indeed, the Court of First Instance, having recalled the definition of the notion

of product

market restricted itself to a demand side based analysis of the situation, ignoring the

suppliers' perspective. Consequently the Court of First Instance held that:
66

... the market in sound and pictures does not constitute an independent

market,

instead an ancillary market created as a result of the main betting market,

but

whose

operation tends to influence and direct bettors' choices towards betting on the races

transmitted ... the conditions in which the main betting market operates are
characterized by close geographical links between bettors and betting outlets, in so far
as the

mobility of bettors is necessarily limited and marginal. The effect of the

necessary geographical proximity between

betting outlets and bettors is that

competition between the various betting

outlets

develops

essentially

within

75

Joined

Cases

C-241191P

and

C-24219\P,

Radio

Telefis

Eireann
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Publications Ltd (ITP) v Commission of the European Communities, I 1995] ECR I-743 (hereinafter referred to
as Magill).
76
Korah, supra note 72. p. 170
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geographical areas which, considered as a whole, cannot in any event extend beyond

national boundaries.

„77

Through having considered broadcasting content

as

ancillary to betting, and that betting was

orientated to the markets of individual Member States the Commission and subsequently the

Court of Justice embarked upon an approach which arguably hinders the creation of a internal
78
market for such inputs into betting activities.

Arguably however, the effects of this segmentation of the internal market would be
greater today given the availability

of internet gambling. Whilst

to travel from Germany to France to be able to place a bet in

a

bettor may not be inclined

a venue

with broadcasts of the

event, should live streaming of the event be restricted along similar lines than this may
encourage bettors to utilise different sites. The dynamics in respect to the considerations of

player mobility are substantially altered due to the advent of the internet. Theoretically
speaking, if Ladbrokes in Germany could not obtain the rights to show broadcasts of French

horseracing on its German language website then players in Germany would face relatively

minimal costs in utilising another site which did hold such rights. Perhaps Ladbrokes would
lose custom to another German language site, or customers loyal to the Ladbrokes brand may

transfer to another Ladbrokes language site which does hold the rights to broadcast the

coverage. Yet this later option would depend on whether Ladbrokes had taken the decision to
exclude German customers from all sites other than 'Ladbrokes.de'.

As regards to other equipment required for betting shop operations, such as the
provision of electronic betting terminals,79 through which bets can be placed on 'virtual horse
races' for example, such machines should be treated under the same approach as that taken

under the casinos heading; i.e. under Article 49 EC following Laira. Likewise the issue of
services versus establishment also arises for betting shops as it does for casino operations.

5.3.2.d Remote gambling

This particular heading, borrowing the terminology of the United Kingdom's Gambling Act
2005 covers a multitude of gambling forms which have migrated primarily to the internet, but
also other means

77

of interactive distance communication.

Case T-504/93, Tierct Ladbroke SA v European Commission,

I 1997] ECR I-923, supra note 72, paras. 104-

106.

Subsequently, the refusal to licence was not found to partition the internal market due to the fact that the
nature of the services in question where nationally orientated. This however, has come under criticism from

78

Korah, supra note 72, p. 172.
Frequently referred to in the United Kingdom as 'FOBTs' or 'fixed-odds betting terminals'.

79
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Given the overarching nature of this heading, remote gambling generates its own
content or relies upon other events to do so. The latter category primarily relates to online

betting activities and thus questions arising to trade in such materials arise once again. In light

of technological advances sports events may now be streamed live on internet sites and
subsequently the aforementioned issues relating to acquiring rights to show live televised
broadcasts.

Remote gambling frequently generates 'content' itself, with the chance element being

provided for by software along the lines of forms of gambling which prevail in the offline
environment. That is to say, whether the user interface shows a roulette table, bingo, poker or
an online scratch card the underlying commercial transactions are

likely to

be similar.

Software needs to be developed so as to enable stakes to be placed, the game to take place and

the winnings paid out or the consumer encouraged to play again. Whilst some internet
gambling sites may develop their own, others may buy it in. Indeed, should

a

national

monopoly player suddenly be selected to offer online gambling by its government to reverse a
situation whereby internet gambling has hitherto been illegal, expertise within that jurisdiction
is theoretically non-existent. In such circumstances it can be anticipated that the monopolist

will purchase such software; and given the Laara

approach it commercial transactions

between the software writer and monopolist are ancillary to the provision of gambling to the

consumer.

Comparable to bricks and mortar venues an infrastructure is necessary to underpin the

gambling operation; the software containing the games needs to be hosted on

a

website, an

internet service provider needs to provide the internet to allow host and consumer to

communicate and

a

payment service provider needs to be in place to ensure the flow of

money, both in terms of stake and any eventual winnings.

Taking an approach based on goods versus services remote forms of gambling do not
require input in forms of tangible items and sit far more comfortably with the orientation

taken by the Court of Justice in

Iliara based upon the free movement of services. Many of the

inputs into the provision of this form of gambling are services, rather than goods which are to
be used to provide services for the end consumer. However, in stark contrast to the right to

receive services as this right relates to bricks and mortar venues, consumers who want to
access internet gambling services within the

jurisdictions where there is no legal provision

thereof cannot avail themselves to this service. Should a resident disagree with a state wide

prohibition on casino gambling, or

a

particular form thereof, the possibility of travelling to

another Member State and purchasing such services in a manner comparable to residents of
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that other Member States remains. It would negate the very nature

of internet based gambling

to have to travel to another Member State in order to access internet gambling.

Should one Member State prohibit the provision of internet gambling there is very

little it can do to prevent residents availing themselves to internet gambling services offered
in, and possibly by, other Member States when its own residents are in such other Member

of operators in the 'other' Member
denied access to internet based services, yet this in itself

States. This depends upon the registration requirements

State since non-residents may be

depends upon the effectiveness of player verification procedures. The address of the hotel
may suffice. Alternatively, operators based in other Member States may offer their services to
residents in other Member states including those where internet gambling is prohibited; unless

legal proceedings have resulted in an order requiring the blocking of gambling services being

exported to particular Member States. Avenues of passive sales may ensure that those who

claim that they have a right to receive such services under Article 49 EC are able to satisfy
their demand, although with

a

greater degree of uncertainty than

if internet

gambling were

legal in their home Member State. 80

It remains highly questionable that there is a right to receive such services, however

the state of play with the blocking of internet sites between different jurisdictions has not
necessarily de facto segmented the internal market. Apart from technological difficulties,

there is a lack of coordination between Member States to ensure that those who wish to ring
fence their national gambling markets can do so in cyberspace. Either those Member States

which licence internet gambling operations include

a

condition requiring licence holders to

only supply services within that Member State or only to those Member States were internet
gambling is permitted. There is little evidence of this however in current practice since those
Member States which do not adhere to

a

monopolistic approach to supply are frequently keen

8i
to export their gambling services. Alternatively the Member State seeking to prevent the

penetration of gambling services into its jurisdiction has to launch legal proceedings against
operators based in other Member States; and given the uncertainty of the state of play of

Community law on the compatibility of such measures such proceedings are likely to be
lengthy affairs without a particularly high degree of conclusiveness. As a matter of private

law, even if an injunction is awarded it has to be enforced against the operator based in the
other Member State. To date one such case has arisen, whereby the Maltese Court of Appeal
This argument negates the choices made by national governments as to how national gambling markets should
be regulated, as recognised in laard.
81
Which relies upon private operators seeking to enforce their 'rights' under the free movement of provisions
before courts in other Member States.
80
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refused to enforce the ruling of the Cour de Cassation requiring a Maltese based operator to
cease activities directed towards the French market. The Maltese court considered that the

matter was not one which fell under the Regulation 44/2001 on jurisdiction and the

recognition and enforcement ofjudgments in civil and commercial matters,82 and should other
national courts take the same approach it would indicate that there is a lack of suitable
mechanisms to address questions pertaining to cross-border enforcement in this sector.

Central to the approach of the Court of Justice is its adherence to the inclusion of
remuneration in defining services; however it is common practice for suppliers of online

gambling to offer 'free play'. Such offers do not require the player to place a stake, and even
though the Court of Justice has taken an expansive view as to what constitutes remuneration

or rather the recipient thereof, it is difficult to apply square this approach with 'free play'
offers. Arguably, participation in such offers via the internet does not provide the operator

with any form of remuneration that could otherwise be accrued through another technique,
through the use of premium rate phone lines for example. The lack of remuneration is perhaps

not so distinct as it initially appears however, given that the offer of 'free play' may in some
circumstances only apply where a customer signs up to a website and receives a number of
free play games or perhaps has his or her account credited to a certain amount. Motivated by

capturing new consumers, such practices are commonplace, and extending a functionalist

overview of this process could lead to the conclusion that stakes subsequently laid by new
customers are a form of remuneration for earlier free play games. It is not within the
commercial interest of operators to offer only free play games or such games distinct from an
encouragement to participate in gambling which is not free. By taking a market practice

orientated view of the process, free play games could fall within the scope of Article 49 EC.
However, should the nature of each individual game be viewed independently of subsequent
transactions than remuneration will not be found to exist. Such an approach has a greater

potential of being upheld where 'free play' is not directly explicitly linked to the opening of
an account, i.e. where the consumer is not required to open an account in order to receive a

number of free play games or 'free' credit.

The implications of this are primarily twofold. Firstly, if 'free play' is deemed to be
remunerated by subsequent stakes laid then it will fall under the scope of Article 49 EC and

into the general debate regarding the free movement of gambling services. However, should
such activities be distinguished from more general gambling services, then they will fall
82

Regulation (EC) No 44/2001 of 22 December 2000 on jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement of
judgments in civil and commercial matters, [200110.1 L12/1.
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outside the scope of application of Article 49 EC. In light of the fact that the free movement

of services is

a 'residual

category', free play gambling will fall outside the scope of

application of the EC Treaty. Member States which wish to prohibit internet gambling
activities within their jurisdiction, or internet gambling offered by those other than domestic
licence holders, will thus be able to prohibit the import of such activities. This

will however

make it harder for gambling operators established in other Member States to gain a presence

within the minds of consumers in other markets, since such offers perform the same function
as advertising. In such circumstances whilst market entry may be guaranteed de jure, the
exclusion of free play from the notion of services will limit the effectiveness of this service.

5.4

With

Restrictive

Measures and their

a market orientated

Justification

understanding of the nature of the transactions involved in the

provision of gambling activities, it is necessary to understand how the Court of Justice views
restrictions to the three forms of free movement at stake here. Once

a measure is

found to

restrict free movement it is then considered whether it is justifiable on the basis of either the

EC Treaty or a judicially created exception in the case of measures which do not discriminate
on the basis of nationality. As an integral part of considering whether a measure is justifiable
the Court considers the proportionality of the restrictive provision. At this stage of the Court's

deliberation the extent to which the Member State seeking to uphold the measure in question
has the capacity to take into consideration the regulatory regime

adds an interesting dynamic to considering the

compatibility of

of another Member

a measure.

State

Although subtly

different for each freedom, the authorities of the Member State of receipt have to recognise
the regulatory efforts of the Member State from which the good, service or undertaking

originated.
Such dynamics have been considered by the Court in the gambling cases which have
reached Luxembourg to date, particularly those concerning sports-betting. Similar to the

approach taken in the exercise

of slotting various forms of gambling into the seemingly most

appropriate freedom, the exercise here will be consider the manner in which the Court

formulates restrictions to the free movement of gambling activities and subsequently provides
grounds for their justification against the spectrum of its more generally applicable case-law.

Subsequently, this will allow for an understanding of the extent to which current gambling
case-law requires the regulatory system of one Member State to take into account the state of
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another European Union gambling regulatory system, and henceforth offer some insight into

the extent to which national authorities can exert regulatory competence on gambling
providers within their Member State.

To achieve this, the Court of Justice's understanding of what constitutes

a

restrictive

measure will be overviewed so as to place the discussion in Chapter 3 into greater context.
More importantly however, this will enable an understanding on the second area to be
reviewed; the manner in which restrictive measures can be justified. At this juncture the

Court's case-law on gambling appears to deviate considerably, particularly the earlier
gambling case-law from the more generally applicable jurisprudence. Inherently, this has an

effect on the degree to which the legal systems of the Member States have to be receptive to
one another; this will culminate in an understanding of the extent to which national authorities
are to recognise regulatory action

5.4.1

of other Member States of their gambling markets.

What are restrictive measures? The case of goods

The observation by Snell and Andenas that "[i]n purely practical terms it is often difficult to

distinguish between goods and services" will come of no surprise following the Court's

discussion in some of the gambling case-law. 81 Difficulties aside the prohibition contained
-

within Article 28 EC has traditionally been considered has possessing a far wider scope than
Articles 43 and 49E, due to the sweeping nature of the Dassonville and Cassis de Dijon
rulings.

84

Recalling that Article 28 EC prohibits 'measures having equivalent effects' to

quantitative restrictions and imports the 'seminal judicial decision' in this regard is that of

Dassonville,in which the Court of Justice famously held that:

"All trading rules enacted by Member

States which are capable

of hindering,

directly or indirectly, actually or potentially, intra-Community trade are to be
considered as having an effect equivalent to quantitative restrictions. „85

Subsequently any measure which was found to hinder the cross-border movement of a good

fell within the scope of Article 28 EC even if it did not directly discriminate against goods
originating in other Member States. Potential de facto hindrance was sufficient, thus bringing
a huge swathe

of national provisions into suspicion even if the claim that the measure

hindered free movement was somewhat tenuous, such as the Sunday trading cases. In Torfaen

83

Snell, J. and Andenas, M., supra note 1, p. 79.
Procureur du Roi v Dassonville, \ 19741 ECR 837 and Case 120/78 REWE, \ 1979] ECR 649.
Ibid, para 5.

84 Case 8/74,
85
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Borough Council v B &Q

86

the Court

of Justice considered that national rules prohibiting

Sunday opening applied to imported and domestic products alike, and that the marketing of

imported products was made no more difficult than that for domestic products. This

restriction on shop opening hours was found to prima facie breach even though imported and
domestic products were treated in the same manner, thus falling fuul of Article 28 EC, but
was subsequently justified on the basis

of their objective and proportionality. The impact of

the Dassonville approach was extended by Cassis de Dijon in which the principle of mutual

recognition was born. Once again of seminal importance, is paragraph 8 thereof where the
Court held:
"Obstacles

to

movement

within

the

Community resulting

from

disparities

between the national laws relating to the marketing of the products in question must be

accepted in so far as those provisions may be recognized as being necessary in order to
satisfy mandatory requirements ....

„87

Consequently, products which are legally marketed within one Member State must be

permitted unhindered access to the markets of other Member States on the basis of the home
Member State's authorisation of the particular good. The Member State into which the good

is imported can only restrict access to its own market on the basis of mandatory requirements

which will

be returned to shortly. Inherently however, such an approach favours the

regulatory regime of the Member State from which the good originates represents a
'deregulatory momentum' which is 'fundamental to the legal framework of the internal
market , . 88 Arguably this importance extends to the services and establishment freedoms.

The extent to which negative integration could reach into domestic legal systems on
the back of an approach based on mutual recognition was considerably reduced with so-called

selling arrangements not signifying an arena within which mutual recognition could seed such
degrees of change. In Keck the Court of Justice confined the approach developed in Cassis de

Dijon through differentiating between rules pertaining to the characteristics of the product
itself and those concerning the manner in which the products were sold, i.e. 'selling
arrangements

, 89
.

Consequently, selling arrangements, even if they had the potential to reduce

the volume of cross-border trade, fell beyond the scope of Article 28 EC. According to the
Court of Justice rules concerning market requirements do not prevent the access of products

86

Case 145/88, Torfaen Borough Council v. B&Q, I 1989] ECR 3851

87

REWE, supra note 84, para. 8.

Weatherill, S., 'Recent Case Law Concerning the Free Movement of Goods: Mapping the Frontiers of Market
Deregulation', Common Market Law Review, 36 (1999), 51-85, p. 52.
89
Case C-267/91 and C-268/91, Criminal Proceedings against Keck and Mithouard, [1993] ECR 1-6097.
88
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from the market of one Member State to the market of another Member State, nor impede the
90
access any more than such rules would do so for domestically produced products. However,

to fall outside the scope

of Article 28 EC and thus benefit from the consequential lack of

review for justifiability, the Court of Justice explicitly provided that the following conditions

be met; that the provisions apply to "all relevant traders" operating within the market of a
Member State, and that the measure in question must "affect in the same manner, in law and
9,91
in fact, the marketing of domestic products and of those from other Member States.

Consequently, a dual approach has been taken whereby rules relating to the
characteristics of products can be found to be restrictive, and require justification to be

compatible with Community law, whilst those pertaining to selling arrangements escape this
review. Questions surrounding the determination of whether domestic and imported products
are treated equally in both law and fact thus abound, necessitating an understanding of de jure

and de facto discrimination.

Although restrictive gambling regulations have been viewed under Articles 43 and 49
EC, the case of Doc Morris concerning the sale of medicinal products via the internet from a

pharmacy in the Netherlands to customers in Germany illustrates an approach which finds
99

parallels with the gambling arena. - Doc Morris, from the perspective of the free movement

of goods, witnesses the ECJ seeking to uphold regulatory choices made by Member States, in
a

field which has not been subjected to any Community level harmonisation measure, in light

of the internet having the potential to reduce the prominence of national borders.
Doc Morris involved the sale of a range of pharmaceutical products via the internet
and from a traditional dispensary based in the Netherlands. Three types of products were sold

online, those which were available only on prescription and 'non-prescription' products which
consisted of those which could be sold anywhere and those which could only be sold in
pharmacies (i.e. without a prescription). Not all of the products for sale on the Doc Morris

website were authorised in for sale outside of the Netherlands; thus a further distinction can

be made with between the products on sale; 'authorised' products and 'unauthorised'
products. As explained by Lang the authorisation status refers to the status of the product in
the Member State into which it is imported. Already a parallel can be drawn with gambling; a

medicinal product may be authorised for pharmacy only distribution in the Netherlands but

90 Ibid, para. 17
91

Ibid, para. 16.
Case C-322/01, Deutscher Apothekerverband eV v. 0800 DocMorris NV and Jacques Water·val, [20031 ECR I14887. See also case note by Lang, R., 'Deutscher Apothekerverband eV v. 0800 DocMorris NV and Jacques
Waterval', Common Market Law Review. 42 (2005), 189-204.
92
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not be authorised for distribution in Germany. Similarly, online sports-betting may be

provided via the internet in the United Kingdom but this form of betting is not 'authorised' for
supply in the Netherlands.

The use of

the internet as a sales avenue was challenged by the German

Apothekerverband as being in contravention of German domestic provisions which prohibit
the sale via mail order of medicinal products. Additionally German law provided for a ban on
advertising medicinal products which have not been authorised by the German regulatory
system as well as the advertisement of mail order sales of medicinal products which may only

be sold in pharmacies. During the ensuing legal proceedings the Landgericht Frankfurt am

Main referred preliminary questions to the ECJ which sought to establish whether the
provisions of German law in question amounted to a restriction of the free movement of
goods contrary to Article 28 EC, and if so, whether Article 30 EC could be interpreted as

justifying the restrictive measure on the basis of protecting the life and health of humans.
Having found the ban on the distance selling of medicinal products not authorised not
to amount to a measure having equivalent effect to a quantitative restriction (MEQR), thereby

not breaching Article 28 EC, the ECJ turned its attention the ban as applicable to pharmacy

only medicines and prescription-only medicines. Turning firstly to 'pharmacy only
medicines', the ECJ found that the prohibition on distance selling amounted to a MEQR
under Article 28 EC. Having established that the prohibition was indistinctly applicable

consideration was given as to whether the measure affected de jure and de facto traders
established within and outside Germany.93 Appreciating that the prohibition on internet sales

was a natural conclusion of the requirement for sales to be made only in pharmacies the ECJ

placed the prohibition in the context of the internet era which has emerged "as a method of

cross-border sales.

„94

Consequently, the prohibition constituted more of an obstacle for

pharmacies located outside of Germany than those within the national market; the internet

provided a more significant way to gain access to the German market for undertakings
established in the Netherlands or elsewhere in comparison to those established within
Germany.95 Therefore the prohibition did not de facto effect pharmacies such as that operated

by Doc Morris and those in Germany and thus amounted to a MEQR contrary to Article 28

EC. It then fell to the ECJ to establish whether the measure could be saved under Article 30
EC.

93

Ibid., para. 69.

94 Ibid., para. 73.
95

Ibid., para. 74.
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The ECJ recognised that the online pharmacy was subject to supervision by the Dutch

authorities thus rejecting claims made by the Apothekerverband that there was no supervision

of the practices of Doc Moms. 96 However, in what Lang describes as 'something of a blow
for e-commerce"7 the ECJ found that the only reasons for prohibiting the online sale of
·

prescription-only medicines related to the need for individual advice to be given to the
98
consumer and the need for the pharmacist to check that prescriptions are genuine.
In

comparison the gambling sector this would be tantamount to requiring the registration of
consumers for online gambling services to take place in an offline venue of the operator, so

that age verification and other checks could take place on a face-to-face basis.

Such reasoning is limited to prescription-only medicines because in the case of non-

prescription medicines the ECJ found no justification for an absolute prohibition on the mail
order sale of such products. Consequently the ECJ concluded that Article 30 EC only applied
to the prohibition on the mail order sale of prescription-only medicines, a justification based
upon the greater risks associated with such products and the system of fixed prices which

applies to them as an integral part of the German health system.99 Regarding the risks
associated with medicinal products, some Member States may classify a certain product as

prescription-only product, whilst another Member State may permit the same product to be
dispensed without a prescription. Those Member States which

chose to rely upon

prescriptions do not forfeit 'the right to take more stringent action' because of a lower level of
100
protection in another Member State.

An analogy can be drawn with Member States being able to determine which forms of

gambling can be permitted on their national market, the objectives of the regulatory regime
and the standard to which those objectives are intended to be upheld. The internet has the

power, regardless of whether services or goods are being provided, to undermine these
choices made by national authorities. Ultimately the ECJ is reacting to this development by

reinforcing the choices which Member States have made, thereby upholding decisions where
discretion has been exercised to uphold a higher standard of protection than that sought by
other Member States.

However, the internet is not needed to call the ECJ into action so as to uphold choices
made by national authorities as to the degree which they seek to uphold regulatory objectives.

96 Ibid., para. 105.
97
Lang, Supra note 92, p. 200.
98
Supra note 92, para. 106. The ECJ found this to be sufficient grounds to justify the restriction in para. 117.
99 Ibid., para. 117

m Ibid., para. 118.
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In this regard, reference can be made to the recent case of Commission v. Italy which shall be
101
referred to as the 'Italian Motorcycle Trailers' case.
Under Article 226 EC the European

Commission brought the Italian authorities before the ECJ for prohibiting the use of trailers

specifically designed for use with motorbikes on the Italian road system. Secondary
Community law established a type-approval system fur two or three-wheel motor vehicles but

this did not cover rules relating to the towing of trailers by such motor vehicles. 102
Nevertheless the Commission contented that this prohibition amounted to an obstacle to the

free movement of goods, given that the prohibition would hinder the importation of such
trailers into Italy. In this regard the ECJ concurred with the Commission, finding that a

"prohibition on the use of

a

product in the territory of

a

Member State has

a

considerable

influence on the behaviour of consumers, which, in turn, affects the access of that product to

the market of that Member State. „103 Grounds for justifying this measure having an equivalent

effect to

a

quantitative restriction then had to be found; with the objective of road safety

constituting an overriding reason capable of justifying the hindrance of the free movement of
104

goods.

However, by considering that any measure which hinders the access of products

from one Member State to the market of another, the ECJ reaffirmed an approach based on
market access, bringing the approach under Article 28 EC more in line with that prevailing
under Article 49 EC.

105

Consequently this case appears to suggest that where an indistinctly

applicable national rule dissuades consumers from purchasing products originating from other

Member States this

will

count as a measure hindering market access, infringing Article 28

EC.

Against the backdrop of a lack of Community harmonisation regarding such trailers
determining the appropriate level of road safety was a matter for the Italian authorities.
Indeed, the authorities contended that they introduced the prohibition on the towing of trailers

by two and three-wheeled motor vehicles because -there were no type-approval rules, whether

at Community or national level, to ensure that use of
dangerous.

„106

motorcycle with

a

trailer was not

Ultimately it was held that prohibiting the use of the trailers was an

appropriate means by which it could be achieved.
101

a

107

Having reaffirmed the competence of

Case C-110/05, European Commission v. Italian Republic, n.y.r..

'oi The secondary legislation in question being Directive 92/61/EEC of 30 June 1992 relating to type-approval of
two or three-wheel motor vehicles ([1992] OJ L225/2). However this exception to the type-approval system was
only contained within the preamble to the Directive; the effect of which is referred to in Chapter 5.4.5.
103

Ibid., para. 56.

104 Ibid., para. 60.
105 Ibid., para. 37.
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Ibid., para. 63.
Ibid., paras. 61-64.
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Member States to set the degree of protection which they wish to attain independently of that

prevailing in other Member States, the ECJ considered the appropriateness of

a

prohibition

based approach. In finding the prohibition to be proportionate, the ECJ refers to the Opinion

of Advocate General Bot that whilst other measures may be available, Member States cannot
be denied the possibility of relying on a prohibition, since such measures constitute a "general
108
This is of particular
and simple rule" that will be easily understood and easily enforced.

interest given the relatively widespread use of prohibitions in the regulation of gambling,

which is not subject whatsoever to any harmonising Community measure.

109

Although it can be appreciated that by its very nature a prohibition is easily understood

by those to whom it is addressed this does not entail that

a

prohibition is necessarily an

effective means to achieve regulatory goals. As numerous Member States witness, illegal
gambling occurs either where supply is prohibited other than the restricted supply provided by
a state

monopolist, or an absolute prohibition is in place. Considering for one moment the ban

on internet gambling in the Netherlands, residents of the Netherlands nevertheless continue to

consume this form of gambling. Supplies are sourced either from operators who are ignorant

of the location of their customers and any applicable restrictions, or alternatively by suppliers
who consider that they enjoy the freedom to supply such services to the Netherlands. For
national authorities it is much harder to enforce a prohibition on internet gambling compared
to one on motorbikes towing trailers. This lies in the intangible nature

of services, particularly

services supplied via the internet. If the gambling service in question was supplied via an

illegal slot machine located in

a venue

which is not approved for slot machine use, then the

authorities would have a tangible good against which their enforcement exercise could be
directed towards. To date the ECJ has not considered the ability of a prohibition on gambling,
regarding either a particular form or means of delivery, to achieve national gambling

regulatory objectives. The observations made regarding that applicable to the trailers is very
sweeping in nature, and in any event too general to be of any value

if applied to the gambling

sector as a whole, but it would be interesting to see the Court grapple with the regulation of

gambling to the extent that it feels comfortable doing in other, admittedly less highly
contested, sectors.

Part of the significance of this case lies in the fact that whilst it was pending Advocate
General Kokott delivered her Opinion in response to a preliminary reference from a Swedish
108 Ibid., para. 68. Unusually there were Opinions from two Advocate Generals in this case. See the Opinion of
Advocate General Ltger of 5 October 2006 and that of Advocate General Bot of 8 July 2008.
109
Schindler, supra note 4, para. 61 where the ECJ held that it is for the Member State alone to "assess not only
whether it is necessary to restrict the activities of lotteries but also whether they should be prohibited".
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, 110

court concerning rules defining the bodies of water upon which jet-skies could be usea.
Although the national rules in question did not regulate selling arrangernents applicable to this
type of good, the Advocate General proposed that rules governing the use of a product should
be treated in the same manner, i.e. be able to benefit from the Keck approach.

Having found that the rules in question did not require a modification of the
characteristics

of the imported jet-skis,

i.e.

they

were not product-related rules, 1 1 1 the

Advocate General considered that rules regulating product use were analogous with rules

regulating selling arrangements in that they only apply once a product has been imported and
112
In contrast to rules pertaining to
do not seek to regulate trade between Member States.

selling arrangements, which by their very nature do not hinder market access, product use

rules will fall within the scope of Article 28 EC if they de facto hinder access to the market in
question.

113

According to the Advocate General such hindrance need not be absolute, but a

'marginal possibility' to use a product would sufficiently hinder access.

114

Hindrance can also

have a temporal form, part of the Swedish provisions would authorise the use

of jet-skis on

bodies of water in the future, but in the eyes of the Advocate General the temporary nature of

any impediment to market access does not mitigate the restriction of Article 28 EC.

115

Following the Opinion of Advocate General Ldger in the Italian Motorcycle Trailers
case, the Opinion of Kokott was delivered which, if subsequently followed by the ECJ would
have amounted to a significant shift in the way the ECJ deals with rules relating to product
use. Consequently,

following these two opinions the oral procedure in the Italian Motorcycle

Trailers case was re-opened and the Member States were asked to submit views on the extent

to which, and under what conditions, product use rules should be treated

as measures having

equivalent effect to quantitative restrictions. A handful of these states considered that the
Keck approach should be extended to product-use rules, namely Cyprus, Denmark, France,
Germany, Greece and Sweden.

116

Ultimately, in its decision regarding Swedish jet-skis of 4

June 2009 the ECJ rejected the approach of Advocate General Kokott, thus not providing a
safe haven for rules relating the use of products thereby affirming the approach taken in

Italian Motorcycle Trailers case. Perhaps at this point it is appropriate to reflect upon Prete' s
recollection of Hatzopoulos that "the Court' s work is increasingly that of a common
Case C-142/05, Aklagaren v. Percy Mickelsson & Joakim Roos, delivered on 4 June 2009 and the Opinion of
Advocate General Kokott delivered on 14 December 2006.
" i Ibid., para. 49.
12
Ibid., paras. 54-55.
110
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jurisdiction, obliged to give concrete solutions and avoid

a

possible denial

of justice, rather

than a constitutional jurisdiction, ruling on the major questions of principle. [ . . . ] In order to

make out the overall picture, one needs to pay more attention to the judgments of principles
and to grant a subisidiary role to the case-specific

5.4.2

„117

solutions.

1

What are restrictive measures? The case of services and establishment

Article 49 EC has been accorded

a broad scope

of application, essentially encompassing all

provisions of national law which are liable to prohibit or hinder the cross-border provision of

service activities with the internal market. In a manner reminiscent of Dassonville the Court

of Justice dealt with the situation of an individual of Dutch nationality who had been admitted
to practice law in the Netherlands in the case of van Binsbergen. 118

This early preliminary reference concerning services arouse out of domestic legal
proceedings changed his residence from the Netherlands to Belgium. Legal proceedings

ensued, with the lawyer in question contesting the requirement under national law that
required his establishment within the Netherlands to be able to practice law there. Having
recalled the wording of Article 49 EC, the Court stated that the requirement that a person

providing

a

service be 'habitually resident' in the territory of the Member State that the

service is being provided negates the free movement of services of its very purpose.

Nevertheless, Member States retain the competence to impose specific requirements on those

providing

a

service within their jurisdiction where such rules are required for the general good

and applicable to those established within the particular Member State. Furthermore, and

importantly regarding the principle of proportionality which will be discussed subsequently,

there must be no alternative measures which while suitable to achieve the objective in
question is less restrictive of cross-border trade movements. In the case that the requirements
are not applicable to persons established in the Member State where the service is being

received, then such requirements cannot be demanded of those established in other Member
States.

Allowing for the fact that the drafting of Article 49 EC does not refer to 'measures
having equivalent effects' to quantitative restrictions on imports of goods under Article 28
117

Luca, P., 'Of Motorcycle Trailers and Personal Watercrafts: the Battle over Keck', Legal Issues of Economic
Integration, 52(2) (2008), 133-155, p. 143 recalling a translation of Hatzopolous, V., "Trente ans aprds
fondamentaux de 1974, les quatre libertds : quatre?", in Demaret, P., Govaere I., and Hanf, D. (eds), 30 years of
European Legal Studies at the College of Europe, Liber Professorum 1973-74 - 2003-04 (P.I.E.-Pieter Lang,
2005, at p. 185.

"8 Case 33114, Johannes Henricus Maria van Binsbergen v Bestuur van de Bedriifsvereniging voor de
Metaa[nijverheid, \ 19741 ECR 1299.
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EC, the approach of the Court in Van Bingsbergen is similar in effect to that which it took in

defining the notion of such measures in Dassonville. Recently, the Fidium Finanz the ECJ
has reaffirmed that "all measures which prohibit, impede or render less attractive the exercise

of

the freedom to provide services must be regarded as restrictions of that freedom.

„119

Parallelisms can be further traced regarding the approach developed in Cassis de Dijon
whereby products authorised for sale on the domestic market can only be prevented from

entering the markets of other Member States if the importing state can show that a restrictive
measure can be upheld on the basis of mandatory requirements. In this regard, the parallel
services ruling is that

of Webb, in which the Court of Justice held that:

"... the freedom to provide services ... may

be

restricted only by provisions

which are justified by the general good and which are imposed on all persons or
undertakings operating in the said state in so far as that interest is not safeguarded by
the provisions to which the provider of the service is subject in the Member State of
his establishment.

„120

Henceforth, the Member State to whose market the service is destined can only impose a

restrictive measure on

a

service provider established in another Member State if the particular

121
objective is not safeguarded by the domestic regulatory environment of the provider.

Ultimately the licencing system in the Netherlands regulating employment agencies was
found to breach Article 49 EC because it did not take into account the system of regulation in
the United Kingdom where Webb was established. Questions as the comparability or

equivalence of national regulatory regimes arise, including the closely related question of

whether the objective is upheld to the same standard by both regulatory jurisdictions.

Any restrictive measures which restrict the movement of services can only be justified

in one of two respects. Firstly, should the measure

be discriminatory in nature then the

grounds for justification are restricted to those contained within the Treaty, namely public

policy, public security and public health.

122

Secondly, measures which do not distinguish

between services on the basis of the nationality of the provider, or the Member State from

which the service originates, otherwise known

119

Case C-452104, Fidium Finanz AG

as

indistinctly applicable measures, can benefit

v Bundesanstalt fur Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht, \20061 ECR I-9521,

para. 46.
120

Case C-279/90, Criminal proceedings against Alfred./ohn Webb, [1981] ER 2205, para. 17.
See also Case C-43/93, Raymond Vander Elst v. Ojice des Migrations /nternationales, [19941 ECR I-3803;
Case C-272/94, Criminal proceedings against Michel Guiot and Climatec SA, I 1997] ECR I-3899,
121

122

Article 46 EC Treaty.
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from the wider grounds for justification, commonly referred to

'overriding reasons',

124

6

imperative requirements

,125

as

,123

'objective justifications,

or 'imperative reasons'.

126

Sliger saw the effect of Article 49 EC furthered through expanding the prohibition

from one based on discriminatory treatment between domestic and imported services, to a
question of market access for service providers, as the case illustrated the Court's 'abolitionbehest'.

127

Any restriction faced by

a

service provide must be abolished, whether

discriminatory or applicable without distinction when compared to national service providers,

if "it is liable to prohibit or otherwise impede the activities of

a

provider of services

established in another Member State where he lawfully providers similar services.

„

128

Reasoning in this manner assumes that there is at least a single service provider on the market

of the destination Member

State, and secondly that the service provider is active on the

domestic market of the Member State in which they are established. Without entering into a

description of the case-law concerning the point at which service providers rely upon
Community law so as to circumvent national restrictions in a particular Member State abuse
the free movement principles, the question arises of the extent to which a service provider has

to be active within the home Member State.

At this juncture Hatzopoulos distinguishes between service providers who nominally
establish themselves in one Member State with the sole aim of serving other Member States

due to the relative ease of complying with the requisite regulatory conditions.

129

Having

become established within such a regime, undertakings then aim to exercise the provision of

this service within other Member States. However, in light of

Sager since in such

constructions the service is not provided for in the 'home' Member State service providers
cannot avoid complying with regulatory requirements in the host Member State where the
services are received.

130

Currently, it unclear how Sliger is to be applied to circumstances

where the legislation of the home Member State

123
124
125

126
127

131

prohibits the provision

a

service which it

van Binsbergen, supra note 118, para. 14.
Case C-272/94, Criminal proceedings against Michel Guiot and Climatec SA,\ 19971 ECR I-3899.
Case C-3/95, Reiseburo Broede v. Gerd Sandker,\ 19961 ECR I-6511
Case C-222/95, Socidt# civile immobili&re Parodi v. Banque H. Albert et Cie, \l 9971 ECR 1-3899.
Meulmen, J., & de Waele, H., 'A Retreat from Sager? Servicing or Fine-Tuning the Application of Article 49

EC', Legal Issues of Economic Integration, 33(3) (2006), 207-228, p. 209.
128 Case C-76/90, Sager v. Dennemeyer I 1991 JECR I-4221, para. 12.
129
Typically referred to as 'u-turn' constructions.
130
Hatzopoulos,. supra note 18, p. 63.
131
This question is not without its relevance in the gambling field. As illustrated by the preliminary reference
made by the Schleswig-Hositeinisches Verwaltungsgericht in Case C-46/08 Carmen Media Group in which the
German court seeks to establish the validity of the Gibraltarian gambling regulatory approach preventing licence
holders to supply residents of Gibraltar. Furthermore, Maltese law up until 2008 prohibited the supply of internet
gambling to Maltese residents whilst licence holders were attracted to the jurisdiction on the basis of low
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i

regulates from within its own jurisdiction. Ostensibly, operators established within such

regulatory regimes are de facto differently situated to those operators who establish within a

particular Member State and choose to 'export' their service to another Member State whilst

not providing it to the market where they are located.
So far this analysis has followed that attributed to the free movement of goods, but in

contrast to Article 28 EC the Court of Justice declined to follow the Keck approach

of Alpine Investments.
the free movement

132

in the case

Although it has been argued that there is no need to apply Keck to

of services where the "mere effect on interstate activity is not sufficient in

the absence of intent to cause such an effect„ 133
,
Alpine Investments continues to have a
significant impact on the application of marketing methods for services. The facts of this case
centred around a company established in the Netherlands which specialized in commodities

futures and as part of its business practice contacted individuals by telephone without their

prior consent so as to offer them financial services,

a process known as

'cold calling'. Alpine

Investments contested the compatibility of the Dutch prohibition on cold calling with Article

49 EC to the extent that it was prevented from contacting potential customers in Member
States other than the Netherlands.

Of considerable importance is the finding of the Court of Justice that the freedom to
provide services extends to situations in which there is no identifiable recipient of the service
in question. Requiring that the application of Article 49 EC rests upon the prior identification

of service recipients would render the freedom 'illusory'. Internet, as

a means of mass

communication offers service suppliers the opportunity to address their services to groups of

potential consumers whilst frequently individuals are not identified in advance. Leaving aside

for the time being questions of advertising, if the scope of Article 49 EC had been delimited
by the Court of Justice in the opposite manner, than the value of this freedom with widespread
use of the internet for business to consumer transactions would have been considerably
restricted. The applicability of Article 49 EC to situations where the service moves while the

provider and recipients remain in their respective different Member States further ensures the

value of this freedom in providing a basis for services transactions which take place via the
regulatory costs as a means to supply the internal market. As late as February 2009 the terms and conditions of
online gambling operated by holders of Maltese licence holders did not reflect this change; the 'Terms &
Conditions' of the Ryanair Casino operated on behalf of the airline by Profitable Play Limited, registered in
Malta and licensed and regulated by the Malta Lotteries and Gaming Authority. Under heading '3.2 International
Activity', it is stated "Residents of Malta are not permitted to play". (Last accessed 11 February 2009).
132
Case C-384/93, Alpine Investments BV v Minister van Financifn, I 1995] ECR I-1141.
133
Hansen, J.L., 'Full Circle: Is there a Difference between the Freedom of Establishment and the Freedom to
Provide Services?', in Andenas, M. and Roth, W-H. (eds), Services and Free Movement in EU Law (Oxford;
Oxford University Press, 2004) p. 203.
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internet, or other means of distance communication, to flow unhindered to the greatest extent
possible.

Resulting in an approach not dissimilar to the notion of selling arrangement developed

in Keck the Court noted that the prohibition on cold calling deprived the undertaking of a
'rapid and direct technique for marketing and contacting potential clients in other Member
States."134 Furthermore, the Court recalled earlier case-law and noted that

Article 49 EC can

be relied upon by an undertaking against the Member State in which it is established so as to
provide services to residents in other Member States. In this respect, the free movement of
services has found through the reasoning of the Court
States banning the export

of Justice

a

prohibition on Member

of particular services from their jurisdiction.

Another opportunity to introduce the Keck doctrine

to the realm of Article 49 EC was

passed by in the De Agostini concerning a Swedish ban on television commercials targeting
children.135 The articles featuring in the commercials fell under Article 28 EC however the re-

transmission of the commercials themselves were considered as

a service.

Instead of

considering whether the prohibition restricted the provision of the magazines at issue in the
Swedish market, the Court analysed the situation from the perspective of the broadcaster.
Whereas the supplier of the magazines would have had other alternatives to advertise the

magazine, albeit in a possibly less effective manner, the broadcaster was only able to chose
between re-transmitting or not. Henceforth the Swedish prohibition constituted an outright

ban, illustrating that context is extremely important in the application of restrictive measures;
dependent upon circumstances trade barriers may mutate to

full prohibitions

a

phenomenon

which has not escaped the attention of Advocate General Jacobs. 136
Refusal to apply the approach taken in Keck to the provision of services rests upon the

Court' s understanding that although the measures involved in both cases were generally
applicable and non-discriminatory those in the two cases were inherently dissimilar.137 The
Dutch prohibition on cold calling was understood to directly affect market access to the
markets of the Member States where potential customers resided. Consequently, this contrasts

134

Alpine Investments, supra note 132, para. 28.
Joined Cases C-34/95, C-35/95 and C-36/95 Konsumentombudsmannen (KO) v De Agostini (Svenska) Fortag
AB
and TV-Shop i Sverige AB, I 1997] ECR I-3843.
136
Case C-412/93, Socutt d' Importation Leclerc-Siplec v TF 1 Publicitd and M6 Publicitt, I 1995] ECR I-179.
137
Ibid, paras. 35 & 36. Opinion of Advocate General Jacobs, delivered on 24 November 1994, where at para. 45
he opined that:
"measure applicable without distinction simply restricts certain selling arrangements, by stipulating
when, where, how, by whom or at what price goods may be sold, its impact will depend on a number of
factors, such as whether it applies to certain goods.... the magnitude of the barrier to market access may
vary enormously: it may range from the insignificant to a quasi-prohibition."
135
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with the view taken that selling arrangements do not impede the access of imported products
to a particular market any more than they do so for domestic products.

Ultimately the prohibition on cold calling was considered to be justified since the

'good reputation of the national financial sector' was added to tile list of mandatory
requirements. In considering the proportionality of the Dutch means of upholding this public
interest, the Court noted that the Dutch approach was not made disproportionate by other

Member States availing themselves to less restrictive measures in their regulatory of cold

calling practices.
In contrast to the approach taken under Article 28 EC whereby measures constituting
selling arrangements are indistinctly applicable measures falling outside the scope of that

prohibition on restrictive measures, Article 49 EC applies to all indistinctly applicable
measures; the reach of this residual freedom cannot be negated by the categorisation of the

measure as relating to the selling or marketing of the service in question.

In certain sectors some Member States attempt to coerce service providers established

within other Member States to establish themselves within their regulatory reach before
commencing the provision of services. Such requirements can manifest themselves in two
ways, firstly through requiring that an undertaking as a place of business in the Member State
it seeks to serve, and secondly

by requiring

staff of the undertaking to reside within the

destination Member State.

Imposing the requirement that an undertaking establish itself within a particular

jurisdiction before providing services is particularly troublesome for the cross-border of
services which cause regulatory authorities public policy concerns.

As an example, Belgium imposed an obligation on the providers of security services to
have their place of business in Belgium as well as requiring that the management of security

firms had there habitual if not permanent residence in Belgium. 138 Referring to its earlier
case-law the Court of Justice noted that the requirement that the undertaking had a place of
business in Belgium "directly negates the freedom to provide services in so far as it makes it

impossible for undertakings established in other Member States to provide services in

138

Case C-355198, Commission v. Belgium, 12000] ECR I-1221.
Recent similar cases include Case-358/98, Commission v. Italy, [20001 ECR I-1255 where the requirement of
sanitation service providers to register in an Italian registry was deemed incompatible with Article 49 EC and in
accordance with earlier case-law the administrative non-application of this requirement to Community nationals
was insufficient to fulfil Community obligations. In a further case concerning security services the fact that the
Dutch registration system did not provide the opportunity to take into consideration the obligations to which the
service providers were subject to in their home Member State we deemed incompatible with Article 49 EC; Case
C-189/03, Commission v. Netherlands [2004] ECR I-9289.
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Belgium.',139 Residence requirements for personnel amounts to discrimination on grounds of

nationality and as established in Factortame requiring nationals to move the residence and

domicile to another Member State to comply with legislation is in principle contrary to Article
43 EC. 140

Services where the provider is required to enter the territory of the Member State in

which they wish to pursue their economic activity can be distinguished in fact from services
where the service moves across borders. To require that a provider of internet gambling
services establishes the undertaking and any management staff in each and every Member
State whose market they wish to serve would negate the notion of free movement

of services.

To negate the freedom enshrined in Article 49 EC would require providers of services
delivered via means of distance communication to establish themselves throughout the

Community. Less apparent however, is the requirement imposed by some regulatory regimes
that holders of licences granted there under maintain an establishment within the territory of
the authorizing Member State. A distinction can be made between undertakings competing for

the award of concessions and those undertakings seeking

an operating

licence. The

application of the free movement principles with regards to the award of concessions will be
returned to within this Chapter, whilst the practices
analysed in Chapter 5.

Case-law

of Member

States in this regard will be

141

concerning

genuinely

restrictions to the freedom of establishment

non-discriminatory
as

or

indistinctly

applicable

upheld by Article 43 EC is in many ways less

tangible than those concerning services. One of the principal cases in this field

as

relevant for

the purposes of this thesis is that of Gebhard which has in some respects been discussed
above regarding the point at which a case shifts from one

of establishment to services based

on the temporal elements particularly in relation developments in infrastructure by the service

provider.

Gebhard

142

concerned the requirement that a German national who was qualified to

practice law in Germany needed to enrol at the Italian bar to be able to practice legally in Italy

and that the restrictive nature of the rule in question "lay in the assumption that foreign

139

Ibid, para. 27.
Case C-221/89, The Queen v Secretary of State for Transport, ex parte Factoname Ltd and others, \\ 9911
ECR I3905, para. 32.
141
For example Malta requires all applicants for remote gaming licences to he a limited liability company
registered in Malta (section 4) and that licences awarded to managerial personnel, 'key officials' will be
cancelled should such persons 'cease to be resident in Malta'(section 18(1)(a)). Remote Gaming Regulations
2004, Legal Notice 176 of 2004 of the Lotteries and other Games Act, 208 April 2004.
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Supra note 17.
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practitioners had already pursued Bar enrolment in their state of origin.

„143

This being Italy in

of Gebhard, which Kalledis considers would not be required if a parallel was drawn
between the free movement of goods and the freedom of establishment since Gebhard was

the case

authorised to practice in Germany. Although the objective

rules of

a

of ensuring compliance with the

particular profession in another Member State may be worthy of protection, such

requirements are absolute in nature conditioning market access in such a manner still
constitutes a hindrance to the free movement of such persons in their professional capacity.

In sectors where there are no provisions of secondary Community law Article 43 EC
applies to "national measures liable to hinder or make less attractive the exercise of

fundamental freedoms guaranteed by the Treaty." As observed by others, the Court does not
make a distinction between discriminatory and indistinctly applicable measures, thus either

type of measure can be caught merely because of its capacity to hinder the exercise of the

freedom of establishment. Reflecting the approach taken in the services

field, this is

suggestive of an approach based on market access rather than purely one of equal treatment.
Once it has been found that a particular national measure is liable to restrict this freedom, then

four conditions must be met to provide

a

justification thereof; firstly the measure must be

non-discriminatory manner; secondly, imperative requirements in the general
interest must apply; thirdly, the measure must be suitable for securing the objective which it

applied in

a

pursues; and fourthly it must not go beyond what is necessary to obtain the given objective.

144

Although elsewhere the Court has been criticised for granting the Member States a generous
margin of discretion within which they can restrict the cross-border movement of gambling

services and service providers the Opinion of Advocate General Tizzano in Caixa Bank,
which arose in part under Article 43 EC, offers a poignant reminder of the approach that
should be taken to restrictive measures. The Advocate General found it difficult to equate
measures which reduced the economic attractiveness

of pursuing

a

particular economic

Member State with indistinctly applicable national measures which do not
145
directly affect access to the pursuit of a particular economic activity. Furthermore, allowing

activity within

a

undertakings to oppose national measures solely because profit margins could be reduced,

146

lead to the observation that:

143

Kaldellis, E.I., supra note 1, p. 32.

144

Gebhard, supra note 17, para. 37

'45 Case C-442/02, CaixaBank France v Minist&re de l'Economie. des Finances et de l'Industrie. Opinion of
Advocate General Tizzano delivered on 25 March 2004, [2004] ECR I-8961, para. 58.
146 Ibid., at para. 62
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"that would be tantamount to bending the Treaty to

a

purpose for which it was not

intended: that is to say, not in order to create an internal market in which conditions

are similar to those of

a

single market and where operators can move freely, but in

order to establish a market without rules. Or rather, a market in which rules are

prohibited as

a

matter of principle, except for those necessary and proportionate to

meeting imperative requirements in the public interest. „147

The justification of indistinctly applicable measures rests, in part, on the
proportionality of the restriction in question. Following the use of the principle of Community
law by the Court, attention will now be paid to this principle before returning to consider in
greater depth the manner in which restrictive measures are justified.

5.4.3 Proportionality
As already hinted at throughout the above discussion, part of the Court's approach to

considering whether

a

restrictive measure is justifiable rests, in part, upon the proportionality

test. In view of the complex and multiple cases where this concept has arisen, it has been said

that "[p]roportionality is needed, but by whom, when and how, remains a complex matter. „148
An cursory understanding of the principle will be given at this point, to subsequently
understand how the Court of Justice addresses this point within the gambling related case-law.
In essence this 'highly context-sensitive test 149 directs analysis of the measure at issue

to consider whether the restriction to the free movement principles is not out

of balance with

the objectives of the measure in question. Viewed in this respect proportionality represents the
procedural point in the Court's case-law where there is a "meeting of public and private
concerns, of politics and commerce, of the national and of the European, of law and
„150
politics.

Should the answer be in the affirmative then the measure will be found to be

disproportionate, and whilst the objective behind the measure may be compatible with

Community law, the measure itself will not be so.
Advocate General van Gerven has given consideration to the constituent elements of
this principle, and found in the case of Gourmetterie, that there should be:

"the existence of

a causal

connection between the measure to be adopted and the aim

pursued ..., and secondly that there is no alternative to it which is less restrictive of the
147

/bid., at para. 63.
Jans,
H., 'Proportionality Revisited', Legal Issues of Economic Integration, 27/3 (2000), 239-265.
149
Davies, A.C.L., 'One Step Forward, Two Steps Back? The Viking and Laval Cases in the ECJ', Industrial
Law Journal, 37 (2008), 126-148, p. 142.
150
Editors, 'European Law According to J.H. Jans', Legal Issues of Economic Integration, 35(3) (2008), 199200), p. 199.
148
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free movement of goods. The second requirement is concerned with the existence of a

relationship of proportionality between the obstacle introduced, on the one hand, and,
on the other, the objective pursued thereby and its actual attainment."151

Following the approach considered by Jans, the elements considered by Advocate General
van Gerven require that the measure be suitable, necessary and proportionate strictu sensu.

152

Necessity is frequently understood in terms of the 'least restrictive alternative', while the
concept of strictu sensu guards against measures "where the restriction to intra-Community

trade is out of proportion to the intended objective or the result achieved".153 Whilst the Court

of Justice is inconsistent in its application of this principle to cases restricting gambling
services,

154

the concept is invaluable in providing a linchpin within the application

of Articles

43 EC and 49 EC for incorporating considerations of the nature of regulatory supervision (and

arguably enforcement as an integral part thereof) in the Member State where a particular
service provider is established.

155

Dependent upon the nature of such regulatory oversight, the restriction imposed by a

Member State either as the host in terms of establishment of destination regarding services,

may or may not be necessary. It is all very well the Court requiring Member States to have
regard to regulatory approaches in other jurisdictions through notions of equivalence or

mutual recognition, but

a

concept is required to balance the restrictive measure against the

'other'. Necessity performs this function.

5.4.4 Gambling Concessions under Community Law

The purpose of this section is to consider the potential impact of Community rules applicable
to the award

of public service concessions to the granting of market

access by national

authorities to gambling operators on the basis of licensing procedures. A brief overview of the

current architecture of Community secondary law

as

applicable to public service concessions

shall be provided so as to contextualise the position of gambling concessions within this field.

Conclusions will then be drawn as to the extent to which national gambling authorities should
adhere to this acquis as well as the potential for ensuring compliance with the free movement

principles when market access is granted to one or more gambling supplier.
Case C-169/89, Opinion of Advocate General van Gerven, Criminal proceedings against Gourmettene van
den Burg, delivered on 20 March 1990, [1990] ECR I-2143, para. 8,
152
Jans, H., supra note 148.
151

153 Ibid, p. 241.

Or perhaps this can be more mildly characterised as the principle not having one specific form and thus a
degree of flexibility as suggested by Jans, supra note 93, at p. 263.
155 See Littler, A., 'The Regulation of Gambling at European Level: The Balance to Be Found', ERA Forum,
154

(2007), Vol. 8, pp. 357-371, p. 23.
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A preliminary note is however required before embarking upon this discussion; as

of methods for granting operators
to their respective national market. In this regard there is a lack of convergence as to

illustrated in Chapter 2 Member States employ
access

a range

the form used to grant such market access, therefore this section is concerned with such
measures in a more generic, abstract sense. In other words such measures will be considered

in terms of access awarded to operators, whether private or public, for a particular national
market or sector thereof.

From the 1970s onwards secondary Community law has been in place to regulate the

public authorities in their procurement of works, goods and services. Recently there has been
a process

of consolidation of the public procurement rules into two directives; one applicable

to the procurement

of public works contracts, 156 public supply contracts

and public service

contracts with the second coverings sector specific procurement. 157 However, since the

introduction of the first Community public procurement rules the Court of Justice has
66

adopted a rule of reason approach ... creating compatibility safeguards and authenticating

established principles of European Community Law. „158 The objective of Community public

procurement regime, as summarised by the Court is to eliminate barriers to the free

niovennent

of services and thus protect the interests of economic operators who wish to offer goods and
services to public authorities in a Member State other than that in which they themselves are

established.
free

159

Consequently secondary legislation can be viewed as ensuring respect for the

movement of goods and

services

in

situations

where public

authorities

engage in

commercial transactions with private undertakings in the performance of their mandate.

Recital 2 of Directive 2004/18/EC maintains this understanding by recalling that the
award of contracts by authorities of Member States is subject to the need to respect the

principles of the Treaty and the free movement principles, including "principles deriving there
from, such as the principle of equal treatment, the principle of non-discrimination, the
principle of mutual recognition, the principle of proportionality and the principle of
transparency." The recital then recognises that for contracts which are of a sufficiently
substantial value should be awarded according to coordinated procedures so as to open

Directive 2004/18 on the coordination of procedures for the award of public works contracts, public supply
contracts and public service contracts, 12004] OJ Ll 34/114.
157
Directive 2004/17 coordinating the procurement procedures of entities operating in the water, energy,
transport and postal services sectors, [20041 OJ L l 34/ 1.
156

158

Bovis, C.H., 'Developing Public Procurement Regulation: Jurisprudence and its influence on Law Making',
Common Market Law Review, 43 (2006), 461-495, p. 461.
159
Case C-360/96, Gemeente Amhem and Gemeente Rheden v. BFI Holding BV, \ 19981 ECR 1-6821, para. 4 1.
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procurement to competition. At such an early stage it is evident that certain contracts will fall

outside the scope of such coordinated procedures.

The highly detailed procurement procedures contained within the Directive apply only
to 'public contracts'

of three sorts, namely 'public works contracts', 'public supply contracts'

and 'public service contracts'. For the purposes of the application of the Directive 'public

contracts' are contracts for pecuniary interest which are concluded in writing between one or
more economic operator and one or more contracting authority.

160

Within such contractual

relationships the contracted operator receives remuneration for fulfilling the terms of the
contract directly from the contracting authority, which contrasts with the nature of a
concession. A 'service concession' is a contract similar to a public service contract but

consideration for performance of the service is in the form of the right to exploit the service,
161 T

or the right to exploit the service in addition to payment from the contracting authority.

m

this latter situation the operator charges the end recipient of the service and inherently incurs
sonne degree of financial risk in operating the concession. Prior the enactment of this

Directive, the Court of Justice noted in the case of Parking Brixen that:

"... the service provider's remuneration comes not from the public authority
concerned, but from sums paid by third parties for the use of the car park in
question. That method of remuneration means that the provider takes the risk

operating the services in question and is thus characteristic of a public
concession.

of

service

„162

A parallel can be drawn here with gambling operations, since the Court of Justice considers
that remuneration can occur through the purchasing of tickets, a means of remuneration which
163

Unlike contracts however,
prevails in gambling activities, as exemplified by Schindler.
service concessions are excluded from the scope of application of the Directive.164 This leaves

two questions to be answered; how is the award of service concessions dealt with under
Community law and to what extent should this apply to the award of market access rights to
national gambling markets in as far as access relies upon the granting of a concession?
Needless to say the Court of Justice has been called upon to ascertain the duties under

which contracting authorities are under when awarding

a

public service concession which

160

Article 1 (2)(a), Directive 04/18/EC, supra note 156.

161

Article 1 (4), Directive 04/18/EC, ibid.
Case C-458/03, Parking Brixen GmbH v Gemeinde Brixen and Stadtwerke Brixen AG, [2005] ECR I-8585,

162

para. 40.
Case C-410/04, Associazione Nazionate Autotrasporto Viaggiatori (ANAV) v. Commune di Bari, [2006] ECR
I-3303, para. 16.
164
Article 17, Directive 04/18/EC, supra note 156.
163
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does not fall within the scope of the Directive. The case-law in this respect has run in tandem

with that which seeks to define the duties of contracting authorities in situations where the
value of the contract being awarded does not meet the requisite value thresholds and thus does
not trigger the application of the Directive. Of seminal importance in this regard is the case of

Telaustria regarding the award of a public service concession for the publication of telephone
directories.

165

The Court found that as a concession the contract did not fall within the scope

of application of the then applicable rules pertaining to procurement due to the nature of
remuneration in question; it amounted to

a

right to exploit the service in question instead of a

pecuniary payment from the contracting authority. 166 Subsequently the Court proceeded to

note that the contracting entities in question were "none the less, bound to comply with the
fundamental rules of the Treaty, in general, and the principle of non-discrimination on the
grounds of nationality, in particular" in awarding the concession.167 In such circumstances the

Court proceeded to note that the contracting authority was under an obligation of transparency

which consists of a duty to ensure "a degree of advertising sufficient to enable the services
market to be opened up to competition and the impartiality of procurement procedures to be
reviewed.

" 168

As seized upon by the European Commission in its Interpretative Communication the
so-called obligation of transparency incorporates a duty on the contracting authority to ensure

a "degree of advertising sufficient to enable the market to be opened up to competition" so
that an "undertaking located in another Member State has access to appropriate information

regarding the contract before it is awarded" so that it can express its interest in the contract

should it so desire. 169

Furthermore, it was held in Parking Brixen that not to hold any competition for the
issuance of

a

services concession "does not comply with the requirements

of Articles 43EC

and 49 EC any more than with the principles of equal treatment, non-discrimination and
transparency.

„ 170

Directly awarding

a

public service concession to an entity clearly breaches

the free movement principles, but in the case of Parking Brixen the Italian government
165

Case C-324198 Telaustria Verlags GmbH and Telefonadress GmbH v. Telekom Austria AG, \20001 ECR 1-

10745.
166

The said rules being found in Directive 93/38/EEC of 14 June 1993 coordinating the procurement procedures
the water, energy, transport and telecommunications sectors O.J. 1993 L 199/84.
167
Telaustria, supra note 165, para. 60. See also Parking Brixen supra note 162, para 49 and Case C-231/03,
Consorzio Aziende Memno (Coname) v. Commune di Cingia de'Botti, [20051 ECR I-7287, paras. 16 to 19.
168
Telaustria, ibid., para. 62.
169
Commission Interpretative Communication on the Community law applicable to contract awards not or not
fully subject to the provisions of the Public Procurement Directives (2006/C 179/02), 1 August 2006, section
2.1.1. 'Obligation to ensure adequate advertising'.
170
Parking Brixen, supra note 162, para. 50.
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claimed that it was not under a duty to open the award to any degree of competition because
the operator of the car park in question was the same entity as the contracting authority itself.

Such an interpretation of Community law arises from Coname

where the direct award by an

Italian municipality of a contract to an undertaking constituted of predominantly public
capital, without any tender procedure, was considered to be in breach of Articles 43 and 49
EC.171

Returning to Parking Brixen, this case has also led the Court of Justice to refer to the
case

of Teckal in which the Court had to

address the

applicability of the procurement rules to

172
Without
a situation in which the contracting authority awarded the contract to itself.

entering into the details of Teckal the Court established that the procurement rules applied to
situations where the recipient of the contract was legally distinct from the contract awarding

authority. Moreover, it was noted that the procurement rules do not apply in cases where the

authority in question "exercises over the person concerned

a

control which is similar to that

which it exercises over its own departments and, at the same time, that person carries out the
„173
essential part of its activities with the controlling local authority or authorities.

Consequently where concessions are awarded 'in-house' public authorities are not obliged to
open a competitive award procedure. However, such an exclusion of competition is strictly

limited to situations where the authority owns all of the capital in the contracting party.
Should a private undertaking hold any capital in a company in conjunction with a contracting

authority even if it is

a

minority stake, this "excludes the possibility of that contracting

authority exercising over that company a control similar to that which it exercises over its
own departments. „174 Ultimately therefore, any direct award of
undertaking would amount to

a

a

contract to such an

breach of the requirement to adhere to the applicable

secondary legislation, and by extension, public service concessions.

Broadly speaking the duty of transparency requires that undertakings established in
Member States other than that where the contracting authority is located do so in a way that
such undertakings are given notice about the concession prior to its award, in a manner that

171

As Neergaard higlights with reference to Coname the duty to advertise does not necessarily imply a duty to
hold an invitation to tender, which would be the case should the contract fall under the public procurement
legislation. See Neergaard, U., 'Public Service Concessions and Related Concepts - The Increased Pressure from
Community Law on Member States' Use of Concessions', Public Procurement Law Review , 6 (2007), 387-409,
P. 399.
172

Case C-\07198, Teckal SrI v Commune di Viano and Azienda Gas-Acqua Consorziale (AGAC) di Reggio
Emilia, ECR [1999] I-8121.
173

/bid., para. 50.
Case C-26/03, Stadt Halle, RPL Recyclingpark Lochau GmBH v Arbeitsgemeinschaft Thermische Restabfallund Energievenvertungsantage TREA Leuna,ECR [20051 1-1, para. 49.
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the undertaking could have bid for the concession if it was interested in doing so.175 To do

otherwise would be detrimental to undertakings located elsewhere within the Community.

Obligatory advertising is only required however where there is

a

sufficient degree of

connection with the functioning of the internal market, 176 and that where 'special
circumstances' prevail such as 'the very modest financial interest at stake' the contract in

question may not be of any financial value to undertakings established in other Member
States.

177

If the view

is

taken that

all

gambling markets are national affairs and as a

consequence that no internal market in this respect exists, then gambling concessions could be

of no relevance to potential cross-border operators. Arguably however support for such an

understanding of the current 'European' gambling market is weak, with only the
Commission's understanding of sports-betting markets in the early 1990s to call upon, as at
the Tiercd Ladbroke could illustrate. Even allowing for the fact that for particular forms of
gambling the provision of such services to final consumers is state-centric,

as

illustrated by

the phenomenon of 'national' lotteries then the mirage of a fragmented or non-existent
internal market remains. However, as has been illustrated above (see XXX) and via the

Lottomatica case private undertakings are active in such markets, supplying services and
expertise to national lottery operations. Perhaps a single licence for a single betting shop in a
remote corner

of Bulgaria or Portugal would not be of considerable financial importance to an

operator based in London, but arguably it would be for the operator to reach such a

conclusion, not the law. Furthermore, should such

a

fictitious London operator obtain a

sufficient number of local licences one by one, then the network effects thereof could make
operating in that particular market sufficiently commercially attractive. 178

Two further characteristics of concessions must briefly be raised; firstly that; the

beneficiary of the service must not be the body granting the concession, in the case of
gambling licences this holds true since the public at large is served by the gambling supplier
as opposed to the supplier offering lottery tickets to a single state entity. 179 Secondly, as
highlighted by Bovis, a further condition is that the measure must be in the public interest.
175

Coname, supra note 167, para. 21.
Telaustria, supra note 165.
177
Coname, supra note 167.
178
Such an argument would be strengthened i f the right to offer internet gambling services was to be 'connected'
to holding a licence for a physical venue, as is proposed in Belgium. See Chambre des reprdsentants de Belgique,
176

Projet de loi portant des dispositions diverses relatives aux jeux de hasard, Avis du Conseil d'Etat, 12 janvier
2007. As discussed at Littler, A., 'A European View of the Proposed Gambling Law', at Waarheen met

kansspelen in Belgie? Juridische analyse van de toekomst van het Belgische kansspelbeleid, Oune 2008,
Federaal Overheidsdienst Justitie
Kansspelcommissie & Instituut Contractenrecht, K.U. Leuven, Leuven,
Belgium).
179
-

Bovis, supra note 158, p. 479.
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Whilst the provision of a regulated supply of gambling services may not constitute an activity
readily encapsulated by the notion of 'public interest' to some commentators, 180 the Court of
Justice has recognised that such an assessment ultimately rests with each Member State. 181 In

this regard it is important to point out that the notion of public service used within discussions
surrounding concessions does not equate to that of general interest nor a service of general
economic interest as understood in the context of Article 86 EC.

182

Therefore, as will be seen

in Commission v. Italy, although licences to supply gambling services are equated to public
service concessions by the Court of Justice, this does not imply that gambling is elevated to
the same status as services
183

interest.

of general economic interest or other services in

Viewing gambling as a service of general economic

interest

the general

would also run

counter to the views of Advocates General La Pergola and Fennelly, both of whom felt that

gambling did not satisfy the conditions of Article 86(2) EC.

184

A functional approach is also required in this regard, because
G6

as Neergaard observes

the concept service concession is not necessarily identical with the concept

of concession as

this may be defined in national law."185 The application of this concept should not be thwarted

in the national arena by reliance upon national approaches to defining concessions. Tainted as
gambling regulation can be in some Member States by protectionism, this consideration is of

particular importance in the gambling field so as to ensure the maximum effectiveness of

Community principles to the award of gambling concessions.
Brown, A., 'The Obligation to Advertise Betting Shop Licences Under the EC Principle of Transparency:
Case C-260/04 Commission v Italy', Public Procurement Law Review, 1 (2008) 1-7, p. 4 where it is contended
180

that:

'This case seems to confirm that, in order to fall within the Telaustria principles, there is no precondition that the services under the concession must serve a public interest, since the provision of
betting services does not appear to serve any such interest.
181
See Schindler, supra note 4, paras. 60-61 regarding the four grounds of which three were held to offer
possible reasons for justifying restrictions to the free movement of services and freedom of establishment, and
which "justify national authorities having a sufficient degree of latitude to determine what is required to protect
the players and, more generally, ... to maintain order in society...". Furthermore in Uitira where 'public interest'
is explicitly referred to in para. 37 as follows:
"Contrary to the arguments advanced by the appellants in the main proceedings, the fact that the games
in issue are not totally prohibited is not enough to show that the national legislation is not in reality
intended to achieve the public interest objectives at which it is purportedly aimed, which must be
"
considered as a whole.
182 Ibid, p. 480, with reference to Telaustria, supra note 165 and Case C-67/96 Albany International BV v
Stichting Bedrijfspensioenfonds Textielindustrie, [1999] ECR I-5751. See comments of Advocate General Bot in
Santa Casa de Misericdrdia in section 4.3.8.
183
Case C-260/04, Commission v. Italy, [2006] ECR I-7083.
184
Advocate General La Pergola, in liiara at para. 30 writes "Furthermore, even if the RAY were a monopoly in
the strict sense, it would not satisfy the two conditions necessary if the exceptions contemplated by Article 90(2)
are to apply, namely that (i) application of the rules of the Treaty regarding the free movement of goods obstruct
the performance, in law or in fact, of an obligation to realise profits to be transferred to the public purse, (59) and
"
(ii) the interests of the Community would not be jeopardised.
185
Neergaard, U., supra note 171, p. 393.
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Not only do the general principles apply to drawing attention to the availability of
public concessions, they also extend to the subsequent stages in the award of

a

concession.

Consequently the description of the subject matter of the contract at hand must be non-

discriminatory. The European Commission interprets this by advising against the use of
'specific make or source, or

a

particular process, or to trade marks, patents, types or a specific

origin or production' unless accompanied by 'the words 'or equivalent".

186

Another

consequence of the non-discriminatory' approach leads the Commission to advise that the
authorities

contracting

discrimination" such

"should

not

impose

as requirements that

conditions

causing

direct

or

indirect

"undertakings interested in the contract" must be

established in the same Member State as the contracting authority. This is highly
understandable, because to consider otherwise would arguably negate the value of the free

movement of services in the context of public concessions. A prime example of this is the
concession granted by Spanish authorities for maritime transport services across the Vigo
estuary which incorporated experience in providing such services within the Vigo as an award

criterion. 187 This selection criterion was found to be restrictive of Article 49 EC, as was the

duration of the concession; 20 years with the possibility of an additional
66

10 years as

found

liable to impede or even prohibit the provision of services by undertakings in other Member

States.

„i 88

as being

Excessively lengthy concessions have thus been recognised by the Court of Justice

restrictions to the free movement of services; should concessions be too lengthy then

there will be a lack of competitors for the subsequent licensing periods or subsequent
concessions.

189

These concerns are not remote from the gambling area and will be returned to

in Chapter 6 in the context of the United Kingdom's National Lottery.

Unfortunately the value of this interpretation from the point of view of private
operators is potentially diluted by the Commission's footnote that "the successful tenderer

may be required to establish certain business infrastructure at the place of performance if this

is justified by the specific performance of the contract.

fulfilment of

a

" 190

From

a

practical point of view, the

concession award may necessitate the construction to some degree of some

infrastructure with which the mandate can be fulfilled. Undoubtedly dependent upon the
circumstances of each concession, the necessary infrastructure combined with the fact that a
contract has been awarded by

a

Member State other than that of primary establishment, entail

186

Commission Interpretative Communication, supra note 169, p. 5
Case C-323/03, Commission v Spain [20061 ECR I-2161.
188
Ibid, paras. 44-45.
189
See comments on the UK National Lottery in 6.3.2.3.
190
Commission v Spain, supra note 187, p. 6.
187
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that the requisite degree of permanency will be reached by cross-border concessionaires so as
to become considered as established in the Member State where the contract is awarded and
executed?

Thus far the discussion has been centred upon the notion that all service concessions
are in a contractual form. Recalling the Directive, it states that

a

"'service concession' is a

contract", yet it cannot be ascertained with any certainty that all concessions awarded are
indeed contracts between the awarding authority and the undertaking in question. If a

concession is not awarded in the form of a contract then Directive 2004/18/EC is inapplicable

ipso facto. Given that such concessions cannot therefore be subsequently excluded from the

scope of the Directive in the same manner as contract-based services concessions, what are
the practical consequences of this? Should the award of such 'non-contractual concessions
receive the same treatment under Community law as 'contractual concessions' ? Arguably

service concessions which are licence-based should be treated in the same manner under

Community law

as

contract-based service concessions. To negate the application of

Community law to the award of such non-contractual concessions would foreclose a
substantial proportion of awards which are similar in nature to those already covered by the

principle of transparency and general principles of Community law. Any other conclusion
would amount to a considerable degree of incoherence; for there is no reason why the award

of a non-contractual licence governing market access should be treated differently to a
situation in which access based upon a contract would be subject to the application of such
principles.

Fortunately the Court of Justice has offered some clarification on this point in a case
concerning the renewal

of Italian sports-betting licences, which shows a willingness to equate

the granting of license-based concessions the with contract-based concessions. Six months

after the Court of Justice's ruling in the case of Placanica the judges were called upon to

consider the same factual circumstances arising out of the European Commission's
191
Ultimately the Court agreed with
infringement procedure against the Italian government.

the Commission's claim that by failing to invite any competing bids for the renewal of 329

licences for horse-race betting operations, Italy failed to satisfy its obligations under the EC

Treaty, in particular the "general principle of transparency and the publication requirement
„192
It can only be lamented that the Court too readily
resulting from Articles 43 and 49 EC.

accepted the Commission's position that although the licences did not fall within the scope of
191

192

Commission v. Italy, supra note 183.
Ibid., para. 1.
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the applicable rules for the award of public service contracts they nonetheless should have
193
been awarded in accordance with the Telaustria line of reasoning.
Indeed the Court

refers

to the fact that Italy did not attempt to refute this conclusion, referring to Placanica where it
was held that the failure to put to tender licences for horse racing betting operations in Italy
amounted to an infringement of Articles 43 and 49 EC.

194

Without any real discussion the

Court notes that the: "complete failure to invite competing bids... does not accord with

Articles 43 and 49 EC, and, in particular, infringes the general principle of transparency and

the obligation to ensure

a

sufficient degree of advertising. The renewal of 329 old licences

without a call for tenders precludes the opening up to competition of the licences and review

of the impartiality of the procurement procedures. „195
As noted by Brown, this constitutes an application of the procurement approach to a
licensing arrangement which "is even further removed from the straightforward contracts for
pecuniary interest that were originally targeted by the Procurement Directives themselves. „196

Domestic legislation had invested the Italian sports body UNIRE with the mandate to renew
these licences, which requires a high number

of licences granting market access to

in contrast to "a bilateral arrangement with

a single counter-party.

„197

be granted

This position of the

Court brings the award process for licences granting market access within the scope of the
case-law concerning public service concessions, with little regard for the fact that the Italian
licences in question were more a form of market access authorisation rather than a contractual

relationship. Following such an understanding it can be contended that the award procedure

for all forms of licence which grant gambling operators the right to access

a

national market

should comply with the general principles of Community law, as well as that of transparency,

regardless of the non-contractual nature of such licences. Through having equated the renewal

of 329 horse-race betting licences with public service concessions the Court of Justice appears
to have brought a whole swathe of licences within the Telaustria approach, which can only
serve the interest

of private operators wishing to extend into Member States in which they are

not established.

Any restrictions pertaining to who may tender for such licences have to be compatible
with the Treaty based exceptions to the free movement of services and the freedom of
establishment as found in Articles 45 and 46 of the EC Treaty, or on the basis of reasons of
193
194
195
196
197

Ibid., paras. 22-24.
Ibid., paras. 20.
Ibid., para. 25.
Brown, A., supra note 180, p. 3.
Ibid.
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198
overriding general interest; with specific reference to Gambelli and Placanica.

Consequently once a Member State decides that a number of licences are to be awarded to

supply gambling services to a specific national sector it has to be mindful that any restrictions
must be justifiable with the current understanding of the implications

of Gambelli and

Placanica. As witnessed in the discussion regarding contracting authorities awarding
contracts to legal entities which they wholly own and control, the public procurement rules do

not apply. Therefore, where an authority awards a concession to a wholly state-owned public

provider of gambling services it would appear not to have to open that procedure to tender in
199
However, should the awarding authority not be the sole shareholder of
light of Telaustria.
the intended recipient of monopolistic market access, under the public procurement approach

it would then have to open to tender the availability of such exclusive market access.

Although perhaps more of merely secondary importance it is interesting to note that on
the basis of taking cultural or social aspects into account the application of the public
procurement rules to audiovisual services in the field of broadcasting has been deemed

'inappropriate'. Consequently, public service contracts for such services are excluded from
the remit of the public procurement rules, whilst contracts for the "supply of technical

necessary for the production, co-production and broadcasting of such
200
As recognised by the Court in the
programmes" are not covered by this exemption.
equipment

Schindler decision social and cultural aspects are not absent from the regulation of gambling,
and although gambling as such does not fall within the remit of the Audiovisual Media

Services Directive it could be a line of argument that gambling services are analogous with

audiovisual media services and therefore should likewise be exempt from the application of
the public procurement rules. As discussed however, due to the nature of the award
access to gambling operators, such awards should not

the first instance. Nevertheless, general principles

including that of transparency;

of market

fall within the remit of the Directive in

of Community law still remain applicable

if gambling services are to be found comparable to audiovisual

media services such general principles of Community law will remain applicable. Arguably
such general principles remain applicable to the procurement

of services for audiovisual

media services themselves, since a recital to a Directive does not provide a basis to negate the

application of general principles of Community law. Whilst the nature of the award
mechanism for market access has been shown to fall outside the coordinated procurement
198

Commission v. italy, supra note 183, para. 26.
Depending upon the regulatory architecture, granting of such access could be a ministerial task rather than
one accorded to a specific independent gambling regulatory authority.
200
Directive 04/18/EC, supra note 156, recital 25.
199
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procedures, the sector being regulated through the various national award processes does not

qualify as a grounds to exclude the application of general principles of Community law even

if gambling does possess aspects of cultural or social significance in

a

manner equivalent of

'certain audiovisual media services in the field of broadcasting'.

Consequently it appears that the decision of the Court in Commission v. Italylo has
extended the application of Telaustria to the award

of gambling concessions. In

so doing the

duty of transparency in addition to general principles of Community law, including that of

non-discrimination, apply to concessions awarded by Member States in granting access to
national gambling markets, or certain sectors thereof. Should a Member State wish to avoid
opening the award procedure in such a manner it is then required to ensure that the

contracting entity is the only shareholder in the concession holding service provider.

Completely foreclosing national markets in such

a

manner thus presupposes that there is an

award procedure in the first instance, but it also illustrates how Community law offers

Member States

a means to starve operators

established in other Member States of the

opportunity of accessing their national market. As suggested by the consistent and systematic
test

of Gambelli this is not without consequences as to the margin within which such a

publicly-owned concession holder, in the broadest sense of the term imaginable, can operate.
Given that such markets are wholly foreclosed to market entry it is extremely important that
such state-owned operators act in manner commensurate with the objectives which give rise

to the restriction on cross-border supplies.

5.4.5

Canal Satilite Digital

In contrast to the discussion thus far which has concentrated upon the free movement of
services and the freedom of establishment, consideration will be turned to the case of Canal

Satilite Digital. 202 This case gave the ECJ the opportunity to consider, within the scope of
Article 28 EC, whether

a scheme

which required national authorisation to be granted prior to

the particular type of product in question being sold on the national market was compatible

with the free movement principles. An analysis of this case will lead to

a valuable mechanism

with which national approval schemes for gambling equipment, notably slot machines, can be
assessed regarding

compatibility with the internal market.

201

Supra note 183.
Case C-390/99 Canal Satklite Digital SL v Administracidn General del Estado, and Distribuidora de
Television Digital SA (DTS), decision of 22 January 2002, [2002] ECR I-607.
202
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In the context of the telecommunications field the Court noted that it is often difficult
to determine whether the free movement

of goods or that of services should take precedence

and that the 'two aspects are often intimately linked.' Therefore in Canal Sattlite Digital the
Court determined that both freedoms could be applied simultaneously.

203

In light of the

aforementioned approach of the Court in this field it will be argued that for slot machines the
two freedoms should be applied simultaneously when considering the ex ante type approval

requirements for slot machines.

In contrast to the situation pertaining to slot machines, the facts in Canal Satdlite

Digital arose within the context of secondary Community legislation which had the objective

of facilitating the development of digital television services across the internal market. In
implementing the Directive the Spanish legislation in question established a prior
authorisation system for undertakings wishing to market the equipment necessary for the
reception of digital television signals, i.e. a decoder. Technical specifications had to be

complied with in order to obtain approval from the Spanish authorities. Consequently, when
Canal Satilite Digital attempted to sell decoders lawfully manufactured and marketed in other

Member States, without prior authorisation in Spain, it was potentially subject to a substantial

administrative penalty and challenged the validity of the Spanish implementation of the

directive in question.
The manner in which the Court approach the compatibility of the Spanish regime with

Articles 28 EC and 49 EC is of interest to the slot machine debate, given that the approval
regimes that the Member States have in place prior to individual machine types being released
onto individual national markets can be equated with the prior authorisation scheme for
decoders in Spain. In Sacchi the Court

signals fell within the scope

of Justice considered that the transmission of television

of Article 49 EC, the materials used in the broadcasting and

reception of such signals fell within the scope of Article 28 EC, an approach extended to

digital decoders by Advocate General Stix-Hackl in Canal Satilite Digital. In detail the
Advocate General considered that "[i]n as far as decoders are thus products used for the

diffusion of television signals" they can be classified

as

falling under Article 28 EC and that

the marketing of decoders "in so far as they thus permit access to services, are to be covered

by Article 49 EC".204 The Court however was less specific in defining the individual roles of

Articles 28 EC and 49 EC merely noting that the prior authorisation procedure restricted
movement under both Articles 28 EC and 49 EC. Moreover, the prior authorisation procedure
203 Ibid., para. 32.
201

Opinion of Advocate General Stix-Hackl, delivered on

Sm

March 2001, paras. 38-39.
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did not constitute
question.

205

a

selling arrangement because it required the adaptation of the products in

Given the high degree of inter-relation between the two freedoms to the facts of

Canal Satulite Digital, the Court deemed that both could be applied thus setting aside the
principle of accessorium sequitur

as discussed

in Chapter 4. Both freedoms were then applied

concurrently by the Court, and some criticism has been voiced as to the failure of the Court to
explain the application of the individual freedoms. 206
The restrictive nature of type approval schemes for slot machines is similar to that of

the prior authorisation of the decoders at issue in Canal Satilite Digital. Machines lawfully
manufactured and marketed in one Member State cannot be supplied for use in another

Member State without the ex ante control of the importing Member State's type approval
scheme. Not only does this hinder the movement of the slot machine as a good it also hinders

the ability of

an undertaking to market the slot machine in the importing Member State in

addition to hindering the use of the machine; i.e. the provision of gambling services. Other
cases have reached the Court dealing

with prior approval systems which were similar in

nature to that in Canal Satilite Digital, and one such system was scrutinized in Commission v.

Ponugal. The Court formulated the following description of the restrictive measure:
6.

...the requirement of prior approval attesting to a product's fitness for a given use,

like refusal, in that context, to recognise the equivalence of certificates issued by
another Member State, restrict access to the market of the importing Member State and

must therefore be regarded as

a measure

having an effect equivalent to

a

quantitative

restriction on imports within the meaning of Article 28 EC...".207
Moreover, applying both Articles 28 EC and 49 EC simultaneously to the gambling sector
where appropriate would reflect the approach the Court has taken in combining an assessment
on the basis of the freedom of establishment with that of services in reviewing restrictions

applicable to the gambling sector. Furthermore, the supply of slot machines and slot machine
gambling services can be distinguished from the factual situation of Gourmet where the Court
examined the application of Articles 28 EC and 49 EC separately. Should provisions of

national law restrict trade in slot machines

as

goods this will also hinder the ability of

operators to provide slot machine based gambling services. Here, the service element does not

relate to the advertisement of the good in question, in contrast to the situation which arose in

205

206

Canal Satilite Digital, Supra note 202, paras. 29-30.
Pooschke, S., 'ECJ - Judgment on Canal Satdlite Digital', Legal Issues c,f Economic Integration,

29(2)

(2003),267-277, p. 270.
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C-432/02, Commission of the European Communities v Portuguese Republic, [20051 ECR I-9665, at
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Gourmet, therefore a combined application of the two freedoms reflects the fact that the good
and service aspects of slot machines are indistinguishable. Retaining an approach based solely

upon services where issues surrounding goods are at issue permits a legal distinction to hold

back the development of an internal market in gambling services.

Returning to the combined assessment of the compatibility of the Spanish measure

with Articles 28 EC and 49 EC, the Court of Justice readily found

an objective interest to

justify the prior authorisation measure in question, namely that of informing and protecting
consumers with such a ground being equally applicable to "users of products or services".208

Without doubt, in part the type approval processes for the importation of slot machines aim to
uphold consumer protection objectives through preventing games

which have the

characteristics of highly addictive games. In contrast to the gambling specific case-law of

Schindler et seq. the Court was quite specific in Canal Satelite Digital with regards to
providing guidance upon the proportionality of the restrictive measure. In this regard, four
elements should be considered, some of which have already been deemed applicable to the

gambling sector.

Firstly, the Court held that a system of prior administrative authorisation cannot
provide an opportunity for discretionary conduct on the part of national authorities which has
209
the potential to negate the effectiveness of the freedom of movement principles.

Consequently, should a Member State wish to implement an ex ante approval scheme for slot
machines it should 'be based on objective, non-discriminatory criteria which are known in

advance to the undertakings concerned' so as to prevent the arbitrary use of discretion by

national authorities.

210

Secondly, the Court noted that a measure cannot be maintained by the importing

Member State in as far as it duplicates controls implemented by the Member State where the
, 211

product was manufacturea.

Here, the Court marries the principle

of mutual recognition as

developed in Cassis de Dijon with the Webb approach in services to the prohibition on double
212
regulatory burdens in as far as an objective is safeguarded in the Member State of origin.

From the description below it will become evident that slot machines are subject to control in
the Member State

208

of manufacture and reflecting

the approach to online gambling services, the

Canal Satilite Digital, supra note 202, para. 34.

209 Ibid., para. 35.
210

Referring here to the earlier judgment of Case C-205/99, Associacidn Professional de Empresas Navieras de
Lineas Regulares (Analir) and Others v Administractidn General del Estado, of 20 February 2001, I20011 ECR
I-1271, at para. 38.
211
Canal Satdlite Digimt, supra note, at para. 36.
212
Ibid., paras. 37-38.
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validity of ex ante control in the importing Member State rests upon the extent to which a
particular interest is not safeguarded by the Member State where the machine is
manufactured.

Thirdly, the Court notes that ex ante control is only necessary where ex post control

will not

213
be effective in securing the regulatory objectives.
According to the Court this can

be determined by reference to whether possible non-compliance can be checked at the time
when operators seek to import the goods in question, and, the risks and dangers that would

result from finding defects following marketing and use by end-users. The first arm of this
requirement would seem to suggest that

if

national regulators were to be informed of the

importation of a slot machine, or type thereof, and if mere possession of such information
without the need to check the machinery itself would be sufficient for the purposes of 'prior

authorisation' then ex ante control would be sufficient. Thus,

a

Member State were to

determine which slot machine games it deems appropriate for its regulatory objectives,
operators could import such machines on the basis of

a

notification to the relevant authority.

Any subsequent in situ checks on the machinery could would then ensure that the objectives
are actually being met, but whether it is

unlikely that this would be deemed sufficient to

uphold the actual objectives of consumer protection. By the time of a in situ inspection,
consumers could have suffered in a manner which national laws seek to avoid.

As the fourth condition the Court notes that ex ante controls cannot deter operators

from following their business plans on the basis of the duration, cost or 'any ambiguity as to
, 214

the conditions to be fulfilled .

This points towards a need for transparency in procedures for

approving slot machines, and by definition to any other equipment used in the supply of

gambling related services. In general, gambling regulatory regimes tend to suffer from a

distinct lack of transparency, thus a move towards the approach developed in this case could
contribute to increasing the clarity of restrictive measures. Ultimately such transparency either
validate restrictive measures thus assisting in the confirmation of whether particular measures

are compatible with Community law, or in the alternative help undertakings and courts come
to the conclusion that in some respects national measures may not be compatible.

This use of the two freedoms resulting in
,215

approach

provides valuable guidance

a

'unified, or at lest closely approximated,

when determining

the compatibility of national

regulations which involve the movement of goods which are necessary for the provision of

213
214
215

Ibid., paras. 39-40.
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gambling services, where that good itself is directly used in the provision of the service in
question. Ex control of such goods must be based upon objective criterion which are

transparent and do not permit the arbitrary use of discretion by national authorities.
Concurrently, they should not duplicate controls in place in the Member State where the slot
machines are manufactured and marketed, and not deter operators due to time, costs and

ambiguity in terms of the conditions to be complied with. The necessity for such measures
rests also upon the ineffectiveness of ex post controls;

if gambling

machines are subject to

regular controls to ensure that they have not been tampered with then does this not provide
national authorities to ensure that other regulatory objectives are being met? So long as the

importation of

a

particular type of machine X from Member State A, where it is lawfully

manufactured and marketed, is notified to the authorities of Member State B it would become

less clear as to why a full-scale type approval of machine type X would be required before
entering the market of Member State B.

5.4.6 Exclusive Rights in Community Law
Reference has already been made in passing to Article 86 EC and it deserves some attention

before moving on to the final phase of this Chapter. As will be discussed, the grounds for

justifying exclusive rights call upon mandatory requirements developed within the field of
Article 49 EC, and henceforth the substance of any discussion under this article would revert
back to the free movement of services and possibly the freedom of establishment.

Article 86 EC has to two functions, firstly requiring Member States not to take
measures which favour particular undertakings, be they public bodies or private undertakings,

in a manner which breaches competition rules or discriminates on the basis of nationality,
contrary to Article 12 EC.216 Consequently Article 86(1) EC imposes Treaty obligations upon

Member States in relation to their use of bodies which are granted exclusive rights because of
the 'close relationship' with the authorities

of Member States that

217
such undertakings enjoy.

Since Community law does not prohibit public ownership of undertakings,

218

Article 86 is

limited to "the business conduct of publicly owned undertakings and the exercise of a

216

217

218

Article 86(1) EC reads:
"In the case of public undertakings and undertakings to which Member States grant special or exclusive
rights, Member States shall neither enact nor maintain in force any measure contrary to the rules
contained in this Treaty, in particular to those rules provided for in Article 12 and Articles 81 to 89.Blum, F. & Logue, A., State Monopolies Under EC Law (Chichester; John Wiley & Sons Inc, 1998), p. 7.
Article 295 EC reads:
'This Treaty shall in no way prejudice the rules in Member States governing the system of property
ownership.
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„ 219
privileged position in a market . Article 86(2) EC offers Member States a derogation from

the application of Treaty obligations to undertakings which provide services of general
economic interest or those which in functional terms amount to revenue producing

monopolies. To the extent that the performance of the tasks assigned to such undertakings

would be obstructed by the application of Treaty obligations, such activities can be protected

from the forces of the internal market. This derogation is delimited by the condition that trade
must not be affected in a manner contrary to the interests of the Community. 220 Attention will
be focussed upon Article 86(1) EC with regards to the exclusive rights which Member States

grant to gambling operators, rather than attempting to establish whether gambling could be
considered as a service of general economic interest.

221

Within the present context the term exclusive rights 'largely corresponds to what is
commonly known as a monopoly', and can encompass both de jure and de facto
monopolies.

222

Such rights are not only extended through legal provisions to public bodies,

such as Holland Casino in the Netherlands, but also to private undertakings like Camelot the

operator of the United Kingdom's National Lottery. It is not necessary for national legislation
creating and granting such a right to explicitly state that a monopoly position is created given
the functional approach taken by the ECJ in its case-law, an early case being La Crespelle. 223

This would allow any challenges on the basis of Article 86(1) EC to exclusivity in the

gambling sector not to become drawn into the semantics of legislative form. Furthermore, to

fall within the ambit of Article 86 EC exclusivity must derive from "a decision based on the
use

of discretionary powers by

that only

a single operator

a

public authority".224 Whilst the decision of

will provide

a

a

Member State

particular service is objectively justifiable, the

219 Von Quitzow, C.M., State Measures Distorting Free Competition in the EC (European Business Law &
Practice Series), (The Hague; Kluwer Law International, 2001), 9 89.
220
Article 86(2) EC reads:
"Undertakings entrusted with the operation of services of general economic interest or having the
character of a revenue-producing monopoly shall be subject to the rules contained in this Treaty, in
particular to the rules on competition, in so far as the application of such rules does not obstruct the
performance, in law or in fact, of the particular tasks assigned to them. The development of trade must
not be affected to such an extent as would be contrary to the interests of the Community."
221
Advocate General Bot in Santa Casa did not perceive there to be reason to consider whether the activities of
the Portuguese monopolist could amount to services of general economic interest. The Advocate General
considered that the proper basis for analysing the restrictive measures in question was the free movement of
services rather than discussing whether the application of the Treaty obligations upon Portugal would make it
impossible for Santa Casa to perform the tasks assigned to it, including presumably the prosecution of operators
with an illegal presence on the Portugese market. See paras. 219-223.
222
Buendia Sierra, J.L., Exclusive Rights and State Monopolies Under EC Law. Article 86 (Formerly Article 90)
of the EC Treaty (Oxford; Oxford University Press, 1999), p. 5.
223
Case C-323/93, Socittt Civile Agricole du Centre d'Ins6mination de la Crespelle v Coopirative d'Elevage et
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discretion the Member State used in entrusting

a

particular undertaking to carry out the

service brings the right into the realm of exclusive rights. Taking this approach to its logical

conclusion, if a single undertaking is entrusted with carrying out an activity on the basis of a
225
then it falls outside of
wholly objective, non-discriminatory and proportional criteria,

Article 86( 1) EC. The process by which such rights are designated to undertakings is of
considerable importance;

if

public authorities do not enjoy an element of discretion then

holders of the awarded rights will enjoy not exclusive rights.
Furthermore, and particularly given the facts prevailing in gambling case-law, it is

interesting to not the observation of Buendia Sierra that "generally Community law prohibits

the grant of regulatory powers to public undertakings which may be competing in the
26 Had the monopoly granted in Sanm Casa not been justified on the basis of

market" 2

combating crime and fraud, and the exclusion of other operators would be incompatible with

Community law, then the arrival of other undertakings on the Portuguese market would entail
that Santa Casa da Miseric6rdia would have to compete. Arguably it would then have to be

divested of its regulatory powers in as far as its ability to prosecute illegitimate operators
could be considered of the same nature

as

regulatory powers.

However, it is not the object of this section to enter into

an

analysis of the many

different facets of the case-law surrounding exclusive rights, attention will be focussed upon

the manner in which they affect the free movement of services and the freedom of
establishment, and how such rights maybe justified. Exclusive rights which restrict the crossborder movement of services must disadvantage undertakings established in other Member
States to sonne degree. Earlier case-law took the approach that an element of discrimination

was required. In Bond van Adverteerders Dutch legislation which granted a public body a

monopoly over advertising on some national television channels was found to favour
broadcasters established within the Netherlands over those from other Member States.227 The

ECJ considered that this amounts to what Buendia Sierra refers to as an exclusive right which
is 'substantively discriminatory

,228

because discrimination arose

owing to the fact the

prohibition of advertising established in Dutch law deprived broadcasters established outside

of the Netherlands to broadcast advertisements directed to Dutch residents. However,
operators established within the Netherlands were included in the broadcasting system and

225

Ibid., p. 26.

226 Ibid., p. 21.
227
Case C-352/85, Bond van Adverteerders and others v The Netherlands State, I 19881 ECR I-2085, para. 24.
228
Buendia Sierra, supra note 222, p. 225.
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thus were able to advertise.229 Discrimination against operators established in other Member
States also arises even if some undertakings established in the Member State which grants the

right in question are also excluded, according to Data Processing Systems.

230

Subsequently

the ECJ found in Mediawet I that:

"... it is not necessary for all undertakings in

a

Member State to be advantaged in

comparison with foreign undertakings. It is sufficient that the preferential system set
up should benefit a national provider of services.

„231

Consequently, the fact that there are potential operators excluded from certain exclusive
rights, but are themselves established within that state, does not provide the government with
a means to mitigate claims of discrimination, given that Article 49 EC encompasses covert

forms of discrimination. However, as has already been discussed in Sliger, the ECJ included
moved further away from the need for measures to be discriminatory by considering a

restriction on market access to be sufficient to restrict Article 49 EC. 232 This firmly ties
exclusive rights within the category of measures which can restrict the free movement of
services.

Such rights do not receive any exclusive treatment of their own in terms of finding
grounds upon which they can be justified. Exclusive rights which constitute to indistinctly

applicable restrictions can only be justified on the basis of the mandatory requirements, as the

ECJ proclaimed in Mediawet t.
66

... in order to establish whether a Member State may exclude the provision of certain

services from free competition, it is a matter of determining whether the restrictions on

the freedom to provide services thereby created can be justified on the grounds
relating to the general interest... . „233

In light of this decision Blum and Logue conclude that "a Member State cannot:
(1) shelter

a

national undertaking from competition from abroad unless there are

overwhelming reasons compatible with Community interest;
(2) seek to impose its rules on other Member States if this is to protect the revenue of

one of its undertakings. „234
These observations further the notion that whilst Member States are free to establish

monopolies in order to achieve gambling regulatory objectives, reliance on such exclusive
219 Bond van Adveneeders, supra note 227, para. 26.
230
Case C-3/88, Commission v Italy (Data Processing Systems), \ 19891 ECR 4035, para. 8.
231
Case C-353/89, Commission v the Netherlands, I 19911 ECR 1-4069. para. 25.
232

Sager, supra note
233

234

128, para.
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rights must be compatible with Article 49 EC case-law, including grounds for objective
justifications. Therefore, the competence of Member States to establish monopolies for the
provision of gambling services must be exercised within the margin of discretion set out

within the Schindler to Santa Casa case-law.

Turning attention exclusive rights and the freedom of establishment it has been noted
that

if discrimination is required for a measure to restrict Article 43 EC, then exclusive rights

would not fall foul of this

free

movement principle. From such a

perspective exclusive rights

235
exclude all operators, both national and non-national ones from accessing the market.

Nevertheless, Article 43 EC does not however offer exclusive rights a safe haven given the

parallelisms between the approach of the ECJ to discriminatory restrictive measures in
relation to services.

236

Furthermore, indistinctly applicable measures have been found to be

incompatible with Article 43 EC, such as a provision of

a

local (Parisian) bar association

legislation which forbade lawyers from having offices in more than area of the France. The
measure forced lawyers established in another Member State to close their 'home' office there

and have a single one in Paris. Yet French lawyers were also in the same situation, they were

only permitted one in Paris at the expense of maintaining another elsewhere.237 Consequently,

gambling operators established in one Member State have grounds to argue that an exclusive

right held by an operator in another Member State restricts their freedom of movement in a
manner incompatible with the EC Treaty. Both freedoms have been treated concurrently by

the ECJ in Gambelli and Placanica and thus it can safely be assumed that the reasoning
developed therein as to the justifiability of restrictive measures will also apply where the

freedom of establishment is restricted due to the existence of an exclusive right.
Ultimately, national governments remain competent to

238

reserve exclusive rights to

239
but where functions which are subject to
themselves or public bodies under their control,

the right could be

"fully

guaranteed through a system

of regulation,

the State is in principle

obliged, by virtue of Article 43, not to discriminate when granting exclusive rights, either

235

Buendia Sierra, supra note 222, p. 246-7. who at p. 248-9 notes how cases such as Data Processing Systems
and Mediawet I would be equally application to tackling exclusive rights under Article 43 EC.
236 Ibid, at p. 248-9 where the author notes how cases such as Data Processing Systems and Mediawet I would be
equally applicable to tackling exclusive rights under Article 43 EC.
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between public and private or national and foreign undertakings. „240 Is the provision of

gambling services such that they cannot be entrusted to a system of regulation but have to be
241
provided in an in-house manner? Failing the arrival of a co-ordinated political push on this

issue, the case-law of the ECJ reminds us that the Member States are competent to establish

their own regulatory objectives and standards, and the means to achieve them even in the
presence of less restrictive models of supply existing in other internal market jurisdictions.
Therefore, it would appear that for all intents and purposes the debate under Article 86(1) EC

is fed by the case-law flowing from restrictions to Articles 43 and 49 EC, which form the
bedrock of the analysis undertaken in this thesis.

5.5

Returnin2 to the GamblinE Case-Law

In light of the above tour, perhaps somewhat of
the free movement principles and the notion

a

whistle-stop tour, of the approach taken to

of concessions, it

is necessary to return to the

principal gambling judgements delivered by the Court of Justice. While seeking to avoid any

overlap with the description of the content of Chapter 3 is necessary to offer

a short

critique

of the approach the Court has taken to gambling in light of its generally applicable approach.
Combing this with the notion

as developed

earlier that some forms of gambling are on a

factual basis at least, more suited to regulation

as services

or cases arising under the freedom

of establishment will provide the requisite clarity with which the regulatory approaches of
France, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom can be analysed for their compatibility with

Community law. This is the principal aim of Chapter 6.

5.5.1

Schindler

An outright ban on nationwide lotteries constituted the restriction at issue in the first case to
arise before the Court

of Justice, which was found to

be

justified by consumer protection and

social order on the basis of the 'peculiar nature' of gambling. 242 However, the Court makes no

attempt to consider whether equivalent notions are upheld by the Germany, the Member State
where the lottery is established. Rather the peculiar nature of gambling is deemed an

appropriate basis upon which Member States are accorded their considerable margin of
240

Buendia Sierra, supra note 222, p. 374.
Perhaps the ability of the Santa Casa di Miseric6rdia to prosecute undertakings provides an example of where
roles could be split; with the operator maintaining its function of providing gambling services but being divested
of its law enforcement role.
242
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discretion in determining how gambling should be regulated. Consequently the Court pays no
regard for the proportionality test, in contrast to Advocate General Gulmann who stated that:
66

the decisive questions are thus in my view in any event whether the interest

of society

invoked by the States are so fundamental that in the are in question they can justify the
existing restrictions and whether the rules in question are objectively necessary in
order to achieve the objective pursued and are also reasonable in relation to that
objective".243

Whilst this can perhaps be considered as the flexible application of the proportionality test

which fits Jans' description of situations where, with Schindler as the example, "the entire
„244
review of necessity must be carried out at the national level.
Necessity overlooked by the

Court of Justice entails a lack of regard for any regulatory equivalence with German law, and
hence this decision is wholly contrary to the notion of mutual recognition of service

providers.

245

Nevertheless, and more significantly, it is the epitome of national regulatory

competence in this field; Member States are free to define whether or not a form of gambling

is to be supplied within their territory.

5.5.2 La-ard
Laara, criticised for missing the opportunity to apply the free movement of goods into the

world of gambling, maintained the considerable margin of discretion which Schin£tier
defined. Arguably, armed with the Dassonville approach centred on potential restrictions to
trade the Court

of Justice would have had a more forceful weapon with which the Finnish

restrictions in place would have been analysed. Finnish law granted the monopoly holder the

right to produce its own machines, to which it is only
potentially result in

a

a

'simple step to see that this could

„
restriction on the free movement of goods.

246

Had the Finnish

legislation been analysed under the Article 28 EC there would have been a greater chance of
the measure appearing disproportionate to the consumer protection objectives the Finnish
247

government sought to uphold.

Restricting the analysis to Sager, fhe path was open for the

Court to permit Member States to determine the appropriate level of protection in paragraph
35. Consequently, the proportionality test strictu sensu is ruled out in light of this exclusive

243

244

Schindler ibid., Opinion of Advocate General Gulmann, delivered on 16 December 1993.

Jans, supra note 148, p. 263.
See Spaventa who writes that "...both a ban on imports and a ban on the provision of services run against the
mutual recognition principle". Spaventa, E., 'From Gebhard to Carpenter: Towards a (Non-)economic European
constitution', (2004) 41 Common Market Law Review, 756, p. 761.
246
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competence accorded to the Finnish authorities.

248

Member States were thus permitted to

neglect any equivalence which may exist between the regulatory regime of the Member State

in gambling equipment is produced since "the mere fact that a Member State has opted for a
system of protection which differs from that adopted by another Member State cannot affect
„249
the assessment of the need for, and the proportionality of, the provision enacted that end.

Assessment

of national restrictions only has to consider the objectives of individual regulatory

regimes and the accompanying standard of protection. Notions of regulatory equivalence
between national regimes need not be considered, with Member States thus retaining a

considerable margin of discretion, one devoid of any notion of market integration with

maximum scope for national regulatory competence and minimal consideration given to the
rules regulating these so-called 'services' elsewhere.

250

Jans concludes that the laxity of the Court on the application of the proportionality

principle arises from the grounds behind the regulation of gambling which, he concludes "do
„251
not constitute policy areas in which the Community could take regulatory action.

Consequently, no regard had to be paid to the conditions which the British system established

for the manufacture of slot machines. Through concentrating on the competence of Member
States to exercise 'value judgments

,252

the wide margin

of discretion remained enjoyed by

Member States effectively remained frozen. This has lead to the conclusion that so long as
Member States can make non-economic aims acceptable in sensitive areas "the real or
paramount economic impact as a result of the restrictive legislation seems no longer
relevant.

„253

Given the variety of commercial transactions

as

described which prevail even in

sectors in which public-bodies supply gambling services, it seems that in many respects the

wool has been pulled over the Court's eyes.

5.5.3 Anomar
Chronologically, attention should now be turned to Zenatti but in line with the factual

underpinnings of that case, it is more appropriate to deal with Anomar which once again
concerned the movement of slot machines within the Community. Recalling earlier

discussion, the Court of Justice considered restrictions on the movement of slot machines
248

Jans, supra note 138, p. 250
laura, supra note 5, para. 35.
250
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251
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252
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under Article 49 EC rather than 28 EC which would have otherwise reduced the regulatory

margin of discretion enjoyed by the Member States. Essentially, Anomar continues the statecentric approach which typified Laard, and to a degree embellishes the notion that it is the

Member State which whilst free to decide the objectives of its policy, remains free "to
determine the means which they consider most suited to achieve them. „254

Schindler, La£ira and Anomar dealt with the movement of items which facilitated the

provision of gambling services, and arguably in Laara and Anomar the reliance on Article 49

EC was at its most tenuous. This reliance however sheltered the Court of Justice from the
more aggressive nature of review for compatibility under Article 28 EC, and thus permitted
an extremely generous understanding

of proportionality to

be enumerated. So generous in

fact, that the notion of whether the restrictions were necessary in light of regulatory
requirements in other Member States did not feature in the judgements.

Attention is now given to the three cases to have arisen from the Italian regulation of
sports-betting, which arguably illustrate that the free movement principles do have some bite

in restricting the regulatory competences of Member States in this field. Regarding the
arguably tenuous link that Uitirti and Anomar held with the free movement of services, the
extent to which the cases of Zenatti, Gambelli and Placanica can be regarded as applicable to

the movement of gambling equipment as opposed to gambling providers, customers or service

itself is debatable.

5.5 A

Zenatti

As described earlier this case involved the use of local intermediaries, established in Italy, to

provide an interface between a British licensed bookmaker and Italian residents. At this point

in time the Court of Justice only introduces a 'marginal assessment' of the Italian measures in
question.

255

Although it was not the first time that the Court of Justice referred to its decision

in Collectieve Antennevoorziening Gouda256 in a gambling case it is the first time that it can
257
be said the Court effectively brings the proportionality test to life in this field.
Having

254

Anomar, supra note 5, para. 87.
Straetmans, supra note 252, p. 1001.
256
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255

that:
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recognised the considerable margin of discretion enjoyed by the Member States it is for the

national court to verify the national legislation was "genuinely directed at realising the
objectives which are capable of justifying it and whether the restrictions which it imposes do
„258
Given that Italy had claimed that
not appear disproportionate in light of those objectives.

objective was to reduce the prevalence of gambling, then the national court was called upon to
assess whether the measure was suitable, and proportionate strictu sensu.

However the Court

did not guide the national court to consider whether the attainment of these objectives could
be ensured by the British legislation which the bookmaker was required to adhere to. If
concerns related to the dangers to individuals and society of excessive gambling, then the

Court of Justice could have directed the national court to consider provisions under British
law seeking to uphold responsible gambling. Admittedly however, the notion of responsible
gambling, and mechanisms within the provision of gambling to this end, were not prevalent

within the industry at the time of the decision. Ultimately, Zenatti even with a marginal
assessment, directs attention the suitability and the overall disproportionality of a national

measure. It does not impinge upon the competence of Member States to decide what the
objectives of their national regulatory system are, nor are they under a duty to consider

whether equivalent objectives are upheld in other Member States and therefore recognise that
operators already comply with equivalent regimes. Thus far, the notion

of avoiding

a double

regulatory burden developed in the case of Webb, does not afford operators any protection

within this field.

5.5.5 Gambelli
The net closes in on the competence enjoyed by Member States, and more particularly their

ability to remain immune from the regulatory endeavours of other jurisdictions within the
Internal Market. Change in this regard begins with the Court recalling that for restrictions to
the freedoms protected by Articles 43 and 49 EC to be justified, the conditions

of Kraus and

Gebhard must be respected. Whilst stopping short of deciding for the national court, guidance

is offered as to the 'issues' which must be taken into account in determining whether the
259
measures are suitable and necessary for the attainment of the given objectives.
Imperative

interests developed in Schindler, Iiiira, and Zenatti are recalled before crucially the Court
states that restrictive measures must be suitable "inasmuch as they must serve to

limit betting
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Zenatti, Supra note 6, para. 37.
Gambelli, supra note 6, para. 66, which of course must be reasons in the general interest and nondiscriminatory.
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activities in

a consistent and systematic manner.

„260

Using Italy's legislation as an example,

Member States cannot rely on the objective of reducing gambling opportunities to restrict
cross-border gambling services whilst permitting public-bodies to encourage expenditure on
state gambling products. Furthermore, and particularly important when combined with the

Commission

v.

Italy is that invitations to tender cannot discriminate against potential suppliers

established in other Member States.

261

And finally, the Court for the first time requires

national authorities to look beyond the national borders of their Member State and explicitly
consider the necessity of the any restrictive measure in question. Regarding the free

movement of services, in considering the necessity of measures to combat fraud, and arguably
other objectives in the general interest, attention has to be paid to the controls and penalties in
262
In relation to the
place in the Member State where the service provider is established.

freedom of establishment, discrimination against undertakings quoted on non-Italian stock
exchanges went beyond what was "necessary to check fraud".263

Absolute prohibitions can thus no longer be accepted merely on the basis that they
serve the general interest. Moreover, Member States have to recognise the regulatory efforts

of other Member States and determine whether they are equivalent to the objectives of
national legislation. Consequently, it will be important to show in Chapter 6 the extent to

which Member States can be considered to share equivalent objectives in regulating this
sector.

5.5.6

Placanica

Tile final instalment to date in the series of gambling cases can best be understood in

delimiting the regulatory competence of Member States in two dimensions. Firstly, by
reconfirming Gambelli with a view to recognising regulatory endeavours of other Member
States, and secondly by offering a preliminary attempt of what Member State may do once

they have restricted market access to providers established in other Member States.

In the first instance, where national regulatory objectives seek to genuinely diminish

the quantity of gambling opportunities available on the market, then they must do so in a
consistent and systematic manner, as per Gambelli However, since Italy had argued that it
sought to prevent the use

of gambling

and betting activities for criminal and fraudulent

activities, it would be possible to expand the offer in a controlled manner so as to channel
260

Ibid., para. 67.
Ibid., para. 70-71.
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Ibid., para. 73.
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Ibid., para. 74
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demand to regulated suppliers. Such

a

controlled expansion can include "the offer of an

extensive range of games, advertising on a certain scale and the use of new distribution
techniques.

„264

With a view to the second dimension, this can be seen

as

permitting Member

States, in cases where reducing gambling opportunities is not an objective, to increase the

offer of gambling from licence holders on the basis of eliminating crime and fraud from the
supply of gambling services. Dependent upon how the national gambling regulatory
objectives are phrased Member States indistinctly applicable restrictions do not prevent public

authorities from increasing gambling supply.

265

Exclusion from the tender procedures due to quotation on foreign stock-exchanges
received brief treatment, following the conclusion in Gambelli that it breached Articles 43 and

49 EC. However, the Court did not leave it to the national court this time to determine the

proportionality of the measure, but found itself that the share capital requirements amounted
to a "blanket exclusion [that] goes beyond what is necessary to achieve the objective of

preventing operators active in the betting and gaming sector from being involved in criminal

or fraudulent activities." Reference was then made to the Advocate General's suggestions to
other appropriate and equally effective mechanisms. 266

5.6

Conclusion

The primary objective of this Chapter was to place the gambling case-law of the ECJ into the

context of the more generally applicable case-law which has been developed regarding the
free movement of services, the freedom of establishment and also the free movement of
goods. Arguably this is broader and more complex than the relatively limited scope of the

gambling case-law.

With a more comprehensive understanding of the acquis communautaire the
restrictions which France, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom impose upon the
movement

of gambling services, gambling service providers and the equipment necessary to

provide gambling services can be appreciated within its proper internal market context. This

exercise will form one arm of Chapter 6 which will analyse the regulation of the following
sectors, on a sector-by-sector as opposed to Member State-by-Member State basis; casino

gambling and slot machines; lotteries, sports and horserace betting; and remote gambling. In
264

Placanica, supra note 6, para. 55.
It remains unclear however if a pre-determined numerous clausus on the number of available licences is
justifiable, due to a lack of information supplied to the Court of Justice. Gambelli, supra note 6, para. 48.
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Ibid., para. 62.
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forming part of this exercise in establishing the compatibility of restrictive measures attention

will

be focused upon the extent to which similarities may exist between the objectives of the

three national regulatory regimes. Ideall this

will undermine the inward looking nature of

national regulation and illustrate the potential for mutual recognition of equivalent regulatory
objectives.

However, to conclude the current Chapter attention should be drawn to a number of
interdependent observations. To begin with, the gambling specific case-law suggests that the
ECJ, has to date, taken a light touch in its approach to the restrictive measures enacted by the

Member States. Whilst the ECJ itself has alluded to cultural differences which may have an

influence upon gambling, as well as the significant contributions which this sector makes to
good causes, it cannot be denied that it has been rather lenient in assessing the national
measures which have come before it, for example, in the application of the proportionality

principle.

Although the gambling cases have been decided according to the free movement of
services, and in the latter three cases the freedom of establishment has been relied upon, the

Court appears to have applied the free movement principles with greater weight in the cases

which combined the application of the two freedoms. Ultimately, the justification of measures

falling under within the scope of Articles 43 EC and 49 EC is identical. In theory however,
greater significance should be placed on the regulatory regime in the home Member State of

the provider in the case of services. The host Member State should have more room to impose

its regulatory objectives on a provider who chooses to establish itself within its jurisdiction.
Access to such a market should not be subject to discrimination where there are concessions
available, as upheld by Gambelli and Placanica.

Recognition of equivalence between regulatory regimes appears to be rather limited in
the gambling case-law, and this is especially so in the cases

of Laard and Anomar where the

link with Article 49 EC was at its weakest. An approach based on the free movement of goods
would not have been difficult to justify, and would have significantly reduced the importing
Member State's ability to uphold restrictive measures. It is argued that following these two
cases the regulatory competence

the regulatory attempts

of Member States, in terms of their disretion to not recognise

of other Member

States, is overly generous. In a similar fashion, a

lenient approach has also been taken by the ECJ in the application of the more generally
applicable case-law concerning the freedom of establishment and the free movement of
services. Indeed, the Member States have been entrusted with a generous degree

of discretion
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when assessing the restrictiveness of restrictive measures in the light of the objectives of other

national regulatory regimes.

Ultimately, the lack of rigour in the ECJ's application of its more general acquis has in
effect done little to diminish the margin of discretion which Member States enjoy when
regulating gambling, as the ECJ has recognised since Schindler. Given the path taken by the
ECJ in recent cases concerning internet pharmacies in Doc Morris, and a ban on the use of

trailers designed for motorbikes in the Italian Motorcycle Trailers case, where considerable
deference was shown to (non-discriminatory) national decisions, a more critical approach is

unlikely to be on the horizon. In upholding the supremacy of the free movement principles the
ECJ is currently not averse to giving significant leeway to the exercise

of national-decision

making competence.
Such observations should not lead to the conclusion that the ECJ considers that

gambling activities deserve some sort of 'special treatment' or that they should be immune

from the full application of the free movement principles and other general principles of EC

Law. On the contrary, the ECJ is likely to be aware of the political controversies and
sensitivities regarding the regulation of gambling and the role that the European Union should
play. Thus, instead of considering that the approach of the ECJ is one of denying the EC

Treaty its full application in this field the Court can be considered as not steering the debate
too much prior to decisions being made by other Community institutions. If the ECJ were to

take advantage of its first-mover position it could seriously constrain the scope of subsequent

discussions with the other institutions. Consequently it proceeds with caution rather with an
air of activism.
However, the potential impact of the ECJ should not be written off. Whilst current
secondary legislation does not have considerable, if any, potential to affect the nature of the

regulation of gambling, a number of preliminary references are pending before the ECJ. Even

if the ECJ remains cautious the detailed nature of the questions put forward may well prevent
the Court from being able to answer in broad general statements. Against its will, the ECJ
may be cornered by national courts, and forced to shape the contours applicable to the

regulation of this sector in the internal market. Dependent upon overtly political decisions
within the European Commissions, some of the current Article 226 EC infringement
proceedings may be referred to the ECJ, and these could give a clearer indication of how to
balance national decision-making discretion and the supremacy of the free movement

principles.
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CHAPTER 6

COMPATIBILITY OF,

AND

COMMONALITIES

NATIONAL

BETWEEN,

APPROACHES TO REGULATING GAMBLING

6.1

Introduction

Following the adoption of by the European Parliament of

a

non-binding resolution on

integrity in online gambling the rapporteur of the accompanying report,' socialist Cristel
Schaldemose MEP noted that:

"We need to address all aspects of online gambling both at national and at European
level. The European Commission should have input. Without coherent standards in

Europe, it is the Court of Justice that lays down the law - but regulation should always
be done by the Parliament and Council."2
On the same day conservative Malcolm Harbour MEP claimed that:

"All stakeholders need to have an honest and open debate on gambling issues and
practices. Several member states continue to have their heads in the sand, failing to

recognise the realities of a very dynamic and economically successful gambling

market. Online gambling poses consumer protection challenges but these can be
„3
effectively regulated, without prohibition.

It is the objective of this Chapter to

assess the

compatibility of the British, Dutch and French

regulatory approaches to all forms of gambling with Community law as is currently
understood in an environment where the European Court of Justice is the only Community

institution to play a role in defining the topography of the environment from

a

Community

perspective. Whether the European Parliament and European Council should contribute the

regulatory landscape rests in part upon the principle of subsidiarity and to

only be assessed when

a greater

a

degree this can

understanding of the commonalities between national

regulatory regimes exists. Successful or otherwise, the 'European' gambling market bears

witness to a variety of regulatory approaches, some of which without reform do not permit
regulatory bodies to pay attention to regulatory initiatives in other Member States. Indeed,

they may be seen to bury their heads in the sand and hope that the current storm over this
sector passes.
' European Partiament Resolution of 10 March on the integrity of online gambling.200812215(IND.
2 Socialist Group in the European Parliament, EU warning over explosion of on-line gambling, 10 March 2009.
Malcolm Harbour MEP, Conservatives in the European Parliament, EU online gambling report: a missed
opportunity, 10 March 2009.
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Through bringing together the discussion of the previous Chapters, this Chapter has
two principal objectives;

firstly to illustrate that there is

a degree

of commonality between the

regulatory objectives of the three Member States and secondly to assess the compatibility of
the regulatory regimes with the Community law. It will be recalled that Chapter 2 provided a

detailed analysis of the regulatory set-up of the three national regimes applicable to casinos
and slot machines, lotteries, betting and remote gambling. The findings therein, and the

specific details relating to each Member State, form the 'national regulatory' content for

Chapter 6. This is to be combined with the status quo of Community law

as

established in

Chapter 4 as represented by the existing case-law and to a lesser extent, secondary legislation.

Moreover, the broader context in which the gambling specific case-law is located, as
described in Chapter 5 will be drawn upon so as to place this discussion firmly with the

Community law context. Through doing so the discussion seeks to avoid having to reach
conclusions on the basis of a relatively lenient application of Community, which could be
anticipated if discussion was limited to the gambling specific decisions of the ECJ.

Having provided an overview of the general regulatory objectives of France, the
Netherlands and the United Kingdom, the third part and central part of this Chapter will focus
upon a sector-by-sector review of possible restrictions on the free movement of goods,
services and the freedom of establishment, as appropriate with regards to the analysis made in

Chapters 3 and 4. Whether any particular restrictive measures can be justified will in part
depend on the regulatory requirements which the gambling service provider is subject to in its
home Member State; the extent to which the restricting Member State has to take this into

consideration will vary, the most significant difference being between cases where the
provider falls into the scope of Article 43 EC or Article 49 EC. Particular attention shall be
given to the regulation of sports-betting in the Netherlands. This is primarily because of a
number of domestic legal proceedings, two of which have resulted in preliminary references

being made to the ECJ, and the publication of the infringement proceeding of the European
Commission against the Netherlands relating to this sector. Although highly detailed this
performs many valuable functions. Firstly, it illustrates the variety of national regulatory
approaches and overall organisation, given that many of the arguments which arise would fall
under the heading of 'remote' or 'online' gambling in the case of France or the United

Kingdom. Secondly, and not unrelated to the first point, it will provide a further and yet

highly detailed illustration of the diversity between national regulatory approaches. Thirdly,
the publication of correspondence pursuant to the Article 226 EC procedure provides
numerous insights into the manner the European Commission perceives this sector and thus
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reasoning which it may seek to uphold in other cases. In general, and equally applicable to the

other Member States, the degree of the analysis to be found within this Chapter is dependent
to a considerable extent upon the depth of information available.

Conclusions as to the overall compatibility of the three regimes with Community law will
thus be drawn. Furthermore, this stage

will highlight

the importance

of understanding the

similarities between national regulatory objectives as well as the need for, and ability of, the
relevant regimes to take each other into consideration. This will provide a natural lead to the

fourth section which will consider the commonalities which exist between the national
objectives, before reaching some general conclusions as to how national gambling regulatory
regimes inter-relate with one another and inherent to their design fail to fully respect the

fundamental free movement principles.

6.2General ReiEulatory Obiectives: A Comparison

Understanding the general regulatory objectives of each Member State is essential for

contextualising the more detailed objectives and provisions of national law pertaining to the
market sectors to be reviewed. Moreover however it enables an understanding to be reached
as to the starting positions of the three Member States under

review. If the regulatory

objectives upon which each regime is founded are fundamentally different

as

between

Member States then it could be expected that no commonalities between the Member States

will subsequently surface.
As a preliminary comment there is no conformity in the manner in which France, the
Netherlands and the United Kingdom present the objectives of their regulatory regimes.

Whilst this is not necessarily to

be expected

it nevertheless contributes to the aura of

difference which pervades Community level discussion of this field. However, differences of
this sort should not overshadow discussions as to the substance of the regulatory regime thus

furthering the importance of gaining an understanding of the general objectives of the national
regimes in a comparative perspective.

An initial observation concerns whether

a

Member State has an overarching set of

objectives which although perhaps rather general in nature, underpin the regulation of all, or a

significant part of, the national market. In this regard, France appears to have the most
piecemeal approach lacking a statement of general objectives reflecting the absence of a

single piece of primary legislation upon which the national regime is founded upon, which

does not deny that there

are common themes threaded through the regulatory regime.
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Contrasting most starkly to this approach is that of the United Kingdom which establishes

core objectives for the regulatory regime in primary piece of gambling legislation; the
Gambling Act 2005. Falling between these two approaches is that of the Netherlands which in
contrast to the French approach avoids a wholly piecemeal approach through relying upon the

Wet op de Kansspelen 1964 as the pfunary foundation for contemporary gambling regulation.

However, in contrast to the United Kingdom this does not specifically

refer to a set of

objectives. Although the Wet embodies the kanalisatie approach there is an absence of

objectives which guide the application of this approach. Rather, the objectives only become
apparent through the policy

of current governments, and consequently attention must be paid

to parliamentary debates as well as the spirit in which the law is developed and enforced:

The Dutch Minister for Justice recently reconfirmed the primary principles which

govern the regulation of gambling in the Netherlands in a letter to the lower chamber of the

national parliament, the Tweede Kamer.5 Gambling is regulated with an eye towards two
principal themes, first social policy and consumer protection and secondly combating fraud
and the protection

of public order. According to the Dutch government gambling is not a

normal economic market because financial gain to be had by operators is disproportionate to

the amount of effort required to achieve that gain.6 Consequently the regulatory regime is
designed to combat criminality and illegality which includes illegal gambling offers, money

laundering and fraud. Secondly, under the 'consumer protection' heading are measures
intended to protect the general public from the negative effects of gambling, including those

to prevent gambling addiction. As discussed in Chapter 2, the Dutch system seeks to ensure
that these objectives are met through the so-called kanalisatie approach whereby all forms of

gambling are prohibited unless an exception provides others. The supply of permitted forms

of are channelled through the licensing regime, thus channelling demand into a safe, regulated
environment. The provision of gambling services pursuant to a particular exception is upon
the basis of a licence, all other gambling supplied in the Netherlands is thus illegal.
These general objectives are not dissimilar to those expressed by the French regulatory

regime which seeks to impose a general prohibition on all forms of gambling unless subject to
a specific

exemption subsequent to which supply has to be upon the basis of a French licence.

4 For example: Derde voortgangsrapportage kansspelbeleid, Kamerstukken

//, 2004/05,24 557 nr. 47.
Legislative amendments reflect contemporary concerns regarding the supply of gambling, for example the Lntto
was introduced as a means to compete with German based sports-betting which was causing capital to flow out
of the Netherlands, section 3.4.2.2.b.
Ministerie van Justitie, Projectbureau Kansspelen, Zesde voortgangsrapportage kansspelen (5583398/09/DSP),
27 January 2009.
6 Ibid, P. 6.
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Lacking

a

specific statement of objectives the French regime is primarily concerned with

eradicating the involvement of crime in the supply of gambling and avoiding the negative
social consequences which arise from unregulated gambling markets. Greater detail is

obtained in relation to the operations of the Frangaise des Jeux whose regulatory framework
seeks to ensure the integrity, security,

reliability and transparency of gambling operations;

canalise demand into a publicly controlled circuit to eliminate crime, fraud and money

laundering; and to limit consumption to prevent dependence. Furthermore, the Frangaise des
Jeux bears witness to attempts to impose regulatory oversight to further objectives of

responsible gambling with the introduction of 'COJER'.7

Unlike the Netherlands the institutions involved in the French actual regulation of
gambling avoid reference to whether the sector is one to which market forces should apply or
be tamed. Given the extent to which the state supplies large swathes of the market

it would

seem that in common with the Netherlands economic forces do not predominate.
Consequently the approach of both the Netherlands and France is in stark contrast to that held

by the United Kingdom. A free market approach is favoured by the British government as
evidenced during the reform process that lead to the enactment of the Gambling Act 2005,8 a
process which included the removal of the requirement for unmet demand to be shown in

order to for an applicant to receive

a

gambling licence: Allowing market forces to operate to

an extent far greater than France or the Netherlands does not imply that the market is
unregulated and free from objectives. To the contrary, the Gambling Act 2005 lists three

primary objectives of the regime created by the Act. All forms of gambling regulated pursuant
to this Act should not be a source of crime or disorder, be associated with or support crime;

whilst they should

be offered in an open and fair way;

whilst children and other vulnerable

persons should be protected from harm or exploitation.

I

0

In broad terms these objectives,

which are further enumerated by the applicable conditions and codes of practice to which
holders of operating licences are bound, relate to the same concerns held by the Dutch and
French authorities. Namely gambling must be free from all forms of crime however defined
and this relates to public order concerns, and consumer protection concerns are met by the

requirement that gambling is conducted in an open and fair manner whilst the vulnerable are
protected from exploitation and harm.

7 Comiti consultative pour la mise en oeuvre de lia politique d' encadrement des jeux et du jeu responsible.
8 See Department for Culture, Media & Sport, The Future Regulation Of Remote Gambling A DCMS Position
Paper, April 2003.

9 Section 75 Gambling Act 2005.
10

Section 1 Gambling Act 2005.
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Differentiating the British approach from the other two regimes in terms of the
organisation of national lotteries is the specific objective, as established in the National
Lottery Act 1993, for the National Lottery Commission to maximise revenue generation for

good causes, to the extent that this congruent with the other regulatory objectives. Similar

objectives do not feature in such an explicit manner in the regulation of the FDJ or
Staatsloterij in France and the Netherlands respectively.
On the whole however, when the fundamental objectives of the three regimes are

distilled to such

a

level in essence they appear remarkably similar. The subsequent assessment

of restrictions with the free movement principles will reveal whether commonalities exist in
the national approaches taken regarding significant market sectors. Transparency can be

anticipated as reflecting an important tension in this debate; given the licensing regime upon

which the British system is founded the regulatory authorities have to be extremely specific

and clear as to the requirements for obtaining

a

licence, and the conditions which licence

holders must comply with. " Such requirements which are highly transparent for operators
and non-operators alike, which is in considerable contrast to the more opaque regulatory

styles used by the Dutch and French authorities. Caution must be exercised in comparing the
three regimes, for it could easily be assumed that given the publicly available highly specific

rules of the British regulations the other two systems may appear more generalist in certain
areas. Such opaqueness however is a

reflection of the regulatory system the Member States

have chosen to adopt, or at the very least not reform in favour of a more open and transparent
process.

If gambling is provided by state-owned bodies with regulatory competence

fragmented between different ministries then there is less (internal) incentive to regulate in a
transparent manner; perhaps similar conditions apply to the state-owned operators of France
and the Netherlands as do to those licensed in the United Kingdom. However there are no

external means to verify the internal functioning of the relevant bodies.

Arguably any such opacity is perfectly acceptable; if licences are not available because of
the model of gambling supply chosen and this results in a justifiable restriction on the free
movement principles, then there will be no potential new market entrant. Therefore, the need

for transparency is not so considerable. Concurrently however, where
seeks to operate in a cloak

a

regulatory regime

of non-transparency behind the wall erected by

measure, the current case-law of the Court

a

restrictive

of Justice in effect requires that this veil be

For example the general Licence Conditions and Codes of Practice of October 2008 issued by the Gambling
Commission to which all operators have to adhere, in addition to those applicable to the specific form of
operating licence which they have obtained. See Section 3.5.2.4.d.
11
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pierced. Gauging such compliance is complicated by regulatory opaqueness and instead,

somewhat by default, has to concentrate upon the market behaviour of the state-owned

suppliers, upon the assumption that this reflects government-sanctioned interpretation of the

regulatory objectives and requirements. Whilst this second aspect has been implicit in the
earlier chapters it will become increasingly evident when considering the compatibility of the

regulatory regimes with the internal market. In other words it could be anticipated that there is

an inherent lack of accuracy in the degree to which commonalities can be ascertained as
between the sectoral objectives of the national regimes. However, this should not prevent an

analysis

of whether the three regimes

are liable to unjustifiably restrict free movement. To the

extent that national regimes should recognise seemingly equivalent regulatory requirements of

other Member States there may some difficulties in establishing the exact detail to which

objectives are defined and the standard to which the relevant national authorities seek to
uphold them.

Regardless of the conclusions that this Chapter

will allow to

be drawn concerning the

compatibility of national regulatory regimes with Community law and commonalities
between national objectives, the lack of transparency in the regulation of this sector will
become highly evident. Even

if national markets are

not opened up to cross-border gambling

provision, national regulatory regimes will inevitably come under greater scrutiny

as

various

interested parties remain unconvinced as to their compliance with Community law. Given the

national interests at stake in this industry opaque regulation and regulatory techniques will not
satisfy the fervour of those who consider that they are unjustly excluded from particular

national markets; it could well become in the Member States' self-interest to increase

regulatory transparency so as to maintain the status quo of closed markets. Indeed, the Dutch

Minister of Justice has made

a

statement to this effect. During parliamentary debate it was

recognised that greater transparency in the manner which semi-permanent licences are
awarded would make it easier for the government to show that the Dutch regulatory regime is
12
Thus, not only does awarding market access in a
in conformity with Community law.

transparent manner serve to uphold the rights of operators established within the internal

market, it furnishes national regulators with the means to readily show that they are

complying with the requirements of Community law.
12

Verslag algemeen overleg op 19 maart 2009, Kamerstukken 11, 2008/09,24557, nr. 97, in which it is stated on
page 28 that:
'Niet dat wij twijfelen aan de juistheid van het standpunt dat wij in reactie op de Europese Commissie
hebben ingenomen, maar het is wei zo dat als de procedure transparant is, als wij deze dus goed kunnen
uitleggen, wij sterker staan.
9,
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Sectoral Restrictive Measures and Their Justification

6.3

Recalling the discussion of the case-law of the Court of Justice regarding the free movement

principles it is important to reaffirm what is understood by the term 'restrictive measures'. In

of Dassonville

the case

the Court held that rules which were capable

of 'hindering directly or

indirectly, actually or potentially, intra-Community trade' were equivalent in their effect to
quantitative restrictions.

I

3

Whilst this case dealt with measures restricting the free movement

of goods, the Court of Justice has preferred to rely upon the free movement of services and

the freedom of establishment to analyse measures restricting the movement of gambling
services and gambling providers. Under the auspices of Articles 49 and 43 EC respectively,

the Court of Justice has taken a similar approach to measures which restrict the cross-border
movement of (gambling) services and (gambling) service providers. Importantly however
neither of these Treaty articles refers to quantitative restrictions or measures having similar
effects.

Quantitative restrictions on gambling services are found in various formats ranging

from

a

limit on the number of licences, providing

a

numerus clausus for the total national

quantity of a particular type of gambling venue or imposing requirements on the nature of the
gambling venue. An example for this latter category would be regulations defining the
number of slot machines which can be found in gaming arcades and the size of the floor area
which a particular category of casino can utilise for gambling tables. Such measures seek to
restrict the supply of gambling available within a particular jurisdiction, and to an extent such
requirements have the potential to restrict the intra-Community supply of gambling services.

Should a Member State limit the total number of casinos within its jurisdiction to ten, then

even within the most open of regulatory regimes, only ten casino operators could at most
establish themselves within that particular Member State. Whilst the internal market requisite

dimension of such a claim could at best be rather tenuous it nevertheless indicates the breadth

of measures which have the potential to restrict the quantity of gambling services provided.
Justification of such measures provides another dimension to the debate, which will be
witnessed when considering the compatibility of the British, Dutch and French regulatory
regimes.

Only on one occasion has the Court of Justice hinted at the legality of an upper limit
on the number of gambling licences which were available in a particular jurisdiction; in the

I

3

Case 8/74, Procurer de Roi v Dassonville, I 1974] ECR 837, para. 5.
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case of Placanica the Italian

provisions

under

scrutiny

provided

for

1000

sports-betting

licences. The Court considered that such an upper limit in and of itself could not justify
14
restrictions to the free movement of services and the freedom of establishment. Arguably

national governments cannot hide behind any rhetoric to the effect that

a

particular potential

provider cannot expect to enter the market because the maximum number of permitted
licences has been awarded. On the contrary the restriction to intra-Community trade which

this implies should be judged in light of the free movement case-law.
Discussion will centre on restrictive measures which restrict intra-Community
movement

of gambling services

and gambling providers on the basis

of qualitative aspects.

Undoubtedly the number of licences available will impact upon number of undertakings

which can access a national market, particularly in situations where provision relies upon the
freedom of establishment. The extent to which a numerous casus amounts to a restriction on
free movement will be discussed but attention will be focused upon the organisation of

competition for such licences. Therefore, this section will concentrate not so much upon the
number of licences available but rather how access to the market is granted.

6.3.1

Casino Gambling & Slot Machines

This section will firstly concentrate on the provision of casino venue-based gambling
opportunities, and secondly the provision of slot machine gambling

as

permitted in France,

the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. Primarily emphasis will be given to business to
consumer transactions, however this particular sector provides interesting examples of
business to business relationships which are fundamental to both the industry and ultimately

to the attainment

of national regulatory objectives.

Attention will be paid initially to the casino sector and will take the following
approach; for each Member State the possibility for new market entrants will be ascertained

with a view to establishing whether any restrictions are justifiable on the basis of objective
reasons in the general interest. Where it is found that a restrictive measure prevents market

entry by non-national entrants then attention will be paid to whether the execution of national

policy complies with Gambelli and Placanica, in addition to more general case-law. The

of compatibility will rest upon whether supply of casino gambling, as currently
permitted, is more likely to be encapsulated by the freedom of establishment or the freedom to
assessment

provide services.
I4

Cases C-338104, C-359104 and C-360/04 Criminal proceedings against Placanica, Palazzese and Sorricchio,

[20071 ECR I-1891, para. 51.
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6.3.1.1

Casinos

Within this sector the free market approach of the United Kingdom contrasts with the state
provision of gambling provision of casino gambling services within the Netherlands;
positioned somewhere in the middle of these two poles is the French approach to regulating
casino gambling. Commencing with the two greatest contrasting regimes, the United

Kingdom and the Netherlands, an analysis of the British and Dutch regimes will be given
before turning to that of France.

6.3.1.1.a

Casino gambling - United Kingdom

All casino operators of casinos in Great Britain have to obtain

a casino

operating licence, a

premises licence and personal licences have to be held by those in key management positions.

The Gambling Act 2005 paved the way for eight large casinos, eight small casinos and one
, 15

large regional case which became the ill-fated 'supercasino .

Upon the advice of the Casino Advisory Panel the local authorities which were chosen
16
to host the sixteen large and small casinos were codified in secondary legislation. Operators

of these new casinos have entered the market under the regulatory regime of the 2005 Act,

whilst there are approximately 140 casinos in operation, which gained authorisation under the
Gaming Act 1968.17 Consequently there are only 16 licences available under the 2005 regime,

with each specified licensing authority only being permitted to have one licence in effect at
anyone time.18 For the time being, entry to the British market can only be achieved by

obtaining

a

premise licence for one of the new locations, or obtaining a '1968' casino licence

from an existing operator.

To secure entry to the market for a '2005' casino, the operating licence will have to be
obtained from the Gambling Commission and the premises licence from a licensing authority

which is empowered to grant a single licence of this sort. This may mean that some

15 s. 175(1),(2) & (3).
'6 Sl. 200811327, The Gambling (Geographical Distribution of Large and Small Casino Premises Licences)
Order 2008. Regulation 2(1) provides that the large casino premises licences may be issued by Great Yarmouth
Borough Council, Kingston upon Hull City Council, Leeds City Council, Middlesbrough Borough Council,
Milton Keynes Borough Council, Newham London Borough Council, Solihull Metropolitan Borough Council,
and Southampton City Council. Regulation 3( 1) enables the following authorities to issue a single premise
licence to; Bath and North East Somerset District Council, East Lindsey District Council, Luton Borough
Council, Scarborough Borough Council, Swansea City and County Council, Torbay Borough Council, Wigtown
Divisional Licensing Board in the area of Dumfries and Galloway Council, and Wolverhampton City Council.
17
Find media report describing how there was a flurry of applications before the implementation of the 2005
Act.
18 S.I. 2008/1327, ibid., Regulations 2(2) and (3)(2).
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authorities have multiple applications, and those which are in such a position are permitted to
consider which applications will benefit their area the greatest, although it is not clear as to
19
which criteria authorities are permitted to consider. Local licensing authorities do not have

the competence to decide against awarding a licence to a company which is not established

within the United Kingdom in light of the fact that the right of application for

a premise

licence is vested in those who hold an operating licence, awarded by the Gambling

Commission.

20

However, not only is holding an operating licence

a

prerequisite for being

granted a premise licence but the applicant also has to have the right to occupy the premises

in question.

21

Consequently, once an undertaking has satisfied the Gambling Commission that it
should be awarded a casino operating licence, and is eligible to enter the British market it will
have to prove to the licensing authority that it has the right to occupy premises in which it will

offer its casino gambling environment. This requirement is indistinctly applicable, a
requirement which bears down upon national as well

as

non-national applicants but it is

debatable whether it will have a greater impact upon operators based in other Member States.

For a non-domestic undertaking which is seeking to gain its first bricks and mortar venue

within United Kingdom, this offers
necessarily face to the same

a challenge

which British based operators would not

degree. Domestic applicants

a premise whereas those based overseas are less

may

already have the right to occupy

likely but this depends wholly upon the facts

of an individual case. In light of the fact that the casinos are only permitted in sixteen specific
locations which are principally small towns or cities, it could be anticipated that a fair

proportion of the overall number of applicants are not from that locality. An operator based in
London would be in the same situation regarding the acquiring the right to occupy a premise

in Kingston upon Hull

as

would the holder of an operating licence which lacks any form of

establishment within the United Kingdom, other than a correspondence address. The

requirements of this aspect of the licensing system do not discriminate de jure against those
operators based outside of the United Kingdom, and most probably neither in the de facto
sense. However this depends to some extent on the comparator, using the

Hull example a

local operator may have a better chance of securing the right to occupy the premise than the

London based operator. The London based operator could therefore be in an equally
w s. 5(3)(a) of the Schedule 9 Applications for Casino Premises Licences, to the Gambling Act 2005. This is on
the basis that the authority considers the application on the basis of section 175 of the Act, as opposed to section
163 which permits only rejection or granting of an application.

20

See para. 7.42, of the Gambling Commission's Revised Guidance to Licensing Authorities, OM Edition,

October 2008).
21

Ibid.
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disadvantageous position vis-a-vis the Hull based operator as the overseas operating licence

holder. Obtaining information as to appropriate properties however is not insurmountable,
thus whilst the Gambling Commission' s decision regarding the operating licence represents

the de jure aspect of market access, once granted, it is up to the operator to overcome the

market realities.

An integral part of awarding concessions in compliance with Community law is the
principle of transparency, requiring that a sufficient degree of advertising is provided for
when there is a sufficient degree of connection between the service provision opportunity

provided for by the licence with the internal market.22 The granting of a premise licence to an
undertaking which holds an operating licence could readily be considered to amount to a
concession under Community law. Firstly, the local licensing authority provides the

undertaking with the right to exploit the single casino venue within their locality, no payments

are directed from the authority to the undertaking. Secondly, the local licensing authority is
not the beneficiary of the service; arguably the (direct) beneficiaries are the residents of, and

visitors to the town where the casino is located. Thirdly the measure must be in the public
interest; this could be argued upon a number of different levels and reference could be made

to the socio-economic literature on the costs and benefits of gambling, and casinos in

particular. Given that individual authorities took the decision to enter into the selection
process overseen by the Casino Advisory Panel those authorities made the subjective analysis
that the casino would be in the (local) public's interest. Arguably, upon this basis, the local

authorities are under a duty to provide for sufficient advertising to enable any potential
tenderer within the Community to apply for a premise licence. This, as highlighted, depends

on whether the licence has sufficient connection with the internal market. Earlier, it was
observed in Chapter 4 that many gambling markets, as the European Commission found in the

Tiercd Ladbroke case are state-centric. However, the United Kingdom market allows
undertakings established within other Member States to apply for British operating licences;

this suggests that the British regulatory regime is less inward looking than other regimes.
Should the requirements and modus operandi of the operatic licence regime be deemed to be

Community law compliant, then it would seem that local licensing authorities are duty bound
to advertise in appropriate media the availability of a large or small casino to avoid breaching

the principle of transparency, and thus of the free movement principles.

22

Case C-324198, Telaustria Verlags GmbH and Telefonadress GmbH v. Telekom Austria AG, U0001 ECR I

10745.
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Chapter

3

briefly referred to some of the conditions with which operators of casinos

are bound to apply, including those found in the generic Licence Conditions and Codes of
Practice of October 2008, as well as the types of games permitted within British casinos and

the rules of such games. Operators who are active in other European Union markets may seek

to argue that the British rules regarding the offering of a particular table game differ from
those in the Member State where they are headquartered.

of the freedom to provide gambling services, or

Could this amount to a restriction

the freedom

of establishment in connection

with providing gambling services? Leaving aside the magnitude, or otherwise, such a
difference in rules may have on intra-Community trade in gambling services, answering such
a question requires

consideration of the services versus establishment debate. As previously

noted the point at which the cross-border provision of a service changes from one of services

falling under Article 49 EC one of establishment under Article 43 EC is

an extremely tenuous

23

one. Secondly, the infrastructure which the service provider equips himself with in the
Member State where the service is being provided constitutes another criterion to decipher
whether an undertaking is merely providing services or has become established.

Recalling the nature of the operating licence scheme, these are available for the

provision of remote and non-remote gambling services. A casino venue, located within one of
the local licensing authorities requires the applicant to have the right to exploit a premise. The

premise forms a substantial part of the infrastructure which the operator will use in the

provision of casino games, which is likely to amount to 'establishment' in terms of Gebhard
and Schnitzer. Whilst the latter case refers to the fact that no abstract test defines the duration

required for the frequency of the provision of
establishment,

24

a

a

service to become a question of

casino which is open on a continuous basis, offering an extremely frequent

level of service provision is likely to meet this requirement. Moreover the Gambling

Commission requires all licensed operators to show to the public that they are licensed by the

Gambling Commission.25 This can be equated to the provider holding itself "out from an
established professional base to, amongst others, nationals" of the host Member State.26 A
permanent, regularly used venue from which the operator provides licensed gambling services

arguably amounts to a case of establishment. It would appear that this can be achieved

without the need to register

23

See Section 5.2.

24

See Section 5.3.2.a.
See Section 3.5.2.4.

25
26

a

subsidiary undertaking within the United Kingdom, but on the

Case C-55/94, Reinhard Gebhard v Consigtio dell'Ordine delgi Avvocati e Procuratori di Milano, \ 1995] ER

1-4165.
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basis of a UK correspondence address and checks and balances taking place between the
Gambling Commission and the authorities of the Member State in which the company is
established.
27
are these capable of
Returning the rules of casino games in British casinos;

amounting to measures which will fall foul of Article 43 EC? It is difficult to comprehend a

situation whereby the range of games, and the rules applicable thereto, could amount to

of establishment. Indeed, the
liable to have this effect are those which regulate the access of undertakings to

measures liable to hinder of make less attractive the freedom

rules which are

the British market, and given that non-remote casinos fall under the scope of the freedom of

establishment this permits the regulatory regime greater regulatory scope than would

otherwise be the case if the situation was to fall within the services heading. Rules relating to

how games should be played in British casinos are designed to uphold the three objectives of
the gambling regulation regime, in particular that which requires gambling to be played in an

open and fair manner. 28 Through having accessed the British market on the basis of obtaining
the necessary licences, operators are then subject to the exercise of the margin

of discretion

which regulatory authorities enjoy under Community law; specifying detailed rules of how as
to how roulette is played forms an integral part of this scope. If the equipment necessary for

providing casino games was explicitly or implicitly prohibited from Great Britain, whilst

lawfully produced and marketed in other jurisdictions,

a

situation comparable to that in the

Italian Trailers case would arise. Under Article 28 EC the burden would rest with the
Gambling Commission to show that the prohibition of the use of certain equipment was
necessary to uphold the regulatory objectives Gambling Act 2005. However, to date the ECJ
has only considered such rules in relation to Article 49 EC due to the

final use thereof, i.e. the

29
provision of gambling to the general public. These issues will be explored in further detail

with reference to the regulation of slot machines.

6.3.1.1.b

Casino gambling - the Netherlands

The regulatory regime in place in the Netherlands seeks to channel all demand for casino type

gambling through the services provided by Holland Casino. Ever since the first casino opened
27

Gambling Commission, Rules of casino games in Great Britain, July 2008
Ibid, at para. 1.11.
29
See Case C-124197, Markku Juhani Iliard, Cotswold Microsystems Ltd and Oy Transatiantic Software Ltd v
Kihlakunnansyyttaya (Jyvaskyla) and Suomen valtio (Finnish State), t19991 ECR I-6067 and the later case of
Case C-36/02 Omega Spielhallen- und Automatenaufstellungs-GmbH v Oberburgermeisterin der Burtdesstadt
Bonn, [2004] ECR I-9609 concerning the importation of equipment for a laserdome in Germany, as referred to in
section 5.3.1.
28
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its doors in 1974, only
services,

a single legal person has been vested the

power to provide gambling

namely Nationale Stichting tot Exlpoitatie van Casinospelen in Nederland. Indeed,

the government does not perceive any forthcoming changes to the unlimited licence which
has been awarded to this body.30 In reference to the intent to increase the transparency in the

licensing award procedure of those sectors supplied on the basis of temporary licences, it was

made clear that the indefinite nature of Holland Casino's licence was connected to its high
degree of solidarity with the State and would not be subject to such changes.

31

Consequently, the Dutch casino market remains foreclosed to operators based in other

Member States; the Wet op de Kansspelen requires that all gambling operators have a licence
and the one and only licence for casinos in the Netherlands was awarded to the undertaking

behind the Holland Casino brand for an indefinite period of time, and the government is not

prepared to review this. Returning to Laura, Member States remain competent to determine

the organization of their national markets and consequently, where

a

Member State

determines that the provision of a particular form of gambling will be subject to a national

monopoly, then this cannot be undermined by different means of offering that form of
gambling in other Member States. Private operators cannot point to the existence of the
preponderance of privately owned undertakings offering licensed casino gambling within

Belgium and the United Kingdom to argue that the Dutch regime is contrary to Community
law.
The Dutch casino scenario has been reviewed by the Raad van Smte in the context of a

challenge to the lack of licenses permitting access to the Dutch market by

a French casino

operator, in Compagnie Financi&re Rugionale.32 During this appeal launched by the Dutch

state against the ruling of the rechtbank of Breda, the Raad van State found that restricting the

provision of casino gambling to Holland Casino was compatible with Articles 43 EC and 49
EC. This reasoning will be referred to in the critique of the current Dutch regime.

Firstly however a few remarks deserve to be made concerning the facts from which the
case arose. Compagnie Financiere Rdgionale (hereinafter 'CFR'), a company established

under French law had a subsidiary in Bergen op Zoom, and sought a licence upon the basis of

which it would offer activities which would be to

a

considerable extent of the same nature as

The Minister of Justice reaffirmed this position in December 2008, see Brief minister over enkele
voorgenomen aanpassingen van het kansspelbeleid en de gevolgen daarvan voor het wetsvoorstel, Kamerstukken
//, 2008/09, 24557, nr. 93.
3I
Ibid., where at p. 7 the Minister of Justice states:
"De aan Holland Casino en de Staatsloterij verleende vergunningen hebben een onbepaalde
geldigheidsduur. Dit hangt samen met de nauwe verbondenheid tussen deze organisaties en de Staat."
32
RvS 14 maart 2007, Minister van Justite en Holland Casino/Compagnie Financi2re Rigionale B.V., UN
BA0670.
30
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those offered by Holland Casino. Consequently the proposed activities would conflict with

the monopoly position enjoyed by Holland Casino.33 The court of first instance, Rechtbank
Breda found that restricting the provision of casino services to one operator on the basis of the
Wet op de Kansspelen amounted to a restriction of Article 49 EC, and could not be justified in

light of the case-law of the Court of Justice.
Interestingly, the notion that offering casino games is

an economic

activity is not a

point upon which the parties disagree. 34 Article 49 EC only applies to activities which can be
defined as economic in nature, and in other instances the Dutch government has vehemently

adhered to the notion that gambling cannot be considered as an economic activity. It is

unclear as to why it was not argued in this particular case since such reasoning would have
taken the entire debate outside of the application of the free movement principles. The Raad
van State appears to pay very little attention to the nature of the restriction merely noting that

Articles 43 EC and 49 EC are in fact restricted.
Does the restriction of the ability to provide casino services to one undertaking amount

to an indistinctly applicable restriction? In other words, does it distinguish between

undertakings established within the Netherlands and those established elsewhere within the

internal market? The essence of the measure is similar to the complete ban on large scale

lotteries in the United Kingdom which was in place at the time the events which gave rise to
the Schindler case. The British ban prevented potential lottery operators from providing
nationwide lotteries whether they were established in the United Kingdom, or in Germany as
in the case of the Schindler brothers. Similarly, the decision to restrict the provision of casino
services to a single undertaking prevents potential operators both within the Netherlands and

from further afield from offering such services. All undertakings are denied market access,
regardless of their place of establishment. Interestingly the Raad van State points to the fact

that Article 27h of the Wet op de Kansspelen does not denote that the holder of the single

licence has to be of Dutch nationality nor that it has to
Netherlands.

35

be established

within the

Moreover the State argues that it remains possible that the licence, although of

seemingly unlimited duration, could be withdrawn from Holland Casino and granted to
36

another undertaking established within or beyond the Netherlands. In this strictly legal
regard the Dutch casino market appears to keep the door slightly open for a non-domestic

33 Ibid., para. 2.1.
34 Ibid., para. 2.6.
35 Ibid., para. 2.6.1.
36 Ibid., para. 2.6.2.3.
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operator to the same extent that it does for

a

37

potential domestic operator. It thus appears that

the basis of the supply of casino gambling does not discriminate on the basis of nationality
and possible grounds

for objective justifications can

be considered. Essentially these

justifications, and their compatibility with Community law, uphold the current casino
gambling regime in the Netherlands. If it can be found that the creation of Holland Casino as
a

monopoly player cannot be objectively justified, then the creation of

a

monopolist without

any prior competition would be contrary to Community law. Note, it is not the reliance upon a

monopolist per

se

which is the root of the problem; if the legal basis upon which Holland

Casino operates had been tendered, and operators from within and outside the Netherlands
had been given the opportunity to bid for this licence, then arguably this debate would not

have arisen. Given that the Dutch authorities granted market access to a state-owned body the
process by which this was done is less transparent, from a Community perspective, than

would have been the case had access been awarded to a private undertaking. Nevertheless, the

lack of

a

competitive procedure should trigger a stringent application of the gambling case-

law, in particular Gambelli and Placanica to ensure that the total foreclosure of the Dutch

market to operators established elsewhere with the internal market does not give rise to
practices by Holland Casino which are inconsistent with the regulatory objectives upon which
it is based.

There is a reasonable degree of doubt however as to whether taking such an approach

is in fact the right approach under Community law. Chapter 6, and indeed the debate relating
to the United Kingdom licensing process concluded that the cross-border movement of a

provider to provide casino services would fall within the scope of Article 43 EC. Could this
scenario therefore be considered wholly within the scope of Article 43 EC and thereby

exclude the application of Article 49 EC which is after all a residual freedom?

Considering this in detail it will be recalled that Zenatti, Gambelli and Placanica
involved the use of locally based data transmission centres to supply sports-betting services

from a bookmaker established and regulated within the United Kingdom. Ruling in Gambelli
the Court of Justice noted that the restriction to the freedom to provide services arose because
domestic legislation sought to prevent internet based gambling services reaching Italian
residents when supplied in a cross-border context. In this regard the service was moving
across the national border.

Article 43 EC was hindered by the indistinctly applicable

37

For both categories this is at the behest of the political process. Since both categories of operator would
receive no guarantee as to the outcome of the political legislative process non-national potential providers are no
more disadvantaged than national would-be providers.
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restriction which applied to the tender process,

a

restriction which in practice hindered

undertakings which were not quoted on an Italian stock exchange. In the case at hand, the

operation of the single casino licence in the Netherlands does not involve the cross-border
movement of the gambling service. At present the holder of the licence under Article 27h can

only offer venue based casino gambling and as far as can reasonably be established there are
no requirements applicable to any theoretical non-Dutch applicant that

would not be

applicable to any theoretical Dutch applicant. Can Article 27h and the venue-based nature of
the services which

it gives rise to lead to result that the Dutch situation can clearly be

distinguished from those applicable in the Italian trilogy?

Any conclusion in this direction would lead to the separation of services and
establishment in a manner which the Court of Justice has not suggested in the gambling case-

law, and it would be surprising if the freedom which Holland Casino enjoys would fall
beyond the scrutiny of Community law based upon a distinction which the Court of Justice

does not make itself. Consequently, the need to consider the restrictions that the Wet op de
Kansspelen imposes upon would be casino service providers in the Netherlands requires

analysis under Article 49 EC. Once again, recalling Ldlird the model of gambling supply

which a Member State deems suitable for securing its objectives cannot be challenged as
such, but assuming that there has been no Community law compliant tendering procedure for

the single casino licence, then such reasoning and resulting justifications would apply equally

to this aspect

of establishment; i.e. defending the decision not to operate

a concession

competition to uphold regulatory objectives.
Placanica has split the notion that a reduction in the supply of gambling services
needs to be based upon the twin aims

of consumer protection and eradicating criminality from

the supply of gambling services. On the contrary, the eradication of crime from an illegal
market may be reason for expanding the provision of gambling services or a specific form of
gambling. The objectives of the Dutch gambling regime, and as they apply to the casino

sector, are certainly broader than the Italian ones which came to light in Placanica. TMs
restricts the analysis of the restriction to the provision

of gambling services in the Netherlands

to the earlier Gambelli ruling since consumer protection measures are of relevance. Whilst it

is true that part of the Dutch gambling policy is to eradicate the illegal provision of gambling
services, it has to be borne in mind that this is only one aspect

of national gambling policy.

Therefore the regulatory regime cannot justify a policy based upon expansion of the casino
sector, either in terms

of

venues or means

of communication. Following the consistent and

systematic requirement of Gambelli any restriction of the free movement

of services and the
396

freedom of establishment must ultimately be consistent and systematic with national policy
objectives.
General policy objectives within the Netherlands relate to combating crime as well as

consumer protection and maintaining public order through sheltering society from the
negative effects of gambling, including those associated with excessive gambling. Referring

to the case of CFR, the Minster of Justice and Holland Casino argued that only allowing one
operator was necessary for avoiding excessive gambling, and the consequent negative

externalities, which would arise

if there

38
were multiple players on the national market. As

true as this may or may not be, it is not of relevance in arguments concerning the lack of
competition for the market. The legitimacy of Holland Casino should not be challenged on the
notion that there should be multiple casino operators, for the decision to have

a

single

operator remains within the margin of discretion enjoyed by the Dutch government. Rather,

attention should be focused on the manner in which market access is granted.

Until this occurs, the regulation of Holland Casino should be compliant with the
requirements of Gambelli; but the practical application of this is unclear. Due to a lack of

transparency it is more or less impossible to establish the consumer protection measures
which the law requires Holland Casino to uphold to as to prevent gambling addiction. Indeed,
national governments remain competent to establish the standards to which objectives should

be upheld. So long

as

Holland Casino maintains some means of preventing players gambling

to excess, it remains within the margin

of discretion for

the Member State to determine how

effective these must be. Without real transparency it is difficult to determine whether Holland
Casino's efforts are based on its own initiatives or internal Ministerial requirements, but
equally as long as Holland Casino works towards the regulatory objectives, to what extent is it

relevant that it does so of its own accord or under influence of the regulatory body, i.e. the

Minster of Justice?
The Dutch regulatory system only allows for one market player on the casino market,

it therefore is of limited significance if that operator has one of the most highly effective
gambling addiction prevention schemes within the industry from an international perspective,
or one of the most lax. Holland Casino' s standard is the practical application of the Dutch

government's understanding of necessary level of protection. The fact that there is a

monopoly simply excludes comparisons with the effectiveness of regimes in place in other
Member States. Claims of this particular nature, where competition is foreclosed in an

38

Ibid., para. 2.6.2.1.
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indistinctly applicable manner, falls beyond the ability of Article 49 EC to act as a
springboard for challenging exclusion from the market.

Similarly, part of CFR's case relied upon the increasing advertising budget of Holland
Casino and the increase in visitor numbers to existing venues in an attempt to show that the

implementation of policy was inconsistent with the objectives which the Dutch authorities
sought to secure. Does the consistent and systematic application of consumer protection
measures require that gambling opportunities are not advertised? Can advertising by Holland

Casino of the gambling opportunities it offers be taken that the implementation of national

policy is inconsistent, thus contrary to Gambelli? That depends upon whether the advertising
seeks to stimulate demand or direct current existing levels of demand away from illegal
gambling circuits towards legitimate Holland Casino venues. If

a

Member State takes a

39

variety of measures to target and eradicate illegal casinos then as part of the measures
needed to ensure that substitution takes place from illegal to legal casinos the population must
be kept informed of the legitimate offer. To the extent that increases in visitors arise in such a

way it cannot be argued that national casino policy is failing to be consistent and systematic.

This indicates the importance of taking an overall view of national policy objectives where
they seek to uphold both consumer protection and a reduction in crime. As recent questions in

the Tweede Kamer demonstrate, the government appreciates that Holland Casino has to
concentrate on the provision of an environment in which gambling opportunities are offered

which offer means by which excessive gambling

as avoided, thereby

excluding the possibility

that Holland Casino should expand and evolve so as to become more broadly attractive

entertainment venues would breach the consistency requirements with a view to increasing

visitor numbers.
The basis

of Holland Casino' s current existence

would seem to be inconsistent with

the regulatory aims of Dutch policy, if for example attention was only focused on one aim,
such as the eradication of crime in practice, whilst consumer protection is included in the

black letter of the law. Gambelli's impact on the Member States' margin of discretion would
surely come into effect if the government proposed that an additional ten casinos were to be

built on the basis of starving demand of illegal casinos, if they were found to exist. The notion

of keeping overall demand in check would have to
only

a manifest

be dropped

from current policy. Arguably

breach of the consistency requirement would be apparent to those outside of

the regulatory regime, due the opaque nature of the regime. If such a breach
39

of Gambelli was

Spapens, T., Joker. De aanpak van illegale casino's in Nederland (The Hague; Boom Juridische uitgevers,

2008).
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found to exist, the provision of casino services would thereby fall foul of Article 43 and 49

EC, under the assumption that the two freedoms are considered concurrently. In light of

political realities would the Dutch government then withdraw the authorization given to
Holland Casino thus amending the breach of Community law and keep the casino monopoly?

Or would an transparent non-discriminatory competition be held to find the next casino
monopolist; as the government suggested in the CFR case, such an operator could be
established anywhere within the internal market. Alternatively, it appears feasible for the

government to amend the objectives of casino regulation, sidelining the requirement that

gambling is not encouraged, and therefore become Gambelli compatible. This would fail to
provide the opportunity for a new monopolist whilst possibly complying with Community law

- but it would represent

an opportunity to

rectify the lack of

a

Community compliance

concessions award procedure.

6.3.1.1.c

Casino gambling - France

The provision of casino-based gambling services in France is entrusted to private operators

within the framework of a highly rigorous regulatory system overseen by
rigorous system of supervision and enforcement.

40

a

seemingly equally

Until domestic legislation is amended

casino operators are only permitted to supply services in bricks-and-mortar venues with

domestic law currently not providing for any avenue for the legal provision of online casino

gambling. Casinos are the only type of venue in which slot machines are permitted, which

allows for an ideal distinction to be made for the purposes of the analysis of the compatibility

of the French casino regime with Community law. An assessment of the compatibility of the
supply of gambling services in casinos will fall within the scope of Article 43 EC whilst the
supply of slot machines will in accordance with the approach taken in Iliara fall under the
scope

of Article 49 EC but also, it is argued under the free movement of goods.

A preliminary remark should be made regarding current operators on the French
casino market; all of the principal operators are domestic operators principally established in
France. While French operators are responsible for the provision

of casino gambling in

Belgium and challenge the validity of the state-backed monopolist in the Netherlands, their
home turf does not appear to attract the attention of operators established in other Member
States. However, a

review of the legislation responsible for the regulation of this sector does

not appear to contain any provisions which would overtly restrict the freedom of non-French

40

See Section 3.3.2.2.c.
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casino operators from establishing a subsidiary in France in order to obtain the necessary

operating authorisation from the Ministry of the Interior,

Recalling the lack of

a

numerus clausus provision applicable to the regulation of this

sector, casinos are only permitted in resorts which are at a distance of 100 kilometres from
Paris.41

According to one estimate

a

total of 350 local communes currently fit this criterion,

and yet there are only 190 casinos in operation.42 In addition to such resorts, the Chaban

amendment of 1988 provides the possibility of casinos to be established in cities with a

population of at least 500,000, an amendment which has not induced any considerable change
43
to the national casino landscape.
On paper it would appear that there is a wealth of

opportunities for casino operators established throughout the internal market to enter the
French casino sector, and yet there is no evidence of this taking place. Part of the problem

may rest with the lack of transparency which has been described in Chapter 2 relating to the

functioning of the Commission supirieure des Jeux which advises the Ministry of the Interior
on whether

a

casino authorisation should be awarded. Even domestic operators are critical of

the lack of transparency which characterises the decision making process within the CSJ,
which could be construed

as de facto

discrimination against operators based outside of France

on the basis of a lack of objectivity as noted by Canal Satilite Digital. In other words there is
no open transparent mechanism by which operators within the internal market can ascertain

whether a particular commune is seeking, in conjunction with the centralised authority of the

Ministry of the Interior and the CSJ, to offer the opportunity for

an operator to provide casino

gambling services within a particular locality.

Another symptom of the lack of transparency is the difficulty in ascertaining whether
the licences upon which existing casinos operate can be considered as services concessions

for the purposes of applying the duty of transparency developed in the Telaustria case. Casino
operators derive their profits, after having made the necessary tax deductions towards central

and local government, in a similar fashion to the car park operator in Parking Brixen. Whilst
this may be indicative of a service concession, other issues raise doubts in this regard. In the

Italian sports-betting saga, the Court of Justice equated licences, which the Italian authorities
had not put out to tender prior to award, with services concessions in the case of Commission
v. Italy. The facts of this Italian situation bore witness to a situation in which the provision of

gambling in question had previously been provided by the public authorities themselves.
41

Loi du \5 juin 1907 riglementation les jeux dans les casinos des stations batndaires thermates et climatiques.
Borgel, A., Les Jeux d'Argent et le Droit, These pour le Doctoral de Droit, Universite de Droit, d'Economie et
des Sciences d'Aix-Marseille III, Aix-en-Provence, le 30 janvier 2004.
43
Article 57 of the loi n° 88-13 du 5 janvier 1988 d'amilioration de la dtcentralisation (now repealed)
42
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From the information available the provision of casino-based gambling services in France has
never been entrusted to a body constituted under public law or a nationalised undertaking, in
contrast to other sectors in which the Community has been active in seeking liberalisation and

privatisation measures, such

as telecommunications.44

Therefore the award of a casino

operating licence within France does not reflect the idea of a private undertaking executing a

function of the state but rather one of the state regulating the access of private undertakings to
the national market, albeit a national market characterised by numerous local monopolies.

Undertakings enjoying monopolies granted by the state are not sheltered from the
reach

of competition law however, since the ECJ

has established that competition law applies

to undertakings which have been granted a monopoly by the state to perform a particular task.

Whereas the monopolies considered by the Court in the cases of British Telecom and H®ier
were national in nature, it is worth considering whether the application of the case-law under

Article 86(1) EC could be of value to

assess the local monopolies enjoyed

by casino

undertakings, i.e. monopolies which correlate with the commune where individual casinos are
established. Communes appear to have a single casino, which provides the operator with a

local monopoly; however the importance of such

a

monopoly should not be overestimated. In

geographical terms the area of the commune, and thus the monopoly,

will

amount to a small

proportion of the national territory. The smallness of the geographical scope of such
monopolies can be expected to be exaggerated in areas of France where there is a
concentration of communes permitted to play host to casino developments. Nevertheless

within the local commune the operator will hold

a

dominant position,45 and if it could be

shown that the legal requirements of the applicable regulatory regime entail that it is
inevitable for the operator to abuse that position of dominance, then this could open grounds
to challenge the monopolist in

a

particular locality. However, it is unlikely that

a

single casino

operation in one commune would satisfy the necessary conditions to trigger the application of

Article 82 EC. First and foremost,

a

single commune would not amount to substantial part of

the common market in contrast to a monopoly with national coverage. 46 Secondly it is
44 Case 41/83, Italy v. European Commission, \ 1985] ECR 873, concerned the application of Community
competition law to British Telecom which at the time of the material facts had not been privatised; the ECJ
reached the conclusion the grant of a statutory monopoly did not provide a shield from the application of

competition law. Subsequently in Case C-41/90, Klaus Holner and Fritz Elser v. Macrotron GmbH, \199\ ]ECR
1-1979, the ECJ clarified that competition law applies to all undertakings which perform an economic activity
regardless of their legal status to the extent that the application of competition law remains compatible with the
execution of public interest objectives attributed by the state to the undertaking in question.
45
Case 311/84, CBEM,I 19771 ECR 3261. established that legal monopolies are capable of holding a dominant
in accordance with Article 82 EC.
sition
Case 322/81, NV Nederlandsche Banden Industrie Michelin v European Commission, \19831 ECR 3461, para.
28.
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unlikely that abuse of the dominant position in

a

single commune would be capable of

affecting trade between Member States, although if the casino in question was of a large-scale
and near an international border then this could alter this finding.47 Leaving these issues
momentarily to one side, the nature of the abusive conduct of the dominant operator needs to
be ascertained, and in this regard the case of HOfner is valuable; abuse was found on the basis

of the monopolist being unable to

meet demand.

If prospective operators were able to show

that a local casino monopoly holder was unable to satisfy demand arising within a particular
48
commune this could be ground to challenge the position of the said operator. However, the

results of such an exercise would be unclear; it is conceivable that the rules applicable to the

existing operator would be amended or the licence simply put out to 'tender' with the
subsequent operator chosen according to the prevailing opaque rules and processes.

Ultimately this approach based upon Article 86 EC does very little to challenge the
lack of transparency characterising the regulatory regime applicable to casinos and the related
licence award process. Preferably the duty of transparency developed in relation to the award

of services concessions would

be transposed to situations such as this. Such a development

would counter the status quo which is marred by an overall lack of transparency as to when
and where market access opportunities are available, and the criterion upon which access is

granted. Thereby restricting the ability of undertakings established elsewhere within the

internal market from becoming aware of market access opportunities and subsequently
exercising the freedom of establishment and potentially operating casinos within France.

49

The range of services offered within casinos has increased over recent years, with new

forms of table games being permitted in 2006, the possibility to offer electronic games and the
prevalence of slot machines. This does not suggest that the government has embarked upon a
programme to limit the quantity of gambling supplied. However, the geographical spread of
casino venues along 'corridors' reflecting the location of resorts, particularly those near

borders with other European Union and EEA members suggests that casinos form an integral

part of servicing and stimulating the tourist sector. Moreover, local communes are able to
abstract considerable benefits in terms

of such revenue in kind would not

of amenities from casino operators, and the provision

be threatened by the

Ministry of the Interior licensing an

47

Ibid.. para. 104.
Although the evidentiary burden is somewhat unclear: first and foremost how would it be shown that the
casino in commune A does not satisfy demand. Would this require a prospective operator to show that
holidaymakers staying within the boundaries of Commune A were travelling to nearby casinos in nearby
communes. Furthermore, how would the prospective operator prove that this was due to a lack of supply rather
than the casinos of Communes B and C satisfying the preferences of the consumers in question?
49
Arguably, application of the Services Directive (in its current form) could potentially have the same result.
48
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undertaking which was a subsidiary of an undertaking established elsewhere.5' In any case it

could not justify the restrictive nature of the lack of transparency. The so-called cahier des
charges arguably forms part of conditions attached to a particular undertaking accessing the

French market, with such charges varying from commune to commune. A lack of

centralisation and uniformity indicates a need to negotiate with individual localities, a
burdensome task which as far as individual localities are concerned would apply equally to an

operator located in Paris compared to one with its seat in Prague.

Materials discussed in Chapter 2 suggests that casino operators in France are subject to

a relatively rigorous system of spot-checks and controls by the Renseignements Gintraux,
which suggests that France has
casino gambling.

a

highly developed system for upholding the integrity of

Authorising further casinos would increase the workload of the

Renseignements Gdndraux but France appears to have a mechanism in place for preventing
the widespread infiltration

of crime in

the sector. Naturally, the presence of an operator in a

small French town, even if its seat is in another Member State would allow France to exercise

jurisdiction over the subsidiary in this context; questions surrounding the enforcement of
criminal law and the eradication of crime in the gambling sector are incomparable to those
which exist in the free movement of services cases where 'gaps' may arise in the interaction

of two regulatory regimes. The establishment of

a casino

in another Member State does not

entail such a danger for the Member State where the service is to be located.

6.3.1.1.d

Conclusions

Whereas all three Member States restrict the number of casino venues within their

jurisdiction, with the Netherlands being the strictest in this sense, access to the market varies
considerably. Again, the Netherlands is 'strict' in the sense that the market is wholly

foreclosed to any undertaking in terms of becoming an operator to compete with Holland
Casino on the market whilst denying potential operators the chance to compete for the market.

The model in the United Kingdom is more restrictive than France in terms of the volume of
potential casino venues but appears to be more accessible in terms of the transparency of
licensing requirements. A lack of transparency prevails in France and the Netherlands making
an assessment

of compatibility with

the free movement principles

difficult. This is

particularly the case of the Netherlands where the extent to which the activities of Holland

50

Indeed, see the discussion in Section 3.3.2.6.b that communes are increasingly demanding on casinos in terms
and sports related benefits they seek to acquire.

of the cultural
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Casino represent a consistent and systematic embodiment of national regulatory objectives are

difficult to determine.

6.3.1.2 Slot machines

Having appreciated in Schindler that the economic or intrinsic value of the lottery tickets in

question did not arise from the small piece of paper itself but the right it represented to
participate in a lottery draw the Court of Justice determined that the facts of the case fell

within the scope of Article 49 EC. In the two subsequent cases of Laard and Anomar the two
Advocate Generals were of the opinion that the slot machines in question were goods,

restrictions on the movement of which were to be assessed under Article 28 EC and the

rejection of this approach by the Court was subsequently criticised by Advocate General
Alber in Gambelli. 51 The reasoning of the Court it will be recalled to consider the movement

of slot machines

as

falling within the scope of Article 49 EC was particularly unconvincing,

lamenting in Iliara that there was insufficient information to consider the case under goods,
52

but sufficient for an assessment under the services heading. Subsequently in Anomar,
although the Court appeared to appreciate that the operation of slot machines may be
separable from their manufacture, importation and distribution the

free

movement of

services

, 53

prevailed, reflecting the purpose for which the machines are importea.

Each of the three Member States has devised a regulatory regime to control the supply

of slot machine gambling services within their jurisdiction. The control and regulation of slot
machines is a multi-faceted exercise; firstly national authorities control the types of machines

which are permitted within their national markets. Whilst unlikely to specify particular games
as such

national regulations will specify particular characteristics to be upheld regarding pay

out ratios, minimum and maximum stakes, maximum prizes and other characteristics

pertaining to the structure of the game at hand. Secondly, control over slot machines entering
the national market

will permit national authorities to uphold

the integrity of the gambling

experience, that is it to say that the involvement of criminal elements can be filtered out
through preventing the introduction of machines which are misleading or do not pay out. The

success of such measures however will depend upon the extent to which machines are
subsequently monitored to ensure that they are not being used for criminal or fraudulent
It is hard to imagine the conclusion being reached that slot machines are not of any economic value and
neither be capable of being subject to commercial transactions as per the understanding attributed by the Court of
Justice to the notion of 'goods'. See Case 7/68, Commission v. Italy, I 19681 ECR 423.
51

52

Laara, supra note 29, para. 26.
53

Case C-6/01, Associa ao Nacional de Operadores de Mdquinas Recreativas (Anomar) and Others v. Estado
portugues, [2003] E.C.R. I-8621, paras. 55-56.
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purposes once installed. Thirdly, Member States

differ in

the situational aspects of slot

machine gambling, thus the locations in which slot machines can be installed. France for

example only permits slot machines in casinos whilst the United Kingdom has created an
elaborate four-tier system which positively correlates accessibility of machines with lower
stakes and lower maximum prizes.

From an EC law perspective each Member State, in the face of a lack of harmonisation

in this field, has developed its own regulatory system concerning technical requirements and
the selling of slot machine services to the end user. 54 Restrictions, most likely prohibitions, on
types of slot machines entering a national market can be upheld on the basis of the discretion

of Member

States to determine which types

of gambling

are permitted

within their territory.

With a view to the Italian Motorbike Trailers case this understanding can be extended to a
prohibition being utilised as the most effective means to uphold

a

regulatory objective.

However where slot machines, in common with other gambling equipment which has to be
type approved prior to being placed upon the market, are the approach of the Court as

developed in the case of Canal Sattlite Digital shall be considered to assess the conformity of

market access authorisation schemes for such goods. 55

6.3.1.2.a

Free Movement of Slot Machines - the Netherlands

Three licences are required to operate slot machines in the Netherlands, one of which is the

modeltoelating or type approval of a particular model of slot machine as provided for under
Article 3Om of the Wet op de Kansspelen.56 Prior to being placed on the Dutch market, either
through having been manufactured in the Netherlands or imported from outside the
Netherlands, all models are subject to the approval process. Once a model is approved it can
then be manufactured or imported, and the 'Verklarings van Toelating' provides evidence to

suggest that particular models are imported from outside the Netherlands, including from

undertakings located within the internal market. 57

54 Given that no information could be found regarding the process by which slot machines are approved for use
on the French market reference will only be made to the systems in place in the Netherlands and the United
Kingdom. This does not detract from the conclusions which are reached regarding the compatibility of type-

approval regimes with Community law in light of Canal Saulite Digital.
55
Case C-390/99, Canal Satilite Digital SL v Administracidn General del Estado, and Distribuidora de
Televisi6n Digital SA (DTS), 12002] ECR I-607. As discussed in Section 5.4.5.
56
Discussed in Section 3.4.2.2.c.
57
Toegelaten speelautomaten, Staatscourant, 8 august 2008, nr. 152/pag. 23 refers to 'Atronic International
GmbH' which is established in Lubbecke, Germany and 'Austrian Gaming Industries GmbH' which is a division
of the Novomatic Group of Companies established in Gumpoldskirchen, Austria.
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However, the presence of slot machine models on the Dutch market which originate

from other Member States cannot be taken

as

definitive proof as to whether the ex ante model

approval system complies with the findings of the Court of Justice in Canal Satklite Digital,
for a number of reasons. Firstly, the Court guards against discretionary conduct on the behalf

of the authorising authority; without information on day-to-day practice it is unclear whether
the Ministry of Economic Affairs has a margin of discretion in granting approval. Whilst
Article 3On of the WoK provides a list of points upon which the approval criteria is based

primarily regulating the structural characteristics of the game so as to avoid gambling
addiction. However, it is not apparent to what standard these requirements are upheld.
Perhaps more reason for concern is the lack

of information pertaining to models which have

been lawfully manufactured and marketed in another Member State. Through requiring this

ex ante control seemingly regardless of controls in the Member State of origin the Dutch

government does not respect the notion of mutual recognition. Furthermore, given that no

reference is made to controls in other Member States it is not apparent how the Dutch
government only seeks to uphold safeguards which are not upheld in the Member State of

origin, in line with Webb. It is possible that such issues are taken into consideration during the
approval process, but then the movement of slot machines is still hindered by the need to
determine whether or not the model approval process is necessary. Although the Netherlands

may in practice negate the effectiveness of the principle of mutual recognition, through

having regard to the equivalence of other regimes

a

certificate of approval by the Member

State where the model was originally approved could help secure respect for relieving

manufacturers and importers of these machines of a double regulatory burden. In effect
assessing the equivalence

of approval processes and standards in another Member State would

limit the restrictive nature of the 'modeltoelating' regime.
The third leg of the approach of the Court related to the need for ex ante instead of ex
post control. Ex post control of models entering the Netherlands would permit models to enter
the Dutch market which possibly do not adhere to the same objectives as the Dutch regime, or

to a lesser standard, and thus would most likely prove to be less effective means

of control

than ex ante control. A period of time would then arise in which the negative externalities

which the Dutch regime seeks to guard against would occur, and this illustrates the need fur
ex ante control of slot machine models. However, recognising the equivalence of the regimes

of other Member

States would improve the proportionality of this system. Without access to

particular facts, the fourth and final condition relating to what could be considered as
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reasonableness in relation to duration, cost and lack

of ambiguity cannot

be deciphered

without further information.
Overall, it would appear that the greatest cause for concern is the failure of the regime

to recognise the lawful marketing of slot machine models in other Member States, whilst
paying no regard to the equivalence of such ex ante approval regimes where they do exist.

This is probably in part due to a lack of knowledge and information as to the requirements
applicable in other Member States.

6.3.1.2.b

Free Movement of Slot Machines - the United Kingdom

Of the regulatory regimes considered that of the United Kingdom appears to be the most
transparent, which increases the likelihood that the fundamental freedoms underpinning the

operation of the internal market are respected. As per the analysis of regulatory regime
established in the Netherlands the system developed to give effect to the objectives of the

Gambling Act 2005 shall be reviewed along the lines of the four conditions used by the Court

of Justice to assess the compatibility of the system of prior authorisation with the
movement of goods and services in Canal Satilite Digital.

free

58

The requirement that all types of gaming machine available in Great Britain are tested

for compliance with the technical standards detailed by the Gambling Commission pursuant
to the Gambling Act provides requires compliance that

a

machines are tested as to their

compliance with the technical standards that Great Britain seeks to uphold, prior the machine
entering the market. It would appear that this requirement has to be met for every machine

offered to the public within Great Britain, no regard is paid to the fact that some machines
may have been approved in another jurisdiction. Of particular interest of course are those
machines that are manufactured and lawfully marketed elsewhere within the internal market,

for which the regulation of market access pays not explicit attention. Given that testing for
compliance with domestic technical standards appears not to have the capacity to pay regard
to any previous testing undergone in another Member State, this

will amount to a hindrance of

the free movement of slot machines, specifically with regards to Articles 28 EC and 49 EC.

The first condition developed by the Court requires the United Kingdom regime to be

devoid of any opportunity for discretionary conduct, which to a degree rests with the testing
houses which assess the compliance of the machines with the technical standards. For the
most part the very specific nature of the technical standards is likely to satisfy the requirement

58

See the assessment of this case Section 5.4.5.
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of objectivity and non-discrimination. Being posted on the website of the Gambling
Commission ensures that they are known to all interested undertakings. However, there are
some requirements which do allow for discretion on the behalf

of those involved in the

licence award procedure, such as that permitting the use of artwork to inform the general

public that the odds of the variant of well-known table games are not applicable to the version
thereof offered by the machine in question. Guidance on this point would alleviate a lack of
transparency for operators and minimise the risk

of non-objectivity in the approval process.

Secondly, according to the Court in Canal Satilite Digiml the system of prior

authorisation should not duplicate controls previously executed by the national authorities of
another Member State. The design of the system presided over by the Gambling Commission
does not appear to have the capacity to take into consideration controls performed by another

Member State. Thus there is no system for ensuring that objectives and requirements which
are safeguarded by other Member States are not tested again. The fact that in Great Britain a

wider range of gaming machines are permitted than in other Member States affirms the
necessity of testing all machines which are imported; if no other Member State permits

gaming machines to be networked or operated remotely, then it can be reasonably expected
that no testing regime for the technical standards relevant to this aspect

of gambling machines

will exist elsewhere. This however, does not

of testing of machine

negate the duplication

types which are lawfully manufactured and marketed elsewhere.

Thirdly, not testing machines for compliance with technical standards prior to their
entry onto the market will expose consumers to the dangers the Gambling Act 2005 guards

against, in the same manner

as

described regarding the model type approval in the

Netherlands. Although the approach of the United Kingdom appears to be less detailed with
regards to the structural characteristics of the machines, placing a greater relative emphasis on
the technical underpinnings of the machines in question, the very nature of ex post control

would fail to secure the regulation objectives in question.
The final element considered by the Court points towards a need for transparency as to

the duration, cost and conditions to be met. Although it is unclear as to the duration of the
procedure for having a gaming machine approved, application fees and licence fees are

clearly stated on the website of the Gambling Commission.59 As with the requirement for

59

are
found at
Commission's
Licence
fees'
Gambling
application
'Operating
the
Licence
annual
http.//www.gamblingcommission.gov.uk/Client/detail.asp?Contentld=139, whilst
Operating
fees are to be found at http.//www.gamblingcommission.gov.uk/Client/detail.asp?ContentId=140. For example, a
non-remote general gaming machine operating licence for an 'adult entertainment centre' will be subject to an
The
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objectivity in the second of the Court's requirements, the publication of all standards and
licensing requirements does not leave much room for ambiguity. However, it is worth

recalling once again that in some instances the descriptive nature of the conditions may leave
some room for interpretation. Whilst it is beyond the scope of this thesis to determine whether

the applicable fees are liable to deter the cross-border movement of gaming machines into the

United Kingdom this latter point of the Canal Sat61ite Digital decision is least likely to give
rise to reasons for concern as to the proportionality of the system.

The prior authorisation systems used in the Netherlands and the United Kingdom

before seek to uphold public policy objectives based upon consumer protection and
eliminating crime concerns. However, these systems are characterised by different product
requirements which are put in place as a means to achieve regulatory objectives. It could be

imagined that the requirements of the United Kingdom for example are not sufficiently
specific with regards to the structural characteristics of the games supplied by the machines to
satisfy the consumer protection objectives sought after in the Netherlands. In this regard the

prior approval of gambling machines infringes the principle of mutual recognition developed
in Cassis de Dijon.

Concurrently neither regime seems to have in place a means for

assessing the equivalence of the safeguards put in place by other Member States, thus

requiring machines to undergo full testing for every new internal market jurisdiction they
enter. This is the product of two factors. Firstly that Member States enjoy

a

large margin of

discretion as to the manner in which gambling is supplied within their territory which is likely

the hinder the full application of the principle of mutual recognition. Secondly however, even
where similarities between objectives and standards may prevail, given the complexity of

national regulation in this field and the likely diversity of requirements between national

authorities given the lack of harmonisation of technical requirements relating to slot
machines, undertakings operating across multiple jurisdictions are likely to be repeatedly

subject to double (or perhaps multiple) regulatory burdens. Of the two areas in which the

compatibility of national regulation with Community law is most likely to be in doubt, the
later regarding the double or multiple regulatory burdens would the be one most readily
amenable to improving the degree of compatibility with Community law. Whilst leaving

untouched national discretion regarding permitted forms of gambling and the organisation of
the market, having regard to the equivalence

of technical standards used to this end and

upheld by other Member States would ease the hindrance of the cross-border movement of
application fee of £1,028 and £17,130 and subsequently an annual fee of between £ 1,564 and £38,705 depending
upon the size of the venue.
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slot machines, and this would also apply to other equipment used in the supply of gambling
services. Furthermore, it would not require a degree of harmonisation but coordination,

allowing Member States to effectively retain their margins of discretion but in the meanwhile
not negating the effectiveness of fundamental freedoms to the extent currently prevailing.

6.3.1.3

Considering

situational characteristics

as selling

arrangements -feasible?

Each Member State has developed its own approach to determining where slot machines, and

different categories of slot machine may be placed. Of the three Member States considered

within this study France is unique in that it only permits slot machines to be offered in casino
venues.

60

The Netherlands permits the operation of slot machines in the fourteen casinos

operated by Holland Casino and amusement arcades, as well as cafts and restaurants but not

so-called laagdrempelige inrichtingen such as snack bars. Although the

explicitly provide

an objective categorisation

WoK

of different model types permitted in

does not

the three

types of venue, the aforementioned 'Toegelaten speelautomaten' distinguishes between

models which can be provided in Holland Casino venues; amusement arcades and catering
establishments; and those only permitted in amusement arcades. In a similar fashion four

broad categories of slot machine types and seven premise types, where some or all of the
machines falling into the four categories can be located, prevail in the British regulatory
system.

61

Each premise type is then accorded a quota or formula for determining the

maximum number of machines from the different categories which it can offer.
Undoubtedly such rules influence the quantity of gambling that can be supplied within
each Member State, as well as regulating the accessibility of a particular form

of gambling.

The amount of floor space which can be dedicated to slot machines varies between Member
States and furthermore the overall volume

of gambling which can be supplied can be further

controlled, through restricting the number of hours per day such venues are open. In this
regard it could readily be imagined that where an undertaking supplies machines to Member
State B which has only a few venues offering slot machines subject to highly restrictive

opening hours the volume of trade which the undertaking achieves in B will limited,

particularly in comparison with its home Member State, state A. Although the regulatory

60 However, this is not to suggest that slot machines are an unimportant sector of the French gambling market.
On the contrary evidence in Section 3.2.2.2.c points towards the fact that without slot machines some casinos
would not be economically viable.
6i
There are four categories of gaming machine each accorded a different maximum stake and maximum prize
limit. See Section 3.5.2.2.f. The venue types being; adult gaming centres; family entertainment centres; regional
casinos; large casinos; small casinos; bingo premises and betting premises.
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environment in Member State A is highly detailed in also permits numerous large slot
machine arcades which in some instances are open on a 24 hour basis.

At this juncture

a

comparison can be made with the arguments made by B&Q in the

case of Torfaen Borough Council v. B&Q plc in which it was argued that the then existing

prohibition on Sunday trading reduced turnover, and thus reduced the quantity of goods
imported from other Member States although the reduction in turnover afllicted domestic and
imported goods in non-discriminatory manner. 62

.

A restricted

volume of machine based

gambling is liable to reduce the importation of slot machines in business to business
transactions because there regulatory environment limits the opportunities for their usage.

Similarly the however the market for domestic production is diminished in relation to what it
could have been had the government permitted a larger supply of gambling to the general

public. This situation can be distinguished from that of Italian Motorcycle Trailers where a
total prohibition was in place on the importation of the good in question, whilst here the
relevant issue are restrictions which (indirectly) limit the amount of a particular good (slot
machines) which can enter the market in question.

Returning to the case of B&Q the Court of Justice held that national rules governing
opening hours 'reflect certain political and economic choices... so as to accord with national

or regional socio-cultural characteristics' and thus the competence to determine whether shops
could open for business on Sundays was left to the discretion of national authorities. The
approach of the Court in B&Q a case which was based on Article 28 EC resonates strongly

with that of the Court in Schindler and the subsequent cases in which the margin of discretion
which Member States enjoy regulating this service industry is founded in part upon the moral
and cultural dimension of gambling regulation. Taking this approach a step further regulations

as to where and how many gambling machines can be located equate to the notion of a
'selling arrangement' as developed in Keck and Mithouard.

63

Such requirements do not relate to the specifications with which slot machines must

comply, but regulate the use of the machines. Such an approach would have found favour

with Advocate General Kokott in the Swedish jet-skis case64 who considered that rules on
where a good may be used should be treated in a manner analogous with those deemed to be

'selling arrangements'. Such 'product use' rules in the vocabulary of Advocate General
Kokott would be take a restrictive measure out of the scope of Article 28 EC and would not
62

63

Case 145/88, Torfaen Borough Council v. B&Q plc I 1989] ECR 3851.

Case C-267/91 and C-268/91, Criminal Proceedings against Keck and Mithouard, I 1993] ECR I-6097 para.

16.

64 Case C-142/05,

Aklagaren v. Percy Mickelsson & Joakim Roos, 4 June 2009, n.y.r., see Section 5.4.1.
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need to be justified on the grounds of objective interests. Ultimately the ECJ rejected this

approach but nevertheless the approach in Keck and Mithouard remains applicable. Since
such 'selling arrangements' fall outside the scope of Article 28 EC Member States would not

have to justify the implementation

of their gambling policies in this regard, potentially leaving

aside the notions of consistency which plague the debate arising under the services heading.

6.3.1.4 Conclusion

Of course, this relies upon the notion that slot machines, and other forms of equipment traded

to facilitate the supply of gambling services are indeed goods. Given the weak reasoning of
the Court of Justice

as discussed above

in Laard and Anomar the notion that restrictions on

the movement of slot machines is to be assessed under Article 28 EC is not too remote.
Assessing the compatibility

of rules pertaining to 'how much', 'where' and 'when' can

benefit from an approach based upon the notion of selling arrangements, even in light of the
rejection by the ECJ of treating 'product use' rules in a comparable manner.

However, if the services approach remains applicable Member States will nevertheless
retain their margin of discretion to regulate 'how much', 'where' and 'when' slot machine

gambling takes place through the imposition of local licensing conditions on operators whom
become established, or at the very least de facto established within the Member State in

question and subject to heightened regulatory capture under Article 43 EC.

Neither of these two conclusions however have the potential to mitigate the fact that
both the Netherlands and the United Kingdom do not pay any regard to the regulatory

conditions applicable to slot machines in their Member State of manufacture. On

a goods

based approach this is liable to contravene the principle of mutual recognition as developed in

Cassis de Dijon given the absolute manner in which the 'type-approval' processes apply.

Similarly, on the basis of an assessment under Article 49 EC no consideration is provided by
these two Member States as to the equivalence of the regulatory regime in the Member State

where the machines originated.

6.3.3 Loueries
The review of national gambling regulations under this heading shall concentrate upon
lotteries which are available nationally in each Member State. For France this covers the
services provided by the FDJ, the Netherlands those by the Staatsloterij and the charitable

lotteries whilst in the United Kingdom attention will focus upon the award of the licence to
operate the National Lottery.
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6.3.2.1

France

The supply of lottery services in France in entrenched in the monopoly position of the FDJ,

with the successor organisations of the current day FDJ enjoying this position since the
creation of a national lottery in 1933. The ownership structure has changed over time to that

of today where the

State completely owns the FDJ and national law refers solely to the FDJ.

Consequently the free movement of services and the freedom of establishment are completely

restricted for operators established elsewhere within the Community, with no prospect of any
licence or authorisation renewal procedure providing an opportunity for market access. Whilst

the objectives of the FDJ in the provision of lottery services are clearly spelt out, including
the canalisation of gambling demand so as to stan'e criminal involvement in the market and

limit the consumption of gambling services with a view to preventing addiction, in practice it
needs to be considered whether the manner in which the FDJ operators is consistent and
systematic with these objectives.

The objective of avoiding gambling addiction was only introduced in 2006, the same
year as that in which FDJ was changed from a mixture of public and private ownership to one

of purely public ownership. As Chapter 3
of addiction coincided with

has detailed this

the development

explicit reference to the prevention

of COJER to advise the government on the

provision of gambling services so as to reconcile consumer protection and anti-addiction
measures with the development of legitimate gambling activities. 65 Nevertheless there are
reasons to doubt the true nature

of attempts by the FDJ to limit the supply consumption of

gambling, indeed limiting consumption can perhaps be understood

as

preventing excessive

gambling by individuals rather than limiting the overall supply of gambling to the population
in general. For example legislation dating only from 2007 prohibits the sale of the FDJ's
products to minors, defined as 16 years of age. However the consumption of gambling
services provided by all other operators is prohibited by those under the age of 18 years. The
state therefore discriminates between the gambling services

in horserace betting is only open to those of

18

it provides; since the participation

years. At the same time the lottery and sports-

betting offers of the FDJ account for the largest operator on the French gambling market both

in terms of the number of customers but also sales, with approximately 1000 of its

sales

points being shared with those of the PMU.

65

See Section 3.3.2.2.a.
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If the objectives of the regulatory regime are indeed not to limit the overall supply of
gambling within France then it would appear that the commercial approach taken to the
supply of lottery services is particularly difficult to consider

as

compatible with Community

law, given the large operational margin the state has accorded itself. In other words it is
difficult for France to fail the 'hypocrisy test' in Gambelli given the nature of the objectives it
has determined are applicable within its territory. Finding the operations of the FDJ to be

inconsistent with the regulatory objectives is unlikely, although the offering of games such as
instant lotteries via the internet does seem questionable in light of the objectives.

66

However,

given that there is a lack of information in France regarding the number of players making use

of such services and the number of addicts or excessive gamblers it becomes very difficult to
establish whether the FDJ is able to satisfy its mandate. Therefore whether the FDJ is acting

in a manner compatible with Gambelli, and the compatibility of the restrictions on Articles 43
and 49 EC, are unclear.

6.3.2.2 The Netherlands

Recalling the description of the Dutch lottery market as set out in Chapter 2, there are a total

of four lotteries in the Netherlands providing services on

a

national and continuous basis. In

addition to the Staatsloterij which operates on the basis of a permanent licence, there are three

further charitable lotteries which seek to generate revenues for good causes upon the basis of
licences of five years in duration.

67

However, these three lotteries are frequently referred to as

'semi-permanent' licence holders and to date only one undertaking has held these three
licences which suggest a lack of market access for would be operators based within the

Netherlands and elsewhere within the internal market. This market sector shall be dealt with

first, before turning to the Staatsloterij.

6.3.2.2.a

Charity Lotteries

66

General rules applicable to accessing the FDJ's internet games sets a limit per 24 hours on the amount which a
player can transfer to their FDJ account. This is set at €750 if paid by debit or credit card, or €3000 if paid by
cheque (section 5.3.1.) It is possible to restrict access to the internet offerings of the FDJ for periods of 7 days or
by placing a limit of between €0 and €500 per week (the default being €300) (see Article 6 Limites de mises et
exclusion volontaire et temporaire du jeu). Rtglement gtndral des jeux de la Fran aise des Jeux accessibles par
internet et par til phone mobile. available at http://www. francaisedesieux.com/files/reglementgeneral.pdf
These appear to be rather high limits for a short space of time and do not take into account the individual needs
of each customer.
67
Nationale Postcode Loterij, Sponsorloterij and the BankGiro Loterij all of which are operated by Holding
Nationale Goede Doelen Loterijen N.V.
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An attempt to secure access to the Dutch charitable lottery market was undertaken by an
intermediary established in Germany which sought to sell tickets for lotteries in other markets

within the European Union as well

as

operating an independent lottery in the Netherlands.

The application by this intermediary, Schindler, was rejected by the Minister of Justice in
March 2005. Unsatisfied with such an outcome
resulted in a decision of the Raad van State.

68

a

legal challenge was launched, which has

Somewhat uniquely within domestic case-law

to date the court was critical of the Dutch government, and the analysis of the Raad van State

will form the basis of the discussion as to the compatibility of the regulation of the charitable
lotteries sector with Articles 43 and 49 EC.69 For the sake of clarity, and although this case

involved

a

party named 'Schindler' was not heard before the Court of Justice, it shall be

referred to hereafter as Schindler II.
Upon the basis of Article 3.1 of the Wet op de Kansspelen the Minister of Justice is
authorised to licence gambling where the combined value of the stakes and prizes exceeds

€4500, the exercise of which has been used to create three charitable lotteries. So not to fall

foul of the prohibition of offering gambling services within the Netherlands without

a licence

Schindler II sought to gain such authorisation. In this regard, Schindler II canbe distinguished

from other domestic legal proceedings arising in the field of sports-betting in which operators

with licences granted in other Member States sought to rely upon those licences to gain access
to the Dutch market. While avoiding discussions concerning the equivalence

of national

regulatory regimes, indeed there is no reference made to the German regime and if one is in

fact applicable to the applicant, Schindler II concentrates upon the notion of market
expansion. This raises questions concerning indirect discrimination even though such

discrimination is not considered by the Raad van State. As noted by van Harten the Raad van
State fails to take this issue

fully on

board,70 although the court ultimately orders the

Minister

to reconsider the application for a fourth charity lottery being unconvinced as to the necessity

and proportionality of prohibiting the entry of
market.

a

fourth charitable lottery operator to the

7I

The application to become in effect the fourth charitable lottery on the Dutch market
was rejected upon the grounds that an additional lottery would not fit within the restrictive

68

RvS 18 juli 2007, X/Minister van Justitie. LJN BA9831 (hereinafter referred to as 'Schindier U'.)
See van Harten who recalls that "Idle voorlichter van de Raad van State weet te melden dat het de eerste keer
is dat de Raad van State de minister op de vingers tikt op het terrein van kansspelen" in van van Harten, H.
'Afdeling bestuursrechtspraak Raad van State. Schindler tegen minister van Justitie, uitspraak van 18 juli 2007

69

(LIN: BA9831)', SEW, 2007,231.
70
7I

van Harten, ibid., p. 240.
Schindler //, supra note 68. para. 2.7.
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gambling policy. Furthermore the Minister vaguely referred to research which showed that
there was no demand for such a lottery in any case.

72

This undermines subsequent arguments

which were put forward to the effect that an increase in supply by existing operators, whilst
excluding further operators, is necessary and proportional because of the need to stem demand

for illegal gambling. Apart from illustrating

a

contradiction in national policy, it is highly

unfortunate that the Minister did not allude to why existing licence holders should be
permitted to divert players away from illegal offers to the detriment of a new licence holder
being able to perform such a function. To an extent this could be explained by the concern of

the Minister that

if there were to be too many licensees the Dutch government would lose its

'grip on the market, .73 This is an understandable concern but one which can be taken only so
far; the difference between four and three licence holders is somewhat less likely to cause the

Minister to lose control of the market than

if there were to be four thousand operators.

Regrettably the Raad van State only gives a somewhat cursory consideration as to the

discriminatory nature of the WoK, and upon the basis that it does not contain any restriction as
74
to nationality or place of establishment, concludes that it is non-discriminatory . This
neglects the possibility that the WoK may be discriminatory in fact and not merely de jure, a

criticism which can be levelled towards the other domestic gambling cases. Failure to
consider the possibility of indirect or de facto discrimination does not permit greater weight to

be placed upon the apparent inconsistency in the approach of the governments to restricting
the free movement principles whilst permitting existing licence holders to expand their

offerings.

Fortunately, the Raad van State found the authorised expansion of gambling services

by the three semi-permanent licence holders to be inconsistent with the reasons given to

justify the exclusion of Schindler U from the domestic market. Consequently this exclusion
was deemed to be an unnecessary and disproportionate restriction of Article 49 EC. In doing
so the court dismissed the

claim of the Minister that to overcome illegal gambling only the

existing licence holders should be permitted to expand their activities. According to the Raad
van State such an expansion implies that there is room for an additional lottery operator, a
decision which is to be commended for holding the Minister to account upon the need to be
consistent and systematic in the execution of national policy decisions. However, it remains
72 Ibid., para. 2.4.
73
Ibid. para. 2.5.5., where it is stated that:
"De Minister heeft er terecht op gewezen dat hij bij een onbeperkt aantal aanbieders van goede
doelenloterijen de greep op de markt zou verliezen..."
74
Ibid., para. 2.5.2 and van Harten, supra note 69, p. 235 who refers to the 'marginalisation' of the issue of

discrimination.
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unfortunate that the Raad van State failed to link this to the discriminatory nature of the
restrictive WoK. Through simply renewing the existing licences of the current market

suppliers the de jure non-discriminatory provisions of the WoK become indirectly
discriminatory because the existing suppliers are favoured at the expense of a new supplier
entering the market from another Member State. Recalling Parking Brixen a lack of such
competition conflicts with Articles 43 and 49 EC as well

as

breaching the principles of equal

treatment, non-discrimination and transparency which is used to ensure the respect of the
75
other two principles. As van Harten also considers, the lack of any competitive tendering

procedure for the existing three licences furthers the de facto discriminatory nature of the

regulation of the charitable lotteries in the Netherlands since operators from other Member
States are denied the opportunity to apply for a licence, to the benefit of operators already
established within the Netherlands.76 Admittedly, even if the Raad van State had come to the

conclusion that the current regime was indirectly discriminatory it is likely that it would have
rejected the Minister' s refusal to award Schindler a licence. However, recognition by the court

of the discriminatory nature of the regulatory regime would have exposed the incompatible
nature of the licensing procedure for the so-called semi-permanent licences, thus having
knock-on effects for the other sectors where the same form of licencing is used.

A further failure of the Raad van State is not to give due consideration to the manner
in which the licences upon which the charitable lotteries are tendered. Having noted that the
licences have all been awarded to the same undertaking the court proceeds to note that the
extension of these licences is the only form of tendering which takes place within the

gambling market. No regard is paid to the duty of transparency to ensure the full respect of

Articles 43 and 49 EC in awarding licences.

The decision of the Court of Justice in

Commission v. Italy was decided only two months after the ruling of the Raad van State, in

which the duty of transparency was specifically applied to the award of gambling licences.

Yet this does not make it any less remarkable that the Raad van State considered that the
extension of the five year licences amounted to 'tendering' whilst having noted that these
licences had 'de facto acquired a permanent character'.77

Schindler Il only challenged the refusal of the Minister of Justice to grant the licence
on the basis of Article 49 EC, without any regard for the potential impact of the freedom of

15 Case C-458103, Parking Brixen GmbH v Gemeinde Brixen and Stadtwerke Brixen AG, \2005\ RCRI-8585,
para. 50. See Section 5.4.4 for fuller discussion.
76

van Harten, supra note 69.
Schindler H, supra note 68, para. 2.5.4. This criticism applies equally to the other forms of gambling supplied
pursuant to 'semi-permanent' licences.
77
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establishment in this field. Preliminary references before the Court of Justice have considered
the two freedoms to be at risk to restrictive measures in the provision

of gambling services,

and yet the argumentation of Schindler II is founded only on the basis of the free movement

of services. The activities at the heart of Schindler II concerned the selling in the Netherlands

of lottery tickets from lotteries

based elsewhere in the European Union and the setting-up of

an independent charitable lottery. Leaving aside the issue of Schindler acting as an
intermediary, the thrust of the case concentrates upon the introduction of a further full-scale
charitable lottery for which a significant infrastructure would need to be developed so as to

sell tickets, draw the results, payout winnings and distribute the resultant revenues to good
causes. From the facts of the case it is not clear as to how Schindler contemplated serving the

Dutch market but it is likely that the degree of infrastructure required to operate the lottery

would cross the boundary from the scope of the free movement of services to that of
establishment. Although the point at which the boundary would be crossed cannot be

determined in the abstract if Bruno Schnitzer is recalled it unlikely that the facts in Schindler

/I could readily be dismissed as not falling within the scope of Article 43 EC.
Operating a lottery in a Member State would involve the provision of this service on a

continuous basis thus highly frequent, and would likely allow the lottery operator to "hold

itself out to, amongst others, nationals of the second Member State'.78 Although the restrictive
nature of the Dutch regulations, and approach of the Minister of Justice, are to be assessed in
the same manner under Articles 43 and 49 EC, an approach based on establishment could

have been more favourable to the applicant. Through becoming established within the

jurisdiction of the Netherlands the duty on the Dutch authorities to
the German regime would be far less than that under the heading

assess the equivalence of

of Article 49 EC. Indeed, it

is not apparent from the facts of the case whether Schindler was subject to any form of

regulatory supervision and control in Germany, and if so, for which activities. However, by de
facto becoming established in the Netherlands through the rolling-out of a lottery operation,

Schindler would have been more readily captured by the Dutch regulators than in the case of

Article 49 EC, thus diminishing the grounds upon

a licence

could have been refused through

increasing the relative disproportionality of the restrictions imposed by the WoK and the

pursuant restrictive gambling policy. If the only reason to exclude Schindler II from the
market was

a

concern centred upon increased competition encouraging increased gambling

then an argument based upon Article 43 EC would make little difference to one made on the

78

Case C-215/01, Bruno Schnitzer, [2003] ECR 1-14847, para. 32.
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of Article 49 EC. Arguably however, Article 43 EC would also expose the inconsistency
of the Dutch approach in permitting the expansion of the services offered by the charity
basis

lottery sector.
As interesting as this proposition is in this particular instance it would have succeeded

but for the fact that the Minister, however weakly, claimed that an additional licensee would
represent a degree of market expansion incompatible with the restrictive nature of Dutch

gambling policy. Rejection on such

a

basis does not discriminate between the freedom to

provide services and the freedom of establishment.

6.3.2.2.b

Staatsloterij

The regulation of the Staatsloterij provides

a

perfect illustration of a Member State keeping its

cards close to its chest; in 1992 without any form

of competition

whatsoever permission to

operate the Staatsloterij was granted to 'Stichting Exploitatie Nederlandse Staatsloterij'

(hereinafter referred to as SENS) for an indefinite period of time. Access to the Dutch
national lottery market remains foreclosed, and does so for the foreseeable future given the

intention of the Ministry of Justice to maintain the status quo according to the proposed, but
rejected in April 2008, Wet op de Kansspelen. Consequently, the opportunity of competition

to arise for access to this market appears bleak at most. Placing the provision of national

lottery services within the hands of a single entity appears to be in line with the reasoning of
the Court in Lliard but this does not entail that the operation of the Staatsloterij should pay no

regard for the requirements of Community law. Nevertheless this lack of opportunity hinders,
to the extent that it prohibits, other potential operators, located within the Netherlands and

elsewhere within the internal market from providing the services associated with the

Staatsloterij.
The restriction which is inherent in this model towards the freedom of establishment,

and moreover the

free

movement of

services entails that the provision of the Staatsloterij

services by SENS has to be consistent and systematic with regards to the objectives of the
Dutch regulatory regime. However, it is unrealistic to expect that in the case that SENS fall

foul of one of the objectives, that competition would

be introduced onto the market. Instead

the Ministry of Justice could call upon SENS to desist from the offensive practice so as to

bring it in line with the concept

a consistent and systematic

policy. Arguably other political

motivations would have to be involved if such an event were to trigger the opening of the
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79
market to competition. This is likely to provide potential operators with little ammunition to

gain access to this national market and represents the paradox of the use

of monopolies in the

provision of gambling; in the absence of competition and grounds upon which it can be
argued that there should be competition a lesser the degree

of scrutiny applies in the

application of the consistent and systematic test of Gambelli. Such a position is entrenched by
the indefinite application of the appointment of SENS to operate the lottery, unlike operators

providing services on the basis of a 'semi-permanent' licence there is break at which point the
operator's compliance with regulatory the objectives will be reviewed.

In light of the fact that the Ministry of Finance is the direct beneficiary of revenues
generated by the Staatsloterij, to the tune of more than €101,000,000 in 2008, the lack of
independent regulatory oversight in assessing whether the Staatsloterij complies with the

consistency test is questionable. 80 Although there is no evidence of bias or leniency towards
the Staatsloterij, where supply and regulation take place in such an 'in-house' manner without

any outward transparency this leaves room for scepticism to grow amongst parties who seek

to challenge the existing market structure.

This is not to say that SENS can be permitted to continually expand its offering of
lottery services. In 2006 it was permitted to increase the number of lottery draws to fourteen;
thus the 'regular' monthly draws on the tenth day of each month and the annual additional

draws on Konninginnedag and Oudejaarsdag.

81

Furthermore the SENS operates a weekly

lottery draw for which tickets can be purchased via the internet in accordance with the Dutch

tradition of 'e-commerce' gambling; the selling of tickets online for offline draws, as well as
via sales points. The 'e-commerce' avenue applies equally to the sale of tickets for the general
Staatsloterij draws, with players being able to subscribe for a monthly debiting of their
account or to purchase tickets for individual draws by using a credit card or internet based

bank transfer. Although the online sales

of offline draws does not alter the long-odds nature of

lottery draws it does increase the accessibility of these lottery products, but to

a degree

unlikely to bring about the downfall of the monopoly held by SENS due to incompatibility
with the fundamental freedoms of the internal market.

6.3.2.3 United Kingdom

79 As suggested by Littler, A., 'Regulatory Perspectives on the Future of Interactive Gambling in the Internal
Market', European Law Review, 33(2) (2008), 211-229, p. 221.
80
Nederlandse Staatsloterij, Jaarverslag 2008, 'Afdracht aan het Ministerie van Financien €101.782,000 at p. 24
8'
Taking place on 308 April and 31" December respectively.
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Although

a

multitude of lotteries are permitted within the United Kingdom, principally under

the Gambling Act 2005, this section shall concentrate upon the National Lottery as
established pursuant to the National Lottery Act 1993. Responsibility for appointing, and

subsequently regulating, the National Lottery operator appointed pursuant to section 5 of the

1993 Act to rests with the National Lottery Commission (hereinafter referred to as the
'NLC').82
Whereas the National Lottery Act 1993 establishes the fundamental objectives which

the NLC is mandated to uphold, other than requiring that only a body which is 'fit and proper'
to run the National Lottery,

83

no details are given as to nature of the legal person to which a

section 5 licence can be entrusted. The current and third licence of the operation of the

National Lottery was awarded in August 2007 for the period 2009-2019, and documentation

concerning both the structure of the competition and that detailing the actual award process
provide useful insights as to the capacity for current legal framework to comply with the

requirements of the internal market. However, it must be noted that to a considerable extent
such compliance depends upon the manner in which the NLC exercises its mandate rather

than any provisions contained within primary domestic legislation. Indeed, the National

Lottery Acts provide a 'control framework' within which the National Lottery is to be
managed.

84

Assessing the compatibility of the award procedure with Community law will be in
two broad halves; firstly some general observations shall be made concerning the design of
the bid process and the duration of the licences; before considering the conditions for entry

into this process with some references to the basis of assessment by the NLC.

Following the award of the licence for the second licensing period to the incumbent
operator, Camelot, there were numerous concerns came to light regarding the design of the

licensing operation which were likely to have deterred potential bidders. Indeed the National

Audit Commission noted that "there is a real risk that there will be no competitive pressure
when the next licence comes to be awarded.

„85

This arose in light of the fact that for the first

licensing period eight applications were submitted, whereas only two were received by the

82 AS does the power to appoint and regulate one or more promoters for the National Lottery under section 6 of
the National Lottery Act 1993.
83

Section 4(1), National Lottery Act 1993.
84 Department for Culture, Media & Sport, Gambling and National Lottery Licensing Division, National Lnttery
Licensing and Regulation. Decision Document, July 2003, para. 5
85
House of Commons, Awarding the new licence to run the National Lottery. Report by the Comptroller and
Auditor General, HC 803, Session 2001-2002,10 May 2002, p. 6.
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NLC for the second licence. 86 Given that there is no competition on the market once the
licence has been awarded, it is important that effective competition occurs during the licence
87
award procedure. Furthermore, in light of duty of the NLC to ensure that the operator

generates as much revenue as possible for good causes, this aspect is especially pertinent. The

design of the award procedure not only has to be fair, and arguably compatible with the
general principles

of Community law, but also attune to ensuring that good

the greatest extent possible in terms

causes benefit to

of revenues received by the appointed operator. Concerns

regarding the design of the competition were summarised by the Auditor General as relating
to:

• The cost and burden of the bid preparation, estimated

as

being between £3m

and £4m.
•

Limited number of suppliers able to provide the technology services necessary
to operate the Lottery, thus any condition requiring suppliers to 'lock-in' to a
single bid could have dampened competition.

• The need for co-operation between the incumbent and new licensee to

minimise risk at the handover from old to new operator when the licence
changes hands.
•

Competitive advantages accruing to the incumbent in terms of established
infrastructure and know-how.

88

Many of these concerns were reflected in the numerous third-party consultations and studies

which were commissioned by the NLC.89 For example, a study completed by NERA reflected
the concerns of the National Audit Office, but also reflected that "uncertainty about how the

NLC will reach its decision, should be unlikely to deter a serious potential bidder. "90 From the
perspective of compliance with Community law one of the interesting points of discussion is

that regarding the appropriate duration of the licence. The first licence was awarded for a
period of seven years but following concerns that this was too short a period for an operator to
make a reasonable return on its investment, the National Lottery Act 2006 permits the NLC to

86

Ibid., at p. 16.
See the findings of the National Audit Commission, supra note 96, at p. 15, where it stated that:
'The stronger the competition, with its incentives for operator efficiency and performance, the greater
the likelihood of maximising the returns for Good Causes."
88
Report by the Comptroller and Auditor General. supra note 85.
89
With regards to consultation as to the design of the competition see reports referred to at 'Competition
research' on the website of the NLC at:
http://www.natlotcomm.Rov.uk/CLIENT/content suhpage.ASP?Contentld=165
90 NERA Economic Consulting, Encouraging Bidding in the Single Licence National Lottery Framework (19
November 2004), p. i.
87
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grant licences up to 15 years in length. However, the third licence was actually granted for a

period of 10 years, thus three years longer than the two previous licences.

At the time of writing

a

preliminary reference is pending before the ECJ as to whether

a licence granting exclusive rights to operate casinos for 115 years is disproportionate

regarding the inherent restriction on the freedom of establishment and the free movement of
services.

9I

Although the exclusive licences awarded by the NLC can only constitute a tenth of

this period at the very most, it is pertinent to consider the reasons for extending the duration

of the licence period. By the very nature of the monopoly position granted by the licence the
market is foreclosed to new entrants for its duration, but if the length of foreclosure is
excessive no undertakings will be present on the market to bid for the subsequent licence(s).

In the internal market context the question thus arises in terms of whether the licence needs to
be of such a length to secure the regulatory objectives of the National Lottery Act, or in other

words, do those objectives justify the restriction of Article 43 EC? Recalling the objectives of
the regulatory regime, the NLC can only award the licence to a bidder it considers to be 'fit
and proper' whilst securing the greatest possible returns for good causes. Evidence suggests

that more competition for entry to the market

will

increase the returns for good causes,

however the idea that longer licence periods can also be beneficial has been advanced. Should

the licence be lengthier the licence will be of greater benefit to the bidder and thereby may

result in more generous bids, and improved prospects for good causes.

92

Whilst competition

may benefit revenues generated for good causes, this should not deprive undertakings of a

sufficient period of time to generate a return on their investments; if the period is too short
potential bidders will not become actual bidders. Market entry in this case would not be
foreclosed due the length of the licence but the financial unattractiveness of the licence on

offer. Although in the example of the casino it would be hard to justify 115 years

required to make

a reasonable return on the necessary

as

being

investments. As in many areas a

balance needs to be struck, since a licence which is too long could result in the operator

becoming less efficient over time, particularly towards the end of the licence period.93 This

would be detrimental for a key regulatory objective; maximising returns for good causes.
Whether a licence of

15 years

to operate the United Kingdom' s National Lottery

would be an unjustifiable restriction on the freedom of establishment thus requires

a

careful

9I

C-64/08, Criminal proceedings against Ernst Enge[mann, (referral from the Landesgericht Linz, Austria).
NERA Economic Consulting, Licence L ngth and Investment issues, Confidential draft (26 August 2005), at
p. 2 (available at:
http:Uwww.natlotcomm.gov.uk/UploadDocs/Contents/Documents/Licence%20Leneth%20and%,20Investment%
92

20Issues.pdO.
93

Ibid.
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consideration of the both the objectives of the regulatory regime and the market conditions

prevailing across the EU

as

applicable to all potential bidders. This would be

a

complex

exercise, but perhaps the dangers of market foreclosure and the feared lack of bidders would

likely to arise in the larger internal market compared context than in that of an

be less

individual Member State. Keeping access to the licence open to an ever expanding EU means
that the NLC, or another regulator in

a

similar position, can draw upon firms operating in a

geographically wider market. So long as licences to operate gambling services are staggered

in terms of the time at which they commence, this would maximise the opportunities for
market access for a maximum number of market players. Fewer undertakings would then exit

this market than would be the case if a number of undertakings were competing for fewer
licences within a smaller number

of jurisdictions, i.e. if substantial portions of

the internal

market were foreclosed concurrently. If more Member States were to privatise their statebacked gambling operations, thus expanding the internal market in scope, combined with a

geographic expansion, market foreclosure for a period of 10-15 years may not result in firms

exiting the market. Whilst individual markets would remain foreclosed with the monopoly
barrier in place the multiplicity of opportunities across the internal market would limit firms

exiting the market. In reality such an assessment would have to go beyond the terms of the
specific (United Kingdom) regulatory regime and consider the dynamics of the entire internal
market in terms of regulatory conditions and market conditions.
Secondly, entry into competition process for the third licence was not restricted to

undertakings or consortia located within the United Kingdom. The 'Statement of Main

Principles' issued by the NLC explicitly states that:
66

We recognised that bidders and/or consortium members may be based outside the

United Kingdom. We also recognise that we may be receiving bids that include
proposals to base operations partly outside of the United Kingdom. In such cases,

bidders will need to demonstrate that our ability to carry out our regulatory duties will
„94
not be impaired.

This principle of the NLC is subsequently reflected in the 'Invitation to Apply' which notes
that while welcoming bids from entities outside the United Kingdom any licensee must have

"an office physically located in the UK staffed by appropriately authorised personnel".95 The

Invitation to Apply then proceeds to note that the NLC is "impartial towards the nationality of
94

National Lottery Commission, Statement of Main Principles. A Lottery for the future, November 2005

(available at http://www.natiotcomm.gov.uk/UploadDocs/Contents/Documents/NLC SofMP.pdO.
95 National Lottery Commission, Invitation to Apply. Third Licence Competition, June 2006 (available at
http://www.natiotcomm.gov.uk/UploadDocs/Contents/Documents/FINAL%2OITA-FULL.pdO, p. 16.
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the Bidder" so long as the NLC is satisfied that the bidder fulfil the statutory objectives and
„ 96

"is capable of being regulated in an efficient and effective manner .

Operators originating from outside the United Kingdom were thus not excluded from

entering the competitive bid process for the third licence, and note that the NLC does not

distinguish between bidders located within the EU and those from elsewhere. Regardless of
the place of establishment of the successful undertaking, the NLC has to be confident that it
can properly regulate section 5 licence holder as any regulatory failure would undermine the

integrity of the National Lottery. From this perspective it is reasonable to require that
regulatory duties will not be impaired; however two comments are noteworthy in this regard.
Between the 'Statement of Main Principles' and the 'Invitation to Apply' there is a
subtle shift from regulation without 'impairment' to regulation in an 'efficient and effective

manner'. Without further details provided in the earlier document, it would seem that there
has been a slight tightening of the extent of the efforts to which the NLC is prepared to go to

regulate non-United Kingdom based operators. Placing an emphasis on 'efficient' could
suggest that effective regulation could be otherwise achieved on the basis

of considerable

effort on the part of the NLC but that which would inefficient. Arguably inefficient effective
regulation would not necessarily amount to impaired regulation. Secondly, the 'Statement of

Main Principles' places

a burden

of proof upon the bidding undertaking/consortium; this is de

facto discriminatory compared to bidders located within the United Kingdom as the NLC
appears presume that it will be able to effectively regulate such an undertaking. However,

given that this burden

of proof appears to have been removed from the ' Invitation to Apply' it

shall not be discussed further.

Aside from effective regulation, the NLC requires that any successful 'overseas' bidder
establishes an office in which appropriate personnel will be based. Should such a bidder be

primarily established elsewhere within the internal market, this will equate to requiring the
said undertaking to become established within the United Kingdom, to provide a service.
However,

as

previously indicated in Chapter 4,

97

operating

a

lottery on a national scale would

entail that the operator becomes de facto established within the United Kingdom. Although
the case

of Schnitzer emphasised the lack of clarity of at which point the temporary provision

of services becomes a case of establishment, it is hard to imagine how the vast infrastructure
a considerable extent the compliance of the United Kingdom's regime with EC law rests upon the
practices of the NLC within the regulatory framework established by the various National Lottery Acts.
Conformity with the requirements of the EC Treaty are thus not guaranteed by primary national legislation but
can only be checked in an ex post approach based upon the practices of the NLC as an independent regulatory

96 Ibid. To

body affecting market access (i.e. through the single operating licence).
With reference to bricks-and-mortar casino operations in section 5.3.2.a.
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investment required for operating the National Lottery would not fall within the scope of

Article 43 EC. Consequently, the finding by the ECJ that requiring an undertaking to establish

itself in the Member State to which that undertaking intends to direct its services negates the
freedom to provide services would not apply to the National Lottery operator.

98

Compatibility

with Community law then rests upon the non-discriminatory nature of the licence process, and
from the documentation available it would appear that there is no evidence of direct
discrimination against non-United Kingdom based bidders. It is unlikely that unjustifiable
instances of indirect discrimination shall arise, but this rests in part on the execution of a
transparent and objective competition.

The grounds upon which the bids were assessed were clearly established within the

Invitation to Apply, along with the manner in which the NLC would consider whether the bid
met the conditions. These conditions can be divided into two sets; the 'Required Standards'

which the bidder must satisfy in order to be eligible for being awarded the Licence and the
returns to good causes. Under this latter heading the NLC assessed which bid would offer the
most economically advantageous bid in terms which bid would be best able to maximise
returns to good causes, which is one of the overall objectives with which the NLC is
mandated.99 So-called 'required standards' apply to the following range of 'key elements';

propriety; player protection; management on transition risks; overall ability of management
and capacity of organisational structure; financial soundness; and security, capacity, resilience

and integrity of the technology design, its implementation and operation, and its suitability as
a basis for a modern lottery; and operational risk management.

100

Each element is subject to a

detailed description in the 'Invitation to Apply' which goes beyond the scope of this thesis to
analyse. For example, the 'propriety' standard is subject to detailed guidance concerning the

applicable specific requirement, the evaluation criteria and required evidence pertaining to;

the fit and proper test; propriety; corporate governance; internal audit; arrangement in respect
of employees; and arrangements in respect of suppliers and contractors. The process is
repeated for the other 'required standards'.

Once the NLC is satisfied that the bidder can meet the required standards the 'returns to
good causes' was assessed on the basis of; the business plan, contributions to good causes, the

market plan, a game plan, a player access plan, a marketing communication plan and a market

98

As recently reaffirmed in Case C-134/05, Commission v. /taly, ECR [2007] I-6251, para. 23.
99 Invitation to Apply, supra note 95, p. 16.
00 Ibid., p. 70.
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101

resource and sales plan.

•
As with the 'required standards' detailed information is given as to

the applicable evaluation criteria and required evidence.

Such detailed publicly available information increases the transparency of an already

relatively transparent process, and thereby reduces the scope for subjectivity in the decisions
taken by the NLC. Earlier it was noted that there was considerable public discussion and

consultation lead by the NLC with a view to reforming the licensing competition following
that for the second licensing period in preparation for that of the period of 2009-2019. This
level of transparency appears to have been carried over to the actual licence award process, in

direct contrast to many other Member States. However, in discussing whether the award
process for the second licence was more similar to a beauty contest or an auction, it was
remarked that where the relative importance of the different criteria is less clear to the bidder.

This permits the NLC greater discretion and that "the NLC should have some leeway to
choose between different bids rather than rely on some strictly-applied criteria."102 Whilst a

lack of transparency is rife in the award of licences within other sectors and other Member
States, a decision needs to be taken as to how much discretion gambling licensing bodies

should be entrusted with and whether they should be reduced to merely ticking boxes when

awarding licences or other means of granting market access.

It is interesting to note that the operation of the National Lottery is not strictly restricted to
residents within the United Kingdom; with a view to participation via 'interactive channels' a

UK bank account and a UK residential address is required. The Invitation to Apply however
does not refer to such participants as 'UK residents'. Article 49 EC as applicable to service
recipients is restricted should a winning ticket be chosen by a tourist whilst in the United

Kingdom. Should a tourist wish to claim their prize from abroad, then should that prize be
greater than £10,000 a visit must be made to a 'Lottery regional centre'. However, no

justifying reason is given to this requirement and thus it is not clear as to what purpose it
serves to achieve. 103

6.3.2.4 Conclusion

The lottery market provides a valuable range of examples that illustrate the different
approaches Member States may take to offering lottery, and thus gambling, services. Both the

regulation of the FDJ and the Staatsloterij are indicative of the difficulty of assessing the

101

102
103

Ibid., p. 71.
NERA Economic Consulting, supra note 90, p. 31.
Invitation to Apply, supra note 95, p. 34.
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consistency, and thus compatibility, of such modes of supply where reliance is placed upon a
state-owned monopoly. At the opposite end of the spectrum the process for awarding market
access to the United Kingdom's national lottery market, whilst seemingly compliant with

Community law, illustrates the difficulties which Member States could experience
collectively if there is a future shift towards greater privatisation of gambling monopolies.

Finally, the analysis Dutch charitable lotteries market is notable for the potential for the
concept of market expansion to challenge a Member State's attempt to permit an expansion in
services by existing licence holders whilst attempting to bar new market entrants. The

domestic proceedings mark a valuable attempt of a national court, without specific guidance

from the ECJ, to balance the supremacy of Community law with national objectives, in an
objective manner so as to give effect to Community law.

63.3

Betting - Sports and Horseracing

Attention shall now be turned to the compatibility of the national regimes for regulating sports
and horserace betting. This shall call into question the regulatory regimes applicable to the

sports-betting operations of the FDJ and the off-course horserace betting provided by the

PMU, both in France. In the Netherlands attention will be focussed upon the regulations
applicable to the markets serviced by De Lotto and Scientific Games Racing. Noteworthy
case-law has emerged within domestic courts in response to the provision of betting services

by providers established and licensed in Malta and the United Kingdom. Although such
services are supplied cross-border via the internet, given that they impact upon the provision

of services primarily not supplied in this mode from

a domestic

point of view, the discussion

which they provoke shall be considered here, instead of in the next section on 'Remote

Gambling'. Finally, cursory attention will be paid to the regulation of this sector in the United
Kingdom given that the issues are either comparable to those which arise in relation to
casinos, and if not, then in relation to remote gambling.

6.3.3.1

France

The provision of sports-betting and horserace betting services in France is restricted to two
monopolists, the FDJ for sports-betting and the PMU for horserace betting. Currently, both
monopolists enjoy their monopolies in the supply of offline and online gambling services. The

compatibility of their online monopoly positions with Community law will be considered in
the section on 'Remote Gambling' before considering the proposed regime for permitting
competition within the French online gambling sector.
428

In October 2006 the European Commission commenced an infringement procedure
against France regarding the prohibition on operators established within other Member States

from supplying these two French markets.

104

A press release made at the time of the issuance

of a reasoned opinion expressed doubt as to the compatibility of the restriction with Article 49

EC, particularly with regards to the necessity, proportionality and non-discriminatory nature

of the restriction on

such operators, in light

commercial retail outlets

of annual revenue targets and the reliance on

for the marketing of services:05 It would appear that

the

Commission was primarily concerned with the inability of operators regulated in other

Member States to provide gambling services to residents within France upon the basis of the
cross-border movement of the gambling service rather than the movement of the operator

itself. In doing so this neglects the restriction that the offline monopolies of the FDJ and PMU
have imposed on the freedom of establishment. Attention at this stage will be focussed upon

the compatibility of the monopoly positions of the FDJ and PMU with Article 43 EC, with the
free movement

of services being considered in the following section concerning remote

gambling services.

The forerunner of the FDJ was provided with a monopoly position for the supply of
lottery gambling in 1933, which was extended to sports-betting services with the introduction

of Loto Sportif in 1984. In 2006 ownership of the FDJ was changed from a mix of state and
private shareholders to public only funding, thus bringing it within the notion of 'in-house'

for the purposes of the provision of services,

as

developed by the Court of Justice in the

services concession case-law. This is of particular importance given that in

1979 a 30

agreement was signed reinforcing the monopoly of the FDJ on both the lottery and sports-

betting markets. Through having reconstituted FDJ as an 'entreprise publique constiude sous

forme de societe anonyme' the French state avoids this need to call

relevant case-law the ECJ held in Teckel

a tender.

Recalling the

that there is no duty on a public authority to issue a

call for tender where the body carrying out the activity in question, i.e. the operation of
sports-betting services in this instance,

authorising authority.

106

is comparable to an internal department of the

Given that the French state has total ownership of FDJ this situation

can be considered to be 'in-house'. In Stadt Halle the 'ECJ noted that such control is to be

considered in terms of ownership, seemingly without regard as to how effective such control
'04 European Commission, Free movement of services: Commission inquires into restrictions on the provision of
certain gambling services in Austria, France and Italy. 12 October 2006. W1061\362.
105
European Commission, Free movement of services: Commission acts to remove obstacles to the provision of
sports-betting services in France, Greece and Sweden, 27 June 2007, IP/07/909.

' *' Case C-101198, Tecka! Sri v Commune di Viano and Azienda Gas-Acqua Consorziale (AGAC) di Reggio
Emilia, ECR 1199911-8121, para. 50.
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Even
is in practice, even where a body may be 100% owned by the authority in question.

though the Conseil de la Concurrence has described the 30 year licence enjoyed by the FDJ
as a concession,

108

the fact that the supply of gambling now appears to be wholly 'in-house'

suggests that there would be no need for the

offline monopoly position of the FDJ to be

subject to the principle of transparency and non-discrimination upon expiry. In effect this
consolidates the situation which has existed since the forerunner of the FDJ was established in
1934.109

During the validity of the 30 year licence the objectives applicable to provision of
sports-betting services by the FDJ are not readily distinguishable from those applicable to the

provision of lottery games by the same operator. Nevertheless, the FDJ represents an attempt
to canalise the demand for gambling services so as to prevent gambling being used as an
avenue

of criminal operations and to limit demand so as to avoid gambling addiction. Yet at

the same time the FDJ is charged with a mandate which permits it to conceive, develop and
commercialise sports-betting products. With regard to objective of avoiding addiction the

activities of the FDJ are subject to review by COJER but only in as far

as

lottery operations

are concerned. COJER's mandate it will be recalled is to uphold responsible gambling notion

whilst permitting attractive gambling offers to be developed. Therefore the heightened
standards for responsible gambling are not applicable to the sports-betting offered under the

Loto Sportif brand, and neither to the operations of the PMU. The degree to which the French
government seeks to uphold responsibility in sports-betting is all the more questionable given
that the minimum age to partake in the services offered by the FDJ is 16 years, whereas for
the PMU and all other operators have to uphold a minimum age threshold of 18 years.

Although the French competition commission held that the sports-betting services offered by
the FDJ are not substitutable with those of the PMU there is no evidence to suggest that
betting on sports events other than horseraces is any less potentially addictive or dangerous

for young people than betting on horseraces. Perhaps this results from

a

combination of the

'very ad hoc gaming policy' identified by Trucy 110 with the hypocritical aspect noted by
Borgel.

11I

1w Case C-26103, Stadt Halle, RPL Recyclingpark Lochau GmBH v Arbeitsgemeinschaft Thermische Restabfallund Energieverwenungsanlage TREA Leuna, ECR [2005] ECR-I-0001, para. 49
108 Conseil de la Concurrence, Ddcision n° 00-D-50 du 5 mars 2001 relative a des pratiques mises en ceuvre par
ta socittl Fran aise des Jeux dans les secteurs de la maintenance informatique et du mobilier de comptoir.
109
See Section 3.3.2.2.a.
'
10 Trucy. F, 'The Role of Crime and Addiction in the Gambling Policy of France',in Fijnaut, C., Littler, A. &
Spapens, T. (eds), The Regulation of Gambling and the Role of Crime and Addiction (kiden; Martinus Nijhoff,
2008).

"' Borgel, A., supra note 42, p. 16.
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The French state also holds a 72% stake in the PMU which enjoys its monopoly

position pursuant to legislation enacted in 1933, although the control of the State is somewhat
greater than this figure suggests given that the government holds non-voting chairs on the
conseil d'administration of the PMU. In contrast to the objectives of the FDJ the PMU does
not appear to have a particular legislative mandate requiring it to counter gambling addiction

or avoid stimulating demand. On the contrary its objectives are primarily to organise,
promote, market and process bets on horseracing. Whilst this may reflect the need behind the

initial development of the current sports-betting-system in France, namely to raise revenue to
improve the breeding stock of horses in France, it nevertheless does not sit comfortably with a
regime which restricts the cross-border movement of gambling services and service providers.

Member States cannot restrict cross-border trade with the aim of controlling revenue flows
and it is unlikely that France could argue that in the 21 St century a healthy stock

necessary for the maintenance of national security.

of horses

is

112

With the historically embedded monopoly positions enjoyed by the FDJ and PMU,
operators established in other Member States have not had the opportunity to access the
provision of sport and horserace betting service through becoming established, either via
agencies or subsidiaries in France. Benefiting from this restriction on the freedom of

establishment both providers have undertaken an expansion of their sales networks which

befits the commercialisation objectives with which they have been mandated.

Regarding the FDJ it will

be

recalled that not only does it have the objective

commercialising the offering of sports-betting services within France but also that of limiting
the consumption of gambling services with a view to preventing dependence. 113 These two
objectives do not necessarily contradict one another for increasing the number of sales points
increases the accessibility

of betting services offered by the FDJ, whilst not necessarily

leading to an increase in the amount staked by individual players. Indeed, the relevant decree
refers to 'limiting the consumption of gambling services', and if such limitations apply at the

level of the individual this need not contradict an overall expansion of sports-betting services.
Such an expansion would be dependent on attracting new players as opposed to encouraging

existing players to increase their expenditure. Consequently, this approach does not require
there to be any limitation on the overall volume of gambling supplied to a national market.
Therefore an increase in the number of sales points does not necessarily fall foul of the

112
113

See Section 3.3.2.2.b.

D6cret n° 2007-175 du 17 f6vrier 2006 relatif 8 l'organisation et 21 ['exploitation des jeux de pronostics

sportifs.
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consistent and systematic test as developed by the Court of Justice in Gambelli. Viewing such
consumer protection objectives as not requiring an overall limitation of the volume of

gambling supplied but preventing excessive gambling on an individual level arguably relieves
the French authorities of falling into the division made by the Court of Justice in Placanica;
whereby either the eradication of crime provides a basis for controlled market expansion or
expansion is prevented by consumer protection objectives centred around the notion of not

stimulating demand. This is further supported by the notion that the controlled expansion of
gambling supplies can be a means to counter gambling being used for criminal purposes. This
particular aspect would be based upon the idea that

as legal and

regulated gambling services

become increasingly accessible, the services offered by the FDJ will be substituted for those

of illegal and unregulated suppliers. Given that there are in fact two betting operators in
France, each considered to have its own monopoly, the FDJ for sports-betting and the PMU

for off-course horserace betting, it is entirely conceivable that there is

a degree

of substitution

on the demand side for these 'betting' services. Therefore, once players have reached the

limits of play as set forth by the FDJ's responsible gambling mechanisms there is nothing to
stop them from switching to those services supplied by the PMU. Without any linkage
between the two operators, as suggested above in the context of a market supplied by multiple

suppliers, the notion that consumer protection can justify a restrictive measure appears

increasingly uncertain. Whilst legally speaking there may only be one operator for sportsbetting services this construction could substantially be undermined by reality; i.e. players

utilising both betting services. Ultimately the justifiability of the FDJ's monopoly position
should take this into account, and vice-versa.

Upholding a limitation the amount of gambling supplied, even
basis

of preventing

an excessive amount being supplied to an

if considered on the

individual consumer, would be

much more difficult to implement effectively were multiple suppliers serve a single market. If

multiple operators were established in France and offering sports-betting services this would
114

Without any central
oversight as to how much an individual is staking, winning and losing, the degree of
lead to competition between the operators and stimulate demand.

consumer protection provided to is undernlined. Having reached the limits set by one operator
under the guise of responsible gambling and consumer protection mechanisms a player could
then use an account with another operator until the set limits are reached, and repeat the

This claim is often made with reference to the Dutch market by Veenstra. Veenstra, T., 'State Licenced
Lotteries and Toto Companies in the Legal and Political Debate in the European Union', in Littler, A. & Fijnaut
C. (eds), The Regulation of Gambling: European and National Perspectives, (Leiden; Martinus Nijhoff, 2007).
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process for all the operators legally present on the French market. However, since only the
FDJ can provide sports-betting services and is responsible for upholding a responsible

gambling policy there is no need for

a

mechanism to coordinate the responsible gambling

mechanisms of a multitude of operators so as to ensure

a

continuous and seamless standard of

consumer protection. The lack of competition on the market for the type of services offered

by the FDJ thereby does not stimulate play by encouraging customers to switch between
suppliers.

Consequently the decision secure the supply

of offline sports-betting

services through

a single body does not appear to be disproportionate with the free movement of services
where providers established in other Member States would disrupt the safety net inherent in a

single provider. However, the complete foreclosure of access to the market for undertakings

willing to establish themselves in France appears less proportionate; through not permitting
any competition for market entry, i.e. for the position of monopolist, Article 43 EC remains
restricted.

By opening for tender the position of the FDJ the restriction on Article 43 EC would

no longer be absolute and through having a subsidiary in France, of an operator based in
another Member State, the relevant ministries would have the same degree of regulatory

capture over the gambling operators as that which it currently enjoys regarding the FDJ.
Issues

of equivalence between regulatory systems which arise in the debate under services

heading, and prevail given the un-harmonised state of the law, would not be relevant.
In this regard the

argument for opening the monopoly position of the PMU for

competition is even stronger given that the apparent lack of a provision requiring it to limit
the volume of gambling provided; the total foreclosure of the market for horse-racing in light
of appears more disproportionate than that in the sports-betting field. However, the indefinite

nature of its position

of pointing to

as

secured by a law dating back to 1930 denies operators the opportunity

a licence renewal procedure as a

of service concessions could

point at which principles applicable to award

be introduced. Thus, although the restriction

inflicted upon the

freedom of establishment appears greatest in the case of the PMU its legal foundations within

French law make it appear more secure; providing another example of the paradoxical
situation of 'state' monopolies.

6.3.3.2 Sports-betting - the Netherlands
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The sports-betting sector is one of the most contested of the entire Dutch gambling market,

being the subject of an infringement procedure,

115

and numerous domestic legal proceedings

which have culminated in two preliminary references being referred to the Court of Justice. 116
In the case of Be(fair the facts of the case also incorporate the regulation

of horserace betting

for which the operating licence is not held by De Lotto, in contrast to the sports-betting field.
However given the high degree of commonality between these two fields of betting they shall
be dealt with simultaneously.

Recalling the description of organisation of the sports-betting market the single licence
permitted by the Wet op de Kanspelen / 964 has been granted to De Lotto upon renewal every

five years. No tendering procedure of any sort has been opened to date which would allow
operators established in other Member States to bid or otherwise apply for the single sports-

betting licence. In common with other forms of gambling supplied on the basis of 'semipermanent' licences, the Minister of Justice has noted that the 'more or less automatic

extension' of these licences represents one of the least compatible aspects of the Dutch

regulatory regime.

117

To date all of the legal challenges to this regime

are founded upon

Article 49 EC, alleging that the WoK prevents the free movement of the gambling service

itself and that ultimately this restriction is unjustifiable. However, little attention has been
granted to understanding whether, and to what extent, the regulatory regime hinders the

freedom of establishment. Instead of focussing upon the fact that the WoK requires a Dutch
Reference shall hereby be made to the reasoned opinion of the European Commission of 28 February 2008
and the response of the Dutch Government of 25 September 2008, as made public by the Minister of Justice:
Brief minister over het advies van de Commissie van de Europese Gemeenschappen over de Wet op de
115

kansspelen, Kamerstukken 11, 2008/09,24557, nr. 98. Earlier correspondence from the infringement proceedings
against the Netherlands which has entered the public domain consists of the response of the Dutch government
of 12 July 2006 to the European Commission's letter of formal notice of 4 April 2006, with the Dutch response
being sent to the parliament in Brief minister over (on)verenigbaarheid Wet op de kansspelen met grondbeginsel
vrije dienstverrichting EG-Verdrag, Kamerstukken I/, 2005/06,24 557, nr. 74, (hereinafter referred to as 'letter
o f the Dutch government o f July 2006'). The subsequent reaction of the Commission in its second letter o f
formal notice sent on 21 March 2007 (hereinafter: 'letter of formal notice of March 2007').
116
As an example of the domestic proceedings the following shall be discussed: Vzr. Rb. Utrecht 19 maart 2008,

Unibet Group Plc, Unibet (International Ltd)1Stichting de Nationate Sporttotalisator (242396 / KG ZA 08-26) en

Global Entertainment (Antigua) Ltdi Stichting de Nationale Sporttotalisator (242398 / KG ZA 08-27), UN
BC7139 (hereinafter 'Unibet').
As for the two preliminary references the domestic decisions are; firstly that of the Raad van State in RvS 14 mai
2008, The Sporting Exchange Ltd (Betfair)/Minister van Justitie, LJN BD 1483 resulting in C-203/08,
The
Sporting Exchange (Betfair) v. Minister for Justice, Stichting de Nationate Sporttotalisator and Scientific Racing
Games; and secondly that of the Hoge Raad in HR 13 juni 2008, Ladbrokes/De Nationale Sporttotatlisator, LJN
BC8970 resulting in C-258/08, Ladbrokes Betting & Gaming and Lndbrokes International. The national
procedures shall be referred to as 'Betfair' and 'Ladbrokes' respectively.
117
Verslag algemeen overleg op 19 maart 2009, Kamerstukken 11, 2008/09,24557, nr. 97 p. 32, where it is stated
that:

"Als wij na ons nadenken vinden dat iets minder goed verdedigbaar is, zoals de min of meer
automatische verlenging, dan lijkt het mij beter dat wij wat dat betreft met een level playing field en een
transparante procedure werken.
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licence to be obtained so as to access the Dutch gambling market, does this legislation contain
measures

likely to restrict operators established in other Member States from obtaining the

single licence for the supply of sports-betting services? Would a challenge upon the basis of

Article 43 EC lead to

a

different conclusion than remaining focussed purely on the free

movement of services?

The analysis of the Dutch legislation in this regard will review the arguments made by
the Dutch authorities and the European Commission in the infringement proceedings as well

as those made before the national courts in the cases mentioned above. Three cases at the

national level shall be considered, firstly Unibet and thereafter Ladbrokes and Betfair. The
latter to gave rise to preliminary references, and thus consideration shall be devoted as to why

the courts in question deemed it appropriate to refer preliminary questions to the Court of
Justice whilst such a course of action was seemingly unnecessary in previous proceedings

before the Eerste Kamer in 2005.118 However, the review of the legislation will not be limited

to the free movement of services but will also consider whether the freedom of establishment

is hindered by the same provisions of domestic regulation and practice.

6.3.3.2.a

The Infringement Procedure

As already introduced in Chapter 3 the European Commission commenced infringement
proceedings under Article 226 EC against the Netherlands regarding restrictions in the field of

sports-betting services.

119

From the documentation which has been made publicly available

the restrictive nature of the measure, including whether it is indistinctly applicable in nature,

and whether any grounds for an objective justification can be found to conclude that it is
compatible with Community law, will be reviewed. Each argument of the Commission shall
be established before considering the response of the Dutch government.

Chapter 3 bore witness to the Dutch government ferociously disputing the validity of
the Commission's approach in this procedure in two regards; the reference to forms of

gambling in the Netherlands which are regulated pursuant to conditions other than those
applicable to the sports-betting sector and the attempt of the Commission to place a
considerable burden of proof through requiring non-existent evidence to be furnished.

Although highly interesting, these arguments shall not form a part of the present analysis with
the focus remaining on questions

of free movement and

the justification (or otherwise) of the

measures in question.
118

119

'EK 18 februari 2005, Ladbrokes/De Nationate Spontotalisator, UN AR484\ .
Section 3.4.4.3.
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6.3.3.2.a.i

Restrictive nature of the measure in question

The letter of formal notice sent by the European Commission to open this proceeding in April

2006 alleged that Netherlands restricted the free movement of services regarding the
provision of, and promotion to encourage participation in, sports-betting services. In light of
the fact that only a legal body owned by and under control of the Dutch authorities had been
awarded the single licence permitted by the Wet op de Kansspelen, and that no entity
established in another Member State has been awarded a licence, this amounted to a

restriction of Article 49 EC. Furthermore, Article 1 of the WoK restricted the free movement
of services by prohibiting the advertising of gambling services provided by operators licensed
and established in other Member States.

At this juncture it is worth noting that the infringement procedure only covers Article
49 EC with without any consideration as to whether Article 43 EC was possibly infringed in

any way. From the first reasoned opinion it is apparent that the Commission commenced this
procedure based upon complaints from undertakings in possession of licences granted in other

Member States who, by the nature of the WoK, were unable to obtain a Dutch licence to
supply this particular market, and thus according to domestic law are not permitted to offer
cross-border gambling services on the basis of a licence issued elsewhere, specifically in
another Member State. Consequently, the Commission's attention is focussed upon the Dutch

legislation from the perspective of only one mode of supply; that being the service crossing
national borders rather than including the cross-border movement of the service suppher.

120

Entering into greater depth as to the arguments used, reference will be made to the
reasoned opinion of the European Commission of 28 February 2008 and the response of the

Dutch government thereto on 25 September 2008.

121

The Commission claims that the general

122
in combination with the
prohibition on providing gambling without a having a licence,
specific requirement to have a licence to provide sports-betting services123 of which only one

of which is available 124 forms the basis of the restriction to Article 49 EC. Consequently
operators holding licences from other jurisdictions within the internal market are subject to a

restriction of the free movement of services

as regards the

Netherlands.

Referring to Gambelli such a prohibition on the cross-border movement of the service

120
121

122
123

124

Reasoned opinion
Supra note 42.
Article 1, WoK.

of March 2007, supra note 42, para. 1.

Article 15.1, WoK
Article 16.1, WoK.
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is a restriction of on the free movement of services. 125 Importantly, the Commission then
refers to Webb recalling that in order to show that the restrictive measure can be objectively

justified, and moreover that the automatic extension of De Lotto's licence is not
disproportionate, the Netherlands should have regard to the regulations which exist in the

Member State where the gambling service provider is regulated. As

prohibition on offering gambling in the Netherlands without holding

a

a

result of the absolute

licence awarded by the

Dutch government there is an inherent consequential failure of the Dutch regulatory regime to
take into account the regulatory requirements upheld in the Member State where the provider
is regulated there is a restriction to Article 49 EC. Within this sector therefore, the Dutch

system does not allow any comparison between the objectives and standards of the Dutch

regulatory regime with those of other Member States where operators are established, such an
absolute rejection and failure to consider whether other regimes are equivalent not only

contradicts more general services case-law such as Webb but heightens the degree of

restrictiveness of the restrictive measure. Arguably therefore the measure is more likely to be
deemed disproportionate.

126

The Commission then delves into the restriction to Article 49 EC arising from the

prohibition of advertising for gambling services which are not supplied pursuant to
awarded under the Wo K.

127

a licence

However, this will not be considered in this analysis given that

attention is primarily being focussed upon the access of providers established in other

Member States to the domestic gambling market of the Netherlands. As such the restriction

on advertising is symptom of the a more general restriction, and is therefore secondary in
nature to the restriction applicable to gambling which is the focus of this work.

6.3.3.2.a.ii

Objective reasons in the general interest

From the point of view of the European Commission there are three broad objectives of the

Dutch gambling policy which apply to the sports-betting market. According to the
Commission these are the generation of revenue for the general good; combating criminality,
125

Case C-243/01, Criminal Proceedings against Piergiorio Gambelli and Others, [20031 E.C.R. 1-13031, paras.

53-54.
126 AS a Symptom of the primary restriction on the free movement of gambling services advertising of such
services which are not regulated pursuant to the WoK amounts to a further restriction in the view of the European
Commission. Consequently various parties are restricted, such as holders of gambling licences granted in other
Member States, and exporters of media services by Dutch newspapers and other media service providers, as well
as the media service providers in other Member States including gambling advertisements in media exported to
the Netherlands. Furthermore this prohibition only furthers restriction of the cross-border provision of gambling
services in such an international sector, recalling the case of C-405/98, Konsumentombudsmannen v. Gourmet
International Products, [20011 ECR I-1795, para. 39.
127
Such a restriction applies to the advertising of all forms of gambling, not solely sports-betting services.
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preventing gambling addiction and consumer protection.

128

These objectives are found

throughout the regulation of gambling in the Netherlands. The Commission also asserted that
the generation of revenue was an objective of the regulatory regime; indeed this may be the

case but for the purposes of upholding

a

restrictive measure it is not

a

legitimate one.

Moreover there are no additional objectives concerning sports-betting services to set this
sector apart from others which are permitted by the WoK.

As a preliminary observation this could be considered

as

lending support to the use of

evidence arising in other gambling sectors by the Commission. If objectives are generic and
thus not specific for particular sectors this is suggestive of a general gambling policy which is

not responsive to the particular characteristics of sports-betting and this particular sector of
the market. Although there may be daily limits to the amount which can be wagered with De

Lotto, the same limits and other restrictions are also applicable to other forms of gambling
offered by holders of 'semi-permanent' licences

129

Revenue & Quantity of Gambling Supplied

The claim by the Commission that the generation of revenue is

a

reason for the Netherlands to

restrict the free movement of services may appear a little surprising given the general caselaw under Article 49 EC, and that which is specific to gambling, shows that economic
considerations cannot justify a restrictive measure. Nevertheless this appears to be in response
to earlier comments by the Dutch authorities that by preventing private profit in this sector the

objective of protecting consumers is furthered. Instead of providing private undertakings the

opportunity to derive private profits from offering sports-betting services the Dutch
government would rather that revenue generated by such gambling activities are used for
good causes. Somewhat expectedly the Commission is rather sceptical in responding to

claims that this amounts to

a

'side-effect', merely consequential to the operation of other

objectives, and thus in itself does not amount to an objective justification. In this regard the

Commission seizes upon an annual report of De Lotto in which it was given that one of the

aims of the organisation was to maximise the amount of revenue generated for good causes
and sports. Disregard less of the weight accorded by De

Lotto to this objective, such a

statement does not appeaI consistent with the objectives put forward by government.

Moreover it serves to highlight the significance of authorised providers executing their

of February 2008, supra note 115, para. 34.
Similar limits apply to services offered by Lotto, Nationate Postcode Interij, Sponsorloterij, BankGiro
Loterij. See Section 3.4.3.3.b.
128

Second reasoned opinion
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mandates in conformity with national policy objectives; any deviation from there undermines

the effectiveness of supervisory and enforcement mechanisms. In response to such allegations
the Dutch authorities continue to maintain that the generation of revenues is merely a side-

effect of the implementation of other policy objectives and question the wisdom of the
Commission attaching such an argument to
use

a

single passage in an annual report.

130

Rather the

of revenues for good causes, the Dutch government argues, is to ensure the non-

commercial character of the licence and that the draft WoK does not refer to generating funds

for good causes as an objective. If this is indeed the case, then it could be anticipated that if
the overall quantity

of gambling within

the Netherlands could be capped whilst allowing for

providers based in other Member States to serve the Dutch market subject to all other
standards being of at least the same standard as the Dutch regime, the government would have

no objections to revenues flowing across borders to other Member States.

C rime

Regarding combating crime in the supply of gambling services, the Commission questions the
need

for prohibiting all cross-border supply of gambling services,

as

determined as necessary

by the Netherlands. Two forms of crime are considered, firstly money laundering and
secondly illegal offers of sports-betting services.

With regards to money laundering concerns the Commission 131 notes the existence of
a number of directives which aim to counter money laundering through financial institutions.

It considers that these negate the need for an individual Member State to prohibit the crossborder supply of gambling services when operators are based in Member States which
exercise effective supervision.132 The Netherlands disputes such an approach on the grounds

that the anti-money laundering directives aim at minimum harmonisation and to require the
acceptance

of cross-border gambling services on the basis of the level of protection contained

therein would imply that they are fully harmonising in nature,

a

proposition which is rejected

by the Dutch authorities.

Moreover, Dutch gambling policy is wider in scope than the eradication of moneylaundering practices and includes countering gambling supplies which are not regulated by
the Dutch authorities so as to uphold the kanalisatie principle. This objective appears rather
130

Letter of 25 September 2008, supra note 115, p. 11 and 12.
Second reasoned opinion of February 2008, supra note 115, paras. 44-47.
132
In particular Directive 2005/60/EC of 26 October 2005 on the prevention of the use of the financial system
for the purpose of money laundering and terrorist financing, [20051 01 L209/15 and Directive 1991/308/EEC of
10 June 1991 on prevention of the use of the financial system for the purpose of money laundering, 119911 01
L166n7.
131
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circular in nature; the current nature of Dutch law prevents any recognition of the objectives
and standards of other regulatory regimes, and therefore deems all gambling supplied
pursuant to such licences as illegal

if offered in the Netherlands. Whilst negating the fact that

gambling regulatory authorities in other Member States uphold anti-money laundering
objectives pursuant to secondary Community law the Dutch regulatory system accords itself

the task of eradicating such supplies within the Netherlands as a basis for maintaining
restrictive measures.

Arguably, if the system under the WoK was amended to take into account the legality

of gambling supplied subject to the anti-money laundering directives then there would be less
illegal gambling supplied in the Netherlands, and less need for the cross-border supply of
gambling to be restricted on this basis. Unfortunately having referred to 'other' objectives the
Dutch authorities are rather vague in stating what the other objectives of the national policy
are in this field.

The second half of the Commission's challenge to the justification of the restrictive
nature of the WoK on the basis of combating crime relates to illegal offers

of sports-betting. In

summary it appears the Commission cannot find any basis in Dutch law, nor in the responses

of the Dutch authorities in the earlier stages of the infringement procedure, which justifies
restricting the supply of regulated gambling services from other Member States.133 Whilst the
Dutch government lacks evidence pointing towards illegal sports-betting arising through, the
Commission places the burden for producing such evidence upon the government. Apart from

the illegality per se of such cross-border gambling, it would appear that the Dutch authorities
have failed to pinpoint the specific source of such crime. Instead, the arguments of the Dutch
authorities relate to the kanalisatie concept, and thus that a limited legal offer allows for a
'closed system', which relies upon a single supplier to meet demand.

Unfortunately, despite reference to the ability of this system to uphold the chosen
level of protection, the level itself remains undefined. On the contrary the authorities dismiss

the value of mutual recognition deeming it highly unlikely that another Member State will

employ 'precisely the same level of protection' as that seemingly upheld in the Netherlands.
This appears to ignore the possibility that the level of protection in other Member States may

be higher than that encapsulated by the WoK.

If, following

an exercise under the auspices of the

principle of mutual recognition it

was found that the regulatory requirements of Member State A did not fully match the

133

Second reasoned opinion of February 2008, paras. 48-50
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standards and objectives

of those upheld in the Netherlands, given the nature of cross-border

internet gambling services it would be difficult for the Dutch system to effectively fill the

regulatory gap between domestic standards and those of the home Member State:34 This

would require

a

case-specific approach, and thus a generic statement that no other Member

State upholds the same objectives to the same standard as the Netherlands is over-inclusive

and furthers the disproportionate nature of the restrictive measure. Given the vagueness of the

crime related objectives, other than those which secondary Community anti-money
laundering legislation seeks to uphold, it is difficult to determine that the requirements of

Member State A's regulatory regime would fall below those of the Netherlands. For the
Netherlands to assume, without conducting any assessment of equivalence so as to conclude

that there are no Member States with comparable objectives and standards, would be
dangerous. Yet in effect, this appears to occur. This only proves to show that further
comparative work needs to be completed as between all of the Member States. Only then will
national authorities and the Commission alike be able to move beyond references to vague
objectives and instead effectively engage in comparative exercises between regulatory
regimes. It could thus be imagined that the Netherlands would then be able to maintain, on the

basis of

a

combating crime, that suppliers based in the United Kingdom could not access the

Dutch market whilst being unable to prevent those based in Estonia for example. Until a
suitable degree of harmonisation emerges exercises in mutual recognition should be on a
case-by-case basis, per sector and per Member State. Moreover, such an interpretation finds

support in the approach of the Court of Justice in Lindman regarding the need to analyse the
necessity and proportionality of national restrictions, as well as the need to furnish evidence
so as to substantiate the need for the restriction in question.

135

Consumer Protection
Regarding consumer protection the Commission questions whether the execution of national

policy on this point provides

a

basis for an objective justification. Discussion between the

Commission and the Dutch authorities centres around four issues; firstly the promotion of
sports-betting; secondly the policy of expansion undertaken by Dutch licence holders; thirdly

the degree to which the advertising code of conduct protects consumers and fourthly

initiatives to combating gambling addiction.

134
135

This would not be the case under Article 43 EC.
Recalling Section 4.3.5.
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Consumer Protection - Advertising

Following the order of reasoning undertaken by the Commission it alleges that the De Lotto is
one of the largest advertisers in the Netherlands, advertising at

a

large scale with innovative

techniques, including via the internet, newspapers and with money-back guarantees.136 The

Commission contends that even though De Lotto's expenditure on advertising may have
declined between 2004 and 2006, due to the more innovative and thus effective advertising
methods undertaken it reaches a wider audience than the decline in expenditure would

suggest. From the perspective of the Commission the advertisements are suggestive that the

services of De Lotto constitute normal consumer services, with some campaigns being
aggressive in nature. Ultimately the Commission concludes that such practices are not
137
consistent with the consumer protection objectives of Dutch law.
Unsurprisingly such

claims are rejected by the Dutch government, which claims that sports-betting services are
indeed restricted in a consistent and systematic manner.

138

Yet the supporting reasoning

centres on dismissing the notion of the Commission that there was an expansion in advertising
even though expenditure was reduced. Nevertheless the Dutch authorities seek to prove that

expenditure for the advertising of many forms of gambling declined over the period 20022007.

Consumer Protection - Limitation of Volume of Gambling Supplied
Secondly, the Commission challenges the notion that the amount of gambling services

supplied is actually limited within the Dutch sports-betting market. Unfortunately for the

credibility of the Commission's reasoning numerous references are made to other gambling
sectors, but nevertheless

internet, as well

as

it notes that De Lotto expanded its services to offer products via the

introducing

a

scratch-card game. Regarding the introduction of scratch-

cards the Commission once again draws upon the De Lotto's annual report of 2005 in which

De Lotto states that it intends to draw upon on all possible means to ensure a wide as possible

distribution of scratch-cards to better reach players. Scratch-cards are one of the more
addictive forms of gambling, and this leads to the Commission to conclude that the intention

of making such 'impulse products' widely available does not fit within

a

national policy based

upon consumer protection. The Commission also challenges the claim that sports-betting

services are not offered online. This appears to have arisen from the approach taken by the

136
137
138

Second reasoned opinion

of February 2008, supra note

115, paras. 60-65.

Ibid., para. 65.
Letter of 25 September 2008, supra note 115, p. 18.
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Dutch authorities to consider that offering such services as a form of e-commerce amounts to

a new distribution channel, rather than equating to a new form of gambling which would
require an amendment to the WoK.

In light of evidence pertaining to other sectors the Commission concludes that
existing licence holders are able to stimulate demand for their services, a pattern into which

De Lotto fits. According to the Commission Dutch policy regarding De Lotto fails to be
consistent and systematic in light of the introduction and use of 'aggressive distribution
channels

, 139

for existing and new forms of gambling; this appears to refer to the use of 'e-

commerce' and the widespread distribution of scratch-cards. Placanica provided that Member
States can use new distribution channels, an appropriate degree of marketing and introduce
new products whilst remaining consistent with national policy objectives. However, in

contrast to the Dutch situation at hand the Italian legislation in question sought solely to

eliminate the supply of illegal gambling activities within the Italian market, without the
additional objectives of limiting the supply of gambling and consumer protection as
enumerated within Dutch law. Nevertheless, this does not prevent the Dutch authorities from

relying upon Placanica to support the proposition that advertising can fit within a restrictive

gambling policy and is an integral part of the kanalisatie approach. Whilst not necessarily
stimulating additional demand such advertising is required to bring to the attention of the

public the availability of the legal gambling on offer, as an alternative to illegal forms of
gambling and those forms of gambling which are associated with
addiction.

140

a

greater danger of

Although this may be true, the ability of De Lotto to contribute to the national

policy objectives would be extremely limited if it were to lack

a

presence in the public

domain. However given the lack of evidence and scientific knowledge within the Netherlands

and elsewhere it is impossible to determine how much advertising is required to ensure that

illegal offers are substituted for legal offers by the public whilst the population is not
stimulated to increase its overall expenditure on gambling services. Moreover the Dutch

authorities note that there has not been an increase in the amount of gambling on offer,
dismissing the Commission's apparent reliance on advice given to the Minister of Justice by
the College van Toezicht op de Kansspelen. Such advice included permitting De Lotto to offer

its services online and via SMS. The authorities note that the Minister is not obliged to accept
such advice, and whilst this may be true, from the documentation made publicly available in

139
140

Second reasoned opinion of February 2008, ibid., para. 78.
Letter of September 2008, supra note 115, p. 20.
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this procedure the national authorities do not refute the proposition that permitting the sale of
De Lotto's products online as a form of 'e-commerce' amounts to an expansion of supply.

Consumer Protection - Value of Self-Regulation

Thirdly, the Commission challenges the appropriateness of reliance upon the Gedrags- en
reclamecode kansspelen, which regulates the advertisement of gambling services provided by
De Lotto amongst others, as a means of illustrating the restrictive nature of the national

gambling policy.

141

The Commission contends that this code

does not restrict the quantity of

advertising which can be provided, and that the qualitative aspects are undermined by the fact

it is not legally binding nor supported by criminal sanctions. In response, the Dutch
authorities contest the conclusions reached by the Commission.142 For the Dutch authorities it

remains unclear how part of the advertising policy as contained within the code can allow the
Commission to reach a conclusion as to the allegedly inconsistent nature of the Dutch

gambling policy. They plea that national policy consists of a broader range of rules applicable
to licence holders, rejecting the notion that such a conclusion can be reached upon the basis of
a single mechanism intended

to implement national policy choices.

However, it must be remembered that indeed the code is part of

a

wider toolbox of

mechanisms with which the Dutch authorities aim to uphold national policy objectives, and

the Commission is right to consider the potential and suitability of an individual mechanism
to uphold national objectives. Nevertheless the amount

of weight accorded to

an

individual

mechanism should not be disproportionate; it would be unjust to contend that the entire Dutch

regulatory regime is inconsistent and unsystematic, and therefore incompatible with

Community law merely because of a single advertising code. Yet, if the Commission was
unable to single out individual mechanisms for review within a wider assessment of a national

regime then this would only serve to maintain the opacity of many national regulatory
systems. For some authorities maintaining restrictions behind a veil of non-transparent
regulations may favour their otherwise untenable regulatory objectives; but for debate at the
European level to avoid stalemate national authorities should accept the idea that individual
elements of national policy will be scrutinised. Ideally if sufficient pressure is placed on

national authorities to provide for a necessity and proportionality analysis with supporting
evidence as required in Lindman then such a veil should be pierced, but the approach of the

Netherlands appears to be one
141

142

of obfuscating such information.

Second reasoned opinion of February 2008, supra note 115, paras. 79-81.
Letter of September 2008, supra note 115, p. 22-3.
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Returning to the nature of the code, the Dutch authorities have concluded that the

flexibility which self-regulation permits is most appropriate for regulating this aspect of
gambling policy.

143

Within such

a

context it is argued that criminal penalties are

inappropriate, and that the concerns of the Commission do not entail that the code is not part
of a restrictive policy.

Consumer Protection - An Example of Informational Problems
As the fourth and final ground for the Commission to challenge the compatibility of the Dutch

gambling regulation, it claims that the execution of national gambling policy does not allow

the conclusion to be reached that combating gambling addiction constitutes an objective
144
Central to the concerns of the
justification for the restrictive measure in question.
·

Commission is the lack of an anti-addiction policy by the sports-betting provider. Seemingly
rejecting the adequacy of a slogan used by De Lotto warning potential players and players to

gamble with care, the Commission notes that no rules have been provided which uphold
preventative measures within De Lotto's operations.

145

The Commission then disputes the

validity of data put forward by the Dutch government to show that there has been

a

reduction

in the number of gambling addicts in the Netherlands; the two studies referred to used

different methods to estimate the number of gambling addicts. Consequently the Commission
criticises the Netherlands for lacking information on the number of addicts, and information
regarding the treatment which addicts receive and the forms of gambling which gave rise to

(relative numbers of) addicts. In this regard the Commission highlights the importance of

knowing how many addicts have received treatment for addiction arising from sports-betting,
and moreover whether the sports-betting services were provided by De Lotto or operators
based elsewhere in the European Union. It is highly doubtful whether such ideals held by the

Commission are tenable; it would be highly desirable if such information were available and
may serve to ease the defence of restrictive measures.

From

a

practical viewpoint collecting data which differentiates between gambling

addiction caused by an operator licensed under Dutch law and operators licensed pursuant to
regimes in other Member States would be difficult to obtain. Even if a Member State were to

143

The response of the Dutch government refers to 'conditioned sel f-regulation', see p. 23:
De Nederlandse regering heeft er bewust voor gekozen de reclameactiviteiten to reguleren door middel
"
van (geconditioneerde) zelfregulering.
144
Second reasoned opinion of February 2008, supra note 115, paras. 82-87.
145
It would appear that the Dutch government attempts to rely on the slogan "Voorkom gokverslaving speel
met mate" ("Avoid gambling addiction - play with moderation"), as referred to in the second reasoned opinion
of February 2008, supra note 115, para. 83.
6.

-
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set out to collate such data

it would be impossible to do

so retrospectively so as to support the

efficacy of existing restrictions. Such a conclusion could be used to call for minimum
standards for anti-addiction mechanisms to be upheld by all Member State regulatory regimes

so as to mitigate the differences in the level of protection between a Dutch and other
European regimes because the Commission's request is suggestive of the idea that other

regimes are not absolutely effective in preventing gambling addiction. 146 Furthermore the

Commission's idealistic suggestions in this regard are indicative of the need for the
evidentiary burden under Lindman to be defined; guidance is required so that all parties, and

in particular national authorities, can ascertain the scope and depth of information required to
support claims that restrictive measures are required. In the absence of guidance tactics such

as those of the Commission appear less reprehensible or at least become more difficult to

effectively challenge.
Consumer Protection - the Netherlands Responds

According to the arguments put forward by the Dutch authorities no significance can be
placed on the lack of reference to anti-addiction objectives and measures in the statutes of De

Lotto. Instead, regard should be had to the fact that avoiding addiction is part of the overall

objectives of the Dutch regulatory regime and that this objective is upheld by restricting the
number of gambling providers (i.e. in the case

of sports-betting to one), prohibiting the

commercial exploitation of sports-betting and rules particular to sports-betting. Consequently
the government reiterates its much used point that through
a single

limiting the supply of gambling to

monopolist the lack of competition between providers does not stimulate demand.

Whilst such competition may indeed lead to

a degree

of stimulating demand upper boundaries

are maintained to the amount of supply which De Lotto may supply. These are in the form of
a cap on the number of events upon which gambling may be offered and that participants may

not lose more than €22,69 per day.

147

Such restrictions on the quantity of gambling supplied

do clearly codify the standard of consumer protection and anti-addiction measures which

Dutch law seeks to uphold. Consequently, comparisons with other jurisdictions on this point
can be readily drawn, and in this respect the Dutch authorities note that British operators are

subject to less restrictive requirements.

148

Given the current approach to understanding the

Another issue would be to consider how effective must anti-addiction policies and mechanisms are; is there
an acceptable percentage of players whom even if they become and remain addicted an anti-addiction policy
could nevertheless be deemed successful?
146

147
148

As described in further detail in Section 3.4.2.3.
Letter of September 2008, supra note 115, p. 25 specifically referring to 'Ladbrokes' and 'Betfair'.
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modalities of gambling and Article 49 EC it would appear that restricting the cross-border
movement of online gambling services to uphold such quantitative restrictions would be
consistent with Community law.

supply;

149

However, such a finding rests upon current means of

if these were to be modified then the validity of the Dutch position, like that of other

Member States, would undoubtedly change. For example, if all Dutch residents who wanted
to bet online were provided with an account which permitted a daily total loss of €22,69

which could then be used for all European Union based operators to the extent that they offer
gambling services permitted by the WoK there would be little justification for the current
restrictions. Indeed, providing for

a

mechanism of this type and establishing a mechanism to

ensure that all suppliers to the Dutch market could only take the stakes of players by this
single account would be a less restrictive measure than the prohibition which is currently in

place. Yet this would require that the Dutch government recognise that some of the so-called
'e-commerce' activities are in fact remote (online) gambling services.
This serves to show that the current organisation of the provision of gambling services
has a considerable impact upon the nature of arguments to justify restrictive measures; if

gambling services were supplied according to different objectives and modalities then

different conclusions as to disproportionality could be reached.

6.3.3.2.a.iii

Confusing different types of gambling

Deserving special attention is the nature of the sports-betting services which are available. For
example, whilst Betfair has

a

licence in the United Kingdom to offer exchange betting

services via the internet, exchange betting is not a form of gambling which is recognised by
the WoK. Therefore it is not a form

of sports-betting which De Lotto can offer and yet the

Commission does not appear to appreciate that distinctions may arise between different forms

of 'sports-betting'. Consequently,

there

is no national exchange betting market

in

the

Netherlands from which Betfair, in this example, is excluded. Furthermore there is no

regulatory regime in place in the Netherlands with which the objectives, conditions and
standards to which Betfair is subject on condition of its British licence can be compared with.

Phrased in a different way, there is no comparator in the Netherlands; no Dutch regulatory

149

Recalling the nature of such services as discussed in section 3.4.2.3.
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regime for exchange betting exists thus no comparison can be made with that of the United
Kingdom.150

Taking such

a

broad approach and arguing that on the basis

of Article 49 EC

there

should be free movement of gambling services lacks a requisite degree of specificity.

Assuming, as the Commission appears to do, that there are no differences between the types

of gambling

services on offer within the sports-betting sector is fraught with over-inclusivity.

The regulation of pari-mutuel betting within a Member State should not imply that because
other forms of sports-betting are permitted in other jurisdictions that regulatory regimes, such

as that of the Netherlands, should

be

obliged to open themselves up to other forms of

gambling solely on the basis that a particular form is regulated in another Member State.
Consequently, arguing that the Dutch regime infringes the free movement of services

for a service which it does not permit national providers to provide is in contradiction with the

case-law of the Court of Justice. A higher degree of selectivity is called for; to the extent that

Betfair, or any other provider based outside of the Netherlands provides gambling services
which are permitted by Dutch legislation and are already provided for a by

a

holder of a

Dutch licence, then the restrictive nature of the inability of the Dutch regime to permit the

cross-border flow of such gambling services into the Netherlands should be assessed as to its
compatibility with Community law with a view to these particular services. However, services

legitimately offered by Betfair, or another operator, which cannot be legally provided within
the Netherlands because the domestic provision thereof is not sanctioned by national law

should not be treated in this way. On the contrary, such forms of gambling should not feature

within any claim that the Dutch legislation at hand amounts to
incompatible with Community law. Whilst it may represent

a

a

restriction which is

restriction for licence holders

such as Betfair, in such specific cases the right to the free movement of services is trumped by

the right accorded to Member States to determine which forms

of gambling

are permitted

within their jurisdiction.
Where a Member State has exercised its margin of discretion, as recognised by the

ECJ since the earliest gambling cases, so as not to permit a form of gambling within its

jurisdiction this trumps any claims by operators in other Member States that they can supply
that form on the basis of Article 49 EC. Issues of compatibility, consistency or otherwise of
national gambling policy will only arise once a particular form of gambling is permitted,

Indeed, such a conclusion is expected to arise in relation to France where the law, if amended in accordance
with the projet de loi, will not permit French licence holders to offer betting exchange sports-betting, nor 'live'
150

betting.
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subject to restrictions. In Schindler the ECJ avoided entering into a debate regarding the fact
that a national lottery was prohibited whilst other forms

permitted; it noted that these other forms were of

a

of large-scale gambling were

different nature. Although it is unclear as

to what degree of detail a Member State can distinguish different forms of gambling from one
another, arguably the debate as to market access should only apply to those forms which have

been permitted, and are supplied by national providers.

Thus, for as long

as

there is no possibility for the domestic provision of a particular

form of gambling there is no need to enter into debate as to compatibility, consistency or
otherwise of national gambling policy with Community law. Such an assessment will only be

called into place once a form of gambling is permitted by the regulatory regime of the

Member State where the service is being received.

6.3.3.2.a.iv

Next Steps

The European Commission has to determine whether it is satisfied that the restriction on the
free movement of services is compatible with Community law, in other words has the Dutch

government satisfied the Commission that the national policy on the regulation of sports-

betting is systematic and coherent? Given the seemingly polarised views of the two
authorities this would seem highly unlikely. Referral to the Court of Justice is the next step in
the infringement procedure which

of course does not necessarily mean that the monopoly of

De Lotto will fall; however given the importance placed upon the provision of evidence, or
moreover the lack of evidence from both the European Commission and the Dutch authorities,

the Court of Justice would be provided with

Lindman for

a sector

a

prime opportunity to clarify the implications of

where many Member States lack firm scientific data.

Should a standard lower than that suggested by the Commission be upheld by the

Court this would only prolong the existence of discussion between the European executive
and national regulators which are stymied by a lack

of clear and transparent information upon

which decisions can be taken. Arguably however, if a high evidentiary burden were to be

placed upon the Member States then an equivalent burden should be placed upon the
Commission to prevent spurious arguments being made in an attempt to undermine the
reasoning advanced by national authorities.

Independent of the final future outcome of this procedure it serves to show the

difficulty in establishing the balance between national regulatory discretion and the
supremacy of the fundamental freedoms. Not only do these difficulties concern finding the
balance but determining the evidentiary burdens necessary to sustain it.
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6.3.3.2.b

National Proceedings

Several national courts have borne witness to challenges from licence holders established in

other Member States in their challenges to seek access to the Dutch sports-betting market.

Two of these have led to preliminary references to the Court of Justice, but this has not been
the case in the Unibet proceedings. Such proceedings are not unique to the sports-betting
sector, but also prevail in the lottery and casino markets as previously reviewed in this work.

It is the objective of this section to review three decisions relating to the sports-betting
market, these being Unibet v. De Lotto and the two proceedings which led to references to the
r ·

Luxembourg, i.e. Ladbrokes and Betjair.

6.3.3.2.b.i

151

Unibet Proceedings

In March 2008 the Rechtbank Utrecht found that national policy pertaining to sports-betting
services was compatible with the requirements of Community law, specifically Article 49 EC

thereof.

Once again, the pleas made were restricted to the compatibility of the national

measures with the free movement of services, without regard being had to the freedom of
establishment. This can be explained by the nature of De Lotto' s claim against Unibet and

Global Entertainment Ltd (hereinafter GEL); De Lotto, in the absence of enforcement action
against Unibet by the Dutch authorities themselves, undertook to prohibit the supply of

gambling services to the Netherlands by Unibet on the basis that this contravened the WoK.

By doing so De Lotto claimed that Unibet infringed articles 1 and 15 of the WoK as well as

inflicting unfair competition upon De Lotto. This secondary complaint is based upon the
notion that in light of the high regulatory burden placed upon De Lotto operators based
outside of the Netherlands undercut the sports-betting offer made by De Lotto and thereby
place undue competitive pressure upon its operations. The magnitude of such competitive
pressures is increased by the fact that whilst Unibet offers internet based gambling De Lotto is

not permitted to do so.

152

Consequently, De Lotto cannot respond by competing online against

Unibet, although this position appears to rest upon the assumption that the e-commerce nature
of De Lotto' s operators are not substitutes for true online sports-betting opportunities as

provided by operators established outside of the Netherlands. 153

151

152

153

Supra note 116.
Supra note 116, para. 4.8.4.
Umbet offers both 'remote' and 'internet' gambling services.
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In contrast to the operations arising in the Betfair and Ladbrokes cases the United
Group is licensed in Malta, however as will be seen the discussion of the court bears no

reflection of the fact that holders of non-Dutch licences are established in various jurisdictions
between which there may be differences in regulatory objectives and standards. Proceedings
were initiated against GEL due to the fact that it exploited a website offering sports-betting
services directed to customers in the Netherlands from its establishment in Antigua, via the

website 'nl.unibet.net'.

This is to be distinguished from the exploitation of 'www.unibet.com' which does not
permit the services of Unibet to be offered, via this site, to residents of the Netherlands.
However, the latter site does

refer residents of the Netherlands to the

154

Antigua based site once

the Dutch language flag is selected. Upon the basis of the Maltese licence Unibet does not

offer gambling services to residents of the Netherlands, but refers them to the Antigua based
and regulated site. This then takes the case beyond the realms of the free movement principles
in as far as the services at issue derive from Antigua and Barbuda rather than Malta.

155

Such a

construction with the overall Unibet group serves to illustrate the flexible nature of internet
betting operations. Operators, particularly those which are ready to accept and mount legal
challenges in different jurisdictions establish their operational basis in jurisdictions which in

their view offer the most appropriate regulatory regime however this may be defined.
Consequently when reference is made to a single operator which may appear to be a single

entity on the basis of the branding of its websites, reference is in fact being made to a
complex web of subsidiaries, places of establishment and licensing regimes; both within and
beyond the borders of the internal market. Debates on gambling regulation in the European

Union should distinguish between operators with supplying the internal market from within
the said market and on the basis

of third country licences.

In establishing whether Unibet and GEL offer gambling in the Netherlands contrary to

article 1 of the WoK it has to be determined whether the website in question, nl.unibet.net,
156
In this regard the Rechtbank Utrecht
constitutes an offer within the prohibition of the WoK.

refers to an earlier Ladbrokes/De Lotto decision to establish that the offer of gambling
services via the internet falls in the scope of the prohibition of the WoK when there is a site

which targets the Netherlands and residents therein, and for this purpose it is irrelevant from
154 According to para. 2.6 of the Unibet decision the rules of the www.unibet.com site state in English that "An
Account Holder warrants and represents, at all time, not to be: Resident of Malta, The Netherlands, The United
Kingdom, Turkey or the United States of America." It remains unclear what software mechanisms are in place to
counter customers misrepresenting their residential status.
155
This linkage between the two websites was still in operation on 26th April 2009.
156
Reference is hereby made to the meaning o f 'gelegenheid geven', see section 4.10 of the Unibet decision.
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which jurisdiction the service is provided. 157 From a national perspective this blanket
approach to determining illegality may very well appear to be acceptable, yet it fails to take

into consideration the case-law of the Court of Justice where the service originates from

within the internal market. In this instance the Rechtbank Utrecht determines that the site
operated by GEL specifically targets residents of the Netherlands given that the Netherlands

is one of the countries listed on the site and that bets can

be placed upon Dutch sporting

events. Consequently GEL was found to infringe the WoK, yet further debate was required to

ascertain whether Unibet, through providing a link to the GEL website, and being the operator

behind the overall operation, was in breach of article 1 of the WoK. A range of facts led the

Court to establish that Unibet was in breach, for example the link to the site operated by GEL,
advertising campaigns directed at and executed in the Netherlands, and the fact that Unibet

provided the material for the GEL operated site. 158
The Rechtbank Utrecht then proceeds to consider whether the prohibition on offering

gambling services without a licence amounts to an unjustifiable restriction to the free
movement of services, as alleged by Unibet and GEL.

159

There is no dispute regarding the

fact that the WoK does restrict the free movement of services, and thus discussion occurs as to

whether this is justifiable or not. Having recalled the Gambelli enumeration of the grounds
upon which cross-border gambling services can be restricted, the Rechtbank notes the

freedom of the Dutch state to choose a restrictive policy, a notion established by the Court of
Justice in Schindler and Laara.

160

Both parties echo the arguments consistently put forward

by their respective 'camps'; De Lotto claims that the restriction is compatible with

Community law because it upholds the restrictive gambling policy of the Netherlands whilst

Unibet and GEL claim that in reality the Dutch gambling policy is not restrictive, and
presumably therefore not consistent and systematic as required under existing European law.
Rather interestingly Unibet and GEL criticise the fact that there is only a single licence, for

which there is no opportunity to tender in line with the principle of transparency and thus the
market remains closed to operators other than De Lotto. Reference is made to an earlier
attempt of Unibet to obtain a Dutch operating licence, an application which was withdrawn
when Unibet apparently realised the futile nature of the attempt.

161

Such a discussion appears

rather at odds in a case where the arguments are centred on the freedom to provide gambling

157

Ladbrokes/De Lotto. supra note 118.
Unibet, supra note 116, section 4.14.1.-4.15.
159
Ibid., section 4.16. onw (Is.
160
Ibid., section 4.21.
161
Ibid., sections 4.23. and 4.24.
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services across national borders rather than the ability

of Unibet

and others to become

established within the Netherlands and apply for a licence pursuant to a tendering procedure

which does not discriminate in favour of De Lotto.

Furthermore, and in part as

a

reflection of De Lotto's complaint as to unfair

competition, it claims that the betting services offered by Unibet contravene domestic

regulation because the forms of gambling on offer are not those permitted by the WoK.
Reference is hereby made to 'short odd e-gaming',

mobile telephone.

167
-

'live betting' and the offer of gambling via

Similar to the assumption of the European Commission where it

considered that all forms of sports-betting permitted in one jurisdiction should be permitted in
the Netherlands, Unibet and GEL also take on a blanket approach. Once again, requiring the

Dutch gambling regulatory system to allow for the cross-border provision of live betting

solely on the basis that it is permitted by the terms and conditions of the licence held by
Unibet, would negate the freedom of Member States to determine which forms of gambling
they permit within their jurisdiction. Arguably Unibet' s stance on this issue should be for

cross-border provision of its gambling services into the Dutch domestic market, on the basis

of Article 49 EC to the extent that those services are permitted under existing domestic
legislation. Consequently, it would only compete with De Lotto on the basis of services which
De Lotto itself is authorised to offer. Distinguishing between 'remote gambling' and 'internet

gambling' would be implicit in such an approach.

With little actual consideration of the arguments put forward by both sides the
Rechtbank Utrecht readily concluded that the restrictive nature of the WoK in the sports-

betting sector was in conformity with Article 49 EC.163 Whilst the possibility of market access

for non-Dutch licensed operators is the focus of this analysis it nevertheless remains
interesting to note that in light of the objectives of the domestic gambling regulation, De Lotto

was not in

a

competitive position to respond to the services offered by Unibet, and

undoubtedly other operators established outside the Netherlands. De Lotto complains that the
returns to players which Unibet can offer are substantially greater than what it is able to do

given the more stringent regulatory conditions, and thus costs, with which it is bound to

comply with. Such observations illustrate that should there be any future easing of national
restrictions on cross-border gambling services the incumbents in Member States where a

restrictive regime has been in place, such as De Lotto, are going to face intense competitive
pressures.

162 Ibid.
163

Unibet, supra note 116, section. 4.26.
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The assessment executed by the Rechtbank Utrecht arguably fails to distinguish

particular facts which are highly important in the organisation of gambling services and

should not be ignored when considering such operations in the light of national and
Community law. Firstly, the entirety of Unibet's operations were not based within the internal
market and yet no attempt was made to distinguish between those elements regulated by an

EU Member State and those regulated by another jurisdiction. Whilst multi-state operations
should not be used to free-ride on the back of the free movement principles whilst complying

with lower standards in off-shore jurisdictions courts should like wise properly distinguish
between the different parts of an operation. Secondly, the claim was solely based upon the
free movement

of services whereas including the closely related freedom of establishment

would have widened the scope of the claim. Naturally the applicant may not have wanted to
become established within the Netherlands and sought to rely solely on the movement of the

service itself. Reliance solely on Article 49 EC however narrows the scope of the claim; it
becomes restricted to the equivalence the regulatory regimes attached to the licences and the
range

of games which can

be offered pursuant to them. This links to the third issue, the range

of services offered by Unibet was wider than that permitted under Dutch law. Although
strictly speaking Dutch law does not permit online gambling, some 'e-commerce' services of
current operators are closely aligned to remote gambling services. No attempt was made to
distinguish the remote forms of gambling from the 'internet gambling' services offered by

Unibet. From a free movement perspective perhaps a less restrictive approach would permit
the cross-border movement

of services which

are permitted by both the Member State of the

licence holder and that where the service is received; common ground in this instance would

more likely be found regarding remote gambling. This would permit a more reasoned
response to the legal conundrum instead of treating both forms of online gambling
synonymously.

This latter point illustrates the need for a degree of harmonisation, and until such
harmonisation occurs detailed and yet transparent information regarding the objectives and

standards of each national regulatory regime should be readily available. Armed with such

information informed decisions as to mutual recognition on a state-by-state basis can take
place under the auspices of Article 49 EC case-law permitting the concurrent respect of

Community law and national restrictions. It is notable that the domestic court in this case did
not enter into a discussion as to the equivalence of the regime, at least the Maltese regime,

with which Unibet complied with. Regrettably, such limited review only serves to prolong the
lack of legal certainty within the Member State concerned and at the Community level in
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general. In this light, the referral of preliminary references by other courts within the
Netherlands can only be commended.

6.3.3.2.b.ii

164

Betfair

Recalling Chapter 3 a preliminary reference to the Court of Justice was made by the Raad van

Smte in May 2008 concerning the compatibility of the so-called 'closed licensing' system
165
This is the same licensing system that stood up to scrutiny by the
with Community law.

Rechtbank Utrecht in the aforementioned Unibet case, and was found to be compatible with

Community law. Other similarities with the Unibet case abound, such as the fact that the
operator in question "The Sporting Exchange Ltd" which trades as Betfair, is licensed in the
United Kingdom to provide remote betting services on sporting events and horse races via the
telephone and the internet. Although not discussed before the Raad van State the responses of
the Dutch government to the European Commission in the infringement procedure claimed

that the British licence held by Betfair permitted the undertaking to offer a wider range of

gambling services than permitted under Dutch law. This does not appear to feature within the
scope of the case at hand, where attention is focussed upon the lack of opportunity for Betfair

to gain a licence from the Dutch authorities

as means

to access the domestic market of the

Netherlands. Such a lack of opportunity is challenged upon the basis of the freedom to
provide services and in common with the Unibet case this restriction of market access is not
reviewed as to compatibility with Article 43 EC.

The scope of this case is broader than that witnessed in the Unibet case with regards to
the gambling sectors which

it encompasses. Although concerned with remote gambling not

only does it relate to sports-betting services but also to the operation of the national
totalisator, as secured by articles 23 and 24 of the WoK.

Although the apparent restrictiveness

of the measure in question appears the same as that subject to the scrutiny of the
Commission's infringement procedure regarding sports-betting, the regulation of the
totalisator and thus access to this market, was not undertaken by the Commission.

166

Many of the large-scale United Kingdom licensed operators with internationally
orientated operations provide a mixture of sports events and horserace based betting

164

At the time the Rechtbank Utrecht came to its decision it was unclear whether there would be any preliminary
reference sent from a Dutch court. Supra note 116, section 4.25.
165

Supra note 116.
The scope of the Commission's investigation and claim against the Netherlands would have depended, to a
large extent, upon the nature of the complainant's claims.
166
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services.

167

In contrast, the operation of the totalisator has

been entrusted to a variety of

different undertakings, and is currently in the hands of Scientific Games Racing b.v.
established in the Netherlands and a subsidiary of a US incorporated private undertaking.

Information in the public domain does not provide the necessary foundation to reach the
conclusion that the Commission chose to omit this specific sector from the remit of the
infringement procedure in light of this fact. Nevertheless the legal significance of such a
development shall be discussed in the context of the analysis of the judgment since the Dutch

government claims that the presence of a subsidiary of a US company on the Dutch gambling

market is evidence of the non-discriminatory nature of the Dutch regulatory regime.
The Raad van State refers to an earlier judgment of August 2004 in which it was held

that the refusal to licence the activities of Betfair was proportionate in light of the objectives

of the Dutch regulatory system. Consequently, the Raad van

State readily proceeds to

consider whether the compatibility with Community law of the refusal to grant Betfair a
168
With reference to
licence for the operation of its current internet gambling services.
'current services via the internet' it would seem that all the forms of gambling offered by

Betfair are to be considered en masse, without any distinction between those forms which are

legally available in the Netherlands and those which are not because they are prohibited and
not provided by De Lotto. No consideration is given to the idea as to whether

a

licence could

be awarded for some of the (remote) online gambling services offered by Betfair.

Refusal to grant a licence

In 2004 and 2005 the Minister of Justice refused to grant Betfair

a

licence for providing

sports-betting and totalisator services via the internet on the basis that the WoK upholds a

'closed system' which does not permit the granting of licences for the provision of such

services via the internet. Consequently, Betfair was prohibited from offering its services to

recipients in the Netherlands. 169 The response of Betfair to this finding is that on the basis of

Article 49 EC it does not require

a licence to access the

Dutch market, but rather the

Netherlands is under a duty of mutual recognition to recognise tile licence granted by the

British authorities:70 However, the Netherlands takes the position that mutual recognition has
167
In para. 2.1. of the Betfair decision, supra note 116, the Raad van State explicitly refers to the fact that Betfair
provided betting services relating to both sporting events and horse races.
168
Betfair, ibid., para. 2.4.-2.5.

169 Ibid., para. 2.10.
170
Ibid., para. 2.11. At this juncture Betfair notes that even though it is just a single page the United Kingdom
licence single page strict and extensive requirements are nevertheless linked to the licence. ('Ter zitting is door
Betfair uiteengezet dat de "licence" die zij heeft in het Verenigd Koninkrijk weliswaar slechts 66n pagina
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no place within a licensing system which grants exclusive licences. Although the Raad van
State reaffirms its view that Betfair does not have the right to offer gambling services in the

Netherlands on the basis of the licence awarded by the British authorities, sufficient doubt
remains to encourage it to

certainty.

refer questions to the

Court of Justice

in order to ascertain

complete

171

The following analysis

will consider the

issues generated by the three preliminary

questions referred by the national court and point towards the issues which need to be solved
at the Community level.

First Preliminary Question

The first of the three preliminary questions seeks to ascertain whether Article 49 EC prevents
a national

authority from granting to a single licence holder the sole right to provide online

services when there are licensed suppliers located within other Member States. 172

Correctly, the Raad van State appears to consider that the decision to award an
exclusive licence for the provision of gambling services is within the margin of discretion
recognised by the Court of Justice in Lliard.

173

It could be claimed however that the manner in

which the licence is awarded is of more importance, thus pointing towards respecting the
freedom of establishment in combination with services. Should a Member State consider that

avoiding the stimulation of demand by the presence of multiple suppliers on a market, then it

would appear appropriate to prohibit the cross-border supply of gambling services from
another Member State, so long as the domestic monopolist acts in a consistent and systematic

manner with the prevailing objectives of national law.

At this stage of the proceedings reference is made to Scientific Racing Games in an
attempt to show that because the subsidiary of a US company has been awarded the exclusive

right for the operation of the totalisator the Dutch regulatory regime does not discriminate
upon the basis of nationality. Whilst to the website

of Scientific Racing

Games Incorporated

bestaat, maar dat strenge eisen aan deze vergunning zijn verbonden en het onderliggende doessier omvangrijk
is.") As a case of substance over form regard must be had to the regulations, supervision and enforcement
mechanism with which an operator must have regard to, rather than merely the document attesting to the
operator holding a particular licence.
0 Ibid., para. 2.12.4. where it is stated "lolm elke twijfel uit te sluiten ziet de Afdeling aanleiding de volgende
prejudiciele vragen te stellen...".
172
Ibid., The Raad van State asks:
"Dient artikel 49 van het EG-Verdrag aldus te worden uitgelegd dat de toepassing van dit artikel tot
gevolg heeft dat de bevoegde autoriteit van een lidstaat niet, op grond van het in die lidstaat geldende
gesloten vergunningenstelsel voor het aanbieden van diensten inzake kansspelen, kan verbieden dat een
dienstaanbieder aan wie reeds een vergunning is verleend in een andere lidstaat voor het verrichten van
die diensten via internet, deze diensten via internet ook aanbiedt in eerstgenoemde lidstaat? 173
Ibid., para. 2.15.3.
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the Dutch subsidiary is presented as part of its global gambling operations,

174

the Ministerial

decision awarding the exclusive licence refers to 'Scientific Games Racing B.V.' which is an

undertaking established within the Netherlands, as opposed to the United States of America.
175

In a case centred on the freedom to provide services such evidence would appear to be of

limited value. If however the case were to be argued on the basis Article 43 EC it would
suggest that the Dutch gambling market, or at least the totalisator market, is open to cross-

border movement of gambling providers if they are willing to establish themselves within the
Netherlands.

licence.

176

This would return the focus of the debate upon the award of the single

177

Second Preliminary Question
The second question submitted by the Raad van State seeks to establish the applicability of

the duty of transparency to the award of an exclusive licence, in light of the Commission v

Italy ruling which concerned the renewal of 329 horse race betting licences without the
178
By alleging a lack of opportunity to tender for the
process being opened to competition.
single licences for the sports-betting and horserace betting markets in the Netherlands private
operators such as Betfair appear to have realised that to access some national markets, for as

long

as

there is no harmonisation, they will have to comply with the licensing requirements of

other Member States. With such an argument Betfair is not requesting that the Dutch

authorities allow them to serve the Dutch market solely on the basis of the United Kingdom
licence. Rather, it can be interpreted as an invitation to the Minister of Justice to consider the

The website of Scientific Games under the heading 'International Operations' notes that:
SG Racing in Europe provides full venue management fur the racetracks and OTB parlours in the
Netherlands (www.autotote.nl) including an Internet wagering site for the Dutch race wagering market.
175
Beschikking van de Minister van Justitie van 19 juni 2008, nr. 5551529/08/DSP, houdende verlening van €en
vergunning tot het organiseren van een totalisator:
Gelezen het verzoek van Scientific Games Racing B.V. van 18 oktober 2007 haar opnieuw vergunning
te verlenen tot het organiseren van een totalisator".
Furthermore, Article 1 c notes that the entity is established within the Netherlands:
"
vennootschap: besloten vennootschap met beperkte aansprakelijkheid Scientific Games Racing B.V.,
gevestigd te 's-Gravenhage [The Hague]".
176
Based upon the assumption that if an undertaking established within the USA can become established within
the Netherlands for the purpose of providing gambling services then the same would be true for undertakings
already established within the internal market.
177
Furthermore, although beyond the scope of the questions referred to the Court of Justice, the granting of
market access to a private undertaking driven by profit incentives is at odds with one of the overall objectives of
the Dutch gambling policy, i.e. ensuring that private profits are not obtained by gambling service providers. The
fact that the annual reports of the College van Toezicht op de Kansspelen show that Scientific Racing Games
does not make a profit with its operations in the Netherlands, does not compensate this particular element of
inconsistency in the Dutch legislation.
178
Case C-323/03, Commission v Spain [2006] ECR I-2161.
174

46

,,

44
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extent to which Betfair, upon the basis of its British licence, meets the requirements of the

Dutch licencing regime.
Under the double regulatory burden case-law following

Webb

it would be

disproportionately restrictive of the Dutch authorities to disregard the content of the British
licence and require operators such

as

Betfair to establish

a

parallel operation to comply with

the requirements of Dutch law. Instead, under the auspices of mutual recognition the Dutch

authorities should assess the extent to which the United Kingdom system upholds equivalent

objectives to

an equivalent

standard and only then burden Betfair with regulatory

requirements to fill any discrepancies between the two national regimes. 179
Due to the automatic granting of the licences to De Lotto and Scientific Games Racing

Betfair claims that it was denied the opportunity to show whether it would be in

a

better

position to meet the regulatory objectives than the two incumbents. Arguably this amounts to

a restriction of the freedoms of establishment and services as noted in the case of Parking
Brixen where market access was not tendered. 180

At this juncture, the argument of the Minister of Justice is of great interest as it is
strongly suggested that in fact De Lotto enjoys

a

permanent licence.

I

81

It seems that the

limitation of the licence to periods of five years is merely to provide the national authorities
with

a temporal benchmark to amend the

conditions attached to the licence. If the aim of the

regime is to maintain the permanency of De Lotto as the provider of sports-betting services,

then the lack of a tender procedure could appear to be a necessary and proportionate means to
achieve such an objective. Nevertheless such an approach is self reinforcing; should a licence

in fact be permanent even though it
holding

a

is constructed from

blocks of five years apiece, not

competition to allow market access to be granted to a new operator is a means of

securing the permanency of the existing licence holder. However it provides little support for
the restrictive nature

of national law overall and neither does it fall into line with the more

If the service being licensed was not virtual, but offered on the basis of physical land-based venues then a
United Kingdom licensed operator would most likely become established within the Netherlands in order to offer
gambling services in the Netherland, such as casino gambling. In such circumstances the scope for the
Netherlands to impose the entirety of its regulatory machinery upon the operator would be considerably
increased, as this would be a situation falling under Article 43 EC. The British operator would then need to
become established within the Netherlands in a manner similar to that of Scientific Games Racing.
180
See Section 5.4.4.
181
This is somewhat in contrast to the statement by the Minister of Justice approximately a year later before the
Tweede Kamer where he stated his view that the lack of a transparent award procedure for the semi-permanent
licences was one of the weak points of the regulatory regime. This suggests that the licence held by De Lotto is
not permanent in nature because if it were there would be no grounds for concern arising from the nature in
which the licence is awarded. See Brief minister over enkele voorgenomen aanpassingen van het kansspelbeleid
en de gevolgen daarvan voor het wetsvoorstel, Kamerstukken 11, 2008/09,24557, nr. 93 (hereinafter referred to
as Letter o f 23 December 2008).
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recent realisation by the Minister that greater transparency needs to be introduced into the

licensing arrangements. 182 Such considerations however we apparent to the Raad van State, as
can be witnessed in the third preliminary question.

Third Preliminary Question
Finally, the Raad van State seeks to ascertain whether such renewal, or award, of an exclusive
licence without competition is a suitable and proportionate restriction of Article 49 EC in light

of the objectives of the WoK. Whereas the second question seeks to establish the applicability

of the duty of transparency to exclusive licence systems, or rather for the granting of
monopoly status, the third seeks guidance as to the balancing of national interests with those

of the Community. To
for the renewal of

a

set aside the need to open

for competition

a licensing award procedure

single licence will depend upon whether the restrictive measure and

overall regulatory regime is consistent and systematic. Recalling the discussion concerning
the betting services of the FDJ and PMU it is arguable that the absence of any form

of award

procedure is only justifiable where the operator is part of the same entity

would-be

as

regulator Since De Lotto is merely state-licensed and not state-owned then the authorisation

for its activities should be opened to competition; this would be in contrast to the position of
Holland Casino which is state-owned and for which the Minister of Justice indicated that
there is no reason to review the basis upon which it authorised to offer gambling activities, in

contrast to the so-called semi-permanent licence holders.

183

If the regulatory model for sports-betting is compatible with Community law this does
not per se entail that the lack of competition for the market is too. Arguably, since the right is

exclusive, the lack of competition for the sole avenue of access increases the gravity of the
restrictiveness encapsulated by the direct award of the licence to De Lotto. On the basis of

Article 49 EC this assessment should depend upon the regulatory conditions which an
applicant is subject to in its home Member State. Through not providing any opportunity for
an assessment of equivalence between the Dutch objectives and those of another Member

State the lack of competition for the market would appear to be

a

disproportionate measure,

regardless of the objectives and standards of the domestic legislation under examination.

Tile importance of this case lies in the fact that it will determine whether single licence
regimes have to open up the award procedure for that single licence to competition. Should a

Member State seek to avoid competition within a market and thus prevents the cross-border
182 Ibid.
183

Ibid.
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movement of services, this is most probably more readily justified than foreclosing

competition for the market. Failure to allow competition for the monopoly position,
particularly where the operator is not state-owned, increases the disproportionality of the
regime. It would be less restrictive

if competition for the market did exist; at least there could

be a cross-border movement of service suppliers even if the movement of services was
prevented.

6.3.3.2.b.iii

Ladbrokes

The facts giving rise to the preliminary reference in the Ladbrokes case are similar to those of

Belfair. hi contrast to the preceding case however, only De Lotto was involved in proceedings
at the national level and consequently reference is not made to the totalisator as operated by

Scientific Games Racing. The focus of the case appears to be all the forms of gambling which
are offered by De Lotto thus encompassing lotto games and scratch-cards alongside sports-

betting. In comm on with the Betfair case this preliminary reference concerns an operator
established in, and licensed in the United Kingdom. Bookmaking services are offered by this

particular operator in relation to sports events via the internet and also by telephone, thus
remotely.

184

Other online gambling services are also available which would fall under the

'internet gambling' heading. Following earlier legal proceedings initiated by De Lotto the
Hoge Raad ordered Ladbrokes to block access to its website for residents of the
Netherlands.

185

Such a decision was taken on the basis that Ladbrokes was offering gambling

services in the Netherlands without a licence pursuant to the WoK, and thus in contravention

of the prohibition on offering gambling whilst unlicensed by the Dutch government.
Furthermore, through not having to comply with the regulatory requirements of the Dutch

regime but instead those of the United Kingdom, De Lotto was faced with unfair

competition.

186

Subsequent to the decision of 2005, the Netherlands was removed from the

list of countries which is used when

a customer seeks to open an

account with the operator.

Nevertheless, following this decision and at the time the preliminary reference was made

residents of the Netherlands could still access the gambling services offered by Ladbrokes
184

See Ladbrokes, supra note 1 16, para. 3.1.. The operator's website, www.ladbrokes.com also offers a range of
non-sports related gambling which does not explicitly feature in the discussion before the Hoge Raad including
poker, online casino gambling, bingo and lottos (betting on the outcome of overseas lotteries) and scratch cards.
(Correct as of 288 April 2009).
185
Ladbrokes/De Nationale Sporttotalisator, supra note 118.
186
Ladbrokes. supra note 116, where in para. 43 it is stated that "... waarbij van belang is dat de strenge
Nederlandse voorschriften in sterke mate verschillen van de minimale Engelse (Britse) voorschriften waaraan
Ladbrokes is onderworpen." ("... where it is important that the strong Dutch regulations are in stark contrast to
the minimal English (British) regulations with which Ladbrokes complies.")
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from their computer in the Netherlands by using their credit cards and having any winnings
paid to their Dutch bank accounts. 187 It was clear to the Hoge Raad that the infringement of

the WoK was still ongoing despite the earlier order to block access for this geographical
market.

In interim between the decision of 2005 in which the Hoge Raad found the restrictive

nature of the WoK to be compatible with Article 49 EC, for once again this case does not
consider the possibility of the operator establishing itself within the Netherlands and applying

for a licence pursuant to Article 43 EC, and June 2008 the Court of Justice had given its
ruling in Placanica. Sufficient doubt had arisen with the Hoge Raad as to the compatibility of
the national restrictive gambling regime with Community law following from its evolution in
Placanica, whilst taking a different perspective than the slightly earlier proceedings in the

Betfair case. According to Ladbrokes the proportionality of the restrictive national measure in
question must be considered on a case-by-case basis. That is to say that in the compatibility of

article 1 of the WoK and related regulations, which in this particular proceeding concerns the
requirement to use blocking software, must be assessed as to its compatibility with Article 49

EC in light of the requirements of the licensing regime in the United Kingdom. 188
Consequently, the Hoge Raad referred three preliminary questions to the Court of Justice.

First Preliminary Question

The first of which considers the extent to which, within the context of

a

restrictive national

policy which aims to channel demand to regulated (solely by the Dutch government)
suppliers, it is consistent and systematic for the operator to increase the attractiveness of its

offer through new games and advertise on

a broad

scale with the aim of encouraging

consumers to substitute illegal for legal offers. Recalling Placanica, the Court of Justice held

that even with a restriction to Articles 43 and 49 EC in place Member States had the room to
engage in a policy of controlled expansion through the "the offer of an extensive range of
games, advertising on a certain scale and the use of new distribution techniques.

to what extent can a Member State extend the range

9,

189

However,

of gambling opportunities and advertise

whilst seeking to restrict Article 49 EC on the basis that the legislation in question secures a
restrictive gambling policy? The guidance from the Court of Justice in this respect should

187

Ladbrokes, ibid., para. 3.5.2.
Ladbrokes, ibid., para. 3.6.5.
189
Cases C-338104, C-359104 and C-360/04 Criminal proceedings against Placanica, Palazzese and Sorricchio,
120071 ECR 1-1891, para. 55.
188
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assist in settling the arguments made regarding the activities of De Lotto, in particular the

introduction of scratch-cards and the size of its advertising campaign.

Second & Third Preliminary Questions

Of considerable significance
are able to take

a

is Question 2(a) which seeks to ascertain whether Member States

blanket approach in the application of measures to uphold an overall

restrictive measure. In this context the requirement to use blocking software could be thought

of as

a secondary

restrictive measure, to support the primary and foundational restrictive

measure; article 1 of the WoK.

The court can be considered

as seeking

guidance as to whether on each and every

occasion where such blocking software is to be imposed the national legislator has to

determine whether the objectives of the national legislation are served and that the resultant

restrictions are not disproportionate.
Member State can take

a

Guidance in this direction will clarify whether a

blanket approach in its consideration of the regulatory regimes of

other Member States. In the alternative if the Member State has to engage in an assessment of

proportionality in each instance in which it intends to order an operator based in another
Member State not to provide services to its residents, then a restrictive regulatory regime

which is wholly unresponsive to the objectives of other Member States is highly likely to
prove to be disproportionate. Such secondary measures which, reject outright the objectives
and standards

of other regulatory regimes in

an absolute manner, these are

likely to

be found

incompatible with Article 49 EC. The question of the Hoge Raad assumes that the primary

restriction is compatible with Community law, and should Dutch law in this field be deemed
compatible with Article 49 EC, then given its absolute restriction on services from other

Member States it is difficult to consider how the secondary restriction, that of requiring the
use

of blocking software, could prove to disproportionate.
It could be imagined that blocking measures would have a role to play in cases where

operators move to a different Member State so as to avoid regulatory burdens in their former
home Member State whilst directing services from their new place of establishment to
residents of their former place

of establishment. The validity of

such 'U-turn' cases have

arisen in the context of the Television without Frontiers Directive. Forum shopping in the
field of television broadcasting was challenged by the Dutch authorities in the case of TV 10
and where the aim of broadcaster was to avoid Dutch regulations whilst directing its service

only to the Netherlands and Luxembourg where it had become established, was considered to
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amount to an abuse of the freedom of establishment.

190

However, in this context there is no

undertaking exiting the Dutch market on the back of Article 43 EC so as to be able to avoid
what it considers to be burdensome national regulations. Furthermore, such a situation would

only be relevant if the country of origin principle prevailed in the gambling sector; it does not
and an approach based upon mutual recognition and the equivalence

of national

regimes

would prevent restrict the scope for undertakings to abuse the freedom of establishment

within this sector. Ultimately it would also guard against the race to the bottom through
requiring operators based in preferential export regimes to have to comply with requirements

of the Member

State

of destination where discrepancies

objectives and standards.

arose between the regulatory

191

By way of Question 2(b) of the court seeks to ascertain guidance as to whether it
makes any difference that the secondary restrictive measures (i.e. the requirement to use

blocking software) used to support the primary restriction (article 1 of the WoK) is imposed

by a court of law in the context of tort proceedings by

an operator disadvantaged by the

infringement of the primary restriction. In essence the Hoge Raad is asking whether it is
possible that the order of a national court, in this case the Hoge Raad itself regarding its order

to Ladbrokes to block access to its services by residents of the Netherlands, can trigger state

liability through

a

decision which is at odds with Community law.

192

However since this does

not demarcate the boundaries between the supremacy of the fundamental freedoms with the

national margin of discretion it shall not be explored any further.

Fourth Preliminary Question
The final question is essentially similar to that of the Raad van State in Be(lair, in that the

Hoge Raad seeks to establish whether in the context of a closed system Article 49 EC can be
190

Case C-23/93, TWO SA v. Commissariaat voor de Media, [1994] ECR I-4795.
The case of Zdturf involved an undertaking establishing itsel f in Malta to compete against the French operator
PMU. Given the monopoly of the PMU, and arguably different regulatory standards, the Tribunal de Grande
Instance de Paris ordered 76turf to cease supplying gambling services to French residents. Settng aside the
monopoly of the PMU for one moment, such an injunction would not be necessary if a framework existing in
which Member States could compare regulatory standards and objectives and the receiving Member State
impose further requirements on an operator such as Zdturf so as to level up the standard of protection offered to
French residents. Ultimately the injunction was not enforced by the Maltese Court of Appeal on the basis that the
matter did not fall within the scope of Regulation (EC) No 44/2001 of 22 December 2000 on jurisdiction and the
191

recognition and enforcement of judgments in civil and commercial matters, [2001] OJ L12/1. See GIE Pad
Mutuet Urbain (PMU) v Zitulf Ltd, Appeal Number 92/06,9 January 2007 for the Maltese decision and that of
Tribunal de Grande Instance de Paris, judgement of 8 July 2005 for the French assessment. For further
information see Littler, A., 'Regulatory Perspectives on the Future of Interactive Gambling in the Internal
Market', European Lkiw Review, 33(2) (2008),211-229, p. 227.
192
See in this regard, for example; Rossi, L.S. & Di Federico, G., 'Case-C 129/00, Commission v. Repubblica
Italiana, judgment of 9 December 2003', Common Market Lnw Review, 42(3) (2005), 829-849 and Case C129/00, Commission v. /taly [2003] ECR I-14637.
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interpreted as precluding a Member State from preventing gambling services being offered

online by

an operator licensed to provide such services in another Member

State. To

contextualise the question, the Hoge Raad refers to 'gaming services' in the Member State

which upholds the closed system, and to the 'online provision of such services' from another
Member State. Given that De Lotto can only provide relatively limited online services, if the
'e-commerce' approach can be equated with 'remote' gambling, the restriction on online
services from other Member States would appear to be compatible with Article 49 EC. This

being on the basis that it is for the national authorities of the recipient Member State to
determine which services are to be provided within its jurisdiction. Should the time come
when De Lotto itself can truly offer online variants of its offline services, then the restrictive

of Dutch policy will become more difficult to defend, and the execution of national
policy by De Lotto will have to reflect a high degree of consistency with these objectives,
nature

otherwise from

a

Community law perspective it will risk undermining the grounds upon

which the restriction which protects its monopoly are founded. Indeed, a broader offering
under the 'e-commerce' heading could increase the degree of disproportionality associated

with the restrictive measures in question.

6.3.3.3 Betting - the United Kingdom
Access to the non-remote domestic betting market in Great Britain is subject to the same
procedure as that applicable to casinos. The Gambling Commission is competent for the

granting of operating and personal licences whilst local licensing authorities are competent for

the award of the requisite premises licences. Consequently, the discussion applicable to
casinos in Section 6.3.1.1.a is equally applicable to this sector, including the compatibility

with Community law of rules and regulations concerning the nature of betting services
provided within an establishment and the use of equipment therein, which also reflects the
discussion undertaken with regards to the use of slot machines.
The most significant difference is that unlike casinos there is no upper lirnit upon the

number of betting premises within Great Britain. As part of the drive to approach the

regulation of the gambling industry with the spirit of the free market and open competition the
need for an applicant to show that there was unmet unstimulated demand for betting services

within an area has been lifted. 193 Within the confines of the law it is for the market to

193

Gaming Act 1968, Schedule 2, para. 19 established the following test:
'a substantial demand already exists on the part of the prospective players for gambling facilities of the
kind proposed to be provided on the relevant premises.'
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determine how many betting premises there are to be nationwide and how many operate

within

a given

locality. Consequently, once the Gambling Commission is satisfied that a

prospective betting premises operator is of sufficient integrity, through granting an operating

licence and the necessary personal licence, the operator has to obtain a premises licence from
the relevant local authority with regards to a premise which the operator has a right to occupy.
There is a degree of standardisation applicable to the granting of such premise licences since

the Gambling Act obliges local authorities to follow guidance provided by the Gambling
Commission,

194

in addition to The Gambling Act 2005 (Premises Licences and Provisional

Statements) Regulations 2007.

195

In essence local authorities have a limited margin of discretion, this being limited to

considering the suitability of a particular premise for the provision of gambling services rather
than the competence of the operator to provide services therein in a manner befitting of the

regulatory objectives. Furthermore, guidancei96 to the local licensing authorities reminds them

that they are not permitted to consider whether there is any unmet demand within their
locality;

as

media reports suggest this can lead to situations where there are multiple operators

establishing a presence along the same high street in some areas which tests the capacity of
measures designed to prevent gambling addiction as multiple operators located in close

vicinity to each other is liable to stimulate demand. Local authorities are powerless in the face

of

such prospects, only being able to object to a

endanger the objectives of the Gambling Act;

for an application to open

a

197

location if the premise in question may

for example it would appear to be reasonable

betting premise opposite school gates to be rejected on the basis

of protecting children from being exploited by gambling.
Whilst the Gambling Commission acts as the gate keeper to market access in terms of
granting the operating and personal licences, in which it must respect the principles of equal
treatment, non-discrimination and proportionality in as far as the application procedures for
these licences may restrict the freedom

of establishment

as discussed

with regards to the

casino sector. Once an operator has been approved for supplying gambling services, in this
instance betting services, local licensing authorities are called upon to grant permission for
premise use.

All undertakings

are subject to this requirement, and it is unlikely to amount to a

significant restriction on the free movement of services and the freedom of establishment; to
the extent that it does it can be justified upon the need to ensure that gambling premises are
194

Section 153(1)(b), Gambling Act 2005.
S.I. 20011459, The Gambling Act 2005 (Premises Licences and Provisional Statements) Regulations 2007.
196 Gambling Commission, Guidance to Licensing Authorities (3' Edition, May 2009).
197
Ibid., section 6.10.
195
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not permitted in locations which contradict the objectives of the gambling regime. Although
the mechanism for this in theory leaves little discretion for the local authorities, it is suggested

that only a manifest misuse of this discretion would amount to a disproportionate restriction

on the free movement principles; such as

an authority rejecting

all premise licence

applications within the geographical area which it covers.

63.3.4 Conclusions

While seeking to avoid merely repeating the findings applicable to each national sector two
pertinent observations

deserve attention. Firstly, where monopolies are used to secure the

supply of gambling services competition for market access should be provided for where the
operator is not state-owned. Such

a

finding is applicable to all forms of gambling, not just

sports-betting. Secondly, the scope of the regulatory regimes of the various Member States

differ and there needs to be a move towards substance over form; looking beyond all
encompassing terms such as 'sports-betting' and assessing the restrictiveness of restrictions to
the specific forms
the Member State

6.3.4

of gambling services which can

be provided in a particular field between

of establishment and that where the service is received.

Online Gambling

This section will consider the compatibility of national measures applicable to the regulation

of remote gambling, principally that supplied via the internet, with the free

movement of

services under Article 49 EC. In essence remote gambling represents the provision of

gambling via the internet or another means of distance communication, such
or interactive television. Whereas internet gambling plays host to

a range

as

mobile phone

of gambling

based

upon virtual events and those in which the outcome is determined solely by gambling

software, such as betting on virtual horse races. Generally speaking the attraction of offering

gambling via the internet is the ability of the operators to reach

a large number

of customers

at a relatively low cost. Indeed, the success of spread betting which is highly reliant upon a
critical mass of customers to offer an interesting betting environment, rests upon the capacity

of the internet to easily bring together sufficiently large mass of people and thus challenge the
somewhat more traditional bookmaking methods, both online and offline.

Member States differ as to the scope of activities which they permit to be transferred to
the online environment within their domestic regulatory regimes, therefore references to

online gambling, and even 'remote gambling' or 'internet gambling' are frequently fraught
467

with over-inclusivity. Particular jurisdictions may allow all the forms of permitted offline
gambling to migrate onto the online environment, and thus include bingo or scratch cards

within this definition (i.e. 'internet gambling'). Alternatively, Member States may deduce that
it is more appropriate for their regulatory objectives to restrict the online gambling market to
particular forms of gambling, possibly excluding the most potentially addictive forms of
gambling and thus only permit (certain forms 00 'remote gambling'. Yet, even between those

Member States that regulate the remote provision of a particular form of gambling, such as
sports-betting, differences between the forms of remote sports-betting which are permitted

will arise; for example whilst one Member State may regulate spread betting another may
restrict the definition of 'sports-betting' to just pan-mutual betting.
As the discussion of the regulation of online gambling shall illustrate, reliance upon the
free movement principles alone is an inadequate means of securing an internal market in this

service sector.

6.3.4.1

France

At the time of writing a bill is pending which seeks to open up internet based gambling to
competition on the basis of a licensing regime, applicable to all operators wishing to serve the
French market. Attention

will firstly

be provided to the current duopoly enjoyed by the FDJ

and PMU before turning to the proposed legislation.

6.3.4.1.a

France - Existing Regime

The Court of Justice pointedly remarked in Schindier that the cultural aspects of lotteries, and
subsequently other forms of gambling, are partly responsible for the large margin of

discretion which it granted to Member States in the regulation of this industry. Given the
longstanding affinity of the state-backed lottery and sports-betting operator the FDJ and
horserace betting operator the PMU with marrying communications technology and gambling

it comes as little surprise to learn that these offline providers were authorised to migrate to the

online environment.

In permitting the lottery, sports-betting and horserace betting state-backed monopolists

to move into the online environment France sought to transfer the prohibition on operators
established elsewhere in the internal market from becoming established in France and offering
198
offline gambling services, to the internet. Through limiting the supply of gambling services

198

Llara, supra note 29.
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to these two monopoly players, qualified private operators in other Member States and any

potential undertaking established in France, possibly including the private casino sector which
is keen to provide internet based services, are equally prevented from gaining market access.

Whilst Member States are free to determine the organisation of the supply of gambling within
their national markets, the provision of online gambling services where other suppliers are

wholly prohibited from entering the market has to be consistent and systematic with the
199
According to the Court of Justice only the eradication
objectives of the regulatory regime.

of crime from the supply of gambling warrants

a

policy of controlled expansion whilst

forming an objective justification for an indistinctly applicable measure such as the one at

hand,20 and yet the objectives of the French regime are broader than this. Following
Placanica it is doubtful as to whether Member States can pursue consumer protection goals if
they do not combine such efforts with

a

reduction, or at the very least no further increase, in

the amount of gambling supplied.

Placanica saw the French government advocate the notion of a controlled expansion

of the regulated market so as to encourage players to substitute illegitimate gambling supplies
for those of regulated operators. Given that the objectives of this particular French regime are

broader than those under the spotlight in Placanica, this wider range of grounds for objective

justification increases the potential that the restriction of Article 49 EC inherent in the public
monopolisation of online (remote) gambling, without competition for access, is inconsistent,
unsystematic and thus disproportionate.
Indeed, this appeared to form the basis of the concern of European Commission in the

infringement proceedings against France, launched in October 2006 regarding the denial of
access

of operators in other Member States to the French sports and horserace betting

markets.201 From

information available at the time of the issuance of a reasoned opinion to the

French authorities, the European Commission doubted the necessity, proportionality and non-

discriminatory nature of the restriction due to supposed annual revenue targets and reliance on
commercial retail outlets for the market of services. 202 Although annual revenue targets are

not indicative of

an attempt to

limit the consumption of gambling services given the

unfortunate lack of transparency in this particular procedure against France, in contrast to

199

Gambelli, supra note 125.
Placanica, supra note 189.
201
European Commission. Free movement of services: Commission inquires into restrictions on the provision of
certain gambling services in Austria, France and Italy, \2 October 2006, IP/06/1362.
202 r.
r.uropean Commission, Free movement of services: Commission acts to remove obstacles to the provision of
sports-betting services in France, Greece and Sweden, Tl June 2007, IP/07/909.
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those relating to other Member States,

203

it is difficult to ascertain the exact grounds upon

which the European Commission based its opinion that the monopolies enjoyed by the FDJ in
respect

of sports-betting services and the PMU were inconsistent with the objectives of the

regulatory which France sought to rely upon to maintain the restriction in question. This
situation is compounded by the general lack of transparency where public-bodies are
regulated by various ministerial departments suffocating 'internal' regulations revealing the
true regulatory objectives and importance attached thereto.

Nevertheless, the bill proposed to open up the online (remote) betting market to

competition reflects the material scope

of the European Commission' s infringement

proceeding; notably the online markets of FDJ and the PMU. Although reported in the media
that the repeal of the absolute prohibition of cross-border betting services entering France was

not due to pressure from the European Commission it is remarkably coincidental that France
chose to retain the presence of the two state-backed monopolies on the offline betting

markets. The infringement procedure did not touch upon the compatibility of the offline

regulatory regime and practice with Article 43 EC. Moreover, the attention of the

Commission did not focus upon the lottery operations of the FDJ, neither online nor offline.

Significantly the lottery operations of the FDJ do not feature in the controlled opening of the
online market; is the regulation and execution of national policy regarding lotteries provided

from by the FDJ considerably different from that pertaining to sports-betting or did the
Commission consider that the lottery market would be a more politically sensitive sector to
challenge? Attention will now be paid to the opening of the online betting market in France,

whilst that of the lotteries remains somewhat shrouded in the mists of

a non-transparent

regulatory environment, with only speculation as to whether the conclusions reached
regarding the provision of offline lottery products can be extrapolated to the online

environment.

6.3.4.1.b

France - Proposed Regime

The online monopolies enjoyed by the FDJ and PMU are due to be replaced by a controlled

opening of the online sports and horserace betting markets, with the concurrent creation of an
online market for (casino) table games which are based upon a combination of skill and
chance.

204

Although operators may apply for a licence whilst being established in a Member

State other than France
203
204

itself there are

a number

of elements contained within the pending

For example, the Netherlands.
Recalling section 3.3.3.2 all of the forms permitted to migrate online amount to 'remote gambling'.
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bill,

as

proposed in March 2009, which may give rise to some concern as to the compatibility

of the proposed regime with the Internal Market. 205 However, given that actual regulation of
the online gambling sector in France

will depend upon the implementation of secondary

legislation which will only be drafted once the current bill passes the rigour of the legislative
process, an assessment of the compatibility of the bill can only undertaken at a more abstract

level.

Central to the proposed regulatory regime is the requirement to have a French licence

in order to provide online gambling services to those resident in France, which in itself needs
to be assessed as to its compatibility with Article 49 EC prior to considering whether any of
the requirements attached to the holding of this licence could restrict the free movement of

services.

The requirement of all suppliers of internet gambling to have

a

licence issued by France in

order to supply the French market, regardless of whether the operator is already in possession

of a licence for the provision of internet gambling services in another Member State, could

constitute a restriction of the free movement of services particularly in light of

Sager.

According to the market access orientated approach of the Court of Justice in this case the

mere impediment to the provision of services by an undertaking lawfully established in
another Member State would amount to a restriction

of Article 49 EC. Arguably however, the

absolutiste nature of the requirement to have a licence issued by France will also fall foul of

the somewhat milder approach contained within Webb. Operators in possession of licences
issued by other Member States will be under a duty to apply for and obtain a licence issued by

ARJEL, in the same way

as

applicants who do not hold any licence issued by another Member

State. Through failing to differentiate between such categories

of operator, the proposed bill

does not appear to have the capacity to be selective in the

application of the licence

requirement. Thus, to the extent that operators holding licences granted by other jurisdictions
are subject to a double regulatory burden in the form of France seeking to safeguard interests

which the first or home licensing regime seeks to uphold, the requirement to have a licence
granted pursuant to Article 16 of the projet de loi will constitute a restriction of Article 49
EC.206

However, the extent to which such

a

double regulatory burden

will arise depends upon

the overlap, both in substance and requisite standard, to which the objectives of the French

205

Project de loi relatif a l'ouverture a la concurrence et a la r#gulation du secteur des jeux d'argent et de
hasard en ligne, no. 1549 du 25 mars 2009.
206
See Case 279/80, Criminal proceedings against Alfred John Webb, I 19811 ECR 3305, para. 17.
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regime on online gambling will apply. With a view to the prevailing lack of substantive detail
207
within the proposed framework it is difficult to come to firm conclusions in this regard.

Further uncertainty upon this point is generated by the reference in the explanatory notes with
regards to the duty under Article 11 of the bill for operators to provide a wide range of

information, in combination with Article 25 which grants the independent regulatory
authority, ARJEL, the power to approve the details put to it. Lacking clarity as to the nature of
practice which operators can expect to face, Article 11 requires them to provide ARJEL with
technical information relating to the manner in which the website supplying the permitted

gambling services will be operated. Additionally, applicant operators have to provide

information on, per type of game, how the data processing will take place and the means
proposed means for ensuring that ARJEL

receive such information. Of particular interest

however, is the reference in the explanatory notes to Article 11 that operators should inform

ARJEL

when applying for a licence of any other licence already granted to them by the

regulatory authorities of another Member State. Details are lacking, both in the explanatory
notes and the substantive provisions alike as to whether, and if so how, the French authorities

will

seek assess the equivalence

of 'other' regulatory regime. If the terms

and conditions

applicable to an individual applicant where to be varied according to the regulatory
requirements attached to a licence issued elsewhere, this would require considerable

knowledge on the behalf of ARJEL as to the objectives and standards, and degree of
supervision and enforcement of regulatory bodies in other Member States. Without detailed

information in this regard France cannot ensure that the regime upholds the objectives to
which it aspires, and yet, such an approach would ensure the aforementioned requirements of
Webb.

In the absence of such information it is difficult to ascertain the necessity and

proportionality of the restriction inherent in the apparently blanket requirement to have a
licence issued by ARJEL in order to legal operate in France. Nevertheless a few general
observations can be drawn with regards to consumer protection, combating money laundering
and the reduction of the volume of gambling. Such objectives have been recognised as

forming the grounds for the justification of restrictive measures. Having considered this in

brief, for only brevity is possible upon the basis of the information currently available, the
compatibility of the proposed regime from the view of regulating forms of gambling which
207

In addition ARJEL will have the competence to determine upon which events bets maybe offered by holders
of an Article 16 licence, see Article 7(1) of the Project de loi du 25 mars 2009, supra note 205. Such provisions
have the potential to further increase the patchwork nature of permitted forms of gambling across the internal
market.
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may be offered with

a

Member State will be considered. This harks back to the earlier case-

law of the Court of Justice, and is likely to maintain the patchwork effect described at the
beginning of this section.

6.3.4.1.b.i

Consumer protection

As one of the main tenets upon which the proposed regulatory regime is constructed the
protection of players and of the vulnerable has lead the French government to decide that only
certain forms of gambling will be subject to the exercise to the controlled opening of the

gambling market. Restricting the advance of competition to pari-mutuel horserace betting,
sports-betting (pari A cote) and card games for which the outcome is not solely determined by
chance, France seeks to exclude other forms

of online gambling, principally those forms

constituting internet gambling, which are associated with

a

greater danger of addiction.

208

Currently, it falls within the margin of discretion which is enjoyed by Member States
to determine which forms

of gambling they permit within their jurisdiction. 209 This margin of

discretion inherently includes the ability of France not to authorise forms of gambling which
may be regulated in other Member States, for example Malta and the United Kingdom. Again
regard should firstly be had to the absolute discretion of a Member State to determine the

forms of gambling which can be provided within its territory. Once this has occurred, then the

justifiability of restrictions on the forms of gambling
considered. As far

as these three

as

specified by the bill can be

permitted forms are concerned any restrictive measure

should be indistinctly applicable and justifiable on the grounds of overriding public interest,
and in accordance with the need to avoid a double regulatory burden the need to assess the

equivalence of other national regimes in order to avoid the imposition of disproportionately

restrictive measures. At the time of writing the blanket approach of the licence requirement is

likely to lead to

a

duplication of consumer protection objectives which are safeguarded by

other regulatory regimes within the European Union.

208

As explained by on page 4 of the explanatory notes, projet de loi du 25 mars 2009, supra note 205.
Although some private operators appear to dispute this. See European Gaming and Betting Association,
Online gaming and betting: French MPs to decide over viability of French law, October 2009 (last accessed 22nd
October 2009). With regards to horserace betting only pari-mutuel betting (pool betting) will be permitted,
whereas fixed odds betting will be permitted for other sports. Under the current regulatory regime the PMU is
only permitted to offer pool-betting, whereas the FDJ can offer fixed odds betting on other sports events. The
EGBA argues that an absence of fixed odds betting on horse races will restrict the cross-border supply of
horserace betting from other Member States. Whilst this undoubtedly will be the case it is arguable that the
decision to limit horserace betting in this way falls within the margin of discretion to determine which forms of
gambling are permitted within France. However, it could also be seen as a means to exclude competition and the
expertise that operators in other Member States have regarding fixed odds betting in horseracing so as to
minimise the impact of the 'opening' of the French online gambling market.
209
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Returning to selection of particular forms of (remote) online gambling which will be

permitted in France, this offers a ground for illustrating the necessity of the licensing regime,
as applicable to those operators already licensed in other Member States. Operators licensed

in other Member States for the provision of online gambling services offer

a

broader range of

gambling services, in terms of the forms of gambling permitted, than that deemed desirable by
the French government for the French market. Indeed, operators established outside

of France

may be permitted to offer what is understood as 'internet gambling' under the terms

of their

domestic licence. By requiring operators licensed in other Member States to obtain an

additional licence from ARJEL to access the French online gambling market the proposed
regulatory machinery has the opportunity to filter out those forms of gambling which
although widely available elsewhere are not permitted within France. Through acting as a
gatekeeper ARJEL can ensure that effect is given to the decision reached by the government

as to the three forms

of online gambling permitted within France. Without this requirement

there would be no mechanism present to ensure that this decision is respected, because in

effect France would then be forced to rely upon the regulatory bodies of other Member States
to ensure that operators do not infringe the decision of the French government. This would be

tantamount to requiring, for example, that the British Gambling Commission includes as a
licence condition that operators it licences can only offer the particular three forms of

gambling to residents in France. Apart from requiring the Gambling Commission to uphold a

principle which is contrary to the understanding that the British government has of the

Gambling Act 2005, that is to say that it sees

entirety of the internal market, such

a

a

British licence as

a basis

for supplying the

construction would call for regulatory cooperation

which does not exist at present between national gambling regulatory authorities. However,
cooperation between national regulatory bodies does exist, and in the general services field
the Services Directive proscribes a mechanism by which national authorities are required to
cooperate

with

one

another under the

heading of 'Administrative Cooperation'.

210

Cooperation between national gambling regulatory authorities presupposes that there is a

minimal level of transparency and mutual understanding as to regulatory requirements.
Community level initiatives to bring this about, so that authorities can engage in effective
cross-border cooperation would also ensure that Member States are able to effectively achieve

their national regulatory objectives whilst not per

se

necessitating an exercise in

harmonisation.

210

See Section 4.6.4.
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Admittedly the bill in its current form does provide with ARJEL the mandate to
conclude agreements with regulatory authorities in other Member States, yet this is restricted

to combating fraud and crime. Even if the mandate of ARJEL

were to include measures

designed to ensure that other gambling regulatory authorities upheld the decisions of the

French government, this would be a bilateral process depending upon the political will of
each Member State. Given the prevailing disparities between Member States as to the extent

to which the internal market principles should apply to gambling, such an approach would
appear overly optimistic.

In conclusion therefore, the ARJEL
movement

licence is a necessary restriction on the free

of services in order to ensure that only

those forms

of gambling which are

approved for online supply by the French government are actually supplied in France. Such a

restriction will equally apply to operators established in France, they will not be able to offer
a

wider range of gambling services, and so whilst it may appear as a restriction on market

access to operators established in more liberal regimes which

allow for

a

wider range of

online gambling services, it is unlikely amount to de facto discrimination, and thereby be

respected upon the basis of

Schindler and Laara and the ability of Member States to

determine the forms of gambling which are permitted within their jurisdiction.

6.3.4.1.b.ii

Combating money laundering

The eradication of crime in the supply of gambling is a firmly established ground for
justifying restrictive measure, such as the requirement to hold a licence of the Member State

in which gambling services are being received.
The French debate as how best to counter the penetration of the French market by

online gambling operators which are not established within France, illustrates the extent to

which, from the perspective of French law, illegal operators are present within France. 211 It is
with regards to the objective of combating money laundering that the restrictive nature of the

duty to hold

an

ARJEL

approved licence appears disproportionate. As with regards to

preventing crime and fraud, such an assessment depends upon the further operational
requirements being put forward as well as the all important indication as to how the French

regime will assess the equivalence of other regulatory structures. However, regarding antimoney laundering measures France appears to be opting to rely upon the level of protection
upheld by Community secondary legislation in this field, in as far as it is applicable to

211

CERT-LEXSI, Cybercriminatiu des Jeux en Ligne, juillet 2006.
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gambling.212 In light of this,

it remains to be determined whether, and to which extent, such an

approach undermines the requirement for an operator to hold a licence when already regulated

by another Member State which is responsible for upholding the requirements of the antimoney laundering directives of the Community. In this regard, the approach of France is in

direct contrast to that of the Netherlands. In the context of the infringement proceedings
concerning the provision of sports-betting services the Netherlands claimed that the

Directives in this field did not offer

a

sufficient level of protection and that the Dutch

government was permitted to restrict the free movement of services with a view to upholding

higher standards.
Through deference to the ability of the due diligence and financial reporting

obligations placed upon financial institutions in the context of Directive 2005/60/EC France

signals that it considers such mechanisms adequate to prevent online gambling from
becoming

a channel

for money laundering activities within the Community. The gambling

industry does not receive particular attention with the Directive itself, except for casinos

which given the nature of a bricks-and-mortar establishment will be regulated by the Member
213
State in which the casino-based gambling services are provided.
Such reliance upon

secondary law subjects the Member State in question to a particular dynamic; for as long as it

relies secondary law to meet particular objectives, such as combating money laundering in the

gambling sector, it cannot rely upon such a ground to provide a justification for any other

existing restrictive measure. Combating fraud in the online gambling sector does not justify
the requirement for operators licensed in other Member States where such requirements are

upheld upon the basis of the said Directive, to hold an ARJEL

issued licence. Consequently

the extent to which France can rely upon combating crime, taken to include combating money

laundering, to justify this restriction of Article 49 EC depends upon the other crime

eradication objectives incorporated within the pending bill.

This is not without considerable consequences; given the current status quo of the
case-law following Placanica it appears that Member States can only authorise a controlled

expansion of gambling services in order to combat crime. If the crime-related objectives of
the French proposed French regime are already upheld by secondary Community law, as the

French authorities appear to indicate themselves, the requirement to have an ARJEL

granted

2/2

Frances does not indentify specific directives. Directive 2005/60/EC and Directive 1991/308/EEC, both supra
note 132.
213
Amongst credit institutions, financial institutions and other types of organisation casinos are the only form of
gambling to be directly covered by the scope of the Directive. See Article 2 1 (1)(0 of Directive 2005/60/EC
supra note 132.
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licence appears increasingly disproportionate in this regard. As a consequence the French

regulatory regime can only be justified upon the basis of consumer protection related issues,

upon which a Member State cannot expand the supply of gambling services whilst upholding
an indistinctly applicable restrictive measure. Thus

it needs to

be deciphered whether the

proposed regime will represent an expansion of gambling opportunities, and given the lack of

any cap to the overall number of operators, it is suggested that this is the case. Therefore the
consumer protection objectives are most likely to the be those upon which the proposed

regime is deemed compatible or otherwise with the free movement of services.

Limitation on volume of gambling supplied

6.3.4.1.b.iii

One of the principal objectives of the proposed regulatory regime is to limit the overall
volume of gambling available in France, as part of channelling players to regulated
suppliers.

214 -

mstead

of capping the overall volume of gambling to

be supplied in France the

regulatory regime appears to take a consumer-oriented view, perhaps seeking to match the
volume of gambling to be supplied with the demand of those resident in France. Through

requiring all operators in France to have a licence granted pursuant to Article 16 of the bill,

ARJEL

will perform the role of gatekeeper to the French market, and thus the proposed

regime has the potential to hold back an unmitigated flow in terms of total gambling services

reaching France from providers established in other Member States. Such an understanding

rests on the regulated volume being provided by ARJEL

licence holders who, regardless of

whether they are regulated in another jurisdiction, have to comply with requirements
restricting the quantity of gambling

a

licence holder can supply. For example through

regulations on the structural characteristics of the game which may reduce the rate at which
games can be played or the value

of stakes which can

be placed per unit of time.

Reducing the volume of gambling legally available within a jurisdiction has been
recognised as a possible ground

of justification to uphold

a measure

restricting Articles 43

and 49 EC. In such circumstances Gambelli introduces the much discussed consistency and
systematic test to prevent Member States from preventing the cross-border supply of
gambling whilst encouraging protected domestic providers from encouraging consumption of

their services. It is somewhat surprising therefore that the current bill does not propose either
a numerous clausus

or another means of calculating an upper limit on the number of licences

which can be awarded by ARJEL. Whilst further secondary legislation, or the terms and

214

As explained by Article 1(1) of the projet de loi du 25 mars 2009, supra note 205.
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conditions attached to licences may impose restrictions on the volume of gambling which can
pass through an individual website vis-A-vis an individual consumer, there appears to be no
mechanism with which the proposed regime

will actually limit

the volume

of gambling

supplied in France.

Requirements as to the structure of the offer of gambling to be supplied will only

apply to the relationship between the operator and the individual account holder; the more
operators there are the more accounts an individual may hold and thus the greater the volume

of gambling services they will be able to
operators the volume

access.

of gambling which will

Without a cap on the overall quantity of

be supplied is

indefinite, and will be determined

by what consumer demand will support, with such demand itself being

a

product of the ability

of online to communicate their offers to consumers.
In the absence of an actual limit on the volume of online (remote) gambling to be

supplied to the French market, the necessity of requiring operators licensed under the
regulatory regimes of other Member States to licence themselves in France is unclear.
Paradoxically a strict numerous clausus, which would have been the embodiment of the

exercise of the national margin of discretion as to the amount of gambling to be supplied,

would have provided

a basis

to justify the requirement of existing licence holders to obtain a

French licence. ARJEL would have regulated access to the French market, and assuming that

the licences were awarded in

a

non-discriminatory manner and took into account the

regulatory burden shouldered by operators in other regulatory environments, the requirement
215
to hold an Article 16 licence would have appeared necessary and proportionate.
However,

for as long as a strict limitation on the number of operators is absent from the legislation,

ARJEL remains

in control of market access but only to ensure the quality of the gambling

services entering the French market originating from the regulatory regimes

of other Member

States, and not the quantity thereof. The absolutiste nature of the requirement to possess an
Article 16 licence and the absence of any provisions as to a mandate for ARJEL to consider

the equivalence of other regulatory regimes within the internal market the restrictive nature of
the proposed regime appears increasingly disproportionate.

6.3.4.1.b.iv

France and only France

There a number of requirements, some

of which have

been discussed in

Chapter 2 in

connection with the objective of ensuring the integrity, reliability and transparency of

215

Dependent on the compatibility

of other requirements associated with the proposed licensing regime.
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gambling operations in France, such as the need to have a
provide

a

server located within France to

record of all transactions made involving French residents. 216 In the quest to uphold

these and other objectives the proposed

bill encourages the segmentation of the internal

market through ring-fencing French online gambling market from that existing in other, and

equally between other, Member States. With regards to this approach, holders of an Article 16

licence will only be able to

serve residents of France,

217

and then solely via a website with an

address terminating in '.fr'.218 Furthermore operators with a presence in markets other than

France will be obliged to ring-fence the financial transactions which relate to France, thus
219
keeping them distinct from operations elsewhere.

The aim of this section is to briefly review the compatibility of the various attempts to
ring-fence the supply of online gambling services destined for reception in France from those
supplied by operators to other corners of the internal market. This review

will commence with

considering the requirement that operators can only serve residents of France since the
subsequent requirements aimed at ring-fencing the French market serve to reinforce the

application of French objectives and standards for customers residing in France. Consequently
the geographical scope of the regulatory regime proposed in the bill is strictly limited to the

French territory and only provide a basis for market access to the French market. It will not

offer

a

basis for the provision of services to residents of other Member States, in contrast to

the regulatory regimes established elsewhere in the internal market, such as Malta and the

United Kingdom.

To borrow the notion of consistency from Gambelli and apply it in a broader
perspective, it would be extremely inconsistent of France to permit, expressly or otherwise,
for licences awarded by ARJELto constitute

a means by which operators can supply gambling

services to other Member States within the internal market. Having illustrated its intention to

require operators already established and licensed in other Member States to obtain a further
licence to access the French market, France has exercised its margin of discretion regarding

the regulation of gambling. Member States are competent to determine which forms of

gambling are to be provided within their jurisdiction, and the gate-keeping role which is
proposedfor

ARJEL allows

France in the prevailing European regulatory climate to exercise

and give effect this discretion. Consequently it would be hypocritical, and thus inconsistent of

France, to argue that on the basis of a licence it has issued there should be no further
216
217

218

219

Projet de loi du 25 mars 2009, supra note 205, Article 22.
Ibid., Article 12. See Section 3.3.3.2.

Ibid., Article 18.
Ibid., Article 19.
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requirements should licence holders seek to

serve other

Member

States. In

doing

so,

France

would then be undermining the right of other Member States to determine the forms of
gambling which are provided within their jurisdiction.
Moreover, this requirement is likely to have greatest effect upon operators licensed
and established solely in France as operators licensed in other jurisdictions may have another

legal basis to supply services to other jurisdictions in the internal market. Considered in this
manner operators in possession of just a French licence could be expected to contend that the

requirement that they only
gambling services in

a

serve French residents amounts to a restriction on the export of

manner similar to the Dutch restriction on the practice of cold calling

which was analysed in Alpine Investments. Yet at the same time it must recalled that
operators holding only a French licence could also obtain a licence in from another Member
State whilst remaining established in France, such as via the regime of the United Kingdom.

In such circumstances the comparison for discrimination would be between operators licensed

in France without a licence from another internal market jurisdiction and operators licensed in
France with a licence from another internal market jurisdiction. For as long

as

there is no

restriction in French law which prohibits those established and licensed in France from
obtaining a licence from elsewhere within the EC, then the notion of reverse discrimination
and a restriction on the export of gambling services is most likely to remain theoretical.

Linked to the exercise in 'ring-fencing' French online gambling market is the
requirement that all online services are delivered via an internet address terminating in '.fr'.
As noted in Chapter 2 further details will be specified by ARJEL as to technical requirements

relating to the websites serving France and thus it is impossible to reach a conclusion as to the
extent to which consideration will be given to requirements operators licensed in other
regimes satisfy. The requirement to operate a '.fr' site is liable to constitute an impediment to
operators lawfully established and licensed in other Member States, and thus form a

restriction contrary to Article 49 EC in line with the so-called 'abolition behest' in Sliger. This
requirement applies to all operators licensed by ARJEL, however, it is likely to constitute an

additional burden to those established outside of France offering online gambling services via
internet addresses which do not terminate with '.fr'. Being indistinctly applicable in nature

France will need to prove that it can be justified on the basis of an objective justification,
which will depend upon the compatibility of the restrictive measures which this requirement

supports. If the overall requirement to have a licence issued by ARJEL is deemed
incompatible with the free movement of services, then this requirement will fall in

a

similar

manner. Upon the assumption that the proposed regulatory structure becomes a reality, once
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shown to be necessary this requirement is unlikely to be found to be disproportionate for a
lesser restrictive measure is unlikely to be found.

If operators established in other Member

States have to design a website which only supplies only the forms

of gambling permitted by

the bill, in compliance with the requirements of the bill with a view to issues such as
consumer protection and responsible gambling mechanisms, being required to designate the

internet site with an address which ends with '.fr' as opposed to '.com/fr' is unlikely to be
disproportionate to upholding the wider objectives of the proposed regime.

A more burdensome requirement will is that contained in Article 22 of the proposed

bill requiring operators to have

a server located

transactions on the website of an operator.

220

in France providing a real-time record of all

Once again this measure applies equally to those

operators established within France and those established and licensed in other Member
States. Requiring operators licensed in other Member States to establish a server in France to

record all transactions is likely to amount to an impediment on the freedom of such operators
to provide their gambling services in France. The necessity of such an indistinctly applicable

measure may be grounded upon two lines of reasoning; firstly that such requirements as

applicable in France may not apply in the home Member State of the operator, and secondly if
they did there is an absence

of systematic

and institutionalised cooperation between the

various regulatory authorities of the Member States.
The regulatory environment of the home Member State

of operators licensed outside

of France may not impose any requirements on the operator to record all transactions which

take place with a view to ensuring compliance with regulatory objectives, or there may be
discrepancies between those objectives. Should there be a total absence of such a requirement
then it would seem necessary for France to require that this be done to ensure that the

objectives and standards of the French regime can be maintained. Alternatively, other

jurisdictions may be less onerous than those which the French regime may impose, and
therefore this requirement as contained in 22 should only apply to the extent that such

information is not recorded in accordance with the requirements of the home Member State.

Indicative of the lack of

a

common European approach however, is the absence of a

cooperative framework between national gambling regulatory authorities. Even if all of the
data required according to the draft bill was collected and recorded in another Member State

for the purposes of enforcement and supervision ARJEL will

In other words, ARJEL

220

need to have access to such data.

will need to be able to exercise jurisdiction over information

Transactions occurring on the '.fr' website of an operator.
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pertaining the compliance of undertakings which it licences and which operate within France.
For as long as there is no agreement between regulatory authorities regarding cooperation on

transferring such authorities data of this nature the only means by which France can secure

jurisdiction over, and thus access to, such records is via the server in question being located

within France. Such

a

requirement merely reflects the state-centric approach to the regulation

of this field, and in the absence of

a

Community framework to ensure cooperation between

regulatory authorities it is suggested that such a requirement can be considered to be justified
upon the basis of consumer protection to the extent that the data required reflects this

mandatory requirement.

In the event that the requirement to locate

a

server in France is found unjustifiable

under the rule of reason approach to Article 49 EC, it is improbable that the French authorities

will find

any solace in the approach of the European Commission towards obligations on

service providers to establish 'certain business infrastructure' in the place where a contract
awarded, following a competitive procedure, is performed.

221

It will be recalled that the case

of Telaustria 222 extended the principles embedded within secondary public procurement
legislation to the award of public service concessions, an approach which was extended to the
gambling sector in the case of Commission v. Italy

223

concerning the renewal without tender

of 329 sports-betting licences. This extension of the Community approach to procurement to
the Italian sports-betting licensing system has been met with the

criticism that such

224
arrangements are far removed from those for which the procurement regime was designed.

Although the proposed bill refers to

a

system

of exclusive rights

as

forming the basis of the

provision of gambling services in France, there is no limit upon the total number of such socalled exclusive rights which ARJEL may grant.225 Consequently, the system of market access

proposed by the bill is more comparable to a system of authorisation than one of concessions
and to equate it with the approach of the Court of Justice in Commission v. Italy would further

Interpreting server as 'business infrastructure' and that the provision of online gambling services to residents
in France entails that performance arises across the French territory.
European Commission, Commission Interpretative Communication on the Community law applicable to contract
awards not or not fully subject to the provisions of the Public Procurement Directives, 1 August 2006, (2006/C
179/02), section 2.1.1. which states that:
"[t]he successful tenderer may be required to establish certain business "infrastructure at the place of
performance i f this is justified by the specific performance of the contract.
221

222
223
224

Supra note 22.
Case C-260/04, Commission v. italy, [2006] ECR 1-7083.
Brown, A., 'The Obligation to Advertise Betting Shop Licences Under the EC Principle

of Transparency:

Case C-260/04 Commission v Italy', Public Procurement law Review. 1 (2008) 1-7, p. 3.
225
Recalling Article 1(II) of the projet de loi du 25 mars 2009 which states that, supra note 205:
<<......

l'exploitation des jeux d'argent et

de hasard

est placte sous un rdgime

de droits exclusifs ddlivrds

par 1' tat. »
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stretch the application of the principles inherent to the public procurement regime. Therefore,

it is argued that the lack of a quantitative cap on the number of licences which ARJEL may
award dictates that the proposed system should be distinguished from that which gave rise to

Ga,nbelli, Placanica and ultimately Commission

v.

Italy. Nevertheless, this does not entail

that the French authorities would be free to award licences in a discriminatory manner, but

rather ensuring compliance with the principles of equal treatment, non-discrimination, mutual

recognition and proportionality in order to ensure the compatibility of the regime with Article

49 EC the duty of transparency in terms of the need to advertise is not applicable. Such a
conclusion is supported by the absence of any reference to the advertising of competitions for

Article

16 licences in the

proposed bill; the continuous availability of an unlimited number of

licences negates the need to hold a competition for market access in the first place which in

itself suggests that these exclusive market access rights are not that exclusive.

6.3.4.1.b.v

Taxation

Even though in Schindler the Court of Justice recognised the importance of the revenue
generating capacity of gambling to Member States, it cannot form a ground to justify a

restrictive measure, such as the need to obtain

a

gambling licence issued pursuant to Article

16 of the pending bill in order to operate on the French market.

However, it is apparent from the bill that France uses this licensing requirement in
order to attach

a

number of taxation provisions which seek to prevent the opening up of the

online gambling market resulting in the outward flow of gambling related revenues to

jurisdictions where operators

are established. The

thrust of the bill appears to be to maintain

the existing revenue flows to the current recipients of the FDJ and PMU, through introducing

a tax based on the percentage of the stakes players lay. 226 Reflecting the advent of a new
online gambling sector in France, the bill does not neglect to establish

a

regime for the

taxation of 'cercles de jeux' with taxation being also being based upon the value of stakes laid

with the operator, albeit at
horserace betting.

227

a

lower rate than applicable to stakes placed in sports and

Nevertheless some commentators have questioned whether the rate of

taxation, in terms of tax paid on gaming gross revenues will act as a disincentive,

discouraging operators from applying for a French online gambling licence.

226

228

Should the

Article 40, projet de loi, du 25 mars 2009, supra note 205, at a rate of 1.8% of the amount staked per bet for

both sports and horserace betting.
227
Ibid, at a rate of 0.2%.
228 Verbiest, T. & Pelletier, P., 'Gambling in France: the law in progress', 14 April 2009, www.Ratiiinplaw.eu
(accessed on 15th April 2009). Verbiest later repeated this concern with reference to online poker. Having noted
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proposed rates

of taxation prove to

be excessive from the view

of potential operators, then

those already established and licensed within other Member States will have very

little

incentive to be regulated by ARJEL. For an operator established in Malta and thus subject to
extremely low levels of taxation, the added value of serving the French market, if it has to

bear the high rates of taxation

as

currently proposed, are extremely slim. Law abiding

operators established in jurisdictions with lower rates of taxation

will simply decide not to

serve the French market, or challenge other elements of the regulatory regime as being

disproportionately restrictive. On the other hand, those operators which are less conscientious

with complying with the regulatory regime of other Member States may simply continue to
provide services to France without the requisite licence.
Consequently, the ability of France to capture revenue to this magnitude, or from
another perspective maintain current revenue flows following the advent of the market being
opened to competition, will rest or fall on the compatibility of the measures used to uphold

non-taxation related objectives. If the requirement to hold an Article 16 licence, and the

underpinning requirements are found to be incompatible with Community law, then no
grounds

will exist for France to attempt to extend its jurisdiction to tax operators established

in other Member States.
In establishing a role for ARJEL to act as a gatekeeper the draft legislation will provide

it with another role, that of toll collector. France is seeking to establish

a

regime based upon

the principle that tax is collected in the jurisdiction in which the player is located as opposed
to where the supplier is established. From the perspective of mitigating to the greatest extent
possible the implications

of opening up national (cyber-) borders to the free movement of

gambling services such a move will see the perceived benefits of gambling, in the form of
revenues generated for good or public causes maintaining a link with the Member State in

which the players are based. Moreover, operators could amount to a cost to the French
government in terms of the negative externalities arising from gambling, which will have to

bear should the responsible gambling mechanisms not fully avoid an increasing excessive
gambling, such

as

gambling the treatment of gambling addiction in addition to further social

costs arising from gambling.

that "imposing a 2% tax on global wagers would amount to tax around 60% of their [poker operatorsl gross
revenue" he concluded that "this will be considered as very little incentive for most operators to offer their
services on the French online gaming market." See Verbiest, T., 'Summary French Online Gaming Market',
TIME I.aw News. EU Edition 0412009,10-14, p. 13.
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From the perspective of an operator, established in one Member State and seeking to
supply gambling across the internal market, such

a

practice will only reinforce the

fragmentation of the internal market. Given that there is neither convergence nor coordination
between Member States at the European level as to how the gambling sector should be taxed

the prospect of double taxation will be rife if some Member States seek to tax gambling upon

the basis of the jurisdiction where it is consumed.

Moreover, such an approach is likely to be de facto discriminatory against operators
based outside

of France, because of the likelihood of double taxation. Operators established in

France and in possession of an Article 16 licence will be taxed by France, i.e. the Member

State in which they are established and that in which their gambling services are legitimately

received. Other operators holding an Article 16 licence will be established within another

Member State, and may pay tax twice on their French gambling operations. Firstly in
accordance with the terms and conditions attached to the Article 16 licence, i.e. on the basis

of each individual stake placed by residents in France, and secondly in accordance with the
licensing conditions of the Member State in which
as an illustration, those suppliers

a

particular operator is established. Merely

of betting and pool betting services regulated and licensed in

accordance with the Maltese Remote Gaming Regulations of 2004 are taxed at a rate of 0.5%
per annum on either the gross amount of bets accepted, or on the sum of all net winnings per

player per betting market for betting exchanges or on the aggregate of stakes paid in pool
betting.

229

Using this example, unless the Maltese based operator is able to off-set taxes paid

in France regarding gambling services supplied pursuant to an Article 16 licence against that

which is owed to the Maltese authorities, the operator will be forced to pay tax twice on the
same transaction. Without any

coordination of such matters at the European level, the

patchwork nature of the internal market will only be increased, and discourage compliance
with regimes such as that proposed by France. Ultimately however, it may not be so desirable

to dismiss the French approach out of hand. Following the operation of the Gambling Act
2005 which allows suppliers established, regulated and taxed in the Member State of

establishment to supply gambling services to residents of the United Kingdom without any

regulatory or tax related burden, the British government is reviewing whether or not it should

impose a tax burden upon suppliers located outside of the United Kingdom. 230 Whilst it
remains beyond the realm of this thesis to determine whether online gambling activities
229

Fourth Schedule 'Taxation', Remote Gaming Regulations 2004, Legal Notice 176 of 2004 of the Lotteries
and other Games Act (Act XXIV of 2001).
230
Department for Culture, Media and Sport, A fair deal for British gambling operators - creating a more level

playing field to compete with overseas rivals. Press Release 066/09,30 April 2009.
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should be taxed by the Member State where they are received or that in which the operator is
established, the possible concurrent existence of both modes will only further underline the

existing segmentation of the internal market wrought by differences in national regulatory
requirements.

Giving effect to this proposed requirement is also restrictive of the free movement of
services since, as detailed in earlier in Chapter 3 Article 39 of the draft

bill requires operators

established outside of France to appoint a tax representative based in France in order to satisfy
231
In contrast to the other potentially restrictive measures
the tax burden proposed therein.

discussed so far, this measure discriminates on the basis of the place in which the operator is
established, since the duty to appoint a tax representative will only arise '[w]hen a person not

established in France is due to pay one of the taxes listed

in...'.

Scope

for France to justify

this discriminatory measure is much reduced in comparison with the rule of reason approach

as developed in the services sphere since the case of van Binsbergen, and instead reference
has to be made to Article 46 EC which provides three grounds which can offer a safe haven to

discriminatory measures. Of the three grounds for exception enumerated in the EC Treaty,
that of public policy would appear to be the most probable for successfully upholding this

discriminatory measure. By claiming that the measure is required to ensure that taxation
revenue is captured when residents of France gamble via the internet with providers

established elsewhere in the internal market, the French government would be seeking to rely

upon a characteristic of gambling which the Court

of Justice

has deemed unable to

justify a

restrictive measure. If the ability of gambling to generate revenue for benevolent or public
interest activities cannot be used to justify an indistinctly applicable measure upon the

application of Article 49 EC such a ground cannot be subsequently used to support a public

policy objective under the much less forgiving regime applicable to exceptions based upon
Article 46EC.

Therefore not only will the nature of the proposed taxation regime be likely to hinder
the creation of an internal market in gambling services, an integral part of the architecture
necessary to implement this approach appears incompatible with Community law.

6.3.4.2 The Netherlands

April 2008 saw the rejection of proposed Wet op de Kansspelen by the Eerste Kamer which
would have paved the way for the introduction of a three year licence for the national casino

231

Section 3.3.3.2.
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operator to provide online gambling services, which would fall into the 'remote gambling'
category. As reviewed in Chapter 2 this was rejected for a number of reasons, but ultimately

has left the Netherlands exposed to the dangers of failing to effectively implement the notion

of kanalisatie. Through failing to capture demand for internet-based (remote) gambling
services residents of the Netherlands seek to satisfy their demand through accessing the
services

of operators located in other jurisdictions. Securing the consumer protection ideals

which the Netherlands professes to apply to other forms of gambling relies upon the
regulatory environments, and associated supervision and enforcement, to which operators

outside of the Netherlands are subject. Some of these operators may be established elsewhere
in the internal market and comply with regulatory regimes which uphold similar objectives
and standards as the Netherlands does with regards to other gambling sectors and means of

delivery. Alternatively, the demand for internet-based (remote) gambling services may be met
by unregulated operators which may not only offer games which are highly addictive in

nature with

a total absence

of responsible gambling mechanisms, but also use gambling

websites to launder money and other criminal purposes.
Indeed, the European Court

of Justice

has recognised that the Member States have the

right to determine which forms of gambling may be offered within their jurisdiction, and the
exercise of this margin of discretion includes the determination that the provision of online
gambling services is to be prohibited. At the time of writing the Dutch authorities have failed

to find

an effective mechanism to prevent operators established in other

supplying services to its residents. An attempt by the

injunction against

a licensed, and thus regulated

a

jurisdictions from

national operator to secure an

supplier based in the United Kingdom is

subject to questions as to the compatibility of the measure with Community law. 232 Even if
successful the injunction will only apply against a single operator, and whilst those operators

established in the internal market may be relatively easy to identify the Netherlands will have

to justify the compatibility of the injunction on

a case-by-case basis

having regard to the

equivalence of the regulatory regime of the Member State where such

an

operator is

established. In stark contrast, those operators established outside of the internal market and
the European

Economic Area will not be able to rely on arguments based on the free

movement principles, but once having identified them the Dutch

232

See Ladbrokes, supra note 116, and the related

authorities will have a

preliminary reference in Case C-258/08.
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considerably more difficult task to assert jurisdiction over them and secure the enforcement of

an injunction.

233

Having exercised its discretion in accordance with the case-law of the Court of Justice,

the decision of the Netherlands to prohibit online gambling amounts to

a

restriction of

Articles 43 and 49 EC. Exercise of the margin in this manner takes precedence over claims
that a restriction is disproportionate or unjustifiable because of its prohibitive nature which

equally prevents the domestic supply of internet gambling.

Arguably the current assessment of the apparent prohibition on online gambling in the
Netherlands should be qualified. Firstly, the prohibition should be qualified with reference to

the use of the internet as a sales avenue under the notion of 'e-commerce' because in effect
this negates the absolute nature of the prohibition on online gambling. Moreover it appears

that remote gambling is in fact permitted. Secondly, that Article 43 EC could offer a route to

challenge the lack of market access to the Dutch market which prevents operators established
elsewhere from becoming established within the Netherlands and offering sports-betting

services in the same manner as the current incumbent operators.

The assessment of the internet presence of all operators on the Dutch gambling

market, with the exception of the slot machine sector, in Chapter 3 noted the varying degrees

with which the websites of the various operators permit residents encourage participation in
gambling. Whilst some websites merely provide information, others such as those prevailing

in the lottery sector allow tickets to be purchased for subsequent offline draws while the third
category allows bets to be placed on sports events and horse races. Both the websites for the

Toto operated by De Lotto and the Tomlisator operated by Scientific Games Racing allow

residents to open accounts and place bets via the internet, subject to daily or weekly
restrictions on the amount which can be staked. In line with betting operations based and
regulated in other Member States the events upon which bets are placed are not generated by

software but are 'real' events.

234

standard to which the objective

Given the daily limits as to how much players can lose, the

of preventing gambling addiction under the umbrella of

consumer protection may be higher than that accorded by operators offering bets on the same
type

of sporting events but upon the basis of

a licence granted

by another Member State.

This is not guaranteed within the European Union either if regard is had to the interpretation by the Maltese
Court of Appeal of Regulation (EC) No 44/2001 of 22 December 2000 on jurisdiction and the recognition and
enforcement ofjudgments in civil and commercial matters, [20011 OJ L12/1, p. 1-23.
234
For example on 7th May 2009 bets were being taken via www.toto.nl in the 'Toto-Tip' game as to the winning
driver of the Spanish Formula One Grand Prix schedule for 10 May 2009, whilst under 'Toto-Topwedstrijden'
players can bet on the outcome (win for home team, win for away time, or draw) of non-Dutch football matches
such as Glasgow Rangers v Celtic on 8 May 2009.
233
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Other regulatory regimes may not set limits on loses to the levels applicable to the so-called

'e-commerce' transactions of the Toto and Totalisator. Alternatively they could be based
upon other responsible gambling mechanisms which place greater responsibility with the

player, such as regular reminders as to the amount they have staked, or lost, over a particular

period of time. An assessment as to the equivalence of different regulatory standards would
reveal such a difference between the regulatory regime of the Netherlands and another
Member State. If the Netherlands seeks to uphold a daily loss limit of €22.69 for sportsbetting games and Member State B seeks to encourage responsible gambling practices and yet
sets the limit at €250 per day then the difference

in standard of protection afforded to players

would be significantly different. With such a gap between the two daily limits the Netherlands

would have more room to argue that the restriction is proportionate to the regulatory
objectives. Alternatively, Member State B's regulatory requirements could require operators

which it licences to comply with the rules and regulations of other Member States where they

differ. Therefore an operator licensed in Member State B would have to identify customers

residing in the Netherlands upon the basis of their residential address, internet service
provider address and bank account details and reduce the daily limits from €250 to €22,69.
Such a construction would presuppose a degree

of cooperation between national regulatory

authorities at the European level which is currently absent. Therefore, refusing market access
to such operators appears appropriately restrict the cross-border movement of gambling
services.

Yet a different conclusion could be expected if the same services where also regulated

in Member State C subject to

a

limit of €20. Arguably the standard of protection would be

higher than that afforded under Dutch law, but this could then represent an expansion of the

gambling market beyond a single operator, which would stimulate demand between operators
and encourage an increase in consumption. If all gambling where to take place from a
centralised account out of which all internet gambling stakes were debited and winnings

credited then the daily €20 could be effectively enforced. This illustrates that to an extent the

necessity and thus assessment of proportionality of the restrictive nature of the Dutch
approach depends upon the technological status quo, potential evolutions in which operators
and regulatory authorities alike have to embrace to alter the course

of discussions as to what is

compatible with Article 49 EC.

Moreover, the margin of discretion enjoyed by Member States permits them to
determine whether a market supplied by a monopolist or one with an unspecified number of
suppliers best suits their objectives. Regarding betting services, the Netherlands has opted for
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two sectoral monopolies, and can retain this model of supply. However, the question of access
to the monopoly position becomes one

of significance, and in this regard

the analysis of

supplying online or 'e-commerce' based gambling in the Netherlands turns upon the

availability of the single sectoral concessions. One mantra of the Dutch government is that the
avoidance of multiple operators avoids competition and the stimulation of demand, however

both the Toto and Totalistor concern the provision of sports and horserace betting services.

There is no certainty that these two gambling monopolies, and the services inherently
provided, are not interchangeable substitutes in the eyes of Dutch residents; are the services

truly incomparable? If

a degree

of substitutability was found to exist then competition

between the Toto and Totalistor could be anticipated; thus undermining one of the tenets of
the current gambling regime and the restriction

it

seeks to uphold on the access

for further

operators to the market.

However, the total prohibition of online gambling is not

as

watertight as may first

appear, but unless the Dutch government establishes a regime explicitly regulating this sector,

access to the 'e-commerce' route should opened to

competition for in the form of a

competitive tendering procedure. Maintaining the status quo only undermines the consistency

of the current regime and does not produce

a tenable

foundation for the existing monopoly

regime.

6.3.4.3 United Kingdom

6.3.4.3.a

Pitfalls of an open-border policy

Miers notes that the regulatory regime applicable to the regulation of online gambling is
46

simultaneously the key to British operators' supply of cross-border gambling

services to other Member States and the lock that the UK government can exert

against others that are less robust.

„235

235

Miers, D., 'A British View of European Gambling Regulation' in Littler, A. & Fijnaut C. (eds), The
Regulation of Gambling: European and National Perspectives (Leiden; Martinus Nijhoff, 2007), p.110.

It should be recalled that the definition of 'remote gambling' established in the Gambling Act 2005 is wider than
that used throughout this thesis. The definition within the Act is based upon the use of distance communication
technology without attention being paid as to whether the outcome which is being gambled upon is determined
internal to, or external from, the internet or other means of distance communication technology. In keeping with
the approach taken thus far, reference will only be made to 'remote gambling' when this can be distinguished
from 'internet gambling', even where in the parlance of the Gambling Act 2005 'remote gambling', as opposed
to 'online gambling', would be the correct terminology. See section 3.5.2.2.e on this issue.
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The key role played by the Gambling Act and regulatory architecture which it has inspired in

unlocking the (national) markets of other Member States has met resistance from
governments which have argued that Article 49 EC permits them to prohibit the export of

gambling services into their Member State on the grounds that they pursue different

regulatory objectives and that regulatory standards are not equivalent. Moreover, it appears
that in practice the British regulatory regime permits those regulated by it to offer a wider
range of gambling services than that permitted by other national authorities. Such practice

goes beyond the distinction between remote gambling and interne gambling but the types of

gambling which fall into these two categories. Other Member States, where the services are
received are able to control the receipt of such services, for it is for the national authorities of
each Member State to determine the forms

of gambling available within its territory. An

example being the long lasting legal procedures involving state-backed operators in the
Netherlands and British licensed online gambling providers.

236

As described in Chapter 3 the regime in th United Kingdom does not place any

restrictions upon the supply of gambling services from jurisdictions within the European
Economic Area, Gibraltar or those on the much covered white-list, and neither are restrictions

imposed on the advertising of gambling services originating from or within such
jurisdictions.

237

In doing so British residents are placed automatically at the mercy of the

regulatory authorities, to the extent that such authorities exist in the twenty-nine EEA states

plus Gibraltar, and the four white-listed jurisdictions.-038 Seemingly without any regard for the
forms of gambling regulated by these jurisdictions, the regulatory objectives of those

jurisdictions and the degree to which operators therein are subject to effective supervisory and
enforcement mechanisms, the British government has stuck its neck out to allow such services

to be delivered to British residents. Whilst this is commendable from the point of view of
embracing the free movement of services such a move does appear rather premature given the

lack of coordination between national regulatory authorities and the relative lack of

comparability between national regimes. Indeed, the very notion of thirty EFIA Member
States must be qualified, for not every Member State seeks to export the gambling services

which it regulates the manner that some jurisdictions, such

as

Malta, do. Indeed, the

236

Specific reference to the Gambling Act 2005 is inappropriate here for one of the parties referred to in this
example, Betfair, offers spread betting services which fall beyond the scope of the Gambling Act and are
regulated by the Financial Services Authority.
237
Thereby avoiding the imposition of a barrier to market access the magnitude of which could have ranged from
'the insignificant to a quasi-prohibition', to paraphrase Advocate General Jacobs in his Opinion delivered on 24
November 1994, in Case C-412/93, Sociutd d'Importation Leclerc-Siplec v TFI Publicitd and M6 Publicitd,
[1995] ECR I-179, at para. 45
238
Currently the white-listed jurisdictions are Alderney, the Isle of Man and Tasmania, Antigua and Barbuda.
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Netherlands does not currently permit any form of online gambling preferring to consider

some of its services as mere 'e-commerce' and as such the coverage of such supply is
239
restricted to those with a Dutch address and bank account.
Furthermore, there are other

jurisdictions with restrictions upon operators licensed within their regime; the proposed
French regulations will only authorise the provision of online gambling to French residents.

Where Member States do not explicitly prohibit the out-of-state provision of online gambling

services it is unclear whether they have

a

particular regulatory mechanism for the regulation

of non-national gambling services which differentiates from the supply of gambling within
the home Member State. Indeed, although the British regime offers a very transparent and

detailed regime the extent to which the Gambling Commission exercises regulatory control

over activities conducted by its licensees is unclear; moreover there does not appear to be any

additional or particular mechanisms for the regulation of gambling services to residents
outside of Great Britain.

240

Is it sufficient to assume that the application and enforcement of the Gambling Act
2005 to gambling services within Great Britain is adequate for responding to situations

outside of the UK? Part of the attraction of the 2005 regime is that it provides

a single

platform for the supply of gambling within and beyond the United Kingdom; but the supply

of gambling outside of the United Kingdom may encounter factors which do not prevail
within this jurisdiction. For the regulator regime to appear not to take this distinction into
account is likely to give cause for concern in other Member States. A particular example of

this is the duty applicable to all holders of betting licences to report suspicion of offences
where a licence holder considers that they may information at their disposal which will lead
the Gambling Commission to void a bet or breach a rule applied by the relevant sporting

body. 241 Nine sporting bodies are referred to, all of which govern sport in England and Wales,

Scotland and Ireland; and thus all licence holders involved in the betting sector have to be
239

Admittedly the discussion above in Section 3.4.2.3 put forward the idea that in fact some of the forms of 'ecommerce' based gambling offered by certain semi-permanent licence holders in the Netherlands was more
comparable to internet gambling that the mere selling of tickets for offline draws. Nevertheless, this does not
distract from the notion that the regulatory authorities in the Netherlands do not have any regulatory architecture
to supervise and control the standard of gambling supplied by their licence holders outside of the Netherlands
because such licence holders are not authorised to do so. Any interest in this arena would presumably only go as
far as whether such gambling was being supplied or not, rather than the compliance of that supply with the
domestic regulatory objectives.
240
Apart from the empowerment of the Secretary of State to exercise discretion in deciding whether to categorise
a jurisdiction as a 'prohibited territory' under s. 44 of the Act which will make it an offence for anyone located
within Great Britain, or using a piece of remote gambling equipment located in Great Britain to invite or enable a
person residing in such a prohibited territory to gamble. As Miers notes, supra note 235, p. 103 "it is
inconceivable that the government would put any Member State on the list".
241
A duty established by s. 75 of the Gambling Act 2005 and given effect in 15.1 of the Licence Conditions and
Codes of Practice. See section 3.5.2.4.d.i for further discussion including the list of governing sports bodies.
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familiar the rules and regulations of the nine sporting bodies, and as the type of events which
may reasonably be expected to raise their suspicions. Whilst this affords protection to all of
242
whether the players are
those who bet on sporting events covered by the governing bodies,

in Great Britain or Latvia, there is no obligation to report suspicious offences of events held

of consumer protection,

outside the scope of these bodies. Thus the level

and means for

upholding the integrity of sports, falls down when bets are placed with inside information on
sporting events not governed by one the sporting bodies within Great Britain and Ireland or
beyond the shores of these two Member States.

Although the United Kingdom government seeks to lead by example, ultimately it
should not neglect the following passage of the Court of Justice in Laard:

"the mere fact that a Member State has opted for a system of protection which differs

from that adopted by another Member State cannot affect the assessment of the need
„243
for, and proportionality of, the provisions enacted to that end.

Consequently,

if other

Member States deem that the most appropriate system of protection

against the dangers inherent in the supply of particular form of gambling is a complete

prohibition on the legal supply of that form of gambling, the fact that there are operators
registered and licensed in the UK subject to the stringent conditions of the Gambling Act is,

in effect, irrelevant. The margin of discretion accorded to all governments to determine which
forms of gambling can be provided within its territory remain national decisions. Arguably,
the UK government can only exert pressure on other regulators once they permit a particular

form of gambling. Of course, it can be argued that in the advent of a complete prohibition on
a form of gambling then illegal gambling is encouraged, and there will be those of the opinion
that the provision of gambling supplied under the Gambling Act 2005 is preferable to illegal

gambling from unregulated suppliers. Yet again, balancing such scenarios is the role of each
Member State and the approach confirmed in Laara

triumphs over any political pressure the

UK may wish to assert.

6.3.4.3.b

Obtaining a United Kingdom Licence

The general objectives applicable to the regulation

of offline gambling under

the Gambling

Act 2005 are extended to online gambling coupled with the Government' s intention that the
remote gambling sector be subject to the forces of a 'free market approach' to the extent that

242

In the United Kingdom and the Republic of Ireland.

243

Iliara, supra note 29, para. 36.
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'British based industry is able to establish itself as

a

world leader.

,244

One cannot help but

wonder if, given the wholly unrestricted access which operators based around the internal

market have to the wallets of the UK population, some operators will not feel the need to
become established in the United Kingdom.

Even though operators based throughout the EEA are free, from the perspective of the

UK government to serve the British market, they are still offered the opportunity to submit
themselves to the jurisdiction of the Gambling Act. Indeed, for operators subject to regulatory
regimes which do not allow the export of online gambling services this may be an attractive

proposition, to enable operators to serve accessible markets elsewhere within the internal
market.

245

As for all gambling operators licensed under the Gambling Act, non-remote and
remote alike, an operating licence has to be obtained from the Gambling Commission.

246

Online gambling operators need not be established within Great Britain when applying for an

operating licence, in contrast to the rules which gave rise to the cases of Gambelli and
Placanica. However, a correspondence address within the United Kingdom has to be

provided which can be that of

a

third party. Although it is naturally easier for an undertaking

established within Great Britain to satisfy this provision the non-discriminatory nature of this

provision is insured by that possible use of a third party. Many British operators may also use

this option, for example if they engage the services of lawyer for the application process.
Moreover the use of a third party minimises the greatest extent possible the restrictive nature

of this requirement, and although it is not particularly clear as to which of the three gambling
objectives it seeks to uphold, it is unlikely to be a hindrance to the supply of gambling
services.

All persons involved in managerial roles within gambling operations are also

required to hold

a

personal licence; at this stage of the procedure a distinction arises which

may discriminate against those who are not British residents nor British nationals; all

applicants who 'are not

a

British national and have not lived in Great Britain for more than

two years' are required to enclose an overseas police report.

247

If these two requirements are

applied separately then all those who are British nationals but have not lived in Great Britain

for two years prior to their application will be faced with the requirement to submit an
244

Department for Culture, Media & Sport, The Future Regulation of Remote Gambling: A DCMS Position

Paper, April 2003.
245
Although the United Kingdom will be competing with jurisdictions offering lower rates of taxation, such as
Gibraltar, Malta and other jurisdictions found on the white-list.
246 Categories of which are specified in section. 62(2) of the Gambling Act 2005 and Annex I Regulation of
Gaming Machines in Great Britain.
247
Section 11 'Enclosures' of the Personal Licence Application Form.
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overseas police report, in the same manner as all non-British nationals who have not lived in

Great Britain in the two years prior to their application are required to do likewise. In this

manner the requirement for such a police report is made dependent upon the place of

residence of the applicant. Alternatively, if the two elements are applied cumulatively then
this requirement will never apply to British nationals regardless of how long they have lived
outside Great Britain and thus discriminating on the basis of the nationality of the applicant.

As such this requirement constitutes direct discrimination and thereby falls outside the scope

of the rule of reason approach to measures restricting the
Arguably the effort required to obtain

a

free

movement of

services.

police report could hinder efforts by those outside of

Great Britain to obtain a licence. Given the discriminatory nature of this measure it can only

be justified by reference to Article 46 EC which provides for derogation to the principle of
non-discrimination on the grounds of public policy. Preventing the infiltration of criminals

within the scope of regulated gambling services is likely to fall within the scope of Article 46

EC particularly with a view to this requirement supporting

a

fundamental objective of the

gambling regulatory regime; keeping gambling crime free. Although discriminatory such a
requirement appears to impose a minimal restriction on a potential operator, particularly in

light of the market

access which the licence provides. It becomes an interest not only for the

UK authorities but also those across the internal market, possibly including that which issued
the police report.

Returning to the readiness of UK regulation to engage with standards upheld in other

jurisdictions, operators established in other Member States are required to inform the
Gambling Commission as to the location of so-called 'key pieces of equipment', such as the
server which

records

all

transactions made in the course of the licensed operations.

Interestingly although British jurisdiction is triggered by the presence of
248

equipment with Great Britain,

a

single piece of

the vast majority of an undertaking's operation in supplying

the remote gambling services can be located anywhere, so long as the Commission is notified.

Locating a single piece of equipment within Great Britain is sufficient to trigger the

application of the Gambling Act and therefore the duty to hold

a remote

gambling licence for

the provision of online gambling services. Arguably the single piece of equipment need not
represent the majority of a service provider's operation; headquarters, personnel, servers and

other infrastructure could be located in another Member State.

249

However,

a

single piece of

equipment, forming only a small fragment of an undertaking's overall infrastructure located
248

249

Section 36(3) of the Gambling Act 2005.
Or theoretically across a number ofjurisdictions.
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with Great Britain will unleash the application of all the relevant licensing conditions and
codes

of practice covering detailed measures to uphold the three licensing objectives of the

regime.

250

Are all of these conditions proportionate restrictions to the free movement of

services, or should the single piece

of equipment

be found to constitute establishment for the

purposes of Community law? Recalling the case of Bruno Schnitzer there are no hard and fast

criterion by which this can be determined, but this case also notes that should a provider of a
service 'hold itself out from a professional base, to amongst others, nationals' of the Member
State where it is located then this would

requirement of holding

a remote

likely become a case of establishment.251 One

operating licence for the provision of gambling services is

that the website the operator states that they are licensed and regulated by the 'Gambling

Commission'. Arguable this is sufficient to satisfy the concept of 'holding out

as

established

252
in'.

Moreover, there is no evidence of the Gambling Commission assessing the

equivalence of the regulatory objectives and standards to which operators established and
licensed in other Member States may be subject to. Part of the application procedure for a
remote gambling licence requires the applicant to attach details of any existing current non-

UK licence in addition to any 'current, pending or previous investigations by any statutory,
regulatory or governing bodies in respect of any gambling licences, certificates or permits.'
253

However it is not clear to what extent the Gambling Commission is knowledgeable of the

conditions applicable to licences held overseas, but in any event, the nature of the conditions

and codes of practice applicable to licence holders apply in their entirety. Selective

application to relieve the possibility of double regulatory burdens in line with Webb is not
possible. However, if an operator wishes to subject itself to application of the Gambling Act

by becoming established within Great Britain on the basis of a single piece of gambling
equipment and thus triggering the exclusive application of Article 43 EC, thus deciding not to

rely on Article 49 EC, through not having any equipment within Great Britain, then it seems
only reasonable and proportionate to expect that the full weight of the Gambling Act is

applied in

a manner comparable to non-remote operators

being fully captured by the

regulatory regime in which they operate from an establishment.

See Chapter 3 for examples, in addition to that discussed above regarding the duty to report suspicion of
offence.
251
Case C-215/01, Bruno Schnitzer, [2003] ECR I-14847, para. 31.
252
This is typically done on the 'home' page of the operator's business-to-consumer website along with the full
trading name and registered address.
253
Operating Licence Application Form, see Section 3.5.2.4.a.
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Finally it is worth noting that the remote gambling licences do not constitute service
concessions since the United Kingdom government is not contracting out the provision of a
254
service to private parties which it would have otherwise provided Itself.
Nevertheless the

principles of equal treatment, non-discrimination, mutual recognition and proportionality will
apply so as to enable non-UK based operators the opportunity to gain a operating licence.
Given that applications for licences can be submitted on

a

continuous basis the principle of

transparency shall not require the Gambling Commission to advertise the availability of the

possibility of securing market access; this is in contrast with other regulatory regimes where
access to the market may only be available once in a given number

of

years. However, the

principle of transparency reduces any ambiguity which applicants may face, and the

opportunity for

a non-objective

application of the award criteria; given the wealth of

information made publicly available by the Gambling Commission it is unlikely that access to

the UK licensing system would fall foul of this principle, as enumerated in Canal Satdlite

Digital for example.
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6.3.5 Conclusions
Each Member State represents a different approach to regulate online gambling services, with

the compatibility of the respective choice dependent upon the manner of execution. The open
model developed by the United Kingdom is the least restrictive of Article 49 EC but provides
the Gambling Commission with extremely limited scope to ensure that the objectives of the

Gambling Act 2005 are met when supplies are located in other Member States and no
mechanism is in place to assess, and

if necessary,

level-up the level applicable standards and

objectives. At the opposite end of the spectrum, the Netherlands seeks to protect its residents
against the perceived dangers of internet gambling through a complete prohibition. However,

in practice this prohibition is not enforced effectively, thus exposing Dutch residents to the
dangers associated with unregulated suppliers; there being no legal supplier to capture

demand. Admittedly demand may be captured by suppliers regulated in other Member States

but these are equally illegal in the eyes of Dutch law as those established in third states and

therefore cannot be considered as serving to protect the Dutch populace against the worse

perils associated with this activity. Moreover, the prohibition is undermined within, and by,
the Netherlands itself through the use of the 'e-commerce' sales route.

254
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See Section 5.4.4.
See Section 5.4.5.
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Between these two approaches, that of France seeks to balance its regulatory margin of

discretion with the free movement principles in the most balanced manner. Whilst entailing a
certain degree of restriction to the free movement principles as is inherent in the particular

licensing model, it does enable national standards and objectives to be secured. The degree to

which it is compatible with Article 49 EC will depend upon the manner in which it is
executed.

6.4

Conclusion

:

Commonalities Between the Three National Reaulatory Re imes &

the Paradox of Monopolies

Although there has been no systematic attempt to encourage Member States to converge upon
identical objectives for the regulation of gambling within their jurisdictions, the aim of this

section is to illustrate that the differences between the objectives of national regulatory
regimes are less pronounced than originally suggested.
appear that there is already a degree
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However, to an extent it would

of realisation that this is the

case;

following the work

completed within the European Council national governments are beginning to appreciate that

the approach to the regulation of gambling within their jurisdiction is not, in terms of

objectives, in stark contrast to that of other Member States. Discussion within the Tweede
Kamer of the Netherlands has commented upon the fact that many Member States have
similar regulatory objectives to those of the Netherlands, with consumer protection,
incorporating anti-addiction policies, and the protection of public order constituting common
concerns for national regulatory regimes.
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Between France, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom notions of consumer

protection incorporating avoidance of excessive gambling and gambling addiction and the
eradication of crime from the supply of gambling services are common themes. The devil lies

in the detail however; to what extent does each Member State seek to uphold the notion of
consumer protection and in which way does it seek to achieve it? Beginning with the later

question first a sliding scale can be draw with the Netherlands at one end and the United

Kingdom at the other with France hovering somewhere in between. The line represents the
degree of commercialisation of the provision of gambling services. Apart from the
256
257

For example, by the European Parliament in the context of the Services Directive. See Section 4.6.4.
Supra note 117, in which it is stated on page 21 that:
De minister geeft aan dat in het kader van de werkgroep in Europees verband over het onderwerp
kansspelen, de stelsels van de diverse lidstaten in kaart zijn gebracht. Daaruit is gebleken dat de
lidstaten veelal dezelfde doelstellingen aanhangen als Nederland: consumentenbescherming, dus het
"
tegengaan van verslaving en bescherming van de openbare order, dus geen illegaliteit.
'6
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amusement arcade sector, the regulation of gambling in the Netherlands seeks to leave little

room for competition between providers thus avoiding the prospect of competition between
providers of substitutable forms of gambling stimulating demand. Although it is not clear as

to the extent that the products of De Lotto are not substitutable for those of the Totalisator or

the Nationale PostcodeLoterij, there are inbuilt limits the daily amounts that individuals can
spend with these operators when purchasing tickets via the internet. Demand is to be met

through

a

limited number of providers, each with their own small monopoly, thus channelling

the demand of Dutch residents through regulated avenues. At the opposite end of the
spectrum the United Kingdom takes a free market approach to the supply of gambling
services without seeking to avoid the stimulation of demand. Yet, this does not mean to say

that British consumers are supplied by unregulated suppliers although the faith which the

United Kingdom government places in regulators based across the internal market may
expose British residents to varying levels of consumer protection and responsible gambling
measures. In itself this does not devalue the nature and standard

of protection which the

Gambling Act 2005 provides to those accessing the services of operators regulated by it, and
neither does this have any reflection upon the standard of scrutiny which those gambling
services which are exported from Great Britain have to meet. Between these two positions
appears that undertaken by France where although market access is somewhat limited in the

offline world to the casino sector, consumer demand remains in theory un-stimulated by
competition and in practice channelled through regulated providers. Casinos aside, offline
providers in France are state-backed operators which operate in a more commercial manner
than state-backed operators in the Netherlands, such as Holland Casino and the Staatsloterij.

Pending proposals for the opening of the French online gambling regime point towards

competition in this field, which appears to be at odds with the notion of limiting the overall
volume of online gambling supplied within France.
Perhaps this represents an uneasy balancing act between respecting the free movement

principles and adhering to the pretence of limiting the supply of gambling, since the advent of
the discussion of gambling at the European level requires Member States to justify restrictive
measures. For example the Netherlands which appears the most restrictive regime from the

perspective of volume of gambling and consumer choice permits, De Lotto to a player to

loose up to €22,69 per day accessing by the so-called 'e-commerce' route for the sportsbetting services. At the same time a resident of France can transfer up to €750 or €3000 per

day with FDJ to participate in the scratch card games of the state monopolist whose lottery

monopoly will not

be

eroded, in law at least, by the opening of the online market to
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competition. The market-oriented approach of the United Kingdom, which reflects the
legitimate exercise of the margin of discretion accorded equally to all Member States, would
seem to provide an appropriate environment for the online offerings of the FDJ, given that the

UK National Lottery operator is specifically charged with the maximising the profits of the
National Lottery whilst upholding the interests of vulnerable people.

At a generic level the objectives of the three Member States are highly similar, with
divergence arising upon the basis of the degree of competition and commercialisation, and

whether 'channelling' demand requires that only a monopolist supplies a particular service or
whether there a number of regulated suppliers channelling demand. The Member States also

diverge regarding the standard to which they uphold their respective objectives, but given the

lack of transparency inherent in the regulatory regimes of France and the Netherlands the
respective standards are particularly difficult to measure. This situation is compounded by the

lack of independent regulatory bodies in these Member States; an example of which can be

readily found. For example debates rage within the lower house of the Dutch parliament
regarding whether advertising campaigns by semi-permanent licence holders are appropriate

for the regulatory objectives and in line with the Gedrags-

en reclamecode kansspelen. If

detailed and transparent guidance was offered by the ministry in charge then it would be clear
to all parties, operators and

civil society alike, as to which advertising practices are

appropriate instead of leaving the issue to be discussed in parliament. Transparent regulation,

even where a state does not intend to open its market to competition, would at the very least

permit the European Commission in the context of infringement proceedings to ascertain
whether national practice and regulation is truly consistent with the objectives set by national
governments, and thus compatible with Community law. Furthermore, transparency has a role

to play in permitting Member States to

assess the

equivalence of the regulatory regimes

upheld in other Member States.

6.4.1 Commonalities and Equivalence
From general case-law in the field of the free movement of goods and services national
authorities are under a duty to either recognise the equivalence of controls permitting the
market access of goods and in the case of services impose no regulatory burden to uphold an

objective which is safeguarded in the Member State of origin of the service provider. Yet

whilst it has been found that overall the objectives of the Member States are equivalent in

their aims, it is not clear whether they are equivalent in the degree to which they uphold
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neither those aims nor the extent to which operators are supervised and regulations
subsequently enforced.

To a considerable extent this stems from the fact that in many sectors the government

or state-backed operators provide gambling services whilst the ministries which benefit from
revenues raised by such operators are involved in the regulation of the supplier or are

involved in supply. A prime example is to be found in France, whereby the state-backed PMU
has two ministers sitting on the administrative council who enjoy voting rights, and yet the

regulations to which the PMU has to adhere are not transparent. As discussed at the beginning

of this Chapter although

such opacity may be acceptable

if Member

States seek to regulate

everything in-house the scrutiny encouraged by the Court of Justice to consider actual
practices leaves a large margin of doubt as to the consistency of a public operator's

compliance with opaque regulations. In contrast however, the casino and gaming circle sector

is subject to regular inspection by

the Renseignements

Gindraux which reports to the

Commission Supkrieure des Jeux, itself a non-transparent body supervising the casino sector.

Activities to keep the gaming circles free of crime have resulted in some public exposure for
the work of the CSJ, but only in terms of the results achieved.

The lack of transparency has a significant impact upon ensuring respect of the free
movement

principles. All of

the regimes which restrict the

free

movement of

services and

that, of goods with a view to slot machines, apply national standards in an absolute manner.

Even the open approach of the United Kingdom sees the full set of regulatory requirements be

applied to an undertaking holding

a remote

gambling operating licence on the basis of a single

piece of equipment within Great Britain; the regulatory burden imposed under the Gambling

Act cannot be varied according to the objectives safeguarded in another jurisdiction where the

operator may hold a licence. Regarding slot machines it was seen how the Netherlands and
the United Kingdom do not pay any attention to the fact that a particular machine may have

satisfied equivalent objectives to an equivalent standard in another Member State. Greater

transparency in this sense would increase the disproportionate nature of each Member State
seemingly reinventing the wheel for gambling services and related equipment reaching its
shores.

Whilst

a greater degree

the substantive equivalence

of transparency would assist in Member

States understanding

of their respective national regimes the notion of equivalence is

also valuable in understanding the scope of the regulatory regime of each Member States.

Recalling Schindler and Latird it is for each Member State to determine which forms of

gambling are permitted within its jurisdiction and this is arguably where the most significant
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differences between the Member States rest. For example the term 'remote gambling' or

'internet gambling' does not refer to the same form of gambling in each Member State. Whilst
the Netherlands claims that it does not have any online gambling at all a comparison between

the scope of the British regime and that proposed in France is of particular interest. Should the

current French bill become law then online gambling services for sports-betting, horserace

betting and card games combining chance and skill, such

as

poker, will be permitted online.

Operators based in the United Kingdom may claim that given the stringent regulatory

conditions with which they comply with they should be able to supply their services to French
residents on the basis of Article 49 EC, without holding a licence issued by the proposed
independent regulatory authority. However, even if it were to be shown that the objectives

and standards of the two regulatory regimes were comparable, the forms of gambling which

they permit to be provided via the internet are not. France, in accordance with the margin of
discretion accorded to it by the Court of Justice has opted for a narrower range of forms of

online gambling than that in the United Kingdom, where betting is not limited to sports

events, nor the pari-mutuel form of betting, and numerous other forms of gambling are
permitted online such as casinos and bingo. It would amount to a transgression of the right of
the French government to regulate the forms of gambling within its territory if it were to be

forced to accept that because roulette can be offered online on the basis of a licence awarded

by the Gambling Commission, then on the basis of Article 49 EC it must accept the supply of

this form of gambling in France. The French government has opted against the liberalisation

of the market for short-odds gambling and consequently the British and French regulatory
regimes are not comparable in the scope of gambling services which they permit; therefore
France is justified in restricting the flow

of gambling services from the United Kingdom.

However through excluding all of the online gambling produced pursuant to the Gambling

Act 2005 the French prohibition could be over-inclusive and disproportionate with regards to

the forms of gambling which are legitimately provided, or will be legitimately provided,
under both regimes. Until there is some degree of coordination between national authorities at

the level of the European Union then situations such as this will result in overly inclusive and
thus disproportionate restrictions on the free movement of services, whilst the alternative

conclusion implies the destination Member State sacrificing its margin of discretion to
determine the forms of gambling permitted within its territory.

6.4.2

The Paradox of Monopolies
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Some sectors bear witness to the Member States entrusting the provision of a particular

gambling service to a state-owned body, foreclosing the possibility of market entry to
potential entrants located within and beyond the Member State in question, with one example
being the provision of lottery services in France. At the opposite extreme a Member State may

open up the provision of gambling services to all undertakings which satisfy a range of
objective and unambiguous criteria allowing market forces to determine the total number of
suppliers and premises in a state. Such an example is the regulation of betting premises in
Great Britain. Both of these examples are subject to a relatively light touch in the application

of the consistent

and systematic approach of the Gambelli-test. The latter does not hinder

operators wishing to subject themselves to the rigours of the Gambling Act to the extent that
the regulatory requirements are consequently in keeping with the freedom

of establishment.

The former will be hard to assess as to whether its actions are consistent with the regulatory
objectives, an assessment not assisted by the lack of transparency as discussed above but

moreover due to the ability of the government being able to merely bring a practice to an end
under pressure from Brussels if compatibility is doubtful. Moreover the indefinite

authorisation for the monopoly position granted to an undertaking such as the FDJ does not
provide a timely break at which the degree of compliance with national legislation is assessed.

Although monopolies are generally not met with considerable favour within the Community,
they do create a safe haven for

a

government to supply gambling services whilst benefiting

from revenues generated.
The most contentious positions are found where licences are not indefinite, either with

a monopolist or quota system in place, and where the supplier is not the state itself. Where a
Member State purports to offer gambling services on the basis of a licensing regime and

prohibits holders of licences issued by other Member States from offering services within its

jurisdiction, provided that the services non-domestic operators intend to offer are of the same
type as those which the national licence holder provides, the consistency test of Gambelli
appears most stringent and restrictions more

likely disproportionate. It seems that where the

objectives of the Member State in question implies some degree of limitation on the amount

of gambling permitted, the regulation of authorised operators will
there is indeed no stimulation

of

be scrutinised as to whether

demand. The effectiveness of the consumer protection

mechanisms will also be scrutinised, and whilst a Member State may be able to argue that
cross-border provision of services should be restricted so as not to lead to competition which

would stimulate demand in

a manner contrary to the national

objectives, this does not hold

true for the inherent restriction on the freedom of establishment and free movement of
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services considered together. If a single, or limited number

of licences are the basis for the

supply of gambling then these should be put out to competition so as to ensure that where a

Member State wishes to limit the number of operators in a given sector, access to that sector

is open to all operators established within the internal market. For example, the continual
renewal of licences to the semi-permanent licence holders in the Netherlands falls foul of this

principle, and whilst the Dutch government may be justified in restricting the cross-border
movement of gambling services it is disproportionate to prohibit the movement of gambling
suppliers. This requires that all licences and other forms granting market access should be

subject to the principle of equal treatment, non-discrimination, employ the principle of mutual

recognition and be transparent. Arguably market access which is centred on

a

service

concession, where a state is contracting out an activity which it has traditionally provided,

then the duty of transparency must be complied with, which entails

a

greater burden on the

Member State in question than merely ensuring in the regulatory requirements and licensing
procedure transparent, that is to say that the competition should be sufficiently widely
advertised.

6.5 Conclusion
Where gambling services move across borders national regulatory regimes need to be
comparable in their breadth (scope) and depth (standard) to which objectives are pursued.

Currently differences exist regarding both of these elements and therefore there are not
twenty-seven regulatory regimes which can neatly fit together like accurately cut jigsaw
pieces to smoothly create an internal market in gambling services. The current debate is

coloured by an all or nothing approach under Article 49 EC, some Member States claim that
all their gambling services should be received in other jurisdictions and those jurisdictions

which are supposed to calmly receive them reject such services in their entirety. The debate
should be fine tuned and Member States should cooperate with each other so as to ensure that
no double regulatory burdens are imposed upon operators whose services can move across

national borders; once an objective is safeguarded by one Member State other national

authorities should not repeatedly safeguard this aim. More far reaching however is not only

the avoidance of double regulatory burdens but the removal of unnecessary restrictive
measures and in this regard, the notion of 'mutual recognition of equivalence'

serves a useful

purpose.
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Two phrases which have circulated thus far are 'mutual recognition' and equivalence.
True mutual recognition seeks to ensure that the regulations of the Member State from where
the service originates applies to the activity in question. A degree

of harmonisation is required

for this to be palatable to all Member States, because in essence when true mutual recognition
prevails regulatory competence is essentially passed to another jurisdiction. Mutual

recognition therefore requires minimum standards be applied to all gambling operators within
the internal market. In contrast, equivalence involves a 'case-based' approach where the

destination Member State is able to determine whether the regulations prevailing in the

service's home Member State are functionally equivalent and consequently the need for

harmonisation is avoided.

258

The non-automatic nature of an approach based upon

equivalence permits the service or service provider to move freely where regulatory

objectives and standards are equivalent and yet permit the destination Member State to
impose measures in as far as is necessary to meet domestic objectives, which it is competent
to set. Needless to say, the manner in which such measures are applied must be compatible

with EC law. Essentially,

a coordinated

framework for permitting cross-border movements

based on the mutual recognition of equivalence would fully realise the supremacy of the free

movement principles whilst respecting national regulatory margins of discretion. This would
be achieved through facilitating the realisation that although in a formal sense differences may

exist between regulatory regimes, from

a

functional approach such differences disappear.

Furthermore, mutual recognition of equivalence would help to avoid the much feared race to
the bottom, because national standards can be upheld, avoiding compromise on the basis that

"the exporting state regulation is 'good enough"'. 259 Such an approach would thus allow

diversity whilst achieving unity between national gambling regulation regimes.

258

Trachtman, J.P., 'Embedding mutual recognition at the WTO,' Journal of European Public Policy, 14

(2007), 780-799.
259 Ibid., p. 783.
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CHAPTER 7

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
In the General Introduction it was suggested that, in the context of the debate as to how the
internal market should affect the national regulation of gambling, it was necessary to find a
balance between the supremacy of the fundamental freedoms and the approaches taken by the

Member States when regulating gambling. Without seeking to undermine the regulatory

competence of the Member State the foregoing work has considered

a

number of factors

which are highly relevant.

Firstly, Chapter 2, 'Non-legal Background to the Regulation of Gambling in the
European Union', considered the diverse non-legal factors which Member States take into
consideration when regulating gambling. These are centred around the structure of gambling
markets, the impact of technology upon gambling and negative externalities associated with

gambling, primarily gambling addiction and crime and fraud. As the next step, Chapter 3,

'National Gambling Policies and Law', analysed how France, the Netherlands and the United
Kingdom sought to take regulate these non-legal aspects through describing the legislative
objectives and regulatory set-up of the principal forms of gambling provided within each

Member State. This gave rise to the realisation that although there is

a

considerable degree of

commonality, or convergence, between the Member States in terms of their public policy
concerns, the three Member States diverge considerably upon their use

of monopolies,

reliance on state-owned suppliers, the degree to which national markets are open to cross-

border movement of gambling supplies and suppliers, the degree of regulatory transparency
and institutional structures.

Secondly, and moving towards a Community perspective Chapter 4, 'Gambling and
Community Law: The Status Quo', reviewed the ECJ' s approach to the interaction of national
measures restricting the free movement

of gambling services

and suppliers so as to conclude

that the Court has recognised that the Member States enjoy a large margin of discretion in this

field. This margin may further be defined by judgments given in the pending preliminary

references or in response to the European Commission bringing one or more of its
infringement proceedings before the ECJ. However, current secondary legislation will have

relatively little, if any, impact upon the prevailing debate other than providing inspiration for
balancing the two opposing elements of supremacy and the national margin of discretion. In
order to fully appreciate the nature of the ECJ's gambling case-law, and to place the gambling
debate more generally within the context of the acquis communautaire, Chapter 5, 'Pigeon-
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holing Gambling: Which Freedom Provides the Appropriate Framework?', described the
existing case-law concerning the free movement of services and goods, and the freedom of
establishment from the perspective of gambling regulation. This confirmed that the Member
States enjoy a relatively large margin

of discretion in this field in comparison to more general

case-law and provided a firm grounding for Chapter 6. This Chapter, ' Compatibility of, and
Commonalities between, National Approaches to Regulating Gambling', assessed the

compatibility of the regulation of casino gambling, slot machines, lotteries, sports-betting and
remote gambling within France, the Netherlands and the United

Kingdom with the

requirements of the gambling case-law and the more general case-law on the free movement
principles. It emerged that the Member States diverge in terms of the degree of market access
and their use of monopolies, and that compatibility with EC law was most questionable, or
least obvious, in markets where monopolies were relied upon without any possibility being

provided for market entry. Moreover it also illustrated that currently there is a lack of
transparency so as to enable assessments of regulatory equivalence to take place, which in

itself endangers respect for the supremacy of the free movement principles.

Nevertheless it re-

affirmed the finding in Chapter 3 that the Member States share many commonalities in terms

of their public policy objectives; it is the execution thereof which differs.
These Concluding Remarks, provide an opportunity to reflect on how best to solve the

conundrum of how to balance the fundamental freedoms underpinning the internal market

with the competence of Member States to regulate national gambling in the absence of
harmonisation. Sight must not be lost of the supremacy of these freedoms; how Member
States choose to regulate gambling services and gambling service providers must respect

these freedoms as interpreted and developed by the case-law of the ECJ.

Concurrently, consideration should be given to the ultimate goals of the involvement
of the EU, and more specifically the internal market, in the regulation of gambling. A decision

of a political nature would need to be taken to elevate any Community approach to regulating

gambling beyond mere compliance with the fundamental freedoms of the internal market.

Full harmonisation of the policies and laws regulating gambling is not proposed, and indeed
harmonisation such as that witnessed in other sectors where the EU has become significantly

involved is not suggested either. It must be borne in mind that "centralisation has many
intermediate options" 1 and these concluding remarks

do not illustrate

the

need

for

the

centralisation of all aspects of gambling regulation. Rather, an approach through which the

'

Pelkman, J., 'Testing for Subsidiarity', Bruges European Economic Policy briefings, 13/2006, p. 10.
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supremacy of the fundamental freedoms is secured and which simultaneously respects and
gives effect to the competences of Member States to regulate national gambling markets is
proposed. Therefore this thesis does not propose that there should be

a

programme of full

harmonisation so as to achieve uniformity between the regulatory regimes of the current 27

Member States.
However it should not be denied that in some circumstances, and regarding some
issues, harmonisation undoubtedly could have a role to play, and quite possibly with regards

to consumer protection issues or combating crime and fraud in the regulation of online

gambling. Given that fuller respect for the free movement principles could be achieved
through greater unity between national regulatory regimes, harmonisation of standards and

objectives is not currently proposed. Attention is focussed upon overcoming the prevailing
state-centric approach to regulating gambling by moving to a managed mutual recognition of

equivalence approach. Furthermore, co-operation and co-ordination between national

regulatory authorities is required to ensure that not only are existing national regulatory
objectives achieved but also those which arise from the current de facto existence of crossborder gambling; such

as those concerns

arising in the European Parliament Report on

Integrity in Online Gambling. Unity between national regulatory regimes does not have to
equate to the uniformity of those regulatory regimes, and therefore, mutual recognition where
equivalence already prevails, offers a means to "accommodate diversity" whilst maintaining
the regulatory competence of the Member States, and is particularly valuable "where
„2
uniformity and centralization are not necessary or possible.

The debate needs to move forwards within the EU from the current situation where
stake holders at each end of the spectrum insist on the complete fulfilment

of their demands,

otherwise there will be no advancement in the debate surrounding the regulation of gambling

in the internal market. In such a case the ECJ will continue to receive preliminary references
resulting in rulings from which all parties claim victory. It should be realised that the right
answer is neither black nor white, but some intermediate shade of

grey. Without political

backing across the EU the current debate should focus upon giving full effect to national
decisions as to what is prohibited and permitted, whilst fully respecting national choices as to

regulatory objectives and standards. Concurrently full effect should be given to the
fundamental principles underpinning the internal market. Respecting such supremacy does

not require full harmonisation of the gambling sector, or parts thereof, but rather a fuller
2 Scharpf, F.W., "European Governance: Common Concerns vs. The Challenge of Diversity," MPUG Working
Paper 01/6, September 2001, p. 13.
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understanding of national regimes needs to be encouraged and where cross-border movements
are unduly restricted they should be resolved. Consequently Member States should

fully

recognise equivalent systems and the Community as a whole will then reflect to a 'patchwork

of equivalent national rules'. 3 Since

some Member States are more open to cross-border trade

in gambling services than others, perhaps it would be more accurate to speak of patchworks

within patchworks.
Until Member States come to realise that within the context of the internal market that
a common

regulatory solution is necessary to satisfy particular regulatory objectives

coordination and cooperation represent an effective means to satisfy existing requirements of
EC law. Technological and market developments may fuel this debate and in this regard

subsidiarity should be not been as

a static concept.

Harmonsiation was dismissed as being

unnecessary in 1992 but given the advent of the internet the market has undoubtedly evolved.

National regulations have likewise evolved in many instances, but the fundamental
requirements of EC law remain constant. As market orientated developments continue, and if
Member States communicate with each other, then perhaps common ground will be
discovered in particular gambling sectors. This need not per se mandate the privatisation of

public monopolies or increase the number of operators within national markets. Concurrently
however, Member States must not avoid appreciating that the regulation of gambling exists in
a

multi-jurisdictional environment, specifically the internal market for the purposes of this

work. Therefore it is imperative that they pay due regard to the words of Trachtman:

"if the

scope of the market is to some degree global, then it would seem appropriate

that the scope of regulatory intervention in the market would need to be roughly

commensurately global."4
Consequently the Community must not be afraid of revisiting its findings on subsidiarity; it
should be seen as a responsive dynamic concept and its application must be as up-to-date as

possible.

The remainder of these concluding remarks will concentrate upon ensuring such respect and

will thus take the following format. Attention firstly will be given to respecting the margin of
discretion which Member States enjoy whilst delineating the exercise of such discretion.

Thereafter the need for

a

Community framework in this field shall be discussed. This

3 Schmidt, S.K., 'Mutual recognition as a new mode of governance', Journal of European Public Policy, 14
f2007),667-681,9670.

Trachtman, J.P., 'Embedding mutual recognition at the WTO,' Journal of European Public Policy, 14 (2007),
780-799, p. 781.
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framework is constructed from several sub-frameworks; arguably the first would be of value

even if the second two were not enacted. Furthermore, the second are independent of each
other. In light of the need for greater understanding to prevail throughout the EU section 7.2.1
proposes a framework which defines different forms

fully understand which types of gambling services
terminology, such

as

of gambling so that Member States can

are referred to, and the scope

of general

'sports-betting' for example. The second framework (7.2.2) takes a

similar definitional approach but with regards to understanding regulatory standards and
objectives and should be combined with provisions to encourage cooperation between
national regulatory bodies, thus ensuring that there can be a full as possible respect for Article

49 EC in relation to remote gambling services. Furthermore, this second framework would
establish procedural requirements which would apply to the award of gambling operating
licences and other means of market access authorisation. Thirdly, in 7.2.3 inspired by the

Audiovisual Media Services Directive an 'opt-out' mechanism will be discussed which would
allow Member States to place certain sectors out of the reach of the free movement principles.
Fourthly, and finally in 7.3, a few remarks will be made regarding the future of state
monopolies.

1.1

Respecting the national margin of discretion

Recalling that Member States are competent to determine which forms of gambling are
permitted within their territories, and the regulatory objectives and standards applicable
thereto, is of considerable importance. However, the full exercise of this competence cannot

detract from the supremacy of the EC Treaty. To enable these two seemingly absolute sets of

conditions to 'live together', the competences enjoyed by the Member States requires some
deconstruction. Approaching national competences in terms of determining whether a form of

gambling is prohibited or permitted, as distinct from the regulatory objectives and standards
applicable to those forms which are permitted, facilitates this understanding to a considerable
extent.

The national competence to determine whether a particular form of gambling, or
means

of delivery, is prohibited or permitted

is absolute in nature and the supremacy of the

free movement principles does not detract from this. Should one Member State wish to

prohibit casino operations within its jurisdiction, then it is entirely competent to do so.
Likewise, should a Member State wish to prohibit all gambling via the internet whilst

allowing bricks-and-mortar gambling to take place, is entirely at liberty to do so. Matters of
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effective enforcement are another matter entirely. Ultimately the

free

movement principles

do

not offer operators established in some Member States a foundation from which to erode the
decisions taken by the national authorities in other Member States so as to prohibit forms of

gambling.

Similarly Member States enjoy the competence to determine the regulatory objectives
applicable to the forms of gambling on offer within their jurisdiction, and the standard to
which these objectives are upheld. Once again, this aspect of the national margin of discretion
is absolute, but only in terms of setting the applicable standards. It is not absolute in terms of

constituting a tool to keep non-national operators out of the domestic market.
Whereas a prohibition is a restriction against which the fact that a particular form of

gambling is permitted within another Member State is of no value; objectives and standards
applicable to permitted forms of gambling form a basis upon which exercises in equivalence
between national regulatory regimes can take place.

Where the same form of gambling is

permitted in two Member States, the Member State in which the gambling service is received
can only restrict the cross-border movement of that gambling service where it can show that

such a restriction is necessary due to a discrepancy between the regulatory objectives and

standards of the two regulatory regimes. Fully prohibiting that particular movement becomes

difficult, given that

less restrictive measures could be equally effective; the question should

become more one of comparing the equivalence of national regimes and where differences

prevail only allow the recipient Member State to restrict the incoming service to the extent
necessary to bring the regulatory requirements and oversight applicable to the service up to

the standard of that prevailing in the recipient Member States. This does not require blindly

following the country of origin principle, nor that of mutual recognition in a field where there
is no (currently) harmonisation. Rather it entails Member States assessing the equivalence of

regulatory regimes and only imposing regulatory requirements on the cross-border movement

of gambling services and temporary service providers, to the extent necessary to meet
domestic regulatory goals.

Difficulties arise where Member States seek to supply their domestic market, or sector
thereof, with a monopolist. The award of the exclusive right to provide the particular form(s)

of gambling should occur in

a

manner which provides undertakings located throughout the

internal market with an equal and non-discriminatory opportunity to obtain that single licence.

Monopolies are widely used where Member States do wish to avoid competition between
several undertakings within a single market so as to avoid the stimulation

of demand. Yet in

principle this does not necessitate the total exclusion of competition from the sector, since
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competition could be permitted for the market thus maintaining some opportunities for market
entry. Furthermore, some Member States see monopoly providers as a vehicle to prevent the
encouragement of gambling, but once again the difference between the ability of a public or

private provider to achieve this is minimal. Should a Member State chose to take this

approach and rely upon a public-operator then the monopolist should be highly restricted in

offering gambling services, and the manner in which they are offered, to avoid falling foul of
the consistent and systematic test as developed in Gambelli. It should also be recalled the
monopolies are not per se inherently suited to limiting the supply of gambling. For example,

one of the primary objectives of the regulatory regime in the United Kingdom for the National

Lottery is that the monopoly operator generates the maximum amount of revenue possible for
good causes. Given that market access in the United Kingdom is granted whilst respecting the

internal market principles the objective of revenue generation is not undermined,

as

arguably

would be the case if the operator was state-owned and no opportunities for market entry
existed.

7.2

The demise of state monopolies?5

State-owned monopolies will not necessarily meet their demise on the basis of these
suggestions. As noted in Chapter 3 the current and indeed the Services Directive does not

enforce a programme of privatisation but establishes that its requirements are only applicable

in as far

as

market forces are already permitted to operate. This thesis does not propose that

state-owned gambling monopolies should be privatised, but through greater transparency as to

national regulatory standards and objectives national authorities will not be able to hide

behind the oft-prevailing veil provided by opaque regulatory standards and enforcement.
Greater transparency and Community wide understanding

of national objectives should foster

an environment in which it can be shown what the objectives of the regime applicable to a
state monopolist are, and importantly

whether in fact the monopolist is operating in

conformity with those objectives. Should suspicions arise that the monopolist is not being
regulated effectively so as to confirm to the given regulatory objectives, then the unjustifiable

nature of the restriction against operators based elsewhere within the internal market will be
visible. Arguably the European Commission would be in a better position to bring

infringement procedures against particular Member States than in the current climate clouded
To borrow from the title of the conference The Future of Gambling in the Internal Market: The Demise of State
Monopolies?, Academy of European Law, Trier, Germany, 8-9 February 2007.

5
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by a lack of transparency. Should the operation of a monopoly be found to be in contravention

of Articles 43 and 49 EC then it is for the Member State to determine how this infringement
should be rectified; either through effective enforcement of the national objectives (e.g.

possibly reducing advertising which encourages participation) or in the case that the
government has become addicted to levels of revenue generated by the monopolist, by
opening the market to competition in terms of competition for the market.
Consequently, the above proposals will not necessarily undermine state monopolies

but on the contrary provide

a

clear framework on the basis of which their operations would

become more transparent and thus can be more readily justified, or deemed incompatible. The

sword of non-transparent regulation cuts both ways; whilst a lack of transparency makes it
harder to prove that a monopolist is acting in a manner which undermines the restriction to the
free

movement

principles

upon which

its

existence depends, opaque regulation likewise

makes it harder for the monopolist, or national authorities to show that it is in fact acting in a

manner compatible with EC law. Greater transparency and Community wide understanding in
this sector can thus be used to the benefit of all parties concerned.

7.3

The

need for a Community framework or common

In order for Member States to be able to

understanding

assess the equivalence

of regulatory regimes

prevailing elsewhere in the Community, the transparency of all regulatory regimes needs to be
improved. This will also be of assistance to the European Commission in executing its role as
the guardian of the Treaties, but also for private operators wishing to enter new markets, or if
they respect the regulatory choices made by Member States, exit from those markets to which

they supply gambling services that are not permitted by the relevant domestic legislation. On

one level

a

common understanding needs to prevail throughout the EU as to what forms of

gambling are permitted in each Member State; for this to be ascertained a common framework

is called for in which the different forms of gambling are deconstructed and defined. Once
established a regulatory framework needs to be introduced through which the free movement

of services and the freedom of establishment can be respected, particularly with regards to the
cross-border movement of gambling services. These two frameworks shall now be discussed.

However, whilst that concerning the cross-border movement of gambling services may
necessitate SoIlle degree

of harmonisation, the underlying objective is not to achieve

regulatory uniformity. Rather, the aim is to achieve unity between the Member States so as to
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effectively meet national objectives in

a

multi-jurisdictional environment, while respecting

the supremacy of the fundamental freedoms.

7.3.1

Common definitional framework

With the internet facilitating the cross-border movement of gambling services, the meanings

of gambling become more
operator establishing itself in

and scope which Member States attribute to different forms

apparent and the potential for conflict increases. Whereas an

another jurisdiction will bear the burden of deciphering what is and what is not permitted by

that Member State in question, the cross-border movement of the gambling service increases
the need to clearly understand national definitions of what constitutes a 'casino game' or

'sports-betting'.

For example, two Member States may both regulate online sports-betting and an
operator based in A may be targeting residents of B with the full range of sports-betting
services which the regulatory regime in place in A permits it to offer. In fact this situation de

facto arises in the legal proceedings involving De Lotto with regard to its offline services and
operators based elsewhere, namely Malta and the United Kingdom offering services via the

internet. However, B is unhappy about the cross-border inftux of gambling services from A
since the services offered upon the basis of a licence from Member State A are more attractive

than domestic services, partly through permitting a greater range

of types of sports-betting

services. Whilst the attractiveness of the gambling service results from national discretion as

to the design of online gambling services, it is the range of services which is under

consideration here. Thus placing to one side the fact that the regulations applicable in B may

mean that the odds offered by licensed operators from that Member State are less attractive

than those from A; B may permit a narrower range of sports-betting services than A to begin

with. For example, the licensing regime in Member State A may allow for live-betting, or bets
to be placed not only on the outcome of a game but also as to who will score the third goal of
a match, or perhaps allow bets to be placed on non-sporting events. Thus, the 'content' of the

term 'sports-betting' is far broader under the terms of Member State A's legislation than that

of B. However, if the regulatory regime of Member State B does not permit live-betting for
example, should it be forced to except the provision of live-betting from A on the premise that

it is

a

'sports-betting' service? If attention is focused upon the margin of discretion allowing

Member States to determine whether a form of gambling is prohibited or permitted within

their jurisdiction then arguably B could simply state that in exercising this discretion this form

of gambling is not permitted within its jurisdiction. The operator from A should only be
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prohibited from providing live-sports-betting to B, but not the other permitted sports-betting
services. By concentrating upon the scope of definitions in each Member State recourse does

not need to be made to whether or not the restriction is question is justifiable. Therefore, all
interested parties need to understand which forms of gambling are permitted within each

jurisdiction and an approach needs to be undertaken which shifts from blanket terminology to
one of greater specificity.

While prohibiting a form, or sub-form of gambling, may enable

a

Member State to

better achieve its regulatory objectives, establishing whether restrictive measures are

justifiable only applies where a restriction to the
standards upheld and not the scope

free

movement

principles arises out of the

given in law to a form of gambling. A common

framework would encourage Member States to come to

a

common understanding as to what

exactly is meant by 'casino games', 'lottery' or 'sports-betting', and the sub-sectors therein.

Utilising such

a

common framework would allow Member States to determine with greater

certainty which forms are permitted and where they are permitted, with attention thereby
being focused upon the objectives and standards applicable to those forms which are

permitted.

7.3.2

Common regulatory framework

To further ensure respect for the free movement principles the regulatory bodies in each
Member State need to be able to ascertain and understand the regulatory objectives and
standards prevailing in the other Member States. In part this requires an environment of co-

operation between such bodies and in the case of the provision remote gambling this extends
to the issue

of supervision, which

is particularly important where services are supplied across

national borders. In a similar manner the provision of gambling services through offline

infrastructure requires that the freedom of establishment of gambling suppliers is respected
and therefore a number of general principles are proposed to ensure that national markets are
open to competition, whilst not seeking to impose any normative values upon Member States.

Firstly, whilst avoiding any degree of harmonisation of regulatory objectives and
standards, in an approach reminiscent of that applicable to defining forms of gambling it,

would be advisable for a Community framework to be developed to facilitate cross-border
understanding of national objectives and standards. There would be no Community level push

for convergence on the norms behind these standards, merely an approach restricted to
definitional issues so that as and when exercises in assessing the equivalence of another
national regulatory regime arise, securing full respect for the fundamental freedoms is not
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compromised due to a misunderstanding of terminology used in national legislation. Instead it

would amount to a 'managed dialogue' between national authorities, and whilst tensions may
arise between regulatory bodies such instances will reflect the 'dynamic process of regulatory

coordination' which over time would hopefully improve the regulation of gambling in the
internal market.6

Given the prevalence of online gambling activities the regulation of cross-border

online gambling needs to be able to respond to the cross-border nature of the service itself.

For example,

if

responsible gambling requirements are applicable to holders of licences

granted by Member State C, the cross-border supply of gambling services into Member State

C should also respect those requirements. If for example

a

supplier is located in Member State

D which offers a much lower standard of protection then arguably that supplier should respect
the normative provisions prevailing in C. Member State C should not be forced to accept the

lower levels of protection prevailing in D, and indeed this forms an integral part of the margin

of discretion enumerated by the
movement

ECJ. Rather, C should only restrict the cross-border

of gambling services into its jurisdiction to the extent necessary to uphold the

levels of responsible gambling it deems appropriate; this could involve adding to the

regulatory conditions to which the operator already adheres to in its home Member State; i.e.

'topping-up' the regulatory requirements which are already met. However, the operator would
then be subject to regulation in two jurisdictions, and a framework needs to be in place to

coordinate the supervision and enforcement of the provision of gambling. To an extent this

could be inspired by the Services Directive whereby regulators can call upon their
institutional 'colleagues' to offer assistance when the operator is providing services outside of
its Member State of establishment.7 This would prevent regulatory gaps from arising and

making the cross-border provision of gambling services attractive for the wrong reasons; i.e.
an ineffective regulatory regime permitting non-respect

for national standards.

Such an approach would not subject the end consumer to the 'country of origin'

principle

as

incorporate

arises in the E-Commerce and Audiovisual Media Services directives; which
a degree

of minimum harmonisation. Rather the framework would establish how

Member States assess the equivalence of another regime and coordinate regulatory activities,

thus uniting the disparate national regulatory bodies.

6 Nicolaidis, K.A. & Shaffer, G., 'Managed Mutual Recognition Regimes: Governance Without Global
Government', University of Wisconsin law School Legal Studies Research Paper Series 1 007/2005, p. 81.
See discussion on the Services Directive and administrative cooperation in Section 4.6.4.
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Yet coordinating the regulation of gambling markets does not end with online
gambling services but includes awarding of market access, be that in the form of an exclusive

right for

a

particular sector or for one of an infinite number of licences or another form of

market access authorisation. Whilst it is clear that the Community rules on public
procurement do not apply to the award of gambling licences, and that the rules developed by
the ECJ concerning the award of service concessions do not apply with any certainty to their

full extent, another approach needs to

be

found for the gambling sector. This notwithstanding

undertakings should be able to apply for, or bid for, market access rights across the internal

market where such opportunities are not restricted to state-monopolies which have been
granted an indefinite right to supply that particular national market. Given the lack of

transparency in this sector, not only

as regards

to rules applicable to existing operators but

moreover to potential operators, there is a dire need to establish a set of rules applicable to the

award of such access. Whilst it is not necessary to harmonise the conditions upon which
access is granted, minimum standards should be provided which national authorities would be

obliged to adhere to when selecting one or more gambling suppliers.

To effectively open competition to undertakings established throughout the internal
market such an approach assumes that competition does in fact take place. Any Community
action would thus have to oblige Member States to open competition for the award of market
access authorisation instead

of simply handing the licence to one organisation in the absence

of a transparent and open procedure. Such

a

requirement would also see the demise of

licences being automatically renewed to incumbent operators. In essence any such

development in this field would amount to

a

codification of the relevant case-law, particularly

that in the field of establishment. The requirements applicable to such an approach should be
based upon;

•

A duty to advertise the opening of a competition for market access;

•

Objective and non-discriminatory criteria (and evaluation thereof);

•

Such criteria to be made publicly available in advance of the award process to
preclude the opportunity for the arbitrary use of discretion by the awarding

body;

•

The award process should not be extensive in terms of time and costs so as to
deter applicants;
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• Not to give any advantage to the incumbent operator, particularly where a
market is being privatised for the first time or where the incumbent has
enjoyed the repeated renewal of the licence;

•

The duration of the licence must not be excessive.

Such an approach thus does not seek to harmonise the conditions with which an operator

wishing to become established in another Member State, and provide gambling services
therein on the basis of Article 43 EC has to comply with. In doing so it follows the normativefree approach suggested in respect of Article 49 EC.

1.3.3

An opt-out mechanism

A further approach to ensure that the national exercise of the margin of discretion is respected
could be developed along similar lines to the 'Provisions concerning exclusive rights and
short news reports in television broadcasts' contained within the AVMS Directive.8 It will be

recalled that this directive seeks to ensure the cross-border movement of audiovisual media
services on the basis of the country of origin principle, but in contrast to this objective each

Member State is permitted to take measures to ensure that broadcasters within its jurisdiction
do not broadcast on an exclusive basis events which are of 'major importance' for society and

therefore should be on free-to-air television services. Consequently, a mechanism has been
developed which permits a Member State to draw up a list of so-called 'designated events'

which 'it considers to be of major importance of society'.9 In effect Member States are
permitted to remove the coverage of certain events from internal market forces so long as to

they do so in

a

transparent and timely manner, upon the basis

reasons. Such carve-outs are not

of

necessary or objective

entirely left to national discretion since the European

Commission is given the opportunity to determine whether the proposed exemption is

compatible with Community law and other Member States are allowed to air their views on
the proposal.

A similar approach could be used in the gambling sector

if Member States were of the

opinion that particular forms of gambling should not be subject to competition and crossborder movement of supplies and suppliers. Taking the approach of the AVMS Directive, a
mechanism could be proposed which would have the effect of an 'opt-out'; a Member State

could place certain sectors out of the reach of the free movement of services and service
8 See Section 4.6.5.
9

Directive 2007/65 amending Council Directive 89/552/EEC on the coordination of certain provisions laid down
by law, regulation or administrative action in Member States concerning the pursuit of television broadcasting
activities, [2007] OJ L332/27, Article 3j.
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providers. Similar to the above mentioned mechanism any opting-out would have to be

objectively justified, with

a

notification procedure involving the European Commission and

the other Member States. However, this would not imply that such forms

entirely immune to the internal market; for example if

a

of gambling remain

Member State withdrew its national

lottery from the application of the free movement principles and relied upon

a state-backed

supplier, that supplier would still have to comply with the case-law of the ECJ with regards to
the consistent and systematic test developed in Ga,nbelli. In effect such sectors would remain
sheltered but still have to supply gambling services in a manner compatible with the objective

justifications given during the opt-out procedure.
Cross-border provision of gambling services would then be permitted for those forms
which are not set-aside, but only to the extent permitted in the recipient Member State.
Responsibility for ensuring that providers only supply to the recipient Member State those
forms of gambling that are permitted under the domestic legislation of the receiving market

would rest with the regulatory authority which awarded the operator its licence. Market access

would therefore be provided where Member States permit the same form of online, remote or
internet, gambling services. However, the recipient Member State would still be able to

restrict the cross-border movement of (incoming) gambling services to the extent necessary to
achieve national regulatory objectives, after having assessed the equivalence of the national

regulatory regimes involved. Again, this would necessitate coordination between national

regulatory bodies. Such an approach would secure the free movement of services where
national regimes permit the same form of gambling whilst placing the burden upon the

recipient Member State to restrict this movement, in a manner compatible with Community

law. In this way the supremacy of the

free

movement

principles and the national margin of

discretion to regulate gambling could be balanced in general, with the coordinating

framework providing a mechanism for a balance to be found on case-by-case basis.

1A

Closing Remarks

In essence, what has been proposed represents

a

denial of centralisation, to borrow a phrase

from Pelkmans' description of to the principle of mutual recognition, I0 since the competence
to set regulatory objectives and standards remains decentralised. However, an embodiment of

10

Supra note 1, p. 27.
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'mutual recognition of equivalence' forms a concept to facilitate coordination and cooperation
between national regulatory authorities. Mutual recognition is not suggested as being an

automatic assumption, this would require harmonisation of objectives and standards, and

whilst online gambling is perhaps the most suitable for such an exercise, Member States must
organically come to realise that in broad terms they are talking the same language. Instead,
mutual recognition should only take place where regulatory objectives and standards are
equivalent so as to remove unnecessary obstacles to the free movement of gambling services
and service providers. To overcome 'different national regulatory languages' effort is required
11
to ensure that authorities coordinate and cooperate. Through greater contact, perhaps less

adversarial in nature, regulatory authorities will begin to realise a greater need for some
degree
across

of centralisation of gambling regulation. Such proposals are not as extreme as an
the board application of the country of origin principle, which in the current climate

would be a leap too far. Yet concurrently, they could represent the dawning of an era in which

traditionally introspective regulatory regimes pay detailed attention to efforts prevailing on
the other side of the (cyber-) border.

" Miguel Poiares Maduro, 'So Close and Yet so Far: The Paradoxes of Mutual Recognition,' Journal of
European Public Policy, 14 (2007), 814-825, p. 821 who considers mutual recognition to be a "translator of
different national regulatory languages: it helps member states to realize that, in some instances, different rules
do not mean, in fact, different policy objectives and that they actually share the same regulatory goal (though the
regulatory words may vary, their purpose is the same).
9,
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Appendix 1
Regulation of Gaming Machines in Great Britain
The Categories of Gaming Machine Regulations 2007'

Maximum
Categoryl

stake/Maximum

prize

value

A
B1

Unlimited / Unlimited
£2 / £4,000

B2

£100 / £500

B3/B3A

£1/ £500

B4

£1/£250

C

£0.50 / £35

D

£0.10 / £5 cash OR

£0.30 / £8 non-monetary

i Sl. 2007 12158, The Categories of Gaming Machine Regulations 2007
2 ACCording to Gambling Commission, Gaming machines. Key points: Conditions and Codes, January 2009.
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Those venues described provided for in section 172 either can provide an unlimited number of

particular machines or are subject to quotas, which are tabulated below:

Venue

Gaming

Machine

Maximum Number per Venue

Classijication

Adult Gaming Centre3

Family

8

4

C

Unlimited

D

Unlimited

Entertainment C

Unlimited

D

Unlimited

A

Up to 40 times no.

of gaming tables

B

Up to 40 times no.

of gaming tables

C

Up to 40 times no.

of gaming tables

D

Up to 40 times no.

of gaming tables

Centre4

Regional Casin05

No more than 1250 tables in total

Large Casin06

B

Up to 5 times no.

of gaming tables

C

Up to 5 times no.

of gaming tables

D

Up to 5 times no.

of gaming tables

No more than 150 tables in total

Small Casin07

B (except B l)

Up to 2 times no. of gaming tables

3 S. 172(1). A premise for which an "adult gaming centre premises licence" has effect under s.237 and in relation
to the machines therein "gaming machine general operating licence" is required, sees. 65(2)(0
4 S. 172(2). A premise which may or may not have a "family entertainment centre premise licence" has effect
under s. 238, and in relation to the machines therein a "gaming machine general operating licence is required, see
s. 65(2)(g). Family entertainment centres offering only Category D machines do not need an operating licence
although they do require a machine gaming permit from the local Licensing Authority.
5 S. 172(3), where at least 40 gaming tables are used. A premise for which a "regional casino premises licence"
is required, according to s. 65(2)(a) read in conjunction with s. 150(2)(a).
6 S. 172(4), where at least one gaming table is used. These ratios also apply to a regional casino which has less
than 40 gaming tables. A premise for which a "large casino premises licence" is required, according to s.
65(2)(a) read in conjunction with s. 150(2)(b).
7 S. 172(5), where at least one gaming table is used. A premise for which a "small casino premises licence" is
required, according to s. 65(2)(a) read in conjunction with s. 150(2)(c).
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C

Up to 2 times no.

of gaming tables

D

Up to 2 times no.

of gaming tables

No more than 80 tables in total

Bingo premises

B (except B l)

Betting premise'

Casinos

existing

under

Up to 4

C

Unlimited

D

Unlimited

B

No more than 4 machines in total

C

No more than 4 machines in total

D

No more than 4 machines in total

A

Gambling Act 1968

Up to 20 in combination with
category B, C and D

B (except B3a)
C

Unlimited if only C or D types

D

Unlimited if only C or D types

8 S. 172(7)

However if the betting premise licence is held in respect to a track gaming machines can only be
offered if the betting premise licence is a pool betting premise licence. Premises for which either a "general
betting operating licence" or a "pool betting operating licence" are required, as appropriate.

9 S. 172(8).
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Appendix II
Operating Licences, Codes of Practices applicable to various forms of gambling
in Great Britain

Form according to

s.

Licence Conditions & Codes

Licence

of Practice

65(2)

Operating a casino

Casino:

Act

2005

Codes of

and

Conditions

Practice applicable to:

(non-remote)

Non-remote Casino Licences
December 2008
Casino:

Act

1968

See above.

(non-remote)

Ancillary

remote

licence
Remote licence

Providing

facilities Bingo (non-remote)

for playing bingo

Conditions

Codes of

and

Practice applicable to:

Non-remote Bingo Licences
December 2008

Ancillary

remote

licence

Conditions

Codes of

and

Practice applicable to:

Remote Bingo Licences
Remote

Bingo

Ancillary

Licences,
December 2008
Remote licence

Providing

betting General

facilities (other than (standard)
pool betting)

'10

remote)

As above.

betting

Conditions

and

Codes of

(non- Practice applicable to:
Non-remote General Betting
Licences

Non-remote

10

Pool

Betting

Non-remote premises-based betting in Great Britain, including on track in Great Britain.
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Licences

Non-remote

Betting

Intermediary Licences
December 2008
General

betting

(limited)
remote)

See

Codes

of

Practice

(non- applicable to:

11

Non-remote General Betting
Licences

remote -

Ancillary
General

betting

(,limited)

remote -

Ancillary
General

betting

(standard)
Remote

licence -

General betting

Remote

licence -

General

betting

(,telephone only)

Providing
betting facilities

pool

Pool

betting (non'12

remote)

See

Codes

of

Practice

applicable to:

Non-remote General Betting
Licences
Remote licence

Acting as a betting Betting
intermediary

13

intermediary

(non-remote)

See

Codes

of

Practice

applicable to:

Non-remote General Betting
Licences
Remote licence

14

"

On-course non-remote betting on tracks in Great Britain, excluding premises-based betting.
Licence applicant has to indicate which type of pool betting activities will be undertaken; full pool betting
with dogs and football, pool betting without dogs or football, pool betting with dogs, pool betting with football,
or pool betting restricted to football. Includes 'fantasy football'. Guidance, supra note XX, p. 6
13
Same categories apply as for non-remote pool betting services.
14
For the provision of a service facilitating the making or acceptance of bets between others by remote
communication equipment.
12
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Remote

licence -

trading rooms only

gaming Gaming
Making
machines available general:

15

machine

Conditions

and

Codes of

Adult Practice applicable to: Gaming

for use in an adult Gaming Centre

Machine

gaming centre

Gaming Centre Licences
Gaming

Adult

General:

Machine

General:

Family Entertainment Centre
Licences

December 2008

gaming Gaming

machine

available general:

Family

Making
machines

As above.

for use in a family entertainment centre
entertainment centre

Manufacturing,

Gaming

supplying, installing, technical:

adapting,

machine

full

and

Codes of

(non- Practice applicable to:
Non-remote Gaming Machine

remote)

maintaining

Conditions

or

Technical: Full Licences

repairing a gaming

Non-remote Gaming Machine

machine

Technical: Supplier Licences

or

part

Non-remote Gaming Machine

thereof

Technical: Supplier Licences

Non-remote Gaming Machine
Technical: Software Licences

Non-remote

Gambling

Software Licences
December 2008

Ancillary
full

remote

- Conditions

and

Codes of

Practice applicable to:

Remote

Gaming

Machine

Technical: Full Licences

I6

December 2008
5

Same as 'betting intermediary' but for the limitation to the provision of these services from 'licensed premises
by providing a link by means of remote communication to a betting exchange.'
l
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Remote licence

i

See

Code

Remote

applicable to

Gaming

Full

Technical:

Machine

Ancillary

Licences
machine

Gaming

machine

See

excluding

technical:

supplier

technical: full (non-remote)

manufacture)

(non-remote)

(As

above

but

Ancillary

remote - See

Gaming

Code

Remote

supplier

applicable to

Gaming

Full

Technical:

Machine

Ancillary

Licences
Remote licence 1

8

See

Code

Remote

applicable to

Gaming

Full

Technical:

Machine

Ancillary

Licences

(Manufacture, supply,

Gaming

machine

Gaming

installation

or

technical:

software

full (non-remote)

adaptation

of (non-remote)

machine

technical:

gambling software)

Ancillary

remote - See

software

Code

Remote

applicable to

Gaming

Full

Technical:

Machine

Ancillary

Licences

Remote licencel,

See

Code

Remote

Technical:

applicable to

Gaming

Full

Machine

Ancillary

Licences

'6 This code is also applicable to:
• Remote Gaming Machine Technical: Supplier Licences
• Remote Gaming Machine Technical: Software Licences
• Remote Gambling Software Licences
• Remote Gaming Machine Technical: Full Ancillary Licences
• Remote Gaming Machine Technical: Supplier Ancillary Licences
• Remote Gaming Machine Technical: Software Ancillary Licences
• Remote Gambling Software Ancillary Licences
7
Where the licensed activities are undertaken by means of remote communication.
8
Where the licensed activities are undertaken by means of remote communication.

I

I
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Manufacturing,

software

Gambling

Gaming

machine

technical:

supplying, installing, (non-remote software full (non-remote)
adapting

gambling through

software

non-remote

means

of

communication)

Ancillary remote

See

Code

Remote

applicable to

Machine

Gaming

Full

Technical:

Ancillary

Licences
Remote licence20

See

applicable to

Code

Remote

Machine

Gaming

Full

Technical:

Ancillary

Licences

Promoting a lottery

External

lottery
(

managers

non-

Conditions

Codes of

and

Practice applicable to:

remote) - for those Non-remote External Lottery
managing a lottery for
a

non-commercial

society

or

local

Manager Licences

Non-remote

non-commercial

Society Lottery Licences

Non-remote Local Authority

authority

Lottery Licences
December 2008
Remote

licence -

lottery manager
Society lottery (non-

See

- applicable

remote)

and

External

promotion of lottery

Licences

management

to

benefit

of

Codes

to
Lottery

Practice

Non-remote
Manager

non-

commercial society 2I
Remote

19

20
2I

licence -

Where the licensed activities are undertaken by means of remote communication.
Once again, where the services are provided through means of remote communication.
Where total proceeds exceed either £20,000 in a single lottery or £250,000 cumulatively per annum.
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society lottery

Non-remote

Authority

Locd

Lottery

Licences
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NEDERALANDSE SAMENVATTING
De regulering van kansspelen in de interne markt van de Europese Unie is een belangrijk

vraagstuk Het is niet alleen een kwestie van opbrengsten voor goede doelen of een debat
tussen staatsmonopolies en particuliere aanbieders van grensoverschrijdende kansspelen,

maar het gaat ook om de balans tussen de uitvoering van nationaal kansspelbeleid en de
beginselen van het vrije verkeer waarop het internet markt rust. In het algemeen zijn de
beginselen van het vrije verkeer van diensten en het vrije verkeer van (kansspel)exploitanten
de meest relevante principes op

dit terrein. Andere beginselen zijn evenwel ook van belang in

deze discussie, met name de beginselen van subsidiariteit, non-discriminatie evenredigheid en
transparantie op basis van nationaliteit.

Op de vergadering van de Europese Raad in Edinburgh in december 1992 heeft de
Europese Commissie het standpunt ingenomen dat er geen harmonisatieprogramma moest

worden opgesteld voor de regulering van kansspelen op basis van het subsidiariteitsbeginsel.

De consequentie van deze stellingnaam is evenwel niet een dat de lidstaten carte blanche
hebben en dat hun kansspelwetgeving in strijd zou mogen zijn met de vrijheden die werden

vastgelegd in het Verdrag op de Europese Gemeenschap. De vraag of de kansspelwetgeving

in strijd mag zijn met het Gemeenschapsrecht staat los van het debat over de vraag of de
kansspelen al dan niet op Europees niveau moeten worden gereguleerd.

In dit proefschrift wordt onderzocht hoe het staat met de regulering van kansspelen in
de interne markt. In relatie tot het algemene vraagstuk van de verenigbaarheid van de

nationale kansspelwetgevingen met het Gemeenschapsrecht is de regulering van kansspelen

Dit heeft vanzelfsprekend consequenties voor de wijze
waarop kan worden getoetst of die wetgeving compatibel is met dit recht. In Europa bestaat er

een relatief nieuw onderzoeksgebied.

weinig literatuur over kansspelen. Daarenboven heeft zij veelal betrekking op psychologisch
onderzoek naar verslaving. In Australie, Canada en de Verenigd Staten is niet alleen veel
meer wetenschappelijk onderzoek gedaan dan in Europa maar ook meer onderzoek vanuit

verschillende perspectieven. Daarom wordt in Hoofdstuk 2 eerst een overzicht gepresenteerd
van niet-juridische thema's die grote invloed hebben op de regulering van kansspelen, zoals

kansspelverslaving. In dit overzicht gaat het echter niet alleen over kansspelverslaving maar
over het gebruik van kansspelen voor criminele doeleinden, over fraude en over de impact van

communicatietechnologie op het aanbod van kansspeldiensten. In het bijzonder het internet
heeft geleid tot veel botsingen tussen de verschillende nationale kansspelwetgevingen, als een

welhaast natuurlijk gevolg van het feit dat het internet als vanzelf over de grenzen tussen de
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lidstaten gaat. Zodoende zijn nationale gokmonopolies aan twee kanten onder druk komen te
staan. Enerzijds omdat sommige mensen liever gokken

bij particuliere aanbieders die zijn

gereguleerd in andere lidstaten en daar dus ook geld kunnen verliezen, anderzijds omdat de
toepassing van het Gemeenschapsrecht op dit terrein voor veel problemen zorgt..

Vanuit juridisch oogpunt is de situatie in de interne markt op twee niveaus niet

duidelijk. Aan de ene kant zijn

de nationaal kansspelwetgevingen niet systematisch

bestudeerd in academische kringen en om de andere kant zijn de vereisten van het

Gemeenschapsrecht niet volledige gerealiseerd op dit moment. In deze omstandigheden is het

noodzakelijk dat dit gat in wordt gevuld.

Met het oog op de discussie omtrent de kansspelen op het nationale niveau zijn drie
lidstaten geselecteerd waarvan de kansspelwetgeving wordt bestudeerd in Hoofdstuk 3. De

modellen gebruikt in Frankrijk, Nederland en het Verenigd Koninkrijk geven tot op grote
hoogte inzicht in de kansspelwetgeving in het Europese Unie in haar geheel. Na een

historische inleiding wordt voor elke lidstaat een beeld geschetst van de doelstellingen van
kansspelwetgeving; de typen van kansspelen, de manier waarop aanbieders zijn geselecteerd,

de ruimte voor particuliere ondernemers en (grensoverschrijdend) marktwerking, verschillen
tussen kansspelen via internet en offline kansspelen, de attributie van de bevoegdheid om

vergunningen uit te geven, de toewijzing van toezicht- en handhavingbevoegdheden, het
belastingbeleid ten aanzien van kansspelen en de verdeling van inkomsten over goede doelen
of de staat zelf.

In Hoofdstuk 4 staan de Gemeenschapsrechtelijke kanten centraal. Hier wordt
nagegaan hoe de Europese instellingen hebben gereageerdeerd op de opkomst van kansspelen

in de interne markt. Tot op vandaag is het Europese Hof van Justitie de instelling die de
meeste invloed heeft gehad op de formulering van de vereisten waaraan de kansspelwetgeving

in relatie tot

de Verdragsvrijheden moet doen. Dit is de voornaamste reden waarom de

voornaamste acht 'kansspelzaken' werden geanalyseerd. Deze rechtszaken zijn voortgevloeid

uit prejudiciele vragen van rechters in Finland, Italie, Portugal, het Verenigd Koninkrijk en
Zweden. De eerste zaak is de Schindler zaak: hij gaat

over de verenigbaarheid van het

toenmalige niet-discriminatoire verbod inzake loterijen in het Verenigd Koninkrijk met het

vrije verkeer van diensten. Het belang van die zaak ligt in het feit dat het Hof vaststelde dat
kansspelen een economische activiteit is en dat daarom de aanbieding ervan onder de

Verdragsvrijheden valt.
Het Hof erkende meteen ook dat de kansspelen 'bijzonder" van aard zijn, en dit om

vier redenen: bij kansspelen spelen overwegingen van zedelijke, religieuze en culturele aard
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een belangrijke rol; er bestaan bij kansspelen aanzienlijke gevaren in termen van criminaliteit
en fraude en deze gevaren brengen met zich mee dat mensen worden aangespoord om geld te

verkwisten, wat schadelijke individuele en maatschappelijke gevolgen kan hebben, of dat

loterijen worden gebruikt om financiele middelen te genereren voor goede doelen en

liefdadigheid. Ook al vormt dit laatste geen objectieve rechtvaardigingsgrond voor een
beperkende maatregel maar het illustreert wel de wijze waarop het Hof de maatschappelijke

relevantie van kansspelen waardeert. Op basis van de drie andere elementen die kunnen
worden ingeroepen voor het nemen van een beperkende maatregel kent het Hof de lidstaten
een zeer ruime beoordelingsvrijheid toe.

De meeste zaken die het Hof heeft behandeld gaan over grensoverschrijdend kansspel

verkeer via het internet, zoals Zenatti, Gambelli (met het principe dat beperkende maatregelen
'samenhangend en stelselmatig' moeten zijn), Placanica en Sanm Casa. Tot de laatste zaak

heeft het Hof de ruime beoordelingsvrijheid of appreciatiemarge van de lidstaten intact
gelaten. Op het eerste gezicht heeft het Hof in Santa Casa veel ruimte gegeven aan de
Lidstaten om volledig de regelgeving te negeren die bestaat in het land waar een
grensoverschrijdende aanbieder zijn diensten aanbiedt. Het Hof kon er althans gemakkelijk
van worden overtuigd dat de uitbreiding van de bestaande monopolierechten voor

weddenschappen in Portugal naar de virtuele wereld van het internet gepast was om de

nationale kansspelbeleidsdoelstellingen te bereiken. Algemener gesteld bevestigt deze zaak
dus dat de Lidstaten vrij zijn om de kansspelen te reguleren zoals zij willen en te kiezen voor
een stelsel van bescherming dat hier in de praktijk bij past. Als een monopolie een geschikt en

noodzakelijk middel is om de doelstellingen te realiseren, dan moeten de andere Lidstaten dit
monopolie respecteren.

Voor nationale rechters is het echter nog lang niet helder hoe de voorrang van de
Verdragsvrijheden zich verhoudt tot nationale kansspelwetgevingen die mogelijk het vrije
verkeer van diensten beperken. Vandaar al die prejudiciele vragen van nationale rechters die
momenteel aanhangig zijn bij het Hof om meer duidelijkheid over deze verhouding te krijgen.

Hoewel een aantal rechtszaken al heeft geleid tot de uitspraken van Luxemburg, heeft de
Europese Commissie reeds niet-nakomingprocedures tegen een deel van de 27 lidstaten
gestart. De politieke gevoeligheid van deze acties mag niet worden onderschat omdat

verspiegelen het belang dat de Commissie wie in dit geval heeft van de bescherming van de

vrijheden die zijn vastgelegd in het EG Verdrag. Hierbij mag overigens niet uit het oog
worden verloren dat bestaande richtlijnen betreffende het 'land van herkomst'-principe sluiten
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kansspelen uit en de richtlijnen die wel van toepassing zijn op kansspelen, zijn slechts
procedureel van aard en bevatten geen harmoniserende maatregelen.

De doelstelling van Hoofdstuk 5 is om de kansspeljurisprudentie van de Europese Hof
van Justitie te plaatsen in de context van de meer algemeen jurisprudentie en van hieruit die

jurisprudentie te onderwerpen aan een kritische analyse.. Na een kort overzicht van de
regeling van het vrije verkeer van goederen en diensten en van de regeling van de vrijheid van

vestiging

wordt

eerst

kritiek gegeven op

de

manier

waarop in

de

specifieke

kansspelrechtszaken de feiten worden gepresenteerd en op de consequenties hiervan voor de

ontwikkeling van de Europese kansspeljurisprudentie. Daarna worden de verschillende
beperkende maatregelen en hun rechtvaardigingsgronden per vrijheid geanalyseerd om

scherper oog te krijgen voor de potentiele rol van concepten zoals wederzijdse erkenning en

het evenredigheidstoets op het terrein van de kansspelen. Ook wordt evenwel voor andere
communautaire rechtsgebieden nagegaan welke rol maatregelen als

zoals concessies en

administratieve goedkeuringen kunnen spelen in de verenigbaarheidtoets van beperkende
maatregelen.

In Hoofdstuk 6 worden

de nationale beleidsdoelstellingen inzake kansspelen, de

kansspelwetgevingen en de (kansspel-)rechtszaken van het Europese Hof van Justitie met
elkaar vergeleken. Vooreerst valt dan op hoe dicht de beleidsdoelstellingen van Frankrijk,

Nederland en het Verenigd Koninkrijk bij elkaar liggen. Het grootste verschil is de ruimte die

in de Britse kansspelwetgeving is gegeven voor marktwerking, zeker in vergelijking met het
streven van Nederlands naar de kanalisatie van het aanbod door een (publiek) aanbieder in
een gesloten markt. Ten tweede is het hoofdstuk gericht op de vaststelling van

mogelijk

beperkende maatregelen in de regulering van de diverse sectoren van de kansspelmarkt:

kansspelinrichtingen zoals casino's en amusementcentra, loterijen (nationale en andere),
weddenschappen (sporten en paarden) en kansspelen via het internet. De regulering van deze
sectoren in Frankrijk, Nederland en het Verenigd Koninkrijk is geanalyseerd met een

bijzonder oog voor rechtszaken op het nationale niveau, voor niet- nakomingprocedures van
de Europese Commissie en voor wetsvoorstellen. Ten derde illustreert dit hoofdstuk het

belang van transparantie in nationale kansspelwetgeving met het oog op de beoordeling van

de gelijkwaardigheid van systemen van kansspelwetgeving en evenzeer met het oog de
'paradox van monopolies' binnen de verenigbaarheidtoets.

Ten slotte, de conclusie in Hoofdstuk 7 roept de appreciatiemarge in herinnering van
de Lidstaten om hun eigen kansspelbeleid te formuleren maar wijste ook op dat de uitvoering
van dit beleid verenigbaar moet zijn met de vage, of soepele, jurisprudentie van het Europese
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Hof van Justitie over de Verdragsvrijheden. Om deze vorm van onverenigbaarheid te
verminderen, en dus de suprematie van de Verdragsvrijheden volledig te garanderen, worden
suggesties

gedaan om de erkenning van de gelijkwaardigheid tussen Lidstaten te

vergemakkelijken. Voor een balans tussen de appreciatiemarge van de lidstaten en de
suprematie van de vrijheden is het niet per se nodig om een harmonisatieprogramma door te
voeren. Harmonisatie moet alleen gebeuren als er sprake is van een doelstelling die beter kan

worden

gerealiseerd

via

regulering

op

Europees

niveau

op

basis van het

subsidiariteitsbeginsel. Meer respect voor de suprematie van de artikelen 43 en 49 EG-

Verdrag kan worden gerealiseerd via coordinatie tussen nationale supervisie- en handhaving-

instellingen en via meer inzicht in de overeenkomsten en verschillen tussen nationale
kansspelwetgevingen.
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- Conseil de la Concurrence, Ddcision n° 00-D-50 du relative a des pratiques mises
en cruvre par la socidtd Frangaise des Jeux dans les secteurs de la maintenance
informatique et du mobilier de comptoir
- C2004-117/ Lettre du ministre d'Etat, ministre de 1'6conomie, des finances et de
l'industrie. en date du 28 juillet 2004, aux conseils des sociZtds Accor et Colony et
de la famille Barri2re-Desseigne, relative 8 une concentration dans le secteur des
casinos

- Ddcision de

la

Commission,
COMP/M.3373-Accor/Colony/DesseigneBarriere/JV, Ddcision de la Commission du 04/06/2004. C2005-95/ Lettre du
ministre de 1'6conomie, des finances et de l'industrie du 28 septembre 2005, au
Prisident du Directoire du Groupe Partouche, relative a une concentration dans
le secteur des casinos

MALTA
- GIE Pari Mutuel Urbain (PMU) v Zituif Ltd, Appeal Number 92/06, 9 January
2007

NETHERLANDS
- Rb. Arnhem 27 januari 2003, De Nationale Sporttotalisator/Ladbrokes. UN
AF3374
-

-

-

EK 18 februari 2005, Ladbrokes/De Nationale Sporttotalisator, UN AR4841
RvS 14 maast 2001, Minister van Justite en Holland Casino/Compagnie

Financ re R3gionale B. V., LJN BA0670
RvS 18 juli 2007, X/Minister van Justitie, LJN BA9831
RvS 14 mai 2008, The Sporting Exchange Ltd (Betfair)/Minister van Justitie,UN
BD 1483

-

-

HR 13 juni 2008, Ladbrokes/De Nationale Sporttotatlisator, UN BC8970
Vzr. Rb. Utrecht 19 maart 2008, Unibet Group Plc, Unibet (International

Ltd)/Stichting de Nationale Sporttotalisator (242396 / KG ZA 08-26) en Global
Entertainment (Antigua) Ltd/ Stichting de Nationale Sporttotalisator (242398 / KG
ZA 08-27), LJN BC7139

UNITED KINGDOM
-

R v Commissioner of Police for the Metropolis, ex parte Blackburn, I 1968] 2 Q.B.
118

-

Seay v Eastwood [1976] 3 All ER 153

-

R v. Kelly, [2008] EWCA Crim 137

CASE-LAW FROM OTHER JURISDICTIONS

USA
-

In re Allen 59 Cal. 2d, 377P.2d 280 (1961)
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WTO
- United States - Measures Affecting the Cross-Border Supply of Gambling and
Betting Services (Complaint by Antigua and Barbuda) (2004), WTO Doc.
WT/DS285/R

NATIONAL LEGISLATION
BELGIUM
- Preliminary Draft Law Amending the Act of 7 May 1999 on Games of Chance,
Gambling Establishments and the Protection of Players, the Code of Taxes
Comparable to Income Tax, the Act of 26 june 1963 on Promoting Physical
Education, Sports and Outdoor Activities and the Control of Undertakings that
Organise

Sprts

Betting

Systems,

and

the

Act

of

19

April

2002

on

the

Rationalisation of the Operations and Management of the National 1-1,ttery

FRANCE
-

-

Arrete du 15 juillet 1947 sur la riglementation des jeux dans les cercles
Ddcret du 24 juin 1806 qui prohibe les maisons de jeu
Ddcret n° 47-798 du 5 mai 1947 modifit portant rdglementation de la police des

jeux dans les cercles
- Ddcret n° 59-1489 du 22 ddcembre 1959 portant rtglementation des jeux dans les
casinos des stations balndaires, thermales et climatiques
- Decret n° 69-681 du 19 juin 1969 portant modification du dZcret n° 59-1489 du 22
dicembre

1959 rtglementant les jeux dans les casinos des stations baindaires,

thermales et climatiques
- Ddcret n° 78-1067 du 9 novembre 1978 relatif i l'organisation et a l'exploitation
des jeux de loterie as amended by Dicret n° 2006-174 du 17 fdvrier 2006
-

10 septembre 1996

modifiant le cret n° 59-1489 du 22
dicembre 1959 portant riglementation des jeux dans les casinos des stations
Ddcret n° 96-808 du

balndaires, thermales et climatiques
-

Ddcret n° 97-456 du 5 mai 1997 relatif aux socidtus de courses de chevaux et au

pari mutuel

- Ddcret n° 2000-202 du 3 mars 2000 relanf au Fonds national pour le
dJveloppement de la vie associative et portant criation de son conseil de gestion
Ddcret n°2000-318 du 7 avril 2000 relanf a la partie Rdglementaire du code
gdndral des collectivitds territoriales
- Dtcret n° 2006-1595 du 13 ddcembre 2006 modijiant le ddcret n° 59-1489 du 22
dicembre 1959 et relatif aux casinos
Ddcret n° 2007-175 du 17 fdvrier 2006 relatif a l'organisation et a l'exploitation
des jeux de pronostics sportifs
La loi du 21 mai 1836 pormnt prohibition des loteries
-

-

-

-

Loi de finances du 18 juillet 1836
Loi du 2 juin 1891 qui interdit les paris sur les courses de chevaux et de 16vriers
Loi du ler juillet 190 t relative au contrat d'association
Loi du 15 juin 1907 autorise les casino dans les stations thennales, balndaires et
climatiques et exclut Paris
Loi du 31 juillet 1920 portant fixationdu budget gtntraldel'exercice 1920
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-

Loi du 30 juin 1923 budget gintral de 1923
La loi des finances du 19 ddcembre 1926 fix(Int du budget gdndral de l'exercise
1927

-

-

Loi du 16 avril 1930 portant jixation du budget pour l'exercice 1930-1931
Loi du 31 mai 1933 portant fixation du budget gLniral de l'exercice 1933
Loi n°83-630 du 12 juillet 1983 relative aux jeux de hasard

-

Loi n° 87-306 du 5 mai 1987 modifiant certaines dispositions relatives aux casinos
autorisis
Loi n° 88-13 du 5 janvier 1988 d'amilioration de la d6centralisation

-

Loi n°96-142 du 21 fdvrier 1996 relative i la partie L6gislative du code gindral

des collectivitis territoriales
- Project de loi relatif a l'ouverture a la concurrence et a la rkgulation du secteur
des jeux d'argent et de hasard en ligne, no. 1549 du 25 mars 2009
- Proposition de loi relative aux dispositifs d'assistance aux joueurs dans le cadre
des jeux de hasard du 21 avril 2009, no. 362, session ordinaire 2009-2009 du
Stnat

GERMANY
-

21.6.1997 (GVBI. S. 289). Lower Saxony Act on Lotteries and Bets

MALTA
-

Remote Gaming Regulations 2004, Legal Notice 176 of 2004 of the Lotteries and
other Games Act (Act XXIV of 2001)

NETHERLANDS
Wet op de Kansspelen 1964
Beschikking Casinospelen 1996
Beschikking houdende voorschriften inzake het organiseren van de instantloterij
- Beschikking van de Minister van Justitie en de Staatssecretaris van
Volksgezondheid, Welzijn en Sport van 10 december 2004, nr. L.O.
640/0073/0452482, houdende verlening van een vergunning tot het organiseren
van sportprijsvragen, de lotto en cijferspel
- Beschikking van de Minister van Justitie van 23 december 2005, nr. L.O.
-

-

130/0002/5393381, tot afgifte van de Beschikking Sponsorloterij
- Beschikking van de Minister van Justitie van 21 december 2007, nr.
5523483/07/DSP, houdende verlenging van een vergunning tot het organiseren
van een postcodeloterij
- Beschikking van de Minister van Justitie van 4 april 2008, nr. 5539317/08/DSP,

-

-

houdende verlening van een vergunning tot het organiseren van een BankGiro
Loterij
Beschikking van de Minister van Justitie van 19 juni 2008, nr. 5551529/08/DSP,
houdende verlening van een vergunning tot het organiseren van een totalisator
Toegelaten speelautomaten, 8 augustus 2008. Staatscourant 2008,152
Wet van 14 mei 1992, houdende regeling met betrekking tot de oprichting van de
Stichting Exploitatie Nederlandse Staatsloterij en wijziging van titel II van de Wet
op de kansspelen
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UNITED KINGDOM
-

-

Betting Levy Act 1961
Betting, Gaming and Lotteries Act 1963 (c.2)
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (c.8)
Gambling Act 2005 (c. 19)
Gaming Act 1968 (c.65)
Lotteries and Amusement Act 1976 (c. 32)
National Lottery Act 1993 (c.39)
National Lottery Act 1998 (c.22)
National Lottery Act 2006 (c.23)
Racecourse Betting Act 1928

- SI 1971/1538, Gaming Clubs (Permitted Areas) Regulations
- S.I. 2000/544, Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Regulated Activities)
Order 2001

- S.I. 2006/3266, The Gambling Act 2005 (Definition of Small-scale Operator)
Regulations 2006

- S.I. 2007/459, The Gambling Act 2005 (Premises Licences and Provisional
Statements) Regulations 2007

- Sl. 1007/1940, The Gambling Act 2005 (Exempt Gaming in Alcohol-Licensed
-

Premises) Regulations 2007
S.I. 200111944, The Gambling Act 2005 (Exempt Gaming in Clubs) Regulations
2007

S.I. 2007/2319, The Gaming Machine (Circumsmnces of Use) Regulations 2007
- S.I. 2007/2158, The Categories of Gaming Machine Regulations 2007
- S.I. 2008/1327, The Gambling (Geographical Distribution of Large and Small
Casino Premises Licences) Order 2008
-

USA
-

Internet Gambling Prohibition Enforcement Act (2006), H.R. 4411
- Mass. Ann. Laws. ch. 271 §17A

NATIONAL PARLIAMENTS
BELGIUM
- Chambre des reprdsentants de Belgique, Pri,jet de loi portant des dispositions
diverses relatives aux jeux de hasard, Avis du Conseil d'Etat, 12 janvier 2007

NETHERLANDS
Eerste Kamer
- Eerste Kamer, Gokken via internet verdeelt senaat, 30 January 2008
- Eerste Kamer, 'Senaat tegen proef met gokken op internet, 1 April 2008
- Stemming over het wetsvoorstel 'Wijziging van de Wet op de kansspelen
houdende tijdelijke bepalingen met betrekking tot kansspelen via internet (30362),
Kamerstukken I, 25-1040,1 April 2008
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Tweede Kamer
- Derde voortgangsrapportage kansspelbeleid, Kamerstukken Il, 2004/05,24 557 nr.
47

-

Brief minister over de aanpak van de bestrijding van kansspelen via internet,
Kamerstukken /I, 2004/05,24 557, nr. 59
Brief minister ter aanbieding van de gedrags- en reclamecode kansspelen,

Kamerstukken H, TK 24 557, nr. 68
Brief minister over (on)verenigbaarheid Wet op de kansspelen met grondbeginsel
vrije dienstverrichting EG-Verdrag, Kamerstukken II, 2005/06,24 557, nr. 74
Brief minister met een voortgangsrapportage over het kansspelbeleid,
Kamerstukken II, 2006/07,24 557, nr. 76
- Ministerie van Justitie, Projectbureau Kansspelen, Vijfde voortgangsrapportage
kansspelen, (5486854/07/DSP), 13 July 2007
- Brief minister over enkele
voorgenomen aanpassingen van het kansspelbeleid en
de gevolgen daarvan voor het wetsvoorstel, Kamerstukken II, 2008/09,24557, nr.
-

93

-

Verslag algemeen overleg op 19 maart 2009, Kamerstukken

II, 2008/09,24557, nr.

97
-

Brief minister over het advies van de Commissie van de Europese
Gemeenschappen over de Wet op de kansspelen, Kamerstukken II, 2008/09,
24557, nr. 98.

-

Wijziging van de begrotingsstaten van het Ministerie van Financien (IXB) voor het
jaar 2009 (wijziging samenhangende met de Voorjaarsnota), Kamerstukken II,
2008-2009, 31965 V, nr. 2H

- Ministerie van Justitie, Projectbureau Kansspelen, Zesde voortgangsrapportage
kansspelen (5583398/09/DSP), 27 January 2009

- Ministerie van Justitie, Kamervragen van het lid De Wit (SP) over de plannen van
Holland Casino (nr. 2080911920), 24 February 2009

- Kamervragen van het lid Bouwmeester (PvDA) over de toekomst van Holland
Casino (nr. 2080911940), 24 February 2009
- Ministerie van Justitie, Kamervragen van het lid De Wit (SP) over pokerwebsite
Holland Casino (nr. 2080911480), 2 March 2009

UNITED KINGDOM
House Of Commons
- House of Commons, Hansard Written Answers, 8 December 1999, c534W
Select Committe€s TWrd Report Public Spaces: The Role of PPG 17 in the Urban
Renaissance, HC 238-I, 20 February 2002
- House of Commons, Awarding the new licence to run the National Lottery. Report
by the Comptroller and Auditor General, HC 803, Session 2001-2002, 10 May
2002

- Chairman of the Joint Committee, John Greenway MP, Publication of Report,
Session

-

2003-04

at

http://www.parliament.uk/parliamentary committees/icdgb/icdgb press notice 10
.cfm
Joint Committee on the Draft Gambling Bill, Report, HL 63/HC 139, 7 April 2004
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- Jowell, T. MP, House of Common, Hansard, Vol. 426, cols. 31 and 39, 1
November 2004

- House of Commons, Culture, Media and Sport Committee, Call TV quiz shows,
Third Report of Session 2006-07, HC 72,25 January 2007
- Jowell, T. MP, Member of Parliament and the Secretary of State for Culture,
Media and Sport, House of Commons, Hansard, Vol. 456, Part. 36,30 January
2007

House of Lords
- House of Lords, Daily Hansard, Vol. 690, Part No. 67,28 March 2007

NATIONAL REGULATORY BODIES

NETHERLANDS
- Besluit van 6 december 1995, houdende vaststelling van het Besluit College van
toezicht op de kansspelen

- College van Toezicht op de Kansspelen, Jaarverslag 2004, Jaarverstag 2005,
Jaarverslag 2006, Jaarverslag 2007 and Jaarverslag 2008

UNITED KINGDOM
- Casino Advisory Panel, Recommendations to the Secretary of State for Culture
Media and Sport on locations for one regional, eight large and eight small casinos

allowed under section 175 of the Gambling Act 2005, Final Report, 30 January
2007

-

Gambling Commission, Bingo and Casino Equipment Technical Requirements
Gambling Commission, The Gambling (Personal Licences) (Modification of Part
5 of the Gambling Act 2005) Regulations 2006

Gambling Commission, Machine Standards Category A &BI, June 2007
- Gambling Commission, Review of Research, Education and Treatment, First
Consultation Paper, November 2007
- Gambling Commission, Statement of Principles for Licensing and Regulation,
-

December 2006

Gambling Commission, Compliance and Enforcement Policy Statement, June 2007
Gambling Commission, Code of Practice for gaming in clubs and premises with
an alcohol licence of July 2007
- Gambling Commission Gambling Commission, Prize competitions and free

-

draws: The requirements of the Gambling Act 2005, November 2007

- Gambling Commission, Rules of casino games in Great Britain, July 2008
- Gambling Commission, Revised Guidance to Licensing Authorities, (2nd Edition,
October 2008)
- Gambling Commission, Gaming machines. Key points: Conditions and Codes,
January 2009
- Gambling Commission, Approval of Test Houses, 9 April 2009
- Gambling Commission, Guidance to Licensing Authorities, 3 Edition, May 2009
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Operating
Application
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http://www.gamblingcommission.gov.uk/UploadDocs/publications/Document/423
044 OL AppForm 2.0 web.pdf
Gambling Commission, Operating Licence Application Forms Guidance Notes
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R
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-
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2006
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http://www.natlotcomm.gov.uk/UploadDocs/Contents/Documents/FINAL%2OITA

-FULL.pdf
Gambling Commission, Licence Conditions and Codes of Practice, October 2008
http://www.gamblingcommission.gov.uk/pdf/LCCP%20-%20Oct%202008.pdf
- Gambling Commission, Conditions and Codes of Practice applicable to Non-

remote

-

-

Casino

Licences,

December

2008,
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odes%20of%20practice%202009%20casin0%20-%20December%202008.pdf
Gambling Commission, Conditions and Codes of Practice applicable to Remote
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Licences,
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http://www.gamblingcommission.gov.uk/pdf/Licence%20conditions%20and%20c
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http://www.gamblingcommission.gov.uk/pdf/licence%20conditions%2(land%20co
des%20of%20practice%202009%20personal%20licences%20%20december%202008.pdf

MISCELLANEOUS
- ACLEU, Position Paper Charity lotteries: turning chance into change,

June 2009

(available
http://www.acleu.eu/upload/80181 668 1244815433480Position paper June 2009 def.pdf
at:
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CNRS (Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique), Le partenariat. Structures 8
personalitd morale at
http://www.sg.cnrs.fr/dai/partenariat/partenariat/structpersomorale/seni 1.htm#obiet
(Accessed on 6 March 2008)
EuroMillions, EuroMillions Your essential guide, http://www.nationallottery.co. uk/player/information.do?info=euroinfo (accessed on 13March 2007)

- FDJ, R2glement General des Jeux de la Franfaise des Jeux Accessibles par
Internet et par Telephone Mobile, Paris, 5 April 2001 (last amended on 22
February

-

2008),

http://www.francaisedesieux.com/liles/reelementgeneral.pdf

(accessed 19 May 2008)
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et
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at
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par

http://www .francaisedesjeux.com/files/reglementgeneral.pdf
- PMU, R&glement du Pari Mutuel, http://www.pmu.fr/pmu/litinl/fr/informationslegales-courses-hippiques/reglement-pmu.html (accessed 19 May 2008)

- Deelnemersreglement Stichting de Nationale Sporttotalisator, approved by the
Minister of Justice on 5th April 2009
- 2006 Version 2.0, available at
https://www.weddenoppaarden.nl/pdf/totalisator reelement.pdf (accessed on lst
May 2009)
- People's Postcode Lottery, The People's Postcode Lottery Terms & Conditions.
www.postcodelottery.com
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World
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and
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at
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(accessed on 12th March 2007)
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